*ETHIOPIA*

Menelik II (1844-1913) King of Shewa (from 1866); Emperor of Ethiopia (from 1889). He established the
first modern hospital in the country, the first modern bank, the first modern postal system and the first
railway; in Addis Ababa he introduced electricity, the telephone, the telegraph, the automobile and modern
plumbing. He so enlarged the territory of his country that at his death it was equivalent in size to the
present modern state; and he created the first Cabinet. He can be called the Father of Modern Ethiopia.
In his lifetime it was commonly said of him:
“The Lion of the tribe of Judah hath prevailed.”
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(43)—294.27 Excerpt from A Heart-born Story (Libb Wolled Tarik)\fn{by Afevork Ghevre Jesus (Afawerk
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(55)—261.68 1. A Speech (October 5, 1916) 2. A Proclamation (February 11, 1917) 3. Some Words of
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(56)—179.144 & 190.194 1. Pride Of A Man From Gondor Province 2. Poetic Revenge 3. The Wit And The
Nitwit 4. Good Eating Comes First 5. Safety From Robbers 6. Sex On The Hill 7. The Wit At Home 8. A
Woman’s Way 9. The Pot Of Caste 10. Jealousy Is Dangerous:Ten Folktales\fn{by Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna (fl. late 19th
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(102)—143.151 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Abrahim, the son of Edris (before 1910- )} Tigre Province, Ethiopia (F) -1
(103)—143.151a A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Galaydos, the son of Tedros, for her brother-in-law Naseh (before 1910- )} Tigre
Province, Ethiopia (F) -1
(103—143.152 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Beemnat, the son of Gahad, for her husband (before 1910- )} Tigre Province,
Ethiopia (F) -1
(104)—143.152a A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Mahamud, the son of Naseh, for Samara-reul, the son of Geedad (before 1910- )}
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(107)—170.186 1. The Wak\fn{“The god of war”} of Cäha I 2. The Wak of Cäha II 3. The Capture of Wak: Three
Folktales\fn{by Ato Nesbanä (c.1900?- )} the Cäha-tribe portion of Gurage-land, in “the southernmost range of the
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(112)—271.84 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Belayhnesh (1926- )} nr. Adi Nibried?, Tigray Province,
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(113)—259.57 Excerpt from Yohannes IV Of Ethiopia: A Political Biography: “The Reunification Of The Core
Region”\fn{by Zewde Gabre-Sellassie (1928-2008)} Addis Ababa?, Ethiopia (M) 6
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(120)—34.1 Excerpt from Defiance\fn{by Abbie Gubegna (1934- )} Bahr Dar, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) 15
(135)—26.1 Sinega’s Village: Scenes Of Ethiopian Life\fn{by Berhane Mariam Sahle Sellassie (1936- )} Wardéna,
Ethiopia (M) 29
(163)—147.80 Excerpt from The Thirteenth Sun\fn{by Daniachew Worku (1936-1994)} Wiha-Teggeb Village,
Ethiopia (M) 14
(178)—52.325 Opaque Shadows\fn{by Solomon Deressa (1937- )} Wollagga, Semien Omo Zone, Ethiopia (M) 5
*
(183)—139.57 The Song Of A Happy Cobbler: A Folktale\fn{by Abeda Shifferaw (c.1940?- )} Ethiopia (M) -1
(183)—139.60 The Woodchopper And The Hyena: A Folktale\fn{by Tsegaye Tekel Mariam (c.1940?- )} Ethiopia (M)
1
(184)—139.61 Four Good Men: A Folktale\fn{by Sophia Zacharias (c.1940?- )} Ethiopia (F) -1
(184)—30.175 & 103.232 1. Abu Rubbiay 2. The Color Of Rain\fn{by Ahmed Abdel Wali (1940-1972)} Dabrban,
Ethiopia (M) 3
(190)—215.18 Excerpt from The Life History Of An Ethiopian Refugee (1944-1991): “Sojourn In The Fourth
World”\fn{by Taddele Seyoum Teshale (1944- )} Wondefay Mikael Village, Agawmedir Awraja, Dangila Warada,
Gojjam Province, Ethiopia (M) 8
(198)—215.9 Excerpt from When Europe Doesn’t Know\fn{by Taddele Gebre Hiwot (1948- )} Ethiopia (M) 10
(208)—57.148 The Waldiba Story\fn{by Hama Tuma (1949- )} Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (M) 7
*
(213)—46.68 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Kebbedesh (1950?- )} Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 1
(214)—271.72 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Aster Fitiwy (c.1955- )} Makelle, Tigray Province, Ethiopia
(F) 2
(216)—177.1 Excerpt from Notes From The Hyena’s Belly\fn{by Nega Mezlekia (1958- )} Jijiga, Somali Region,
Ethiopia (M) 12
(229)—271.82 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Zafu aka Samhale (c.1959- )} Adua, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 2
*
(231)—271.79 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Lemlem Ayele (1960- )} Endaselassie, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 4
(235)—271.86 Excerpt from Tigress In The Crossfire: A Memoir: “You Can’t Plough The Sky”\fn{by Saba Mistlal
Desta Webb (1960- )} Adua, Adua District, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 16
(251)—271.76 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Abrehet Teklu (1961- )} Auxum, Tigray Province, Ethiopia
(F) 2
(254)—271.85 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Neriya Wahabi (c.1963- )} Endabaguna, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 1
(254)—182.180 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Khadishay (c.1965- )} Adi-Worewa Village, Tigray
Province, Ethiopia (M) 4
(258)—271.74 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Atsede Teklai (c.1965- )} Adua Awaraja, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 1
(260)—271.68 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Genet Negash (c.1967- )} Makelle, Tigray Province, Ethiopia
(F) 3
(262)—271.70 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Eysa Mohammed (c.1968- )} Endele, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 2
*
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(264)—215.1 Excerpt from Blue Daughter of the Red Sea: A Memoir\fn{by Meti Birabiro (1979- )} Dire Dawa,
Dire Dawa Region, Ethiopia (F) 8
*
(272)—259.46 Excerpt from Beneath The Lion’s Gaze\fn{by Maaza Mengiste (c.1980?- )} Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
(F) 10
(284)—182.167 Excerpt from From Falasha To Freedom: An Ethiopian Jew’s Journey to Jerusalem\fn{by
Shmuel Yilma (1983- )} Adi-Worewa Village, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (M) 13
(296)—45.184 Letter To My Sisters\fn{by Fatmata A. Conteth (1983?- )} Ethiopia (F) 10
†
260.94 Letters 1. to King George III (1812) 2. to Consul Henry Salt (1812-1813) 3. to Consul Henry Salt
(Spring or Summer 1812) 4. to Consul Henry Salt (c. 1812) 5. to Consul Henry Salt (c. 1813): Five
Letters\fn{by Ras Walda Sillase (1736-1876)} Tigray Province, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
Peace to you and God’s peace be with you, O King of Kings, George the Third,\fn{ Reigned 1760-1820} honoured by God and shepherd of Christians in the Faith and in deeds of righteousness, shepherd of the people of
India, progeny of kings.
Now, your servant Henry Salt\fn{ Henry Salt (1780-1827) was a British traveler who journeyed to Tigre in 1805 on his employyer’s behalf, and returned as an emissary of the British government in 1810 } has reached me and brought me all that you have
given me. With what shall I repay you for all that you have done for me? On earth [God] has given unto you and
also in heaven shall He accomplish [all] for you.
Let us return to the first matter; now, Henry Salt has not reached the King, for there is no king correct in faith.
Even I have quarrelled with him who is not equal to me in his faith, with him who is called Gugsa.\fn{ Ras Gugsa
Mirsa (d.1825) the third of the Yaggu Galla rulers of Bagemdir } He has made king one who is not correct in faith, and on
this account I quarrelled [with him].
That which belongs to the soul, apparatus for the Church, have you sent me, and that which belongs to the
flesh, with which I shall overcome my foes and my enemies, that is the things called spears, swords, and cannons,
have you sent me.\fn{The gifts brought by Salt, which Ras Sillase diverted to himself, were considerable, including two light cannon
and sundry other weapons, a painted glass window, a picture of the Virgin Mary, and a marble table. Salt says about them later in his
memoirs: “It is scarcely possible to convey an adequate impression of the admiration, which the Ras and his principal chiefs expressed, on
beholding these splendid presents. The former would sit for minutes, absorbed in silent reflection, and then break out with the exclamation,
‘Etzub! Etzub!’, ‘Wonderful! Wonderful!’, like a man bewildered with the fresh ideas that were rushing upon his mind, from having witnessed circumstances to which he could have given no previous credit. After a short time an appropriate prayer was recited by their high
priest, in which the English name was frequently introduced, and, on leaving the church, an order was given by the Ras that a prayer should
be offered up weekly, for the health of His Majesty, the King of Great Britain. The effect produced by the presents on the minds of all classes became very apparent. The purity of our motives ceased to be questioned, our motives for visiting the country were no longer doubted,
and our importance, in consequence, so highly rated, that the King’s brother shortly afterwards visited me, with the view of securing my
interest should any change be adopted with respect to the government.” } Now, your deeds which you have done for me are the

bribe of my soul. Before me were heathens and behind me were heathens, on my right and on my left were heathens, and I, then, was in the midst of all the heathens, and all who were on the sea coast were pagans. If you put
one of your ships on the sea for me, it will be good for my representative and for your representative, so that they
might meet in conference.
Now, my faith is like your faith. My faith of which I speak is that the Son has two births: a birth from the Father before eternity and a birth from the Virgin after time. This is what I profess. But the matter of the Faith is
written in the Book.
Nathaniel Pearce,\fn{A British sailor who travelled to Ethiopia in 1805 as a protégé of Henry Salt; he remained in the country,
serving the Ras devotedly, until the end of 1818} your servant, is with me in peace.
Let us, therefore, return to the old question, of this my faith. They tell me to desist, but I shall not relinquish
my faith. They all tell me to be like them and to professs three births.\fn{ I.e., the nature of the Trinity}
But as for the question of the Abun, it is a thing which is possible for you. Bring him out for my sake and send
him to me for my sake.\fn{The Ras is asking the King to help in facilitating a successor to Abuna Yosab, the head of the Ethiopian
church, who had died in 1803, and left the country without a spiritual head—for they were traditionally consecrated in Alexandria by the
Coptic Patriarch of that city}

For ever and ever, Amen.
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2
May this letter sent by the chief of the chiefs, Walda Sillase, reach the advisory envoy of the King of Kings
George, Salt, beloved of body and soul, from the people of Ethiopia and Egypt,\fn{ Note: “This is, as far as we recall, the
only occasion which an Ethiopian ruler spoke for the people of Egypt as well as those of his own country.” } poor in great poverty.
For you, you have given me the instruments of new skill. There is a craftsman\fn{ God is meant} who is greater than
the child of David the King. As they say, they will marvel at men of calm and tranquility.
How are you, Salt, whose skill is illumination? The drink of your intelligence is wine, the love of a friend.
Also, let not my days of instruction be short, as much as the time since we met is great. I should like to see you
once more with my [own] eyes. Instead you gave the monastery water to drink, wonderful vestments.
Fount of skills, Salt, you who make hearts to rejoice, while you are separated from your mother and leave your
father. Walda Sillase has sent you highest praise, a bunch of grapes, until your mind is sated with their amazing
taste.
I enquire after your lives, George and Salt, the glory of the kingdom and the nobility. May He give you long
life like the olives of Elijah. For, other than long life there is nothing but penitence, fire which purifies the iron of
the flesh. May He give you, George, long life like your father, and may the wealth of His kingdom be not parted
from you for ever and ever. Amen.
Again, then, Salt, pride of my land, the country is free, though the day is evil, from the bitter locust\fn{ Swarms
of which had been reported in Tigre as early as the 16th century } whose creation is unknown. Men have perished from sickness, who had not mercy. As much as smallpox the locust is the enemy of the land.\fn{ Pearce (Life and Adventures, I,
90-92, 97) says of the smallpox epidemic of 1912 that the disease “committed such ravages throughout the country, that all thoughts of war
were abandoned. As the malady increased, it became more like a plague than the smallpox, and in many towns and villages the people lost
all their children, and numbers of grown-up persons, who had not had the disease before, died also. … At Axum, the mortality among the
people was so great, as to occasion the loss of the cattle also, there not being a man or boy left in some families to open their pens and turn
them out to grass. Thirty cows were found dead in one fold. At Adowa, the ravages of the disease were not so severe, as a great number of
the inhabitants had previously had the disorder the last time it appeared amongst them; but all the other places in Amhara, Tigre, Enderta,
and the adjoining districts, Samen, Lasta, Begemder, Gondar, and Gojam, shared the same fate. … The smallpox carried off the people in
all quarters, so that a great part of the country was left in a state of complete desolation.” Victims included Ras Sillase’s wife, Mintiwaab
and one of her brothers}

Be not aggrieved with me, saying that I have not sent you a letter, for there is a letter of love between us for
ever and ever. Amen.
3
I write, my disciple, in the Geez language. How much are you my beloved, Mr. Salt! How good that you have
arrived safely, as much as heaven, as much as earth! How are you, Henry Salt! Peace be to you and God’s peace
be with you! How are you, indeed, my friend, Henry Salt?
As for my country, locusts have consumed it; it has had sun. I had been on campaign and was away. The rainy
season has arrived. So then, I shall spend the season in my country.\fn{ Pearce states that “the Ras, not appearing inclined
for war, spent his time mostly going from Antalo to Chelicut, Mucculla, etc., for his amusement.” }
So now, how are you, my friend, Henry Salt! How good that you have arrived safely! How are you, indeed,
Henry Salt?
My country, however, has had troubles; locusts have consumed it. Peace be to you and God’s peace be with
you!
4
This missive is that sent by the chief of chiefs, Walda Sillase. May it reach Salt.
How are you, indeed, in accordance with our friendship?
The reason, though, for my words which has caused me to write is whilst I yearn for you and love you. It has
been a long time since we parted from one another. But if you were to come today, I would have much joy and the
enemy\fn{Probably an allusion to Dägazma Sabagadis, whom, Pearce notes, in the Spring of 1813, was plundering the country. Sillase
“gave them battle, and soon routed them in all directions, killing and taking a great many prisoners, and among others, some of the Ras’s
relatives.” (Life, I, 114)} would be grieved; but as for trusting, we have trusted all.

But if you were to come, we would discuss what is in our minds; we would go out from Amhara country and
going about would see all the country.
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The locusts have returned from where you had gone previous to this and have consumed us. Although they
have consumed us, we are not hungry nor are we thirsty. However, though we have a king, we are perturbed at our
lack of a bishop.\fn{Action on this front does not seem to have been taken until the summer of 1815, when Pearce reports: “The Ras
proclaimed by the beat of the drum that every governor of a village, throughout his dominioins, should collect from his tenants two dollars
each in hard money, cloth, or salt, and the larger towns from ten to twenty each, as a subscription to pay the expences of bringing a
Patriarch from Egypt. In this manner ten thousand dollars were soon collected, and a party of priests dispatched, with some Mohamedans,
to Egypt, bearing presents of fourteen slaves and several pieces of the finest Abyssinian cloth to Mahomed Ali Pasha” who ruled there. The
new Abuna arrived in January, 1816, to be greeted by “many thousands” who “assembled to receive his blessing on the road … the Ras,
with his army, and all the priests of the country.” Pearce further said that he had “never before beheld such a multitude of people assembled.
The mountains around Chelicut were covered with them. Gangs of priests and monks, some in white and some in yellow dresses, were seen
in the different quarters, while thousands of other orders, dressed in their sheepskins, kept moving along the sides of the mountains,
apparently like large flocks of sheep. Numerous chiefs, with their armies, held different situations on the heights, all moving in confusion,
their lances glittering in the air; and the manner in which they strove, by shoving against each other, to advance as near as they could to the
Patriarch, appeared like a close battle: numbers were trodden to death.” (Life, II, 51, 57, 60-61)}

5
This is the missive written at the command of the chief of the princes, Walda Sillase, while he says,
“May it reach my friend Salt.”
When your letter arrived and when I heard your news, I rejoiced greatly. It seemed to me that Minase, my
brother,\fn{d.1809} had risen from the grave and come, for I have not found a friend like you before this and after
this, too.\fn{Note: “Testimony of their friendship is evident from the fact that when the Ras himself died, in 1816, Minase’s remains
were taken out of their coffin, after which Walda Sillase’s body was placed in the tomb and the bones of his brother upon it.” } There will
not be found any Abyssinian ear that has not heard, nor eye that has not seen, nor within the hearts of men who
are not corrupted, anyone who shall give possessions equal to the palace and the church from [such] abun-dance
of goodness. To my friend George say for me,
“How you are king of all islands and king of all lands, like Solomon and David!”
For three whole years locusts have consumed my country. Smallpox has ravaged it. And now, as an enemy has
risen up against me, I have left Gondar.\fn{ Founded by Emperor Fasiladas in 1636, it was still the nominal capital of the Empire }
When He gives me time and I am staying in Gondar, I shall send you the book.\fn{ A copy of the Ethiopian Scriptures}
260.97 Letters 1. to Consul Henry Salt (February 22, 1827) 2. to King George IV (April 24, 1827) 3. to
Pastriarch Petros VII (c. April 1827): Three Letters\fn{by Dägazmac Suba Gadis ( -1831)} Eastern Tigray District,
Tigray Region, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
May it reach the Capital of Egypt, or Alexandria, and be delivered into the hand of Consul-General Salt,
Consul of the English Government.
Praise be to God above
[To] the model of the great ones and chief of the notables, those possessed of power and importance, the presence of our love, the respected Mr. Salt, may God, be He exalted, protect him. Amen. After a profusion of greetings to him and an abundance of longings for him, indeed our thoughts about you are many and powerful. And if
you please and ask about us, God be praised!
And we ask only about your well-being, which is the summit of our intention and the attainment of (our) desire. There has reached us news now that your wife has died,\fn{ Of puerperal fever in Cairo, in the Spring of 1824, at the age
of 22; she had been only 16 at the time of her marriage} may God give you patience.
To begin with, you did not have acquaintance with Ras Walda Sillase, but you chose to bring with you a
message and a pistol and furnishings of the church. So you became friendly with him. And on the day you first
came to me, I was the one who took you. And you entered into the Ras’s presence, and I sent you finely adorned.
And previously I was not an officer and you were not an officer. So when we two became officers, our love
decreased. I said to you,
“Send me the thing which the Church needs.”
So you sent me a picture of the Virgin whose eye was hollow. But I, in order that our love should endure and
we should not forget each other, have sent to you about that. And you know that for me there is no lack of
anything, but let our love be as before.
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And just as you used to send to the Ras what the Church needed, you should send [it] to me now, because I
have renewed four churches. So do you send me what the churches need so that the reward may be mine and
yours.
And whatever you like which exists in my country, send word to me and I shall send it to you. And that which
you send to me, [send] Mr. Coffin\fn{ William Coffin, the sometime servant of Henry Salt, was destined to spend most of his life in
Tigre; he was dispatched on two important diplomatic missions to Britain in 1827 and again in 1841 } and Ali with it. But if you find
a trustworthy man whom you know, that’s fine.
… and peace.\fn{A word or two in this sentence have “so far defied interpretation.” } [This] was written on 25 Rajab in the
year 1242.\fn{February 22, 1827}
2
Your father\fn{I.e., George III} was a friend to Ras Walda Sillase and I, too, would be friends with you like him.
I, like you, am a Christian. Your father used to send items for the Church. Send me also things like those.\fn
{The British government responded by sending a gift, including three paintings at a cost, including framing and removal to London, of
£120} I have built three churches, and so send me lead. Send me a hundred riflemen who can sit on horseback, a
carpenter, a church builder who can build as in your country.\fn{ The government did in fact send a shipment of 1,850
weapons from India, mostly muskets and carbines, in 1832, for Coffin to collect; but they arrived only after Suba Gadis had died }
Five ornamented robes have I sent you, three for you and two for your wife,\fn{ George IV was in fact a widower, his
wife having died in 1821 } a shield, a spear, a dagger, and a skin cape, which was for her from me. So then, if there is
any item you want, send to me.
3
Our honoured father, Abuna Petros
Your lay brothers salute you; they seize your feet and prostrate themselves; our pure and elect Father, teacher
of the truth, the fifth of the four Evangelists, the thirteenth of the Apostles, the seventy third of the Disciples. His
name is on high. As we kiss your hands and welcome your feet, there is nothing that is hidden.
As for the bishop Abuna Qerlos, the bishops who came before did not behave so; they used not to get drunk.
He gets drunk by drinking grape wine, araqi and honey wine. He does what no [other] man has done. After he had
bound a slave with his hands behind his back, on the tenth day after he had remained so, he died. He says,
“Let no one who has committed murder be ordained. If he is [already] a priest, let him not celebrate mass.”
He himself commits murder; he excommunicates untruthfully and unlawfully. He whom you sent to dispense
priesthoods, he tells them to bring silver, those who have no silver and have come from afar. It was an evil time;
while they were on the third day afterwards, there came torrential rain. Hyaenas ate many people. You sent him
that he should say,
“Let churches be consecrated and incensed.”
He excommunicates that they might not be consecrated. Lest he should be in his house, he rather goes down to
the market place. When we say to him, “Eat like the previous bishops; receive what they received”, he excommunicates [us] saying,
“Unless I eat what a Ras eats.”
Is it because you hate Ethiopia that you sent him? Do you not previously know my character that you [therefore] sent him?
But what we want from you now, send us an untainted bishop who will straighten the country. If you say to us,
“Send goods”, we shall send them. As for this bishop, release for us those whom he has excommunicated unjustly; [otherwise] communicate to us the matter for which they are excommunicated.\fn{ Querlos arrived in Ethiopia in
1816, after an interregnum of 11 years, and appears to have been murdered there (1828-1830). Pearce, who said that Querlos had forcibly
appropriated his house, began by issuing a declaration that “every man wishing to be confirmed a priest must first bring him four amolas,
or pieces of salt. All new altars, that had been dedicated to new churches since the death of the last Abuna, as well as those that had never
been consecrated by the Abuna, were to pay also four pieces of salt each; those who wished to become deacons two pieces of salt each; and
all the population, with their young children, that had not been confirmed by former Abunas, were to pay one piece of salt each. Persons
were stationed at the gateway to receive this salt as the people entered, one at a time. More than a thousand priests and as many deacons
were ordained the first day, and, as those who had brought their children to be confirmed were departing, numbers were still arriving. In the
course of a few days, the Abuna ordered another proclamation to be issued, that no man in Abyssinia be considered a priest, not even those
he had himself confirmed, who did not take an oath to the Coptic religion; and that no sacrament was to be administered in any of their
churches, till they had solemnly sworn to renounce all their belief in the Greek or Catholic faith. This instantly put the whole multitude in
disorder.” Pearce then said that Qerlos ordered that he and other foreigners be “stripped naked and flogged three times round the market
place of Antalo” and that no church services be held, nor any Christians eat, drink, break wood, draw water, or even speak with each other
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until this punishment was effected; but Walda Sillase, then ruler of Tiger, put a stop to it. Pearce said he subsequently visited Qerios, who
“ate like a glutton, afterwards smoked his pipe, [the use of tobacco, it will be recalled, was anathema to the Ethiopians] and drank a great
quantity of maize and a glass or two of brandy.” He then “became quarrelsome … he began to talk about religion, but I found he knew no
more of the Scriptures than myself. He said he would make the Abyssinians good Christians, and he would teach them there was no sin in
smoking tobacco, or he would break every pipe he had brought from Egypt over the heads of the priests. He talked a great deal more
nonsense.” Pearce further said that he caused “disturbances among all classes of people”. [Pearce, Life, II, 55-60, 65-66, 71, 77-78, 80] The
missionary Samuel Gobat recalled in his journal (Journal of a Three Years’ Residence in Abyssinia, 296) “that he killed a slave, by striking
him with a stick for a small offence.” Conti Rossini (Nuovi documenti, 362, 364; Cronaca Reale, 890-891) said that he supported the author
of this letter in his quest for office, but obliged him, on pain of excommunication, to accept his views of the faith; and that he tried in 1819
to impose his views in Gondar, again with threats of excommunication, where a contemporary chronicle [unnamed] says that this led to
“great disorder”.}

260.99 Letters 1. to Queen Victoria (Spring 1841) 2. to Queen Victoria (late February or early March 1849) 3.
to Consul Walter Plowden (late February or early March 1849) 4. to Queen Victoria (early 1852): Four
Letters\fn{by Dägazmac Wibe Hayla Maryam (1799-1867)} Tigre Province, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
Says Dägazmac Wibe to his lady, the honourable and most high Queen, wise as Solomon.\fn{ In his day, perhaps
the most powerful Ethiopian ruler, governor of Samen and Tigre from 1831-1855 }

Now, I desire always that you be my excellent lady, the nourishment of all creation. As for my purpose, under
Ras Walda Sillase Ethiopia was with your father’s love.\fn{ A reference evidently to George III, who was not Victoria’s father,
but her grandfather} Whilst Salt was going back and forth, Ras Walda Sillase died. Dägazmac Sibagadis became
ruler.
He sent to Coffin. Well then, I, too, have sent to Coffin and he is with me, for he is coming to me from France.
Since I became ruler, he has not come to me. Desiring friendship, I sent [to him]. Desiring friendship like Ras
Walda Sillase, like Dägazmac Sibagadis, I sent word in order that they should bring the Abun\fn{Note: “Ethiopia,
following the death of Qerlos around 1830, was once more without an abun. The extent to which the population yearned for one is evident
from the memors of the Protestant missionary Joseph Wolff. He relates that on his arrival in the Ethiopian highlands in June 1836, he was
taken for the long expected ecclesiastic. Crowds of people cried out, “He is our Aboon in disguise”, and, falling at his feet, kissed them, and
implored his blessing.’”} I sent [word], and so now arrange it for them that it might not go unfavourably.

They say a trust is a powerful thing with us. We say the French and the English are powerful. Under Ras Walda
Sillase they used to stand in fear as far as Massawa.
So then, raise up your forces; God knows, we are all Christians.
We had said we would send five double ornamented robes, one robe, a saddle, shoes, a drinking-horn, a horse,
a mule, a wooden shield. Cattle we have in abundance. We shall send whatever you wish of what there is in
Ethiopia.
2
May this missive sent by Dägazmac Wibe reach Victoria, the English monarch.
In former times, Massawa as far as the sea was in the hands of our ancestors. Then, when we quarreled
amongst ourselves, the Turks struck and took it by might and by force. Following [this], two years ago, they sent
an army and seized Mankwillu and Dahono Bar.
When the Na’ib interrupted the tribute which he had always been sending me, at that time I sent an army and
putting the Turks to flight, I enclosed them in Massawa.
You, a Christian monarch, are one who loves all Christians. You are strong, and so I seek your friendship that
you may help us. Lest a Muslim army should strike and plunder us and desire of us our country, and so that they
should stay without reaching the land and tribute which you do not want, and so that the Na’ib should not reach
my chief[s], my soldiers in their stupidity unwittingly fired on the consul’s house at Minkwillu. Hearing [this], I
was very grieved.
What we seek above everything is the friendship of the English, and what we know by this is that you love Abyssinia.\fn{Note: “Plowden gave this request his full support. In his cover letter to the British Foreign Secretary, Lord Palmerston, he
observed: ‘I trust that your Lordship will take immediate occasion of this opportunity for deciding the question between the Abyssinians
and the Governor of Massowah in favor of the former, which will put us at liberty to choose the favourable harbour for our commerce and
intercourse with Abyssinia; should your Lordship so arrange in this affair, as that the Turkish Government should lay no claim to anything
beyond the island of Massawa, the rest may safely be left to me, and I trust your Lordship will assist me thus far and promptly, as it may be
long before so favourable an opportunity presents itself, or any European obtain the influence I know possess in these countries.’
Palmerston refused to countenance Wibe’s request. He therefore replied to Plowden, on 3 July, that this was ‘a matter in which it would not
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be advisable for Her Majesty’s Government at present to meddle’. He also wrote to the Ras, on the same day, referering to the latter’s
communication requesting Queen Victoria’s ‘assistance in support of your claims to the possession of certain districts on the coast of the
Red Sea near Massowah, which you state to have been occupied and ravaged by the Turkish forces’, and commented: ‘The Queen
commands me to assure you that she would gladly do anything which might be agreeable to you in this respect if the circumstances
admitted of her supporting your claims. But the Sultan of Turkey is also a friend of the Queen, and it is inconsistent with the principles
which regulate Her Majesty’s conduct towards other Powers to pronounce an opinion on any point on which her friends are at issue without
being previously applied to by both the dissentient parties. The Queen accepts the expression of your regret for the damage occasioned to
the property of her servant at Minkwillu\fn{I have systematized the spelling of these names:H } by the conduct of your soldiers, and she desires
me to assure you that she takes a lively interest in your welfare, and that she will always rejoice to hear through her servant Plowden that
you are in the enjoyment of good health and worldly prosperity.’ Wibe, as was only to be expected, was scarcely pleased by this reply.
Plowden reported, on 2 April 1850, that the Ras’s ‘characteristic’ comment was: ‘This letter … is polite, but the substance in three words is:
We won’t assist you; you say that you are friendly to us and to our religion; I do not see it. You say that you are more powerful than the
Mahometan; you do not prove it. It is now many years since I have been in correspondence with several European nations on the faith of
promises of assistance in two points that I much wish to gain—one the protection of my merchants, the other the suppression of the Slave
Trade at Massowah in concert with Ras Ali and the Franks at the coast. With pleasure should I see Massowah in the hands of the Christians.
I have the power to take it, but could not keep it against ships and cannon. We shall see with time if you English are like all the rest.’ Wibe’s
reception of the Consul was, the latter concludes, ‘polite, but as it was impossible to make him understand the political reasons that bind us
to Turkey, it is natural that he should find it strange that we should trouble ourselves to send assurances of friendship, and yet omit to
occupy some point that would place us in intimate connection with our allies in religious faith.’” }

3
Missive sent by Dägazmac Wibe. May it reach Plowden.\fn{ Note: “Walter Chichele Plowden (1820-1860), together with
his compatriot John Bell, arrived in Ethiopia, in 1843, with the objective of discovering the source of the White Nile. After remaining in the
country for four years Plowden returned to Britain, where he reported to Lord Palmerston on Ethiopia’s commercial potential, and was
shortly afterwards appointed British Consul and dispatched on a mission to Ras Ali. He travelled first to Tigre, where he conferred with its
ruler Dägazmac Wibe in January 1849, and later to Bagemdir where, on 2 November, he signed a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce with
Ras Ali, the first of its kind to be concluded with a ruler of northern Ethiopia. Plowden stayed in the country for the rest of his life, and was,
in the late 1850’s, a great friend and admirer of King of Kings Tewodros. Leaving the latter in 1860 on a journey to Britain, he was waylaid
and killed in battle by a rebel, Dägazmac Garrad. Tewodros, who was deeply affected by this event, buried the Englishman with much
pomp and ceremony at Gondor, where his grave is still to be seen.” }
If you can find five, or if there are not [so many], three men who can build with mortar, have them brought to
me, and if you cannot find them in Massawa, send me them from your country. The men who come shall I accommodate and give them land, if they want land, or salaries, if they want salaries.\fn{ Note: “Consul Plowden gave this
request for artisans his full support, observing in a letter to Lord Palmerston on 3 March 1849: ‘As Dägazmac Wibe is a man of his word, I
have little doubt that he will treat them well and with liberality. As he has received me with every respect, and has shown every desire for
our friendship, I would recommend that Her Majesty’s Government sent him the workmen he desires, even should they be guaranteed a
certain sum per annum. The Chief of Tigre has up to this time shown the greatest contempt for all Europeans, and I may say that I have
effected in our favor a complete change in his ideas; of this I trust your Lordship will take present advantage, which can most effectively be
done by meeting his wishes. Should your Lordship be of my opinion, I would recommend that one man of creditable attainments as an
architect and, if possible, bridge-builder, be sent as chief, with four assistants, who should understand stone-cutting and the making of
bricks; they should be amply provided with instruments for these purposes and for building; should a carpenter be added for the woodwork,
it would be better, with tools for felling trees, etc., a turning-lathe. And after their arrival at Massawah I shall arrange for their reception in
Abyssinia, even if still with Ras Ali, and if they should be sent, I trust with promptitude. The request on the part of Dägazmac Wibe shows
a high confidence in us, and it will be a good commencement of that friendly intercourse between the two nations that is desired by Her
Majesty’s Government.’ Palmerston was, however, still reluctant to become involved in Ethiopian affairs. He therefore replied to the
Consul, on 23 July 1849, that ‘considering the difficulties and expenses which would attend a compliance with Ras Wibe’s request, it is
desirable that you should divert his thoughts from the notion of obtaining the assistance of English workmen.’ Wibe’s thoughts were not
‘diverted’, and Plowden reported, on 2 April 1850, that the Ras ‘appeared somewhat vexed at the non-arrival of the workmen he had
applied for, and pointed out the number of Europeans, Armenians, Greeks, etc. who had resided securely for years in his dominions, as the
best guarantee that he could give, trusting also that something might yet be done for him’.” }

4
From the chief of the nobles, Wibe, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in divinity and Three in
form. May it reach the Queen of the English.
How are you? Are you well? As much as heaven and earth have I been steadfast in your friendship. Do you,
too, be steadfast in my friendship.
Why, whilst you live, have I been disinherited of my rist?\fn{Inherited property, a term used in relation to land, and
referring to the properties at Jerusalem seized from the Ethiopians, specifically the convent called Deir Essultan } While everyone
[else] resides on his own rist, I have been disinherited. See to it now for me that I am not disinherited of my rist. I
have been disinherited of my land, the fortune of Abyssinia. To be disinherited of one’s rist is a serious thing, for
earthly rist is heavenly rist.
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Let not my kinsmen be disinherited in your reign. As Samuel Gobat is [my] protector, I implore you, let me be
not disinherited of my rist. I entrust to you my kinsmen.\fn{ Note: “This Amharic letter from Dägazmac Wibe was written, as
indicated in the note to the previous document, at the beginning of 1852, when he joined Ras Ali and King of Kings Sahla Dingil in a joint
demarche to Queen Victoria. Wibe’s dispatch, which bears the same Lion of Judah seal as he had used in his letter of 1849, is virtually
identical to that of Ras Ali … Wibe, as Ali’s vassal, omits, however, the last sentence, which proposed an exchange of gifts with the Queen
of England. The leadership in Gondar, it may be presumed, had no wish to see any further diplomatic intercourse between Britain and
Tigre. In addition to this latter omission, there is a handful of minor textual differences …” }

1819
260.102 Letters 1. to Bishop Samuel Gobat (late 1848?) 2. to Queen Victoria (November 1849) 3. to Queen
Victoria (1852): Three Letters\fn{by Ras Ali Alula aka Ali II of Yejju (1818-1866)} Debre Tabor?, Debub Gondar Zone,
Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
This epistle is sent by Ras Ali.\fn{ A nominal Christian convert from Islam, Ras Ali Alula (1818-1866) was the last of a Yaggu
Galla dynasty which ruled the Amhara provinces of Bagemdir, Damot, and Dambiya from c.1769-1855 } May it reach Samuel Gobat,
Bishop of Jerusalem.
With regard to all the men who set out from Ethiopia and are coming to Jerusalem, let them be agents for me.
Wealth am I giving them. Let them return for my sake him who has gone to their place. When I meet with Plowden, I shall send word of this in the Queen’s letter, so that it may come to her.\fn{ Note: “Numerous Ethiopian pilgrims were at this time, as for centuries past, making their way to Jerusalem. Gobat reports that the Ethiopian convent at the
Holy Sepulcher was visited, around 1849-50, by an average of ‘never less than one hundred pilgrims, many of them were
both intelligent and respectable. Yet they were treated like slaves, or like beasts rather, by the Copts and Armenians combined; they could never enter their own chapel but when it pleased the Armenians to open it, and on one occasion, in conesquence of which I felt my duty to interfere, they could not get their chapel opened to perform the funeral service of one of
their number.’”}

2
May this letter sent by Ras Ali, King of Abyssinia, reach Victoria, Queen of the English.
When I received the items which Consul Plowden brought me, it made me very happy, everything which he
showed me.\fn{Note: “Plowden had been given £400’s worth of presents, £90 of them fire-arms. These gifts were handed
over to the Ras on 28 February 1849. The consul reported to the British government that Ali was ‘much delighted’ with them,
and in his published memoirs claims that the chief was ‘so dazzled, that the effort to preserve his composure failed, and he
plainly showed his delight. The Afa negus, who now came in, was much astonished at my lavishness in giving all this at once,
which he said should have been done by degrees. I explained that this was not important to our Sovereign, and that I did my
duty in giving it as it was sent.’” } Lest our friendship, which is (ratified) by seal, be destroyed, when I see wealth

like yours, I am poor; it is not possible for me to send any other of even the smallest items that are found in my
country.
What I have sent now are two shields, two daggers, two knives, two kalacca,\fn{Described as “idolatrous pieces of
iron by means of which a criminal gains refuge and which is kept in magicians’ and chiefs’ houses; for the man who makes off with it along
with a coral amulet forgiveness, reconciliation and peace are made.” } two horse saddles, two mule saddles, two double

ornamented robes, two double striped robes, two sets of mule bells, two silver pommels, four elephant tusks, two
sheepskin capes, one white, one black.
My poverty is due to the fact that I have an army with me and have many soldiers with me. If you send me
silver which I can give as pay, it will be a token of friendship; also, if you protect my merchants at Massawa.\fn
{Note: “Ethiopian merchants traveling to the coast had for centuries encountered many difficulties. The French Scientific mission noted in
1845 that Abyssinian traders were ‘exploited’ at Massawa where they were not allowed to reside unless patronized by one of the island’s
own businessmen … Plowden subsequently acknowledged, in 1854, that Ethiopian merchants, ‘if Christian, were formerly subject to insult,
violence, and injustice’ at the port, ‘but of late years, if not encouraged, have at least been treated with decency and moderation’—a change
to which he believed ‘without vanity’ to have himself contributed.” }

Besides, the glasses, brocade, and coloured cloth which you sent me I liked very much. Also, if there are any
of the rifled foreign guns which fire by capsule, the large ones, I should like them.
If all the English come, I shall receive them in the land which I rule with all the love of which I am capable.
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3
From the chief of the nobles, Ali, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in divinity and Three in form.
May it reach the Queen of the English.
How are you? Are you well? As much as heaven and earth have I been steadfast in your friendship. Do you,
too, be steadfast in my friendship.
Why, whilst you live, have I been disinherited of my rist? While everyone [else] resides in his own rist, I have
been disinherited.
See to it now for me that I am not disinherited of my rist. I have been disinherited of my land, the fortune of
Abyssinia.\fn{Note: “To clarify the meaning, which would have been largely incomprehensible to anyone unacquainted with Ethiopian
history and culture, Gobat’s translation here, quite justifiably, introduces the words ‘in Jerusalem’ in brackets.” } To be disinherited of
one’s rist is a serious thing, for earthly rist\fn{Note: “The words ‘of Jerusalem’ were inserted in brackets at this point in Gobat’s
translation, which thus reads: ‘I have been deprived of the portion of ground belonging to Abyssinia [in Jerusalem]. To be deprived of one’s
inheritance is a hard thing; for the inheritance of the earth [of Jerusalem] is the inheritance of heaven.’” } is heavenly rist. Let not my

kinsman be disinherited in your reign.
As Samuel Gobat is [my] protector, I implore you, let me not be disinherited of my rist. I entrust [to you] my
kinsmen.
Send to me for the things that you wish; I shall send them to you.\fn{ Note: “This Amharic letter from Ras Ali to Queen
Victoria is undated, but according to Bishop Gobat, who forwarded it to the British Foreign Secretary, the Earl of Malmesbury, on 29 June
1852, was written at ‘about the beginning’ of that year, when Ras Ali met Dägazmac Wibe at Gondar, in the presence of King of Kings
Sahla Dingil and ‘some of the most influential ecclesiastics of Abyssinia’. At this meeting it was resolved, Gobat states, ‘that the two
Chiefs should write to Her Majesty the Queen of England, to ask her to authorize me to superintend and protect their countrymen visiting
or residing in Jerusalem, and to authorize her representative to lend me his assistance when needed’. (Correspondence respecting
Abyssinians at Jerusalem, 1850-1867, p. 4.) In his covering letter the bishop observed that ‘the Abyssinians not being in the habit of
writing’, Malmesbury ‘might have some difficulty to find out the precise purport of these letters, and the practical point in question’. (Idem,
p. 14.) Gobat therefore submitted A Statement concerning the Present State of Abyssinians at Jerusalem, drawn up by himself, which began
by noting that: ‘The Abyssinians affirm, and there are hints in ecclesiastical history to the same effect, that in former times they had
considerable possessions in Jerusalem, of which they have been deprived, so that there now remains only the convent called Deir Essultan
(in which there are at present about sixty pilgrims) in their possession.’ After outlining the manner in which the Ethiopians had lost their
property, he recalled, as we have seen in note 9 to Letter XVI, that ‘about two years’ earlier—in fact, according to our suppositions, about
four—he had ‘received letters from the King of Abyssinia, from Ras Ali, Dägazmac Wibe, and several influential priests’, asking him ‘to
take their convent and pilgrims’ under his ‘jurisdiction and protection’, and ‘to choose one of the pilgrims’, whom he considered ‘most fit
for it, and appoint him as head of the convent’. To this he had replied that he was ‘most willing to give good advice’, and do whatever was
in his power ‘as a friend to their people and country’, but ‘could do nothing for them officially’ unless so authorised by the Queen of
England. It was ‘in consequence of this hint’, he explains, that ‘Ras Ali and Dägazmac Wibe were requested by the King and a meeting of
priests and others, to write to the Queen, as they have now done, to ask her to authorise me and (although the writer has forgotten it) the
Consul of Jerusalem to take their countrymen under our superintendence and protection’. (Idem, p. 5. See also Cerulli, Etiopi in Palestina,
II, 283-91.)”}

260.104 Letters 1. to Bishop Samuel Gobat (April 23, 1855) 2. to Itege Yatamannu (before August, 1858), p.
161 3. to Ras Bisawwar and others (March 18, 1868): Three Letters\fn{Theodore II aka Kasa Haylu (c.1818-1868)}
Qwara District, Semian Gondor Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
This is the missive sent by the elect of God, King of Kings, Tewodros. May it reach the English Bishop of
Jerusalem, Samuel Gobat.
How are you? The letter which you sent me through Krapf\fn{ Johann Ludwig Krapf (1810-1881), German Protes-tant
missionary} and Martin Flad\fn{Joseph Martin Flad (1831-1915), German Protestant missionary } has reached me. I am pleased
at your enquiry. But these watch over for me whilst they are [there], and when they come, watch over them and
send them to me, the men of whom you told me; when they said to me that they were going, I received them with
love and sent them on their way with love.
I was pleased, though, that you told me that you were sending me craftsmen,\fn{ Note: “The plan to dispatch Protestant missionary craftsmen to Ethiopia had been conceived by Gobat, and preceded Tewodros’s rise to power. The scheme, as outlined by
Krapf on 15 January 1855, was to form ‘a settlement of mechanics’ who ‘should pursue their accustomed trades and endeavor to engage
some young men whom they could instruct in their trades as well as in spiritual matters. As the establishment would require many
servants’, he added, ‘there would be at once a little congregation of Abyssinians, in which the Word of God could be preached, and the light
and example of true Christianity be exhibited before the Abyssinians, with-out attacking the Abyssinian Church in a direct way’. (CMS, CA
5/016, 112, Krapf, 15 January 1855.) With a view to estab-lishing this settlement, Krapf and his fellow missionary Flad traveled to Ethiopia
at the beginning of 1855. They arrived at Tewodros’s camp on 19 April, only three months after his coronation. The monarch accorded
them a friendly welcome. After Gobat’s message referred to in this letter had been read to him, he immediately enquired, as Krapf reports,
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‘Is Gobat well? His letter … pleases me, and I wish him to send me for the present only three artisans, a gunsmith, a builder, and a letterpress printer (by which last, however, according to more recent intelligence received, his Majesty must have meant a die-sinker or sealengraver); I will pay them well, and if they are content with what I give them and satisfy me, I will ask Gobat for more workmen.’ (Krapf,
Travels, Researches and Missionary Labours, pp. 1455-6.) For a discussion on the Krapf and Flad mission to Tewodros see also Crummey,
Priests and Politicians, pp. 117-120. The craftsmen requested duly arrived, and were settled, not, as the missionaries had assumed, at the
old capital, Gondar, but at Gafat, a settlement near Dabra Tabor, which latter Tewodros then envisaged as the capital of the future. There, to
their surprise, they were instructed to embark on the casting of cannons and mortars. On the craftsmen-missionaries see, inter alia, Dufton,
Narrative of a Journey through Abyssinia, pp. 77-92; Waldmeier, Autobiography, pp. 63-77.”} and so send them to me. However,

you know the situation of our country; you have been in it. It had been divided, one part against the other, even
into three.
Now, by the power of God, I have made it one, and so do not let any priests come against me who will dispute
the Faith, lest our love should diminish. Prior to this, one whom they call Abba Ya’qob\fn{ Notes: “Tewodros sought to
unify the Ethiopian people, not only by bringing the various provinces under his control, but also by eliminating religious and other
divisions, which he regarded as a source of conflict and weakness. He attempted, in the first part of his career at least, to unite his subjects
under the banner of the Orthodox church. Plowden reported on 7 April 1855, that Tewodros had ‘ordered the Mahometans in his dominions
to become Christians within the year’, and had ‘driven out the Roman Catholics’, and, on 11 November of the following year, that he had
‘uttered the threat of forcing’ the Gallas ‘to acknowledge Christianity, and either to rebuild the numerous churches destroyed by them in the
last 200 years, or to quit his territories’. (Correspondence respecting Abyssinia, 1846-1868, pp. 143, 172-3.) Dabtara Zanab likewise
claimed in his chronicle that Tewodros’s aim was to make Amharas and Gallas sit down to eat at the same table. (Moreno, “ La cronaca de
re Teodoro attribuita al dabtara ‘Zaneb’” p. 162.) … Abba Ya’qob was the name Ethiopians used to refer to Monseigneur Giustino de
Jacobis (1800-1860), the first Catholic Bishop of their country since Jesuit times. (Guèbrè Sellassié, Chronique du règne de Ménélik II, I,
19.) De Jacobis, a Lazarist missionary from Naples, arrived at Adawa in 1839, and, after encountering difficulties with Dägazmac Wibe,
retired to Massawa, where in 1848 or 1849 he was consecrated Bishop. He traveled to Gondar, in 1854, but was ordered by Dägazmac
Kasa, later King of Kings Tewodros, ‘to leave the country’. (Plowden, Travels in Abyssinia, pp. 472-3. See also Correspondence respecting
Abyssinia, 1846-1868, p. 143.) The missionary subsequently gave his support to Niguse, a rebel in Tigre, but died before the latter’s defeat
by Tewodros.”} had disrupted many regions, performing baptisms anew and giving deaconships and ministries. With

the power of God I had him driven out and sent away. But if another comes, I shall receive him with love and
send him away with love. Those who will remain I shall make happy and let remain.
Amongst the craftsmen, however, let there come for me one who can plough by a awheel [or cylinder] of fire,
together with his machine. I have heard say that there is such. Do you enquire of me and I shall have you enquired
of.
Two years ago I issued a proclamation and forbade that slaves should be sold, intending that it should be
pleasing to God.\fn{Note: “Tewodros early in his reign took resolute action against the slave trade. On 28 November 1854, a few
months before his coronation, he was reported by Plowden to have ‘forbidden the exportation of slaves under the severest penalties’, and
on 3 March of the following year to have ‘signalised’ his accession to the throne by ‘the abolition of the Slave Trade’. ( Correspondence
respecting Abyssinia, 1846-1868, pp. 133, 146.) In a subsequent report, of 25 June 1855, the Consul observed that Tewodros had
‘suppressed the Slave Trade in all its phases, save that slaves already bought may be sold to such Christians as shall buy them for charity:
setting the example, he pays to the Mussulman dealers what prices they please to ask for the slaves they bring to him and then baptizes
them’. (Correspondence respecting Abyssinia, pp. 133, 146, 150, 172; and Dufton, Narrative of a Journey through Abyssinia, p. 141.)
Tewodros’s opposition to the trade is corroborated by the Swiss Protestant missionary Theophilus Waldmeier, who testifies that on one
occasion the monarch ‘wrote me a letter saying he had liberated some hundreds of slaves from a slave dealer whom he had caught in the
neighbourhood of Gondar’, and adds, ‘He sent me some of them, and said “Teach these young boys arts and religion, and I shall send thee
more of such unfortunate creatures to make them happy, and I will pay all their expenses.” (Waldmeier, Autobiography, pp. 70-2. See also
Blanc, A Narrative of Captivity in Abyssinia, p. 13.) The German missionary Henry Stern confirms that ‘the traffic in slaves was abolished
throughout Abyssinia on the succession of King Theodorus’, but adds that the latter had subsequently ‘rescinded the law’. (Stern,
Wanderings among the Falashas in Abyssinia, p. 146. See also Beke, The British Captives, p. 255.) The slave trade proved in fact much
more difficult to abolish than Tewodros may at first have assumed. Towards the end of his reign, with his realm distintegrating, he was in
no position to persevere with his attempts at reform. Rassam nevertheless conceded, on 27 November 1865, that it was ‘asserted that King
Theodorus is still averse to the slave traffic; and if rumour speak true, the reason he went to Godjam was partly to intercept the slavemerchants, and dispossess them of all their property’. (Correspondence respecting Abyssinia, p. 429.)”}

2
In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost. One God. King of Kings Tewodros. May it reach
Itege Yatamannu
How have you been? I, thanks be to God, am well. Tell your mother for me, and Wayzaro Sannayt’s people and
all the people of my household that [the king] has asked after them. Be of good cheer, my sister; whatever you
lack, by the power of God, send to me saying,
“This I lack.”
Until God brings us together.\fn{Note: “Yatamannu, a woman from Yaggu, was associated with Tewodros during most of his
career as King of Kings. As this letter reveals she was already known to him—and referred to by him as his Itege, or “Queen”—during the
lifetime of his first wife Tawaba (d.1858), and a decade or so later was said to have cooked his dinner on Ethiopian Christmas, January
1868. (Rassam, A Narrative of the British Mission to Theodore, II, 256-7.) The British envoy Rassam described her at about this time as
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Tewodros’s ‘favourite
wife’ and favourite Itege, or Empress’, while Mrs. Pauline Flad, wife of one of the European missionaries,
called her the Emperor’s ‘favourite concubine’—Markham speaks of her more vaguely as the monarch’s ‘concubine’. (Rassam, op. cit., II,
218-19, 256; Flad, Zwölf Jahre in Abessinien, p. 94; Markham, A History of the Abyssinian Expedition, p. 362.) Rassam, almost the only
source for her life, claims that Yatamannu had earlier been ‘the wife of a Mohammedan of the Yadjow Gallas’, but that Tewodros, hearing
of her beauty, had ‘ordered her to be brought to his Court, and prevailed on her to embrace Christianity, while the hapless husband was glad
to effect his escape in order to avoid the alternative of losing his life or abjuring his creed’. According to the envoy she ‘eventually became
very assiduous’ in saying her prayers and while at Maqdala applied to him personally to find her a rosary. Emphasising Tewodros’s
affection for her he declares that if it were not for the Ethiopian Church’s opposition to ‘a second sacramental marriage during the lifetime
of a former wife, there could be ‘no doubt that Theodore would have ratified his union with Yatamannu by wedding her according to the
ritual of the Church’. (Rassam, op. cit., II, 218-19, 256. See also II, 106, 117.) After the fall of Maqdala Yatamannu was taken by the British
as far as Wadla, whereupon, Rassam reports, ‘Itege Yatamannu left with her retinue for her native district, Yaggu’. (Rassam, op. cit., II, 36.
See also Markham, p. 362.) Yatamannu’s importance in Tewodros’s life was later recognised by Wallis Budge, who, though describing her
as a ‘fat Galla woman’, wrote of her as one of the Emperor’s ‘four wives’, the others being 1) a daughter of Ras Birru Gugsa, 2) Tawabac,
daughter of Ras Ali, and 3) Tirunas or Tiru Warq, daughter of Dägazmac Wibe. (Wallis Budge, A History of Ethiopia, II, 512.) Since most
of the marriages contracted by Ethiopian rulers and nobles, including those of Tewodros himself, were based on dynastic consideration, the
possibility that his association with Yatamannu was of political significance cannot be discounted, the more so in view of the then political
significance of Yaggu.”}

3
In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. One God. King of Kings, Tewodros. May it
reach Ras Bisawir,\fn{One of Tewodros’s principal aides} the bitwaddade,\fn{“Beloved”} the dagazmacs, the ambals\fn
{Officers in charge of troops of mounted soldiers } the commanders of hundreds, the commanders of fifties, the commanders of tens, and the commanders of fives.
How have you been? I, praise be to God, am well.
I have sent you Mr. Flad, Alaqa Ingida,\fn{ The chief Amharic scribe} and Yasalaqa Liyyih.\fn{One of Tewodros’s
trusted followers} As for Mr. Rassam, after you have undone his fetters, let him be kept just as he is, in his place. As
I have borrowed and used up for him the provisions which came for him from his country, give him two thousand
dollars, and give him a hundred sheep and fifty heifers in the presence of Mr. Flad and his people.\fn{ Note:
“Hormuzd Rassam (1826-1890), an Armenian on the staff of the British Agency at Aden, had been despatched to Ethiopia in
1864 with a message from Queen Victoria to King of Kings Tewodros. The envoy arrived at Massawa on 23 July, but his
advance inland was delayed, with the result that he did not meet Tewodros until 22 January 1866. The monarch’s relations
with the British Government had by then deteriorated, and Rassam was accordingly soon arrested and taken to Maqdala,
where he remained in detention until 11 April 1868, two days before the British assault on the fort and the Ethiopian ruler’s
suicide. (Rassam, A Narrative of the British Mission; Bates, The Abyssinian Difficulty, pp. 60-75, 78-9, 84, 111-19, 125,
1145-8, 152-5, 163-4, 172-5, 186-92, 198, 217.)”}

Give Mr. Flad on my account one thousand one hundred dollars,\fn{ Maria Theresa dollars, renowned for their consistent purity of silver content:H} since I have borrowed the money.\fn{ Note: “Tewodros II (1820-1868) was the first of three great
nineteenth century Emperors of Ethiopia. Kass. Haylu, as he was originally called, was the son of Haylu Walda Giyorgis, the ruler of
Qwara, a province on the western frontier. After studying in a monastery, where he would have acquired a knowledge of Geez as well as
other traditional learning, he became a soldier of fortune in the late 1830’s. By 1845 he was considered such a threat to the then ruling
dynasty at Gondar that he was accorded the governorship of his father’s province of Qwara, and married Twabac, the daughter of the ruling
lord Ras Ali Alula. Relations between the two men were, however, strained. Kasa rebelled in 1846, defeated Rae Ali’s mother Empress
Manan in battle in the following year, and, after beating Dägaznmac Witbe of Tigre in battle in 1854, proclaimed himself King of Kings on
11 February 1855. He chose the throne name of Tewodros, on account of a prophecy, then widely believed, that a monarch of that appellation would inaugurate an era of peace and justice. Tewodros suffered greatly from the fact that his power base lay in the west of the
country, which was relatively poor and lacked access to firearms. He made up for this weakness, however, by great personal daring and determination. After gaining the imperial crown he undertook a series of expeditions to Tigre, Wallo, Sawa, and other provinces in an attempt
to bring the whole of Ethiopia under his control. He also sought to achieve a number of major political and social reforms designed to break
the power of both of the feudal nobility and the church. His objective was to create a unified state, with a national paid army loyal only to
himself as ruler. He also tried to reduce church land holdings and the number of priests, both of which seemed to him excessive. Much
interested in improving his military strength he laboured resolutely to import firearms from abroad. Only too aware of the impossibility of
obtaining substantial quantities of such weapons, he agreed to a proposal by Bishop Gobat that Protestant missionary craftsmen be despatched to Ethiopia, and settled them at Gafat near the then capital Dabra Tabor, where, much to their surprise, he put them to work casting
cannon and mortars. Notwithstanding such efforts, and his initial success in unifying much of the until then disunited realm, Tewodros
failed to provide his army with the firepower which could alone assure him military supremacy. His reforming zeal, moreover, led him into
many difficulties. Opposition from the church, and the people of Gondar, caused him to loot the city, and burn down the majority of its
places of worship. Resistance in other areas was likewise put down with a brutality which earned him much hostility, with rebellion rife in
many areas. His efforts to obtain assistance from Britain, and the failure of the British Government to answer one of his letters to Queen
Victoria, had caused him meanwhile to imprison British Consul Cameron and several European missionaries. This action resulted in the
British Government’s decision to despatch a military expedition against his by then tottering empire. The British commander, Sir Robert
(later Lord) Napier, whose Anglo-Indian army was well equipped with breech-loading rifles and all the then most up-to-date weapons of
war, easily defeated the Ethiopian ruler’s forces, and succeeded in capturing his mountain fortress of Maqdala on 13 April 1868. Tewodros
committed suicide to avoid falling into the hands of his enemies.” }
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260.107 Letters 1. to Queen Victoria (early 1872) 2. to Dagazmac Alamayyahu (January 12, 1872): Two
Letters\fn{by Wayzaro Laqiyaye (early 19th century-after 1872)} Tigre Province, Ethiopia (F) 1
1
In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost. One God.
Sent by Wayzaro Laqiyaye,\fn{Note: “Laqiyaye, … the widow of Dägazmac Wibe, despatched at least three letters to England.
The first, written in 1870, was a message to Alamayyahu which was carried to Aden by Munzinger, the then French Consul at Massawa,
and forwarded to the India Office in London on June 22. (1.0. H 20 A 372, pp. 514, 56.) Several other letters arrived two years later. India
Office records indicate that Samuel Giyorgis, a foreign-educated Ethiopian, wrote the prince a letter which was sent from Aden on March
18, 1872. (1.0. L/PS/3/81, ff. 540 and 629.) There is record shortly afterwards of the existence of two letters from Laqiyaye, one of them
addressed to Alamayyahu (1.0. L/PS/9/205, P. 739), and the other to Queen Victoria (FO 1/1-29, pp. 300-2). On June 24, 1872, Robert
Lowe, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, forwarded ‘some letters’ to Sir Thomas Biddulph, Queen Victoria’s Keeper of the Privy Purse, who
replied on the following day that he had sent ‘the curious letters addressed to Alamayyhou down to the Queen and will return them’. (R.A.,
Add. Ju180, 1181, 11814.) Later, on July 10, 1872, one of the Chancellor’s assistants, E. W. Hamilton, sent Biddulph a letter ‘ad-dressed to
the Queen in Amharic’. He added that the letter to Alamayyhou had been translated, and was ‘much the same as those which were sent to
you to see some little time ago’, but added that ‘the letter to Her Majesty of course has not been opened’. (R.A. Add. J 1192.) No attempt,
as far as can be established, seems to have been made to respond to this or the other epistles from Laqiyaye which were appar-ently
regarded as curiosities not requiring an answer.” } mother of Itege Taru Warq,\fn{ Note: “Taru Warq, also sometimes referred to as
Tirunas, was the daughter of Dägazmac Wibe. She had married Tewodros, according to Rassam, while only twelve years of age, and it was
her husband, Markham claims, who changed her name from Tirunas to Tiru Warq. In 1861 she bore him a son, Alamayyahu, whom he
appointed as his heir. She was with her husband at Maqdala at the time of the British assault on the mountain in April 1868 and of his
subsequent suicide. Tiru Warq, then still little more than 26 years old, was placed by the British in the custody of their envoy, Hormuzd
Rassam. Her stay with him was marred by an incident when ‘some soldiers were allowed to get in and grossly insult her’. (Markham, A
History of the Abyssinian Expedition, p. 361.) Learning that the settlement on Maqdala was about to be demolished, she told the Napier
expedition that she wished to return to her father’s country, Samen, but, changing her mind, later decided to accompany her son, who was
being taken to Britain. She fell ill on the journey, and, while in the vicinity of Calaqot, died, on 15 May 1868, of a ‘pulmonary disease’. She
was buried on the following day at the Holy Trinity Church, Calaqot, and was placed beside the remains of her paternal grandfather Ras
Walda Sillase.”} grandmother of Dägazmac Alamayyahu.\fn{ Note: “Alamayyahu, who was about eight years old at the time of
the British capture of Maqdala, had later been entrusted to the care of a member of the Napier expedition, Captain T. C. S. Speedy, who
took him to England where he was brought on several occasions to visit Queen Victoria. The young prince subsequently went with Speedy
to Seetapoor in Oudh, India, where he was educated by an Indian Christian tutor, Baboo Ramchander Bhose. On his subsequent return to
Britain Alamayyahu entered the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst in 1878, but soon afterwards had an attack of pleurisy, and died on
14 November 1879, at the age of nineteen. He was buried, at Queen Victoria’s wish, in St. George’s Chapel, Windsor. Her Majesty that day
wrote in her journal that she was ‘very grieved and shocked to hear … that good Alamayyahu had passed away … It is too sad. All alone in
a strange country, without seeing a relative or person belonging to him, so young and so good.’ She added, however, that ‘for him one cannot repine’, for ‘his was no happy life, full of difficulties of every kind, and he was so sensitive, thinking that people stared at him because
of his colour, that I fear he would never have been happy. Everyone is very sorry.’” } May it reach the English Queen.

You reader, salute [her] for me! May the Saviour of the World give [you] health on my account. May He extend your kingdom. May He destroy your enemies.
Three dägazmacs [and] fourthly the Itege having died to my grief, it is only Dägazrnac Alamayyahu who is left
to me. May you protect your charge for me; when God took up his father and his mother, He gave him to you; I
shall be amongst the number who will die, if I do not see him.
You he calls “my mother”; but me he does not call “my mother”, since I have not brought him up. May you
bring him up, doing it for God’s sake!
2
Sent by Wayzaro Laqiyaye, mother of Itege Taru, and where I am is in your mother’s country at Digazmac Wibe’s church.\fn{Note: “This is apparently a reference to the church of Maryam at Darasge, an important place of asylum in Samen
where Tewodros had been crowned King of Kings in 1855.”}
My child, my dear, how are you, indeed?
Ever since we parted up till today, why do you not send me a letter? Whilst I die in grief and in mourning, I
have no other son, no other hope but you.
Now, quickly, send me a letter, providing your likeness in a picture so that I may always see it. May Christ enable us to meet. Amen.
Be friendly towards the English Queen, the Russian King,\fn{ Note: “Tsar Alexander II of Russia who reigned from 1855
to 1881. Tewodros had earlier dispatched an envoy to Russia.”} the French King, towards all the kings. Send letters.
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All the people of Abyssinia are awaiting you, are desirous of you. Be wise, open the eyes of the people of Abyssinia, for they have become blind\fn{Echoing an obsesrvation by Tewodros in a letter to Queen Victoria in 1866 about the then
‘ignorance and blindness of the Ethiopians’} Open up science for them, let them not remain thus, blind as they are.
Written in the Era of John, in Tir, on the 4th day.
Azaz Walda Mika’el, Alaqa Walda Giyorgis, Alaqa Afa Warq say,
“How, verily, are you, as much as of Heaven and of Earth? God has blessed [you] for us! May God enable us
to meet!”\fn{Note: “There is no evidence that Alamayyahu ever answered this or any other letters sent to him from Ethiopia. His mother’s wish, reported by Rassam (10 L/PS/9/205, P. 53), that during his residence in Britain ‘her son should continue his Amharic studies’
was not followed, and the young man soon forgot his native language. Towards the end of his short but tragic life he hankered after returning to the country of his birth, but was told by Sir Stafford Northcote, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who was financially responsible for
his upkeep, that the idea of his ‘going to Abyssinia was out of the question.’” }

260.100 Letters 1. to Bishop Samuel Gobat (April 1848?) 2. to Sultan ‘Abd al-Majid (April 1848?) 3. to
Patriarch Polos Grigorian (April 1848?) 4. to Patriarch Kirakos of Jerusalem (late 1848?) 5. to Bishop
Valerga of Jerusalem (late 1848?) 6. to Bishop Kirubel of Jerusalem (late 1848?): Six Letters\fn{by Sahla Dingil
(reigned 1832-1840, 1841-1855)} Amhara Region?, Ethiopia (M) 2
1
This is the message of the King of Ethiopia, Sahla Dingl. May it reach Samuel Gobat, Patriarch.\fn{ Samuel
Gobat (1799-1879) was a notable Swiss Protestant missionary who, having landed at Massawa in 1829, served two tours of duty in
Ethiopia (1829-1832 in Gondor and Tigre, 1834-1837, solely in Tigre) and who was appointed Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem (1846-1879).
The Ethiopians “met him in the city gate,” British Consul Finn reported, and “the first words that his Lordship uttered within Jerusalem
were addressed to them in their own language”. The note continues: “In the years which followed Gobat was much concerned with the
plight of the Ethiopians at Jerusalem, who were often destitute. He was later instrumental in dispatching Protestant craftsmen missionaries
to Ethiopia.”}
How are you? Are you well? Make this missive go direct for us. You are our ally whom we know. Bring it to
the King for us. Make the Armenians give our people their food. Protect them.\fn{ Note: “The Ethiopians, living far away
from their native land, then torn by civil war, were at this time the poorest of the Orthodox communities. Often desti-tute, they were dependent on the rich Armenian convent. … Relations between the two communities were often strained, for the Ethiopians held that the Armenians had in the past obtained illegal possession of their property.” }

May God protect you. We have not forgotten you. You left giving everyone in Gondr a Book of Gospels; this is
the token.
It is in the Era of John, on the 22nd day of Miyazya, Saturday, that this was written.
It is Alaqa Fanta,\fn{Apparently a court scribe} man of Dabra Birhan,\fn{One of the most important and wealthy chur-ches
at Gondor, founded by the Emperor Iyasu I in 1694} who wrote this. He says, how are you?
2
This is the seal of the King of Ethiopia, Sahla Dingil, which he sent to Abdil Magid.\fn{ Abd al-Majid I (b.1823)
was Sultan of the Ottoman empire from 1839-1861. Sahla Dingil was the last of the puppet monarchs of Gondar. He was the nominal
sovereign of the country, placed on the throne by Ras Ali Alula, Governor of Begemdir Province }
Document by command of the King of Kings, Sahla Dingil, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in
divinity and Three in form. May it reach Abdil Magid, Sultan.
When the Romans and the Greeks took from us by force that which we had held in our hands for 305 years
under the rule of Constantine\fn{According to Ethiopian tradition, the first Christian sanctuary at Jerusalem was completed in the
third year of Constantine I} and 1201 years under Muslim rule up to the present,\fn{ I.e., from 646/7-1847/8, immediately after
T. Gobat’s arrival in Jerusalem } why did you remain silent? Whilst you are a king as great as you [are], let us not be
robbed; make them return it to us.
How are you? Are you well?
May God protect you.
3
This is the seal of the King of Ethiopia, Sahla Dingil, who has sent it to all the Christian people of Armenia.
Document by command of the King of Kings, Sahla Dingil, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in
divinity and Three in form. May it reach our brother Christians, the people of Armenia, and Patriarch Polos.\fn
{Polos Grigorian of Adrianopol (1763-1853) was Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople from 1816-1824, and the author of several books }
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The Ethiopian monks who are in Jerusalem have sent to us, saying that you have taken away from them their
food which they had had of old up to the present. Now, make it to be for them as it was of old. Give them their
food and drink. Do not deprive them of it.
As you hold our place, our site, why are you acting thus? If you refuse, send us the answer.
4
From the King of Kings, Sahla Dingil, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in divinity and Three in
form. May this letter reach Giragos, Archbishop of Jerusalem. With the peace of God. Amen.
How are you? Are you well? Are both your children and your people well?
We are one in the Faith, in saying one body, one nature. Why are our people being wronged in this way in
respect of foods and clothing?
Now, where our place is situated is on top of yours.\fn{ Note “The Ethiopian convent was built on the roof of the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre, and was thus, as the letter says, actually above that of the Armenian.” } Let Samuel Gobat have our places
returned, which are with the Romans, the Franks, the Copts, and the Muslims; let him be an agent. Let Samuel
protect our people, so that Muslims do not assault Christians. That we say this is as our brothers who came told us
that the Armenians took from them their previous [quota of] food and clothing.
Now, if you gladden them with food and clothing as before, may our place rest with you. Otherwise, however,
we have given it to Samuel Gobat [to deal with].
5
From the King of Kings, Sahla Dingil, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in divinity and Three in
form. May this letter reach the Roman Bishop of Jerusalem.\fn{ G. Valerga, the first Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, held the
office apparently from its re-establishment by Pope Pius IX in 1847 until 187 2} With the peace of God the Father. Amen.
Why do you remain quiet when our people are being wronged, when the Armenians and Copts are assaulting
them, when the Muslims and Franks are wronging them?\fn{ The Ethiopians at Jerusalem claimed that the Armenians had
much earlier deprived them of their extensive possessions in the Holy Places. The British Consul there, Finn, supported this view, but said
there was no “documentary evidence … for about twelve or fourteen years ago, when all the Abyssinians residing at Jerusalem had died of
the plague, their library, containing many valuable manuscript books, was entirely burnt by order of Ibrahim Pasha, with all the documents
which might have served them to recover their property in these better times … I have myself seen the library twenty-five years ago,
together with such documents, and that all those documents were consigned to the flames on the aforesaid occasion is most notorious in
Jerusalem.”}
Queen Helena\fn{The mother of Constantine I. All this is possible, since tradition holds that it was Mark, the young follower of Jesus and probably the author of the orthodox gospel that bears his name, who brought Christianity to Alexandria, in Egypt. H } estab-

lished us, making Rome and Ethiopia hereditary landowners in Jerusalem. You are the closest of all to us. The
Copts have taken from us our monastery Der Siltan by force and have done us wrong, so demand of them and
make them return it to us.
You are our witness. If they refuse, support us. When there was left for us one small place, you took it from us,
but now do not take it from us!
6
From the King of Kings, Sahla Dingil, servant of the King of Kings, God, who is One in divinity and Three in
form. May this letter reach Kirubel, Bishop of Jerusalem. With the peace of God. Amen.
How are you? Are you well? When your man comes, we shall love him. We shall carry out his wishes. As for
you, when the Copts and the Muslims were doing wrong to our people, why did you remain silent?
Now, visit our monastery Der Siltan and make them return it to us! If they refuse, let Samuel Gobat as agent
for our place protect our people. If Kirubel is not there, let it go to the Romans’ monastery.\fn{ Presumably a reference
to the Franciscan monastery of St. Saviour, which was the only Latin monastery within the Jerusalem city walls }
260.110 Letters 1. to Alfred Ilg (November 1895) 2. to Alfred Ilg (February 21, 1896) 3. to Alfred Ilg (March
31, 1896) 4. to Felix Faure (September 1, 1896) 5. to Alfred Ilg (December 15, 1896) 6. to Alfred Ilg
(November 26, 1898) 7. to Alfred Ilg (January 4, 1899) 8. to Alfred Ilg (August 18, 1900) 9. to Alfred Ilg
(September 15, 1900): Nine Letters\fn{by Menelik II aka Sahle Maryam (1844-1913)} Angolela, Shewa Province,
Ethiopia (M) 4
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1
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Zurich on the 10th day of Teqqemt 1895 has reached me.\fn{ Probably October 10,
1895; Menelik’s date is probably according to the Gregorian calendar, not the Julian. Alfred Ilg (1854-1916) was a Swiss national and a
friend and confidant to Menelik II. “He contributed to the construction of the new capital of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa. The victory of Ethiopia
over the invading Italians at the Battle of Adowa in 1896 can be tracked to his inventions, as his efforts allowed the local production of
weapons and ammunition, freeing Ethiopia from the need of imports. The emperor Menelik II rewarded Ilg with the title counselor in the
range of an excellency in 1897 and, furthermore, named him minister of foreign affairs for the years 1897 to 1907. He showed his
competence as an engineer when planning and implementing the railway line from Djibouti to the capital. He was also responsible for
supervising the design and construction of the first piped water supply to the capital and for installing electrical power in the imperial
palace in 1905. Ilg was leading in the construction of several public buildings and worked as chef de protcolle and secretary for the
emperor, receiving the highest medal available, the Star of Ethiopia. Further achievements worth mentioning are the creation of a unified
national currency system and the erection of a postal system.” W}

As to your statement, “I have sent to Monsieur Hech a box containing watch-straps and watches through the
hands of Monsieur Savouré in Genbot,” Monsieur Savouré did not give it to me; I do not know if he took it with
him. When I left for Walamo, he stole all the things and fled. I had sent you a letter when I started out from
Warraylu on the 28th day of Teqqemt.\fn{ November 7} You will find all the news in it. It may have reached you
already.
I have sent [word] to Hararge and Azzaz Walda Sadeq to receive Monsieur Chefneux well. But he cannot catch
up with me. I am making a forced march. I will find the things when I come back.\fn{ Note: “The Walamo military
expedition took place in December to January 1894-95. The pronoun “he” in this context rerfers probably to the little known foreigner,
Hench. From all indications, Savouré seems to have been a reliable and well established businessman.” }

As for you, you come here with all the things I have ordered you [to bring]. Let the youths also come with you.
If we believe that they should receive an advanced training, We will send them [abroad] another time.
With regard to the living quarters you requested me to have it built for you, I have ordered them to build one
and I have given them the measurements for it. It will be ready for you by the time you come.
There is nothing to be afraid of as far as the Adl are concerned. The Adl themselves live in fear, let alone of
fighting Ras Mikael. All that the Italian journalists report is not genuine.\fn{ Note: “The letter ends here abruptly. A page or
so is possibly missing.”}
2
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Zurich on the 10 th day of December 1895 has reached me. When my men
fought and defeated the Italians at the Battle of Alage, I sent [word] to Monsieur Mondon to inform you, as I was
in the campaign. It may have reached you already. I had previously sent you [the confirmation] that I received
your letters of August, September and that of 10 October. But that of November has not reached me.
You sent me [word] stating that “the Italians greatly troubled me so that our concern may not succeed”. We
have realized how much they troubled you when they entered Addi Grat taking with them Afawarq, Gugsa and
Qetaw. You, however, sent me [word] that they were all right.
It is good that a lot of money has been found for the production of the new currency in a large quantity. God
willing, I shall finish the Italian war by Genbot\fn{May 8 to June 6} and return.
It is not convenient for me these days to have the poles for the telegraph line cut, as I am in a war and the army
is mobilized; all will be done when God returns me in safety.
As to the proclamation regarding the Thalers, I consent to issue it.\fn{ The proclamation reads as follows: “Hear ye, hear
ye, may the enemies of the Adbar Awgar be denied the gift of harmony. Hear ye, hear ye, may the enemies of our lord, Menilek, be denied
the gift of harmony. Hear ye, hear ye, may the enemies of St. Mary be denied the gift of harmony. I have released a proclamation last year
on the 6th day of Maggabit 1887 of the Year of Grace that I had a new Thaler minted, with my effigy and my name, and had it imported in
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order that the government of our country, Ethiopia, gain respect and our trade flourish. And now, starting with the coming Genbot, it is
strictly forbidden to make payments to my government with any Thaler other than that Thaler minted with my effigy. Those of you in
Hararge and elsewhere who wish to pay in Thalers to my government, you can find the newly minted Thaler with my name in Aden and at
the coast, for I have prepared centers for it. I warn you herewith today that I will forbid, when enough of the new Thaler will have flowed
into the treasury, any payment of customs duties or taxes with the old Thalers. I had also told you through the earlier proclamation that the
[silver of the] new Thaler is purer than that of the older ones. Hence, it is better for you to exchange the old Thalers rapidly. You shall be
punished if caught paying to my government in any Thalers other than the new Thalers. [Given] at the town of Entotto on the 4 th day of Ter
1888 of the Year of Grace [January 11, 1896].”}
I had given an order that the weapons\fn{Or machines} at the coast be transported upland quickly. Maybe they

have already been transported.
That the matter of Monsieur Leontiev has been successful is fine.
Given at the Camp of Gandabta on the 14th day of Yakkatit 1888 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ February 21, 1896}
3
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written on the 10th of January has reached me. After the Battle of Alage, I marched to the land of
Tegre and found the Italians besieged in Maqale. Then, I freed and sent them away, thinking that reconciliation
would be better. But in their arrogance they came upon my camp at Adwa and they were defeated. And now I am
returning to Sawa.
Why should you be exasperated on account of the Gugsã and Qetaw affair? My intention of sending them
[abroad] was to enable them to acquire skills they could use to their own advantage. And now, if they go away
hating me, let them live in the country they have gone to. Let them go the whole length of their arrogance. They
have also sent me a request to allow them to return; I sent them a reply:
You have hated me and are gone; live in the country you went to.

Mind you, they are the losers; what harm have they caused me? Actually, you should concentrate on the work
for which you went away, and come back here.
As to the war affair, I assume Grazmac Yosef will have sent you word. I heard that your wife has giyen birth to
a child. Congratulations! I hope I shall find you already in Addis Ababa. May God enable us to meet again in
bodily life.
Given in the Maqale Camp on the 23rd day of Maggabit 1888 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ March 31, 1896}
4
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Our highly venerated and respected friend, Monsieur Felix Faure, the President of the French
Republic.\fn{1895-1899; simultaneously Co-Prince of Andorra, with the Bishop of Urglell:W,H} Peace be unto you.
I have received your honourable, pleasant [and] beautiful letter written in the city of Paris on the 3 rd day of
Sane 1896 of the Year of Grace which stated the acceptance of the treaty between our two governments concluded
on the 1st day of Maggabit 1887\fn{March 9, 1895} of the Year of Grace and which I had sent you. And now I am
exceedingly delighted to see your reply in friendship.
As Your Excellency has proposed, I have authorized my official in Hararge, Ras Makwannen, to settle in
accord and friendship with the officials in Djibouti the questions related to that which is from Djibouti as far as
Harar, the place and other minor things. I am hopeful that these officials of our two governments will realize our
wishes properly.
As to the treaty I sent you in Maggãbit, I found out that the scribes made some orthographic and numeric
mistakes; and as We are now sending you what We had corrected and rewritten well, I request you to send back to
me the document which I sent you earlier in Maggabit. Excepting orthographic corrections, there have however,
been no additions or omissions made. We pray to God to guard the French state and your life.
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Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 27th day of Nabase 1888\fn{September 1, 1896} of the Year of Grace.
5
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent me has reached me. I was exceedingly happy when I heard that your wife has recovered
from her illness. Assuming that you will come back soon, I am having your house built well. In an attempt to
acquaint Addis Ababa with the new Thaler, I have caused butchers’ shops—where meat is sold—and drinking
houses to open. In case there are in Djibouti Rub and Temun coins minted with my effigy, let it be that you send
me by quick transport one or two camel loads of Rub and Temun coins, for it will take time before Monsieur
Chefneux sends them to me. I am also exceedingly happy to hear that the gold-mining engineer has come. And
now I have sent to Ras Makwannen [an order] that he should immediately start out together with his equipment,
and you, too, should see to it that he starts out quickly.
Furthermore, you sent me [news] that the engineers who will construct the railway had arrived and that the
work would soon start; let it be that you discuss it with Ras Makwannen when you come through Hararge. I have
also sent a message to him.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 7th day of Tahsas 1889 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ December 15, 1896}
6
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek II, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Addis Ababa on the 5 th day of Hedafn{November 13} has reached me. I have
heard about your trip to Qunni and all the news you had sent me. I have seen the telegraph message Monsieur
Chefneux dispatched.
I was not aware of Ras Makwannen’s instruction that the four million Francs should be deposited in the bank.
He telegraphed this message probably because he had not heard what We had discussed. And now, the four
million Francs which you said have been deposited in the bank should remain there and you should receive the
interest thereof until We order to withdraw it. The remaining six million [Francs] however should be used for the
minting of Thalers which should be brought to me quickly.
With regard to what you said about the Isa and the Adal and the difficulty of importing products, I have sent
[word] to Monsieur Lagarde. I have also issued a strict order to the officials in Hararge.
Concerning your message that the Russian by the name of Monsieur Dimetreff requests a decoration, General
Vlassoff did not tell me about it while I was there. If I send him one without his [Viassoff’s] permission, he may
be offended to our disadvantage.
With regard to your statement that the English Captain Wellby, who came with Monsieur Harrington, seeks
permission to travel to Lake Rudolf via Zway, Walamo and Boroda, I have instructed Azzaz Gezaw to escort him
to Fitawrari Habta Maryam.\fn{ Probably the maternal uncle (d.1929) of Empress Zawditu. He governed various provinces including
Yaggu, Walamo and Wallagga} I have also sent someone who will thereafter receive men from the officers of Fitawrari
Habta Giyorgis and accompany him as far as Lake Rudolf. I have given a strict order to the officials.
As to your statement that Monsieur Harrington sought permission for rich Englishmen to go upland via Zeila
and Barbara to hunt wild animals, who prevents anyone from hunting wild animals? However, it is not convenient
to write to the officials at the border unless Monsieur Harrington sends us a list of specific names of those who
have come to hunt wild animals. In any case I shall return soon and we shall discuss everything there.
Given in the town of Warraylu on the 18th day of Hedar 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{November 26, 1898}
7
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
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Menilek II, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
When I heard that Ras Mangasa intended to occupy the Alage pass and fight, I had made a forced march so
that he might not escape if the matter were true. When I reached Mange eight days after I left Warraylu, Ras
Makwannen and others sent me [word] saying,
“Ras Mangasa fled to Agame well in advance [of our coming] and we have entered Maqale; there is nothing to
worry about.”
Hence, I returned from Mange. I arrived in Warraylu on Tuesday, the 26 th day of Tahsas.\fn{January 1} Your
letter also reached me just when I arrived in Warraylu. The letter you sent me is nevertheless undated; it must
have been forgotten. Why did you not write to me that it was written on such and such a day?
I have been pleased to hear that the telephone technicians and a watchmaker have arrived. But I was also
saddened very much at the death of one of the telephone technicians.
In so far as the newly arriving guests have sent their regards, convey my greetings to them.
With regard to your request for thatch-grass, the houses I intend to have built in Addis Ababa are many and I
had given instructions that no grass should be misused. And now I have sent [word] to Azzaz Gezaw, and let it be
that you take some amount, but you should return the same amount later.
Send me any news available one by one as they come. May God enable us to meet again in life.
Given in the town of Warraylu on the 27th day of Tahsas 1891 of the year of Grace.\fn{ January 4, 1899}
8
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Zurich on the 30th day of Sane reached me on the 4 th day of Nahasé.\fn{August
10}
With the exception of this one, no letter has reached me since your departure from Djibouti. I never suspect
that you may not write to me, but there may be a schemer who may intercept [them] to our disadvantage.
The pistol you sent me from Djibouti has reached me. I have written you many other letters, though they may
not have reached you. And now, let it be that you send me frequently [news] about all events.
As to the rumours of your enemies, they have even spread the rumour that you died, let alone that you would
not return. I, however, have had no suspicion in my heart, for we had an understanding before you left.
I was happy that the railway reached our country. But I was very disappointed when you sent me [word] that
money has become scarce in your country\fn{ This may refer to the continent, rather than Switzerland, as the railway share was
sold in various countries} on account of the war.
When I saw the statement that you would start out in Teqqem\fn{ October-November} and come, I was exceedingly delighted. You know that I have so far been alone and I hope you will come for my sake quickly.
I have seen all the news you have written me. As to the matter you sent me [word about] concerning Asfaw
Bante, I have written him [a letter].
As to your remark that you could not write everything you have observed in the city of Paris, you will relate to
me all when we meet again, God willing. However, let it be that you bring me some of the light things from
among those you have stated to have seen. I am also pleased that you remembered my birthday and sent good
wishes in advance.
God is generous, and may He bestow upon us all long life and let us all, unseparated from each other, experience the same [event] every year. Give my best regards to your wife and children. May God enable us to meet
each other again and to converse with each other.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 12 th day of Nahase 1892\fn{Underscored in the text:H} of the Year of
Grace.\fn{August 18, 1900}
9
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed.
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Menilek, King of Kings of Ethiopia.
The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath prevailed. Menilek II, Elect of God, King of Kings of Ethiopia. May it
reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
The letter written in the city of Zurich on the 30th day of Nabase\fn{September 5} which stated that you were
well together with your wife and children, reached me on the 30th day of Nahase.\fn{ The first date in this
sentence should probably have been 30 Hamle, or August 6} Earlier, I was sad, as your letters did not reach me
for a long time. I was exceedingly happy when the two letters you sent through the hands of Captain Ciccodicola
reached me, for exchanging letters is tantamount to meeting each other.
I have seen all the news you wrote me. Let it then be that you send me [news] about everything successively
through the hands of Captain Ciccodicola. In so far as you know the things I like, let it be that you, in consultation
with Liqa makwss Nadaw, buy for me from among the new products when you go to Paris.
The rainy season of this year has been very intensive. But in spite of too much rain, the grain is abundant in all
the regions.
We sent you [news] some time ago about the death of Grazmac Yosef. He took medicine and consequently
died unexpectedly. We had not expected that he would die.
Give my best regards to your wife and children. May God bring you back safely and enable us to converse
with each other.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 5 th day of Maskaram 1893 of the Year of Grace.\fn{September 15,
1900}
184.58 Letters 1. to Margarita (November 25, 1889) 2. to Alfred Ilg (June 18, 1891) 3. to Alfred Ilg (July 24,
1891) 4. to Alfred Ilg (November 13, 1891) 5. to Alfred Ilg (February 25, 1895) 6. to Alfred Ilg (June 23, 1896)
7. to Alfred Ilg (November 28, 1897) 8. to Alfred Ilg (November 16, 1898) 9. to Alfred Ilg (November 27, 1898)
10. to Alfred Ilg (January 14, 1899) 11. to Alfred Ilg (April 19, 1899) 12. to Alfred Ilg (June 24, 1899) 13. (May
27, 1900) 14. to Alfred Ilg (August 18, 1900): Fourteen Letters\fn{by Taytu Betul aka Wälättä Mikael (1847-1918)}
Gondar?, Semian Gondar Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (F) 5
1
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach the venerated and sublime Queen Margarita, Queen of
Italy.\fn{Teresa Giovanna Savoy (1851-1926)}
Peace be to you.
By the [will] of God and the love of the people, I have fulfilled the ceremony due to the Empress of Ethiopia
on the 27th day of Teqqemt 1882 of the Year of Grace\fn{ November 5, 1889} The ceremony was the same as that of
His Majesty.
I pray to God that our kingdom endurs firm in love and peace.
Given at Entotto.
2
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
You had asked me after my wish so that you could bring it for me from overseas; I forgot to tell you before you
left. And now, let it be that you bring me shoes fit for me. The shoes which fit me are those with numbers 38 and
39.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 12th day of Sane.\fn{June 18, 1891}
3
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter has reached me. I have also heard that you arrived in Hararge safely. May God let you reach your
home country in safety. Antonelli has published a defamatory article about you in a newspaper, saying:
Monsieur Ilg went to Abyssinia, married a wife and begat many children.
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Have the story I gave you before you left rewritten well, pass it over through the hands of someone else for all
to see and let him be laughed at. Let it be that you bring me hair oil as well as the shoes. Furthermore, let it be that
you send me newspapers when you arrive in your home country.
Your wife and children are fine; have no worry. May God bring you back in safety and enable us to see each
other in bodily eyes.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 18th day of Hamle 1883 of the Year of Grace.\fn{July 24, 1891}
4
Sent by Epress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Monsieur Ilg
How have you been throughout the rainy season? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written on the 4th day of Pagumen\fn{September 8} has reached me. May God praise you for writing
me all the news.
It would not have been so bad if Count Antonelli spreads the news that Monsieur Ilg has a wife and children in
the land of Ethiopia. He wishes to create discord between all the Europeans and His Majesty. With regard to your
statement, “He defamed my name saying that he [Ilg] is on the pay of the French and the English,” he could not
slander you for having children, for he does know well that he himself has two children whom he abandoned in
the land of Sawa without relations or refuge.
It is typical for an enraged and defeated enemy to look for something with which he can anger [others]. The
whole world knows your innocence. The truth and the daybreak become brighter gradually and, hence, you should
not be disturbed by this.
I also heard of your illness. May God let you recover.
Do not worry about us losing our country; even if the English and the Italians threaten us through their intrigues, We shall not surrender Our country out of fear of them. I hope that Our country, which We by the might of
God have so far held in Our hands, will not come out of Our hands.
You know that We are anxious to get the plough-machine quickly. Do your best, for I am thinking about it
mornings and evenings.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 4th day of Hedar\fn{November 13, 1891)
5
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Zurich on the 9 th day of January 1895 has reached me. You wrote to me saying,
“Monsieur Chefneux will be arriving this week; I hope you will receive him well”.
He is no stranger, or do you hold me in doubt? These days both of you—yourself and Monsieur Chefneux—
are found to be Our true and sincere friends. Of this your heart should have no doubt.
I was exceedingly delighted when you sent [word] to me that,
“Ethiopia has now begun to gain more new friends than before”. As long as you and Monsieur Chefneux are
there, we shall not fail to gain friends.
I have understood that which you imparted to me saying, “The people who came from the Russian state (I
found their names in a newspaper) are travelling allegedly to visit the Victoria Nyanza lake”. However, they have
not yet come to us here. We shall find out everything when they come. We shall also receive them well when they
arrive.
As to the matter of Mr. Crispi,\fn{Francesco Crispi (1819-1901), Italian prime minister in 1887-91 and from December 1893 to
March 1896. A native of Sicily, he was an an ulra-revolutionary who eventually turned to be a monarchist and an extreme nationalist. His
premiership was characterized by conflict with France, suppression of socialists and failure in colonial attempts } all the people of

Ethiopia know it let alone those of Europe. There is nothing we seek from Crispi, unless those [people] come here
out of desire for war.
We are not hankering for war today. We had planned to go up to Boru Meda, even if you had not hinted at it;
we are of the opinion that it is better to monitor everything from there. May God reward you for the advice you
imparted to me, saying: “A rich country is that of Abdurahman\fn{ Abd al-Rahman, ruler of Bela Sangul. He succeeded his
father, Khojali, in the mid-1880s. He spent much of his time fighting Mahdist and Ethiopian military incursions. His territory was finally
incorporated into the Ethiopian Empire in 1898 } and, hence, let it be that you do not disregard it; let it be that you send
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Dägazmac Tasamma and Fitawrari Takle\fn{ An officer with various assignments in the court of Menilek II. He was appointed
guardian of Wasan Saggad, grandson of the Emperor, and governed a district in the upper Gibe region. He was killed in action at the Battle
of Adwa} to occupy the country”. If we let this country be taken, what kingdom shall we have? Do you think the

Italians occupied Khassala in search of millet? Is it not in order to occupy the gold country in a roundabout way?
Do not hesitate to write [Us] about such matters. Let it be that you send me news about the state of Leg Gugsa
and Qetaw. May God enable us to meet in the bodily life.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 19th day of Yakkatit 1887 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ February 25, 1895}
6
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your greetings have reached me. By the grace of God, I have come back safely from the expedition. I had
wishfully assumed that you would come back before We came back from Tigre and wait for me in Addis Ababa.
Why is your return delayed? Grazmac Yosef will report all the news to you.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 17th day of Sane 1888 of the Year of Grace\fn{ June 23, 1896. The said
official had already sent his report (quoted below). Apparently the Empress, who figures conspicuously in the report, was unaware of this }
Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Monsieur Ilg [and] Monsieur Chefneux.
How have you been indeed? I, under the protection of your guardian angel and by the grace of God, have survived
the war unscathed. Seventeen of my men have been killed. Many of my men have been wounded. Here is my report of
the war for you.
When His Majesty allowed the besieged Italians at Maqale to come out, saying that they were Christians and, hence,
should not perish through thirst, they came out of the fortress, spent the day taking out their belongings and spread out
in the field. After they came out, there was none who would offer them water to drink without the permission of His
Majesty. His Majesty granted them permission and they drank.
The people who intended to occupy the land from Massawa to the Congo failed to find a mule to transport their belongings from Maqale to Addi Grat and, hence, they begged His Majesty [for help], for His Majesty is gracious whenever he can. His Majesty benignly availed them of 500 camels and mules—the camels and mules of traders and peasants in Endarta for rent, supplemented by mules of the soldiers—which they loaded and they departed. Galliano,\fn
{Major/Colonel Giuseppe Galliano (1846-1896), an Italian officer who worked in Eritrea (1887-1896), the commander
of this fortress. He later joined the main Italian army at Adowa where he was killed} too, was given a mule with a
richly ornamented saddle which he took with him.
Seeing him performing all these acts of generosity for his enemies, the whole army of His Majesty became unhappy.
If it were for a conscientious people that such a benign act was done, they would not make a forced march and wage
war, but would rather return to their home country after concluding an agreement and friendship assuming that they
would not succeed if they fought such a prudent sovereign. But our friends—the Italians, who are cleverer than all
other Europeans—mistook His Majesty’s kind acts for fear, brought out 4,000 men from Europe\fn{Encyclopaedia Britannica, XII, 769 says that says that General Oreste Baratieri was in command of an army of 6,000 } and dedicated
them to the eagles, as it is said, “Excessive sharpness cuts the scabbard; excessive cleverness leads to death”.
The Italian women whose children Monsieur Crispi\fn{Francesco Crispi, the uncompromising dogmatic, bellicose,
churlish and impetuous Italian Primier (1887-1891, 1893-1896) who had indoctrinated his people into an exaggerated
view of their national strength (ibid., 766, 769)} brought out from Europe and let them be killed for nothing on the
African soil, just like Herod who caused the destruction of 14,000 children in an attempt to find our Lord,\fn{ Matthew
2:3-19; the number of the victims must have been derived from church traditions} should weep bitterly, just as the
prophet says, “A voice was heard, Rachel lamented her children”.\fn{Matthew 2:18} As to His Majesty, he sent them
[word] saying,
“One who comes to occupy the country of someone else comes out into the open and fights; why should one hide in
a trench?”
As the fortress at Addi Grat was insufficient for them, they entrenched [themselves] at an Entecco mountain more
invincible than that of Maqale. When we came and camped at Farasmay, they went up to the stronghold and camped
there. The place where they camped was declivitous, unfit for foot or horses, [reachable] only with cannons. They
fortified the place day and night separating the artillery and infantry sections.
Having seen the invincibility of the place, His Majesty decided not to let his army be exterminated for nothing, and
assuming that they would come out into the open when he marched on Asmara, he intended to march on Asmara, went
down to Aodwa and camped there. He divided the army in units and began to make them pack their provisions. But
their\fn{The Italians’} spies, who were paid 100 [or] 150 thalers each and dispatched, were as many as our soldiers.
Nevertheless, none escaped. But His Majesty is gracious, and he kept in chains the people who deserved death.
As what God intended is better than what man deliberated, He meant, “Let the road not hit you,\fn{ I.e., do not tire
yourself with a long journey} I will deliver you here”. Having seen the army going to fetch provisions, a maimed poor
man of Adowa who sought money told them,
“The army is gone to fetch provisions; he is sitting alone. Whether you find him or miss him is today.”\fn{I.e., today
is your best bet for defeating him. The author of the Britannica article says that General Baratieri had heard that the
Crispi government planned to replace him on the grounds of incompetence for his deafeat the previous December and
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so precipitated the Battle of Adowa in an effort to regain his military reputation}
Assuming that there was no tactician in our home as in theirs and giving ear to the advice of only one person, they
descended from the mountain and marched, as I have written to you earlier, arraying three generals with 42 cannons in
the forefront, and he himself\fn{General Baratieri} in the rear at the head of a general’s army as well as the three
Däggazmac divisions of Hamasen, Saraye and Akala Guzay, and opened fire against the guards of His Majesty early in
the morning at five o’clock.
When Menilek the lion girded with an iron belt heard this, he arrayed his whole army and came out. From the
direction of Maryam Sawito, Ras Mikael, Ras Mangasa Yohannes, Wagseyyum Gwangul and Daggac Walde attacked
the left wing. He\fn{Menilek} dispatched Negus Takla Haymanot to the right wing in the direction of Abba Garima. To
the centre—His Majesty’s own front—were sent Fitawrari Gabayyahu,\fn{The military commander of Menilek II in the
1890s} Fitawrari Takle, Ras Makwannen, Daggac Basah, and the Tabanga Yaz.\fn{An army contingent fully equipped
with firearms} Next to them were Ras Wale, Ras Bitwaddad Mangasa, Turkbassa Tammere and the Barud
Bet.\fn{Another military contingent} Next was His Majesty who marched against them,\fn{The Italians} having
arrayed before him the Mahal safari and advancing the banner and the Nagarit.
Let me tell you a new story which happened at a time when religion is being despised and trust in each other is
wanting, a thing which has never happened before, [a thing] which is not found in the Old [Testament] and the Kings,
\fn{Possibly a reference to the Royal Chronicles} which has not been written in the New [Testament] and [the works
of] the kings of kings. [Among] the mighty women who lived during the olden times—though Judith killed Holofernes,
it was through seduction by her beauty; though Esther saved her relations from the gallows, it was not through her
strength, but because Ahasuerus, the king of Babylon, admired her beauty.
Not restricting herself to the activities of prudent women, the new sun—she who is a product of our time, whose
wisdom has shone from east to west, whose counsel has been cherished—the heroine queen of Ethiopia, Empress
Taytu, however, began to play the role of heroes. In order to be an example to people who are devoid of love for a
home country and religion, she went down on foot having arrayed the artillerymen in the front and the riflemen on the
left and the right, ordering the banner of the Tabot of Zion to be carried, and making the metropolitan and the Tabot of
St. Mary as well as the noble ladies and the priests follow:
Seeing to the cannons being loaded, she took up position, and as the position became a target for cannon shots, she
moved to a fortified position from where she had shots directed across and, hence, they were defeated. This was the
beginning of the victory. She also relieved the returning soldiers of their captives and sent them back\fn{The soldiers;
to the rear:H} so that the battle front would not be too sparse. She also spent the day sending us the soldiers who had
been left behind to transport munitions. She also sent throughout the day water to the wounded so that they might not
die of thirst. Our father,\fn{Probably the Patriarch:H} too, spent the day advancing and sending back to the front the
soldiers turning back with captives, under the threat of excommunication.
Out of patriotism and being inspired by the determination of our queen, our soldiers pursued their enemies as far as
the Marab and fought them for three days. How extremely poor are the states which have no comforting soldier-queen
whose help surpasses her counsel, nor a soldier-king, a king of kings who fights ahead of his people! Rejoice Ethiopia!
Rejoice Zion! Your children have washed themselves with their own blood for the sake of their country and their religion.
Let us now return to our history. Thereafter, having caused the extermination of his army and having been defeated,
General Baratieri escaped on horseback together with a few [men] at 12 o’clock noon. We are told that he arrived in
Massawa on horseback on the morning of Tuesday. General Bartoni was taken captive. General Arimondi,\fn{ General
Giuseppe Edoardo Arimondi (1846-1896), who commanded the Addi Grat front aforementioned; killed in this battle}
General Dabormida,\fn{General Vittorio Dabormida (1842-1896), commander of the right column in the Battle of
Adowa, also killed in this battle} General Ellena,\fn{General Giuseppe Ellena (1839- ), an Italian artillery officer,
wounded in this battle and returned to Italy shortly thereafter; the Grazmac Yosef is incorrect here:H } and Major
Galliano died. The Italians taken captive at Adowa are about 2,000. I have earlier conveyed to Monsieur Mondon the
number of Italian officers taken captive in Italy.\fn{Obviously a mistake for Alage or Maqale, the site of a battle in
December, 1895, in which Menilik II destroyed an Italian infantry column} As to the Bassibuzuqoc,\fn{A native
regiment trained by Egyptian and Turkish officers in the use of cannon and firearms, apparently recruited in Eritrea and
under Italian command} they fled at the beginning of the battle saying, “Though we have received their money, we
shall not fight our country [and] our king.” He\fn{Menilek} had earlier amnestied the Bassibuzuqoc taken captive at
Alage, and those of them found in [this] victory have been severely punished.
As to the Italian captives, they are kept properly—the officers according to their order of command and the soldiers
in accordance with their ranks—those in need being given clothes, and the wounded being treated by the mobilized
physicians, for His Majesty knows that they were forced to come through the haughtiness of one person. Where are all
those partisans of Crispi who used to campaign with the lead ink in Addis Ababa? Were it not better to be present in a
serious venue and avenge one’s grievances than stealing small children from school!\fn{It is not clear to which incident
the allusion is made} However, lead ink never mixes with gold ink in harmony, and it has been revealed today that it is
not their place.
As to Ethiopia, she glorified herself exceedingly. Though it is her custom always to win victory, she had striven as
much as possible for reconciliation so that no Christian blood should be spilt. At the crucial time, the priests who carry
the cross and the women who hold the distaff fought for her more than those who possessed the pen and the lead-ink.
There is also [another] amazing thing: we are told that Italy—the country of Constantine and Queen Helena—had
many sovereigns in the olden times. However it may have been destroyed and however it may be too recently
revived, \fn{A reference to the Reunification of Italy in the 1870s} has it no elders other than Crispi that it sent an army
to destroy the old kingdom which has never been crushed from the time of Negesta Azeb\fn{ The Queen of Sheba} to
the time of Menilek II? If he is the only one, should he not be brought to justice? As he is the son of Nero, he should
climb the Consutal wall,\fn{?} put fire to the city of Rome, call singers to him and sing.
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A man named Major Salsa\fn{Tommaso Salsa (1857-1913), an Italian officer who escaped the battle unscathed and
was sent a couple of times to Menilik II to negotiate a peace treaty; he returned to Italy, where he was later promoted to
Colonel, and ultimately to General} was shuttling before the battle claiming reconciliation. After the army has been
defeated and Baratieri has fled to Massawa, we see someone who has neither the skill of war nor of peace—one who
escaped by flight from the Battle of Adowa—shuttling with the claim of making peace. We are told, however, that His
Majesty allegedly said:
“Anyone wishing peace should come to my capital city Addis Ababa and let me know.”
He sent both the envoy and the captives to Sawa.
The news that has come to us from Awsa is as follows: Muhammad Anfali\fn{= Hanfari}—drunk with the poison of
Antonelli and Abdruhman—has hitherto lived as a rebel selling slaves via Asab. Whenever His Majesty sent him words
of advice, he gave friendly replies, but continued his rebellion until today. He received a flag from the Italians and had
it hoisted in Awsa, our country. One Captain Persico\fn{Salvatore Persoco (1862-1895), killed at Amba Alage on
December 17, 1895} was stationed in Awsa at the head of 500 soldiers. The Italians had planned that when His Majesty
went to Adowa, they would seduce the Adal into rebellion, buy the Argobba with money and penetrate Ankobar from
behind his back.
His Majesty, however, had perceived their intrigue and sent an expedition at the time he started out from Addis Ababa: Ras Walda Giyorgis, Daggac Tasamma and Azzaz Walda Tadiq\fn{= Sadeq}. When they arrived in Awsa, two sons
of Muhammad Anfali fought for two days; they were defeated and killed. 4,957 Adal died. The number of the rest who
fled and were drowned in the sea\fn{Lake?} is unknown. A great deal of rifles were captured. Many camels and cattle
were also captured.
Muhammad Anfali and Abdruhman fled and escaped. They\fn{The victors} hoisted the flag in the country, left
watchmen\fn{A garrison?} behind and came back. The root of Crispi’s scheme has been severed.
As to Captain Persico, he came round via Massawa and was killed at Alage.
The soldiers of His Majesty who were killed at Adowa are 3,866. The Italian (white) soldiers killed [and/or] taken
captive at Adowa are 1,785. The Bassibuzuqoc are 4,471. The number of those killed by the peasants [and] by the men
of Ras Sebhat is unknown. Thereafter, on their way to Massawa, the Bassibuzuqoc and the Italian soldiers fought each
other above Sahati. The Bassibuzuqoc won.
The hero nobles of Menilek II who were killed in the Battle of Adowa are the following: Daggac Basah, Daggac
Caca, Daggac Mannayya, Fitawrari Gabayyahu, Fitawrari Takle, Fitawrari Damtaw, Fitawrari Walda Mikael, Fitawrari
Sankoru of Daggac Basah, Qannazmac Taffasa, Qannazmac Abbaynah (the father of Qannazmac Taffasa), Qannazmac
Tasamma Walde, Qannazmac Basah of Ras Makwannen, Balambaras Balaw, Balambaras Sayfu, Balambaras Adara.
The notables who were killed at Alage are: Fitawrari Endarge, Daggac Garradaw, Grazmac Garrede (brother to
Fitawrari Gabayyahu). The soldiers [killed] at Alage and Maqale have, however, not yet been counted. This is the latest
news.
In former times, one could win a victory after sacrificing many men. Today, however, we know that a man who has
seen the sacrificed men of Italy and those of Ethiopia cannot believe it. But one who has seen the Italians who
returned\fn{I.e., those who escaped the battlefield, excluding the captives} realizes it. But I am writing on the basis of
the new Viterli rifles that have been counted in. The number of those killed by the peasants, and whose Viterli’s were
taken away, is unknown. I had sent earlier to Monsieur Mondon the number of the Italian officers who have been taken
captives. You will find it there.
Written in the Maqale camp on the 23rd day of Maggabit 1888 of the Year of Grace.\fn{March 31, 1896}

7
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Smallpox has broken out in the court of Afa Negus Nasibu. My friend, vaccinate my children, for you have a
good hand for it.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 20th day of Hedar 1890 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ November 28, 1897}
8
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
By the grace of God I have reached Warraylu safely. Ras Makwannen told me that you requested him to convey your greetings to me. How about you and the health of the child?
Given in the town of Warraylu on the 8th day of Hedar 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{November 16, 1898)
9
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your greetings have reached me. I have also heard that you have gone down to Qunni. May God let you come
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back in safety.
Given in the town of Warraylu on the 19th day of Hedar 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{November 27, 1898}
10
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written on the 29th day of Tahsas has reached me. His Majesty has come back in safety. I, too, am
enjoying good health. There is nothing to worry about on this side. Give my compliments to your wife, your
brother-in-law and his wife.
Given in the town of Warraylu on the 7th day of Ter 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{January 14, 1899}
11
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia.\fn{This formula greeting is missing in the text before me:H} May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Here is a wick which Monsieur Chefneux sent me. The light it produces is splendid. I am sending it to you so
that you may light it and see it. Now, I had ordered a thin type of this wick; let it be that the order for the thin one
be cancelled and that a large quantity of the thicker one be imported for me.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 12th day of Miyazya 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ April 19, 1899}
12
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
I was shocked when you sent me news of your illness. Your suffering is not only yours, but also Ours. May
God make it light for you.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 18th day of Sane 1891 of the Year of Grace.\fn{June 24, 1899}
13
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Did you reach your home country safely? You had promised at the time of your departure audience that you
would send me news of your situation successively. Is it because you are now among your relations that you have
forgotten me?
And now, send me news of your situation. Give my compliments to your wife. Has your son arrived safely?
Send me all the news of Europe successively.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on the 19th day of Genbot 1892 of the Year of Grace.\fn{May 27, 1900}
14
Sent by Empress Taytu, Light of Ethiopia. May it reach Bitwaddad Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written in the city of Zurich on the 30 th day of Sane reached me.on the 4th day of Nahase\fn{August
11} However, I think there is someone on the way who intercepts all the letters you send. No [other] letter has
reached us since your departure. I do not suspect that you could be resting until now without writing us two or
three letters.
I sent you a letter saying that the ornament implements you sent through the hands of the servants of Monsieur
Chefneux have reached me safely. Maybe it has not reached you. Furthermore, I was delighted when you sent me
[word] that you had discovered a new type of bridge [material] and that you would bring with you a specialist [for
it]. In addition, please do not forget [to bring] the wicks. Send me quickly in advance the thick types dipped in
chemicals.
As to Grazmac Yosef, he was sick for a few days as a result of Koso. He departed from us unexpectedly. He
rested on the holiday of St. Mary in Sane.
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May God give us and you long life and health and enable us to meet in life. Give my greetings to your wife
and child.
Given in the city of Addis Ababa on 12 Nahase 1892 of the Year of Grace.\fn{ August 18, 1900}
260.82 Letters 1. to Alfred Ilg (August 3, 1888) 2. to Alfred Ilg (August 23, 1888) 3. to Alfred Ilg (March 14,
1892) 4. to Alfred Ilg (April 16, 1892) 5. to César Tian (October 6, 1894) 6. to Alfred Ilg (April 30, 1896) 7. to
Alfred Ilg (August 11, 1896) 8. to Cessare Nerazzini (August 13, 1896) 9. to Alfred Ilg (September 7, 1896) 10.
to Alfred Ilg (September 17, 1896) 11. to Alfred Ilg (January 16, 1897) 12. to Alfred Ilg (January 17, 1897) 13.
to Alfred Ilg (March 7, 1897) 14. to Alfred Ilg (March 17, 1897) 15. to Alfred Ilg (March 23, 1897) 16. to
Alfred Ilg (April 11, 1897) 17. to Alfred Ilg (April 22, 1897) 18. to Alfred Ilg (June 23, 1897) 19. to Alfred Ilg
(June 28, 1897) 20. to Alfred Ilg (July 25, 1897) 21. to Alfred Ilg (August 17, 1897) 22. to Alfred Ilg (August
19, 1897) 23. to Alfred Ilg (June 9, 1898) 24. to Alfred Ilg (February 16, 1899) 25. to Alfred Ilg (July 27, 1899)
26. to Alfred Ilg (November 7, 1899) 27. to Alfred Ilg (August 25, 1900) 28. to Alfred Ilg (November 2, 1900)
29. to Alfred Ilg (December 14, 1900) 30. to Alfred Ilg (December 26, 1900): Thirty Letters\fn{by Makwannen
Walda Mikael aka Ras Makonnen (c.1852-1906)} Derefo Maryam, nr. Ankober, Semien Shewa Zone, Amhara Region,
Ethiopia (M) 7
1
Sent by Däggazmac Makwannen. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been, my brother? I, thank God, am well.
I have heard that you went to your home country. Now, let it be that you write me everything you hear
overseas, in accordance with our longstanding friendship, my brother. Please do so, for our friendship is one that
cannot tarnish. I shall not lose you from my mind. You too should not forget me, my brother. Send me also all the
information you could gather from Aden. Send me the specific date of your return. May God return you back in
safety and enable us to meet in [this] life.
Written in the town of Harar on the 28th of Hamle\fn{August 3, 1888)
2
Sent by Daggazmac Makwannen. May it reach Monsieur Ilg, the engineer.
How have you indeed been? I, thank God, am well.
I have received your letter. But there was none for me among those you sent to Appenzeller\fn{ Heinrich Appenzeller, a Swiss carpenter who accompanied Alfred Ilg to Ethiopia in 1878-79 } and others. I shall immediately forward all the
letters you may send to the Negus and Zimmermann and others as soon as they reach me. I will not delay [them] a
day or a night. You too, please send me news of Europe and about your health and specify the date when you may
be coming. Please do so, my brother.
Written in the town of Harar on the 18th day of Nahase 1880 of the Year of Grace\fn{ August 23, 1888}
3
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been, my brother? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent me has reached me. The reason why I have not sent you [a letter] until now is that I had
gone up to Entotto. I have understood the message you sent me. I agree; I will be as you advise me. At this end,
your wife and children at Entotto are well. There is nothing to worry about. Do not be disappointed with me on
account of my delay to write to you. Let it be that you send me news of everything. I will reach Hararge within a
few days. May God enable us to meet in life.
Written on the 6th day of Maggabit\fn{March 14, 1892}
4
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? I, thank God, am well.
Here I am back in Hararge. The following unexpected thing has happened, and I am writing it to you so that
you may know about it: fire started at the house of a soldier and (excepting the chapel and a house) burnt all the
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houses of Addis Ababã including that of His Majesty. No articles are left. All the watches Monsieur Zimmermann
had brought were there; all were burnt.
When His Majesty was in Addis Ababã, everything was all right. But the epidemic spread [to the city] and
ravaged the people. He [Menilek] started out from there and spent a couple of nights at Yakka. From there he went
to the upper town and a kind of quarantine was enforced. The epidemic has not yet abated. It still kills sporadically.
As to Harar, no people have survived there. All perished. Your children and wife are all right. I used to see
them when they occasionally came. Write me when you intend to come as well as about overseas news. I entreat
with you, my brother. May God let us see each other in life.
Written at Carar on the 9th day of Miyazya 1884\fn{April 16, 1892}
5
Sent by Ras Makwannen, the governor of Harar. May it reach the agent, Monsieur Tian.
Peace be to you.
I had written to you a letter previously stating that Monsieur Ilg would come by and explain to you the types of
rifles you might order. Now Monsieur lIg is coming to you. He will let you know the type of rifle I want.
Secondly, I should appreciate it if you could purchase quickly, and send me a good type of metalwork for
construction to the amount he will inform you of. He also knows the type of corrugated iron sheets we need for a
house, and would you purchase the amount he will impart to you and send them to me.
May He give you health.
Written in Harar on the 27th Maskaram 1887\fn{October 6, 1894}
6
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
My brother, how have you been? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
As for me, I have survived the war. I am [however] disappointed that no letter has come from you. May God
enable us to meet in life. And now, never mind about my health; I request you to let me know about your health.
Written on the 23rd day of Miyazya\fn{April 30, 1896}
7
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? How are you getting on healthwise? Did you finish the journey safely? Did you find your
children, wife and house in safety?
I, thank God, am so far well. Above all, let it be that you please notify me about the state of your health. May
God give you health.\fn{Ilg returned from Europe to Ethiopia in the summer of 1896. This was the time of the rainy season during
which almost all traffic seized because of the muddy or swampy roads and the dangerous river currents. Hence, his journey is a special
topic in this and the subsequent letters}
Written in the town of Harar on the 6th day of Nahase\fn{August 11, 1896)

8
Sent by Ras Makwannen, governor of Harar and its regions. May it reach Major Nerazzini.
Greetings to you.
I have passed on the letter you wrote in the town of Zeila to His Majesty on the 27 th day of Sane 1896 of the
Year of Grace. His Majesty saw the substance of your letter which pleased him, as it reminded him of our former
friendship. Permission has been granted to you to go up to His Majesty. If you are coming, let me for the sake of
our friendship give you some useful hints before you start out from Zeila.
His Majesty, Menilek II, is not reluctant to revive the lost friendship with Italy. In fact, he desires it. Hence, if
your government is interested in resuming friendship with Ethiopia, the best way is for me to point out to you His
Majesty’s view.
First, unless the Wecale Treaty is totally abrogated, and the Italian government accepts and recognizes that
Ethiopia is a sovereign state, self-sufficient and with a free government, and that this is agreed upon witnessed by
our neighbouring European governments, I doubt if the purpose of your travel can be achieved. Let not the road
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hit you in vain.\fn{Do not make the journey in vain } It will not be easy for you to do anything that may benefit the
captives.
Unless you bear genuine, proper credentials—signed by the sovereign, the foreign affairs minister and the minister of war and validated by your government’s seal—which confirm your plenipotentiary status and authorize
you to accomplish all these things we spoke of, His Majesty will not receive you at all in audience. You have to
know this in advance. The reason why I indicate to you, my friend, all these things in detail is so that you may
understand His Majesty’s view before you set out and that the road may not hit out at you hard in vain.
If you come to conclude these two major points by a treaty, the remaining matters are not difficult. His Majesty
has no intention other than to renew the friendship. As a matter of fact, he may help you accomplish quickly the
matter you are sent for I, too, will not let you down with my usual friendship and respect.
What we agreed upon with Major Salsa as he departed and His Majesty accompanied him as far as Qobbo was
as follows: until such a time when a major envoy plenipotentiary of the Italian government came who could negotiate and conclude a treaty on the question of peace, [both] agreed that your army should not traverse the Marab
nor should ours go across. Your coming is appropriate, if you are in a position to delineate the boundary on paper,
as His Majesty had said, hand it in to us and depart after receiving ours. May He give you health.
Written on the 8th day of Nahase 1888\fn{August 13, 1896}
9
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my honourable friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How are you healthwise? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent has reached me. I have forwarded those you requested me to send down [to the coast]. I
sent [them] to the Djibouti official requesting him to forward them quickly. Whatever news I find here, I will send
quickly to His Majesty. However, there is difficulty here finding confirmed news.
As to the treaty document you mentioned, I have sent it to Alaqa Gabra Sellãsë. It may already have arrived.
Hakim Nerazzini has started out from Zeila. He will arrive in Harargë within four to five days. However many the
farangi\fn{Foreigners} in Addis Ababã may be, we hold the old reliable ones in better esteem. What use does the
rest have?
And now, let it be that you please write to me about everything, for you are the only friend I have.
Written on the 3rd day of Pagumen\fn{September 7, 1896}
10
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my honourable friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How are you healthwise? I, thank God, am well.
Behold, Major Nerazzini has arrived in Harar. He will soon start out and come [to you]. I, too, will start out on
the morrow of the Masqal\fn{A holiday of the Cross celebrated at the end of September, marking the end of the rainy season } and
come [to you]. Monsieur Chefneux may possibly catch up with me. We may come together.
As to the weapons affair, I told the Russians who asked me about it,
“The traders are talking about it just like that. But I have heard nothing of the sort.” The people have also not
heard about it.
Written in the town of Harar on the 8th day of Maskaram\fn{September 17, 1896}
11
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been since we separated and until now? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
Let it be that you send me all news of your traversing the wilderness in safety and of your having audience
with His Majesty. Give also my compliments to your wife inquiring how she is doing and whether she managed
the route well.
Written in the town of Harar on the 9th day of Ter\fn{January 16, 1897}
12
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been since we separated and until now? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
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At the time Ato Pawlos\fn{The governor of Balci in Karrayu and in charge of the route from Sawa to Harar } came, I had
written to you a letter. Why have you not written me a reply and about all other things?
Your parcels have not yet come until now. At the moment, there are only 30 boxes at Gildessa. I do not know if
the rest has been transported via the lower route.\fn{ Underscored in the text:H} As soon as others come, I will have
them all transported together via the lower route.
How is the health of your wife? Is she not well? Give my compliments to her. Furthermore, let it be that you
write me a reply and about all other things.\fn{ January 17, 1897. The date 10 Ter “was placed below the seal probably by
someone else who noticed that the letter was without a date”:W }
13
Sent by Ras Makwannen, governor of Harar. May it reach my friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? How is your wife getting on? I, thank God, am well.
I should be pleased if you would let me know the state of your health and whether your wife has been acclimatized. May He give you health. Please convey my greetings to your wife.
Written in Qunni on 29 Yakkatit 1889\fn{March 7, 1897}
14
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How is your health? Isn’t your wife in good health? I, thank God, am well.
With regard to your things, I have charged Ato Mari and another person [to take care of them]. While they
were waiting [for them], they trickled in one by one and so far there is a total of only 80 boxes. 17 boxes are
missing. I have now had those that have arrived loaded and sent via the lower route. I will send the remaining 17
boxes as soon as they reach me. You should not have the impression that I have been lax or that something was
behind it.
Written in the town of Qullubbi on the 9th day of Maggabit\fn{March 17, 1897}
15
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How is your health? How is your wife getting on? Is she acclimatized? I, thank
God, am well.
What has happened? What did we agree upon at the time you departed from here? You have not sent me
[word] about all other things either. In case you have forgotten it, we have discussed quite a few things.
And now, if nothing else, send me news about the well-being and acclimatization of your wife. Send me also
news whether Monsieur Lagarde had a friendly audience with his Majesty? However, it would have been fine if
you could send me [information] about all the things we had discussed.\fn{ At the top of the original is a note which reads:
“Read and tear it off.” The matters alluded to in the letter must have been top secret }
Written in the town of Harar on the 15th day of Maggabit\fn{March 23, 1897}
16
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
Your things have arrived. Those which have not yet come are around 14 boxes. Those, too, may probably come
soon. When all have arrived here, I will have them transported. I have already sent the things which arrived
earlier, and they must be in Balei now.
I heard of your appointment to office. May God make it real. It is delightful when a person works hard and is
thus rewarded.
The telephone-line has passed Qunni. It is only the poles that have been erected; the wire has been laid only as
far as Burqa as a result of the delay in delivery of the insulators. Whatever is lacking is from your side; nothing
lacks on my side.
Convey to your wife that I inquired after her health. May God enable us to meet again in life.
Written in Harar on the 5th day of Miyazya\fn{April 11, 1897}
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Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent has reached me. I sent along with Minister Lagarde your servant, Roma who had lost things
at Mordãli, so that he [Lagarde] would cause a search on his behalf.
Give my compliments to your wife.
Written in Harar on the 15th day of Miyazya\fn{April 22, 1897}
18
Sent by Ras Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
A letter from Monsieur Chefneux went to Monsieur Mondon in Addis Ababa and came back to me. When I
opened the envelope, there was another envelope [inside] addressed to you. I am now sending it to you. In the
future, if such a letter wanders to you, open it, keep your own and send mine to me.
What about you? Why, you denied me even a letter! An old friend would actually have been regarded above
all.
And now, inquire on my behalf after the health of your wife.\fn{ I.e., convey my greetings to your wife}
Written on the 17th day of Sane\fn{June 23, 1897}
19
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How about your health? I, thank God, am well.
I have sent you here with post which came for you from overseas. I keep writing to you always: you do not,
hoever, give me any reply.
Convey my compliments to your wife.
Written in the town of Qullubbi on the 22nd day of Sane\fn{June 28, 1897}
20
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you indeed been? How are you healthwise? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent me has reached me, and I am very happy. Please write to me frequently in the future. Please
convey my greetings to your wife.
Minister Lagarde had sent me two small boxes requesting me to forward them to you. I have, hence, sent them
with the things of His Majesty, and let it be that you receive them.
May God give you health.
Written in the town of Qullubbi on the 19th day of Hamle\fn{July 25, 1897}
21
Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? How have you been healthwise? I, thank God, am well.
The letter you sent me has reached me. As for me, I have never stopped sending letters; they may not have
reached you. I have been sending [letters] always.
Minister Lagarde has sent me [word] , too, that he will be reaching Djibouti on the 5 th day of Maskaram. As to
Monsieur Chefneux, he did not send me [word] that he was coming. Apart from your message, I have not heard
about it.
As to the money which should come from him, a trunk of five hundred thousand [Thalers] has reached me.
Another one hundred thousand is, however, in Djibouti. The things of Minister Lagarde have begun to be
transported here, though we are short of camels.
Give my best regards to your wife.
Written in the town of Qullubbi on the 12th day of Nabase\fn{August 17, 1897}
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Sent by Rãs Makwannen. May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been indeed? How have you been healthwise? I, thank God, am well.
Behold, the arrival of Monsieur Lagarde is at hand. As the construction of his house will not be finished by
then, I shall not mind if he resides in my court. I will camp near him there on the side of Bagerond Balca’s house.
If this is convenient, it would be appropriate to inform His Majesty about it.
Written in Qullubbi on the 14th day of Nabase\fn{August 19, 1897}
23
May it reach my venerated friend, Monsieur Ilg. Sent by Ras Makwannen.
How have you been? What about your health? I, thank God, am well. Isn’t your wife well? How is she?
Let it be that that rifle of mine which is with you is repaired quickly and sent to me soon in its box which is
with Azzaz Walda Giyorgis. Please do so. Send me also the map quickly after reaching an agreement with the
Italian and drawing it up, and formalizing it in the presence of His Majesty, if possible, or else both of you
conclude it and he should set his seal on it. Take it to heart.
Fetch also from the Italian the letter which my people should take with them when they go down, and send it to
me. Please do so. Above all, write to me about the state of your health and the well-being of your wife.
Written on the 3rd day of Sane\fn{June 9, 1898}
24
May it reach my venerated friend, Birwaddad Ilg. Plenty of peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras Makwannen, governor of Harar and all its regions.
By the grace of God, all matters were uncomplicated. Rãs Mangaa submitted. Taking him with me, I came as
far as Dase, where His Majesty was, and had an audience. Throughout the journey in Tegre, there was nothing evil
that encountered us. I am imparting to you herewith that the succour of God was with us. May God give you
plenty of peace and health.
Written in the town of Dase on the 10th day of Yakkatit\fn{February 16, 1899}
25
May it reach my honourable friend, Bitwaddad Ilg. Ample peace and health be to you. Sent by Rãs
Makwannen, the governor of Harar and all its districts.
The letter you sent has reached me. There is nothing I did to the Italians, let alone conflict, except stating
[something] to intensify and broaden our friendship. They suspected war and did not believe that we really sought
friendship. From the negative reports of the Tegroc and seeing the great size of my army here as well as the army
that was coming from behind, they got an impression of [impending] war.
It is not because I did or uttered something bad against them that they refused to supply grain and silver. It is
because they assumed war was inevitable and saw no reason to give away their money. I request you to notify
Monsieur Ciccodicola on my behalf that I have not done anything wrong on this side.
The two letters you sent me have reached me. Send me [more] in this way in the future. I beseech you my
friend, my friend, for a person in a remote place feels happy to get a letter with kind words. I was happy to hear
about the wellbeing of your wife, kinsmen and children. And now I beg you to give my greetings to your wife on
my behalf.
It is good that you killed an elephant before Count Leontiev exterminated all the elephants. May God give you
good health and long life.
Written on 21 Hamle 1891 of the Year of Grace\fn{ July 27, 1899}
26
May it reach my honourable friend, Bittwaddad Ilg. Ample peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras
Nakwannen, governor of Harar and all its districts.
Your letter written on the 23 rd of Maskarafn{ October 1} reached me on the 22 nd of Teqqemt.\fn{ October 31}
You sent me [word] that you are leaving, which is a very sad thing.
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Your stock of knowledge has been of much better service to us than that of those who claim to have
acquired new knowledge. As far as I am concerned, I am unhappy with your departure. It would have been
good if you could stay, at least until you and I meet.
I cannot write you news from this side, as all the news I hear comes from your side; there is hardly any news
from this side. Even if newspapers come, they are two or three months old by the time they reach me. It would
be good if you could send me [information] about everything from your side.
In case you leave before we meet, may God enable us to meet each other again. Give my best regards to
your wife on my behalf. May God enable your children, your relations to reach your home in safety.
In order that no difficulty may be encountered on the way to Carcar and Harar, I am herewith sending
[instruction] to Grazmac Bante. May God give you plenty of health.
Written in the town of Maqale on the 28 th of Teqqemt.\fn{November 7, 1899}
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May it reach my honourable friend, Bitwaddad Ilg. May ample peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras
Makwannen, the governor of Harar and all its districts.
I reached Hararge safely. But I am longing very much to see you. How about your children and your wife? Did they arrive
safely? Give my greetings [to them].
Let it also be that you send me [word] about the state of your well-being. May God give you ample peace and health.
Written in the town of Harar on 20 Nahasë\fn{August 25, 1900}
28
May it reach my venerated friend, Bitwaddad Ilg. Plenty of peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras Makwannen,
governor of Harar and all its districts.
I sent a quick reply when your earlier letter came. Lately, I have been traveling and, hence, could not give you a
prompt reply. And now, the letter you sent has reached me.
We will talk about everything when you come here. Let me know (of your arrival) when you reach Djibouti.
Give my best regards to the lady of the house. May God give you plenty of peace and health. May He also enable
us to see each other eye to eye.
Written in the town of Harar on 23 Teqqemt 1893.\fn{November 2, 1900}
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May it reach my venerated friend, Bitwaddad Ilg. Plenty of peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras Makwannen,
the governor of Harar and its districts.
I have heard of your arrival in Djibouti. I am very glad at your arrival there.
Is your wife well? I beg you to let me know if you are traveling along the lower route or over this one.
May God give you strong health.
Written in Harar on the 5th day of Tahsas.\fn{December 14, 1900}
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May it reach my venerated friend, Bitwaddad Ilg. Plenty of peace and health be to you. Sent by Ras Makwannen,
governor of Harar and all its districts.
After you sent me [a letter], an order of His Majesty came and, hence, here I am starting out for Addis Ababa. In
any case, we shall meet there.
Let a servant convey my greetings to your wife. May God enable us to meet in life.
Written in the Town of Harar on the 17th day of Tahsas 1893 of the Year of Grace.\fn{December 26, 1900}
260.143 Excerpt from History Of The People Of Ethiopia: 1. The Tribe of Orit 2. The Tribe of Kam 3. The
Tribe of Qimant 4. The Tribe of the Wayto 5. The Tribe of Shannash 6. The Tribe of Yoqtan 7. History of
the Tigre People 8. History of the Amara People 9. The Coming of the Tribe of Israel\fn{by Aläqa Tayyä Gäbrä
Maryam (1860-1924)} Kamkam Woreda, Semien Gondar Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) 9\fn{ In what follows I
have substituted the word “Amhara” for the Geez “Amara” as more familiar to non-Ethiopians:H }
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Those who before all the others left Asia earliest and who entered Ethiopia and occupied the country are
called the tribe of Orit. Their father, as the Kibra Nagast (pp. 40-50) shows us,\fn{ W says that the entire text of this
book was first published “by Carl Bezold, with commentary, in 1905. The first English translation was prepared by E. A. Wallis Budge,
which was published in two editions in 1922 and 1932”. } was one of the sons of Adam, called Ori or Aram. He and his

line, twenty-one kings, ruled in Ethiopia from the year 1030 of the world until 2256 of the world, 1226
years.\fn{The text has: “1285 years”. There are many such alleged errors in the text according to Grover Hudson and Tekeste
Negash, its translators (for which edition see under Maryam in the bibliography); but I have not indicated these, as it is not
necessary for the purposes of the Protocol to do so; and for the same reason (and also because they may not be machine-readable), I
have eliminated all diacritical marks from the text. Where I have retained the editor’s notes, I have done so as they have, in
brackets: [ ], and sometimes { }:H } During the time of their last King, Soliman Tagi, in the era of Noah, they were

wiped out and brought to an end by the devastating flood. For the history of these people and their kings, see
the new Kibra Nagast, pp. 317-333.
After the extinction of these people in the great flood, until the destruction of the tower of Babel and the
scattering of people and the differentiation of languages in the year 531, the entire area and the country of
Ethiopia was an empty land without native people. After this the tribe of Kam came and inherited her.\fn{ The
author begins this work with a brief statement entitled Concerning the Origin of the Ethiopian Race, and Showing the Different
Kinds of People Found There: “The peoples and nation of Ethiopia are in general divided into four groups: the tribe of Orit, the tribe
of Kam or Kusa, the tribe of Sem or Yoqtan, and the tribe of Israel. What we say here concerning just the important people and
nations; but there are very many kinds of people in the list of those who in era after ear have migrated to Ethiopia from Asia. Among
these who are known by name are those each of whose societies are different in practices, in religion and in language. There are also
a few living along the periphery of Ethiopia whose lineage is not known, who arrived at various times and who were drive out by
subsequent groups. These whose names and lineage are not known resemble in their appearance and their culture the descendants of
Kam and the offspring of Canaan.” }

2
Kam came to Ethiopia crossing the Bab il-Mandab from Asia. This was in the year 2787 of the world, in
the 2,713th year before the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Kam ruled Ethiopia for 78 years and, returning to Asia intending to seize Syria, he fought against the sons
of Sem and died in battle. But his sons set the eldest brother Kugan to rule over themselves, and inherited
Ethiopia. The tribe of Kam with their descendants, 25 kings in all, reigned and ruled Ethiopia for 743 years,
from 1787 to the year 3515 of the world. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 333-348.
As for the people who entered Ethiopia during the era of the rule of the tribe of Kam, or tribe of Kusa:
During the period of the rule of the tribe of Kusa three tribes entered Ethiopia at different times. These
were the tribe of Shanqilla, the tribe of Qimant, and the tribe of Wayto. The ancestors of these tribes are Sini,
Arwadi, and Samri. With their brother Hamati these are the sons of Canaan. The descendants of the fourth
brother Hamati entered Ethiopia after, during the era of the tribe of Agazyan.
Sini was the ancestor of the Shanqilla, Arwadi of the Qimant, Samri of the Wayto and Hamati of the
Shannash.
While they lived in Asia the physical appearance of the descendants of the Sini was like that of the people
of Asia. However, from mixing by intermarriage with the Shanqillas who had migrated to Africa earlier, and
because of the climate of the country, they became as black as the Shanquillas.
Earlier they had been living in lower Ethiopia, the Sudan, and Nubian. Later they went up into highland
Ethiopia.
It was by intermixing with the Shanquillas that the descendants of Sini became black. They entered Ethiopia in the third year of the reign of Kasiyoni, Queen of Ethiopia, in the 3,079 th year after creation and the
2,421st year before Christ. A numerous people, they went up with their cattle and settled from the banks of
the Chilga to the banks of the Bashilo.
When we say “they settled”, we mean that they settled dispersed in selected places, and not that they settled altogether from the banks of the Chilga to the banks of the Bashilo.
*
Now these Shanqillas knew only cattle keeping, and eating meat and wild foodplants, but not the building
of houses, the sowing of crops, or other useful work. Those who found caves and great rocks stayed close to
them. Those who did not lived in huts made of leafy branches.
They lived with their cattle searching for grassy places, camping, feeding, and wandering; they paid
tribute to the rulers of the time, the tribe of Kusa. However, when the yoke became heavy upon them they
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resisted strongly, went to war, and fought hard battles. Although they sometimes won, sometimes lost, made
truces and rebelled, paid tribute and [sometimes] refused to do so, finally the predecessors of all the later
people of Ethiopia, the tribes of Sem, Yoqtan, and the Agazyan, evicted the Shanqillas and the tribe of Kusa
and drove them into the lowland deserts of Ethiopia. The Shanquillas lived in highland Ethiopia for 440
years. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 114-116.
3
In the fifteenth year of the reign of Har in the 3,007 th year after creation and 2,410 years before the birth,
Aynar, son of Arwadi, grandson of Canaan and the ancestor of the Qimant, emigrated from Canaan and
entered Ethiopia.
Arwadi son of Canaan begat seven. Of the seven, the one called Aynar left his brothers and went into
Ethiopia with his wife Intala; his six brothers, however, remained scattered throughout Asia and the land of
Egypt. Aynar, the one who went with his wife Intalan into Ethiopia in a time of severe famine in the land of
Asia and the country of Canaan, settled apart from his brothers and kinsmen without anyone seeing or hearing of him for a long period, hunting wild animals and gathering wild edible plants in a wilderness forest in
Karkar.
Because they lived in the wilds for so long without anyone seeing or hearing of them, there are those who
say that wood begat the father of the Qimant, and that they are the product of wood, created from wood.
However in this they are irresponsibly relating vain and false history, for it is not true. The Bible tells us
that the origin and ancestry of all people is Adam; see Genesis 1:26-28, 4:1, 5:1-32. but when those who say
they have studied a little and have examined the record tell about the origin of the Qimant, this is what they
say: during the period of Joshua son of Nun the people of Gabaon lived within the territory [of Israel], and
though they lived nearby, they deceived Joshua and the leaders of the Israelites by appearing to be of [a] far
[country], and they tricked them into swearing an oath, and the Israelites, rather than violate their oath, did
not exterminate them, but made them wood-gatherers and grass-cutters for the people.
Subsequent generations became citizens of Israel. Joshua 9:3-27. They say that it is they who after this
came with Minilik I when he came to Ethiopia during the reign of Solomon, and lived as citizens in the city
where the king lived, gathering wood and cutting grass according to their ancient custom. They say that they
settled around Gondar as citizens.
This is recounted only orally, however; there is no reliable written record.
Despite all this, if it is said that [God] begat them, it is not obligatory, [than], that they resemble him.\fn
{Minilik is meant, “him” not being capitalized:H } Saying that if Minilik is the son of Solomon then the people of
Gabaon are the children of Israel is just irresponsible fabrication of evidence—it is not true and convincing
history.
If one asks why, we say that it is some 2,779 years from Minilik I to the reign of Fasil and 284 years since
the establishment of Gondar, and we ask where before that would the Qimant, a pagan people different in
faith, language and race, have been settled in the vicinity of places where the kings of Ethiopia had established permanent settlements.
The homeland of the Qimant is in Karkar, Chilga, in the Galla country of Boba, in Kosoge, in Jani Finqara and thereabouts.
It is necessary for us to ask whether there were Christians in these regions before Ase Fasilk established
the city of Gondar or whether Ase Fasil uprooted the Christians and gave the country over to the Quimant.
No other reply is found to this question except
“We do not know”.
But we know that while all the Qimant countries which were just enumerated had been their established
countries since ancient times, later during the Christian period the Christian kings converted them, imposed
their rule upon them, and lived within their territory as landlords, esteablishing Christian supremacy over
their lands. Also as many historians say, we are certain that Aynar, the ancestor of the Qimant, had come earlier and taken the country.
*
Aynar begat from his wife Intala nine sons and five daughters, and the names are Kibriwa, Aydarki,
Angisi, Nazi, Yizana, Baati, Diyon, Shamani, and Kadaseti.
The daughters’ names are these: Wishan, Ititu, Firdaqan, Nimalgin and Yibais. It is said that all five died
virgins, without taking husbands. It is said that Yibais was the greatest one of them all.
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The homeland of Kibriwa was in Jani Finqara, in a country called Sarak Sagar. The home of Andrei was
in Karkar. In order to honor Aydarki the Qimant say of him that he had not father and mother and that he
descended from the sky.
But never mind this tale; he was without doubt the son of Aynar.
Angisi, Nazi, Yizana, Shamani, and Kadaseti are the ancestors of the Karkar Qimant. Diyon is the
ancestor of the Chilga Qimant, and Baati the ancestor of the Qimant of the Galla country.
Reader, let “Galla country” not mean to you [that of] all the Galla clans, but the region near Chilga and
Gaba. Tinkbali, the son of Baati, is the ancestor of the Qimant who live in Gaba. Look in the new Kibra
Nagast, pp. 116-130, for their origin and how the ranks, religion, ceremonies and laws of the Qimant came
about.
4
The tribe of Wayto entered Ethiopia in the fifteenth year of the reign of a descendant of Kusa known as
Saba I, in the 3,140 th year of the world, in 2,360BC. They are called after the name of their ancestor Wato
With passage of time Wato turned into Wayto. Samri had begat Wato; Wato is the ancestor of the Wayto.
[The] first [Wayto arrived] in the 3,140 th year of the world [when] there came a severe famine in the lands
of Sudan and Egypt. At that time the Wayto of the tribe of Wato followed the banks of the Abbay and, eating
its crocodiles, hippos, geese, ibis and other birds and fish, came up to Ethiopia. Part of them settled around
the Tana Sea, but part of them went to Kafa and settled in Galla country.
Until today those in the Galla country of Kafa are called Wata or Wato by the name of their ancestor
Wato. But with long passage of time the name Wato of those around the Tana Sea changed, and they are
called Wayto.
Subsequently, in a later era, the tribe of Yoqtan or tribe of Agazyan entered Ethiopia and saw that the
Wayto were separated from other people and not integrated in faith, and that they ate whatever food they
found without distinguishing the holy from the profane; they asked
“What kind of people are these?” They were told,
“They are called ‘Wato’; they eat anything they can get.” The tribe of Agazyan said,
“Why their name is not Wato; they eat anything whatever without loathing; their name is Wihito.”
Therefore at that time they were called Wihito. Wihito indeed means “swallower/gulper”. But with long
passage of time, they say, Wihito changed and was pronounced Wayto. As we said before, those called Wayto
are those who live around the Tana Sea. But those in the Galla country and Kafa are called Wata until today.
*
In the Christian era in the tenth year of the reign of King Latim of Ethiopia, the second Wayto group, who
had earlier split off and stayed in Egypt and Sudan, followed their kinsmen and lived among their brothers
who were living around the Tana Sea. These heard from them the words of the prophet Mohammed of the
Muslims and they accepted Mohammed as the prophet of Allah, and believed.
Thus when [people] say to them “How are you?” they reply
“Alhamdilla.”
They tie the musbaha about their necks, but they do not accept the Qur’an and are ignorant of Islamic
mosques, fasting, and prayers.
If you wish to know the reason why they do not accept the Qur’an although they believe in Mohammed as
the prophet of Allah, and the story of why they eat all those things which the Qur’an forbids, read and note
what is written on the tribe of Wayto in the Kibra Nagast, pp. 131-134.
5
The earliest ancestor of the Shannash is Wamati.
Wamati begat Guma, Zhagat, Gonga and Dura, and these four brothers, the ancestors of the Shannash,
entered Ethiopia during the era of the Agazyan in the 29 th year of the reign of Ayba, whose second name was
Sabi II. When this happened was the 3,679 th year of the world, at the time that Jacob entered Egypt, in
1061BC.
These ancestors of the tribe of Shannash migrated to the land of Egypt when they were unable to find territory in the land of Canaan. They became very wealthy in Egypt, however, and they learned all the skills of
the Egyptians, even sorcery.
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Nevertheless, they did not have land equal to even one qada, neither could they find grazing land for their
cattle. They did not get any land which they could plow, seed, or obtain crops from, so there was continual
disagreement and conflict between them and the people of Egypt.
Because of the conflict and hunger the tribe of Shannash as a great army therefore migrated from Egypt
up the course of the Abbay and settled in Damot, between Kutay and Bamoru and on both sides of the Abbay.
They seized the country, having fought, defeated and wiped out the Shanqilla who had been driven out of
the Ethiopian highlands and had settled in the lowlands along the banks of the Abbay.
They made slaves of those Shanquilla who survived, and their descendants remain so until today.
They divided the country into four provinces and called them by the names of their ancestors. The descendants of Guma called the region apportioned to them “Guma” after their ancestor’s name. The descendants of
Zhagat called theirs “Zhagat” after their ancestor’s name, and the descendants of Gonga called their “Gonga”
after their ancestor’s name. The descendants of Dura, who were along the banks of the great river which
separated them and the Agaw country, called the river “Dura” after their ancestor’s name. The river called
“Dura” is the dividing line of the country of the Agaw and that of the Shannash and the Shanquilla.
Earlier the Shannash had been called after their respective tribal names: “Guma” for the descendants of
Guma, “Zhagat” for the descendants of Zhagat, “Gonga” for the descendants of Gonga, and “Dura” for the
descendants of Dura; they did not have the name Shannash or Shannasha in common. Only recently since the
Amhara people and their language have become dominant they have grown in number and, considering insufficient for them the land which they held by having earlier attacked and destroyed the Shanqillas, they
went up and made war on and plundered the Damot Agaw, so that one day there was a great outcry and commotion.
When the people of Damot asked one another “What is this outcry and commotion,” it was said that “A
people become a multitude of shannash\fn{Shi-nna-shi, ‘thousand-and-thousand’ } have come upon us to war
and plunder,” so therefore to call these eople “Shannash” is to say in the Amharic language “a multitude”.
The Shannash are pagans; however, it is now a long time since those on the Damot frontier next to Gumar,
in Mabibil, and in Kole have been Christians.
Those beyond Dura and those around the Abbay are to this day pagans. Their faith like that of the Gallas
is in birds, hawks, trees, rocks, the casting of seashells, and in sorcery. Since their ancestors acquired skills
from sorcerers in the land of Egypt there are to this day many sorcerers and medicine-men among them.
But they do not possess knowledge of books and writing. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 134-138, for what
remains concerning the whole history of the Shannash.
6
The tribe of Yoqtan are the grandchildren of Sem.
Sem begat fifteen children. Of the fifteen Arfaksad was the third. Arfaksad begat Qaynan; Qaynan begat
Sala; Sala begat Ebor and Ebor begat Falek and Yoqtan. Yoqtan is called “Yoqatin” in Geez, “Yoqtan” in the
Amharic Bible, and “Yoqtan” or “Yaktan” in the books of foreign lands.
Yoqatan began thirteen children, and their names are Almodad, Salf, Hasramot, Yarah, Hadoram, Awzal,
Doqla, Hubal or Obal, Abimael, Saba, Awfir, Hawila and Yubab (Genesis 10:25-29). As for their territory, it
was in Asia from Mesha to Sifar and as far as the eastern mountains (Genesis 10:30).
When their territory became too small and restricted for them, five of the thirteen children of Yoqtan, Saba, Awfir, Hawila, Obal and Abimael, depart Asia in a great multitude and migrated, journeying to Yemen.
When this tribe of Yoqtan, offspring of Sem, reached Yemen, they paid tribute to the Kusa of Yemen [but]
without agreeing to an alliance. Later, however, they saw their weakness and by trickery and other means
caused rebellion among the Yemenite Kusa, and, making king a brave and wise one of their own race called
Yaroba, became the lords of all Yemen. At the end of the reign of the tribe of Kam, the tenth year of the reign
of Piori I and the 3,510 th year of the world, 1500BC, these people were called Agazyan.
The tribe of Yoqtan of the tribe of Sem left Yemen in a great multitude and crossed the Bab il-Mandab and
entered Ethiopia.
In that period the tribe of Yoqtan were called at different times by five names. They were called “Saba”,
“Badaw”, “Irranna”, “Tigri”, and “Agazyan”. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 353-356, for the reason that they
were called by these names at different times.
Ityoppis was the son of Bulqaya and the grandson of Akhunas known as Saba II. His mother, the daughter
of the king of Tut, was called Aglae. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 364-368. Ityoppis I ruled for fifty-six years,
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from the 3644 th to the 3700 year of the world, 1856-1800 BC, and the country was called Ityoppis after his
name. Look in the Kibra Nagast, pp. 109-112, for the translation of the name Ityoppis or Ityoppya. See also
pp. 270-371.
After Ityoppis died the king’s son Lankdun, whose second name was Nowarori, succeeded him on [the
throne of] the kingdom. See the Kirba Nagast, 376-377.
The sons of Ityoppis I were five; they are Lankdun, Saba, Noba, Balaw, and Kalaw. The first son Lankdun
inherited the kingship, but the other four divided up the land of the state among themselves and held it.
Saba is the ancestor of the people who settled in the country now called Tigre; the country used to be
called Saba after his name. There are those who say that it became the seedbed and pillar of the nation.
However, this is [due to] likeness of names: that the country was called Saba is for Saba II, grandfather of
Ityoppis, and not for Saba, son of Ityoppis. Indeed, why the country was called by his name in that era is that
Ityoppis’ grandfather, the first King of Kings of the tribe of Agazyan made kings of his brothers and the
children of his brothers. As the seventh [king] he was a great king who ruled over the others as King of
Kings. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 363-368.
[The descendants of] Balaw settled throughout the country of the rivers Ansaba and Barka, north of Saba,
to which the Marab descends. Even now, those naybs who live in Dachina (Hargigo) are descendants of
Balaw, and they are nobles. The Balaw peasants are settled in Sagala and Hamasen.
The languages spoken in the Balaw country are Badaw, Tigre, and Hid-Arabic. It is likewise very similar
to Hebrew. The Balaw country was a vast country rich in cattle, with one king. Its boundary in the west is the
Atbara or Takaze.
The land of Noba is to the west of Balaw and beyond the Atbara; the Black and the White Nile flow from
the country. The kingdom of this country and people was strong and used to war against the Egyptians; the
country is very fruitful. Until they were defeated by the Muslims the kingdom of Balaw and the kingdom of
Noba were allied to the kingdom of Saba. The Noba kingdom has today become Muslim.
Kalaw was the ancestor of the Amhara, Walqayt and Tagade people to the west and south of Saba. These
descendants of Ityoppis and all their brother-tribes resemble one another in countenance and complexion. For
being distinctly different from the other people of Africa they are known as ‘the children of men’. Collectively the country held by thes people is called Ityoppya [Ethiopia] after the name of their ancestor.
Of the peoples of Ethiopia the main noble groups are the six clans descended from Sem. These are
Amhara, Tigre, Agaw, Badaw, Asgade Baqla, and Habab. The three tribes Badaw, Asgade Baqala and Habab,
having adopted the faith of Islam, separted and have become groups distinct from their brothers.
The Amhara, Tigre and Agaw, however, are a people who in the time of Minilik I believed in the Law of
Orit, who later believed in Christianity and who were strong in faith in Jesus Christ, from whom steady rule
has not passed since ancient times, on whom foreign rule has not been imposed, and from whom the help of
God has not been far removed.
There is much persuasive evidence that, of all these, the Amhara and Tigre, who are the typical peasants
and lords, are the offspring of Sem, the descendants of the tribe of Yoqtan, and the children of Israel. The
evidence which so tells is divided into eleven parts.
The first evidence that they are the offspring of Sem and of the race of Israel is that they do not intermix
with other tribes in eating, drinking or marriage.
The second evidence is the history which is found in the world and which is told about them.
Third is the prophecies told in the Bible about Ethiopia.
Fourth is their manner of worship.
Fifth is their [practice of] circumcision.
Sixth is their appearance; seventh is their character; eighth is their language; ninth is their names; tenth is
the name of their country; eleventh is the traditions of their country.
Here we have not written out the main proof of the testimony for these eleven points because this is very
extensive for each, and in order that the case not be overlong we have omitted it. If you wish to see the whole
case see the Kibra Nagast, pp. 56-184; read every section and pay careful attention.
7
In that era of time of the kingdom of the tribe of Kusa, at a time when the kings of India became mighty
and came to Yemen to raid and harass them, two of the five tribes of Yoqtan, the tribes of Abimael and
Hawila, stayed there in Yemen.
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The three tribes of Saba, Abal and Offir [Awfir] left Yemen and came to Ethiopia during the time of Piori
I, the last king of the kingdom of the tribe of Kam of the lineage of Kusa. For a short time they settled together, and afterwards the three brother-groups agreed to separate and take the land. The tribe of Saba, called
Agazyan, settled in Tigre. The tribe of Abal occupied the Adal country. The tribe of Ofir settled in the Wigadin.
Because they appeared to be and were indeed traders, and for some time settled in and paid tax and tribute
to the kingdom of the tribe of Kusa, they called the name of that region “Tigre”. “Tigre” in their language
and in Arabic means “trader”. Saba III, son of Ityoppis I, became gultanna over these people.
Tigre and Amhara are just names of vocations, not proper names like Noba and Saba. See the history of
Tigre which in connection with [another] matter has been written out for you in the Kibra Nagast, p. 182.
Over time five names have been used for the people of Tigre: Saba, Badaw, Irannoch [shepherds] or Zallan
[nomads], Tigre and Agazi. See the Kibra Nagast, p. 184, and also from 349-355 and 156-157.
8
What is found on the 62 nd and 63rd pages of the history which Ato Asme wrote about the Galla tells the
following on the history of the Amhara people; note that ohawa and balage or balagir are distinct things.
Balage means a possessor of property [rist] or land. Chawa is the king’s soldier-subject. He was the leader
imposed over the balagar—in the language of today he is called wattaddar. In the time of every king who
has reigned and in each command titles are proclaimed for the heroism and valor of these wattaddar.
Morever, the kings have the habit of mixing one tribe with another tribe. Because of this he bestows
offices on his soldiers and gives them one, two or three chiqas of land. Such a soldier become a lord over
people whom he does not know. Many kinds of nobility, the origin of which is unknown, have in this way
been established in Ethiopia. Even some Galla are being duly termed chawa and included among the lords
estasblished over the peasants.
The ancestor of the Amhara and Tigre is Yoqtan, the son of Ebor and the grandson of Sem. Although in
appearance, character and language they differ slightly from one another, together they have inherited many
characteristics. Like descendants of the tribe of Israel, Amharas and Tigres do not eat shullida meat. Look in
the Kibra Nagast, p. 246, and also see p. 186.
The conclusive evidence which shows that the Amhara people are of the race of the tribe of Sem, the
descendants of Yoqtan and the lineage of Israel is their bearing, customs, appearance, names, place-names,
and their language. See the Kibra Nagast, pp. 156-184. There are many groups which speak Amharic, people
who have given up their own language. These are the Dambya, the Qwara, the Gafat, the Wallo Galla and the
Yajju or Warra Seh. Similarly the Galla of Wafla Hashange havbe given up Galla and speak Tigrinna.
Additionally, [Asme] says there, there was a certain Madabay, a noble of the time of Minilik I. It was he who
was made overlord in Tigre, Talamt, Simen and Wagara. Those who reigned after him [Minilik] did likewise.
Thirdly, that history book [of Asme] says this: in 1130 or 1150AD, in the time of King Lalibala an
overlord said to be Amhara, who was lord in Wadla, Bagemdir, Sayint and Wallaqa, was established over the
peasants. The peasants of Sayint were pagans, believing in and worshipping serpents and pythons. Considering them supernatural, they called pythons and serpents taman. Abuna Takla Haymanot was teaching these
people. During twelve years of preaching the gospel he became acquainted with the Amharas. It was then
that he recommended the return of the kingdom from the House of Zagwa to the House of Minilik.
Since ancient times the Amharas have been Christians, so when a Galla or Muslim takes up Christianity it
is said he has become an Amhara. According also to the custom of the country when a person quarrels with
his provider he says, “From now on you and I are Muslim and Amhara.” This means ‘You and I are like
Christian and Muslim, who have no unity in either religion or property.’
Amhara or Amara means ‘plowman’, and in Arabic sayint means ‘storage for crops’, or gotara.
The Amhara enthroned Yikunno Amlak and at Wadla killed King Yitbarak who was of the Zagwa tribe.
Researchers of matters of Amhara history who come from Eruope have with great puzzlement asked where
the Amhara people came from.
It is known of course that people originate in and migrate from a particular country. Since the birth of
Christ people of various groups and names are known to have migrated from Asia to Europe; isn’t Asia the
source and wellspring of humankind?\fn{ This was written, of course, prior to the discoveries of Raymond Dart (1924),
Louis Leakey (1931 and subsequently) and ‘Robert Broom (1937 which W says “ convinced most paleoanthropologists that humans
originally evolved in Africa.”:W,H}
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But the Amharas did not migrate from anywhere; they are fine soldiers of the army of Lasta, derived from
different groups, strong, aggressive, conspiratorial, instinctively intelligent and ruthless.
However, many scholars and researchers of history have written what has seemed so to them, according to
the custom of their country, and say as follows. King Lalibala, when he was exiled by his brother, went down
to Egypt. There he gathered some 60,000 Christians who had been persecuted by the Muslims and brought
them up the course of the Nile, and at the junction of the White Nile and the Nile-Abbay\fn{ Blue Nile } he
dug [a trench] to turn the water towards the Sahara. He did this in order to harm the Muslims and as revenge
for the persecution of Christians by Muslims. That site is today called ‘Khartoum’. In Tigrinna khartoum
means ‘severed’. Then he went up and camped in Gojjam with his army. He fought against his brother the
emperor, seized the kingdom, and entered Roha. The churches which he had hewn in Roha are their work.
What we have heard and what our ancestors have preserved from ancient times and have told us is that
Ethiopia, north-east Africa, was ruled by the sons of Ethiopia called Saba, Noba, Balaw and Kalaw, and that
an Arab called Himyar reigned over all. Also they have told us that an army which gathered [taxes] from
them was, because of its services, established as lords over the common-folk.
However, after the Amhara put Hikunno Amlak on the throne, all the people began to speak Amharic.
Thus Amharic is a language derived frtom our ancestors the sons of Ethiopia, and not like that of the others,
like the Gallas, a language which came with foreign people. Amharic came from Hebrew, Tigre and Arabic,
but is in no other way related to other languages.
The era when Amharic first began to be spoken was an era of great intrigue; this destroyed the 350-yearold Lasta kingdom. One who doesn’t know Geez, Arabic and Tigrainna thoroughly will not understand what
is said to him in Amharic; not even the Amhara understands the Amharic language. When someone insults
another it appears he has been praised, and he is pleased and smiles. [Even] one who knows Amharic
profound style thinks when someone praises him that he has insulted him, [or] when someone blesses him he
thinks he has cursed him, and he gets enraged and angry.
When a minstrel sings in good Amharic, in a readily intelligible Amharic style, whether his intention is to
insult, honor or praise, no one will know it except those who know Amharic thoroughly. There are none who
notice. When a Gojjami [so] speaks, a Begamdiri, let alone a Shawan, won’t know it; “so-and-so addressed
so-and-so in Amharic,” it is said. In European languages, Amharic means ‘political [diplomatic]’.
So, the Amhara is the descendant of Ityoppis; he cut the wordiness out of the language, and by trickery
overthrew and destroyed a kingdom which had lasted 350 years. He is the force that established itself as lord
over the peasantry. The foregoing is history derived from the book by Ato Asme.
The historians of foreign countries [say] it is not known from whence came the Amhara people. Besides,
it is totally false what they say concerning Lalibala, that prior to his reign, persecuted by his brother, he went
to Egypt and came back to Ethiopia with these Amharas, some 60,000 Christians whom the Muslims had
persecuted, and that he fought and defeated his brother the emperor and seized the kingdom; and that these
Amharas hewed and built the rock churches at Roha. Ato Asme has well given the answer to this, and has
explained thqt the Amhara are the son of Ityoppya [Ityoppis], not of some other lineage, and his language
comes from its grandfather Hebrew, from its father Geez, and from its brothers Arabic and Tigrinna.
We too in what we have written on Ityoppis and Ethiopia have presented much evidence to explain how
the Amhara is of the seed of Sem, the drescendant of Ebor, of the tribe of Yoqtan and the family of Agazyan,
and how the languages Geez, Tigre and Amharic came from Hebrew.
This is revealed and shown in the names of Warada Nagash Agba, Gum, Algomgum, Latim, Talatim, Oda
Gosh, Ayzor and Marra Takla Haymanot. If there had been no Amharic language before, where did all these
words come from? All these are Amharic names which are absent in Geez and Tigrinna. The words nagash
and gosh are Amharic words with Arabic sounds; not one word with sh, ñ, j or ch’ is found in Geez. Geez
says naga[si] for nagash and gamus for gosh. It has no Arabic sounds.
The earlier kings who were called by Amharic names additionally belie the theory of people who wrote
that the Amharic names came from Egypt in the time of King Lalibala. Against them, these [names] show
that the Amhara people are of the tribe of Yoqtan and the seed of Ityoppis. Next we write of the coming of
the tribe of Israel to Ethiopia.
9
In the time of King Solomon of Israel, Makidda, Queen of Ethiopia called in the Bible the Queen of Saba
and Azeb (I Kings 10:1, Matthew 12:42), upon hearing accounts of the wisdom of Solomon, went down with
a great retinue to see him and to hear his wisdom. She returned to her country having conceived from Solo41

mon Minilik I. When she arrived she gave birth to him, and calling him ‘Son of the Wise’, she named him
Ibna il Wakim. He was brought up by his mother and when he was 22 years old he went down to Jerusalem to
see his father Solomon. There he stayed for three years learning the Hebrew language, the laws of
governance, and the Laws of Orit. After this, in order that he rule in Ethiopia his father chose 12,000 wise
and intelligent first-born sons of the twelve tribes of Israel and appointed 22 great leaders from the children
of the learned and of the priests and children of princes, and, since his son Minilik I would be the king of
Ethiopia, had a royal robe sewn [for him], had him officially anointed by the hand of the chief priest,
provided him with the Laws of Orit and the Rites of Governance, and sent him back to Ethiopia. These [sons]
of the tribe of Israel came to Ethipia with him. It was the 4,518 th year of the world, 982BC, when the reached
there. See the Kirba Nagast, pp. 188-189.
When the principal books of the Muslims, which they call the Farqan or the Qur’an and the History of
Yemen speak of Queen Makidda, the Queen of Azeb, this is what thye say. She called ‘the Queen of Saba’ or
‘Queen of Azeb’ was the Queen of Yemen and not the Queen of Ethiopia, and her name was Balqis and not
Makidda. When they say that Balqis’ mother’s father was a zar or spirit king, they are being vain and talking
nonsense.
With the axe of true history, however, we will cut away and dispose of the lie which is written in the
Qur’an and in the History of Yemen, which changes the Queen of Ethiopia Makidda to Balqis or Balqisa and
says that she was the Queen of Yemen born in Yemen. One who asks what kinds of lies and fictions are
written in the Qur’an and in the History of Yemen about Queen Makidda [must know that] there are thirteen
totally fictitious lies written in the Qur’an and in the History of Yemen about Makidda or the Queen of Azeb,
whom they call Balqis.
First lie: [The Qur’an and History of Yemen] changed the name of Ilyaqim, the father of our blessed
mother of God Mary, and said that Mary was the daughter of Amran and the sister of Moses and Aron
(Exodus 6:20, I Chronicles 6:3), and likewise it changed the name of Queen Makidda’s father Tawasya and
took the married name of the Queen’s favorite Sorhabil and modified it slightly, to Sharhabil, inserting sh[a]
for sa.
Second lie: It changed Queen Makidda’s name and called her ‘Balqis’ or ‘Balqisaq’.
Third lie: It said that she who having inherited the kingdom of Ethiopia from her father Tawasya ruled
from Ethiopia to Yemen and even beyond that to Madagascar was the Queen of Yemen only.
If there is anyone who asks, “What evidence is there that Makidda as Queen of Ethiopia ruled up to
Yemen and from there as far as Madagascar?”-The answer is on page 95 of chapter six in the history book of the Englishman called James Bruce, who
says this concerning this queen: our Lord Jesus Christ mentions the Queen of Azeb very briefly in the New
Testament. He says that it was from the end of the earth that she came (Matthew 12:42). Her kingdom was
known to be a unified territory from Africa as far as Madagascar; today we call it Safla. When this queen left
for Jerusalem to hear the wisdom of Solomon, the Habasha, Berber peoples and Moorish Arabs accompanied
her. It is said that there were none in the countries around hers who did not admire her. For more on this see
the Kibra Nagast, p. 451.
The French scholar Morié explains that Makidda was in truth the Queen of Ethiopia, and he says Queen
Makidda was buried at the little town of Saba near Aksum and at her tomb are 24 stellae, though today they
are broken to pieces. See pp. 84-85 of the second book of the history of Ethiopia which he wrote. Furthermore note the Kibra Nagast, p. 484.
Furthermore James Bruce in the sixth chapter, p. 95, of the book which he wrote on the history of
Ethipoia said that in Jerusalem she was converted to the Jewish faith after hearing the wisdom of Solomon
and his works. She begat a child also from him and called his name Minilik. Note the Kibra Nagast, 408.
4th lie: It is an error to say that Balqisa’s mother’s mother was a zar or jin king and that her mother’s
father was an Arab king. Her mother’s name is known in the Kibra Nagast to be Queen Esmeni. She was the
wife of Tawasya, King of Kings of Ethiopia. See the Kibra Nagast, p. 430.
5th lie: It says that when the king of Arabia went hunting, Balqisa’s mother’s mother, child of a zar or
spirit king, was revealed to him as a white antelope or other attractive white animal.
6th lie: It says that at the time this child of the zar king was revealed to him as an attractive white animal,
the Arab king determined to catch her, but if she would not be captured to kill her; obsessed, he spurred on
his horse, but when he gallped near her she ran and got away. When he fell behind she stopped and waited
and greatly tired him, refusing to be either captured or killed. She took him a great distance away from his
army. Then, when he caught up with this child of the zar king disguised as a white animal, she put on her
royal robes and revealed herself to him as a mature and beautiful woman.
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7th lie: It said that, when the king was still shocked by this event, it became revealed to him that the
encampment of the zar king and his army, tent upon tent, filled the area and encircled him.
8th lie: It said that she went with him to her father the zar king and introduced him, and [her father],
seeing the love and affection of the two and having questioned them, gave her to the Arab king saying, “Let
her be your wife,” and she begat to him the mother of Balqis.
9th lie: It said that from Jerusalem Solomon sent a letter to Balqis in Yemen, and had it delivered by a bird
called a hudhud.\fn{Hoopoe}
10th lie: It said that Solomon showed her many miracles and one of the many which he showed her [was] a
log pierced without an awl, by the beak of a bird.
11th lie: It said that when Queen Balqis traveled to Jerusalem and had approached the palace [Solomon]
said, “Who will bring me for her from her country and her house her bed to be a seat for her?”; and there
were devils under the command of Solomon and the chief devil said, “I will bring it within half a day.”
12th lie: What could be a worse emasculation [of truth] than this? For when [Solomon] said this, it was
indeed as she was about to enter, and man who had book learning was present, and saying “Before you can
close and open your eyes, in the wink of an eye, I will bring it,” and brought it and laid it sparkling like the
clear water of the sea before the place where [Solomon] was seated.
13th lie: It said that when Queen Balqis entered and saw this bed of hers it seemed to her to be the sea, and
she took and gathered up her robe so that it would not get wet.
Now this is the absolute epitomy of these errors and the vanity written in the Qur’an and in the History of
Yemen. Not only is this false, but if it were true it is an error and an irresponsible child’s story to state that
she gathered up her robe because she thought that her bed, which she herself had bought and put in the
house, of which she knew the nature and workmanship, which she was accustomed to and where she sat and
slept, was mistaken by her to be water! At most, without thinking and suspecting it to be her bed, she would
have been surprised when she saw it and would rather have said, “this bed is made in the appearance of my
bed.” To say that not knowing her own bed she gathered up her robe saying “It is like water” is a vain lie
written to impress and amaze the lazy, those who lack intelligence, and those who have no knowledge.
A story similar to this vain old woman’s tale is found written in the main book of the Muslims called the
Farqan or Qur’an. The thing about the Muslims is that they prefer error to truth and fiction to facts—they
turn their ears to listen to the error of the Qur’an rather than to the truth of the Gospel. Upon them are
fulfilled the words of St. Paul, which say “They will turn to lies rather than hear the truth” (2 Timothy 4:4).
This is the essence of the Qur’an and the History of Yemen of what is written and upon which they rely
concerning worship, religion and the Queen of Azeb and other history.
Several Europeans, indeed, have written their histories drawing upon this basis,and have said that the
Queen of Azeb is the Queen of Yemen, that there is no [place] called Saba in Ethiopia, and that she is not the
Queen of Ethiopia; and until today they believe that she was the Queen of Saba of Yemen. They absolutely
doubt and deny that she was the Queen of Ethiopia.
However, some like the English scholar James Bruce, the French scholar Morié, the Greek scholars
Omiros and Hereodotus, the Italian scholars Mälzi and Achille Bizoni and many other European and Asian
researchers of history such as these have investigated and found out that the people of Ethiopia are of the
lineage of Sem, that the Queen of Azeb or she who was called the Queen of Saba had her capital in Tigre in a
town called Saba, and they have written in their histories of her being the Queen of Ethiopia and of her ruling
from Ethiopia to Yemen and from there as far as Madagascar.
If one who has a perceptive heart and an objective conscience compares what is written in Ethiopia with
this which is written about the Queen of Azeb in the Qur’an and the History of Yemen, he will become fully
aware that the Qur’an and History of Yemen are absolutely fiction from beginning to end, whereas the
Ethiopian history is completely dependable.
She known as the Queen of Saba was truly the Queen of Ethiopia, Queen Makidda, who left her city
called in that time Saba which was in Tigre near Aksum, traveled to Jerusalem and begat Minilik I, and she
was not the Queen of Yemen only. Let those who seek and want to understand the truth of the full story of
her and of her son look and see, reading attentively every part, the Kibra Nagast, pp. 431-612. Of the lengthy
and numerous history which is found on Queen Makidda and Minilik I, this short condensation is adequate
for us. From this we continue, writing of the history of the Agaw tribe. …
294.34 Excerpt from A Heart-born Story (Libb Wolled Tarik)\fn{by Afevork Ghevre Jesus (Afawerk Gabre Yesus) (18681947)}

Zege, West Gojam Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) (12)
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At the beginning of the Christian era, when the new religion was still in the process of being preached, the
Christians were very few compared with the pagans. The pagans, moreover, counting on their superiority of numbers and greater power persecuted the Christians, invaded their land, plundered and devastated their possessions.
After every battle the pagans would massacre as many as they pleased and reduce to slavery all those who were
captured alive.
Very few as they were, the Christians were also strongly militant in defending their honor and the frontiers of
their land. Victory was not the monopoly of any one side, the Christians and the pagans won the struggle at different times, neither wanting peace and reconciliation, each aiming at exterminating the other.
Every year, every month, each side would fight and massacre the other.
*
Once upon a time the pagans came as usual to plunder the land of the Christians, to castrate, to kill or to enslave them.
When the news of this pagan attack reached the ears of the Christian king he at once mobilized his forces,
organized them under four Dejazmaches, or generals, and sent them to fight the enemy and defend their faith. The
pagan army was, however, ten times as large as that of the Christians. The battle was therefore won by the pagans.
Three of the Christian generals were killed in action; the fourth was captured alive by the enemy. Countless
people lost their lives in the confusion that followed. Very few were captured alive. None of the Christian soldiers
could escape from the hands of the enemy; no one returned home alive. After the victory the pagan army invaded
the country of the Christians and took away as much spoils as they could.
The news of the Christian defeat reached every corner of the country. Everyone began to mourn the loss of bis
relative on the battle field. The king himself was so overcome by the sudden news of this complete pagan victory
and the loss of his army and his generals that he soon died of grief and shock.
The Christians lost their king. They had no ruler. Their country soon became a wilderness.
*
The Christian general who was captured alive was sold into slavery by the soldier who captured him. The latter
never knew that the man he was selling as a slave was actually one of the leading generals of the Christian army.
The man who bought him, however, was much pleased with his stature and strong build. He felt happy that he had
bought such a strong slave.
Counting on his strong appearance he always assigned to him the most difficult jobs in the household. He ordered him to cut the grass for his animals, to split wood for fire, to load the asses with big camping tents, and to
carry the pole and pegs.
All these occupations were, however, quite new to the unfortunate ex-general. When he tried to mow the grass
his tender hands were cut by the blades of grass and bled. His fingers, used only to holding glass bottles (Birille)
in his glorious days, developed hard scales as a result of daily work with the axe and similar implements. Nevertheless he tried his best to do everything for fear of provoking his master, and lest his master apply his cruel whips
on his tender body.
Finally, however, his swollen hands were sore with wounds, his shoulders on which he carried many things
were also wounded, he could stand it no more. His master first thought that his new slave was beginning to be unwilling to work and began to scold him and even wanted to flog him for his negligence. But the ex-general could
bear it no more. Whatever his master might do to him he determined to be frank with him. He showed his master
his ailing body adding,
“I have tried my best to obey, but there is nothing I can do.”
*
His pagan master saw how the hard, manual work had done much injury to his new slave and began to suspect
that this slave might be of noble origin. He asked the soldier who sold him the slave in what kind of clothes the
slave had been captured. The soldier answered that the prisoner had worn many decorations which when sold had
fetched much gold.
The master was happy at this news. He concluded that his new slave was no ordinary man and must have been
a big man in his country. Since he was useless for hard work, the master decided to make money out of him. One
day the master called the ex-general in private and said to him:
“You kafir (infidel) I bought you with much money from the man who captured you. I am now at complete liberty to do anything I like with you. But I feel guilty towards you. Now, send to your relatives at home. Ask them
to send you 100,000 waqets, or ounces, of gold as ransom. On the receipt of that sum I shall let you go home safe
and free!”
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The ex-general however knew that the land of the Christians had been plundered. The king had died and the
cattle were all taken by the enemy. Moreover, even if these sad events had not occurred neither the ex-general nor
his family could raise so fantastic a sum.
The general had lived a generous life. He had decorated and rewarded the valiant, he had given alms to the
poor, and had never thought of hoarding money. All this he knew very well and said to his master:
“I have no money to pay my ransom, I am poor. You can do anything you want with me.”
His personal servants had all been killed in action. The king had died. He had no one on whom he could count
at home. He only had his wife and his twin children, a boy and a girl, both only sixteen years of age. Each was a
perfect image of the other. No one could distinguish one from the other except by their dress.
*
His wife and children were first told that he had lost his life in the war. Some time later, however they heard
that actually he had been sold into slavery and that his master had asked 100,000 waqets of gold as ransom for
him. This was a great relief to them.
But to think of his sufferings and hardship as a slave of the enemy was very saddening and their inability to
raise ransom to free him added much to their sorrow. They wept at their misfortunes. The king of the Christians
had died and their country had been irrevocably devastated. Where could they possibly raise that amount of ransom for their dear one? Where? How could they liberate him? They could only weep every day, but their tears
could hardly help them.
The boy, Wahid, decided to go to his father’s master and offer himself as a slave in his place.
His mother, however, would not let him go. She feared the pagans would deprive her of both her husband and
her son.
Finally the children Wahid and Tobbya, and their mother pondered over the matter and decided as follows:
Wahid would hire his services to whomever might need them and save his earnings. Tobbya would collect wood
for the fire, draw water, and prepare the family’s food. Their mother would spin and thus earn something for her
labor and help with the sowing. Lastly, they agreed to dismiss all their servants and other members of the household since they had nothing with which to pay them, and, still worse nothing with which to feed them.
It was of course fantastic to think of raising 100,000 waqets of gold by saving the money they could thus earn,
but what else could they do? That was the only thing left to them.
Their mother began spinning as much as she could. Wahid began looking for a master whom he could serve in
return for a humble wage. Tobbya went out to collect sticks for the fire.
Singing with childish innocence, she made herself entirely responsible for their food which consisted almost
wholly of different leaves and various types of grass, and roots. She would collect these every day and prepare
food for the small family. The three would then come together from their various duties, discuss their problems
and eat what Tobbya could prepare for them. The next day each would return to his or her routine work.
*
One day Wahid, who was still looking for a job, came to a big town on the outskirts of which, in one of the
green fields, he saw the camp of a big merchant. He approached it to inquire for work. He asked the keeper of the
animals who the merchant was and whither he was going. The man told him:
“This camp belongs to a big merchant. He deals in ivory, coffee, and civet. He is now going to Egypt.”
“Thank you very much. Do you know if this merchant needs any servants?” asked Wahid.
“Oh! yes,” the man replied, “most of his servants are now laid up because of a fever that has broken out in the
camp. The merchant has been much delayed because of this event and is looking for capable men. He has said he
would pay double the normal wage for such servants!”
Wahid thought he was in luck at last, and happy at the news, ran to the camp without even saying goodbye to
his kind informant. He approached the biggest tent which, he thought, must belong to the merchant. There he presented himself to the chief guard saying:
“I have heard the news that his lordship wants servants. I have come to be one of them.”
The guard could not believe his ears. It was unimaginable to him that a young boy in such noble dress and with
such pleasant manners could offer himself as a caravan servant!
But he was only a guard, he knew that his master was in desperate need of servants. He went into the tent,
therefore, and said to his master,
“Sir, a fine healthy young man is standing outside offering to be one of your servants.” The merchant was irri tated by the words, “a healthy young man.”\fn{ Note: The Amharic has the double meaning, “a fine young man” or “a healthy
young man.” It is this latter meaning that the merchant understands when the guard tells him about Wahid.}
“Eh! A healthy young man indeed?” he railed at his chief guard. As if I needed the contrary! As for sick men I
already have them in hundreds, you fool!”
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“But I said a fine young man, Sir,” replied the guard, implying that he hardly looks suitable for caravan service.
The merchant did not wait to listen to this rejoinder. He hurried out of his tent to see the applicant, and the
guard silently followed his master. When he reached the gate of the tent the latter looked here and there. There
was nobody there except for the young, tender boy, Wahid. He turned to his guard with bewilderment and asked,
“Where is the man you told me about?”
“It is I, Sir,” began Wahid without giving the guard time to answer his master’s question.
“If you are willing, Sir, I have come to offer my services to you. Please accept them kindly.” The merchant
fixed the young boy with his eyes and with no little surprise.
“Eh!” he began. “That is just the type of servant I really wanted for my caravan!” he added sarcastically, with a
grunt.
“Sir,” Wahid began his supplication, seeing that the merchant thought him a good-for-nothing, “It is said that a
thin but obedient ox is much better at the plough than a fat and lazy one. Please do not judge me by my tender
looks. I am capable of serving the caravan.” When he heard these wise words the merchant began to like the
young boy.
“But why on earth,” he began addressing his young friend, “why on earth should a fine and well-bred boy like
you wish to work for a caravan? Your language is refined, your habits elegant, and your manners those of a man
of noble birth. How then could love of money make you desire to be a servant of a merchant?”
Wahid did not interrupt the man. He let him speak out his heart.
“Oh! Sir,” he began at last, “it is not love of money really. Had you known my sad story, and the misfortunes
that befell me and my family you would not have judged me so lightly.”
“Excuse me,” said the merchant regretting his hasty judgment. “Come and tell me your whole story. You know
a man can at first sight only judge from appearances.” Saying this he asked Wahid to saddle his mule for him.
“We shall go out together and talk about everything,” he added.
Wahid immediately saddled the mule for the good merchant and they went out together.
*
A few paces from the big tent the merchant said to Wahid,
“Now, my friend, tell me all your problems.”
The merchant had mounted on the mule and Wahid was walking by its side with his left arm on the saddle. The
mule was trotting gracefully.
“Sir, you were right in thinking that I am of noble birth. I am the son of a Dejazmach. I used to live a life of
ease and comfort.
“But as you know when the pagans invaded our country, the king mobilized his forces under his four generals
and sent them to fight the enemy. One of these generals was my father. In the ensuing war, God was not willing to
help the Christians and so the victory went to the pagans. Thousands of people died on the field; many others
were captured alive and sold into slavery. Three of the generals lost their lives in action.
“My father was captured and sold as a slave. Recently, however, we heard that the pagan who bought him, suspecting from his looks that he was a rich man, has offered to free him provided he pays a ransom of 100,000
waqets of gold.
“At this news my mother, my sister and myself were saddened. We knew we could not raise that much ransom
to free him. Moreover, my father never hoarded money; he only delighted in giving what he had to those in need.
Where could we get that much money?
“Had the king been alive he would have paid it; but he died of shock as a result of his defeat. The land is devastated; the people have been massacred, the cattle have been plundered, and the harvests have been burnt down
by the enemy. Where could one get money?
“After long and useless deliberation we decided that my sister be responsible for preparing our food. My
mother earns some money by spinning and I have been assigned to seek service. My mother and I will save our
earnings to help raise the ransom for my father.
“That is why I came to you. I would have liked to go and offer to be a slave in my father’s place. My father has
taken special care in raising me with much comfort and luxury. I would have liked to pay back what I owe him.
“My mother, however, would not allow me to do that. She thought she would lose both of us at the same time.
She forced me to pledge myself before a priest that I would not try to do that! This is the reason why I want to be
hired as a servant. Please Sir, do not judge me badly!”
The merchant listened carefully, with much feeling and sympathy, to Wahid’s story. When Wahid finished his
tale the man said to him:
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“I have some business in my tent. I shall go there. Return whence you came. May God help you in your
plans!”
All merchants carry a certain amount of money with them wherever they go. On this occasion the good merchant gave Wahid all the money he had with him in a bag. Before he parted with Wahid, however, he care-fully
asked him the name of his father and the name and address of his master.
Wahid was very much excited at this generosity of a man he had never known. The boy carried the bag full of
gold to his house trembling with emotion and unable to say a word. He was so happy that he did not even say
goodbye to his benefactor! Neither did he ask the name and address of that good merchant. He simply ran off
home with the money he had acquired.
Before he reached home, he hid himself in a bush, opened the bag the merchant had given him, poured the
contents thereof onto his shamma and counted how much he had got. He found that the merchant had given him
40 waqets of gold.
He was greatly pleased with that. He ran to his house, and surprised both his mother and his sister with his ac quisition of the day. He told them the story of his meeting with the merchant, and how the latter had given him the
money.
His mother and Tobbya were astounded at the generosity of the man, and when they thought of the possibility
of their beloved one coming back to rejoin them their hearts beat with excitement. It was evident that the mer chant had asked Wahid to saddle his mule for him and follow him out of the camp just because he wanted to cre ate a favorable atmosphere for helping the boy if necessary. He thought it would be much easier for the boy to ac cept a gift as a return of some service, however small.
However generous the gift, it was for less than the amount asked as ransom. Therefore all three resumed their
efforts to raise the required amount. Each drearily spent the day trying to earn as much as possible and when the
day was done met together in the evening for supper.
*
One day they had gathered together as usual in the evening and Tobbya had prepared their food. She had
cooked the vegetables she had collected for the day. She had laid the table and they were all having supper. They
were speaking about the generosity of the good merchant.
“When will be the day when we can save as much? When are we going to send the ransom? When is he going
to be freed? When are we going to see his eyes again? It is going to take many, many years still”, they were saying this, longing to see their father and regretting that they could not ransom him as soon as they wanted.
Just at that moment the door opened very gently. Someone entered slowly and stood in front of them. All three
were taken by surprise. They looked at the strange man.
It was their beloved father himself! They could not believe their eyes, thinking they were merely day-dreaming. The man was also exhausted by his emotions at seeing all his dear ones together and at the same time. He just
stood there motionless and with tears flowing down his face. He could not utter a word. Neither could they say
anything. They could not even stand up and greet the man they had been longing to see! Some minutes passed in
this way but they soon came to their senses; they began to realize that it was their father himself, the man they had
so much desired to see, the man they had so much missed.
All stood up at once and ran to him throwing themselves on him one after the other. None could wait until the
other had greeted him. No. They embraced him all at the same time: one of them hung on his neck, the other
clung to his waist and third fell on his knees. It was a scene full of emotion. Anyone who saw these poor souls at
that moment would verify it.
Neither could the father control his emotions. His eyes were wet with tears and his voice was choked as he
spoke:
“How are you my dear ones? How are you? How could you raise so much ransom for me,” he asked them tenderly crying like a small child.
“Where could you get that much to liberate me from slavery? I never tried to save money for such an unfortunate emergency. Where could you get it?”
They did not know what to answer. They knew very well that they had as yet sent no money to free him. They
were only trying their very best to save as much as they could and to raise the required amount. They were non plussed. They merely looked at each other. When he saw that no one was answering his question the father turned
his face toward Wahid and asked:
“Wahid, you, my son? But where could you get so much money?”
Wahid had no answer. He was sure he had not sent a cent! After a lapse of some minutes, however, Wahid re membered the good merchant who had before so generously given him some waqets of gold.
“Ah!” he cried. “Now I know who sent the money to liberate you. Father, do not think it was me. No.”
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He then told his father the story of the good merchant, how he had given him forty waqets of gold and how he
had finally asked him the names of his father and that of his pagan master and the latter’s whereabouts.
When he heard the story, the father was greatly amazed at God’s mercy. He began to thank Christ and bless the
good merchant who had liberated him from slavery.
“My son,” said the Dejazmatch, “that good merchant who never knew me and whom I never knew, who is not
related to me at all, that man sent so much money to pay for my freedom? Not only that. He sent me a good horse
and sufficient provisions for my return journey. Thus did he enable me to be amongst you once again, to mix with
my children and my beloved wife, to come back to my sweet home and be happy again!
“I must therefore go and meet my unknown benefactor. Of course, I cannot pay back what he has done for me.
But I can at least thank him for his kindness and bless him in the name of God. My son, please take me to his
camp if he is still around.”
But Wahid knew only the merchant’s face. He did not even know his name or whence he came. He had forgotten to inquire of such matters in the excitement of his sudden acquisition of the 40 waqets of gold! He was
ashamed of himself.
“Where can I now find that good man?” he began to worry. “Where can I find that wonderful man who has
been so generous to us, who has brought back our father to us. What can I do to find him?”
Finally he decided that he would not rest until he found the merchant and told him of the happiness he had re stored to him and his family. He would not stay at home until he had done that. He would travel around the world,
even until his death, to find that good merchant.
With this decision Wahid prepared his provisions for the long journey, seized his traveling stick, took leave of
his family with much difficulty and set out on his long journey.
*
At first Wahid traveled fast. He went in the direction of the town at the outskirts of which he had just met the
merchant camping with his large caravan. As soon as he approached the gates of the town Wahid turned his eyes
to the field, where the merchant’s tents had been pitched. He spent quite a long time just looking at the area where
the man had camped, thinking about the merchant.
He began to cry, and sat down until his eyes were clear of the tears that filled them.
Some time later he stood up and resumed his journey toward the town, always looking towards the place where
the camp used to be. He looked at nothing else. As a result his neck was strained and his feet were repeatedly
struck by obstacles on his way. Careless of all these Wahid continued his way and finally entered the walls of the
town.
But what could he do there? He did not know the merchant’s name; he did not know where he lived. He could
therefore neither ask anybody about the man nor go to his house.
He found his ideas were silly. He was confused. He just stood at the center of one of the cross-roads like a simple fool who did not know what to do or where to go. Wahid was a young boy who was always used to a comfortable life; it was only during the short absence of his father that he had had a little taste of the hard life.
Now, in that town where he knew nobody he began to feel thirsty. Hunger was added to that. He began to yawn
repeatedly, and his eyes became heavy with fatigue.\fn{ The text has, perhaps a mistranslation: fear:H}
All this while, however, Wahid never regretted his decision to look for the man to the end. He was determined,
once and for all, that he would search for the man even until his death if necessary. Nothing would persuade him
to change his mind!
When hunger and thirst got hold of him he approached a nearby spring, ate sparingly of his provisions, and
drank a good deal of water. He then thanked God for His generous gifts of nature and got up to resume his search.
He began to go round the town. He went to all the squares and public centers, to the various streets, to the
churches and to many other places. All was in vain. He could not find his man.
Wahid began to despair. It was now fifteen days since he came to the town. All this while, Wahid wandered
around the town during the day and spent his nights in the porches of the churches taking shelter from wild beasts.
He realized that the rich merchant he was looking for was no longer in the town.
“Where then can I look for him?” he began to ask himself.
After a long time he decided to go to all caravan camps to join in the journeys of such caravans, and to look for
the merchant in this way. That became his final decision.
On the morrow Wahid left the town and set out in one direction at random in search of caravans and caravan
camps. Every time he came to a hill he would climb it and try to look from the top to see if there were any caravans or camps around. Whenever he met passers by he inquired whether they had seen caravans on their way. If
they told him the direction whither they saw caravans heading, or the place where they had seen caravan camps,
Wahid would immediately run in that direction, catch up the party and search for the good merchant among the
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traders. The only way he could know this man was, of course, by seeing his face. He could not ask for the man by
his name as he did not know it.
Thus did Wahid continue his fruitless search for his benefactor. He spent the day running now in this direction,
now in that, wherever he heard caravans were to be found, and spent the night wherever he was caught by the sudden approach of nightfall.
*
One day, after the usual long and tedious search Wahid came to a place where no sign of human habitation was
to be found. Far away beyond the wilderness he saw a big caravan camp. He thought it looked liked the one in
which he had met the good merchant and at once felt happy. He wanted to reach that camp before dark and began
to run. But he had to cross many rivers and wide plains. The more he ran towards it the more did the camp seem
to retreat from him. The sun was setting and night began to fall. Gradually it became difficult to see. There was no
moonlight to help him.
The sweet songs of birds heard in the daytime were now replaced by the ugly voices of insects and wild animals. On either side of the poor boy walking in the darkness wolves and foxes began to howl; hyenas, leopards
and lions made frightening noises all around him. Nevertheless Wahid continued his way alone in the midst of the
wilderness, and shivered with fear and uncertainty. Before sunset the songs of the birds had been a source of consolation to him, but now he was surrounded by the cries of wild beasts. He was very worried. He wanted to rest
and spend the night there, but there was no shelter. If he slept where he was the wild beasts would soon devour
him. Wahid was at a loss what to do.
He decided to defend himself from the wild beasts rather than be eaten by them in his sleep. Furthermore he
decided that he would not rest until he came to the caravan camp he had seen from afar early in the afternoon. In
the meantime it was getting darker and darker. He could no longer see his way, and began to be very frightened.
He thought he saw wild animals everywhere, a hyena, a leopard or a lion, laying in ambush for him!
“The hyena will soon eat me up,” he began to think. “The leopard will tear me to death with its cruel claws
and the lion will break my bones into pieces! Oh! Woe unto me tonight! If I escape the one I shall certainly be the
prey of the other!”
What else could he do? Wahid’s fear was justified. He was only a young boy. Regardless of his fears and the
darkness that had engulfed him he continued his way in the direction of the camp he had seen. At one juncture of
this nocturnal journey he saw what he thought was a lion. He was startled to death. His strength began to fail him.
The more he looked at the terrible object the more his fears seemed to be confirmed; he thought the lion, thus cre ated by his own fears, would suddenly jump onto him and devour him mercilessly.
Wahid wanted to scare the object of his fears. He wanted to give the lion the impression that he was surrounded by many people. He then shouted with different voices to produce the effect of many persons running
after it:
“Courage! Courage!” he shouted. “Surround it!Don’t let it go!”
It was, however, simply his own imagination. There was nobody there except himself, except his own shadow
which added to the darkness that confused his thinking. The object that he thought a lion was simply a bush. It
would not move an inch whatever his endeavors to scare it! Wahid then thought he must change his course to
avoid the terrible beast. Nevertheless when he looked back in the direction of the bush he still thought that the lion
was following him.
Wahid gradually became almost too weak to move, his fears enormously reduced his strength. There was no
shelter in which to spend the night and protect himself from wild beasts. He thought of climbing a tree and thus
avoid any dangers, but by a strange coincidence there was no tree to be found there.
Wahid began to worry greatly. His fears increased with every minute that elapsed. Everything around him
seemed to him some wild beast ready to devour him on the spot. He changed his course every time he thought he
saw a wild beast in front of him.
While thus changing directions every now and then he came to a small cave which suddenly appeared on his
way. He was taken aback. He was frightened to death. A cold sweat broke out over his face and body.
“I just escaped one lion,” he thought with complete despair, “and here I am again in front of another! I shall
not be able to escape this time!” His whole body was shivering like a reed in an evening breeze.
He tried to use his former stratagem of scaring the object by shouting with different voices. He shouted and
shouted until his throat cracked with thirst. But all was in vain. The object would not move an inch!
Wahid thought he had not shouted enough and so he began to shout with more strength and intensity until he
could shout no more. But all was of no effect.
At last Wahid began to doubt the reality of his fears. He began to suspect that the object of his fears might just
be a dark inanimate thing! He knelt down in front of the small cave and began to stare hard at it. He wanted to see
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if the object moved. After some minutes of close observation he thought that the object did move a little. He still
stared at it, and now he thought it was even making some advance towards him! He stared so hard that his eyes
were strained and filled with tears. He was, however, too frightened to make any movement himself or to clean
his eyes. His tears confused his sight all the more and gave him the impression that the terrible object was heading
towards him with more rapidity.
Later, however, Wahid succeeded in mustering enough courage to throw some pebbles into the cave from
where he was kneeling. A small bird which had been sheltering in the cave, as if by providential coincidence made
a sudden noise and, slapping the leaves with its wigs, took off and flew away in the darkness.
At first this confirmed Wahid’s fears. He thought that the terrible wild beast was finally about to jump on him
and devour him. With this desperate idea in his head Wahid held his breath and lay flat on the ground like a dead
body. He waited and waited, but nothing happened.
“Am I still alive?” he asked himself.
Then he began to make slight movements to see if he had been bitten by the wild beast or not. He found nothing. At first he had closed his eyes, now he reopened them with much hesitation and found out, to his surprise,
that let alone a lion, not even a rabbit was in sight. He even began to breathe deeply and rose to his feet. He
looked into the cave once again. It was still there. It did not move. He looked hard at it with a strange mixture of
fear and wonder.
“Did I not hear the terrible beast fly away, or was there no beast at all?” he thought. “I am sure I have seen it
with my own eyes. Did it not bite me without my knowing?” He tried to inspect his body. There was no sign of
any attack.
“What could it be?” he began to ask himself. “What could it be that frightened me so much? Could it be just
my own troubled imagination? Anyway it is good that nobody saw me in this frantic state! How can a man be so
much deceived by his own fears?”
Wahid laughed at himself and resumed his journey.
*
Wahid now gained some strength. His spirits revived again. He wanted to reach the camp beyond before day break.
It was, however, too late. It was past midnight. Even the constellation of the six stars whose twinkling light had
given some consolation had now disappeared. It became darker than before.
Wahid kept losing his way but always found it again. At last he could see the fire of the camp beyond. Now his
strength revived with renewed hope and he continued his way in the direction of the camp fire.
At this point he reached a river. He went down into the valley to cross it. In the meantime he lost sight of the
campfire.
There was no moonlight. The morning star had not yet appeared. Though the night was half over the darkness
had not yet given way to light. Moreover the walls of the deep valley and the shadows therein added to the dark ness that prevailed.
Wahid hastened his steps down the slopes of the walls of the valley. But he lost his sense of direction and lost
his way. What could he do?
He had made up his mind to reach the merchant’s camp he had seen and wanted to do that at any cost! He liter ally crawled down to the bed of the river regardless of the darkness, the thorny bushes that covered the ground,
and the difficulty of knowing the direction he had to follow.
No one knows whether the water of an unknown river is good to drink or not. Wahid did not care to know. He
had been parched with thirst for the last few hours. His throat was cracking for want of water, and he had lost
practically all his voice.
As soon as he reached the river he knelt down and drank the water as if it were Tej (honey wine) or Telia
(beer). He never cared to examine its cleanliness. He only tried to free it from the jelly-like green that covered it at
the surface by blowing on the stagnant water. After he had his fill he thanked God for that, sat down on one of the
rocks and began seriously to consider how to cross the river.
At first he thought the river was too deep for him. He could not assess how deep it was. Neither could he know
which was the best ford. He could not swim and therefore feared to start crossing the river at any point. The river
had no falls at that point, and Wahid had heard people say that a gently-flowing river with no falls was generally
deep. He did not know what to do.
While he was thus worrying, there came, by a strange coincidence, a mule who had escaped from the merchant’s camp on the other side of the river. It had been very thirsty, like Wahid himself, and had come there to get
some water.
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The young man’s former fears of beholding a wild beast and of being devoured by one returned to him when
he saw the mule advancing towards him. However he realized by the sound it made that it was a mule.
When it reached him it immediately entered into the water and began drinking to its fill. Wahid could now see
that the river was not very deep. He immediately thought of getting hold of the mule and of riding it to the camp
which he was resolved to reach that night. Therefore he had to catch it before it had finished drinking.
He slowly but surely advanced through the water in the direction of the mule, always feeling its depth with his
long stick. Thus he crossed the river. In the meantime the mule shook its head and ears and looked back at the wa ter as if hesitating as to whether to drink more or not. At that time Wahid approached the animal and caught it by
the collar.
He first feared that it might kick him and began stroking its body gently to make sure. The mule submitted to
his entreaties as though it had realized how much the young boy had suffered before, as though it sympathized
with him and wanted to give him rest by letting him ride on its back. After confirming that the mule was quite
tame, he led it to a rock, and climbed on its back. He turned it in the direction it had come from and addressing it
directly said,
“Now you take me to your camp.”
*
The mule followed the road to the camp and proceeded as though it understood every word he said. At times,
however, when it came to a place along the road it would suddenly stop, graze a little, and resume its journey to
the camp at its own convenience.
And Wahid never urged it to go faster. He only clung tightly to its mane to avoid falling. He did not spur the
animal. He just allowed it to trot as it wished. This he did because he felt it would show ingratitude if he tried to
tire the animal when it, of its own free will, had allowed him to catch and ride it.
“A guest never acts as the master of his host’s house!” he thought.
The mule moved slowly and leisurely to join its fellow-animals at the camp. As it approached the camp the
mule-keepers heard its footsteps and came running in that direction. They had just discovered it was missing and
were looking for it everywhere.
When he saw this Wahid was afraid of being caught riding a mule that belonged to others. So he immediately
dismounted and thought of hiding in the bushes around. But the keepers of the night surrounded the mule and
were trying to catch it with the help of ropes. Wahid was thus discovered and caught. He could not run away to escape his captors; he was too tired because of his long journey. His feet could hardly move!
When they found the boy with the mule, the guards naturally thought that Wahid had unfastened it from camp
and had been caught while taking it away.
“Damn you, thief!” they shouted at him and beat him cruelly. All his supplications and entreaties passed un heard.
“Please listen to me, I am not a thief!” shouted Wahid weakly.” It was all in vain.
“You thief, you liar, we have caught you red-handed and now you are saying that you are no thief!” they
shouted back at him and continued beating him.
*
When they reached the camp some of them fastened the mule in the stable while the rest tied Wahid’s hands
and legs very tightly and left him helplessly lying on the ground face downwards. The cruel guards had tied
Wahid so tightly that he could not move; he could hardly even breathe. He was almost like a goat about to be
slain. Compared to the poor boy the mules and the other beasts of burden were in much better condition. They
only had one of their legs tied to a pole and plenty of fodder was spread before them. Wahid envied these creatures!
“Oh if they had tied only my legs!” he exclaimed. “If only I could breathe with ease like those fortunate ani mals!”
Breathing was now almost out of the question for him. He almost burst his lungs. He turned his big bright eyes
to left and right. There was nobody to come to his help. Nobody would stand by him or try to loosen his thongs.
The suffering and affliction he was subjected to was comparable to that of the martyrs we read of in religious
books. Each of the guards slapped him in the face, struck him with his fist, and kicked him.
Wahid passed the night under such cruel conditions.
*
At daybreak almost all the members of the caravan who heard the story of Wahid’s capture stood around the
ailing young boy; they saw his body sore with every kind of wound everywhere. These wounds were inflicted on
Wahid as a result of his long journey in the darkness. His captors thought, however, that this confirmed their sus picion that Wahid was a thief. They believed that, even before his capture he had been caught stealing at some
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other place, whipped and beaten. This explained, they thought, the wounds that could be seen on almost every part
of his body. Some of the merchants thought of giving the young culprit over to the local chiefs for appropriate
judgment. Others said that they should keep him tied up and carry him with them.
Wahid’s condition in the meantime became worse and worse. He could not breathe normally and became very
weak—let alone traveling a long journey with the caravan he did not even have the strength to open his eyes.
Some of the merchants around him kept on kicking him and asking him whence he came. He could not answer.
He was too weak to do anything! He was almost at the point of death. They pulled and pushed him around but he
was almost dead.
At this point the majority of his captors thought that the boy would soon die and that they would be held re sponsible for his death. It was now very late in the morning and they had to get started on their journey.
They had no time to go to the local chief and pass Wahid over to him.
They simply untied him and left him lying on the dusty camp-ground. Wahid had nothing to eat, nothing to
drink and there were no relatives to come to his aid. In the previous night he had been out-of-doors and had been
subjected to the bitter cold; now he was left lying there in the burning sun. He had no strength to rise up or crawl
to the shade. In the last few days he had been exhausted by continuously traveling day and night.
Besides, his captors the previous night had subjected him to the cruelest treatment. Moreover the pain of hav ing been tied up hands and feet had almost broken his tender bones. It was now two days since he had had any thing to eat. Where could he get the strength to move an inch?
Though still alive, Wahid could do nothing to help himself. He lay flat in the sun waiting for the last moment
when he would pass away. He was sure that he would die.
*
A man does not die except on the day Christ has put aside for him. Wahid was not destined to die at that moment.
An elderly woman came by the deserted camp ground to collect the rubbish for fuel. She saw the body lying
there. At first she thought that it was something forgotten by the merchants. As she approached the body however,
she saw it was human. She walked on the tips of her toes and examined the body from a distance. She thought it
was dead. She was much frightened and would not approach nearer.
Nevertheless she did not like to return without making sure whether the man was actually dead or not. At this
point she held her breath and approached the body on tip-toe.
She stared at the body. It showed no sign of life.
She decided that it was in fact a dead body which had lain there for days. She covered her nose to avoid any
smell that might come from what she thought was a rotting body. She came within a few steps of the body:
“What man are you?” she began to ask. “What happened to you?”
There was no answer. She kept on looking at the motionless body. She tried to make sure whether she knew the
person.
In the meantime she saw Wahid’s eyes. They were half opened. They moved a little and looked at her as if im ploringly. From the look in his eyes it seemed that he was saying to the lady,
“Courage! Courage, good lady. I am not yet dead. Come nearer and see my ailing body, and if you can, please
help me.” She felt pity towards the boy.
“What happened to you, my brother?” she asked with much feeling.
The poor boy could not reply. The woman wept and struck her chest with her fists.\fn{ The Ethiopians beat their
chests with their fists as an expression of sorrow or pity. This is particularly the practice of women, especially in funeral processions }
In the meantime she ran to her house and came back with a qwancha\fn{A basket container used for keeping milk or
other liquids} of milk in one hand and water in the other. She put down the quancha of milk, raised Wahid’s head
with one hand, and gave him the water to drink.
“Your throat must be cracking with thirst,” she said to him kindly. “Drink a little water at first to moisten it.”
Wahid felt the cool water on his lips. He had no strength to draw in any drops at all.
Now that she saw that his cracking lips were moist the good old lady applied the qwancha of milk to his
mouth. Wahid swallowed two mouthfuls with much difficulty. This seemed to do him much good. He could now
open his eyes and he began to breathe normally. The good old lady was much gratified at the success of her efforts
and put her inquib\fn{A bowl-shaped basket used to hold and mesure grain } under his head to serve him as a pillow. She
ran to a small hill nearby and called her husband who was ploughing beyond.
“Come here, come!” she called to him. “I need your help!”
Her husband left his plough and his oxen in the field and came running. The lady gave him no time to ask
questions.
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“Please help me,” she said immediately. “Let us carry this fine young man to our house and care for him until
he recovers.”
*
These kind people carried the boy to their house and laid him on their bed and cared for him like a good mother and father until he had completely recovered.
Wahid was astonished by this couple and wondered at the diversity of this world. He contrasted their kindness
with the cruelty of the caravan guards and began to philosophize.
“Oh! This world is full of both evil and good. It is full of both the kind and the cruel.”
Finally he decided to take leave of these kind people.
“May God reward you for whatever you have done for me,” he said to them. “ have nothing to give you in reurn, except my thanks. I have become strong again, thanks for your kind care. I must now continue my journey.”
His hosts prepared him provisions for the journey and showed him the way. At last they warned him.
“Do not forget what you have suffered before. The people of this world are bad and cruel. Be careful in the future and do not travel alone.
“We had only one son. A group of Moslems found him alone on one of the highways, caught him, and sold him
into slavery. Here we are, robbed of our only son, our only heir and hope, with nobody to care for us when we become old.
“You must beware of similar possibilities. You are still very young. Be careful not to be captured and sold by
such heartless people!”
With these last words they said goodbye to Wahid and returned home .
This time Wahid asked the names and addresses of his two benefactors and their lost son before taking leave of
them. He did not want to commit the same mistake which had led to all these troubles.
He then resumed his journey.
*
He went very far but he never knew where in the Dega (highlands) or Qolla (lowlands) he was heading or what
was his destination. He only followed the tracks of every caravan he heard of. When somebody told him that a
group of merchants were going one way he would follow that direction until he had ascertained that his man was
not there.
In the course of this useless search, Wahid crossed unawares the frontiers of the country of the pagans. However he still did not find the good merchant for whom he was looking.
The languages of the people, their customs, and their manners became unintelligible to him. He was now in
the country of a strange new people.
Wahid was now seriously worried. He could not go back because he had resolved to travel until he found his
man. Moreover he did not know which way he had come and had completely lost his sense of direction. West and
East became almost the same thing to him.
While thus worrying night suddenly fell on him.
“I shall ask for shelter in one of these houses,” he said to himself. “It is better than just being devoured alive by
hungry wild beasts.” With this in mind he went to one of the nearest houses and asked for shelter for the night.
*
The villagers surrounded him. They looked very happy at seeing the strange boy. They did not understand his
language. But from his gestures they understood that he asked to be allowed to spend the night in one of their
houses.
He was more than welcome to them. They were exceptionally happy. Some of them went to his left, some to
his right and ceremoniously took him to one of the houses.
For a man who did not know their motives the welcome these people accorded Wahid would certainly seem
one of genuine hospitality and of the type accorded to a gallant soldier coming back victorious from a battle field.
They offered him a wonderful supper. Wahid began blessing these kind people who, he thought, just wanted to be
hospitable to him.
Their true motives was, however, to treat the young boy with all kindness and to feed him so that he would be come quite presentable at the slave market on the morrow.
In the meantime they inspected his whole body and saw the wounds that had been inflicted upon him by the
caravan keepers but which had now been cured. They pressed hard on to his body to see if he still felt pain. They
were worried that this might actually depreciate his value in the slave market.
But Wahid never suspected that his fate was being decided by these people. He thought that they acted out of
genuine concern for him and the suffering he had undergone. He felt they were sympathizing with him.
“These wounds have now been cured,” he said to them. “I am well now!”
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But none of them understood, nor cared to understand him. They were only concerned about the amount of
money they would get for him on the morrow. They put him in a very safe place and watched him throughout the
night to make sure that he did not escape.
*
The next morning they awoke him very early and gave him some porridge to eat. Then they began anointing
his whole body with marrow!
This looked very strange to Wahid. He was only accustomed to being anointed, whenever necessary for health
reasons, with butter very carefully boiled with sendel and other perfumes. He never knew that human beings
could be smeared with marrow like cowhide or ropes made out of animal skin. He therefore reacted against the
application of the marrow on to his body.
“Please do not touch me with that!” he cried. “I do not want it at all!”
Though they did not understand his language the men could tell from his looks and gestures that Wahid resented the marrow. His supplications, of course, made no difference to them for the only thing they wanted was a
handsome amount of money for Wahid. With his belly filled with porridge and his body abundantly anointed with
marrow this hope was more than possible.
Wahid resigned himself and allowed his stubborn hosts to do what they wanted. It still had not dawned on him
that they had any motives other than helping him recover from his wounds.
“Oh God!” he exclaimed full of wonder, “how kind and hospitable are the people of this country.”
*
On the morrow, around 10 o’clock in the morning his hosts beckoned him to follow them. He thought that
those kind people wanted to take him out for a walk and followed them immediately. They surrounded him and he
walked in their midst.
Soon afterwards they reached a fair-sized village. It was surrounded by a wide moat as if it were the fortified
castle of some lord! It was then encircled by a big stone wall at the top of which were placed small branches of
acacia and other thorny trees so that no one could succeed in jumping over the wall.
Within that wall were many big rectangular houses and two round ones. There were only two gates to the vil lage, a very narrow one on one side and on the other a much bigger one. The latter was specially made for
mounted persons to enter the village with ease.
At the main gate was stationed a man as black as Satan himself. His chest was very wide; his stature very
short, his eyes as red as burning fire, and his nose as flat as if a roller had been intentionally applied. He had dili gently decorated his normally massive arms which were as thick as the feet of an elephant with large rings made
of copper and tin. Around his naked belly he wore a large belt on which hung a curious sword with four blades.
This strange man stood at the gate with a deadly stick in his right hand ready to strike anybody who would tres pass into the compound without permission.
Wahid thought that the fortress belonged to the local governor. The men who brought him there had sent a
message announcing their arrival to the owner of the house. They were soon given permission to enter.
With his hosts on either side Wahid passed the gate, and immediately observed a group of wretched human be ings coming in from every direction. Some were crying; others looked deeply pensive and worried about their
fate.
*
Wahid began to suspect that all was not well. He realized that all the kindness shown to him the previous night
was not without some ulterior motive after all. He patiently waited to see the end of the strange drama. What else
could he do?
Wahid was now in a very unfortunate situation. He did not understand the language of the people around him.
He could only look around, and guess what they meant! The dreadful place belonged to one of the big slave dealers. The strong walls around, the thorns on top, and all the fortifications were there simply to ensure that no slave
escaped his unpleasant lot.
The chief slave-dealer came out of his house and began inspecting the human merchandise brought to him for
sale. He began making inquiries about their price.
At length he came to Wahid. He inspected the arms, the legs and the general stature of the boy.
After a short amount of bargaining Wahid witnessed his own sale into slavery. He saw his new master handing
a number of dollars to the men who had brought him there.
Those “kind and goodly” people returned home with the money which they had so easily acquired for Wahids’
youthful head and left the boy behind them.
*
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Fortunately his new master was not too hard on Wahid. He did not seek to make money on this young boy. In deed he even did not want him to work like a slave. He liked the tender looks, the manners and personality of
Wahid and let ham grow in his house as a playmate of his own children.
Even under these conditions Wahid never forgot the object of the journey.
“How can God” he thought, “let me stay in the hands of these pagans? How can he deny me the opportunity to
meet that good merchant and rejoin my beloved family?”
Gradually Wahid came to know many Christians like himself who had been sold into slavery and were serving
the same master. He began to make friends with them. He asked these men the place of their origin, their names,
and those of their relatives. He did this with much precaution for fear of being discovered by his master and pun ished.
Among these slaves was the son of those kind people who found Wahid lying in the deserted camp of the merchants who had beaten him almost to death. Those people had told Wahid the name of their son before he had left
them.
This fortunate discovery pleased Wahid greatly. Wahid told the boy that his parents had been very kind to him.
He also told him that they were weeping day and night over the loss of their son.
Wahid and his new friend began to lake each other. They became almost one. They shared their secrets and had
common hopes of one day returning to their respective homes.
*
It was one year now since Wahid set out on his unfortunate journey. …
216.68 1. A Speech (October 5, 1916) 2. A Proclamation (February 11, 1917) 3. Some Words of Guidance to
Clergy at the Conclusion of a Farewell Party (probably in early January, 1921) 4. A Letter (August 31, 1924)
5. A Coronation Message (October 7, 1928): Five Pronouncements\fn{by Zewditu I (1876-1930)} Ejersa Goro,
Misraq Hararghe Zone, Oromia Region, Ethiopia (F) 1
1
Let alone in this world\fn{A reference to her enforced monastic life by Crown Prince Lijj Iyasu upon the death of her father,
Menilek II} where mere human beings give orders—I thought that my oppression and troubles would separate
me\fn{Or: be a sign that I would be separated } from my Creator even in the next kingdom—which God gives as an
inheritance according to deeds—separated from Him whose nature is goodness and generosity. But now, since
God—who dwelt in you, the good people of Ethiopia—has visited me in His mercy, I will tell you a little about
my troubles and oppression.
Let alone the father\fn{Menilek} who gave Ethiopia—will even someone who has killed a man go without
putting at least a leaf on top of him?\fn{ As a token of burial; it is said to have been the custom of bandits and murderers to put a
leaf on top of a person they had killed as a sign of grief that they had killed a person } Who is the Christian who even after
someone’s death remained forbidding requiem mass to be held\fn{ For the absolution of his soul} at the place where he
lived in this world and without mentioning his Christian name?\fn{ In prayers—as priests do on such occasions} It was so
that his\fn{Menilek’s} name should not be mentioned in the church he\fn{ Menilck} had caused to be built. The
troubles of your lord, of Emperor Menilek, were like this.
And also, what woman has remained for even two days, let alone four years and three months, embracing the
body of her father?\fn{Without being permitted to mourn him in public, as the custom is } Who is the woman who has grieved
alone, as it was forbidden for her relatives to comfort her at the time of her grief?
And also, on top of all these my troubles, when I was embracing my father’s dead body and kept lamenting, I
left the town without first clothing him with earth or even asking anything to be done for me.\fn{ I.e., about his burial,
or what I wanted to do} But God dwelt in you and did His work.
Also now He has inspired you to defend your religion and your country and your government and to make
your lord’s\fn{I.e., Menilek’s} name famous, like your fathers did for their lords; and may God, who does not like
injustice to be done against man, not be separated from you.
So saying, I have perfect hope. And He has not taken His mercy away from the people of Ethiopia, and—
remembering the covenant He made spoke to our forefathers—He did all this\fn{ I.e., overthrew Iyasu and enthroned
her} for the sake of His beloved friend, Emperor Menilek. And also for the one\fn{ Empress Zewditu} who was found
from him, for his seed; and my person praises and honours Him.
And now, because of the damage to our country and our religion, you have placed me on the throne of my
father by your knowledge and your will.
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From now on, you are my world; otherwise I implore God to fulfil the thoughts of Ethiopia’s powerful and
patriotic people also now, as it was at the end of Menilek.
2
Listen! Listen! May God not close your ears!
Starting from today until 30 Yekkatit,\fn{9 March} you who have cut the back tendon,\fn{ I.e., stolen an ox, cutting
its tendon in order to slow it down} you who have killed someone, you who have set fire to someone’s house—you who
live in forests or on mountains, or in caves:\fn{ Having fled from the reach of the law }—your past misdeeds have been
forgiven you, and now return to normal life!
But if you do not return during this limited time.\fn{Or an amnesty} choosing to live in the forest, and if you then
are found to do any misdeed, you will be arrested by force, and know that you will receive a very severe
punishment.
3
My spiritual fathers, we now remind you not to forget us in your daily and hourly prayers. And also that,
wherever you are, you should teach and advise the people and guide them from bad to good; so that our reign may
be a time of peace; so that we can govern the people in peace; and so that the people may be peaceful, and so that
God may send peace upon our country.
Furthermore, remind us of all that is lacking in ecclesiastical affairs and we will fill it. We beg you not to forget
all that we have told you now.
4
The Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect of God, Queen of Kings of Ethiopia, Zewditu—daughter of
King of Kings Menilek II.
To my son Ras Teferi, Heir to the Throne of the Ethiopian government:
How have you been? I am well, God be praised.
I was sad that you had to exert yourself with the worrying danger of this ship and unknown countries for the
sake of our country's liberty and respect, for her honour and the benefit of her people; but now, because of your
safe return, I am very happy. Especially great praise is due to God for your return alive to Ethiopia, your own
land, after you have been to all the places we had planned. And because this was your first trip to Europe, we were
very anxious; and because of your safe return, all Ethiopia should be very happy.
And now, may He also bring you in peace so that we can meet by the eyes of the flesh.
5
O my son!
When God chose me and put me on the throne of my father, Menilek II, He also chose you to be my supporter
and helper; and therefore, behold, I have given you a crown to honour you.
And may He help you to become the inheritor of the imperial crown in the future. And may God be with you in
every-thing you do.
179.144 & 190.194 1. Pride Of A Man From Gondor Province 2. Poetic Revenge 3. The Wit And The Nitwit 4.
Good Eating Comes First 5. Safety From Robbers 6. Sex On The Hill 7. The Wit At Home 8. A Woman’s Way 9.
The Pot Of Caste 10. Jealousy Is Dangerous:Ten Folktales\fn{by Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna (fl. late 19th century- )} Gondar,
Begemder Province, Ethiopia (M) 3
1
The next time Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna became homesick occurred in the middle of the long Lenten fast. The
housewives of Gondar were famous for their many spicy recipes for cooking fish in that season, and when Aläqa
Gäbre-Hanna thought of these his mouth watered and nothing pleased him any more in Shoa Province.
One day he was invited to dine at the house of a noble of Shoa. The odor of fish being cooked attracted him to
the cooking hut. It seemed to him that the woman cook had not properly cleaned the fish and had added too much
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water. He began to moan and groan.
“What’s the matter?” asked his host. Pointing to the watery fish stew, Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna replied:
“The fish are better off than I. They are in their native state, but I am so far from mine.”
2
Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna had spoken a candid truth once too often and was in official disgrace with Emperor
Menelik. As usual, when miffed, he retired to Gondar.
But this time, having left Addis Ababa unofficially and quickly, his finances were low. Adding to his
discomfiture was the news, brought to him by a friend from the capital some months later, that Menelik was
amusing himself by telling stories of the misdeeds and follies of Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna.
An idea of poetic revenge came to him. He instructed his friend to go to the Emperor and report that Aläqa
Gäbre-Hanna had died and that his kinsmen in Gondar were too poor to hold a fitting tazkar, a big memorial feast
held forty days after death.
Empress Taitu was first to hear of the sudden death of her favorite. She promptly stormed into the chambers of
Emperor Menelik, much as she had stormed into the battle of Adua against the Italians shortly before, riding with
the troops of her own Province.
“You murderer!” she shouted at the Emperor. “You broke his heart, you banned him from the court!”
She threw up her hands in misery, wailed as if a close kinsman had died, moving back and forth, chanting
aloud about the goodness of the deceased.
After a while this began to affect even the iron Menelik. At this point the messenger brought up the rest of his
news, the tazkar problem. Menelik promptly gave him the huge sum of ten thousand thalers, to assuage his own
feelings of guilt and to calm the Empress.
For a while Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna enjoyed the fruits of his revenge back in Gondar. But he knew that he could
not hide forever. Moreover, his generosity to kinsmen, neighbors, and transient monks was such that before long
his money was gone.
So one day he reappeared in Addis Ababa. When he first approached the Empress, the stout woman almost
fainted. She immediately sent a messenger to the Emperor. Unwilling to believe the news, he sent the messenger
back to ask whether the Empress was feeling well.
Thereupon, she took Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna by the hand and stormed into Menelik’s chamber. The Emperor was
too shocked and surprised to be angry. He managed to inquire,
“How is it that the dead arise from the grave?” With a deep bow, Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna replied:
“Your Majesty, it is not uncommon in our Christian religion to arise from the dead.”\fn{ Alluding to the resurrection
of Jesus the Christ}
3
AG-H\fn{Aläqa Gäbre-Hanna. These folktales were collected in 1954-55 from the memories of peasants and nobles in Ethiopia, long
after their creator had died; as far as is known, he did not himself commit any of them to writing:H } didn’t like the rumor going
around that he had become a snob, that he didn’t greet common people politely any more. One day, accompanied
by his usual retinue of friends and admirers, he was greeted effusively with deep bows by a certain donkey-driver
who was known as none too bright. In return, to quash the nasty rumors, AG-H bowed just as deeply, from the
hips, instead of the usual nod from one of his station in life. But, unable to resist the temptation for a witticism, he
greeted the donkey-driver with the words
“Endct ad. Derachuh? “How are ye?”
Unaware that the second person plural had been used, the proud donkey-driver was soon boasting at the
nearest barley-beer hut of the honor he had received. His cronies made him repeat the exact remark, suspecting
some twist. They quickly convinced the poor fool that the greeting had included him in the same class with his
donkeys, and the simpleton slunk away in shame.
4
Though greatly honored at the court of Emperor Menelik in newly-built Addis Ababa, AG-H was once again
homesick for his native Gondar. Finally, he was granted permission for a leave home.
He promptly organized his small caravan and was about to mount his mule when he noticed two fat cows being
taken to slaughter. Thinking of the long trip ahead without fresh beef, he decided to wait around and obtain a good
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share of the meat which was being rapidly parcelled out. The meat had to be washed down with a huge jugful of
barley-beer and honeymead, and so the day passed with pleasant feasting. It was late afternoon when it happened
that Emperor Menelik came riding by. Surprised to see the homesick scholar still in the capital, the Em-peror
addressed him:
“I gave you permission to go, and you are still here?” But, as usual, his wit did not fail AG-H.
“Lam gäb ‘the cows were entering,’ your Majesty,” he replied.\fn{ The phrase is used to indicate dusk, when the cows
come home, too late to start on a trip. The cows had indeed “entered,” i.e., into the stomach of AG-H; and no one could accuse him later of
having told a lie to the Emperor}

5
Once again the long rainy season was over, the rivers had receded, and the trails were passable again. AG-H
managed to obtain a generous purse of Maria-Theresa thalers from the Empress and was on his perennial way
back to Gondar.
He was just emerging from the lowland valley of the Abbai\fn{ The Blue Nile} to climb up the escarpment of the
dangerous Province of Gojjam, which he had to traverse. Suddenly one of his companions spotted a band of
robbers waiting at the top of the upland trail.
AG-H quickly ducked behind a bush. He placed the purse in his gäbäte, the lengthwise half of a gourd which
all travelers carry for mixing their ration of crushed linseed (called tälba) with water. He wrapped this in a piece
of colorful imported silk that he had bought as a gift for his home church. Flattening the package as much as
possible, he placed it on his head in the manner of the Abyssinian priests when they carry the tahot, the sacred
tablet which is taken from the inner sanctum of the church to a pool of water on the day of the saint after whom
the church is named. With his free hand he quickly folded his daytime toga in the manner of one going to church
and borrowed the largest cross his companions were carrying. Holding it before him like a weapon, and looking
serious, holy, and unafraid, AG-H led the caravan as he climbed up the trail in a slow, dignified manner.
When the bandits drew near, they bowed politely. AG-H stopped and gave them the cross to kiss. They asked
respectfully to which saint his tabot had been consecrated. He replied with the most common one,
“Qeddus Giyorgis.”\fn{St. George} Then they wanted to know which parish church it was from. By this time the
old wit had returned to AG-H, and he answered:
“Yätalba masha Giyorgis”\fn{St. George of the linseed-paste}
The bandits nodded gravely and escorted him all the way up the escarpment, explaining that the area was
dangerous and full of organized bandits.
Some days later they learned how they had been fooled, and forever after they were on the lookout for AG-H
on the banks of the Blue Nile.
6
Women are forgetful creatures. Sometimes they don’t even remember that they don’t wear trousers under their
cotton skirts. One day AG-H was climbing up a steep trail in the company of men and women. A connoisseur of
female flesh, he kept behind the women and was always looking up intently and with concentration. One of his
friends asked him,
“What are you looking for?”
“Mäwca,” replied the wit in his classic manner.\fn{ The literal meaning is “exit,” i.e., either the exit from the trail on the
tiring climb, or “the place where we emerge” from the female body }
7
Home in his hut in Gondar, AG-H was one day at dusk lying on his bed. His wife had gone to the river to wash
her private parts, as is the custom of the Amhara women at nightfall. Tired from the uphill climb from the valley,
she rested before the hearth to dry herself, but dozed off. Soon AG-H heard a cannonade of farting, issuing from
his half-conscious wife. He called out to her,
“Where are you? Come to bed!” Awakening, she said dazedly,
“I am just drying myself.” To which he replied,
“You are drying yourself so much that you are cracking apart.”
8\fn{In accordance with ancient custom, women used to pluck out their pubic hair, rubbing ashes between their fingers to get a good grip
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while plucking}

One day a girl student of AG-H was late for her lesson. Taking a quick short-cut across the back yard, she
tumbled into the ash heap, soiling her lower toga and her legs with the ashes. She excused her appearance to her
teacher, saying,
“Oh, Master, I was so eager to come quickly, and now I have dirtied myself with ashes all over.”
“That is your way,” nodded AG-H.
Only much later did the girl learn that he had meant not only the wrong way she had come, but was referring to
the fact that being smudged with ashes was the natural way for a woman.
9\fn{The women of the Falasha\fn{Jewish} caste are makers of pottery, a despised occupation among the Coptic Amhara, though much
appreciated by the Amhara, who buy all their better pots from them }
The wife of AG-H, quarreling with a certain woman, accused her of being of Falasha ancestry and that her
mother had been a pottery-maker. One day that woman returned from the river valley, carrying a large, full pot of
water on her back. She saw AG-H sitting in front of his hut, and decided to take the opportunity to complain to
him about the taunts of his wife.
AG-H disliked being involved in the petty quarreling of the womenfolk, but he listened quietly. As she took
leave, he patted her full clay pot and said,
“This is your work.”
She thought that he meant she should not quarrel with his wife, should instead attend to her tasks of fetching
water, cooking, etc. But on further reflection what had he meant? Had he accused her of being a pottery-maker
herself?
10
AG-H was also notorious for his prowess in bed and his fickleness in love.
One day his wife had to go far down to a valley to fetch water, since the dry season had left only water holes in
the river bed. She left him in charge of their baby. Taking the baby with him, he went to the hut of his current girl
friend and spent the afternoon making passionate love.
As it happened, this woman also had a baby about the same age. Dusk came rapidly, and AG-H knew that his
wife would soon be back. In the hurry, he took the wrong baby.
A moment after his return his wife arrived, laden with water pot and firewood. When she beheld the baby of
her current rival, she became very angry and said,
“This thing is not my baby! Shall I throw it in the fire?” Calm as ever, AG-H replied:
“There is a fire also in the house of his mother.”
260.90 Letters 1. to Alfred Ilg (July 24, 1891) 2. to Alfred Ilg (September 14, 1891) 3. to Alfred Ilg (November
12, 1891) 4. to Alfred Ilg (June 1, 1892) 5. to Gusa Darge (November 6, 1895) 6. to Alfred Ilg and Léon
Chefneux (March 31, 1896): Six Letters\fn{by Yosef Neguse aka Grazmac (fl. late 19th century)} Shewa Region?,
Ethiopia (M) 4
1
Sent by Grazmac Yosef.\fn{He was Menelik’s ambassador, interpreter and French translator } May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been? I, thank God, am well.
Why have you not written me about your situation? Regarding the piece of land you had exchanged with
Azzaz Bazzabeh’s,\fn{One of the officials (d. in late 1907 or early 1908) in charge of a section of the royal palace in the late 1880s
and early 1890s; his assignment apparently concerned primarily the administration of Bulga, the region which supplied the royal kitchen
with grain and spices} he [Bazzãbeh] had retracted; I told His Majesty about it and it is now in your hands.

You should watch out against the Italians. I fear above all that they might have you killed through poison. Send
me newspapers in the French language.
Written in the city of Addis Ababã on the 18th day of Hamle\fn{ July 24, 1891}
2
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Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been throughout the rainy season? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter has reached me. The concern of Monsieur Chefneux, too, has been successful. We have heard [news] of
your safe arrival in Djibouti. Send me [news] about your situation and news of Europe when you arrive in your home
country.
One tells us that Dr. Traversi has arrived in Harar.
“We will send him back when he comes to Entotto,” said his Majesty.
News was sent to His Majesty which says that Italy has requested the European powers for permission to war with
Ethiopia. Send us word about the truth of this news.
Bring with you the things Monsieur Chefneux will buy for me. It would be good if you could come soon. Here is
news of our country:
The Tegroc will come up to Boru Meda, and His Majesty will go [there] to have the church of Gesen built and to
receive in audience the Tegroc. It seems that he will crown Rãs Mangasa. The Tegroc have made peace among
themselves and are united. Dabbab and Daggac Sebhat have reconciled themselves with Ras Mangasa. The Turkbãssâ of Räs Mangasa had come to deliver the request to let them fight the Italians. And His Majesty sent [message]
saying:
“Hitherto We have waited for the conflict to be definite. From now on, attack them hard.”
Ras Zawde and Ras Wale conflicted with each other; Ras Zawde rebelled. An armed force was sent: Ras Mikael, Ras
Mangasa,\fn{Native of Damot and one of the oldest officers of Menilek II (d.1910)} Zantrar Asaffaw,\fn{Probably a mistake for Asfaw, a notable of
Ambassal to which he was appointed governor in the spring of 1889 and probably the father of Empress Manan } Daggac Walde and others are
gone [on the expedition]. Ras Zawde on the other hand has sent word that he did not rebel. His Majesty sent him word to
submit. The definite result is not yet known.
Negus Takla Haymanot finished Kafa and has arrived in the Sanqella [country].
Daggac Walda Giyorgis collects the tributes of Konta and Kullo.
This is the news of our country. Damesse and Tasamma\fn{ Either the sons or young servants of Ilg} went down to Addis Ababa
to see His Majestyl. When they were offered to eat Engera, they refused, as a result they quarrelled with Her Majesty. They
were reconciled: they carried stones and begged for forgiveness. At home,\fn{Or, “inside the house”} they tasted a little of the
whip until they promised to eat. His Majesty gave them ten Dawella of fine and mediocre qualities of Tel\fn{Grain} for
their provisions. Bulga has been eaten by locusts.
With regard to your piece of land, I have clarified it with Azzaz Bazzabeh before His Majesty. All the products of your
land are good, if you only come safely. Do not worry about your children; I am there for them. May God enable us to meet
again in safety.
Written at Entotto on the 4th day of Maskaram 1884 of the Year of Grace\fn{ September 14, 1891}
3
Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How have you been throughout the rainy season? I, thank God, am well.
Your letter written on the 9th day of Maskaram\fn{September 19} has reached me. I have related to His Majesty
all the messages you had sent. I was very sorry to hear that you were ill.
I was very much surprised when you sent me the news that Count Antonelli published defamatory things about
His Majesty, Her Majesty, you and myself in the newspapers. Never mind if he writes about you and me. It is
madness that he who begat and abandoned two children in the land of Sawa should slander His Majesty. However,
a person who has despaired speaks a great deal.
Dr. Traversi has come and is staying at Let Marafiya. Now, His Majesty has told him that he will carry a reply
to the letter which he brought from Italy. But I do not think there will be an agreement between them.
I am also not pleased with the French tendency. They want to claim as far as Prar. Monsieur Chefneux can
perhaps settle it, for we have settled his matter and sent him about it. It is otherwise like escaping out of a hyena
den and falling into a hyena den.
As to Antonelli’s affair, take vengeance on him to my pleasure through a newspaper, if possible. We have sent
Monsieur Lagarde a ribbon of honour and a well-written letter. I forwarded the case of Moussaia to His Majesty.
His Majesty told me:
“Makwannen had already sent me word. He says that it is he [Moussaia] who reports to us the matters of the
English.” Hence, I do not think that they will separate from each other.
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News of our country: Ras Zawda rebelled, fought Ras Wale and Ras Mikael, was defeated and fled to the
Dervishes. Abba Gabal died. Negug Takla Haymanot fell ill and returned from Kafa, as his son, Rãs Bazzãbeh,
poisoned him. The priest who administered the poison was hanged.
We are told that the Tegroc received a thousand rifles from the Italians and made peace with them. Everything is
all right with us here.
An epidemic exterminated Ankobar and the highlands. We shall travel to Boru Meda on the 12 th day of
Hedar\fn{November 21} News of the arrest of Ras Zawde was reported on the 4th day of Hedar\fn{November 13}.
Ligaba Sarawitu\fn{A military liaison officer in the palace} sends his greetings and requests that you bring him with you
a fine velvet which has never before been seen in the land of Abyssinia for a Qamis. He said he would pay whatever
price you demand which he will prepare in advance. Do not forget it.
Bring me all the things Monsieur Chefneux will buy for me: 100 Winchester bullets, a good silver watch, an
horloge watch, a writing pad similar to what you had formerly given me, a small and a large pocket knives, a bale of
quality black tubit\fn{A strip of cloth, usually black, which is sewn ofer the colored stripe of the natala shawl during mourning; a black
band around the sleeve of a garment indicating that the wearer is in mourning} of cloth for Qamis and gown, two pairs of large
scissors, a small pair of scissors, four blades, black and white threads for a sewing-machine. I have planned
something, and let it be that you bring me with you an arrack-producing machine along with its aniseed extracts
even if it costs 100 Thalers. Today, fildwi\fn{Tanned, dyed goatskin used for binding books or making sword scabbards }and
samay Arab\fn{Probably Moroccan leather, in this case dyed in blue}are rare in Sawa and you should bring with you a lot of
them. Gawwe\fn{Red cotton sheeting, often used for covering masob backets}is also not to be found in the country. Various
types of silk have also disappeared. Buy also a good carpet. I am saying this, because I think all other things will be
depleted through begging.
Do not worry about your children and wife. They are all right. May God enable us to meet in safety.
Written in the city of Addis Ababã on the 4th day of Hedãr 1884 of the Year of Grace\fn{ November 13, 1891}
4
Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
How are you? We, thank God, are well. Your children, wife and household are all well.
Why have you not sent us a letter when you dispatched a letter to His Majesty. Have all the letters we sent not
reached you? We are very worried, as we have no news of you.
Cholera broke out in Sawa and ravaged many people. Many of the goods Monsieur Zimmermann had brought
were burnt. On account of the intensity of the epidemic, work could not begin, and we, having fled along with His
Majesty, are staying in Ankobar.
Enquire and let me know about the reason for Dr. Traversi’s mission and whether or not it has been a success.
Enquire after the activities of the Europeans in Massawa and let me know. Enquire after the friendship and
conflict between Antonelli and Dr. Traversi and let me know about it.
Send me news whether the affair of Monsieur Chefneux has been a success. In case he remains there, let it be
that you receive from him a thing he had promised to send me and a thing which Wayzaro Yawarqwuha had given
him and bring them along for me.
If you are not coming soon, send me a letter. I will send you all the news. Send me [information] about the
intentions of the French. The Russians, too, are participating in the mission and please do let me know what they
are doing. May God let us meet in the life of the flesh.
Written in the town of Ankobar on the 25th day of Genbot 1884 of the Year of Grace\fn{June 1, 1892}
5
Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Leg Gugsa [and] Leg Qetaq
My brothers, how have you spent the rainy season? I, thank God, am well. Many days have elapsed since I
have not had your letters. What could be wrong with me? May God enable us to meet each other again in this life.
Written in the town of Warraylu on the 27th day of Teqqemt 1888 of the Year of Grace\fn{November 6, 1895}
6
Sent by Grazmac Yosef. May it reach Monsieur Ilg [and] Monsieur Chefneux.
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How have you been indeed? I, under the protection of your guardian angel and by the grace of God, have
survived the war unscathed. Seventeen of my men have been killed. Many of my men have been wounded. Here
is my report of the war for you:
When His Majesty allowed the besieged Italians at Maqale to come out, saying that they were Christians and,
hence, should not perish through thirst, they came out of the fortress, spent the day taking out their belongings and
[they] spread out in the field. After they came out, there was none who would offer them water to drink without the
permission of His Majesty. His Majesty granted them permission and they drank. The people who intended to
occupy the land from Massawa to the Congo failed to find a mule to transport their belongings from Maqale to
Addi Grat and, hence, they begged His Majesty [for help], for His Majesty is gracious whenever he can. His
Majesty benignly availed them of 500 camels and mules—the camels and mules of traders and peasants in Endarta
for rent, supplemented by mules of the soldiers—which they loaded and they departed. Galliano, too, was given a
mule with a richly ornamented saddle which he took with him.\fn{ Galliano was Major-Colonel Giuseppe Galliano (18461896), who commanded the fortress at Maqale; he later joined the main Italian army at Adwa, where he was killed }
Seeing him [the Emperor] performing all these acts of generosity for his enemies, the whole army of His
Majesty became unhappy. If it were for a conscientious people that such a benign act was done, they would not
make a forced march and wage war, but would rather return to their home country after concluding an agreement
and friendship assuming that they would not succeed if they fought such a prudent sovereign. But our friends—
the Italians who are cleverer than all other Europeans—mistook His Majesty’s kind acts for fear, brought out
4,000 men from Europe and dedicated them to the eagles, as it is said, “Excessive sharpness cuts the scabbard;
excessive cleverness leads to death”. The Italian women whose children Monsieur Crispi\fn{ Francesco Crispi (18181901) Italian Prime Minister (1887-1891) } brought out from Europe and let them be killed for nothing on the African
soil, just like Herod who caused the destruction of 14,000 children in an attempt to find our Lord, should weep
bitterly, just as the prophet says, “A voice was heard, Rachel lamented her children.” As to His Majesty, he sent
them [word] saying,
“One who comes to occupy the country of someone else comes out into the open and fights; why should one
hide in a trench?”
As the fortress at Addi Grat was insufficient for them, they entrenched [themselves] at an Enteo mountain more
invincible than that of Maqale. When we came and camped at Farasmay, they went up to the stronghold and
camped there. The place where they camped was declivitous, unfit for foot or horses, [reachable] only with
cannons. They fortified the place day and night separating the artillery and infantry sections.
Having seen the invincibility of the place, His Majesty decided not to let his army be exterminated for nothing,
and assuming that they would come out into the open when he marched on Asmara,\fn{ The Eritrean capital} he
intended to march on Asmara, went down to Adwa and camped there. He divided the army in units and began to
make them pack their provisions.
But their [the Italians’] spies, who were paid 100 [or] 150 Thalers each and dispatched, were as many as our
soldiers. Nevertheless, none escaped. But His Majesty is gracious, and he kept in chains the people who deserved
death.
As what God intended is better than what man deliberated, He meant, “Let the road not hit you;\fn{ An Amharic
expression connoting a long and tiring journey} I will deliver you here. Having seen the army going to fetch provisions, a
maimed poor man of Adwã who sought money told them,
“The army is gone to fetch provisions; he is sitting alone. Whether you find him or miss him is today.”
Assuming that there was no tactician in our home as in theirs and giving ear to the advice of only one person, they
descended from the mountain and marched, as I have written to you earlier, arraying three generals with 42 cannons
in the forefront, and he himself\fn{ General Oreste Baratieri (1841-1901), Governor of Eritrea, and head of an army of 20,000
(elsewhere W says his army was 17,700); he had promised cheering crowds that he would bring Menelik back in a cage:W/H } in the rear at
the head of a generals army as well as the three Daggazmac divisions of Hamasen, Saraye and Akala Guzay, and
opened fire against the guards of His Majesty early in the morning at five o’clock.
When Menilek the lion girded with an iron belt heard this, he arrayed his whole army and came out. From the
direction of Maryam Sawito, Ras Mikae1, Ras Mangasa Yohannes, Wag seyyum Gwãngul and Daggac Walde
attacked the left wing. He [Menilek] dispatched Negus Takla Haymanot to the right wing in the direction of Abba
Garima. To the centre—His Majesty’s own front—were sent Fitawrari Gabayyahu,\fn{ A native of Sawa and the military
commander of Menilek II in the 1890s} Fitawrari Takle, Ras Makwannen, Daggac Basah, and the Tabanga Yaz.\fn{An army
contingent fully equipped with firearms and under the command of a Turk } Next to them were Ras Wale, Ras bitwaddad
Mangasa, Turk bassa Tammere and the Bdrud Bet.\fn{The name of a military contingent} Next was His Majesty who
marched against them [the Italians] having arrayed before him the Mãhal safari and advancing the banner and the
Nagarit.
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Let me tell you a new story which happened at a time when religion is being despised and trust in each other is
wanting, a thing which has never happened before, [a thing] which is not found in the Old [Testament] and the
Kings, which has not been written in the New [Testament] and [the works of] the kings of kings.
[Among] the mighty women who lived during the olden times—though Judith killed Holofernes, it was through
seduction by her beauty; though Esther saved her relations from the gallows, it was not through her strength, but
because Ahasuerus, the king of Babylon, admired her beauty. Not restricting herself to the activities of prudent
women, the new sun—she who is a product of our time, whose wisdom has shone from east to west, whose counsel
has been cherished—the heroine queen of Ethiopia, Empress Taytu, however, began to play the role of heroes. In
order to be an example to people who are devoid of love for a home country and religion, she went down on foot
having arrayed the artillerymen in the front and the riflemen on the left and the right, ordering the banner of the
Tabot of Zion to be carried, and making the metropolitan and the Tabot of St. Mary as well as the noble ladies and
the priests follow: Seeing to the cannons being loaded, she took up position, and as the position became a target
for cannon shots, she moved to a fortified position from where she had shots directed across and, hence, they were
defeated. This was the beginning of the victory. She also relieved the returning soldiers of their captives and sent
them back so that the battle front would not be too sparse. She also spent the day sending us the soldiers who had
been left behind to transport munitions. She also sent throughout the day water to the wounded so that they might
not die of thirst. Our father, too, spent the day advancing and sending back to the front the soldiers turning back
with captives, under the threat of excommunication.
Out of patriotism and being inspired by the determination of our queen, our soldiers pursued their enemies as
far as the Marab and fought them for three days. How extremely poor are the states which have no comforting
soldier-queen whose help surpasses her counsel, nor a soldier-king, a king of kings who fights ahead of his
people!
Rejoice Ethiopia! Rejoice Zion! Your children have washed themselves with their own blood for the sake of
their country and their religion.
Let us now return to our history. Thereafter, having caused the extermination of his army and having been
defeated, General Baratieri escaped on horseback together with a few [men] at 12 o’clock noon. We are told that he
arrived in Massawa on horseback on the morning of Tuesday. General Bartoni was taken captive. General
Arimondi,\fn{Giuseppe Edoardo Arimondi (1846-1896)} General Dabormida,\fn{Vittorio Dabormida (1842-1896)} General
Ellena,\fn{Giuseppe Ellena (b.1839); he was wounded in this battle but returned to Italy shortly thereafter } and Major Galliano died.
The Italians taken captive at DAdwã are about 2,000. I have earlier conveyed to Monsieur Mondon the number of
Italian officers taken captive in Italy.\fn{Obviously a mistake for Alage or Maqale} As to the Bassibuzuqoc,\fn{A regiment under
Ras Makwannen in Harar and which was trained by Egyptian and Turkish officers in the use of firearms and cannons } they fled at the
beginning of the battle saying,
“Though we have received their money, we shall not fight our country [and] our king.”
He [Menilek] had earlier amnestied the Bassibuzuq taken captive at Alage, and those of them found in [this]
victory have been severely punished.\fn{W says elsewhere that their right hands and left feet were amputated as punishment }
As to the Italian captives, they are kept properly—the officers according to their order of command and the
soldiers in accordance with their ranks—those in need being given clothes, and the wounded being treated by the
mobilized physicians, for His Majesty knows that they were forced to come through the haughtiness of one
person. Where are all those partisans of Crispi who used to campaign with the lead ink in Addis Ababa? Were it
not better to be present in a serious venue and avenge one’s grievances than weaning children from school!
However, lead\fn{The Amharic word refers to lead, pencil and bullet } ink never mixes with gold ink in harmony, and it has
been revealed today that it is not their place.
As to Ethiopia, she glorified herself exceedingly. Though it is her custom always to win victory, she had
striven as much as possible for reconciliation so that no Christian blood should be spilt. At the crucial time, the
priests who carry the cross and the women who hold the distaff fought for her more than those who possessed the
pen and the lead-ink.
There is also [another] amazing thing: we are told that Italy—the country of Constantine and Queen Helena—
had many sovereigns in the olden times. However it may have been destroyed and however it may be too recently
revived, has it no elders other than Crispi that it sent an army to destroy the old kingdom which has never been
crushed from the time of Negesta Azeb to the time of Menilek II? If he is the only one, should he not be brought
to justice? As he is the son of Nero, he should climb the Consutal[?] wall, put fire to the city of Rome, call singers
to him and sing.
A man named Major Salsa\fn{Tommaso Salsa (1857-1913) was shuttling before the battle claiming reconciliation.
After the army has been defeated and Baratieri has fled to Massawa, we see someone who has neither the skill of
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war nor of peace—one who escaped by flight from the Battle of Adwa—shuttling with the claim of making peace. We are
told, however, that His Majesty allegedly said:
“Anyone wishing peace should come to my capital city Addis Ababã and let me know.”
He sent both the envoy and the captives to Sawã.\fn{ General Baldissera eventually sent him a couple of times to the camp of Menilek II
to negotiate a peace treaty. He was subsequently replaced in this function and returned to Italy, to be promoted to colonel and general respectively}
The news that has come to us from Awsã is as follows:
Muhammad Anfali—drunk with the poison of Antonelli and Abdruhman—has hitherto lived as a rebel selling slaves via
Asab. Whenever His Majesty sent him words of advice, he gave friendly replies, but continued his rebellion until today. He
received a flag from the Italians and had it hoisted in Awsa, our country. One Captain Persico\fn{Salvatore Persico (18621895)} was stationed in Awsã at the head of 500 soldiers. The Italians had planned that when His Majesty went to Adwã, they
would seduce the Adal into rebellion, buy the Argobba with money and penetrate Ankobar from behind his back. His Majesty,
however, had perceived their intrigue and sent an expedition at the time he started out from Addis Ababa: Ras Walda Giyorgis,
Daggac Tasamma and Azzaz Walda Tadiq. When they arrived in Awsa, two sons of Muhammad Anfali fought for two days;
they were defeated and killed. 4,957 Adãl died. The number of the rest who fled and were drowned in the sea is unknown. A
great deal of rifles were captured. Many camels and cattle were also captured. Muhammad Anfali and Abdruhman fled and
escaped. They [the victors] hoisted the flag in the country, left watchmen behind and came back. The root of Crispi’s scheme
has been severed.
As to Captain Persico, he came round via Massawa and was killed at Alage.\fn{ There is a text note here: “From this
sentence onward, the calligraphy of the original varies, apparently more than one person having taken part in the writing.” I have thus excised the
remainder of the letter—which is in any case not very long and is mostly a casualty count with the names of Imperial warriors who sacrificed their
lives to preserve their country—in the interests of the linguistic puity for this Protocol sample. The letter is signed “Written in the Maqale camp on
the 23rd day of Maggabit 1888 of the Year of Grace” which is March 31, 1896:H}

260.108b Letters 1. to Alfred Ilg (April 12, 1892) 2. to Alfred Ilg (April 22, 1892) 3. to Alfred Ilg (May 8,
1892) 4. to Afawarq Gabra Iyyasus (November 8, 1895): Four Letters\fn{by Wayzaro Walatta Maryam (late 19th
century-after 1895)} Amhara Province?, Ethiopia (F) 1
1
May it reach my lord, Monsieur Ilg.
I pay my obeisance wishing that the Redeemer of the World give you health. How have you spent the rainy
season? We, thank God, are well. But we are yearning after you.
An epidemic has broken out in the country. However, it is not frightening. The letter you wrote me in Yakkatit
has reached me. I would be very happy if you could come for my sake soon. The administration of the household
is nearly killing me. The proxy you appointed over Abbu consumed the money you gave him for seeds and has
neither cultivated nor did he let others cultivate; when I required it of him, he retorted saying that he was not my
servant.
Furthermore, our proxy at Qazima sold our farm products and wasted our grain before usfn{ I.e., before us, or
bfore our very eyes} An opponent sued him and he lost the case. I evicted both of them. I handed over the things of
Count Salimbeni to Hakim Traversi.
Monsieur Ambasalal demanded all his cows. I gave him all.
Addis Ababa, the capital of His Majesty, burnt down.\fn{ This seems to be a reference to a fire in the royal enclosure there
where fire destroyed all the buildings, except the chapel:H }
As to the epidemic, forget us not. The strong coughing disease\fn{ Note: “Bronchitis, pulmonary tuberculosis or
other infections accompanied by coughing were popularly referred to by this term.” } killed Rahmato. Some of the tenants
of Aybamba are gone into exile; others died of famine. The few that remained are incapable of working. That
which has been ploughed with our oxen is unblessed.\fn{ I.e., useless} Locusts and grasshoppers devoured it. So
far, however, we are not stricken by famine. Nothing will be lacking; we only pray that He may bring you here
safely for us. May God enable us to meet again in life.
Written in the town of Entotto on the 5th of Miyazya\fn{April 12, 1892} says Wayzaro Walatta Maryam.
2
May it reach the master, Monsieur Ilg. I pay my obeisance wishing that the Redeemer of the World give you
health.
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How have you indeed been? We, by the grace of God and under the protection of your guardian angel, are well
so far.
I am very sad that your letters are wanting; I am shocked. And now, the epidemic of our country is becoming
fiercer. Seeing the fear of the people, it seems to us that we will not be spared either.
However, God is gracious; He knows. May God enable us to meet eye to eye in life. Says Walatta Mãryãm.
Written in the town of Entotto, on the 15th day after the month of Miyazya began.\fn{April 22, 1892}
3
May it reach the master, Monsieur Ilg. I pay my obeisance wishing that the Redeemer of the World give you
health.
How have you indeed been? How have you spent the rainy season? We, by the grace of God and under the
protection of your guardian angel, are well.
The epidemic has subsided. His Majesty fled to Ankobar. After his flight, Entotto became healthier. The
epidemic, too, fled with him. Where they went, however, it exterminates [people].
Now only you are as far from us as the sky. We thirst for you sas we would for water. Longing! And now I pray
the Lord so that He may enable us to meet again in life.
Written in the town of Entotto on the 1st of Genbot.\fn{May 8, 1892} Says Walatta Maryam.
4
Sent by Wayzaro Walatta Maryam. May it reach my brother, my friend, Ato Afawarq.
How have you indeed been since we parted [and] throughout the rainy season? My brother, we are doing fine.
The letter written in Pagumen has reached me. May God reward you on my behalf.
Tasamma is still ill. I took him to the holy waters\fn{ I.e., the healing waters of a church or monastery; people undertake pilgrimages to immerse themselves in the springs for seven or fourteen days } and sojourned there throughout the
rainy season. Once again I will be taking him [there].
Do not forget me these days. I am worried. Your estates, animals and plot have all been seized. Meanwhile we
are in trouble. I had sent [you] a letter in Maskaram. No reply came to me.
And now let God enable us meet each other again.
Written in the city of Addis Ababa on the 29th day after the month of Teqqemt began.\fn{November 8, 1895}
260.109 A Letter from Balaynas to Afawarq Gabra Iyyasus\fn{by Balaynas (late 19th century-after 1895)} Sawa?,
Ethiopia (F) -1
May it reach my lord, Ato Afawarq.
My lord, I pay my obeisance many times wishing that the Redeemer of the World give you health. How have
you been throughout the rainy season? I, thank God, am well.
The letter written in Pagumen has reached me. May God reward you on my behalf.
The reason why the Mamber did not write [to you] is because he is ill. He has been ill throughout the rainy season.
Besides, he is in Bulga. Bulga, together with its cattle and grain, has been impounded.\fn{ Note: “This and the next
sentence probably refer particularly to the possessions of Afawarq rather than to the regions as a whole.” } Claiming that His
Majesty has given it to him, Ras Darge seized Goggam together with its grain.
His Majesty has gone on an expedition in the direction of Warraylu.
… were arrested in Maskaram.\fn{The name of the persons arrested are apparently missing. “Maskaram” refers to the
period from 10 September to 9 October 1895}
While Ato Abta Wald and Eroba were testing a pistol, Eroba shot and hit Abta Wald, and Abta Wald died.\fn { Note:
“Both were in the service of Ilg since as early as the 1880s and they accompanied him to the coast several times.” } Other-wise,
we are all right. Says Balãyna.\fn{ She was the daughter of Alfred Ilg by his Ethiopian wife:H }
Alaqa Tasamma died.\fn{It is likely that this person was the same as the sick one by the same name mentioned by Walatta
Maryam in her letter of November 8, 1895, to Afawarq Iyyasus}
260.108a A Letter from Yasimmabet Ali to Alfred Ilg\fn{by Yasimmabet or Yasi Emmabet (fl. late 19th century-d.c.1901)}
Wello Province?, Ethiopia (M) -1
Sent by Wayzaro Yasimmabet. May it reach Monsieur Ilg.
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How have you been, my brother? I, thank God, am well.\fn{ She was the wife of Ras Makwannen and mother to his
youngest chid: Tafari, later Emperor Hayla Sellase I. She died, W says, in the infancy of her son; but I have been unable to discover exactly
in which year.H}
Your letter has reached me. Through [the help of] your guardian angel, I gave birth safely. However, I am worrying, as I have no news of the Daggazma.\fn{ Note: “Daggazmac (later Ras) Makwannen was sent as an envoy to Italy in the
summer of 1889 from where he returned via Massawa at the end of the year and met the Emperor in Maqale. It took him a long time to
return to Harar. His wife was apparently not informed for a time that he had already returned from abroad.” }I have now facilitated

and handed out on your behalf the Thalers allotted to you.
May God enable us to meet in life.
Written on the 21st day of Tahsas\fn{29 December 1889}
259.85 An Ethiopian’s Voyage To Italy At The End Of The 19th Century\fn{by Däbtära Fesseha Giyorgis Abiyäzgi
(before 1890-1931)} Yeha, Mehakelegnaw Zone, Tigrai Province, Ethiopia (M) 4½
On 30th June 1890, Count Antonelli, accompanied by an officer, met me in the palace precincts at Massawa,
and left for Assab. He had three Showan servants accompanying him who also boarded the ship with him. The
gentleman ato Gäbrä Sellassé, whom Emperor Menelik had sent to bring from Assab to Shoa canons, rifles and
tens of thousands of bullets, also boarded the ship. The two Shoan servants of Count Antonelli were to go to their
country by way of Zeila. As for Dagne, he was to go with him to Italy.
The reason why I stayed, separated from them, in Massawa was so that I would keep watch over the horse and
mule Menelik had given him\fn{ Antonelli} as well as over the horse ras Alula had given him. They were to be
taken to Italy, straight from Massawa to Naples. On this account I spent seven days waiting for the arrival of the
warship called Folta.
When the ship arrived and departure became imminent, the officer I had met earlier had called me. He spoke to
me about the voyage, and said that I was going to give the horses grass fodder and water from time to time. I said
that I had never, up to this day, done stable work, and that I would not have gotten into all this situation, had I
known that when Count Antonelli was here, and that he himself would not have entertained the idea of me doing
stable work. He smiled, and said that I was only to keep an eye on them, and that there were others who would
give them grass fodder and water. I replied to him that I would not be unequal to the task of keeping watch, and
that it was for that very reason that I stayed behind.
We made an appointment for one hour of departure. Then, I took leave and went my way. Aha! wait a minute!
Before I left, he said,
“Here! Take this piece of paper and give it to any naval officer you come across on entering the ship” and gave
it to me.
After that, I bade farewell to my friends and acquaintances. Some of them mocked me and other said that I had
triumphed. As for myself, since I had decided on my voyage, I did not respond to people’s comments or mind it.
When it got to be towards evening, I rose to enter the ship as per order of the major who was my protectorguardian. Some of my friends came up to the shore to see me off and we bade each other farewell. When it
became final my body sort of trembled. Two of my friends immediately began to shed tears. In the late afternoon,
we kissed each other anew, and I boarded a boat.
Until I boarded the ship, they were on the shore seeing me from afar. Now and then, until I got into the ship, I
also did not stop from turning my face toward them and taking glances. On entering the ship I waved to them with
a white handkerchief, and they went their way with a heavy heart. After that I did not get out of the ship.
At that time, many soldiers returning to Italy from Africa were boarding the ship. Their superiors brought in
their luggage, took their sleeping rooms, and returned to Massawa. The rest of us, however, spent the night there.
*
The following morning, on the 7th of July, 1890, after mid-day, those superiors who had not spent the previous
night on the ship came in; and as its departure was getting close, it started to sound\fn{ Its siren} as a signal. At
around 1:30 p.m., all passengers boarded the ship. On the 7 th of July, 1890, at 2:00 p.m., we started from Massawa
to Italy.
Before that time, my longest voyage was from Massawa to Dikhona, and if not that, from Massawa to Gar or
Seraya;\fn{These are small islands just off the coast of Massawa } apart from this, I had not voyaged on the sea further.
Other than this, it is a grave matter to leave your land and your people and to go alone to an alien country.
Although it becomes a simple matter later, at the beginning, when you think deeply, your heart lacks ease and
repose.
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Other than myself, there was no other Ethiopian. But then, there was one shanquilla,\fn{Personal companion?; there
is a further reference to this person, indicating that he had made out of such an employment a profession of sorts: H } around 19 years
old, employed by a rich person, who had come. He knew how to speak Italian a little, and so he chatted with the
soldiers. And with me, he spoke in Arabic now and then.
As for me I did not listen to a word of Italian. From then on, I started to study a few words from the soldiers.
They were competing with each other, saying,
“I will teach him! I will teach him!” For this reason I did not experience loneliness.
Other than this, as ras Makonen and his entourage traveled back and forth to Italy on this ship, there were
sailors on this ship who knew them. They would come and chat with me; they would also take me up to the deck.
There was especially one sergeant who would take time to chat with me in French. He oriented me to the customs
of the country saying,
“Do this or that when you enter Italy.”
*
At noon, on the third day of our departure from Massawa, we saw two ships from afar to the East. In the night,
whether they were the same ones or others, we saw ships anew. Before everybody else, I think the captain of the
ship saw them first.
Then they dropped down the anchor and stopped the ship. All the soldiers got ready with arms. Those who had
to climb on the pole of the mast did so. Those who handled artillery stood by their artillery.
Then I started to ponder. I was not afraid of death, but if they were to shoot at each other, and I was to be a
sacrificial sheep to the fish without putting up a fight and die! … the thought of that bothered me.
From a distance, they started to signal each other by light signals that were known to them. After staying put
thus for about half an hour, we resumed our voyage. Then they asked me whether I was afraid. I replied to them,
“Just like you!” Some of those who had been to Africa said,
“When were the Abyssinians ever afraid?”
*
From the moment of our departure from Massawa until we entered Suez, the sea was as flat as a sätäta\fn{A
injera basket that is flat} and it was calm. On may part, I am not familiar with the character of the sea; it was those
with experience who were admiring the calmess of the sea. Before I left Massawa, they were giving me advice
and counsel that the sea is bad and that it makes you vomit, and yet until I reached Suez I did not feel any
discomfort. I then started wondering where it all was and what the point of all that advice was, and so I dismissed
it lightly.
On our arriving at Suez, I began to see a different world. Prior to that, apart from seeing mountain peaks now
and then from afar, we did not see anything other than the sea and the sky. As it was, in Suez, we did not descend
from the ship to the shore and rested only for half an hour, and there was no time.
Then via the Suez Canal, we headed for Port Said. As the Suez Canal is crossed slowly, Egyptians, saying
“Bakshish! Bakshish!”\fn{Present, as in “spare change”:H} ran along the shore. Some of the soldiers would throw broken pieces of biscuits to them. However, some of them, without reaching them, would drop into the middle of the
sea.
From Suez, we left at mid-morning, and we entered Port Said in the night. They let down the anchor for the
ship, and it stood there up till mid-morning. They bought much coal.
At that time, Arabs, Egyptians and Greeks on boats brought goods and fruits to sell. And all around the ship,
like a monkey who is denied water, they would look up and say
“Buy! Buy!”
“Here a good fruit!”
“Here a fine product!” They would show their products thus, and ride their boats.
Although some of the soldiers poured water on them from bowls, they did not mind it at all, presumably from
being used to it. Italy, being a country of fruits, and the countries they had been in, being without fruits, all the
Italians in the ship who came from Africa began to buy, having found those that grow in their country. At the same
time, it appeared to the soldiers as if they had just about entered their country. From the greatness of their joy,
their faces appeared flushed like those of ripe melo.\fn{An edible reddish-yellow berry}
*
When it reached noon we left Port Said. It was our fifth day from the time of our departure from Massawa.
After a little distance, we were to voyage on the Roman Sea in place of the Red Sea.\fn{ Indeed, the Romans called the
Mediterranean Mare Nostrum, “our sea”: H} And lo! the horses of the waves began to rise, and to pile up like a hill, and
the ship was beaten up and down and sometimes swung sideways like the handle of a spear. Alas! The deck of the
ship was sprayed with sea water.
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After that, our stomachs turned and everyone, including the sailors, began to throw up. From everybody else, it
was worse with me. After the sun set the ship sometimes was beaten from both sides, and at other times it rose
and sank and whirled and bowed, and so the sky along with the stars appeared to me to be swaying. The sailors
said to me that such a storm was not seen often and that it was amazing how it fell.
On the third day it calmed a little. As for me, nothing could get into my mouth. Even more, if the smell of food
entered my nostrils, it caused me to throw up, although nothing would come out. Of the sailors, some asked me
when I was going to die. They said this to me out of concern that I might not die of starvation.
On the fourth day of our departure from Port Said, the storm calmed completely. As for myself, until we
reached Naples, except for an occasional cup of Marsala,\fn{ An Italian wine} I did not let anything into my stomach.
As for the shanquilla, however, since when he was in Massawa he was voyaging back and forth to Aden and
Jeddah in big ships, except for that day when we left Port Said, and he was completely healthy. Nevertheless he
wanted to force me to eat. It was not only him; others also said as much to me.
*
On the tenth day of our departure from Massawa, as we approached Naples, the sun was very low. On their
pointing out Naples to me from a distance, the seasickness immediately left me. Then, in order to see settlements,
we looked to our right and left in expectation. As some officers and sailors were competing to show me settlements, we reached the dock for ships.
It was sunset and the anchor was dropped. There and then, people started to descend from the ship and head for
the city. In the same sweep, those favored by time, without returning, passed the night in the city; some of the
others, however, returned to the ship after some time.
As for me, I did not move out of the ship. Nevertheless, of those who had been in Africa, Captain Mikael de
Bernadis and the basha bezuq officer\fn{Probably a reference to an Italian army officer, the author whimsically using his approximation of a Turkish term (bash´i-ba`zouk) describing their irregular footsoldiers:H } who had been in Keren, whose name I have
forgotten, told the catering officers to give me whatever food I fancied, emphasizing that I had had seasickness
and that I had not even as much as tasted food. Although I did not feel estranged, they encouraged me and went
down to the city.
After that the lights were switched on in the city. On top of that, the moonlight was luminous. Although prior
to this, I had much heard news of the beauty and the completeness of the development of European countries,
when on that night I was on the ship and looked at Naples, decked and decorated with lights, it became to me just
like when Queen Makeda,\fn{ Of Sheba, in the Bible:H} seeing Jereusalem, said that what she was seeing was more
than what she had heard.
*
On the morrow, all passengers, carrying their luggage or having them carried, began to go down to the city. At
first they looked at the two horses and the mule. Then, they came up to me, asked me questions, and took me
down with them. They put collars on the horses and the mule and pulled them down. The two kind captains who
had been in Africa and who we mentioned earlier came to me after I descended from the ship, asked about my
condition and bade me farewell, speaking to me about good things and saying they were going to their respective
homes.
As for me, after descending from the ship, I stayed for a long while at the gate. Then, the Neapolitan lieutenant
came and took the pack animals away, entrusting them to soldiers. He took me along with him and sat me on a
chariot and took me to a place in Naples where sailors who travel back and forth to Africa are accommodated.
After that, after we got in, he lodged me in a house together with two officers. As the two captains of whom we
spoke earlier had talked to the lieutenant about me, he took me to a restaurant there, and then I ate up to my fill. In
any case, they received me well. When I was in the ship, however, as in this world completeness is not found, and
in spite of all the other Italians caring for me so much, a captain who was a subordinate of the colonel,
presumably perhaps because I lacked grace in his eyes, would look at me with the white of his eyes turned up.
*
When it got to be day, my protector-guardian lieutenant gave me a soldier for companion and I spent the day
touring Naples. By chance, we met an Egyptian. Except for the turban on his head, all his clothes were as fine as
those of European gentlemen. He was also tall and well built.
He asked me about my country and I told him. Then we became like relatives and he went around with us till
evening. In the end he went to his business and we went back to our house. When we parted, we appeared like old
friends.
While I was going around and touring Naples, the impressions made on me are difficult to tell. It is an open
question whether he, who starting from Ethiopia dropped suddenly in a big European city, would not wonder
whether he was in heaven or on earth. Nonetheless, especially a son of central Tigrai is so sharp that there is
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nothing that will be uphill to him. In Naples, I stayed three days as though it were one day. On my third day, in the
afternoon, they gave me a soldier to see me off and I boarded a train and they sent me in the direction of Rome.
As for the two horses, they were left behind in Naples, while the mule came with me.
*
Between Naples and Rome there is a small town Cecano; its chief is the brother of Count Pe Antonelli. His
name is Pa Antonelli. For this reason, as Count Pe Antonelli had sent a message to Naples to take me to the
residence of his brother Count Pa Antonelli, they took my companion and myself down from the train when we
arrived at Cecano. As it was night time we rested there\fn{ At the station} until dawn.
At dawn, as they led us to the residence of Pa Antonelli, we met him en route as he was leaving his house
mounted on a horse. Since he had already received news of my coming, he recognized me quickly. The people of
this country, especially the gentlemen, have sweet tongue, and after speaking good things, he sent me to his house
with an additional companion. He himself did not stay long; he attended to his business and returned quickly.
He played a good host to us; we stayed there for three days. In those three days, I visited the city and the farms.
Their trees bear fruit and they are planted in a wonderful and orderly manner. You should not see this land during
their winter; it is green in the spring and summer. The trees are tall and slender and planted in orderly fashion. On
one side, there were women threshing grain, and on the other side, there were men piling up hay. Apart from this,
as I was wearing Ethiopian-cut trousers, both children and adults flocked to see me. As I found their manner and
dress different, I saw them with curiosity on my part as well. However, I was not as amazed at them as they were
at me.
On our third day, towards late afternoon, Count Pa Antonelli assigned a person to see us off to the station: my
soldier companion to return to Naples and I to go to Rome. Aha! wait a minute! He asked whether I would be
afraid to go to Rome alone, and he said that if it were so he could give me a companion. I said to him,
“Thanks, I am not afraid.”
*
When we reached the station, I got into the train going to Rome, bade farewell to the one who saw me off, and
started for Rome, where I arrived towards evening. Then a person who was waiting for me at the station put me
on a chariot which took us to the compound of the residence of Count Antonelli.
Dagne waited for me there. On seeing me he was very happy. On my part too, I was as happy, if not more so
than him.
Although I had marveled at seeing Naples, it became even more of a marvel to me when I saw Rome. The
compound in which Count Antonelli resided was called “Albergo”; it means a hotel. The owners were sociable.
Dagne and I would seat in the dining room side by side. As people like us were like curiosities then, they, wishing
to know about all conditions in Ethiopia, asked us any question they fancied.
These people looked upon Ethiopia much like Ethiopian highlanders looked upon other Africans surrounding
them. When I heard of this cultural attitude, it became new to me and I marveled. If you ponder over it, however,
it is true. In Ethiopia, he who can write his name is an accomplished person.
In the albergo I stayed for forty-one days with Count Antonelli. After that, however, I came under the wings of
a representative of the Foreign Ministry. A native of India Aba Gärima,\fn{ A village near Adwa in Tigrai} brought up in
Amhara country, by the name of Mäsfen, was already there. In his language, he appeared to be Amharan and not
Tigrean. After that, as the point of my coming was to live in the Ministry we mentioned above, I took my
accommodation there.
*
When an Ethiopian comes to Europe and sees its beauty, goodness and glamour, that which impresses his
whole being can not be told. He marvels when he sees the lights at night shining like the sun at day while people
tarry back and forth. He admires, saying,
“What a country!”
He even goes as far as saying that God created this people himself and not others. Wherever he goes, he sees
and hears only new things, things he did not see or hear before in his country.
He compares his country with this country and finds his own country inferior in all aspects. He sinks in the
urge and concern to speak in the language of the country. However stutteringly, he speaks in the language. He also
acts only in the manner he has heard and seen. He is always happy.
Nevertheless, this is only so at the beginning, before he distinguishes the red from the black. Dagne, who we
mentioned earlier, had been to Rome six times. At one time, he had stayed for a consecutive period of ten months.
Then he said to me,
“This country is likable at first. However later, when you know the language and its nuances and get to know
the people very well, its glamour wears off.”
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Dagne’s speaking this was not true; it is just that he was homesick. Apart from this, there is no country which
does not have vulgar and impertinent persons, and Dagne’s social milieu was that of vulgar servants. On top of his
nostalgia, it is possible that they slandered him with insults like “You cannibal!” or some such insult. Even then,
you take into account the behaviour of the rich gentlemen, and should not consider that of the riffraff.
*
Those of us who came from Central Tigrai were three. The first was called Zäkareys and he was from Aksum.
He spent twelve years in the Propaganda Fide school and studied Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Italian and French there.
On ordination to the priesthood, he was ordered to return to Ethiopia with Abunä Ya’eqob. Let alone speaking of
the charm of the place wearing off, he died eulogizing it like a bard. I myself used to hear this from his own
mouth in Aksum. Recollection of that made it my heart’s chief happiness.
As for Abreha and myself, it has been four years and five months since we started living in this country. And
even though, now and then, the longing for our country and our relations springs in us from some natural whim,
we grow fond of this country and its people as the days pass.
Other than this, that which most pleased me was its smooth comfort. At this time, in Ethiopia, it was a situation
of dog-eat-dog. Wherever you passed, you heard crying and wailing. On the road, you came across corpses dead
from starvation and disease, or across people imminently near death.\fn{ Note: Dähtära Fesseh Giyorgis left Ethiopia at the
time of the Great Famine of 1889-92, a famine caused by the spread of an hithertro unknown cattle disease, rinderpest. Farmers could not
plow because of lack of oxen} It was a marvel if you went out of your house and came back safe and well. Thus, for a

person who went out of such a country and came to this land of peace and paradise, this change makes quite an
impression on his being.
261.37 Excerpt from The Chronicle Of Abeto Iyasu\fn{by Aleqa Gebre-Igziabiher Elyas (1892-1969)} Intotto (“the
mountain above Addis Ababa where Menilek II had his capital before he transferred it to the present site”),
Oromia Region, Ethiopia (M) 15
In 1901 E.C.\fn{According to the Ethiopian Calendar; i.e., 1908 or 1909, according to the Gregorian calendar:H }, in the Year of
Matthew, behold, when he\fn{Menilek II} rose to further the progress of civilization, as written above, the sickness
of his flesh became an obstacle on his way and it troubled him. As David, when he was alive, made nominated his
son Solomon king and told him, “I go to where my fathers went”, and he ordered him, “Be strong and a man”, so
also Menilek II, in order to make his grandson Iyasu Heir to the Throne, called all the people of Ethiopia, the
notables and princes, the rural aristocrat, and elders, the educated men and the great church leaders—in general
from the highest people to the lowest—and he said thus:
“Let the God of Ethiopia be praised, He who, while I am still alive, gave me Iyasu\fn{ He was actually the son of
Menilek’s daughter Shewa-Regga and Ras Mikael } to sit on my throne after me.”\fn{ In his preface, the modern editor of this work
has said that he “may have exaggerated the use of square and round brackets and alternative translations. My linguistic interest is to blame
for such pedantry.” I have retained only such of these as were strictly necessary to an understanding of the text in its English format; but
there were so many of them that it was correspondingly difficult at times to decide which to retain (to render the English understandable)
and which to excise (in order to best preserve as far as possible the original edition). I hope I have done it well; but three things I myself
have contributed. (1) I have throughout substituted “Abuna” for “Archbishop” (which I think is foreign to the Ethiopian Church as a
religious designation for the head of their Church; (2) I have retained the chronic use of pronouns by the original author where it seems
unnecessary to footnote who it is that is being referred to; and (3) while regaining the editor’s broad internal subdivisions into chapters, I
have made the flow of the text itself to read in a modern sense, so that it will be far more comprehensible to a modern audience (though, of
course, being faithful to the original wording of that text):H }

After saying this, he made him him known to the people. As prescribed by Ethiopian law, he advised and
taught him to follow the law of God and His precepts as written in the Gospel, and he told him that he must understand what to do and where to go. So that he should not deviate from these words of advice, he put him under
threat of excommunication by Matewos\fn{ Matewos X, Abuna of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (1886-1926) } and the
Icchege. So that the notables and soldiers should not betray Lijj Iyasu, he cursed them with a heavy curse,\fn{ I.e.
they would be cursed if they betrayed Iyasu } and he threatened them with excommunica-tion by bishop Matewos. It had
no foundation in the previous civilization of our country to appoint an Heir to the Throne.\fn{ I.e., when a ruler was
still alive} But the people had previously elected from the king’s sons the one in whom they saw most wisdom and
beauty, or one anointed by God became king.\fn{ I.e., a charismatic leader. “Ethiopians would count the Zagwe Dynasty,
Tewodros II, and John IV among such “illegitimate” but “charismatic” rulers } But still the notables and the edu-cated said:
“We will accept your son\fn{Actually, of course, his grandson} whom you gave us to sit on your throne after you.
May God, the Lord of Hosts, make him for us a balance of justice, a defender of the faith, the pride of the country,
the hope of the people.”
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After they had thus blessed him, Emperor Menilek II escorted him and had him escorted, and he led the new
Heir to the Throne, Lijj Iyasu, to the Palace and made a grand banquet for him, and there was great joy. And so
that the people of Ethiopia, from one end to the other—who could not all gather for the ceremony—should know
and accept the Heir to the Throne, the drums\fn{ Used to announce a royal proclamation } were taken out and a proclamation made. And because this appointment of an Heir to the Throne\fn{ By a living ruler} was not usual and known
law before Menilek II, the people were very surprised.
In 1909 Emperor Menilek appointed Ras Tesemma to be Ras Bitwedded and made him guardian for Lijj Iyasu.
And so that this one should supervise Lijj Iyasu properly, he made him take a solemn oath. Since the Royal
Chronicle explains that Emperor Menilek II made better laws than all the previous kings, I abstain from recording
all in detail again. But because the people understood that what he had done in Ethiopia and planned to do for
Ethiopia in the future was to advance civilization—that was so glorious as to make his life something to be proud
of and because they remembered this—his spirit of kindness together with his good works—they were very sad
about his sickness. About this, a poet said thus:
The death of Menilek is our death,
and when he is sick, we are all sick.

However, Menilek II was not uprooted by sudden death, but while working uninterruptedly at his
administration, and while enduring patiently his severe sickness, his tongue was stopped from talking. But even
during this time, he examined the memoranda that the ministers advised and expressed his wish in writing, and
thus he pleased the people. But those who said, “We are participants in his glory”, tired him out by intriguing with
satanic devices\fn{Or: demonic wisdom} for fame for their own benefit.
After this, his wife, Empress Taitu, taking the work of governing in her hands, started to appoint and reward, to
supply weapons, to gather soldiers, and by giving banquets for the soldiers to unite and mobilize them around her.
She embraced her relatives and brothers, the family of Dejjazmach Ayyalew Birru,\fn{ A distsant relation to the Empress
Taitu} the family of Dejjazmach Gessese,\fn{ Gessese Wekle-Hanna was the son of Taitu’s sister, Desta } and she made
Dejjazmach Admasu\fn{Admasu Birru was the brother of Ayyalew Birru } head of the army. She did this because there was
a previous prophecy saying, “After Menilek, a queen shall rule in Ethiopia”, and she stirred up her spirit, saying,
“I shall be the one to inherit the throne of my husband and to rule. Who shall snatch the throne of my husband
from me?”
But this ambition of hers, which was not granted by God, seems to have the same basis as the ambition of
Adonijah. That is, it says in 1 Kings 1, verse 5, that Adonijah, the son of Haggith, rose up and said, “I shall be
king”, and he selected 50 chariots with charioteers and 50 men to run before him. But it was Solomon, who was
patiently hoping for the will of God and the blessing of his father, who was granted to sit on his father’s throne.
During this time, the heart of Ras Bitwedded Tesemma was in doubt. And so the Minister of War,\fn{ There was
no Prime Minister in those days, and the Minister of War was the Chief Minister } Fitawrari Habte-Giorgis, went to Ras Bitwedded and said:
“You who are the guardian of Lijj Iyasu, what are you going to do to protect him? Empress Taitu has already
been crowned Empress of Ethiopia in her own heart. Tomorrow I and you shall travel to jail. Then, what are you
looking for to happen?”
Saying this he ended his speech. And Ras Bitwedded Tesemma replied saying thus:
“If I have been patient until now, it is not because I have not discovered the plan of Empress Taitu. I was
thinking that we should come to an understanding.”
After this, they gathered all the nobles and made a conspiracy against Empress Taitu, and they stopped her
from the work of governing.
Empress Taitu’s brothers and relatives, such as the family of Dejjazmach Ayyalew, took counsel with their
troops. A demonic plan inspired them to raise a riot and to spill each other’s blood in the city and they said.
“We do not accept the plan or order of Ras Bitwedded Tesemma.”
And if he summons them, they refused to come. As it is said, “The one who has deliberately hidden himself
does not reply when he is summoned”; so they started to sing war songs\fn{ In preparation for war} while they were in
their respective compounds and while they were gathering their troops. And the soldiers and loyal followers of
Ras Bitwedded Tesemma began to boast saying:
“We shall arrest them and bring them here.” But Abba Mechal\fn{ “Abba Mechal” was the War Minister’s nom-deguerre, his assumed name, under which he fought, or transacted business} said and gave the order after he had heard all:
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“Leave them. This is child’s work. When children become hungry they now come by themselves, weeping. Do
not stir up a riot. Encircle them at a distance and catch one\fn{ I.e., each one} who comes to draw water or to buy
grain. And set guards at each gate so that the Empress shall not send them provisions.”
And because this order of the Minister of War was a strict one, they abandoned their quarrel and were reconciled and surrendered. They accepted their sentence to go to prison. And Ras Bitwedded Tesemma became Regent
with full powers and pleased by doing the work of governing carefully and diligently.
But most of the work of Lijj Iyasu was to spend his time in horse-riding, swimming, playing chess, playing the
harp, spear-throwing, target-shooting.
*
Iyasu Abba Tena\fn{Lijj Iyasu’s nom-de-guerre} was, on his father’s side, the son of King Mikael, the ruler of
Wello, and, on his mother’s side, the grandson of Emperor Menilek and the son of Weyzem Shewaregga/ShewaRegga Menilek. He was born on 27 Tirr 18--E.C..\fn{14 February 18--.\fn{ The year is not given, but he was born in 1895
or (probably) 1896.} From his childhood, he practised swimming, horse-riding, spear-throwing from horseback,
chess playing, harp playing, and the study of Amharic; he thus grew up receiving an honourable upbringing and
noble breeding.
And as Emperor Menilek had no son, he hoped that “Lijj Iyasu will inherit my throne”. And while he had
previously designated Lijj Iyasu’s [elder] brother, Dejjazmach Wessen-Segged, as Heir to the Throne, he died
already in his young manhood. Therefore, on 1901 E.C.\fn{ 1908 or 1909; the exact date is not given } when he was
twelve years old, he became Heir to the Throne.
Before Lijj Iyasu had matured in wisdom and intellect, before he had learned any foreign language or history,
when he was still a child, he\fn{Menilek II} burdened him with the responsibility for very heavy and difficult governmental work, so that his neck did not became firm and he was like a small child who walked a little but
unsteadily.
After the old man, Ras Bitwedded Tesemma, had carried on his shoulders the burden of helping Lijj Iyasu, as
he had been ordered, for about two years, he was exhausted by the heaviness of the burden, and he died on 2
Miyazya 1903 E.C.\fn{10 April 1911} leaving the burden to Lijj Iyasu alone.
If Lijj Iyasu had taken and followed as his example the wise Solomon—as a distant example—or his grandfather, Menilek II—as a recent example, his progress would have been suitable for history, a chronicle and not
boring for the listener.
Behold, as Solomon inherited his father David’s throne when he was twelve years old and since he\fn{ Solomon}
understood that his childish mind was not balanced, he prayed to God saying, “Give me a deep mind and full
manhood to govern the people of Israel”, and his prayer was heard.\fn{ I Kings 3:7-9} He gave him wisdom and a
discerning heart mind. And his kingdom descended forever, passing from generation to generation in different
lines, and reached until Lijj Iyasu. Behold, his historical achievements are also told in the Holy Book.
But Lijj Iyasu, without following the high spiritual example of Solomon, the root\fn{ I.e., the first person in his royal
line}, nor the very recent example of Menilek II, and not being guided by these nor examining them, nor heeding
the political depths or finesses, nor basing his work on it, but making his steps\fn{ I.e., his actions} strong\fn{I.e. obstinate, incorrigible} he started to proceed hurriedly, and he began his work on a bridge that was not strong.
*
Now then, let us return to the previous work; on … in that same year, 1901 E.C.\fn{ 1908 or 1909 G.C.}, Abba
Tena Iyasu appointed Ras Abate, the Wagshum, to the governorship of Tigray and sent him to Tigray with much
honour. But before he arrived in Tigray, as he reached Korem, the ruler of Tigray, Dejjazmach Abriha, son of the
great Ras Araya,\fn{Ras Araya Yohannis, the son of the former Emperor John IV} mobilized his troops and said,
“I, Abriha Abba Zinam,\fn{“Abba Zinam” or “Abba Zinab” was Abriha’s nom-de-guerre} will not be ruled by Abate; you
who are my relatives and people, follow me. O courageous people of Tigray, the silver and gold, the slaves of the
Wollamo and Gudella and Galla tribes who are coming with Abate and his soldiers—as carriers of skin water
containers, bearers of skin sacks with grain, carriers of clay pots\fn{ For beer and mead}—these have come to your
door; the slave you capture—sell him, exchange him, or make him your slave and be his master, but if you capture
an Amhara, take his weapon, take his money and gold and silver and set him free.” He made this procla-mation
and then started to fight.
Abate Abba Yitref\fn{“Abba Yitref” was Abate’s nom-de-guerre} was a brave man who was famous already in his
youth, when Emperor Menilek fought the Italians—when he\fn{ Abate} hit the cannon of the Italian gunners with
cannon-balls and thus broke their cannon and killed the gunners; and he said: “Danyaw’s\fn{ “Abba Danyaw” was
Menilek’s nom-de-guerre} slave, the farmer of war, is not defeated by hearing of the coming of Abriha”; then he
aimed his machine gun and felled Dejjazmach Abriha’s soldiers like leaves hit by a whirlwind; and those who
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came thinking that they would find silver and gold, slaves and animals—the revolt of Tigray—lost hope, and in
the victory he captured Dejjazmach Abriha and came to Shewa.
At the time when he entered Addis Ababa\fn{The word is spelt “Abeba” in this text, but I have substituted the more familiar
spelling:H} after he had caught and captured Dejjazmach Abriha, Lijj Iyasu, together with his officials, was sitting
on his grandfather’s throne in the government square\fn{ I.e., in the imperial court}, receiving the army chiefs and
lieutenants and sergeants with honour as they marched before him.
When he had explained and told about Dejjazmach Abriha’s trespass\fn{ In not accepting Lijj Iyasu’s appointment of
Abate as Governor of Tigray } and brigandage\fn{In fighting Abate}—having had the accusation about his crime prepared
by his secretary and having it read\fn{ In court}— he\fn{Iyasu} handed the captive and the captive’s, Dejjazmach
Abriha’s, soldiers over to the governor of prisons so that they should wait in custody.
For the victor, for Ras Abate and his soldiers—both for him and his followers—a big banquet was given in the
Palace.
Afterwards, Lijj Iyasu was sitting in the government square, in the square of justice, on the throne in majesty,
for judgement, together with his judges, his officials; the judges and listeners to the sentence were sitting around
the square of justice according to their dignity and rank. The ushers and shield-holders and sword-keepers and
chamberlains\fn{The keepers of order in court } and those who permitted people to enter stood in their proper order
with corners of their tunics thrown over their shoulders.\fn{ As a sign of respect}
After this, when the reason why Wagshum Ras Abate and Dejjazmach Abriha had fought had been investigated and read, then Dejjazmach Abriha stood on the left and Wagshum Ras Abate on the right, and the court proceeded to pass judgement and when the two\fn{ Abate and Abriha} had ended their speeches—to pass sentence,
starting from Dejjazmach Abriha and passing to his officers and troops, quoting the Fitha Negest\fn{ The law book,
“Justice of Kings”}; and accusing Dejjazmach Abriha, it was said and the judgement passed:
“You did not welcome and give a banquet for the government representative; if you felt that you had been
unjustly treated, you should have appealed to the government; but instead you agitated war by yourself, causing
all these people to kill each other; you are to blame and are responsible for the blood that was shed and the
property destroyed in this fighting; you disturbed the prevailing peace; because you sullied the honoured name of
Ethiopia, you deserve to be sentenced to death; those of your loyal followers who agreed with you in this course
of action and urged and instigated the people to war will die with you. Because your soldiers dared to fight the
government and because they united with you and fought, their property and cattle will be sold and paid as
compensation to the soldiers who shed their blood in vain\fn{ Because there was no sufficient reason for going to war } and
to their families and children. And your soldiers will be investigated and punished with whipping and imprisonment according to their misdeeds.”
And when Lijj Iyasu had confirmed the sentence and was about to rise, Fitawrari Welde-Mariam Limenih rose
and explained saying thus:
“The soldiers did wrong, but as the soldiers’ children were not united with them in their wrongdoing, the
judgement measured out upon the soldiers’ property should be investigated”;\fn{ I.e., reconsidered}; this he said
while standing up.
This found support and, in truth, since the sentence decreed upon the property of the soldiers will harm the
wives and small children who did not unite in the wrongdoing of the soldiers, those people who said that this
sentence should be annulled were in majority, and it was said that the sentence should be changed to another
sentence.
In the middle of this, one lawyer said and judged like this:
“I think that all Tigreans secretly advised in this crime, but Abriha did not do it alone, and all Tigreans should
be punished.” When he judged like this, the nobles of Tigray who were in this court rose and accused this judge
and said thus:
“Because Dejjazmach Abriha did wrong and trespassed, he should be punished. But we did not advise or get
involved in the matter, we are peaceful and engaged in government work; if you sentence us, making all of
Tigrean birth conspirators, saying that they should be punished, you should be punished instead of us.”
But he was not careful in the matter and replied saying:
“If I judge as I see right, no one should be angry with, let alone punish, me for that reason.” … and to please
the Tigreans, he was right there and then punished with forty lashes. But Dejjazmach Abnha, without\fn{ Or: instead
of} receiving his punishment, was imprisoned in a cave called Onion in Selale. Because he\fn{ The lawyer} did not
heed what is said in Psalm 39: “I watch my mouth so that I shall not err with my tongue. I put a watchman for my
mouth, and I set a door before my lips”, and because his blood was spilt suddenly\fn{ I.e., without sufficiently good
cause}, the people who were in the court went away speaking ill of Lijj Iyasu, saying,
“Justice has been miscarried, the poor one has been wrongly sentenced.”
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And Wagshum Abate Abba Yitref, who had entered among the Tigreans—who are famous for bravery—and
captured their leader, he made the honour of Shewa great and glorious by imprisoning him. That is so because
Shewa used to fear the Tigrean army greatly before this. And this shows that Wagshum Abate’s bravery followed
the honour of bravery of David’s warriors, like Joab and Eleazar and their soldiers. And the young women of
Shewa said like this in praise of Wagshum Abate:
The vulture soared round and round;
Abate fed it; when did it have to fast?

On Hamle 1902 E.C.\fn{July 1910 G.C.}, Ras Welde-Giorgis\fn{ “Abba Seggud” was his nom-de-guerre} was demoted
from the governorship of Kefa and appointed King of Begemdir, Semien and Agew Midir.\fn{ “He was made King in
1917 G.C. (not 1910)”} Empress Taitu’s relatives, Ras Welie Bitul and Ras Gugsa Welie used to rule the countries
mentioned above, and to revenge what Empress Taitu had done, they\fn{ Ras Welie and Ras Gugsa} were deposed and
put in prison. As I Kings 2:5 reminds, saying: “David told his son Solomon: Do not forget what those who counselled with Adonias and cooperated with Absalom did”—so also Lijj Iyasu did not forget to take revenge upon
Empress Taitu; anyhow, Empress Taitu’s young brother, Ras Welie Bitul, the owner of the horse Tettaw,\fn{ And so
was also known as “Abba Tettaw”, his nom-de-guerre} was a loyal servant of Emperor Menilek. He was famous for
bravery too; about this a poem was made about him which said:
The beer made by seven dejjazmaches
Welie’s horse drank alone.

Moreover, the real reason why he\fn{ Iyasu} arrested Ras Welie was that he\fn{ Welie} was in dispute with King
Mikaefn{Iyasu’s father, King of Wello} about the border. Even if he was a famous brave, he surrendered peacefully
and was imprisoned at Ankober. In 1902 E.C.,\fn{ 1909 or 1910 G.C.} Fitawrari Tayye Gullilate also was imprisoned
on the mountain called Ligot in Wello. And Fitawrari Gullilate\fm{ Tayye’s father} had made a plot to kill Emperor
Menilek, wanting himself to become ruler, being in league with the Head of the Clergy,\fn{ Who presents church
matters to the Emperor on behalf of all the clergy of Ethiopia } Aleqa Admasu, and nobles also; and when it had been
confirmed, a man from Gonder called Beredded, who had been part of the conspiracy, caused them to be arrested;
and by doing this, he got the rank of Fitawrari.
As the proverb says, “Do not backbite. A man in your own house—the bird of heaven—will blurt out your
secret matter”— now this was fulfilled against them, and all the conspirators were arrested and received their
sentence. And about this a minstrel made a poem saying like this:
The ones who conspired against you conspired against themselves—
Those who desired your throne, Aleqa Admasu and his group,
And Gullilate, who had reason,\fn{For he was of royal blood} consented.
What has raised up\fn{To the position of head of the plotters} this paper-licker?\fn{The cleric Admasu}

It seems as if Lijj Iyasu, after consulting with Ras Bitwedded Tesemma, arrested Fitawrari Tayye because he
thought that “following his father’s idea, he\fm{ Tayye} will agitate the people and rise against us”. After Ras Bitwedded Tesemma Nadew, Tesemma Abba Qemmaw,\fn{ His nom-de-guerre} had colonized the whole country in and
around Illubabor, he was from 1902 E.C. to 1903 E.C.\fn{ 1909 or 1910 G.C. to 1910 or 1911 G.C. } guardian for Lijj
Iyasu, and while he was attending to government business according to his ability, he died on 2 Miyazya.\fn{ 10
April 1911 G.C.}
*
Ras Bitwedded Tesemma’s death did Lijj Iyasu great harm. Because he always used to guide him with advice
and correction—so that he should not be induced by the character of childhood to take the road of laziness, and
because he\fn{Iyasu} feared him, he exerted himself to perform the work of government.
Because Lijj Iyasu had not learned morals\fn{ Discipline is meant} and government procedures but had grown up
with an upbringing in pride, he did not want a helper or guardian for his work when he was still a child of twelve
years. A parallel example is found in 2 Kings, chapter 22 verse 1, which says: “When Josiah started his rule, he
was a child of eight years, and he ruled in Jerusalem for 31 years. Before God he did good, and he walked wholly
in the footsteps of his father David and did not stray to the right or to the left.” When we consider Josiah’s good
deeds, so also Lijj Iyasu—if he had taken the road of Menilek II and walked steadily in his footsteps—would
equally have pleased God who brought him to the rank of King of Kings.
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Men’s fortunes vary, but history teaches us that both in our country and in other countries there are those who
achieve power and lead their people and perform their task properly.
*
On 23 Ginbot in that same year 1903 E.C.,\fn{ 31st May 1911 G.C.} he\fn{Iyasu} appointed Ras Bitwedded Tesemma’s brother, Dejjazmach Lul-Segged\fn{ Or: Lulsegged} to be Ras Bitwedded instead of Ras Bitwedded
Tesemma. Dejjazmach Lul-Segged was famous for bravery and for inspiring troops and for generosity, but he did
not have the gift of conducting government business or to be a political leader.
After Ras Bitwedded Tesemma died, Lijj Iyasu took the whole business of governing in his own hands, and he
became greatly feared. Leaving the way of Emperor Menilek, he prepared an uneven way full of obstacles, and he
refused to take the advice of officials and nobles. His counsel and conduct were with youths and women, and he
visited Ethiopia’s provinces regions to the right and to the left escorted by 50 horsemen.
On 15 Meskerem\fn{25 September} he gave the position of Minister of Justice, with the title of Afe-Nigus\fn
{“Spokesman of the King”} to the overseer of his mother’s, Weyzem Shewa-Regga’s\fn{ Or: Shewaregga’s} land, to Ato
Tilahun—who had earlier received the rank of Fitawrari—because he had the gift of justice by his nature, being a
man who followed the best way in disputes.
*
On 1903 E.C\fn{1911}, when the English King George V was crowned—because it was his pleasure to send
letters of invitation so that honourable visitors could be present at the celebrations on the day when his coronation
was celebrated, and so that the Ethiopian government could take part in his happiness—he\fn{ Iyasu} sent the wise
and faithful Dejjazmach Kasa\fn{ The son of Hailu Welde-Koros and Tisemme Darge } the grandson of Ras Darge\fn{Menilek’s uncle}, as their\fn{The Ethioipian delegation’s} leader, and Kentiba Gebru,\fn{ The Mayor of Gondor} and Qenyazmach Bisrate\fn{Of the Yiggezu family} to England. Because he had also ordered them to go and visit all the capitals
of the nations of Europe, therefore, according to the words of command—after they had reached London and attended the ceremony of the coronation celebrations—they visited Paris, the capital of France; Rome, the capital of
Italy; Cairo, the capital of Egypt; then they paid homage at the Lord’s tomb in Jerusalem; and they returned in
honour.
In the same year, in 1903 E.C., he sent Neggadras Astatke and Ato Tesemma Ishete\fn{ Later Neggadras. A close
associate of Iyassu in later years, Iyasu made him Ethiopia’s first Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. Haile Sillasie made him Neggadras. He
died in 1957 E.C.} to France, and from there they brought an Amharic gramophone.\fn{ I.e., a record player and records in
Amharic} By recording deep Amharic poems\fn{ I.e. with double or multiple meanings} to wonderful tunes on the gramo-

phone, Neggadras Astatke and Ato Tesemma Ishete pleased all listeners with the feeling of their voices. Because
Neggadras Astatke had learned the German and Greek languages and studied deep Amharic, and also because he
followed the road of civilization, therefore he\fn{ Iyasu} appointed him Neggadras of Illubabor. The profession of
Ato Tesemma Ishete was, like Ezra, to play the masenqo\fn{A one-stringed fiddle} and to arrange styles of songs. As
Lijj Iyasu made him chief official in this work, his honour increased; particularly because of his very high responsibility,\fn{Or: faithfulness} he married the daughter of Ras Darge, Weyzem Tsehay-Werq, and he became chief
adviser and worked for the government in this capacity. And this is the poem Neggadras Astatke wrote at the time
when he composed the tune for the gramophone:
I do not have any companion to talk to;
Still the secret of my stomach\fn{I.e., my heart} has been heard.

In the same year, in 1903 E.C., when he was being called Abeto Iyasu—as he wanted to establish and expand
his kingdom and in order to multiply his family and increase his relations who could help him in this work—he
compared the ability and education of Dejjazmach Teferi Mekonnin\fn{ Later Emperor Haile Sillasie I} and gave him
his sister’s, Honourable Weyzero Sihin’s, daughter, Honourable Weyzero Menen Asfaw in marriage, thus giving
him honour upon honour, and he\fn{Iyasu} allowed him\fn{The then Ras Teferi} to go to his province\fn{I.e., to the
province of his birth and where his father, Ras Mekonnin, had been Governor } to Harer.\fn{As Governor}
Behold, Abeto Iyasu loved Weyzero Sihin and Weyzero Tsehay-Werq more than all his relatives, and he
brought Honourable Weyzero Sihin from Dessie and gave her all she needed for her life in great honour and made
her live happily. And also Weyzem Sihin Mikael loved Lijj Iyasu more than her children; and after she had made
him appoint and reward the troubled and the wronged by interceding for them, he\fn{ Iyasu} married her to Neggadras Haile-Giorgis and appointed her husband, Neggadras Haile-Giorgis, Bitwedded and appointed him to to be
Chief Minister. When Bitwedded Haile-Giorgis, Abba Mulat,\fn{ His nom-de-guerre} was Mimster of Trade and Foreign Affairs during the reign of Menilek II, he was praised for developing his work by finding out about the rules
and government regulations of Europe from Europeans, and also the rules and laws of Ethiopia from Ethiopian
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elders and scholars; for this he was honoured more than both the other ministers and the nobles; and as now all the
government administration was in his hands, all the notables used to gather around his house to obtain his favour.
As Pharaoh, the King of Egypt, entrusted Joseph with all his money and trusted him, so also Abeto Iyasu
entrusted Bitwedded Haile-Giorgis with all his money and the government administration. And he,\fn{ HaileGiorgis} working faithfully and making diligence his guide, established a municipality for the town of Addis
Ababa, like the European system, to carry out business. And in order that peace should prevail in the city, he
organized night guards.
But Lijj Iyasu used to be seen walking in the town incognito, dressed like an ordinary soldier. And when the
night guards, according to their instructions, said, “Who are you? Stop!”, he used to fire his gun at the guards and
thus endangered them.
Abeto lyasu was not praised in all his work. Lijj Iyasu seems to follow the history of Emperor Tewodros little
by little, his violent spirit. Emperor Tewodros used to change his clothes, resembling an ordinary man, and watch
slander about him.
One day while some notables were riding on their mules, they were backbiting Emperor Tewodros; and when
then one of the servants of the notables turned round to look backwards, he saw Emperor Tewodros near him; and
so that he should not say, “Keep quiet!” because the Emperor was there to hear, he was wary and said,
“Wonder of wonder: one mule has eaten the other mules’ tails.” At these words they were astonished, and when
they all turned round to see the tails of their mules, they saw Emperor Tewodros and interrupted their talk.
But Abba Tena Iyasu used to talk in a friendly way when he unexpectedly entered the houses of his officials,
such as the house of Afe-Nigus Tilahun and his friends and the house of Ligaba Beyyene; but Abeto lyasu did not
destroy all the people as Emperor Tewodros did. Hearing slander should serve to correct and turn someone away
from bad deeds; but hearing slander about himself could not rein Tewodros from his evil oppression and his work
of tyranny.
*
In this same year, in 1903 E.C., Wagshum Abate gathered the notables of Shewa and brought a suggestion, and
he said thus:
“Emperor Menilek told us and made us take an oath: ‘I charge you to bring up Lijj Iyasu, my son, by advising
him’; but if we advise him, he refuses to accept, and he does not listen to what we say, and he does not walk in
his father’s footsteps. Neither does he fear God.
“What is best in this situation? What is best is to arrest Uyasu and bring him up with our advice.”
But the soldiers did not agree with this suggestion, and factions arose among them with the spirit to fight each
other, but they did not reach the stage of spilling people’s blood; and Wagshum Abate’s supporters were scattered
under various pretexts. When Lijj lyasu heard of the matter, he said to himself, “Abete planned to arrest me and
rule”;\fn{I.e., rule in my place, or as my Regent } and for the time being he left him alone in a spirit of seeming forgiveness.
Afterwards—wanting in his heart to take revenge—he informed his father, His Excellency Ras Mikael, about
Wagshum Abate’s plan in a letter. And Honourable Ras Mikael at once travelled from Dessie and arrived in Addis
Ababa after twelve days; and after they\fn{ Mikael and Iyasu} had spent eight days discussing the matter, they
arrested Wagshum Abate when he had forgotten. Keeping him under strict guard, he\fn{ Mikael} took him to Wello. He was imprisoned at Meqdela. And also Dejjazmach Getachew Abate they sent to prison in Golla.
At this time he\fn{Iyasu} freed Dejjazmach Abriha and appointed him Minister of the Interior. And we quote
the poem which the minstrel wrote about this:
The earth laughed loudly, showing her teeth,
When Abate was arrested and Abriha set free.

Because the Italians had taken Dejjazmach Abriha, Abba Zinam,\fn{ Dezzazmach Abriha’s nom-de-guerre} to Rome
in his childhood, he had gone to school and learned the Italian language, he was wise and learned, and he started
to run the Ministry of the Interior in a civilised way; but at that time the employee did not get the work he was
qualified for and the employees did not get the salary they deserved. The ones who got their proper wages were
those who kept their guns well polished and who made a fine figure and who never separated from him,\fn{ Iyasu}
escorting him during the day and keeping watch over him during the night.
*
In the same year, in 1903 E.C., Abeto Iyasu built a church at Qechene in Addis Abeba, which should be a memorial to his name. After having finished the construction of the building with cement and lime, he put in the alter
piece of Medhane-Alem (“The Saviour of the World”. Every Ethiopian church is dedicated to a saint or divine being, whose name is
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written or carved on the tabot, a consecrated piece of wood in imitation of the tablets of the law (i.e., the Ten Commandments are written
on one side, the name of the church and other things on the other side) and placed in the altar in the inner sanctuary of the church } and

made an honoured feast, and he made Memhir Welde-Giorgis chief priest. Because Memhir Welde-Giorgis was
the father of the soul\fn{Father-confessor} of Abeto Jyasu, he \fn{Iyasu} bestowed on this main church all that was
required and made for it whatever was needed according to the rules set for main churches. He gave clerical vestments embroidered with silver and gold, crosses made of silver and gold, and all vessels needed for the sanctu-ary
—all sacred objects of all kinds.
Memhir Welde-Giorgis was a scholar who, beginning from his childhood, had grown up studying the commentaries of the New Testament carefully. And because he was of unquestioned sanctity, Abeto Iyasu also listened
to Memhir Welde-Giorgis’s advice, and therefore he\fn{ Iyasu} thought to eradicate the Protestant and Catholic
faiths from Ethiopia. And as decided, he did not leave his plan; all the Ethiopian children who went to mission
schools were caught and arrested by his guards; some were even flogged. And the reason is that he\fn { WeldeGiorgis} said and suggested:
“Europeans, seeming to be spiritual peace-makers, saying, ‘We only preach the Gospel’, in fact deceive the
children of Ethiopia by giving them clothes and sugar, thus changing corrupting their character and destroying
their faith for us, and they\fn{These children} will not honour their government nor love their country; their morals
will be defiled; their faith will be not strong, and they will be only after their benefits. Mission means a spy, and
having spied out the rivers, mountains, forests and precipices of Ethiopia—when the foreign enemy rises against
us, he\fn{The missionary} will be his guide and come against us.”
And when Emperor John accepted similar advice and because he rose to eradicate the Muslims, all who were
called Muslims even as far as Egypt, and not excluding the dervishes, were angered by the attack on the Muslims.
And to avenge their blood, they\fn{ The dervishes} waged war as far as Gonder, burning churches and killing Christians. And Emperor John, in order to avenge the blood of the Christians, went to Metemma and fought with the
dervishes and died in the battle. As they say: “The humid corpse\fn{ The recently dead} rose up the dried-up
corpse”; \fn{I.e. recent happenings call up memories of past—and forgotten—events }; and so we have quoted John’s plan to
rise up and eradicate the Muslims because it is parallel to Abeto lyasu’s plan to eradicate the mission people.
As Emperor John lost his kingdom because of the Muslims, so also the missionaries opposed Abeto Iyasu in
many political ways by corresponding with foreign governments in order to weaken his government. But Abeto
lyasu, while examining the abstract policies that were raised against him, desired, in a wish,\fn{ I.e., in a concrete
way} to return Ethiopia’s former frontiers.
*
On 1st Meskerem 1904 E.C., Abeto Iyasu—thinking to visit all the borders of Ethiopia and all the regions,
from east to west, from north to south—transmitted an order to clear the land and build a highway 40 metres wide
in the four directions; and after the governors had divided up the people in their areas and the work on the roads
and the bridges was completed in line with the word of command, he\fn{Iyasu} set out on his journey towards
Dessie accompanied by 200 horsemen, on 5 Miyazya.\fn{ 13 April} And when the notables heard that Abba Tena
lyasu had gone to Dessie, they said, “Let us continue our travel and escort our master, according to the custom of
the country,” and they stayed at Sella Dingay town in the house of Abune Matewos,\fn{ Where Iaysu also stayed}and
he\fn{Iaysu} invited them to a banquet on the tribute brought by the peasants and prepared by the bishop’s officials, and he\fn{Iyasu} said this to them:
“When I set out to visit the country and subdue the areas which are not under the effective control of the
government, escorted by young men, you ought not to have followed without my permission. You cannot run
together with us. You have grown fat; you have become old; you subdued unruly areas in my father’s following in
your time; you cannot now get away in fight;\fn{ I.e. you are too slow} you cannot pursue and catch; and now be
strong in\fn{I.e. go back and work energetically at} the task each of you has got .”
After this, all the notables took their leave and returned to Addis Ababa. But he allowed Afe-Nigus Tilahun to
travel with him in order to hear people’s complaints in every settlement.
Abeto Iyasu entered Dessie town in the company of his few soldiers after travelling through Menz and visiting
the flat-topped mountain called Afqera. And after he had spent some time with his father, Honourable Ras Mikael,
in Dessie, he rose to fight the Adal because the Adal were troubling the Jille by fighting against them, looting their
cattle and robbing their money, and the Jille had sent messengers to Abeto Iyasu claiming that they were being
robbed unjustly; and Abeto Iyasu became angry about the matter and set out, accompanied by a few horsemen
armed with Lee-Metford rifles.\fn{A bolt action British army service rifle, combining James Paris Lee's rear-locking bolt system
and ten-round magazine with a seven groove rifled barrel designed by William Ellis Metford. It replaced the Martini-Henry rifle in 1888,
following nine years of development and trials, but remained in service for only a short time until replaced by the similar Lee-Enfield }
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And armed like this, travelling fast night and day, he, led by a guide, made a sudden surprise attack on the
camp of the Adal before they heard them, and he killed five Adal of the clan called Chich; and having defeated
and subdued the Adal, he visited the Adal country until the coast, appointed and rewarded chiefs,\fn{ I.e., Adal chiefs
or nobles} and founded the town called Weyne-Hara, and he returned to Addis Abeba.
In this same year, in 1904 E.C., on 15 Hamle\fn{ 22 July 1912 G.C.} when he entered the royal bedchamber in
order to visit his grandfather, Emperor Menilek, and seeing Emperor Menilek’s weakness due to his illness, he
gave this order to the commanders of the guards of the royal bedchamber, Fitawrari Gebre-Mariam and Decchasa,
saying:
“Please, watch the Palace carefully you yourselves without leaving it, keeping the guards alert; and forbid all
the notables to enter the royal bedchamber where the king is without my permission, except Empress Taitu and
Weyzero Zewditu, who nurse him.”
After this, Abeto Iyasu began to sit in court in the square of justice on Friday every week and punish criminals
as was proper in accordance with their deeds. And he improved the laws given by Emperor Menilek and he enacted five new laws.
*
And laws which are to be recorded for history and not bothersome to people started to be enacted on 30 Hamle
1904 E.C.. And five of the laws are written below.
1. If a man becomes an enemy and attacker of someone’s brother—so as to get revenge for his brother’s blood
—he\fn{The murdered man’s brother} shall be tied to the murderer until he receives the sentence to be killed; and so
that he shall not escape and vanish, he\fn{ The brother of the murdered man } shall put a shackle on his left arm;\fn{ I.e.,
with a corresponding shackle bound to the murderer’s right wrist } and if he dies of an infectious disease before the murderer
is sentenced—while he suffers in prison—and if he has a second brother, he shall be tied\fn{ To the murderer} and
get revenge for his brothers’ blood. About this Abeto Iyasu said like this:
“For a brother to be tied with shackles to his brother’s murderer in place of the one who died and thus suffer is
double oppression; and if the murderer is caught, he shall be tied with fetters, and the prison guards shall be
responsible for guarding him; but to be tied to relatives must cease.”
2. If a thief-finder drank\fn{ A drugged drink} and entered one house and slept there,\fn{ Thus proving the houseowner’s guilt, it was supposed} and the house-owner paid for the lost thing, he himself\fn{ The house-owner} would on his
part cause\fn{I.e., bribe} the thief-finder to drink\fn{I.e., to drink yet another drugged drink}, and he would sleep in a
second man’s house and receive the equivalent of what he had paid and go away after the second had caused him
to drink and receive from the third man. In this situation, where one after another caused the thief-finder to drink,
the people were bothered so that they paid for debts they had not eaten and were deprived of righteousness\fn{ I.e.
God’s reward for hospitality} by not receiving guests, saying:
“I fear the thief-finder.” About this he said and proclaimed:
“I have decided that a man who says that he has lost a thing must look for the thing until the thief is caught;
and even if he pays for a thief-finder to drink at his own expense and if he\fn{ The thief-finder} sleeps in someone’s
house or washes his feet in the river\fn{ In imitation of the thief’s attempts to wash off soil from the place of the theft—his act was
supposed to identify the thief, from whose house the thief-finder would go to the river }—still he\fn{The man who has been robbed }
must look for the property where he\fn{The thief-finder} has entered;\fn{And unless the property is found, the owner of that
house cannot be accused} but to get the thief-finder to sleep in a rich man’s house when he sees it and make him\fn
{The rich man} pay for the property is not right and must cease from today onwards.”
3. If a government official or employee was found to have broken the law because of money\fn{He had stolen}
or some other crime, the government used to confiscate the money he had accumulated and the cattle he had bred
from his childhood to his mature years—from the gate to the kitchen—and he would be uprooted from his job. If
he was an official, he was demoted and entered again the state of poverty, and having been degraded from his
rank, he would plough the land. But some people, saying that government employment is not to be relied on,
would pretend to be poor and organize their land, hide their silver and gold, send their cattle to their
relatives\fn{Thus preventing confiscation} and wait carefully; and if someone\fn{Of this type} is demoted, he is
not unsettled and will live like a man with a high position. About this, he decreed, having the harm of the people
in mind:
“One who has embezzled government money shall call a guarantor and he shall pay the embezzled money; but
if he cannot get a guarantor, he shall stay in prison till he pays. And if an official has harmed a poor man by doing
him an injustice, or if he is sentenced for any other crime, he shall be fined according to his misdeed; but
confiscation shall cease.”
4. When the peasant paid tithes to the government, there were four officials—and a fifth secretary—given,\fn
{To the farmers} and these went to each threshing-ground and were feasted, and they controlled how many sacks
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should be given as tithes out of so-and-so many sacks harvested; and the peasant who harvested the harvest\fn{ I.e.
took it away from the threshing ground—even if it was to prevent the harvest from being spoiled by rain or vermin by long delays before
they came} without their permission would be punished. And two were government officials—the first a village
headman and the second a rich landlord—and two were elected elders of the country.\fn{ I.e. elected by the people} At
this time,\fn{When the officials belatedly came to inspect the harvest } the bad grains used to be more than the harvest, more

chaff than fruit. That was because before the officials came, the bad grains would be mixed with the harvest and
the chaff mixed with the fruit, and the tithes\fn{ To the government} would be small. And when the officials had no
time\fn{Legitimately, having their own farms to look after } to visit all the threshing grounds, the suffering peasants were
much troubled. About this he decreed:
“Because others have been appointed to decide over\fn{ I.e. how much tax to pay of} the crop and harvest which the
farmers have worked so hard with, he has been much wearied by giving feasts and having to travel to each official
in order to receive permission\fn{ To take in the harvest}—let him give\fn{Tithes} after swearing: ‘I harvested so-andso many dawilla\fn{Sacks of 100 kg each} and so-and-so many qunna,\fn{Bags of 5 kg each} and I did not have any
other gain. May my cattle vanish from my cattle-shed and grain from my field’;\fn{ I.e., if I lie or swear falsely} but the
officials measuring the tithes shall cease.” The people were pleased with this decree; today, after Abeto Iyasu
decreed this law, more income of grain is found from fear of breaking the oath than what was formerly brought in
by the officials.
5. When a childless person died, the government used to confiscate all—his house, property and land—and no
communion is given for him, but it is left out.\fn{ No requiem mass was said for the repose of his soul, there being no money to
pay for it} About this Abeto Iyasu gave a new law:
“Even if he\fn{The dead person} has no child, he can give his inheritance to a relative whom he trusts, and communion can be held for him; but in future the government shall not confiscate it.”\fn{ His property}
He also forbade intertribal fights\fn{ Yearly agreed, almost ceremonial, fights between various groups of Oromo in Wello,
where people living on opposite sides of a river would meet and fight in the river until one or more people were killed. This was done to
ensure rain for the harvest} and feuds.

*
In 1905 E.C., Abeto Iyasu travelled suddenly, in the company of a few horsemen, to visit the Adal country and
to subdue the Adal who lived like bandits and caused a lot of trouble; when he arrived in the area of Sidina\fn{ Or:
in a wooded area, or the enemy’s area; the Amharic word is not clear } where they were holding a council, they were greatly
startled. They were troubled whether to flee or to fight, and saying in their language, “What have we said, what
have we done wrong?”, they began to pay homage.
And Abeto lyasu, seeing their fear, took pity on them and without fighting them he subdued them in love.
The people of Adal and Yifat used to fight each other in order to become brave warriors,\fn{ Or: to obtain trophies}
and this\fn{Or: they} spilled much blood as they killed each other. Having reconciled these two neighbours so as to
stop their feud, he spent some days in Weyne-Hara preaching, and admiring his preaching they were tied to Abeto
Iyasu in loving glory. In wanting to get children from and become related to the Adal nobles, he made the
daughter of their chief nobleman, Neggadras Abobaker, his concubine, and they became related by marriage.
\fn{The ceremony of taking a concubine is called wedding or marriage. Iyasu had many concubines or common-law wives } And by her
he got a son and called his name …\fn{ The name is not given in the text; but it was Menilek, “and he was still alive in 1987
G.C.”} People say that he also married two other Adal women.\fn{ “Not certain, but he ‘married’ a Harari woman (daughter of
the Amir) and possibly a Somali woman.”} It is said that at that time a praise-singer sang thus:
He did not carry a drum,\fn{To announce his coming} nor were soldiers ordered.\fn{To accompany him}
He entered Weyne-Hara with ten retainers only.
He did not fight them—his intestines\fn{I.e., his heart} felt pity.

After this, he went to Dessie and stayed some days there preparing, together with his father, Honourable Ras Mikael,
his plans to found decisions to establish the government work, and he made the people of Wello happy with his generosity. And after 15 days he left Dessie and travelled to Debre-Libanos and celebrated the Feast of Abune TekleHaimanot on 24 Ginbot,\fn{1st June} and he gave 80 qelad\fn{1 qelqad = 40 hectares} to help the monastery. And he
was also generous to the clergy, and he entered and visited the house where flat bread is baked and nifro\fn{A
mixture of legumes and cereals} is boiled. And because the clergy were very pleased, they sang the following song:
This is the grace of Iyasu.
Truly, he did not lie when he uttered
The word he spoke and said to Tekle-Haimanot:
‘They\fn{The priests of Debre-Libanos} kept my trust’—
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And he gave land that produced seed and harvest to Debre-Libanos.

After they had finished this song in admirable fashion, Memhir Gebiu-Iyesus composed the following praisepoem:
O Lord, give me justice,
And get me revenge.\fn{Psalms 43:1}
Leo never visited the land of Monophysitism;\fn{Egypt is meant}
And it\fn{The Monophysite Church} was not satisfied
To go to the land of Rome for unification.
The evil-eyed Leo also became sick
Because Joseph, the bridegroom's helper,\fn{A reference to Jesus as the bridegroom of the Church} went down to Egypt, and Salome too\fn{The
Salome of Mark 15:40f and 16:1ff} was the bridegroom’s helper;
And because of Mark the Apostle, who preached the news of Monophysitism, perfume, in the desert of Egypt.
And always peace and love surrounds Debre-Libanos.
Iyasu and his soldiers will hold the government for ever.
What all of us wish is long life for Debre-Libanos.
And she\fn{Debre-Libanos} is not satisfied only with reading and exposition.\fn{ I.e., with the decision reached by a majority of the bishops at the
Council of Chalcedon in 451AD on the composition of the Godhead. “They teach that Christ has only one nature. Pope Leo the Great (440-461) is in
Ethiopian tradition counted as the ‘founder of Catholicism’, when the eastern (Orthodox) and western (Roman Catholic) churches were separated at the
schism following the Council of Chalcedon in 451. Leo quarreled with the Egyptian bishop (or patriarch) Dioscorus, patriarch of Alexandria 444-451; he
died [in] 454. The Ethiopians say that Leo had the evil eye.”}

After the clergy had completed their reception, he pleased the mass of people by inviting to a full banquet—
together with the clergy—the gathered notables and the crowd who had followed from different areas to give him
provisions and bring their troubles. And when Bassha Gete, the head of the minstrels, played for Abeto Iyasu and
sang proud war songs, one of the praise-songs he composed was the following poem:
You do not know whether he will come at night or during daytime.
Take great care not to be found idle.
Iyasu, Abba Tena, is faster than rain.

At this time, the army chiefs pulled out their swords and sang war songs, looking like angry lions.
On 25 Ginbot\fn{2 June} he took leave of the notables who had followed him, so that they could return to
Addis Ababa, and accompanied by about 300 horsemen fit for fast travel, whom he had selected, he travelled fast
to visit the provinces to the south-west. Abeto Iyasu never warned his soldiers by saying,
“Prepare your provisions because you are about to go on a campaign.”
Telling only a few of his loyal officials in secret, Abeto would mount his horse, Tena, his chosen soldiers
would jump on their horses, with their guns on their shoulders, and they would be on their way.
But wherever he came, the governors and peasants would prepare fodder for the horses and bread for the soldiers and oxen for meat and give them. And Abeto lyasu would feed the soldiers and peasants on the food brought
to him and continue his travel. And when he arrived in Jimma, travelling like this, and having been received by
Jimma’s ruler (noble), Abba Jifar, in honour, he\fn{ Abba Jifar} made a feast for the soldiers for eight days, and he
passed the time in great pleasure.
And after Abeto Iyasu had spent some time visiting the region of Jimma, he made an agreement to take Abba
Jifar’s daughter as wife, and he completed, when he came to Addis Abeba, the matter of the marriage by renewing
her through baptism;\fn{For Abba Jifar and his family were Muslims} and from Jimma he travelled to Gimira. There he
suddenly\fn{“came upon” or “attacked”; some words are missing from the text:H } the black people\fn{“Ethiopians are very conscious of skin colour, despising those they call ‘black’” } of Gimira and captured those he captured and killed those he
killed, and he visited the district of Gimira. And the servants and soldiers who followed him he allowed to kill,
and all of them gave their lust to kill free rein, and afterwards they let their hair grow long and be plaited,\fn{ As
signs that they had killed an enemy in battle} and songs of brave killers of an enemy were sung.
But the black people said thus: “We did not refuse to pay tribute by saying that we would fight against you
when you sent judges who told us to pay tribute; still you destroyed us in a surprise attack,” and they were very
sad.
After that, Abeto Iyasu gathered all the captured black people, the women and the children, and assigned
soldiers to make them travel till they arrived in Addis Ababa; and he himself travelled to Dejjazmach Jote’s land,
to Dembi Dollo, and there, having been received in honour by Dejjazmach Jote, he\fn{ Jote} for some days made a
banquet for the soldiers who accompanied Abeto Iyasu. And Iyasu went down towards Abbegar and wanted to
visit as far as Gambella and to attract the black people of Abbegar, but Dejjazmach Jote advised him saying, “The
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desert is evil, and no road has been made there, and many people die there”; he therefore limited his plans and
spent some days visiting western Wollega.
But Abeto Iyasu’s idea was to become related to all the great nobles, because his main idea was to get back the
coast of Ethiopia by unity and cooperation;\fn{ “It is often said that Iyasu refused to be crowned Emperor until Ethiopia should
be united behind what he considered to be her ancient frontiers.” } to this end he wanted to marry Dejjazmach Jote’s daughter;
they agreed, and because Abeto Iyasu betrothed his daughter, Dejjazmach Jote was very happy, and he gave Abeto
Iyasu about 100 gassha of coffee land.
And Abeto Iyasu appointed and rewarded Dejjazmach Jote’s children, such as Merdasa Jote and Solomon Jote;
and then he set out on his journey to the land of Dejjazmach Kumsa Moreda, to the town called Neqemte. And
there he visited the place where gold is extracted—Yibdo; and when he came to Neqemte town, Dejjazmach
Kumsa had prepared a big feast and was waiting, having made a large hall of branches, and he received him with
military honours, and he\fn{Kumsa} made a big feast for the soldiers on campaign.
After they had thus spent three days feasting, Sheik Wegelie and Dejjazmach Mestofa\fn{ A foreigner, perhaps
Syrian} came to meet Abeto Iyasu, and he\fn{ Iyasu}—having received one thousand weqet of gold\fn{One weqet is
about an ounce} which they brought as a greeting gift—advised them, saying:
“Be strong in your areas; watch the frontiers of your land so that no foreigner will trick you; be on your
guard.”
Afterwards, because Dejjazmach Kumsa appealed concerning the hardships caused the peasants by the regular
soldiers\fn{The regular government soldiers} called Gondares who had been billeted in the town of Neqemte, it was
decided that the soldiers should leave Neqemte and settle at a place called Getema in the area of Arjo.
After this, when he had agreed to marry Weyzem Dasshe, the daughter of Dejjazmach Kumsa, it was found
that the marriage could not take place because the law forbade it, because Dejjazmach Kumsa was Emperor Menilek’s godson.\fn{“Christian Ethiopians cannot marry anyone they are related to within seven generations. Sponsorship at baptism
counts in this respect like consanguinity.”}
Thus, while making nobles and the children of nobles happy—making people like Bekere Kumsa and Merdasa
Jote officials—he went next to the town of Arjo in order to visit Arjo, the town of Ras Demis,\fn{ Son of Dejjazmach
Kumsa} escorted by his horsemen. And Ras Demis—having equipped the notables and the Gondares with weapons
and uniforms with silver and gold—gave a lavish banquet for Abeto Iyasu after he\fn{ Demis} had received him
with a wonderful parade and Iyasu had been seated in royal fashion.
At the banquet, he gave the Gondares appointments and awards because they pleased him by drawing their
sabres and shouting war-boasts; then he visited the country in the area around Billo, and he came to the town of
Gennet.\fn{Also called Holeta, a military training ground (at first with French instructors) } And at Gennet a big parade was
made; and the clergy of Addis Alem and the main churches in the surroundings came and received him, saying,
“We praise Him.\fn{God}
And Abuna Matewos was staying at the church of St. Mark at Mennagesha, and he was waiting for Abeto’s
arrival, and he went to Gennet to welcome him; they met in honour, and he\fn{ The Abuna} gave him his blessing
and returned to Mennagesha. And Abeto Iyasu received all who came to welcome him, and then he entered Addis
Ababa peacefully.
And in Addis Ababa, the princes and nobles and war chiefs received him with parades in a wonderful welcome. After the black people he had captured from Gimira had arrived in Addis Ababa—especially those who had
been given a spacious area along the road that leads to Mt. Intotto, where they had built houses, planted vegetables and trees and borne children and multiplied, and their town was called the Gimira settlement—he chose
youths from among them and made them blowers of trumpets of various kinds and beaters of drums. And the old
men he employed as wood-cutters and gardeners, and thus they earned their living.
*
In 1905 E.C. Abeto Iyasu went to Gojjam on a quick trip, and after he had visited Lake Tana, he came to Dessie. And in Dessie, the Christians and the Muslims had started an argument about religion, and because of this, the
Muslim scholars and the Christian scholars—from Gonder and scholars from Gojjam—made a conference where
Abeto Iyasu and Ras Mikael presided; the debate began, and Aleqa Bezzabbih, as he was spokesman for the
Christians, said thus:
“Before we start our debate, let us sign that in case the Muslims are defeated, they will accept Christianity; and
also we, if we are defeated we will enter Islam.” When the Muslims realized that they would be defeated, they
said:
“We will not sign.” Therefore Ras Mikael said to them:
“If you refuse to sign, you have already been defeated and know that you have been defeated.”
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But Abeto Iyasu rebuked the Muslims, saying, “Do not start another quarrel”, and he gave awards to the scholars from Gonder. On this occasion, Aleqa Felleqe, the head of the church of Qirqos of Lake Tana, composed the
following praise-poem in Amharic:
On the leather bed-straps\fn{The throne} of Haile-Melekot, on the throne of Menilek,
David, my heart, plays the harp;
Child Iyasu, it is our praise which David and my heart sing;
I never see or hear too much of it, O Iyasu, Bird of Paradise.\fn{ Also a title of the Virgin Mary}
You are born to be a light for the Ethiopians, and your voice is heard in Lake Tana.
Your enemy says, “Save me, Mikael.”
Your sabre is fearful when it is planted like a rainbow.
And you, know for yourself that the Ethiopians must be governed in a healthy way.
Ignore the blood relationship and marry her, Iyasu—for Zewditu is your big chance.\fn{ “I.e. the crown is within your
grasp—so do not let this chance pass you by. Zewditu was Iyasu’s aunt (Menilek’s daughter) and marriage between them was of course
prohibited by Ethiopian law. Zewitu means “the crown”; and this was thus a hint to Iyasu to be crowned as Emperor—a dangerous
suggestion, as Emperor Menilek was still alive.”}

*
In 1906 E.C., after Abeto Iyasu had returned from his campaign to Gimira, the young soldiers in Abeto Iyasu’s
army and the seasoned veterans in the Palace Guard of Emperor Menilek were split into opposing groups and the
idea came up to clash in a battle with one another. The reason for the quarrel was that a rumour came up that,
when Emperor Menilek’s sickness worsened, Abeto Iyasu said, “Let him go to Ankober town on a stretcher and
stay there. I will be Emperor and stay in the Palace in Addis Abeba”, and that he made plans to expel Emperor
Menilek from the Palace.
Therefore, the heads of the Palace Guard, Major Fitawrari Gebre-Mariam and Qenyazmach Decchasa, and all
the loyal officials of Emperor Menilek, gathered their soldiers from each tribe and took an oath and said like this:
“As long as the Judge Menilek’s soul is not separated from his flesh, who is going to depose him from his
throne?”
After this, Fitawrari Gebre-Mariam and Qenyazmach Decchasa sang war-boasts, and they aimed cannons and
machine-guns in every gate and sat there. And Abeto Iyasu followed their idea and passed the order that his
soldiers should line up round the Palace outside the wall surrounding the Palace. But as Emperor Menilek’s
servants were inside the compound, they caused Abeto Iyasu’s servants, who were outside, a lot of trouble.
And they spent the night shooting. The people of the town also spent the night being worried. And the country
was in turmoil.
Therefore, Empress Taitu and Weyzero Zewditu, who stayed inside the Palace to nurse Emperor Menilek, and
some other people, such as Fitawraii Gebre-Mariam and Qenyazmach Decchasa, went to the house of the Abuna
and asked for peace. As for Abuna Matewos, he was happy that the fighting had cooled and reconciliation was
descending, and he went to Abeto Iyasu and interceded with him, advising and begging him.
And Abeto Iyasu had great respect for the intercession of the our Father and he said: “It\fn{ Your mission of
reconciliation} will not be repeated; and I have been merciful as to the deserved punishment, but they will have to
stay under supervision in a limited area”; and he confiscated their property and evicted them from their land and
sent them to the place of confinement. Fitawrari Gebre-Mariam had grown up in the Palace from his childhood,
and Emperor Menilek, seeing his strength, made him the supreme commander of the Palace Guard, and he had
been in this position for a long time. And his companion, Qenyazmach Decchasa, was a beloved servant of Emperor Menilek.
After this, Abeto Iyasu made a lot of appointments and depositions and continued his work. Tsehafe-Tiizaz
Gebre-Sillasie\fn{Welde-Aregay; he was Menilek’s private secretary and chronicler } he appointed Nibure-Id of DebreTsion.\fn{“Mount of Zion,” the holiest church in Ethiopia, in Aksum; Nibure-Id was the title of the administrator of the See of Aksum,
the holiest town in Ethiopia } Tsehafe-Tiizaz Gebie-Sillasie was faithful/honest in all his work for the government. He
was Emperor Menilek’s Tsehafe-Tiizaz for forty years and no blameworthy thing was found in him, and he\fn
{Menilek} gave him full powers in all his governmental work.
Therefore Abeto lyasu also gave him honour upon honour. And he appointed Emperor Menilek’s\fn{ Or: one of
his} calligraphists, Aleqa Merawi Siilu, to the position of Tsehafe-Tiizaz; but Aleqa Merawi did not agree with the
nobles. Emperor Menilek had recognized the ability of Aleqa Admasu and made him spokesman of the clergy; but
later, when Fitawrari Gullilate and his group denied the King, he was accused of conspiring with them; and after
he had been in prison for many years, he was released and lived as a peasant.
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Now Abeto lyasu thought that he could help him with church affairs and appointed him again head of the
clergy and added for him the position of head, with the title Melake-Gennet, of Gennete-Tsige George, and made
him a trusted court official. And Aleqa Admasu did the work of an adviser in the Palace and also as leader of the
clergy, and he also agreed with the nobles and the church scholars.
*
After this, Abeto lyasu travelled fast from time to time penetrating to the coast and made surprise attacks especially against mission schools to prevent Ethiopian children from entering there; and when the governments that
had seized Ethiopia’s coast little by little heard, they suspected that he had a strong wish to dispute the colonized
lands and to find out their war plans, and they\fn{ The foreign powers} abetted the quarrel between Abeto Iyasu and
the notables of Shewa by inside politics,\fn{ I.e. by interference in the internal politics of the country } so that love should
dry up\fn{Between Iyasu and the notables and the people} and so that the people should know about and support the conspiracy.\fn{Against Iyasu} In order to make this known, they sent the following letter to the Ministers of the Ethiopian Imperial Government:
To the Ministers of the Ethiopian Imperial Government.
We have not seen that Lijj Iyasu, the Crown Prince of the Ethiopian Empire, has done any good deeds and promoted
peace, and no doubt you have specifically heard that he penetrates all the way to the coast without notifying the
officials whom we have made guards of our colonies. Because his doing this destroys the peace along all the sea-coast,
see to it that this evil deed is not repeated in the future. But if you are unable to prevent this, inform us quickly.

Behold, Abeto lyasu followed the custom of heroism and the elders of former times, and he did not examine
the political plans of the Europeans.
In his time, people used to wear wide trousers, two-edged sabres, long wide spears, a toga with a wide
embroidered edge, thirty metre long waist-bands wrapped from the chest to the thighs, and over it a sabre on the
left side and a pistol on the right side, and a double bandolier wrapped over the chest.
Together with this, another custom was started: to tie a sash as a snood,\fn{ Round the head), to grow the hair like
a mane, and to plait the hair. A thin toga or a thin cloth that showed the bandolier was commonly worn, but it was
not very usual to wear shoes, a sun-helmet or only a coat. When Abeto Iyasu’s soldiers were walking in the town
—as they had not learned the drills of the civilized world—their walk resembled a wild animal that had come out
of the forest.
*
After this, as it was Abeto Iyasu’s desire to study financial matters, he ordered the chief controller, Aleqa
Merawi Sülu and others, with many secretaries, in an assembly, to look into the tools and weapons, silver, gold,
and any things of the house of any kind, collected from long ago, the counted expenses and income, the balance,
and what had remained with the notables as loans and borrowings, so that it all could be accounted for.\fn{ Or: be
recorded}
With this matter all the employees of the Ministry of Finance had great trouble. And this investigation of finances took a long time. Concerning the finances (money, or property), the expenses greatly exceeded the income,
and the loans and borrowings the assets. And because the matter touched the nobles and ministers, Abeto Iyasu let
the employees and managers call guarantors, and the matter rested.
At this time, he appointed Qenyazmach Afe-Werg Minister of the Pen with the title of Tsehafe-Tüzaz. As he
had been a scribe from his childhood without separating from Tsehafe-Tüzaz Gebre-Sillasie, he had the necessary
gift, and he worked faithfully and peacefully.
Tsehafe-Tüzaz Afe-Werq was not only known for his work as a scribe/secretary, but heroically he had also
brought down from his mule and killed an Italian who had destroyed one of his eyes with a pistol at the battle of
Adwa\fn{In 1896} About this, a minstrel praised him in these words:
The scribe Afe-Werq has honoured his government;
He contributed for Ethiopia one of his eyes;
Having only one eye, he still writes very neatly.

*
On 3 Tahsas 1906 E.C.\fn{12 December 1913 G.C.}, due to the strength of his disease—and as it is impossible to
get well without the will of God—although the doctor examined him and gave him holy water, His Majesty Emperor Menilek died. He tasted the cup of death that previous kings had tasted. Only Empress Taitu and Weyzero
Zewditu were there nursing him, and they grieved bitterly, with no one to comfort them.
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Abeto Iyasu had entered Fil-Wiha\fn{ A hot-springs} and stayed there overnight taking the baths, and when he
heard of Emperor Menilek’s death early in the morning, he said, “If I announce Menilek II’s death now, the
country will be in turmoil immediately, and the enemy will rejoice and rise against me”; the death of the righteous
is their eternal life, and thus the death of Danyaw, of Emperor Menilek, was not talked about but kept secret. His
faithful nobles\fn{Or: officials} secretly put his dead body in a coffin which, fitting the rank of kings, was made of
wood which does not decay and embellished with silver and gold, and it was placed upstairs in the store room in
the house of sacred pictures or of prayers of Kidane Mihret\fn{ “Covenant of Mercy”, i.e. the Virgin Mary} in the Palace
compound.\fn{“This is still in existence.” } The “Prayer of Incense”\fn{ A prayer of forgiveness} was said, and it was arranged for incense to be burnt there always.
And an order went out from Abeto Iyasu that no one should enter the compound.fn{ To mourn the dead Emperor}
And this order pricked the feelings of the hearts of Empress Taitu and Weyzero Zewditu with deep sorrow like an
arrow, because it meant that their relatives were forbidden to comfort them, and that the two who had been
nursing him alone for five full years hoping that he would recover—today when the Victorious one, the Lion, the
Judge Menilek slept and slumbered, they could not give vent to their grief publicly even for a single day; and for
this reason all the people grumbled.\fn{Against Iyasu—as they had heard the rumour about Menilek’s death}
But Iyasu Abba Tena, seated on his horse Tena and escorted by all the notables, went to Jan-Meda to watch
horse-racing and spear-throwing from horseback. And all who heard of the King’s death pretended not to have
heard and, suppressing their tears and speaking mouth to mouth,\fn{ I.e. in whispers, not in crowds or loudly} all the people heard by personal communication and were grief-stricken. And many let out the steam of grief and said, “We
have heard of the death of our relative” and lamented publicly and also put on mourning clothes.
To explain this, the King’s faithful servant, Qenyazmach Gebre-Giorgis, said, “I had a big brother called Sahle-Mariam, but now he is dead, and a letter came to me saying: Give vent to your grief’”; and he spent his days
lamenting, and at Addis-Alem, in Debre-Tsion,\fn{ A church which Menilek had built} he had prayers for the release of
the soul said, and he prepared a memory feast for the dead and fed the clergy. Sahle-Mariam is Emperor Menilek’s Christian/baptismal name.
And when Abeto Iyasu heard of this politics of Qenyazmach Gebre-Giorgis, he became very angry. And he had
Qenyazmach Gebre-Giorgis called and he rebuked him and said in private, “Who made you prepare a memory
feast for Menilek II?”, and he put him in prison. And he dismissed him from his job, and the notables of Shewa
did not like that the memory feast was left out, and they were very disappointed with Iyasu.
*
On 16 Meskerem 1906 E.C.\fn{September 1913 G.C.} he had large cannons, imported from the Austrian government, aimed on the mountains to be a protection for the country. And the number of cannons was about one
hundred. And the length of the cannon-balls was about one metre. The one who helped him to fulfil this plan was
the Consul of the Austrian government in Addis Abeba, Mr. Schumimer.
But the governments adjacent to Ethiopia did not allow him. The ones that Abeto Lyasu made his friends of the
heart were the Germans and the Austrians. But all those who did not have colonies on Ethiopia’s coast he did not
hate; and also Italy did not forget her former grudge, and therefore her mind did not slumber, and she planned to
select and send to Asmara as consul an able and loyal person.
Therefore, he chose Wessenie Zamanel to be the executor of his political plans, and he sent him as consul to
Asmara. Wessenie Abba Mager had learned French during Menilek II’s time, and he knew about the functioning
of telegrams and wireless telegraphs, and by always talking with Europeans, and because he studied political
information and as he evaluated the thoughts of the Italians, he always notified Abeto lyasu.
In this same year, in 1906 E.C.,\fn{ 1913 or 1914 G.C.} the princes and nobles took council with the ministers and
submitted this proposal, and they said thus:
“When Emperor Menilek was still alive, he informed us in an assembly—realizing that both man and wood are
equally fragile\fn{I.e. mortal}—that Iyasu shall be the heir of my throne; and after he rested, we did not reveal the
fact immediately. Now then, what are we expecting to happen? Let us fix the date for the coronation and please sit
on the throne of your father, on David’s throne.” And Abeto Iyasu replied saying thus:
“The advice you submitted to me is good. Even I have not remained without thinking about the matter and
weighing it. But first I will make my father, Ras Mikael, king; then I shall be Emperor.”
The reason why Abeto lyasu refused to be crowned before he had made his father king was that, even if he was
Emperor Menilek’s grandson by his mother, he thought that if he also was a king’s son by his father, to be called
the son of two kings,\fn{Menilek and Mikael} this would be an innovation for his history and a cause for pride of his
family. Thereupon the imperial weapons and the silver and gold things, not excluding the royal garments and the
crown, and various jewelry needed for the ceremony of his\fn{ Mikaei’s} coronation were loaded and transported to
Wello.
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And Honourable Ras Mikael spent his time preparing the place where his coronation was to take place and the
hall where the crowds were to be feasted; and after the work needed for the celebration of the coronation was
done, he sent a message to his son, to Abeto lyasu. And after it had been decided that the coronation should be
honoured on 23 Ginbot 1906 E.C.,\fn{31 May 1914 G.C.} the great nobles came travelling from Shewa, from Tigray
and from Gojjam to participate in the rejoicings at the appointed hour. And the names of the honourable
messengers that Abeto lyasu sent in connection with the coronation were: Dejjazmach Welde-Gebriel, MelakeGennet Admasu,\fn{Menilek’s chief chamberlain for many years} Blatta Pawlos,\fn{Scholar and adviser to the ruler} Bejirond
Yiggezu.\fn{Menilek’s treasurer for many years; he also helped him as King of Shewa to import arms }
And Ras Mikael was anointed and crowned by the hand of Abuna Petros.\fn{ He came to Ethiopia from Egypt during
the time of John IV } He was made King of Wello, Tigray, Gondar and Gojjam, and he\fn{ Iyasu} issued a seal for him
with the words,
“The power is written on the shoulders of Mikael, King of Zion.”
Those who had gathered for the ceremony from all parts of the country, the notables and the crowds of common people, he feasted for eight days. He gave awards to the notables and scholars. But the notables of Shewa
were very sad that he\fn{Iyasu} had sent the crown and royal garments to Wello.
As for King Mikael, he performed his governmental and ecclesiastical duties in the provinces given to him
with kindness and with patience, and was granted a character and faith so as to be loved by God and man. After
this, he made many changes in appointments and began to put the country in order.
In 1907 E.Cfn{1914 or 1915 G.C.}, he gave his daughter Tewabech in marriage to Dejjazmach Siyyum Mengesha
and made him Ras and appointed him governor over an area greater than Tigray. He made Dejjazmach GcbreHiywet\fn{His third son} Ras and appointed him governor with great honour. And he gave him one part of Tigray.
Dejjazmach Yimer and Dejjazmach Yazew he made rases and appointed them governors over large parts of Wello. He changed the rank names of all his nobles and gave them appointments and awards; and so that justice
should not be biased against the country-people and the poor not be oppressed, he was often present in court, and
he made all the people very happy.
As for Abeto Iyasu\fn{He was in Addis Ababa when Mikael was crowned in Wello } he showed his pleasure by making a
lavish banquet for all on 23 Ginbot,\fn{ 31 May} the day of King Mikael’s coronation. He gave appointments and
awards to the soldiers attached to the Central Campers,\fn{ Mehal safari, veteran soldiers living in tents round the royal tent
and under the direct command of the Emperor, very powerful and politicized } and thus he made them happy.
*
In the same year, he\fn{Iyasu} expelled Empress Taitu and Weyzero Zewditu from the Palace, and he made
Weyzero Zewditu stay with her husband, with Ras Gugsa Welie, in confinement in a place called Falle. And
Empress Taitu he permitted to live in confinement in the church of St. Mary at Intotto, and she stayed in the
church which she had made.
“I am equal owner of Emperor Menilek’s property, and give me my share,” she requested. And Abeto Iyasu
replied thus to the request made by the Empress:
“I assure you that the gold and silver in the Palace is for the government of the people, but it is not the
Emperor’s or your property.”
But in his generosity, he sent her many thousand birr;\fn{I.e., thousands of units of the local currency then in use, all of it
silver coins} particularly he allowed her to take all the gold and silver jewelry that was in her store-room. Because
Empress Taitu’s main wish had been to have a child by Emperor Menilek, and as she had failed—even if she
made vows and experimented with medicines—she became upset and gave all her property to Mary’s church at
Intotto. And she had the church well made and got a dome made of silver and gold, and she said, “The heir of my
barrenness is My Lady Mary”, and she made this church the head of churches, and it got very rich endowments.
And by giving the clergy\fn{Of St. Mary’s} hereditary tribute-rights over endowed land and adorning them with
cloaks richly stitched with gold, she greatly pleased them.
*
Abeto Iyasu left the government administration to the ministers and went down to Adal; and the town WeyneHara, which he had founded, he gave the name Tenaye. And in the same place, in order to please the Muslims, he
put on a qildim\fn{A tight wrap, like a skirt} made of silk, and he entered the mosque. After he had stayed in the town
of Weyne-Hara for a few days, he visited the area around the mountain called Rasa, and he asked the Adal, “What
is the reason why this mountain is called Rasa?”, and the Adal replied like this:
“In former days, one called Ras Ali came from Gonder and camped on this mountain, and it was called Rasa
after him.”
And after he had visited Mt. Rasa, he travelled fast to Dessie by way of Timuga. And in Dessie he spent some
days consulting with his father, King Mikael, about governmental work and the administration of the people and
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also trying to know what were the plans of the notables of Shewa; and then he set out on his journey to Addis
Ababa.
The second day after he had left Dessie, he stayed at Gisshe in the house of Ato Nadew, and he gave Ato
Nadew the title of Fitawrari; and at that place, after he had fed the army that accompanied him at the feast of
Fitawrari Nadew—when he visited the countryside escorted by a single servant—he came across a peasant who
was digging with a pickaxe, and taking the pickaxe in order to help a bit with the digging, he said to him:
“This digging with a pickaxe is very tiresome work. Why don’t you buy an ox and plough?”
“Master, where shall I find the money to buy an ox? As it is, I rent land from a regular soldier; the local
governor and the local headman tell me to build a fence, to pay tithes, to bring food—it is all about to drive me
from the land,” he told him. And he said to him:
“Aren’t you going to tell about this to Lijj lyasu?” And he said:
“Oh, my, who will take me to him?” And he told him:
“If tomorrow morning you shout for Lijj Iyasu, I shall bring you to him,” and he went away.
But the peasant did not know that the one who just then had talked to him was Abeto Iyasu; and early next
morning he rose and went to the camp of Iyasu. When he was far away, he shouted:
“Please hear me!” And Abeto Iyasu saw that his servants were pushing him away, and he said, “Bring this man
to me,” and pretending not to know him, he asked him. After he had told him the same as he had told him the day
before while digging, he made him be paid fifty birr to buy an ox, and so that the local headman should not bother
him, he exempted him from paying tax, and he returned home shouting ululations. And the people were
astonished and said:
“Where does he know him from so that he is so generous to a poor man like him?”
And again one day, separated from the army and escorted by a single horseman, he travelled fast and came
across a woman who was sitting at the roadside selling bread, and he said to her, “You woman, is the bread for
sale?”, and he descended from his horse and picked up the bread and said to her,
“Tell me the price.” And she, not knowing that it was Abeto lyasu but suspecting that they might be Abeto
Iyasu’s servants, said to him:
“Why bother about the price? Never mind; eat it.” And he, after tasting the bread, gave it to the one escorting
him, and he said to her,
“Don’t you have land?”
“As for land, that I have; but the tax is so heavy that it is about to uproot me from the land—so that I shall be
evicted,” she replied.
“And don’t you have a husband?” he asked her.
“As for my husband, he died from me after we had given birth to many children. Now when I am in trouble I
sell bread and bring up my children on the income I thus get,” she told him.
“Come tomorrow to the camp of Iyasu and I shall speak to my master, Abeto Iyasu, on your behalf,” he told
her and went away. And she rose early next morning and went to the camp, and while she was standing at a
distance, he had her called and said to her:
“Do you know the man who yesterday ate your bread and left without paying for it?” And the woman looked
round at the notables close to him, and turning to Abeto she said in a humble voice with lowered neck,
“It is you.”
And Abeto Iyasu laughed at her words, gave her one hundred birr and five dawilla of grain and exempted her
land from tax, and she returned home rejoicing and praising Iyasu.
And Abeto Iyasu was generous to the people and gave help to churches everywhere on his way, and then he
entered Addis Abeba. We quote the poem of a minstrel about his many visits to Adal:
If you{Iyasu} listen to the advice of the people of Gindo and of Swalih,\fn{These were Adal (and Muslim) nobles}
Let alone becoming King, you will not even become a local headman.\fn{ A king being the highest and a local headman the lowest official in the
old Ethiopia}

But Abeto lyasu abandoned the fear of God and imagined in his heart that he could expand his kingdom and
extend his country by the power of man and by multiplying his family relationships and getting children from
every noble family; and he told the nobles of Shewa, “You have grown fat, you have become old”, and he took
counsel from young people and Muslims. About this, one female minstrel composed a poem that went like this:
If cloud follows cloud and it goes on raining,
What can the very fat people do?\fn{I.e., the very fat people are not able to run fast and avoid the rain; however hard and often the rich nobles try to
compete with, overshadow or get rid of Iyasu by plotting against him, they are no match for him and will not succeed—they are too fat, slow and weak }
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*
At the celebration of the Mesqel festival on 16 Meskerem 1908 E.C.\fn{ 26 September 1915 G.C.}, Abeto Iyasu
made it a more glorious feast than at any time before, he being dressed in a cloak of red velvet embroidered with
gold ornaments and sitting on his horse, Tena, which was embellished with a gold\fn{ Or: gilded} harness and gold
decorated saddle, and his cavalry being seated on colts, decorated with silver and gold rivets in the harness and
having tied on their heads head-gear with lion-manes with silver and gold bars and with gold tassels and being
dressed in lion and panther skins; and following Tena they arrived at the demera,\fn{The place of the bonfire on the eve
of Mesquel} and when Abeto Iyasu sat down on a beautifully prepared seat of honour with the cavalry on his right
side, they looked like a deployment of lions that had broken their cow.\fn{ I.e. they were of fearsome, majestic appearance}
After this, the Shewan nobles, passing in parade, were holding weapons and were lined up according to their
different divisions and outfit, holding shields with gold and silver decorations, wearing gold decorated shoes and
girding sabres with gold decorated sheaths, tying a red head-band, and wearing an ephod made of gold embroildered velvet and different kinds of silk gowns, and thus they passed near the main chamberlain of the Palace each
in turn, and a wonderful parade was seen. But because Abeto lyasu was wearing a cloak of red velvet, the people
grumbled, saying,
“This is not proper dress for royal rank; it looks like the dress of the Muslims.”
On 17 Meskerem\fn{27 September} he gave a lavish public banquet because it was the Feast of the Cross. By
giving appointments and awards, he pleased his servants and loyal officials. But those called the Central Campers
conceived in their hearts a grudge and wish for revenge and a plan to betray Abeto lyasu. And so as not to reveal
their stomach, they turned the plan over in their stomach, so that what was first a thirst for revenge, conceived like
an embryo, became full-grown treason.
But Abeto Iyasu only rode the surface and did not study the embryonic grudge that the Central Campers had
conceived; that is, he did not like tale-bearers, and he did not realize the secret conceived in the heart of the Shewa until it was born.
Anyhow, after he had been busy with government work for some days in Addis Ababa, he went to Harerghe by
train. And around Harerghe, in order to increase his family and organize an army—even if they were of different
religions, as it is said, “A compatriot is a hand of honey”, because it was his foremost wish to attract with love
those who were of one country, nation, and blood—he made a great conference; he had the Muslim and Somali
notables called from Harerghe and as far away as the Ogaden, and he spoke the following advice:
“My strongest desire is that all natives of Ethiopia should be of one heart and all together watch the country’s
frontiers. Even if we differ with respect to religion, still you must not forget that we absolutely have to unite in
love of country.”
After this, he greatly pleased the people of Harerghe by having a big Muslim mosque built in the town of Harer
and giving cloaks and gowns to the sheiks and the notables of Somalia. For the Muslims he had a camel
slaughtered and for the Christians an ox, and he made a banquet in one hall for all.
By the Muslims he was highly praised but by the Christians he was blamed for this.
At this time, he transferred the Governor of Sidamo, Dejjazmach Balcha, to Harerghe and the Governor of
Harerghe, Dejjazmach Teferi Mekonnin, to Sidamo.\fn{ This is incorrect. Ras Teferi was at this time appointed governor of
Kefa}
But as for the notables of Shewa, the treason, which had been conceived as an embryonic revenge, continued
to grow and became a plan to depose Abeto Iyasu from the throne; and when he called them, they said, “We are
ill”, and they slept in their houses and spent their time consolidating their position by signing the pact of conspireacy.
The Honourable Dejjazmach Teferi, AbbaTeqil\fn{ This was Teferi Mekonnin’s (the future Emperor Haile Sillasie’s) nomde-guerre} was, before Abeto went to Harer, called to Addis Ababa and stayed in Addis Ababa, and he was very sad
to leave the country which his father, Ras Mekonnin, had subdued and to which he\fn{ Teferi} had become
accustomed and be transferred to Sidamo. In particular because his wife, Honourable Weyzem Menen, had
remained in Harer and had given birth at that time and was with her new-born baby,\fn{ This was the Crown Prince,
Asfa Wessen} and because the rumour was heard that she was expelled from the Palace at Harer\fn{ The Governor’s
Palace, where Teferi Mekonnin had been staying } where she was sleeping and that Abeto Iyasu had entered the house;
therefore all the Shewan notables were grieved. And Honourable Weyzero Menen, sad about her brother,\fn{ She
was the daughter of Sihin, Iyasu’s half-sister} took the new-born baby and came to Addis Ababa and resided in honour.
*
As it is said, “The counsel of God remains for ever.”\fn{ Psalm 33:11 (or 32:11a in the Geez and Amharic versions) } And
also: “And when God is angry with the King, He makes him not listen to the advice of his officials.”\fn{ From the
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Book of Sirak} And again: “And he takes away wise counsel from the hearts of his loyal officials.”\fn{ Psalm 32:10c in
the Geez version. (It is not found in other translations.)} Abeto Iyasu despised all the advice of his advisers.
After this, from 12 Ginbot\fn{20 May} until the end of Nehase\fn{The beginning of September}, the conspiracy

which had been started against Lijj Iyasu was strengthened and consolidated. And Icchege Welde-Giorgis joined
the conspiracy, and so that the conspiracy should not fail, he confirmed it by a threat of excommunication.\fn
{Against any conspirator who betrayed the conspiracy } When the notables and the army leaders were gathered in the house
of the Icchege, they took an oath on the Gospel and the Cross and said:
“Being of one mind and one tongue, let us before our secret is revealed choose one of the royal line and
enthrone him instead of Iyasu.”
And the main persons who rose to carry out the conspiracy and re-establish the kingdom, the leaders of the
assembly, were the following: Icchege Welde-Giorgis, Abba Kibrit;\fn{ He is said to have got this nom-de-guerre (“Father
of Fire”, or “Father of the Match”) because he was irascible and easily angered. (Ecclesiastics were present during battles, blessing if not
actually fighting.)} Fitawrari Habte-Giorgis, Abba Mechal;\fn{ He was the real force behind the conspiracy, and without his
support, it could not have succeeded. Ethiopians believe he was the tool of foreign powers (Britain, France and Italy) His nom-de-guerre
(“Father of Self-control”, or “Father of Patience”) was given him because of his tolerance and self-contro l} Ligaba Beyyene, Abba
Sebsib;\fn{His nom-de-guerre was “Father of Collect” as he was gregarious and generous } Dejjazmach Haile-Mariam Lemma,
Abba Yibas.\fn{His nom-de-guerre was “Let it be more”, and he was the grandson of Ras—later King—Welde-Giorgis, who was a son
of a sister of King Haile-Melekot}

And as for Icchege Welde-Giorgis, the reason why he was staunch in this matter was that he had quarrelled
with the clergy of Debre-Libanos and appeared before the court of Abeto Iyasu and he\fn{ Iyasu} had passed judgement against the Icchege; and he had a grudge saying,
“He was partial to the clergy and passed a judgement against me”.
And Ligaba Beyyene, Abba Sebsib, was suspecting Abeto Iyasu by his wife, Weyzero Yigemrnitu Abbay.\fn
{“I.e. that Iyasu had a sexual relationship with” his wife}
Therefore—just as a man who is mourning may say that smoke entered his eyes—after this the notables
gathered at the Abuna’s, Abuna Matewos’s, and said:
“Earlier you threatened us with excommunication, saying: ‘Let anyone who betrays Lijj lyasu be cursed and
excommunicated like Anus.’ Fearing excommunication, we have been patient. Now, however, the work of Lijj
Iyasu is to make the Muslim religion expand and the Christian religion to be forgotten, to prostrate with Muslims
and to cause mosques to be built. Now then, until we see what happens shall we look on?\fn{ I.e., as passive observers
only?} We will not wait till he tells us to renounce our faith. Our Father, release us from the threat of excommunication.” And the Abuna said:
“I shall send a letter to Lijj Iyasu to come here, and I shall make him not go beyond your word. Give me time.”
And the notables said: “He will not come; but we shall wait for fifteen days in case he comes”; and they went
home. And Abuna Matewos sent saying:
“Because a matter concerning government affairs that has caused us great concern has come up, I beg you to
come quickly so that we can discuss it.”
But Abeto Iyasu’s friends in Addis Ababa had warned him not to come to Shewa, saying, “Shewa has agreed to
arrest you”; and this suspicion stopped him from coming to Addis Abeba. And when Abeto Iyasu called the
Shewan notables to go to Harerghe, one after the other, they said, “I am ill”, and they did not go.
But the notables of Shewa came to a decision, and by a majority vote they made Weyzero Zewditu Menilek
Queen and Dejjazmach Teferi Mekonnin Crown Prince, and they were ready to consolidate the government. With
this, they sent a letter to King Mikael, blaming Abeto Iyasu and saying, “Come and advise him for us”, and they
all signed.
*
On 1st Meskerem 1909 E.C.\fn{11 September 1916 G.C.}, they informed the notables who lived in the border areas\fn{I.e., outside Shewa} about their plans, that the day for changing throne would be 17 Meskerem\fn{ 27 September}—in order to make them allies in thought and comrades in arms. But the notables agreed secretly only with
the military commanders and the church leaders, but the people did not know.
On 10 Meskerem the Feast of Atse Mesqel was not celebrated. On this day they shared their plans decided
upon—to establish another government administration—with Dejjazmach Teferi Mekonmn. After hearing their
plan, Honourable Dejjazznach Teferi Mekonnin—keeping in mind the words, “Do not desire your brother's
house”—said thus:
“I cannot. Although this concerns me as a descendant of the royal house, I do not desire the government of my
brother.” After he had given this reply, the big notables approached him and forced him saying,
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“Our thought is that you should govern us; and because the government was your grandfather Sable Silla-sie’s
—even if Weyzero Zewditu is substituted on her father Emperor Menilek’s throne—you will be Crown Prince and
guide the government administration. And after Weyzero Zewditu, you will take over the whole gov-ernment
administration; and with full powers, you will make Ethiopia reach a high level. How can you say, ‘I refuse to be
chosen’, when we have planned this and chosen you by the will of God?”
And many monks came from several monasteries, and because they pestered him by explaining that he was
chosen by God and giving him spiritual advice, he said, “All right; let the will of God be done”; and he spent his
time in sorrow and prayer.
I Samuel 17:1 tells: Behold, He chose Saul from the tribe of Benjamin and made him King of Israel; but
because he dared to break the commandments of God and violate His laws, He chose David and, having anointed
him secretly, He kept him waiting; in the same way He also chose Lijj Iyasu and gave him the government—and
as he violated His commandments and as he did the work of childhood and became unruly\fn{ I.e., uncontrollable and
without self-control}, God—whose goodness is endless—anointed Teferi, Abba Teqil, secretly; and because He kept
him waiting until the time came Ethiopia offered her praise to the Holy God.
On 16 Meskerem\fn{26 September}, all the notables\fn{I.e., of Shewa} gave bullets to the their soldiers and prepared weapons. But the Eve of Mesqel was celebrated in every main church and no military parade was seen.\fn
{“Such parades were common on demeera and mesquel but were omitted this year”} On 17 Meskerem\fn{27 September}, the
notables of Shewa, having each deployed their commanders, entered the big Palace\fn{ Of Menilek II} and spent the
day in a conference where Abuna Matewos and Icchege Welde-Giorgis were present. At 11 a.m., all the notables
were lined up on the steps of the Palace. And someone standing between the Abuna and the Icchege read the
message decided in the conference. And the words were as follows:
Honourable notables.
The oppression done against us and the government by Lijj Iyasu from the time he became Crown Prince cannot be
put into words. When his father, Emperor Menilek, appointed him his heir, we also accepted him on oath, on his\fn
{Menilek’s} plea. We thought: With time he will grow in knowledge and be checked by advice; and we have waited
until now, saying: “Let us be patient with him.”
But he, in addition to going from bad to worse, refused to be checked. You all know how he humiliated and put in
prison without any fault the notables whom His Majesty Emperor Menilek had honoured and appointed to high rank
and kept.
For the father who leaves land as an inheritance, the son will normally hold a mass;\fn{ I.e. pay for a mass to be held for
the dead father}; but he, when a father as great as Emperor Menilek left him his kingdom, he spent the day playing at
spear-throwing from horse-back when he died.\fn{ Instead of holding a mass for him, as custom and decency demanded } And
the notables, while their eyes conceived tears, did not mourn because they were afraid of him\fn{ Iyasu}; but their hearts
remained as if on fire because of grief. What makes us saddest of all is that no mass was held.
Lijj lyasu went to Harerghe and entered a mosque of the Muslims and put on the wrap of the Muslims and took a
musbiha\fn{A Muslim rosary} and worshipped together with the Muslims, and he slaughtered a camel and forced the
Christians to eat at a banquet together with the Muslims. Anyhow, Ethiopia—which first believed in the Lafn{ Torah; i.e.
adhered to Judaism} and later in the Gospel and was firm in the Monophysite faith for many thousand years—Lijj lyasu
now tried to convert to Islam.
It had been decreed\fm{By the Ethiopian church} for all Christians, even for kings, one woman for one man. But Lijj
Iyasu married many women, without distinguishing between Muslims and Christians. And from the women that he
married that we know are the ones written below: Weyzero Aster Mengesha, Weyzero Seble-Wengel Hailu, Weyzero
Tisemme Andarge, a daughter of the Muslim Abba Jifar, a daughter of Dejjazmach, a daughter of Neggadras Abboker, a
seed of the Adal clan descended from twins, a seed of the family of Swalih of Timuga, Weyzero Sihin, the daughter of
Dejjazmach Kumsa from Wollega, a descendant of the Family of Sheiks and the Werre Sheh.
In addition, there are many concubines together with these.
And we—while he was doing unlawful deeds like these—waited patiently, thinking that this was the character of
youth and that he would soon improve. Even the Abuna failed to turn him back by his advice when we notified him. We
also wrote a letter to his father, King Mikael, asking him to admonish him on our behalf. He\fn{ Mikael} did not give us
a satisfactory answer.
Well, we will not wait till he\fn{ Iyasu} tells us to snap our neck-cord.\fn{ The editor offers two versions of the original
here: “snap our seal/neck-cord” which he transliterates as “renounce our Christian faith” and then provides the following note: the sign
of Christians; I assume this is a reference to a forced removal by royal decree of the cross pendants that Ethiopians habitually wore:H }

Therefore, what we now announce to you is that we have decided to place Emperor Menilek’s daughter, Weyzero
Zewditu, on her father’s throne as Empress of Ethiopia. The seed of Sahle-Sillasie, the son of Mekonnin, Dejjazmach
Teferi, we have appointed Ras Teferi and made him Crown Prince.

After having completed the reading, Abuna Matewos pleaded and said:
“My children, give me a few days and let me go to Harerghe and advise him; I shall look into everything
wrong that he has done to you, and I shall cause compensation to be paid and I shall reconcile you.”
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But the Icchege opposed the speech of the Abuna and said thus, “Now after the matter has reached a climax
you say you will advise him; but twice and thrice previously we have informed you and asked you to advise him
on our behalf. When did you ever advise him? Have you not heard that he married the daughter of the Muslim
Abba Jifar? However, in your country, in Egypt, the King is a Muslim, and you were not concerned about the that
matter”, he said.
At this time Tesemma Ketema was Lijj Oyasu’s loyal follower, and he said, “Why do you oppose the word of
the Abuna”; but before he had finished speaking, Ligaba Beyyene pulled out his sabre, started a war chant and
said, “Let you of the Muslim party separate”; and then Tesemma Ketema escaped with the people resembling
him.\fn{I.e., Iyasu’s followers or sympathizers}
And the deployed guards began to shoot, and there was a riot in the Palace compound. And in the riot, people
like Bassha Demmena, Bassha Welde-Giorgis and other ushers died from stray bullets. Others were wounded.
And when the riot had lasted for about half an hour, Ligaba Beyyene appeared in the gate called Allamata and
raised his voice and said:
“The guns now fired are meant as congratulation on our joy, and therefore you should stay where you are.”
And after the riot had died down, Honourable Dejjazmach Teferi, Abba Teqil, put on the golden crown of rases
and wore the decorations appropriate for the rank of rases and had the First Star Medal on his chest, and he sat
down on a golden chair and appeared to the people; and in the big Palace\fn{ Of Menilek} a banquet was given for
the notables.
And after the banquet, they spent the evening discussing how to accomplish the necessary military plans that it
was necessary to pursue. And Commander Shibbiru went to Falle with many notables and brought Honourable
Weyzero Zewditu Menilek under escort from the place of confinement. And Weyzezo Zewditu entered her
father’s Palace and participated in the joy of the notables and sat on the throne of her father. …
211.38 Excerpt from My Life And Ethiopia’s Progress\fn{by Haile Selassie I aka Ras Tafari Makonnen, Elect of God,
Ejersa Goro, Misraq Hararghe Zone, Oromia Region, Ethiopia
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By the time We were ready to launch the campaign, Our noblemen who had remained in Jerusalem, and whom
we had summoned to come and join Us … arrived in Khartoum on October 7, 1940 and met with Us. Among
them were Prince Ras Kassa, Dejazrnatch Yigezu;\fn{ He was an influential figure in Haile Sellassie’s court, who held a number
of cabinet and governmental posts. When the emperor went to Dese in 1935, he appointed Yigezu “Deputy for Home Affairs.” Although he
was one of three crown councillors who voted, in April 1936, against Haile Sellassie’s departure from Ethiopia, he followed the emperor
into exile} Dejazrnatch Amde Mikail,\fn{Dej. Arnde Mikail, from Menz, was related to the Empress Menen. When the Italians
invaded, he was Governor of Arsi. After the war, he was a member of the Crown Council } and Bejirond Abathun.\fn{ From Gojam,
he was a deacon in Harer's Adere Tiko Sellassie Church and a godparent of Crown Prince Asfa Wossen, who was baptized there. He
subsequently came to Addis Abeba to oversee the Crown Prince’s religious upbringing. The emperor grew to trust him and made him
Bejirond, or palace treasurer. He remained in Addis Abeba during the war and went into exile in Jerusalem. On return to the capital, he went
back to his post in the palace. He died shortly before the coup of 1974 } Our people, who had been in Kenya, Djibouti,

Jerusalem, and Egypt, were also assembled.
On Tir 10, 1933,\fn{Jan. 18, 1941} We left Khartoum by plane and arrived in Rosaires, and there our campaign
tent was pitched. The tent was one of the palace treasures that We had taken to London. It was named Desta.
During the battle of Adwa, Atse Menelik\fn{ Reigned 1889-1913} received the Italian general and other prisoners of
war sitting at the entrance of this same tent. It was because of this history that We decided to take the tent with Us
into exile.
On the same day, Saturday Tir 10, 1933,\fn{Jan. 19, 1941} We instructed Crown Prince Asfa Wossen,\fn{ Asfa
Wossen I, Titular Emperor of Ethiopia 1989-1997; after him his son, Crown Prince Zera Yacob Amha Selassie (since 1997 Head of the
Imperial House of Ethiopia} Prince Makonnen, and Dejazrnatch Makonnen Endalkachew to proceed to Omedla. After
spending two days in Rosaires, on Monday afternoon, Tir 12, 1933,\fn{ Jan. 20, 1941} We flew … to a place … on

the Sudan-Ethiopian border and landed on a dry field in the forest along the Dinder river. This place is called
Omedla.
A vanguard unit comprised of Ethiopian refugees, patriots and a few British officers, who had arrived there
earlier, lined up as a guard of honor and welcomed Us. Apart from these, several people and camels were
assembled on that desolate wilderness covered with hot sand. There was a flagpole at the center of high ground,
and around it was a unit of Ethiopian soldiers headed by a British major.
We emerged from the airplane and stepped on the soil of Our country after five years of separation … We said,
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death is better than captivity, and to be exiled is better than surrendering one’s own country. One who perseveres in his
faith, shall see his hope fulfilled. Likewise, I have come back to you, my country, after a long odyssey, which took me
to the skies, on the oceans, and across the wilderness.

I walked a little distance on the sand, reached the place were the flag was to be flown, and hoisted the Ethiopian flag with due honors. The ceremony was accompanied by a guard-of-honor and military music.
After We raised Our flag … Chapman-Andrews approached Us and read out the message of best wishes sent
by Major General Platt, the commander of the Sudan Armed Forces, in which he said,
“May God guide You.” On Our part, We thanked Major General Platt for his best wishes and said,
please let him know that we are extremely delighted about Our return to Our people, who, for five years, have been
waiting for Our help while fighting the enemy with an iron will and defending the full independence of the country.

On the same day, the Crown Prince and Prince Makonnen returned to Khartoum to continue studying at the
Sobat military school because the British would not allow them to proceed to Gojam with Us.
Needless to say that a worker is immensely delighted when a tiresome and greatly challenging labor results in
success. In that desolate place, We underscored Our indebtedness to the people of Great Britain, who heartily felt
and shared the bitter challenge and agony of Our people and came to comfort Us. We stressed that We would
always keep this in Our thoughts. We also explained that this day marked the beginning of a new chapter in
Anglo-Ethiopian relations.
When We were conducting this celebration in the small desert-like place, from afar We could hear the sound of
ItaJy’s airplanes. After this, We ordered the air-drop of the various proclamations about Our return to Ethiopia and
the overall war strategy.
The British war plan was prepared by military experts, and, on paper, it appeared to be like pincers. The
northern force under the command of General Platt had its headquarters in the Sudan, while the southern force
under … General Cunningham had its headquarters in Kenya. The plan … was designed to open up a space for
Our march towards Addis Abeba through the Gojam front. It was drawn on the plan that the two forces would
come together … like pincers, thus narrowing the space to curb the movement of the enemy.
On Our front, We had bodyguard troops numbering around 2,000. These had been recruited from Ethiopian
refugees in Khartoum, Kenya, Cairo, and Djibouti; [and there was] one battalion of Sudanese troops. In contrast,
it was already known that the enemy had 35,000 troops deployed on Our front alone.
The force that went to the Eritrean theater under the command of Major General Platt was made up of the 4 th
and 5th divisions comprised of Indian, British and Free French soldiers.
In the southern theater, General Cunningham commanded a strong force comprised of South Africans, West
Africans, Nigerians, Ghanaians; Kenyans, as well as Belgian Congolese.
Be it in the north or the south, it was obvious that the major power and shield for the allied forces in the central
theater was the great heroism of our patriots. At this time, their estimated number … was in the order of 50,000.
On the fascist side, the overall number of the forces present in the whole of East Africa was 300,000, 400
artillery, 200 airplanes, and 9,000 to 10,000 vehicles. Out of this, it was known that, on the Sudanese border, there
were 100,000 troops supported by an artillery division.
According to the plan, the war was to be launched on three fronts. Thus, the forces led by General Cunningham proceeded on Tir 10, 1933\fn{January 18, 1941} into Somaliland, while the forces led by General Platt set out
on Tir 11\fn{January 19} and took Kassala the next day. In the meantime, the Italian forces fled to Akordat.
On Our front, the war had not started at this time. It was delayed because initially Our headquarters was
planned at Belaya, and Our journey from Omedla to Belaya was very exhausting and boring. The surroundings
had been scorched by the heat of the sun, the land had a heavy shrub cover, and the road was rugged. It was
humid, and the heat burned our faces. We were travelling in a big truck. Around 15,000 camels loaded with
luggage and provisions were also participants in the campaign. After travelling 45 kilometers, We took a rest in a
wilderness where one cannot find water.
The Second Ethiopian battalion travelled on the same route with Us but then took another and better route and
headed for Belaya with the Sudanese “Frontier Battalion” under the leadership of Colonel [Hugh] Boustead.\fn
{After World War I, Boustead joined the Sudan Defence Force. When he learned Arabic, he transferred into the political service. In March
1940 he returned to the SDF as commander of the new Frontier Battalion }
While We marched along the [horrid] road, there was an Amharic printing machine loaded on the camels,
which was used to print Our announcements that were distributed on a daily basis.
On Our way to Belaya, though We were proceeding according to plan, We encountered a number of difficult91

ties. Some of the camels loaded with military equipment and provisions were dying one after the other … unable
to climb the mountainous terrain whose elevation was almost 9000 feet. We considered that they, too, died for
Ethiopia’s cause. In one day alone, We saw 57 dead camels lying beside the road.
We had also participated in the hard work of Our soldiers in constructing the road, cutting trees and levelling
the ground. We remember the days We travelled only six and seven miles because of spending most of the time
doing this kind of work.
While Our journey was at this stage, Major Wingate presented a suggestion to Us … “since there is an Italian
force at a place called Guba, 80 kilometers away from Belaya … our travel needs to be redirected northwards.”
Accordingly, We changed direction and headed northwards.
Wingate proposed this idea to Us because he was highly dependent on his compass and binoculars. He never
accepted the counsel of the natives of the area who knew all the directions. The change … he made on the basis of
what he saw on his compass and with his binoculars resulted in a number of troubles, and the journey that should
have been completed in five days took us more than fifteen days. Finally, We arrived in Belaya on Tir 29.\fn{ February 6}
The news of Our journey to Belaya already had become known to Our patriots and most people, and when We
arrived … several patriot leaders and chiefs came out and welcomed Us in a heartwarming manner with songs and
cheering. A short distance from Belaya, Italian airplanes bombarded an airfield, the construction of which was not
even complete. Those bande\fn{Italian colonial irregulars} who had been protecting the Italian forces’ eastern flank
began deserting and joined Our side.
Belaya is located in Gojam Province in the lowland plains, and because of its inhospitable environment, the
Italians never had set foot there. Once We made Our headquarters at Belaya, We began a survey to decide Our
next move and the equipment and provisions that would be sufficient for the coming six months. Meanwhile,
those messengers who had been sent out as a vanguard in order to coordinate the patriots and people of Gojam,
after completing their mission, returned and joined Us. Among them were Colonel Sandford and Getahun Tessema.
While the forces led by Us remained settled at Belaya, Major Wingate and Colonel Sandford left for Khartoum. After participating in a final military conference with General Platt, they returned to Us. A few days [later],
Colonel Sandford was promoted to the rank of Brigadier General and was instructed to serve as Our political and
military advisor, while Major Wingate was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and was assigned to be the
commander of the forces on Our front Accordingly, Colonel Wingate and Colonel Boustead proceeded to Bure at
the head of the troops.
*

In the interim, We heard a rumor that was to affect the future administration of Ethiopia. It was reported that
the authorities of the Khartoum-based Administration of East African Colonial Territories, after a long
deliberation about the status of liberated Ethiopia, had decided to include Ethiopia in the Occupied Enemy
Territories Administration (O.E.T.A.). While We were profoundly upset by this, Sandford and Chapman-Andrews
assured Us that such a thing would never happen because it was not consistent with Anthony Eden’s report to
parliament. The following is the statement that Anthony Eden gave to the British parliament on February 4, 1941:
The government of His Majesty will allow the restoration of Ethiopia’s independent government after
liberation. It will also recognize Emperor Haile Sellassie;’s claim to the throne. The Emperor has appealed to His
Majesty’s government about his need for assistance and experts from foreign countries. The government of His
Majesty the King concurs with this idea. It has to be noted here that the nature of such assistance and experts in
terms of economy, planning and political affairs will be provided internationally after peace has been achieved.
The British government hereby declares that it has no territorial claim over Ethiopia. But it will be necessary to
maintain control over the Imperial Ethiopian forces and their movement for a while. This will be done in
consultation with the Emperor and it will be quickly brought to an end when the situation allows.
This formulation was acceptable as long as We were under arms to defeat the Italian East African forces.
Nevertheless, We remained deeply suspicious of a possible revival and aggravation of the idea which had earlier
been advanced by Brocklehurst.\fn{Lt. Col. Courtney Brocklehurst, a retired game warden of the Sudan, believed he could incite
revolt against the Italians if the Oromo people living in Ethiopia were promised freedom from Italian tyriany and Ethiopian “oppression.” }
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While We were at Belaya, We constantly air-dropped leaflets for the people of Armacheho, Kemint, Chako,
Begemdir, Wogera, Tegede, Kwara, Serako, Alefa Takusa, [and] the entire people of Gojam and Tigray in order to
stimulate them to join ranks against the enemy, destroy his communication networks, and to let them know that
We were also at war.
19
We have indicated that some soldiers who were working for the Italians had began to desert them to join Our
side. Accordingly, when [Fit.] Zeleke Biru,\fn{ Since he governed Zegam, Metekel, and Wombera for the Italians, his bande
could deny the center and south of Belaya to the Gideon Force, Zelleke remained skeptical about the outcome of the war until the emperor
arrived in Belaya, whereupon he submitted formally to the restored Ethiopian state } the man in charge of Metekel area, came

over to Our side along with his troops, the Frontier Battalion and the Second Ethiopian Battalion entered the area,
and occupied Metekel. After a few days they reached Injibara. There was an Italian fortification in this place. The
enemy had constructed roads that linked Injibara in the south with Bahir Dar, Dangla, and Bure, and another road
leading from Dembecha to Debre Markos. [Yet,] after a few days, they evacuated [Injibara].
The Italian[s] also abandoned Dangla … and fled, after being pounded by the British Royal Air Force on one
side and assaulted by the patriots on the other. With the entire people in rebellion against the Italian forces in
Gojam, and with the news of the presence of a large force … the whole of northern Gojam became free, while
General [Guglielmo] Nasi\fn{Born in 1879, Nasi’s career was spent as a colonial officer and governor. In Ethiopia, he became vice
governor-general in May 1939. He held the Eastern Sector command in August 1940, when the Italians pushed into British Somaliland, and
was given the Western Sector in Feb. 1941. In 1948, Ethiopia formally indicted him for war crimes } was crying for reinforcements.

General Nasi was recognized by his government as a person … interested in learning the behavior of
Ethiopians and able to appeal to their feelings. Thus, when he was sent to defend Gonder, it was hoped that he
would isolate Our patriots by blocking the road to Gojam as well as the Gonder-Metemma road. When during the
last two years, the Duca d’ Aosta\fn{ Amadeo di Savoia, the Duke of Aosta, was born in 1898. With the king’s permission—his
petition to fight in Ethiopia in 1935-36 had been denied—he became Viceroy of Ethiopia in 1937. He died in Kenya in 1943, while a
prisoner of war} resided in Ethiopia as the viceroy of the Caesar in order to mitigate the blood-letting that happened
under Graziani, General Nasi and Dr. [Fiero] Franca,\fn{ Franca was director of political affairs in the Government of Amhara,
He had been consul in Ethiopia before the war and was known for his good judgement and tact } who were believed to

beknowledgeable about colonial affairs, were assigned as his assistants. Intent on replacing the past cruelties by
amity, the Italians had forged close relationships with some [Ethiopian] officials. One of them, upon whom the
Italians had conferred the title of dejazmatch, was Mamo Haile Mariam,\fn{ Mamo, who commanded the bande at Bure,
was already in correspondence with Brig. Sandford and wavering in his allegiance. He joined the emperor’s side just after Keren fell. After
the war, he entered into a conspiracy against the crown, was tried for treason, convicted, and hanged in 1945 } a grandson of the Bure
bande leader Ras Hailu.\fn{The son of Negus Tekle Haimanot, Ras Hailu ruled Gojam until 1932, until a tribunal found him guilty of
mendacity, corruption, tax evasion, and treason. Hailu’s real crime was to be a hereditary provincial governor impeding Haile Sellassie’s
program of government centralization and the total subordination of traditional rulers to the crown. Hailu was jailed until just before the
arrival of the Italians, when the emperor ordered him freed. After the war, Ras Hailu remained in Addis Abeba, he received a considerable
pension, was allowed to invest in real estate and businesses, and was often at court or in the company of the emperor. He died on 2 May
1951, after a long illness. The imperial family went to the airport to honor the departure of his body for Debre Markos, where it was
buried} He [Mamo] distributed several thousand lire among his bande and engaged Us in a fierce battle at Bure.

On the other hand, Ras Hailu attempted to increase his support for the Italians by stepping up his propaganda and
sought to discourage patriots like Belai Zelleke\fn{ Of very humble origins, Belai not only fought the Italians but also managed
to remain close to Ras Hailu. Haile Sellassie nonetheless made him Governor of Gojam with the title of Dejazmach. When he did not do
well at the job politically or administratively, he was recalled to Addis Abeba. Disgruntled and alienated, Belai entered into a conspiracy
against the crown, which was promptly discovered and put down. He was convicted of treason and hanged in 1945 } by tantalizing

them with an offer of reconciliation.
After exterminating the main military leaders of Ethiopia, the Italians had experimented with the efficacy of
appointing their own [Ethiopian] officials. When the war reached its peak, there was no stone that they left
unturned to retain control through their loyal collaborators.
Colonel Wingate combined the Frontier Battalion, the artillery unit and the 100 th section of the Second
Ethiopian battalion, took charge of what was now code-named the Gideon Force, along with responsibility for the
propaganda work, and headed for southern Gojam. Leading the Gideon force, Wingate blocked the Italian access
to Mankusa, while Colonel [Hugh] Boustead, in collaboration with Our patriots, namely Fitawrari Bekele
Ambaye,\fn{He was the ruler of Gwagsa in Dega Damot, Gojam. For reasons still unclear, Fitawrari Bekele refused to answer the
emperor’s mobilization order in 1935, and was jailed for a time. When the Italians tried to exploit the antipathy, he refused to collaborate
and, greatly insulted, became a patriot under Bit. Negash Bezabeh. Bekele welcomed Haile Sellassie at Bure, which he was given to rule.
He and Bit. Negash had a falling out, however, and early in 1942, Bekel was killed in intercine skirmishing } Ato Makonnen Desta

and others, blocked the enemy forces retreating from Metekel, and the heavy fighting of the battle of Bure
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occurred on Yekatit 20.\fn{ January 27 1941} They defeated the enemy and gained control of Bure, and We
subsequently made the town Our second headquarters.
The Italian force which had fortified Bure under the command of Colonel [Leopoldo] Natale\fn{ The military
commander of Northern Amhara} comprised 8,000 men. In contrast, the number of regular soldiers on Our side was …
[much less] both in terms of equipment and troops. However, as Our patriots encircled and harassed [the enemy],
and the news of the coming of an allegedly large force demoralized them, they saw no other option but to flee …
Natale … escaped to Debre Markos escorted by cavalry and under the cover of airplanes. At this time, had the
Gideon force, which had advanced to close the escape route, not stood aside, it would have been overrun by
Natale’s retreating forces. Even Wingate himself narrowly escaped from this dangerous scene. Boustead pursued
the Italians at the head of a 300-man unit of the Frontier Battalion. Had Our forces received air assistance at this
juncture, there would not have been another battle in Gojam.
While the enemy retreated from Bure, Our patriots opened a surprise attack on him at a place called Yechereka.
There, a large number of enemy soldiers were routed, and the rest escaped in total disarray.
After this, except for the garrisons at Mota and Bahir Dar, the rest of the enemy concentrated at Debre Markos.
The enemy force [there] … was estimated to be 12,000. After We made our headquarters at Bure, We established
direct air and land communication lines with Khartoum, and We began receiving ample military equipment and
other necessary provisions for the campaign. We also supported the northern and southern forces, providing them
with updated news. We were able thereby to revive the exhausted morale of Our troops.
At [the] Bure military headquarters British officers and Ethiopian patriots spent weeks around Us planning war
strategies. The war plans were distributed among [Our] military leaders, and each one was assigned quarters.
After also providing each [officer] with mules and horses for transporting their provisions, We gave them
directives to continue their march.
After We entered Bure, the reorganized units included one British officer assisted by three or four British
sergeants, one section of Ethiopian vanguard elements, and Ethiopian patriots who had received military training
in the Sudan.
As Our patriots received new heavy weapons, they were enabled to chase the enemy out of his fortifications.
When We arrived in Injibara from Bure, Dejazmatch Negash Bezabeh welcomed Us with his patriots.
The Supreme [British] Commander of the war in the entire African continent was General Archibald Wavell.
And there were three separate theaters of operation in Africa. These were commanded from Cairo, Khartoum, and
Nairobi. Khartoum was the headquarters of the units that had launched the campaign into northern Ethiopia.
Nairobi directed the force that entered Addis Abeba after achieving victories in Juba and Somaliland, while Cairo
was the base of the British troops who invaded Cyrenaica.
General Wavell was in charge of leading and controlling the three forces. Moreover, he was responsible for
protecting the Greek patriots from an attack by either the Germans or the Italians. As long as the Red Sea
remained unliberated from the Axis Powers, the British were not able to conduct any war. One can suggest
therefore that the decision to achieve the liberation of Ethiopia with full strength was made to gain the strategic
upper hand.
It was known to British authorities that Italy … maintained in East Africa nearly 300,000 troops, 400 artillery
pieces, and some 200 fighter planes. In contrast, the number of British forces was very small. The airfields that
Italy had in Eritrea were prepared to attack British colonies.
Since Hamle 1932,\fn{July-August 1940} Italian and British airplanes had made test sorties around Gallabat,
Kassala, Kenya and Somaliland. When all-out war was launched in Tir 1933,\fn{ January 1941} the Commander of
the northern forces, General William Platt, directed his 5 th Indian Division to attack enemy forces. Kassala and
Gallabat were made the first targets because Kassala was seen as a portal into Eritrea, whereas Gallabat protected
Gedaref and provided access … to Gonder.
General Platt did whatever was in his ability to motivate the patriots who were in the north. Although the
Indian troops were selected and assigned ostensibly because of their ability to fight in mountainous terrain, and
some patriots were added to them, no one believed that they would be able to cross the Eritrean ravines. But the
general ordered them to do just that.
Even though the British troops were few in number, after dislodging the enemy from Kassala and Gallabat,
they engaged in the battle of Akordat … fought day and night without ceasing from Tir 22\fn{ January 30 1941} to
Tir 28.\fn{February 6} After taking the town, the army of General Platt advanced on Keren, [where it would have]
to cross ravines … There was no doubt that there would be many casualties. General Platt sent Us a message
urging … the patriots not to permit [Italian] reinforcements from Gonder a passage to Eritrea. Accordingly, We
sent Fitawrari Biru Wolde Gebriel to Debre Tabor to help the patriots and show them how to do the job. We also
sent with him [Lij] Yemane Hassan,\fn{ During the occupation, he was an active patriot in Shewa. He may have been related to the
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emperor, since he acted as one of the crown’s confidential agents. In 1947, when Ras Seyoum returned to Tigray’s governorship, he was
assigned there} Membere Yayehirad, and Wolde Amanuel Tekle Haimanof\fn{ Although he opposed Haile Sellassie before
the Italian occupation, his activities as a patriot brought him into favor. From 1942 to 1944, he was director general in the Ministry of
Interior; then he was named governor of Adal and Isa; and, after 1951, he administered Bati. He was appointed to the senate in 1956 } for

various services.
When the 4th Indian Division, which had destroyed the Italian North African forces in Cyrenaica, arrived in
northern Ethiopia to reinforce General Platt’s forces, the garrison of Keren began to crumble. The Graziani forces,
which the Italians had used to threaten the Sudan and hoped to use after breaking the Egyptian flank, were
defeated in Libya itself. The commander of the enemy forces [in Eritrea] General Luigi Frusci\fn{ Born in 1879,
Frusci had been an active military officer from 1917 to 1929; he headed the Colonial Ministry’s Office of Military Affairs from 1927 to
1929; and then served in Somalia and Spain. He became Governor of Amhara in January 1939 and Commander in Northern Ethiopia in
June 1940. In April 1941, he abandoned Asmera and went to Ambalage, where the next month he surrendered with the Duke of Aosta }

was thus struck by an unexpected thunderbolt.
After keeping the garrison under siege for some time, on Megabit 17,\fn{ March 26} the 4th Indian Division
gained control of Keren. The siege had lasted six weeks, and, by any measure, it comprised the heaviest fighting
of [the war]. During the siege, from the Italian side, General Raimondo Lorenzini,\fn{ Born in May 1890, he had a
military career in Libya from 1913 to 1934, when he was ordered to Italian East Africa. In 1941, he commanded in Keren, where he led a
strong resistance. After his death in March, the garrison’s morale dropped sharply } after fighting heroically, was killed in action.

In the battle of Keren, between 4,000 to 5,000 Allied soldiers were killed, while more than 10,000 enemy soldiers
died. With this, the British forces in Africa, after fierce fighting, succeeded in securing the access to the
Mediterranean and Red seas.
We understood that the morale of the fascist forces was dissipating, when we heard that a 14,000-man strong
division, without putting up any resistance, surrendered to British troops, whose number was not more than 200. It
was also reported that Marshal Pietro Badoglio, the former Supreme Commander of fascist forces, who in
1928\fn{1935-36} succeeded in occupying Addis Abeba, and Admiral [Domenico] Cavagnari\fn{ Commander of the
Italian Navy since 1934} had neglected their duties because of their lack of faith in Mussolini.
One section of the British forces, those led by General Cunningham, came from the south and destroyed the
Italian forces in Somalia and southern Ethiopia. This force reached Addis Abeba after travelling two thousand
miles in pursuit of the enemy.
The Southern Division, led by General Cunningham, entered the former Italian colony of Mogadishu on
Yekatit 15.\fn{February 22} We heard that, while this was taking place, the enemy forces which had infiltrated into
Kenya and which had been in Jijiga, were [retreating] … On Megabit 1,\fn{ March 10} the Allied forces captured
Dega Bur and on Megabit 7,\fn{March 16} they advanced and took control of Berbera. Again on Megabit 12 and
13,\fn{March 21 and 22} the enemy forces reportedly disintegrated after heavy fighting in the district of Jijiga and
entered Harer in disorderly retreat.
Nevertheless, the heroic forces of Great Britain denied … [the enemy] a breathing space, pursuing him on land
and air, and, after a battle fought in the vicinity of Harer on Megabit 15 and 16,\fn{ March 24 and 25} the town fell
into the hands of the Allied forces.
In the meantime Our patriots were at war with the enemy in Shewa, Begemdir, Gojam and the other Provinces.
The southern force continued its march, and on Megabit 20,\fn{ March 29} captured Dire Dawa. The occupation of
Dire Dawa opened a window of opportunity for the Allied troops. It was the centrality of this location which had
enabled Italy to transport provisions by air and train so that she could stand against us.
On Yekatit 27, 1933,\fn{March 6, 1941} in the midst of the war, We gathered Our noblemen to consult about the
following ideas.
The object of reading and studying history should be to enhance what one may accomplish potentially. If [history] is
read [merely as] a pastime, its full benefit cannot be achieved. You have heard and you know about the type of
administration We had when We were in Our country and the one that existed before as well as the type of
adminstration followed by the enemy when We were in exile. For the work before us, without going deep into history,
what we have heard and seen can be regarded as sufficient evidence of history. After five years of Ethiopia’s occupation
by the enemy, now when we have come to eject the enemy and restore her independence, if we do not demonstrate our
ability to perform the work before us, Our hope for the restoration of Ethiopia’s independence is futile. Therefore, since
the following matters deserve priority, We would like you to think about them and inform Us of your suggestions.
1. The so-called bande and those who remained loyal are far apart in their opinions. The bande would like to remain
in power without being stripped of their ranks. This will motivate the rest of the bande to desert. But, those who
remained loyal believe that all the bande should be shown no mercy, except for having their lives spared; thus, leaving
the bande intact, though desirable to attract the rest of them, will be a source of antagonism for Our loyalists. What do
you think is the best thing to do?
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2. What can Ethiopia do on her own to block any infringement of her independence should she fall short of being
able to provide [technical skills] for herself.
These two matters … should serve as the basis [for discussion] in the process of laying the foundation for the future
administration of the whole of Ethiopia.

After this, each of them replied:
Dejazmatch Amde said it is better to extend amnesty to the bande and outline a set of regulations they must
follow.
Dejazmatch Makonnen suggested that those who had been under the weight of Italy’s oppression had scores to
settle. Thus, he believed that it would be better, on arrival in Gojam, to gather the noblemen once again for
consultation and issue a proclamation about what should be done. But, since the second question was urgent and
worrisome, it would be better for Your Majesty to make some kind of arrangement.
Dejazmatch Adafrisaw said that most of the bande had sought the protection of the Italians, whom they had
helped. Were they not able to inflict great harm if they chose to remain on the side of the white man until the last
moment? Let a respectable person be sent to the patriots and explain the matter and [the need to] offer
reconciliation.
Regarding the second question, Ras Kassa said that it was advisable not to talk about it until a government was
securely established. Then, it would be better perhaps to form an advisory group composed of [the British]. It is
not a good idea willingly to surrender power, but if [the foreigners] were intent on seizing it forcibly, there was
not much that Ethiopia could do about it. Anyway, there was no option besides the British.
After this, a suggestion was made to differentiate categories of bande as soon as we reached Debre Markos:
returned by amnesty, returned when deserted by the Italians, returned under special permission, a banda with
blood on his hands. When the categories were known … dispositions would be made depending on the
circumstances. The meeting was adjourned.
20
As pointed out earlier, on Our front, apart from troops … in Mota and Bahir Dar, the rest of the enemy in
Gojam was concentrated west of Debre Markos on a mountain called Gulit and had occupied the entire road
leading to Bure. In order to attack the enemy … in accordance with the military strategy which We had charted at
Our military headquarters, We directed the leaders of the patriotic forces to occupy their assigned positions and
wait for further instructions. Accordingly, We ordered Dejazmatch Negash Bezabih to occupy the position not far
from Gulit, on the right side of the road across from [the town of] Amanuel; Dejazmatch Mengesha Jembere to
the right of the road south of Gulit, beside Debre Markos; Fitawrari Haile Yesus Filate\fn{ Born in Bichena in 1900,
Haile Yesus was governor of Oega Oamot in 1935. He fought in the war under Ras Imru’s command and, from 1936 to 1941, he was a
leading patriot leader in Gojam. After the war, he was appointed governor of Agew Midir and Bahir Oar but was not named dejazmatch
until 1943. Thereafter, he held a number of important awraja governates throughout Ethiopia but, in 1969, returned to Gojam to administer
Oega Oamot and Agew Midir. He died in 1971, and was buried in Debre Markos } to the left of the road to Addis Abeba, facing
Amanuel; Fitawrari Gebeyehu Wolde Mariam\fn{ A Gojami, he resided in Besbeba Awaraja and fought alonside Oej. Haile
Yesus Filate in 1936-37. The two had a violent disagreement that led to Fit. Gebeyehu’s defection with his men to the Italians. When the
fitawrari came over to the emperor in March 1941, and explained the situation, a pardon was immediately granted. After the war, Gebeyehu
was named governor of Oebre Markos, where he died in 1949 } to mobilize his troops and stay where he was; and Belai

Zelleke to wait in readiness to the east behind Gebeyehu. At the time We were in Dembecha.
Azaj Kebbedde Tessema and Ato Makonnen Desta, along with Dejazmatch Mengesha Jembere, were to attack
the enemy from the west and from the south of Gulit, while also approaching and assaulting the enemy at Debre
Markos. We designed this strategy and sent it to [the commanders].
After We passed this war plan to the military commanders, a very limited number of our soldiers, in
conjunction with selected individuals from the Frontier Battalion, upset the enemy by opening a guerrilla assault
in an admirable military tactic, while also disguising their troop strength. Morale shattered, the enemy handed
over Debre Markos to Ras Hailu on Megabit 26\fn{ April 4} along with [command of] the local … bande and fled
to the Abay valley.\fn{There seems little doubt that Belai Zelleke permitted them to escape and cross into Shewa. Apparently Ras
Hailu arranged the peaceful withdrawal by promising Belai his daughter in marriage } Hence, the victorious Second Ethiopian
Battalion and Our Patriots took control of Debre Markos. In this battle, the Sudanese military contingent known
as the Frontier Battalion did most of the fighting and proved its military prowess.
On Sunday Megabit 28,\fn{April 6} We entered Debre Markos. To prevent the looting of the town, the officials
and the patriots We had despatched in advance kept law and order. Ras Hailu was also waiting to welcome Us
along with many native collaborators. Among the patriotic leaders, Lij Yohannes Iyasu, Lij [later Ras] Hailu
Belew\fn{In eastern Gojam, he and Belai Zelleke vied for primacy. Hailu was related to Gojam’s ruling dynasty, a status that must have
caused discomfort to his peasant-born rival. Hailu ultimately became ras and titular governor of Gojam, although he mostly remained in
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Addis Abeba as a member of the crown council }

and Belai Zelleke came to welcome Us at the head of their respective
troops. We hoisted Our flag with all honors, and afterwards granted pardons to Ras Hailu and all his followers.
The same day We heard that the army led by General Cunningham had occupied Addis Abeba.
On entering Debre Markos We were welcomed tumultuously by chanting men, ululating women and cheering
patriots, who were expressing their feats in warrior poems. In their speeches, the people revealed to Us how much
they had suffered for five years in the absence of freedom, citing all the difficulties they had undergone—their life
in gorges and ravines, in exile in foreign lands with extreme deprivation, and their hunger and thirst. Since the war
was not over yet, We strongly advised the population not to create anarchy and chaos by incriminating each other,
using acrimonious labels such as shifta and banda.
The Italians … had left behind different types of drinks and food which We put to good use in feeding and
entertaining Our army. On that joyous occasion, Colonel Wingate made the following brief speech:
[My] officers … and I are discharging our responsibilities in conjunction with the patriots. We believe that Great
Britain is fighting the present war for the good of the entire world. She is determined to eradicate with her blood the
serious villainy that is troubling human-kind. All people are called upon carefully to watch and scrutinize everything
for themselves. The underdogs are urged to work for a positive result. We are gloriously waging war to preserve the
sanctity of their rights. The big devil, who has conjured up the present war … and unleashed it, has not yet been
defeated.
Until Ethiopia is totally free, those of our forces involved in this war will not feel secure. I trust in the honor of His
Majesty the Emperor Haile Sellassie and in the honor of his government that will be reinstated throughout the realm.

The next day, on Monday, Megabit 29,\fn{ April 7} the people of Gojam and the patriots assembled in front of
Us and began to narrate and recount their brave deeds … [and] fearlessness in songs and speeches. The day turned
out to be a day of jubilation and an occasion for a national parade. We, on Our part, acknowledged that the joy We
felt was made possible by God, and, in awe, We expressed gratitude to Him. Thanks to the efforts of the military
engineers who had surveyed the road with admirable speed and skill, American trucks could come as far as
Belaya, thus linking Gojam with the Sudan. As a result, transportation problems were solved. South African
planes also arrived loaded with ammunition and money.
The Southern Sector Command led by General Cunningham reached Addis Abeba on Megabit 28,\fn{ April 6}
with admirable speed. That was the same day We entered Debre Markos. On that day, General Cunningham
announced to the assembled population, which was awaiting Us with eagerness, that We were still at war and
assured them that We would enter Addis Abeba soon. Subsequently, at the Grand Palace, the Italian flag was
lowered, and the Ethiopian and British flags were hoisted in its place. Meanwhile, the Shewan force led by Ras
Abebe, which had an estimated strength of 10,000 to 15,000 men, had assembled around Addis Abeba. General
Cunningham, who was in Addis Abeba, sent Us a congratulatory message in the hands of Brigadier [Maurice]
Lush,\fn{Lush, the brother-in-law of Brig. Sandford, was the chief political officer in the Sudan Defence Force. He was seconded to Sir
Philip Mitchell, who headed up the “Occupied Enemy Territory Administration.” Lush was given the title of Deputy Chief Political Officer
for Ethiopia} informing Us of the retaking of Addis Abeba …

After entering Addis Abeba, the Southern Command did not tarry; it rushed to Dese. This was so because when
Addis Abeba was occupied, half of the Italians had escaped to the North, and half to the South. Soon after Addis
Abeba was retaken, the Italians gave the impression of having no stomach to fight again, though they were
encouraged by the victory of the Germans in Libya. It came to be told, and many … [Italians] believed it, that,
within three months, the Germans would overrun Egypt and [that] by the beginning of July, they would move into
Ethiopia to give life to the disorganized and dispirited Italian army. With this hope … [the Italians] wanted to keep
their army [intact] so as to give the impression that they were not defeated.
Of the enemy’s army in Gojam, only the 69 th Colonial Battalion stationed in Mota remained. In order to
reconnoiter its situation, some three hundred men from the Frontier Battalion and the Ethiopian Battalion went to
Mota. From Our side, people like Andargatchew Massai [later Ras Bitwoded]\fn{ During the war, Andargatchew was the
Ethiopian consul in Djibouti. In 1944, he married Princess Tenegne Work and, as the emperor's son-in-law, he held many important
positions: Governor of Harer, 1941-42; Minister of Justice, 1943-46; Governor of Begemdir, 1946-52; Emperor's Representative in Eritrea,
1952-59; Minister of the Interior, 1958-61; Governor of Sidamo, 1961-64. After a car crash in 1964, he was invalided but retained political
influence and important business connections. He held the rank of Ras Bitwoded } and Wossen Hailu\fn{The son of Wagshum [later
Lieutenant General] Hailu Kebbedde, Wossen was a descendent of the Zagwe dynasty and fought in the northern front, where he was
captured by the Italians and imprisoned for a time. After his release, he became a patriot leader, for which he was promoted to colonel after
the war. Thereafter he had a mixed career, never rising very high, although he was Vice Minister of Posts, Telegraphs, and Telephones
1945-47; Ambassador to Greece in the 1950s; President of the first elected Chamber of Deputies in 1957; and Wagshum and Senator in
1960. He died in 1982} and the patriots who served under Lij Hailu Belew around that area, also joined these forces.

They besieged and stormed the garrison at Mota. After light resistance, the enemy surrendered, and as a result,
Andargatchew and Wossen Hailu returned to Us along with captured prisoners and a booty of military materiel.
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After this, with the exception of Bahir Dar, the whole of Gojam was liberated. When the enemy that had
fortified itself at Bahir Dar was attacked by the troops that We had despatched under the command of Fitawrari
Biru Wolde Gabriel, the [Italians] swiftly evacuated Bahir Dar and went to Gonder, where General Guglielmo
Nasi commanded. Subsequently, Fitawrari Biru crossed the Fasil bridge, mobilized the patriots of Debre Tabor,
and pursued the enemy, inflicting damage.
The officer\fn{Col. Saverio Maraventano} who commanded the 8,000-man strong contingent in Debre Markos, had
escaped,\fn{On April 3} along with his army, and crossed the Abay. On learning that Addis Abeba had been retaken,
he tried to head for Dese. When he heard of [the latter’s] occupation, he attempted to go to Debre Tabor.
Nevertheless, a joint force consisting of the Frontier and Ethiopian Battalions followed him in hot pursuit and
incapacitated him.
While We were still in Debre Markos, Prince Makonnen, the Duke of Harer, accompanied by Ato Lorenzo
Taezaz and Chapman-Andrews, flew to Jijiga on Miazia 20.\fn{April 28} From there, they went to Harer and made
public appearances.
In the days when We made Debre Markos our military headquarters, We received … demands and appeals
from several chiefs, the common people, the patriots, and from collaborators … called bande. Accordingly, We
made several provisional arrangements which would be in force until the end of the war. Furthermore, from this
same military headquarters, We also transmitted various directives to whatever districts or sub-districts in which
Our patriots operated, urging them to pursue the enemy relentlessly.
With regard to the manner of Our entry into Our capital city of Addis Abeba, We sent [there] a team led by
Dejazmatch Makonnen Endalkatchew to make the necessary arrangements. The team consisted of Major\fn{ Later
Lieutenant General} Abiye Abebe,\fn{Born in 1918 of a prominent Shewan family, Abiye married the emperor’s second daughter,
Princess Tsehai, who died in 1942. Abiye nonetheless enjoyed an excellent career: Governor of Welega, 1942-43; acting Minister of War,
1943-47; Minister of War, 1949-55; Ambassador to Paris, 1955-58; Minister of Justice, 1958-61; Emperor’s Representative in Eritrea,
1959-64; Minister of Interior, 1961-64; etc. He was Minister of Defence and Chief of Staff from February 28 to July 22, 1974, during
Endelkatchew Makonnen’s Government. He was subsequently jailed and then killed, along with fifty-three others, by the derg on “Bloody
Saturday,” Nov. 23, 1974. The word derg means “committee,” and it was a term associated with the regime that governed Ethiopia from
1974 to 1991} Major\fn{Later Major General} Mulugeta Bulli,\fn{Of a prominent Oromo ballabat family, Mulugeta was born in
1917, received a missionary education, and then was sent to Addis Abeba’s Tafari Makonnen School. In 1934, he went to the newly opened
Holeta Military Academy and was commissioned as captain in 1935. He fought at Maychew in the Imperial Bodyguard, which he came to
command as colonel after the war. He established a state security system and disrupted at least two major coup attempts, for which he was
promoted to Brigadier. During the Korean War, thanks to the excellent service of the Ethiopian regiment, Mulugeta became Major General.
He was very popular within Ethiopia, and Haile Sellassie decided, in 1960, to make him Minister of the new Ministry of National
Community Development, which was devoted to developing the nation’s periphery. Rumors, of course, suggested that the general had
fallen out of favor, and, in December 1960, when there was an attempted coup against Haile Sellassie, the rebels appointed Mulugeta chief
of staff in their new government. But, as became clear when they killed him, they found him a loyalist. The term ballabat refers to a class
of local-level officials who mediated between the people and the government } Major\fn{Later Major General} Nega Haile
Sellassie,\fn{A Holeta cadet, Nega fought on the northern front before making his way to Gore and then the Sudan. After the war, he
worked to create the modem Ethiopian army. By 1955, he was a major general, and in 1962, he was named governor of Begemdir. He was
in England when the derg came to power} Major\fn{Later Lieutenant General} Kebbedde Gebre,\fn{Another of the Holeta cadets,
Kebbedde commanded the first battalion of Ethiopian troops sent to Korea in 1951. His success resulted in promotion to Brigadier. By
1960, he was commanding general of the first division and played a key role in putting down the abortive coup on December 1960. He was
rewarded by promotion to lieutenant general and by being named chief of staff. He remained active in the military until 1974, when he was
arrested and subsequently executed by the derg} and Lij Asfaw Kebbedde. In order to receive instructions from Us

regarding the preparation of the manner with which they would welcome Us, Fitawrari Zewdu Aba Koran and
others were selected and sent to Us from Addis Abeba as representatives of Ras Abebe Aregai and others.
Balamberas Mahteme Sellassie and others also came to meet with Us.
*
In the aftermath … of the battle of Keren … the entire ground force of the enemy in Eritrea, including the best
colonial troops as well as the banda army, which was taken there from Shewa and Addis Abeba, was decisively
defeated. The division called The Savoy Grenadiers was completely annihilated. In the fighting that took place
between Kassala and Keren alone, more than 70 enemy planes were destroyed by a squadron of the British Air
force. This was disclosed during the engagements. The military stores belonging to the Italians were confiscated.
Its Red Sea Navy was in disarray. The Northern Front Commander Frusci, escaped to Ambalage. Italy’s hope now
lay with Frusci, who talked of a showdown at Ambalage; and with General Nasi, who had garrisoned Gonder in
the northwest with 20,000 soldiers.
Italian East Africa, that was said to have been established on Miazia 26, 1928\fn{ May 4, 1936} with great
fanfare, rapidly contracted, was cut into pieces, [and] confined to Gonder, Ambalage, Dese and Jima. Because
Mitsiwa was liberated and the enemy’s ships were not visible on the Red Sea, all the menace gradually
disappeared. The American President Roosevelt was enabled to send large quantities of military and other
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supplies to the Middle East. The British army in Egypt was also allowed to receive all the assistance it needed …
for the force that was being organized for the Middle East.
The morale of the Italian army was shattered not only because of the heavy fighting that took place at the
Keren Front, but also because the balance was turning on both fronts. Without being perturbed by the fall of
France, the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill continued to provide unruffled and patient leadership. As
the result, he was able to emerge victorious.
21
After staying in Debre Marcos for some twenty-five days, We began Our journey to Shewa on Miazia
21.\fn{April 29, 1941} In order to prevent the Ethiopian patriots from pursuing them while they retreated, the
Italians had demolished bridges and mined roads. They had also destroyed the bridge over the Abay river, and the
debris in the water made it difficult for Us to cross. Thus, We spent the night of Miazia 21\fn{ April 29} on the
[right] bank of the river. Nevertheless, since We had surmounted the biggest difficulty, the destruction of the Abay
bridge could in no way prevent Us from continuing Our journey. A group of Ethiopian and Sudanese soldiers
utilized old oil barrels and flattened a steel plank some twenty yards long, and thus we were able to cross the river
and spend the night of Miazia 22\fn{April 30} in Goha Zion. We continued the march the next day, Miazia
23,\fn{May 1} and entered Fiche.
From there, We went to the church at Debre Libanos and expressed to Our Creator Our heartfelt gratitude and
immediately received Our soldiers and a few clergy. The monastery of Debre Libanos had been burned down by
the fascists, the clergy exterminated at the hands of the enemy, its treasures looted, and the entire vicinity
abandoned and neglected. When We saw all this, We were extremely saddened and deeply moved.
We returned from Debre Libanos and assembled in Fiche. From there, We went to the place where Dejazrnatch
Aberra Kassa and others had been shot and buried. Seeing that scene, We were touched greatly. One of the
reasons why We had wanted to spend one day and one night in Fiche was because it had already been decided that
We would enter Addis Abeba on Miazia 27.\fn{ May 5} The second reason was that the people of Selale had made
extensive preparations to welcome Us, and so We wanted to share the joy of meeting Our compatriots who were
anxiously waiting for Us.
When We were in Fiche, We made it a point to see some of those who had been actively collaborating with the
Italians. Among those who were brought to Us were Ras Getachew Abate, Dejazrnatch Abba Wukaw\fn{ In 1928, as
head of the Imperial Bodyguard, he rose against Haile Sellassie, whom he accused of usurping the authority of Empress Zawditu. He was
subsequently jailed, tried, convicted of treason, and banished to his Province of Welo. He joined the Italians, when it came clear that they
would win} Blatta Tessema Debalke,\fn{ From the beginning of his rule in 1916, Haile Sellassie was troubled by Blata Tessema, who
was a partisan of Lij Iyasu. After a few years of imprisonment, the blata was appointed a high court judge. Immediately after the war, he
submitted to the Italians, who named him a native law judge } Ato Seifu Mikail,\fn{He was freed from prison within the year and—
ironically because he was a Catholic—became administrator of Ethiopian Church affairs. In 1945, he was implicated in Dej. Belai Zelleke’s
plot against the emperor and jailed. He either died in prison or under house arrest in Addis Abeba } Kenyazmatch Tekle
Marcos\fn{He commanded the army of the Ministry of Posts and Telephone and Telegrams at Maychew } and others. Since We had

heard that the Italians had provided each of them with weapons and a three-month salary, We were interested to
find out the truth of the story, and to the question We posed to them, they replied that they were supplied weapons
for self-defence purposes and that the three-month salaries were also given to them. Subsequently, We saw to it
that they were taken back to Entoto, to be kept in ankle cuffs along with their prison mates.\fn{ Contrast this decision
with the emperor’s pardon of Ras Hailu. Haile Sellassie obviously appreciated that the latter’s collaboration stemmed from his sense of
grievance at having lost much of his fortune and property through pre-war legal machinations and subsequent imprisonment }
Miazia 27,\fn{May 5, 1941} the day that Our people had eagerly anticipated, arrived. Travelling from Fiche, We

reached Entoto early in the morning. When We saw the abject condition of Our people and witnessed their
affection for Us, We could not control Our tears and deep emotion. As St. Paul once said: “The word of God
cannot be imprisoned,” [and] all Our people who struggled for freedom and national sovereignty, be it through
exile or imprisonment, began to assemble around Us.
As soon as the welcoming ceremony was over at Entoto Mariam Church, We took a car and began to move,
flanked on the left and right by Our patriots, in the direction of Our capital city. Starting from the steep road of
Entoto, first came the South African motorcade and the South African tanks that served in the vanguard. This was
the section of the army that smashed the Italian army at Juba, Mogadishu, Harer, Addis Abeba and Dese. Next
came Colonel Wingate riding a white horse. He was the commander of Our Gojam front of the British army.
Following him … was the Second Ethiopian Battalion … victorious at Bure and Dembecha. It was partly
composed of Our Imperial Bodyguard that lived in exile in the Sudan and Kenya. Then We appeared in an open
automobile surrounded by cavalry officers as a guard of honor. The cavalry used to be part of the Addis Abeba
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police force.
Behind Us appeared the Ethiopian army. Then followed the Sudanese soldiers who were fighting the enemy
with Us. They were the ones who routed the Italian army in Keren—the unit known as the Savoy Grenadiers.
We had arrived at Entoto followed by Our army. Many camels had died on the way, and We arrived with fifty
camels that had managed to survive to complete their jobs. They were all killed at the gates of Our city by the
English soldiers. In so doing, the soldiers may have been guided by military discipline and regulations. On Our
part, We were simply horrified to watch this incredible cruelty.
The entrance ceremony starting from Entoto was beautifully arranged and was full of visible decorations. The
compound of the Church of Entoto Mariam was full of jubilation, and We were welcomed by priests dancing to
the tunes of religious hymns. Ras Abebe Aragai welcomed Us by parading his soldiers. We entered the church to
express Our gratitude to Our Creator, and stayed there until services were over.
One could see the people flooding en masse to Entoto mountain. One could also read on their faces the ordeal
that they had undergone—a people who had been tested by the cruel administrative yoke of the enemy. An
estimated 100,000 Ethiopians could be seen on the streets [of Addis Abeba] anxiously waiting to welcome Us.
Order and discipline was maintained by the patriots and soldiers … who loved their country, who had never
handed over their guns to the Italians, and who had terrorized the enemy for five years. The streets were bedecked
with flowers and the national flag. The condition of the people as well as the town had changed considerably. In
their deep eagerness to welcome Us, the people kissed the ground [as We passed] and shed tears mixed with
sorrow and delight.
Driving in front of the parade, members of the international press, photographers and radio reporters were
recording and registering the proceedings and events of this historic day. It was under such circumstances of
honor that We travelled and arrived at Our Grand Palace at mid-day. A British Imperial guard of honor stood on
the right and left from the gates to the palace. The cheers of Our people could be heard far and wide in the town.
Drums were beaten. The former Supreme Commander of the British army in East Africa, Lieutenant General
Cunningham, received Us with great honor.
After that, when We were raising the Ethiopian flag, there was a twenty-one gun salvo. In 1928,\fn{ 1936} on
the same day, [General Pietro] Badoglio had raised the Italian flag on this very spot. Subsequently, We walked to
the podium and delivered the following speech to Our people...
No human lips can express the gratitude which I feel to the merciful God who has enabled me to stand in your midst
on this day, of which the angels in heaven and creatures on earth could neither have thought of nor known about.
Before everything else, I want to tell you and to make you understand that this … is a day on which a fresh chapter of
the history of the New Ethiopia begins. In this new era, new work is commencing, which is the duty of all of us to
perform.
As We remember the affliction which befell Ethiopia during the past years, We speak only of her recent history.
When Ethiopia, which had preserved her independence for many thousand years, was attacked in 1888 E.C.\fn{ 189596} by Italy, which had harbored aggressive designs against her for many years and intended to destroy her freedom,
her brave sons fought at Adwa and she retained her independence. The Treaty of Wuchale was not the only cause of the
battle that was fought at Adwa. It was only a pretext for the ongoing aim that Italy had of ruling Ethiopia. Although the
Great European War interrupted her plans for a time, notwithstanding her outward pretentions of friendship, Italy made
preparations to invade Ethiopia … Since her defeat at Adwa, she had been irate that justice prevailed against her.
When Italy began to wage a war of aggression against Ethiopia, although We knew We were not so well armed as
she was, We countered with what strength We could muster, because it was Our duty to resist an enemy that had come
to seize Our country. But as it was apparent that she was bent on exterminating Our people with poison gas, the use of
which was prohibited by international law. We went to appeal to the League of Nations and claim justice. As it was
feared that the hostility started by Italy might spread all over the world, and as it was a period when all those who were
charged with the responsibility of government were trying to save the world from the catastrophe which has since
befallen it, the [leaders] worked to bring about understanding in the world to prevent the spread of the conflagration. At
the time Our true friend, Great Britain, received Us with sympathy. I remained there working, but in spirit was
constantly with my countrymen, whose blood was pointlessly and ruthlessly shed at the hands of the Italians; with the
monasteries and churches that were being burned down; with those forced to take refuge in foreign lands; and with
those suffering and being afflicted in the wilderness, in the caves, and in the forests of their native land.
How many are the young men, the women, the priests and monks whom the Italians pitilessly massacred during
these years? You know that in Addis Abeba alone many thousands perished during the three days following St.
Michael’s day on Yekatit 12, 1929.\fn{February 19, 1937} The blood and bones of those who were killed with spades
and pickaxes, of those who were split with axes and hammered to death, pierced with bayonets, clubbed and stoned, of
those who were burned alive in their homes with their little children, of those who perished of hunger and thirst in
prison, have been crying for justice.
Everybody knows that this act of barbarism and cruelty was not perpetrated in Addis Abeba alone, but [also] in the
Provinces of Ethiopia. There is hardly anyone who has not been caught and beaten, kicked, humiliated and imprisoned.
Now We shall pass on to the new history that is before Us. Five years ago on this day the fascist forces entered Our
capital city. Then Mussolini announced to the world that he had established a Roman Empire in Our country, Ethiopia.
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He believed that the land he declared conquered would forever be in his hands. The gallantry of the Ethiopian people is
recorded in history. But as We had no ports through which to import armaments necessary for people, we were unable
to obtain them. Fifty-two nations condemned Mussolini for his actions. But he boasted of his violent deeds and took no
heed of their condemnation.
The past five years have been years of darkness for you, my people. But you never lost hope, and in the Ethiopian
hills you gradually grew [strong]. The enemy never ventured to come near the mountains on which you were, because,
enduring every hardship and affliction, you, the warriors of Ethiopia, safeguarded your freedom during the past five
years. But in spite of the fact that he could not conquer the country, he spent many thousands of millions of lire, saying
that he was civilizing what he could hold. He spent all that money not because he desired to improve the conditions of
the oppressed Ethiopian people or to mitigate the injustice he had done. It was because he wanted to plant a fascist
colony in Our sacred land of Ethiopia and to impose on her the rule of oppression which he had planned. He tried to
exterminate the Ethiopian race and did not even entertain the idea of giving her the administration of either a mandate
or a protectorate, which, in any case, would have been considered a heavy yoke for Our people.
But all the money that could be counted by the thousands of millions and all the prepared armaments served a
purpose which Mussolini never intended. At the time when Italy revealed her intentions of entering the war in order to
be able to snatch from a defeated France as much as she could, the number of soldiers, the amount of money and the
armaments she had sent to Ethiopia were enormous. The regular troops she deployed were not less than 250,000; she
also had amassed provisions to last many years in case she was encircled. Trusting in, and bragging of, the invincibility
of this military force, the fascist government proceeded with emplanting dictatorial rule in Our country.
But something happened which the fascist government did not take into account—the fighting morale, essential in
modem war, demonstrated by you. You were able to destroy the enemy who were superior to you in numbers and
equipment, because you are a people of bravery and mercy and because you cooperated and knew the strategy of war.
The British troops, who were fighting for human rights on other fronts … needed time to get ready to come to the
assistance of Ethiopia and free her.
But you, warriors of Ethiopia, harassed the enemy by cutting his communications [and] by restricting him to his
fortifications. In spite of the great numbers of troops in which he put his trust, he realized that the Ethiopian people
from one end [of the country] to the other hated him and his rule. He understood also that it was impossible for him to
live in such a country and in the midst of such a people. Even by using poison gas and bombs and by [committing]
atrocities, he could no longer hope to enjoy overlordship in a country where he was terribly undermined. He realized
that the soldiers who surrounded him were adversaries more powerful than he was. He spent his daring and money …
to meet his adversaries. Then he looked around, if perchance he could find somewhere where he could take shelter in
Ethiopia, but he could not find even one place.
When the time came, Our great ally, the British Government prepared to launch a proper attack against Our enemy.
As soon as I knew this, I left for the distant land of the Sudan, which borders us in the west, and entered central Gojam.
In Gojam Our enemy had strong fortified positions, powerful troops, airplanes, and artillery. On comparing the number
of Our soldiers with those of the enemy, We found that We had one soldier for every 20 of his. Moreover, We had no
artillery or aircraft at Our disposal. The fact that I was found in the midst of my warriors at once attracted many
thousands of men. And the fear and anxiety of Our enemy increased. While my soldiers were harassing and cutting off
the enemy’s communications and, after having driven his troops across the Abay river, were pursuing them towards
Shewa and Begemdir, I heard the good news that British Imperial troops had, with incomparable speed, retaken Our
capital city and were pushing towards Dese in the north and Jima in the south. In the same way, the troops who started
from the Sudan destroyed the fortress at Keren with brilliant force and utterly defeated the enemy. And as the time
came for my return to my capital, I mustered my soldiers who were scattered in every direction in pursuit of the enemy
…
I am exceedingly happy that I have been able to arrive here at the head of my soldiers, the enemy who was found on
my path having been defeated, and to break the power of the common foe. I am deeply thankful to Almighty God that I
stand today in your midst in my Palace, from which the fascist government has fled.
People of my country, Ethiopia! Today is a day in which Ethiopia is stretching her hands to God in joy and
thanksgiving and revealing her happiness to her children.
This day, on which the people of Ethiopia are freed from the oppressive foreign yoke and eternal servitude and on
which I am enabled to rejoin my people, whom I love and have yearned for, will be honored as a holiday to be
commemorated annually as a Great Ethiopian Anniversary. On this day we shall remember those heroic warriors who,
determined not to surrender the great charge passed on to them by their fathers, became martyrs, shedding their blood
and breaking their bones for the freedom of the land they loved and for the honor of the Emperor and their flag. Their
heroic deeds will remain recorded in Ethiopian history.
The tribulations and afflictions, which befell us during the past five years and which cannot be recounted and
enumerated in detail will be a great lesson to us all and, with industry, unity, cooperation and love engraved in your
hearts, will be a great incentive to you to be my helpers in the construction of the Ethiopia which I have in mind. In the
New Ethiopia I want you to be a people undivided and endowed with freedom and equality before the law.
You will have to join me in my efforts for the prosperity of the country, for the riches of the people, for the
development of agriculture, commerce, education, learning, for the protection of the life and resources of Our people,
and for the perfection, on modern lines, of the country’s administration.
It is my firm wish and purpose to merit the blessing with which God in His mercy has visited on Us, first, by
showing Our gratitude to Our allies, the British, by the release of the Imperial troops to fight the common enemy on
other fronts, and by supplying them with troops whenever they may be needed; secondly, to do work beneficial to the
people and the country by establishing in Our Ethiopia a government which will protect Our nation and make it
respectable by guaranteeing the liberty of the people and freedom of conscience.
What I would finally announce to you, my people, is that today is a day of rejoicing for us all. Today is the day on
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which we defeated our enemy. Therefore, when We say let us rejoice with our hearts, let not our rejoicing be in any
other way but in the spirit of Christ. Do not return evil for evil. Do not indulge in the atrocities which the enemy has
been practicing in his usual way, even to the last!
Take care not to spoil the good name of Ethiopia by acts which are worthy of the enemy. We shall see that our
enemies are disarmed and sent out the same way they came. As St. George who killed the dragon is the Patron Saint of
our army as well as of our allies, let us unite with our allies in everlasting friendship and amity in order to be able to
stand against the godless and cruel dragon which has newly risen and which is oppressing mankind. I charge you to
consider [our allies] as brothers and friends [and] show them kindness and consideration.

After this, surrounded by the populace, We went to the Guenet Leul Palace.
The next day, on Miazia 28,\fn{May 6} the Ethiopian patriots led by Ras Abebe Aregai were on parade at the
compound of the Genet Leul Palace. While Ras Abebe led the parade, the rest of the patriot chiefs of the patriots
marched with their individual units. Each one of them spoke of their wartime experiences and achievements in a
manner that was both enjoyable and enviable. Their appearance and condition, their sense of dedication and
loyalty, were most pleasing. Ethiopian War heros express their deeds to their emperor or commanders whenever
they are victorious. It should be noted here that what they did was in keeping with their ancient traditions.
After the parade was over, Ras Abebe introduced Us to each of the main resistance leaders. There were many
journalists who had come from different parts of the world to cover the occasion. Since they had asked Us about
the country’s future and the type of administrative system We would be creating, on the following day,\fn{May 7}
we spoke to them:
In the struggle We waged to liberate Our country, the support provided to Us by the British government has been
quite remarkable. We would like to remind the rest of the world that in the future, Britain’s enemies will be Ethiopia’s
enemies, and, to the best of Our capacity, We will provide Britain with moral and material support. Moreover, as the
Belgians trained my Palace Guards, We wish that British military officers train our army. The adminstration will begin
with modem plans and ideas.
It is Our wish to expand education into every neighborhood. It will be hard to find educated Ethiopians. For the time
being, We intend to choose and appoint some individuals who can serve as ministers.
We have sent telegrams to the kings and presidents of friendly countries informing them of Our entry into Our
capital city. They have replied by sending telegrams congratulating Us … Among those who sent Us congratulatory
telegrams were: His Majesty King George VI of England; His Majesty King George II of Greece; Her Majesty Queen
Wilhelmina of The Netherlands, H.E. Mr. F. D. Roosevelt, the President of the United States of America, H.E. Mr.
Mackenzie King, the Prime Minister of Canada, H.E. General Smuts, the Prime Minister of South Africa, the Patriarch
of Alexandria, and the Archbishop of Canterbury.

143.151 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Abrahim, the son of Edris (before 1910-

)} Tigre

Province, Ethiopia (F) -1

Abrahim, the son of Edris, was a man of the Ad Takles; but he was living in the country of the Mansa BetAbrehe.
Now, at one time, Nayib Hasan came from Massaua with his soldiers to Galab. And he bound the Kantebay
Tedros and took him with him. And the Bet-Abrehe went out to recover their Kantebay from Nayib Hasan. They
reached them at Et-Hemmarat.
But when the soldiers of the Ayib saw the Bet-Abrehe, they began firing rapidly upon them. When the fire had
become too hot for the Bet-Abrehe they were beaten and fled.
But Abrahim wad Idris and three others continued to attack, and the soldiers killed them. And there came even
a fifth man who was wounded.
Those who died, were Abrahim wad Edris, Hankil wad Dayir, Madar wad Hamed, and a man called Gamal;
and the wounded man was Agol.
And the Bet-Abrehe, after the Nayib had left them with his army, returned and having taken their bodies, they
went home. And the wife of Abrahim was Edris sang of her husband in this way.
Towards evening he rose
high in the afternoon.
He said: “I return not
to the daughters of Galab.”
He let it hang down,
his garment’s trail;
He put it down,

his shield and stayed.\fn{I.e., to show his intention to stay in the battle, he let his sash, formed by the end of his garment, hang down; put his shield on the
ground and his sword on top of it; and then took them up and fought.}
*
Nobody called his name\fn{I.e., ran to his assistance, calling his name.}
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except Hankil, the son of Dayir:
They made common cause,
the men of short lips.\fn{I.e., of quickly resolute words.}
Nobody called his name,
except Mandar, the son of Hamed:
This is the law of friendship,
the law of the attacked and of the raider.
Nobody called his name,
except Gamal alone:
He is our Agdubay,
a man of experience.
*
If thou sayest Fares!—\fn{The war-cry of the Ad Takles.}
Fares is thine and of thy father:
Son of the owner of the harp,
of which each cord rings;
Son of the owner of the drum,
which is beat by its master.\fn{I.e., by a man who knows his business.}

143.151a A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Galaydos, the son of Tedros, for her brother-in-law Naseh (before 1910Ethiopia -1

)} Tigre

Province,

Naseh, the son of Tedros, was in discord with his family. Then his family caused the Assaorta to make a raid
against him. And when he was fighting the Assaorta they killed him.
Naseh, however, had a friend, called Gannad, the son of Amer, a man from Ailet. When the howler for his
friend Naseh had come to him, Gannad went to recover the booty. And when he had reached the army, he said to
them:
“Show me the killer of Naseh, that ye may return safely to your country!” And the man who killed Naseh said:
“Here am I!”
And they attacked each other; and Gannad killed him. Thereupon he also recovered the cattle from all the
raiders.
And when he had returned he gave the cattle to the family of Naseh. And the wife of the brother of Naseh sang
of him this dirge, praising also his friend Gannad.
The friend of Gannad wad Amer
is not a friend of goat-herds.
He went out from Motaat,
to fulfill the revenge.
His legs were thrown rapidly,
his brave heart burnt hotter than they.
Why do the Bet-Sahaqan say:
“Ab-Dafla did not attack”?\fn{In fact, they said he was killed while fleeing.}
*
The friend of Gannad wad Amer
is not a forsaken friend.
The strong one went out from Motaat
to fulfill the revenge.
Observe him well,
standing in front of him,
Whether he falls himself,
or conquers the raiders!
The rhinoceros blocks the rivers;
the people stay away eight days.
Of the shields give him the strongest,
him, the manly rebel.

143.152 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Beemnat, the son of Gahad, for her husband (before 1910-1

)} Tigre

Province, Ethiopia (F)

Beemnat, the son of Gahad, fled with his cattle from Obe, and he came to a camping place called Garawit. And
there the army of Obe overtook him. When the companion of Beemnat swaw the army of Obe, he said to
Beemnat:
“Run away, Beemnat! Obe has come.” But Beemnat answered:
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“Thou, run away, and announce good news!”
Now the man fled and went away. Beemnat, however, shouted the war-cry and plunged into the army: he killed
two footmen and one horseman. But then the army killed him. And his wife sang of him in this way.
Foolhardy is Beemnat:
he attacks Obe!
He rose against the Karsim,
having no news of them.
He scorns the footmen,
and chooses the horsemen instead.
He spurns the horses,
and fights against the rifles.
Erstwhile they said of thee:
“He disdains the doors of others.”
*
Foolhardy is Beemnat:
he attacked Obe!
He scorned the footmen,
and chose the horsemen instead;
He spurned the horses,
and fought against the rifles.
This thy deed may be done
by the famous heroes forever!

143.152a A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Mahamud, the son of Naseh, for Samara-reul, the son of Geedad (before 1910Province, Ethiopia (F) -1

) } Tigre

Into the yard of Samara-reul, the son of Geedad, a lion entered about noon;\fn{ If a lion leaves his den at this time he is
very hungry and dangerous.} then he went into a bush. And Samara-reul insulted the lion;\fn{ It is said that a lion becomes
very angry if he is called “weakling” or “hyena.”} and after the latter had come out, he pierced him with a lance.
When the lion was struck he was enraged and wounded Samara-reul badly. The lion died on the spot. Samarareul died also, after he had teen treated for a short time, of his wound. And the wife of his best friend sang of him
in this way.
The one did not endure the shame
that his yard was trodden.
The other did not endure the insult:
he came out of his bush.
Who does not endure all this,
how can he return safe?
*
Sit still, lion,
risk not thine own life!
His heart is strong,
and his throw misses not.
He is hot
like unto the linseed;
And he is bitter,
like the red pepper of Massaua

143.153 A Dirge\fn{by the daughter of Af-Leqeb for Madar, surnamed Gamya her son (before 1910Ethiopia (F) -1

)} Tigre

Province,

The daughter of Af-Leqeb was a slave of the Hedarab and belonged to Naffa, the son of Ali. Later on Samara
begat Mandar upon her.
And because Mandar was brave, his father set him free by paying sixty heifers.
Once Mandar with his company robbed the Ad Temaryam, but the rescuers killed him. And his mother sang of
him in this way:
My good son,
prominent among his fellows;
Like an antelope
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is lost in the desert.
Like a falcon

he spreads the wings.\fn{I.e., Mandar attacked the enemies first, before his fellows, but was killed and died in the desert.}
*
My good son,
went away from his fellows;
Like an antelope
was lost in the desert.
The dark son of the lioness
under the thicket,
The serpent makes him rise
when he departs.\fn{The Abyssinians believe that sometimes a serpent enters into a man’s body and makes him sick; here he makes him rise and adds to
his strength.}
Like Gamya\fn{Mandar’s surname.}
nobody ever was born.

143.154 Two Dirges\fn{by Mantayit, which she sang of Elos, the son of Edris; and next of Hebtes, the son of Takles (before
1910- )} Tigre Province, Ethiopia (F) 1
Elos was fighting against the army of Kabasa, mounted on a mule; at that time his sword slipped from the
scabbard and cut the thick of his thigh. And the army of Kabasa came and killed him.
Mantayit was the slave of the son of his brother; and she sang of him in this way:
The consort of Nor’s daughter,
the husband of the daughter of Ab-Ali:
In thunderstorms roars the son of Edris,
and in morning-showers.\fn{I.e., he shouts his war-cry at all times.}
Garo\fn{Elos’ surname.} is bountiful
like unto God,
He has a hundred slaves
on his floors.
*
Who is it, if not Garo,
that went his own ways of glory?
His cattle was never tithed,
his silver never measured.\fn{I.e., he was very rich, but did not pay taxes, like a rebel.}
Strong were by your strength,
even your followers:
They did not eat from small plates,
nor sew cheap nightgowns.\fn{Even his slave-girls were honored and received from him plenty of food and clothing. }

*
Hebtes, the son of Takles, died struck by an iron weapon when trying to recover the booty he fought the army
of the enemy. And she sang of him in this way:
Hebtes on the day of Merawuq
Keeps his place against the hosts.
Their rifles are one close to the other,
Their shields are ready.
Untimely he came back to thee,
O thou, spoiled by coddling.\fn{I.e., it would have been better for him to have died then, rather than to have returned to the scene of the battle from
which he had originally escaped with his wife.}
*
He is the son of Beggetan wad Tedros;
His tributes are put in groups.
He is the son of Tasfamkel wad Gabres,
The son of the dark owner of the bay horse.\fn{I.e., he is related to the nobility of both his mother and his father.}
Even the raiders said of him:
“He is a leopard and jumps up to Heaven.”
*
He went down to Barabber,
The elephant, shouting;
The man of “Nothing keeps me,”
The man of the strong neck.
Why forsook ye him,
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Bondsmen, infamous people?\fn{I.e., He was killed at Barabber, northwest of Galab, after all his bondsmen had forsaken him. }

143.155 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Fekak, son of Beemnat, for her father-in-law, Beemnat (before 1910Ethiopia (F) -1

) } Tigre

Province,

Beemat fought, together with his son Terag, at Ethemmarat, against Obe. And they killed many of the army of
Obe. Then he and his son died there. And the wife of his son sang of him in this way:
The Mansa were beaten:
they returned to their seat.
But my father refused:
he entered the shower f bullets.
*
The Mansa were beaten:
they returned to their seat.
But my father refused:
he dared to risk his life.
*
The Mansa were beaten:
they returned to their council-place
But my father refused:
he endured the storm of bullets.
He was like Hesal wad Samara,\fn{A famous hero of the Bet-Sahaqan, about 1850.}
whose mother was Halsala’s daughter.\fn{Hasala was a well-known hero of the Mansa.}
*
Be burnt, O andalat tree;\fn{Under which Beemnat was wont to hold council with his warriors.}
now try to fetch something!\fn{I.e., you will never have anyone else to sit under you.}
Mayest thou perish far away,
and follow these Amhara!\fn{Who have killed those who used to conduct business under your branches.}
*
Let Mangur\fn{The surname of Beemnat.} go thither
to Taffenayit;\fn{A hill north-west of Galab.}
Let him show there
herds and heifers!
This shield of Mangur
is brave and boasting.

143.156 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Abib, son of Temaryam, for her husband (before 1910-

)} Tigre

Province, Ethiopia (F) -1

Abib died struck by an iron weapon; and he was a brave man. and even all his family died fighting struck by
the iron.
And the wife of Abib sang a dirge of her husband and of his family at the same time:
Be cursed Gabana!
It said not: “My master’s son!”\fn{I.e., Gabana, the watering-place of Galab, did not say: “He is my master’s son, and I must protect him.” }
All the people of Bet-Mahasel,
their nature is bravery.
Beemnat, the father of Kaymat,
killed a horse and his master.
Yea, Maaggeb, the son of Gaddal,
shouted “My cattle!” and fell.
Ab-Ezaz gives milk,
poured into pails;
Ab-Ezaz gives a fat cow;
he cut her thighs;
Ab-Ezaz gives corn,
ripe and unripe;
Ab-Ezaz gives clothes,
woven with golden thread.—
He said: “I do not go away”;
he said “Dabrat” and gave his war-cry.\fn{Dabrat was the name of a girl whom the enemies tried to steal at Gabana. Abib shouted her name and his
war-cry, fought, and fell. Only the first and last line of this dirge refer to him; the rest are in memory of his family. }
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143.157 A Dirge\fn{by the wife of Gebbetan, the son of Samara-reul, for her sons (before 1910(F) -1

)} Tigre

Province, Ethiopia

Because her two sons had died of smallpox she sang of them in this way:
Mayest thou be lead, smallpox,
With unlucky hair!
It has taken my son Adeg,
Whose wedding was fixed.
The boy with the golden earring,
The boy with the pretty hair-arrow.\fn{It is made of the horn of the kudoo and is ornamented by tying black hair around it.}
Three are the sons of Erit,\fn{Who died at the same time, and are likened to the mighty rage of tied female leopards.}
The tied leopardesses.
*
Last night we slept not,
I and the mother of Gazayir.
I on account of my sons,
My treasure, milch-cows near the village.
She on account of her sons,
Who used to cut the bodies of men.
My treasured boys appeared suddenly,
Like unto the barley.—
This is not weeping,
It is a prayer for granting.\fn{I.e., she does not weep, but prays for the return of her sons.}
They are all afraid of them,
The village and the tribes.

1920
170.186 1. The Wak\fn{“The god of war”} of Cäha I 2. The Wak of Cäha II 3. The Capture of Wak: Three
Folktales\fn{by Ato Nesbanä (c.1900?- )} the Cäha-tribe portion of Gurage-land, in “the southernmost range of the
Ethiopian plateau,” Ethiopia (M) 2
1
Against the horses\fn{I.e., cavalry.} of Amaya in Bido; against the Galla of Gama in Särito; against other Galla at
the hill of Maru; against others at the Nafwra’s hill\fn{ Blacksmith’s hill, a small colony of which lives in Waliso. } in Waliso;
against others at Aragwe in Soddo; against the horses of Agemga in Mäzäräbe; against the horses of Wäläne at
Käntäwät; against those of Mwäher in Kidanä Mahrät; against the horses of Kwäncaca in Wäsähyamät—such
were Your exploits, oh ghost of Cäha!
Oh Agyät,\fn{The name of the Cäha god of war. } the unshakable of Wägäpacä!\fn{ Where the wak’s shrine is located} You
stood for men as well as women, for ager and well as angat,\fn{For the highland as well as the lowland dwellers of the Cäha
tribe} for abätab as well as wät.\fn{For members of more as well as less powerful clans within the tribe }
The day You defied the upper Adeya at Andene Burat; against the lower Adeya at Mäkico; against the horses of
Agemga west of Mäzäräbe; against the horses of Wäläne in Käntäwät; against Yanäkwär north of Wacamo—the
day You defied the Kontam in Cabet; the day You defied Endäganä in Gado; against Enär west of Dobba—O You
of Wägäpäca, You were so beloved! Your name was Agyiit of Ciiha.\fn{ The past tense expressing the decline of his
influence as more of his adherents converted to Christianity and Islam. }
Oh Agyät! Your encounter was with a creature of animal and human form, that beast, Evil-Eye, Mereyä. When
Evil-Eye Mereyä came he said:
“Where is Cäha’s Wak? I want to fight Him.”
He sharpened for the fight three spears, dressed in white, and mounted a white horse. The encounter took place
in the gäfwärä of Gerar. You dismounted him and slaughtered him: let hyenas nibble his bones! And You told
children to play field hockey with his head. His trophy was hung on a dät tree, to be seen by those who passed by.
Your exploits used to be told, oh the brave of Wägäpäca! You were crystal-clear water;\fn{ I.e., utterly pure} You
were the solid core of the dät tree that is not termite-ridden.
You fought Wabara of Garibo, at Bwazabar. Wabara was defeated and he fled. You pursued and caught him
down in Watra. You dismounted him and slaughtered him. The place where Wabara of Garibo fell is still
wet\fn{With blood} and grass grows on it.
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He resembled a leopard, but there were no claws; he resembled a cow, but there were no horns; he resembled a
crow, but there were no feathers. To resemble a man, blood stained the arrow-spear.\fn{ But he was not seen to actually
use this weapon, a menace which, when pulled out of the body, disembowled its victim } With his loin-cloth stripped away, there
were three testicles and a penis!\fn{An impossible virility: i.e., he appeared everywhere as powerful, but nowhere really was. }
Is there a place where You did not wage battle? where You did not slaughter?
Oh Agyät, You always encountered the fierce and the brave! Those who thought, avoided You; those who were
awed, shunned You. Those who dressed their hair in the carara,\fn{To make it appear terrifying} whose warrior’s
shield was rubbed with fat,\fn{To make it appear polished and professional } who made ready the warrior’s cloak, whose
ears were split:\fn{As a sign of bravery} You were like animals that slaughter; You were like a biting dog.
When appeased and Your will obeyed, You were like honey. When aroused and offended, You were like a
biting dog; You were like a slaughtering leopard. Your deeds of valour? Am I able to recount them all? It was said
in the past, You created brave men at all sides.\fn{ Of the Cäha tribal lands; of which more directly below}
The men of Käfätyä, in Yägrare and Hämbär, the sons of Kwärma, in the gäfwärä of Embeder and Yäräzäb;
the sons of Manto in Gyeb and Sähyär; those of Wageyä, in Yädärämar; the sons of Kero, in Bärcär; the sons of
Damwä, in Yäzämbwärä; the sons of Yäwe Dämam, in Bitarä and Mwäkyärär.
Kwärisa son of Embwäca, You created in Yägäbrar; Taso, son of Sikwära, in Yätänäma Deber; Abgaz Garisä,
in the gäfwärä of Endäfwänä; Betosa, son of Fageyä, in Kwäkwäber:
“Hurry! saddle tight your horses,” You said: “We are going down to explore the land to the west, around the
rivers of Warga and Lebu.”
The day You defied the Amhara of Bitäw; the day You encountered Agäw in Yäzämbwärä; the day You defied
Gäbäyyähw in Amora Zärä: was there any warrior to match Your bravery? You are bold, successful, and able!
Your enemies rose up in five places: the foolish Enor came up to Käcär; the Gyäta came down to Merana and
Enkwäcär; the Adeya of Wämb came up to Yazabute, and to the gäfwärä of Endäbärä; the Adeya of the east came
down to Damwä’s place; the Galla of the north came up to Terär:
“Saddle tight your horses,” You told them. “First I shall attack Enor of the south.
You fell upon the Enor of the south with Your claws, and trampled them with Your feet. Some killed and some
castrated.
You attacked the Adeya of the west, and chased them up to the Warga and Lebu.
You attacked the Galla of the north, and chased them up to the river Yäragwe.
You attacked the Adeya of the east, and chased them up to the gäfwärä of Yandrnoye Bwrrat.
These exploits were sung in the past.
Oh! You the great of Wägäpäca! Oh! You crystal-clear water! The zamar of dät that is not termite-ridden. Oh
Agyät! Iin Your day many heroes became famous: the sons of Gerämwä, Barca, and Betosa; the sons of Käfäteyä,
Gebwabwä, and Barasa; the sons of Kwärma, Negwes Ware, and Dorsisa; the sons of Sikwära, Abgaz Garisä and
Taso; brave men such as Betos of Fagwä, Embwäc Warä, and Kwärisa.
Oh Agyät! Many were Your courageous undertakings, many were the places where You slaughtered.
Oh Agyät of Cäha! Oh You, the great and the unshakable!
2
Oh Agyät! In Your day, who did not come up?\fn{I.e., what warrior did not come to your shrine bearing tribute for some
deed of valor achieved by your blessing} Whom did You not turn into a hero? Who did not herd cattle by the fifties?
Where did one not raid cows with their calves? Where did You not give medicine? Is there a place where You did
not say, “Get up!”?\fn{I.e., stand and make ready for war } Oh You! The Lion of Wägäpäca! Who did not wear the
nemad”
You enjoyed challenging heroes of the enemy; You confronted the brave ones, those whose shield was
polished, who wore the carara and brought You a bull with a buff-colored hide and a white stripe running
verticaly across the chest, and also brought offerings of cows.
Young men came up from Yägämbaweyä; brave men came up from Äger; from the west sides came up young
men from Gw~era; they threw themselves at Your feet. You slept on Your left side! Before You awakened, they
awakened You.
“Boys! What is it?” You said.
“We are in need,” they said: “What shall it be? Of food to eat? Of clothes to wear? Of brightly-colored cloth to
gird round our waist? Of multi-colored cloaks to put on our back?” When told of things they needed, You said:
“On Taso’s Säber, saddle-up! On Barca’s Norato, saddle-up! On Fuga’s Tigato, saddle-up!” And when all the
saddles of nemad\fn{Very decorative, brightly-colored embroidered saddle-cloth} sparkled and glistened, You said:
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“Boys of Äger, go to the front!” The footmen You assigned the uneven ground; the cavalry, You assigned the
open field.
“Troops of spearmen, take your station,” You said.
“When it is dark, I will lead,” You said.
“When the moon glows, I will follow,” You said.
You thought of land to the west, Warga and Lebu, where the cold burns like hot peppers, and where wafo garar
stings like a bee. How can You walk on this ground? May my feet shrink!
But alas! I cannot wash Your feet; I cannot anoint Your head; I cannot pour water for You in a wafändar.\fn{A
vessel used exclusively for water meant to wash feet }
Is there a place where You did not wage battle? Where You were not exposed to gebär?\fn{The dust raised by the
trampling of hoofs of war-horses being ridden across dry plains } Is there a place where You did not walk, day and night? Is
there a time when You did not talk? Again, is there a place where You did not wage battle? Where is it that You
did not suffer from the cold?
Come back! That is enough for You! Too much bravery kills!
Come back! Come back to Your country: to the land of Your fathers, to Your home, to Abäze, the chosen
place.\fn{Where the central shrine is located}
On the head of Kerwät the Great, where honey-mead is never lacking, where the hind-quarter is always
hung.\fn{I.e., where freshly slaughtered meat is fed to men paying respect to the god } A place like Cäha, You will find
nowhere; it is true!
3
Oh Agyät!
Long ago Agyät, Sanwät captured You.
If Sanwät is alive, let her not be alive! If she is not alive, let her soul not be pardoned! May her descendants
not live; may they be uprooted!
She took You into the servant’s quarters and put You on the platform where goods are stored. When Gäbär, the
Wak of Enor came, she said to Him:
“It is not for You, go back!” When the Wak of Mägär Närir came and waited, seated, to take You away:
“Närir,” she said to Him: “It is not for You!” When the Wak of Enär Samar came:
“Sämar,” she said to Him: “It is not for You!” When Gyäta’s Mando came:
“Mando,” she said to Him: “It is not for You!” When Engyäbär\fn{The personal name of the Wak of Äza. } came, she
said to Him:
“It is not for You!” She said to Him:
“There is something I want: Galla’s Wak, Adärägä.” When He said: “It is for Me, Adärägä,” she said to Him:
“It is not for You!” She said to Him:
“There is something I want.”
When You arose to depart, she took You into the largest house; she took You up to the secluded compartment
in the house; she put You into a jug. For two years You remained captive. The boys did not come out for kuya and
zorä.\fn{Children’s games; an allusion here to a two-year famine}
Glory be to the sky and to the earth!\fn{ A common expression used to preface the mention of terrible events of great
calamity}
The child that was carried on the back, bit the back; the child that was suckled, bit the breast!
Agyät grew thin and lean; He resembled the thread of kanca.\fn{Meaning that, because the god was captured, the people
of Cäha were starving and thin as a piece of fibre from the ensete plant. }
In Sanwät’s house the white bull roared when it came out, and roared when it came in.\fn{ The white bull was held
to be a sacred offering whilst alive; and it bellowed to signify that the god of war had provided for His people in abundance } So that the
bull should not roar You made it lose its voice.\fn{Because it was held captive and not offered as tribute}
Sanwät made a journey to Mafed, to Sekwerä’s gäfwärä. A slave girl was in her house. sitting by the
yäcba.\fn{The central pillar that supports the structure of the house} Today, she said to the girl:
“Please do not go up to the secluded compartment.” She said,
“Do not touch the jug.” Today, the girl said,
“Mere, in our house there is a special thing that my Sanwät handles cautiously; that she feeds honey with a
golden spoon; that appears not to see, yet sees from his back; that appears not to hear, yet hears with a thousand
ears!”
When they opened the jug, and You came out, Your image shone like the moon! When the girl leaped to the
gader\fn{The section of the main house reserved for cattle } to catch You atop the karba, You leaped away. From there You
leaped to another place; from there You leaped to yet another place. Then You went up and sat atop yäcba. A
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young lad made a ladder to catch You; You went up and sat on werär.\fn{A tree, found standing in the middle of the main
road of a village, symbolizing the local earth shrine } Gwetakweyä saw You there from Yenangara.\fn{ The location of the shrine
of the Thunder-god}
“Agyät,” he said, “tonight, stay the night.”\fn{I.e., shelter with the protective power of the more powerful Thunder-god }
“Father, You said, “I will not stay the night until I see the forest of Yogapaca.”\fn{ I.e., until I reach the location of my
own shrine}
Oh Agyat, You refused to enter the house;\fn{Referring to Cäha’s recovery from defeat and boasting of the strength to fight
aggressors alone} You refused to eat.
Like on that day come!\fn{ I.e., return to what you were prior to the intrusion by the Modern Age upon your power—which in this
case was the advent of the conquering armies of Meneleck II in 1889 }
Come back!\fn{These are three praise-chants rendered as prose, vocalized by a people who still largely depend upon oral tradition
as the chief expository vehicle of their group-memories, and not upon the written word. I have eliminated from this chant all but the sign
[ä] on the certainty that upsidedown e’s and letters with little v’s over them—anything more than the standard repitoir of diacritical
markings associated with French, Spanish, Portuguese and German—would never transmit themselves electronically. There were also
associated with these three praise-chants 148 footnotes, which I culled down to those necessary to the understanding of what was going on.
And I have inserted quotation marks where they were called for, in conformity with modern usage. }

105.17 1. The Judgment Of The Wind 2. The Farmer Of Babbia: Two Folktales (told by an unnamed priest
(c.1910?- )} Gondar, Bagemdar Province, Ethiopia (M) 3
1
A great snake hid in the forest and preyed upon many living creatures who happened to pass his way. He
sometimes went out of the forest and ate goats and cattle of villagers who lived nearby. At last a party of hunters
went out to destroy him so that their cattle would be safe. With their spears and shields and hunting knives in their
hands they looked for the snake where they found signs of him.
Hearing them approach, he fled into a cotton field where a farmer was working. The farmer was about to drop
his tools and run away, but the snake said:
“Brother, enemies are following me to kill me. Hide me so that I shan’t die.” The farmer thought for a moment
and then said:
“Though you have a bad reputation, one must have sympathy for the hunted.”
And he hid the snake in a large pile of cotton standing in his field. When the hunters came along they asked:
“Have you seen the serpent that kills our cattle?”
“I have not seen him,” the farmer replied, and the hunters went on.
The snake came out from under the cotton.
“They are gone,” the farmer said. “You are safe.”
But the snake did not go away. He took hold of the farmer.
“What are you doing?” the farmer asked.
“I am hungry,” the snake said. “I shall have to eat you.”
“What? I save your life and then you wish to destroy mine?”
“I am hungry,” the snake replied. “I have no choice.”
“You are ungrateful,” the farmer said.
“I am hungry,” the snake said.
“Since it is like this, let us have our case judged,” the farmer said.
“Very well. Let the tree judge us.”
So they went before the huge sycamore tree which grew at the side of the road. Each of them stated his case,
while the tree listened. Then the tree said to the farmer:
“I stand here at the edge of the road and give shade. Tired travelers come and sit in my shade to rest. And then
when they are through they cut off my branches to make ax handles and plows. Man is ungrateful for the good I
do him. Therefore, since it is this way, I cannot judge in your favor. The snake is entitled to eat you.”
The snake and the man went then to the river, and again they told their story. The river listened, and then it said
to the farmer:
“I flow here between my banks and provide man with water. Without me, man would suffer; he would not have
enough to drink. In the dry season when there are no rains, man comes and digs holes in my bed to find water for
himself and his cattle. But when the heavy rains come I am filled to the brink. I cannot hold so much water, and I
overflow onto man’s fields. Then man becomes angry. He comes to me and curses me and throws stones at me.
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He forgets the good I do him. I have no use for man. Therefore, since this is man’s nature, I cannot judge in your
favor. The snake may eat you.”
The snake and the man went to the grass, and once more they told their story. The grass listened, and then it
said to the farmer:
“I grow here in the valley and provide food for man’s cattle. I give myself to man to make roofs for his houses,
and to make baskets for his kitchen. But then man puts the torch to me when I am old, and burns me. And after
that he plows me under and plants grain in my place, and wherever I grow among the grain he digs me out and
kills me. Man is not good. Therefore, I cannot judge in your favor. The snake may eat you.”
The snake took hold of the farmer and they went away from the grass.
“The judgment is very cruel,” the farmer said.
But on the road they met the wind. And though he had no hope, the farmer once more told his story. The wind
listened, and then it said:
“All things live according to their nature. The grass grows to live and man burns it to live. The river flows to
live, and overflows its banks because that is its nature; it cannot help it. And man grieves when his planted fields
are flooded, for they are his life. The tree cherishes its branches because they are its beauty. And the snake eats
whatever it finds, for that, too, is his nature. So you see one cannot blame the tree, the grass, and the river for their
judgment, nor can one blame the snake for his hunger.”
The farmer became even more sad, for he saw no way out for him. But the wind went on:
“So this is not a matter for judgment at all, but for all things acting according to their nature. Therefore, let us
dance and sing in thanks because all things are as they are.”
And the wind gave the farmer a drum to play, and he gave the snake a drum to play also.
In order to hold his drum the snake had to let go of the farmer.
“As your nature is to eat man, eat man,” the wind sang to the snake.
The wind turned to the farmer.
“As your nature is not to be eaten, do not be eaten!” it sang.
“Amen!” the farmer replied with feeling. And as the snake was no longer holding him, he threw down his
drum and fled safely to his village.
2
Once in the town of Babbia there was a farmer named Tesfa. He was known as an enthusiastic but silly man.
One day Tesfa’s wife told him they would soon have a baby. Tesfa was highly elated. Nothing like that had ever
happened to him. But very shortly he began to worry about what kind of child they would have and so he
questioned his wife:
“What sort of child will it be?”
But his wife couldn’t give him any kind of a satisfactory answer.
“Stupid woman!” he said. “We are having a baby and you don’t know what kind! Well, I will have to go to the
wise monk in the mountains. He will know.”
“He took one of the young bulls from his herd and drove him to the cave in the mountains where the monk
lived. The monk looked at Tesfa inquiringly.
“I come to you for information,” Tesfa said. “My wife tells me we are going to have a baby, but the stupid
woman doesn’t know what kind of baby it will be. Please let me know the answer. I have brought you a bull for
payment.”
The monk took out his divining board, and threw seeds upon it. This was the way he foretold the future. As the
seeds fell upon the divining board, the monk shook his head. Tesfa shook his head, too. The monk clucked his
tongue, and Tesfa clucked his tongue also. The monk took up the seeds and threw them again.
“Aha!” he said.
“Aha!” Tesfa echoed.
Once more the monk threw the seeds on the divining board.
“Ho!” he said.
“Ho!” Tesfa replied expectantly.
At last the monk looked up at Tesfa. He was very serious.
“The child your wife will bear will be either a boy or a girl,” he said.
Tesfa clapped his hands.
“A boy or girl! How fortunate I am !” he said happily. He gave the monk the bull and ran home breathlessly to
tell his wife the good news.
And true to the monk’s words, in the course of time a child was born, and it was a boy.
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“What a brilliant man the monk is!” Tesfa said over and over. “How truly he spoke!”
Soon the time came when they had to christen the child, but they couldn’t think of a suitable name for him.
When Tesfa proposed a name his wife didn’t like it, and when his wife suggested a name Tesfa didn’t like it. They
couldn’t agree at all, and finally Tesfa said:
“I’ll ask the monk. He is so wise. The monk shall be godfather.”
So he took another young bull from his herd and went again to the cave of the monk.
“You have been so helpful in the past, help me again,” he said. “Please tell us our boy’s name.”
The monk brought out his divining board and threw seeds on it.
“Aha!” he said.
“Aha!” Tesfa echoed.
“Ho!” the monk said.
“Ho!” Tesfa replied.
The monk looked at Tesfa wisely.
“Well, what is his name?” Tesfa asked.
“Come close,” the monk said.
Tesfa came close.
“I have the name,:” the monk said. “I will put it in your hands so that you won’t lose it.”
Tesfa cupped his hands and held them out. The monk leaned forward and whispered into them.
“Close your hands quickly, so that you don’t lose it now,” the monk said aloud.
“Yes, yes, I am always losing things!” Tesfa said enthusiastically. “Thank you, we are deeply indebted! May
you have many children and cattle!” And holding his hands together, he turned and ran homeward.
When he came to a place near the village where the farmers were threshing their grain, he raced toward them
shouting:
“I have it! I have it! How lucky I am! I have my son’s name!”
But as he ran through the straw and chaff he slipped and fell, and as he did so his hands came apart.
“Now I’ve lost it!” he shouted at the farmers. “See what you made me do!”
He picked up a threshing fork and began to sift through the straw and chaff. Some of the farmers came to help
him.
“What does it look like?” they asked.
“How do I know? I hadn’t even opened it,” Tesfa said with irritation.
As they sifted through the straw a woman of the village came by. She asked what they were doing. Tesfa
explained everything. The woman shook her head.
“It’s simply ridiculous,” she said, and went on her way.
“Is it really?” Tesfa said with amazement. “Oh, thank you!”
And he dropped his fork and went home. His wife was waiting for him.
“Well,” his wife asked, “what is it?”
“I got it from the monk, but I dropped it in the straw,” Tesfa said. “While I was looking for it our neighbor
came by and told me it was Ridiculous. So I didn’t have to look any more. How do you suppose she knew?”
271.84 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Belayhnesh (1926- )} nr. Adi Nibried?, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F)
-1
I’m sixty-three years old and the oldest woman fighter. There aren’t many of us old fighters left now!
A long time ago, before the revolution, my husband and I were farming another person’s land and taking some
of the production. I was sharing in the agricultural work, although I was not allowed to plough. I did the weeding
by hand like most women in our country.
After that, when my husband died, we moved to a town, Adi Nibried, and started selling local beer.
*
In 1977 I became an underground member of TPLF in Adi Nibried. I started to work in different ways for
TPLF, sending messages, carrying information.
This town was under the control of the EDU. In 1978 the EDU were pushed westward from Adi Hageray and
Adi Nibried was liberated. I was also a member of the people’s militia with a carbine gun for seven or eight years.
After that there was the revolution, and then I had my own land, which I ploughed and I also continued to sell
local beer.
*
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To struggle is not a new thing for us. During the First Woyane\fn{The First Revolution} in southern Tigray, there
were sisters the same age as I am, fighting against the Amhara rulers as women fighters.
As I learned more about this and as I was working underground, I began to feel I was fighting more and more.
I became more and more conscious of the oppression and more interested in being a fighter myself. Living in a
town could not give me full satisfaction, so when I realised my sons and daughters were fighting and sacrificing
everything for the revolution, I said,
“Why am I not fighting too and contributing to the revolution also?”
So I went to the Public Relations office to say I wanted to be a fighter. At first they refused, saying,
“You are already contributing to the revolution. It is better that you stay here.”
But I refused and came here to Tsebri and started a new life as a fighter. I decided to work by any ability that I
have and to participate in anything the revolution asked me to do. Because I took a course in agriculture, I am
involved in agricultural work here.
259.57 Excerpt from Yohannes IV Of Ethiopia: A Political Biography: “The Reunification Of The Core
Region”\fn{by Zewde Gabre-Sellassie (1928-2008)} Addis Ababa?, Ethiopia (M) 6
1
… The process of reunifying the Empire was interrupted by the Egyptian menace. One would have expected the war
period to be a rallying point for Ethiopia against the external foe, as indeed many writers assert, but close examination
reveals that this was not entirely the case.
Menelik, Wolde Mikael, and Wolde Sellassie, were all at various times in revolt against the Emperor. A large number of
Muslims proved their religious loyalty to the detriment of their patriotism by their response to Egyptian appeals to
religious differences. As early as 1871 Mestwat, the guardian of the ruler of Wollo, is reported to have sent an emissary to
the Khedive and to Istanbul appealing for help against the Shoan menace. Converts in the peripheral regions of Ethiopia
seem to have responded in much the same way.
But dissent was not confined to the Muslims: Christian rulers were also lacking in loyalty to Yohannes. Many rulers,
not excepting Menelik, like Wolde Mikael and Wolde Sellassie, seem to have been motivated by personal ambition.
At this time Yohannes was still preoccupied with external dangers. But despite the problems that arose in northern
Ethiopia, he was quite prepared to meet and deal with Menelik’s attempt to extend the kingdom of Shoa and increase his
pretensions to the throne of Ethiopia. After Yohannes’s defeat of the Egyptians at Gura on 7 March 1876, Menelik
returned to Litche, at that time used as his capital. On 1 July 1876 he called a council to discuss policies towards Egypt.
The council included Menelik’s uncle Darge, Wolde Tsadiq, Massaja, and other missionaries, and the French trader Pierre
Arnoux.
*
Arnoux had long wanted to be an active agent to extend French influence in the area; firstly by putting into effect the 1843
treaty between Shoa and France; secondly by making effective the French claim to Obock, purchased in 1862. His
opportunity came on 21 November 1870 when Aleqa Birru and Godineau concluded an agreement which allowed
twelve Frenchmen, including Arnoux, into Tigre. But Aleqa Birru defected to the Egyptian side and sabotaged the
agreement. Arnoux returned to Alexandria and made a second attempt in November 1872, which also failed. On 12
January 1873 he wrote secretly to Menelik, explaining his programme and revealing the frustrations he had suffered at
the hands of Munzinger and the Egyptians. The messenger took forty-five days to get to Woreilu where he met the
king on 26 February 1873.
On 29 March Arnoux left for Marseille where he had arranged to receive Menelik’s reply. On 26 May he received
a letter from Menelik dated 27 February urging him to return as soon as possible. He sailed for Alexandria with
Joubert, Dissard, and Berenger, arriving in Aden on 10 January 1874. They left Aden on 27 February, accompanied by
Tequignol and Yosef Negusse, an interpreter, and Abba Mikacl. On the 29th they arrived at Zeila where they were
expected by Emir Abu Bakr. There Arnoux received another letter from Menelik, sent on 11 November 1873,
informing him that Muhammad Abu Bakr, the Emir’s son, was to guide them to Shoa. On 4 March they set out for
Amboba, leaving there on 22 September. On 24 September Berenger and Dissard were murdered. On the 25th Arnoux
arrived at Karri Tadi, waiting for Menelik to enter Litche. Finally, on 17 January 1875 Menelik sent Azaj Wolde
Gabriel to bring them to him.
Arnoux seems to have entered Menelik’s confidence quickly. From 20 to 24 January 1875 they discussed the
opening of the Obock/Shoa trade-route, the possibility of increasing commerce and military strength, and how to
abolish slavery. A month later Menelik ordered Arnoux to discuss with Ato Wadew the significance of Yohannes’s
approach. Arnoux was sent on an expedition to Magdala with the authority to secure submissions. On 3 April he had a
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meeting with Menelik, Bafena, and Dejazmatch Darge and the next day prepared a memorandum on the measures
necessary for Menelik’s long-term success.
Arnoux introduced Menelik to many European ideas: European-style honours, the metric system, steam navigation
on the Awash for improved transportation to the Bay of Tajoura. Menelik showed interest in some of these projects,
which included the establishment of a printing press and paper mill, bringing doctors to Shoa, and opening up the
country by rail to a seaport for the importing of useful articles of European manufacture. Menelik was pleased
with Arnoux, and so was Cardinal Massaja who called him una persona grave e capace. A French agent sent to
Obock to investigate the activities of arms traders there after 1881 confirmed that Arnoux was a very capable
man.
Thus Arnoux convinced Menelik of the need to prohibit the slave trade. An edict was published against it, with
the result that Afar Muslim traders were fined for trading in slaves in Menelik’s territory. Arnoux was also a member
of the council called on 1 June 1876 after Menelik’s submission, to discuss the policy to be adopted. At a meeting on
3 June the council decided to send letters to the French President, the King of Italy, the Pope, and the British
representative at Aden. They also decided to send a draft treaty of friendship to France, and to give mining and trade
concessions to the French. An area of 100,000 hectares was to be made available for a French settlement in Shoa,
and the families of the two deceased Frenchmen, Dissard and Berenger, were to receive 100 thalers.
*
Menelik was now susceptible to the influence of Europeans in his court, as no material benefit had been gained by
his friendship towards Egypt. Accordingly he wrote a letter to the Khedive Ismail in June 1876, expressing concern
over the encroachment by Egyptian troops. He stated his wish for a treaty of friendship, which Arnoux was empowered
to negotiate on his behald. This letter has been taken as evidence of Menelik’s readiness to ally himself with Yohannes
in the face of a foreign enemy of Ethiopia. Actually, Meneik’s objection was primarily against the possible loss of free
access to the sea and its effects on his imports of arms, all the more necessary now that Yohannes had substantially
strengthened his army by the capture of Egyptian arms at the battles of Gundet and Gura. The conquest of Harar and
the rumoured advance of Egyptian troops in the west via Sudan directly threatened territories under his rule. But he did
not object to the capture of northern Ethiopia to which he refers as a territory of “my neighbours”.
*
In June 1876 Arnoux left Shoa, but his mission was to prove totally unsuccessful. First he ran into trouble with
Abu Bakr, who had command of Zeila; Arnoux was robbed and accused of murdering his friends. When he
reached Egypt he was accused of participating in the slave trade. The Khedive refused him an interview and in
Paris he was distrusted.
On his descent towards Zeila, Arnoux encountered members of the Italian Geographical Society’s Expedition on
its way to Shoa, led by Orazio Antinori, the noted Italian explorer and ornithologist. Antinori and the expedition
arrived at Litche on 28 August 1876 with letters from the Italian government and gifts from the King to Menelik.
The expedition was, in fact, totally unexpected, although it was, in a roundabout way, the result of an earlier
mission Menelik had sent.
During 1871 Abba Mikael persuaded Menelik to send him on a mission to Italy and France. Massaja had
discouraged Menelik from sending Abba Mikael because of his inexperience and unfitness for a diplomatic charge;
but Menelik, ignoring his advice, had instructed him to prepare the necessary letters and gifts. Abba Mikael left for
Europe in June 1872 carrying letters for the Pope, the President of France, Queen Victoria, and the Kaiser, but his
mission was principally to the King of Italy. All except the letters for Victor Emmanuel and the Pope were
delivered in Aden to the European consuls, while Abba Mikael, with the help of one of Massaja’s missionaries and
the Italian consul, proceeded to Italy.
The ostensible aim of his mission was to secure a treaty relation with Italy. Arnoux’s mission was seen as a way
of securing what Abba Mikael had failed to secure. Nevertheless in November 1872 Menelik’s envoy was received
by the King of Italy in an audience at which he met Antinori, then in his sixties and an enthusiast for Ethiopia. The
extravagant stories Abba Mikael told awakened Antinori’s interest in Shoa.
The Italian government at that time attached no political importance to Abba Mikael’s mission. However, upon
hearing that Menelik wished to receive an Italian envoy, the King entrusted a letter to Abba Mikael, asking for the
protection of Italian travelers. This was guaranteed byMenelik in Shoa.
Because of Antinori’s enthusiasm, the Italian Geographical Society concluded that the hospitality of the Shoan
king at whose court Massaja was already established, would solve the financial problems of a major expedition to
the equatorial lakes. They decided on a route through Shoa to Kaffa. After Abba Mikael’s return Menelik planned
a return mission until dissuaded by Massaja.
Antinori and the expedition, which was a genuinely scientific one, apparently pleased Menelik, who wrote to
the King of Italy assuring him of their safety while in Shoa. He made no secret of his disappointment, however,
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that their gifts included no substantial quantity of arms and did not hesitate to ask for more. Although the
expedition was very short of supplies, Massaja urged Antinori to sacrifice the stock of arms intended for their
protection in order to preserve Menelik’s goodwill. Antinori gave Menelik fifty more rifles and sold him an
additional 150.
Relief supplies for the expedition arrived in October 1877 with two members, Martini and Cecchi, who also
brought a letter from the King of Italy for Menelik. The King asked Menelik to extend his protection to the expedition
beyond the frontiers of Shoa, despite an earlier warning from him that this was impossible because Shoa was not on
friendly terms with the Galla kingdoms. Although Martini had brought a large quantity of supplies he delivered no
arms other than several weapons sent as gifts by the King.
Menelik now made any further co-operation with the expedition and any effort to proceed further into the interior
conditional upon there being a supply of Italian arms. Martini was sent back to Italy in December 1877 as Menelik’s
agent to buy arms in return for aiding Cecchi and another member of the expedition, Chiarini, to reach Kaffa.
Menelik did, however, give Antinori land at Let-Marefia where they could set up their scientific headquarters.
*
If Menelik was seeking means of acquiring arms and an outlet to the sea he was also busy expanding
Shoa’s frontiers. One of his main sources of concern was the Galla countries bordering on Shoa. Woreilu, a
fortress erected by Menelik in 1871-2 to serve as a base for more extensive operations, and garrisoned with
40,000 men, was continually threatened by the Galla tribes. Menelik finally resolved to campaign against
them.
In 1873 he cruelly avenged himself, driving Abba Watew to seek Yohannes’s aid. In fact Yohannes was
preparing to help Abba Watew when the Egyptians invaded for the first time, and forced him to return to the
north to meet this challenge. Menelik took advantage of this situation to capture and imprison Abba Watew as
well as forcing the other Wollo tribal chiefs to submit to him. Abba Watew was replaced by his cousin,
Muhammad Ali, a traditional rival for the governorship of the Wollo, who later was to rebel himself. By July
1876 Menelik had conquered the Wollo as far north as, and including, Magdala. When the Italian
Geographical Expedition arrived in Shoa that same year they found Menelik preparing to attack Gurage,
Tehiaha Ghita, and Gumara. The attack was undertaken in October but was unsuccessful. Menelik gained little
ground and sustained the loss of two-thirds of his army.
Dissension was also rife within Shoa. In particular, Menelik was threatened by a plot which, according to
Catholic missionaries and other Italian travellers, was inspired and largely directed by his consort, Bafena. It must
be added, however, that no other evidence exists for Bafena as the mastermind of a rebellion in Shoa. According
to these accounts, Bafena’s ambition was that her children, or at least her descendants, should one day become the
rulers of Shoa. She sought to do this by giving one daughter in marriage to Meshesha Seifu, who was next in line
to the throne of Shoa if Menelik were to die childless.
Bafena then, according to these accounts, set Meshesha Seifu against Menelik by marrying Meshesha’s wife to
another man without the preliminaries of a divorce. Meshesha took it that this had happened with the king’s
compliance and left the court, thus threatening division in the army, since he was well respected and had a great
following. Civil war was averted by the intervention of Ras Darge, a paternal uncle of both Menelik and Meshesha.
Nevertheless Bafena succeeded in getting Meshesha imprisoned on 14 December 1876.
*
Menelik continued his campaigns of subjugation, marching to Woreilu en route for Gondar. On 2 February 1877
he left Woreilu and quickly reached Shotela, where he stayed for three days. His advance through Begemdir was
fairly rapid. After Shotela he marched to Geragna, where he stayed for eight days; then he pushed on to Azawir,
arriving there on 13 March and remaining there for twenty-one days. During this period Menelik was waiting to see
whether Yohannes would react to his movements in Begemdir.
Yohannes left Adwa for Begemdir on 22 March and Menelik, hearing of Yohannes’s threat, made for Gojjam. He
left Azawir, camping at Tegus, on 4 April; on the 7 th he left Tegus and crossed the Abbai at Eger Ber. He camped at
Debre Mai on 12 April, and at Motta on the 13th, where he held a parade. He moved on to Agamma and from there to
Aishal, chasing Ras Adal, but they did not meet. He then moved to Deboza and from there back between Agamma
and Nazret, where he remained for three days. He camped at Agamma on 30 April, and on 25 May heard of
Merdazmatch Haile’s defeat. He then marched through Derebe to Damot and returned to Gojjam, camping at
Menqorer. From Menqorer he moved to Gewera which he left on 25 May. Descending through Liben, he crossed the
Abbai, ascended to Goa Tsion, and camped at Welawmo.
Menelik’s sojourn in Gojjam was also affected by Bafena’s intrigues. According to several chroniclers, Bafena
had arranged that while Menelik was fighting in Gojjam his uncle, Merdazmatch Haile Mikael, would rebel. This
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was to take place during the rainy season, so that Menelik would not be able to retreat to Gojjam. One of Bafena’s
sons was to take the throne and reward Haile Mikael.
In April 1877 Haile Mikael acted; on 2 May he defeated Menelik’s regents Dejazmatch Germame and Azaj
Wolde Tsadiq and took possession of Ankober. Meshesha Seifu was released from prison. But on 4 May the rebels
suffered a reversal of fortune and were beaten. Haile Mikael was wounded and taken prisoner.
Menelik heard of the revolt while in Gojjam and at first decided to return to Shoa to deal with the rebels. But
Bafena persuaded him to let her return to quash the rebellion. On her arrival in Shoa she proclaimed herself Regent
and in April 1877 released Meshesha Seifu from prison. Having escaped from Enouri, Meshesha Seifu installed
himself at Tanno, to the south-east, with Dejazmatch Zegueie and Abba Watew, whom he kept in chains.
On 25 May Menelik left his camp to return to Shoa, crossing the Abbai and camping at Welawmo. At this point he
allowed Muhammad Ali to return home. Upon hearing of Bafena’s rebellion Muhammad Ali declared himself in
revolt also, and set fire to Woreilu.
On hearing of this Menelik ordered Dejazmatch Darge and Dejazmatch Wolde Mikael to besiege Tanno while he
himself remained in Litche. Envoys sent to discover where Muhammad Ali was reported that he had crossed the
mountain of Laga-Gura in Wollo. Menelik decamped to chase Muhammad Au, who, hearing of Menelik’s advance to
Woreilu, fled from his camp at Yeoul. Menelik retook Woreilu and left Dejazmatch Waldie in charge, while he himself
returned to Litche.
By this time, Abba Watew had escaped from Tanno and submitted to Dejazmatch Fanta. Meshesha Seifu had also
sworn allegiance to Menelik and was in return given the governorship of the Galla provinces of Wobera and Gullele
with the title of Dejazmatch.
*
By this time Yohannes was on the borders of Shoa in Yejju, where he received messages from three main groups in
Shoa: Meshesha Seifu, the men who had plotted with Bafena and Haile Mikael, and two religious sects in Shoa. These
claimed that Menelik was too much influenced by the alien bishop, Massaja, whom he had brought into Shoa. They
were also worried that Menelik was becoming too involved with the heretical “Three Birth” sect.
When Menelik heard of these messages, he sent presents to Yohannes’s chief counsellors in an attempt to influence
them against an invasion, or at least to delay Yohannes for as long as possible. They did in fact persuade Yohannes to
wait until the end of November and then take the longest route, as the shortest one was considered to be dangerous
to the health and welfare of his army. But when Yohannes learned that Meshesha Seifu was even more involved with
the Three Birth sect than Menelik, he decided in any event to ignore his requests for help.
On 21 October Menelik returned to Woreilu and while he was there, priests arrived from the monastery of
Abrehawe Atsbeha to intervene in an attempt to stop the shedding of Christian blood. Menelik received them but
said he had no intention of negotiating. The priests then went to Yohannes, who said that he had no wish to fight if
Menelik would only come to terms, but that territorial limitations could only be discussed when they met. He sent a
friendly reply to Menelik by a special envoy, Bejirond Lewte, in reply to a letter from Menelik, brought by Negusse,
who had accompanied the priests from Abrehawe Atsbeha.
But since Menelik's response was so slow, Yohannes advanced while Bejirond Lewte was still at Menelik’s court.
At this juncture the priests of Debre Libanos tried to appease Yohannes. Menelik summoned Dejazmatch Gobena,
Dejazmatch Mengesha Atikem, and Aleqa Kidane-Wold to lead another mission. This time they went to the Etchege
Tewodros as well, and, after presenting the letter to Yohannes, intimated that if he gave his word that no harm would
come to Menelik, Menelik would be prepared to make his submission.
*
Yohannes's army at this time was very large. In addition there were 20,000 men provided by Ras Adal; and on
entering the Wollo region Muhammad All submitted to Yohannes and provided him with another 4,000 to 5,000
men. Bianchi estimates that Yohannes’s army was about 100,000 strong when it reached Shoa’s northern province of
Gishe in January 1878 and met weak resistance from the neighbouring chieftains.
On 12 February Cecchi was told by Azaj Wolde Giorgis that Menelik had summoned his army commanders to
discuss whether to fight or to negotiate and had decided against war because of Yohannes’s superiority in arms.
Cecchi estimated that Yohannes had around 75,000 fighting men: Menelik 70,000: but Yohannes had 46,000 armed
with rifles, while Menelik had only 25,000 armed with rifles; the rest had only spears. Of the men armed with rifles,
Yohannes’s included 20,000 who had Remingtons: Menelik’s merely 8,000. This superiority in arms must give the lie
to those commentators who claim that, at this time, Yohannes was afraid of Menelik’s strength.
*
Yohannes and Menelik finally met at Dembaro (Djidiga). On 10 March 1878 Menelik swore his fealty to Yohannes,
and on the 20th he submitted. The terms were not officially published. Unofficial accounts given by Massaja, Cecchi,
and Waldmeier differ considerably. According to them Menelik agreed not to use the title “King of Kings” and to
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assume only the title “king of Shoa”; to pay an annual tribute of an unspecified amount; to close the route from Shoa to
the coast to Europeans (and, Bianchi adds, to ban all missionaries, beginning with Bishop Massaja); to furnish troops to
the Emperor whenever necessary; and to support the imperial army while it remained in Shoa. For his part, Yohannes
was prepared to regard Menelik and his descendants as the lawful rulers of Shoa and recognize Menelik’s control over
Wollo; he undertook to give Menelik military help whenever necessary, and offered to crown him king of Shoa.
The sources differ, however, as to whether a settlement of the religious differences between Shoa and Tigre formed a
condition of the peace settlement or whether Menelik simply agreed to discuss the matter later. These accounts,
however, seem to be contradicted by a letter Menelik wrote to Yohannes on 17 January 1889. In it he said:
Subsequently, I summoned my people for a council and I disclosed to them that I had decided to submit to Your Majesty. They
attempted to persuade me, on their part to demand from Your Majesty, prior to my submission, a solemn commitment under oath that
you will confirm my authority over the whole region which lies this side of the Beshilo river. Yet I made my submission to Your
Majesty, by demanding a pledge in return which was limited only to preserving my freedom.\fn{ In other words, a simple amnesty} I was
not inclined to press for more pledges in return since I was convinced that Your Majesty will not deny me the province of Wollo over
which territory I have spread my influence before the death of the Emperor Tewodros. Your Majesty conferred on me by decree, the
authority over the government of the territory which lies this side of Beshilo. I was very pleased that Your Majesty’s promise was
fulfilled.

This, coupled with the fact that it was most unusual for Ethiopians to demand such specific terms for peace
settlement, shows that the accounts of the peace treaty given by Italians may be quite mistaken.
2
In Yohannes's view the political reunification of the Empire must be accompanied by measures designed to
establish religious uniformity in the Orthodox Church. Monophysite Christianity formed a large and integral element
of highland culture. In earlier times the Church had the power to overcome its doctrinal schisms and render unified
support to the monarchs as well as spreading one type of monophysite Christianity.
Since the coming of the Jesuits, however, various interpretations on religious matters began to develop, and
were further crystallized during the Era of the Judges. The hierarchies of the weakened Orthodox Church
succeeded in creating religious differences to further the political ends of regional leaders.
The driving force of Islam, which so easily adapts itself to the needs of people of different backgrounds, had
attained sufficient power to cause serious concern to the Christian highland. Although it is not true to assert that
Muslims were more likely to join forces with foreign enemies of the state—for instance with the Egyptians—
merely because of their religious affinities, their loyalty to the Christian Empire was limited, especially when they
happened to inhabit the peripheral regions.
In Derra Shoa, Hasan Wadajo led his fellow Muslim Gallas in revolt, defeating Dejazmatch Meshesha Seifu and Ras
Mikael. Only in May 1878 was the revolt finally put down by Ras Darge’s general Dejazmatch Beshah. It was then
discovered that arms and cannon had been supplied by the Egyptians who were involved in the rebellion.
Yohannes was thus interested in mobilizing the Church’s influence over its members to stave off the Muslim threat.
There was a strong political motivation behind Yohannes’s religious fervour. The doctrinal disputes, which Yohannes
felt took precedence over the question of conversion from Islam, and the difficulties stemming from the various foreign
missionaries in Ethiopia, were succinctly described in the 1840s by d’Abbadie:
L’éternelle question de deux et trois natures énerve encore aujourd’hui la religion éthiopienne et la scinde en plusieurs
camps invaux.

In 1877 a secret agent named Haji Aman, an Arab trader, tried to boost Muslim power in Shoa, part of
Christian Ethiopia, hoping to divide the country while the Emperor was occupied in the north.
The clear and pressing danger from the Egyptians during the first five years of Yohannes’s reign made him much
more aware than Tewodros of the dangers to Ethiopia’s survival coming from the expansion of Islam. The doctrinal
disputes, which had hindered the unity of the Church and abetted unrest in the core regions of the Empire, combined
with the lack of a bishop, hampered the spreading of Christianity. Hence there was nothing to offset the proselytizing
carried on by the Muslim traders among the numerous pagan groups that lived in the peripheral regions of the Empire.
Yohannes clearly stated the need for a single Christian doctrine and the end of divisive sects when he wrote to the
Monastery of Elias in Gojjam during the first campaign in that province in 1873. He reiterated this view at the Synod
of Borumeda in Wollo shortly after his second victory over the Egyptians. The first matter of concern at the synod
centred on the settlement of doctrinal disputes.
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Yohannes, like Tewodros before him, and like other effective Ethiopian emperors, was obliged, as the leader of
his country and of his faith, to accept and uphold the Orthodox Christian dogmas which came from the Alexandrian
Church. Whereas, in line with Alexandrine doctrine, the Ethiopian Church views the divine and human nature of
Christ as united; at the time of the Borumeda synod there existed the Tsega Lij\fn{Son of Grace} belief whose
adherents might use this doctrine to further their political ends. This heresy held that Christ is God’s Son by
adoption; also, that there were three births, by the Word, by the Virgin Mary, and by the Holy Ghost: hence its other
name, the Sost Ledat\fn{Triple Birth} sect.
Both the Two and Three Birth Sects held that theirs was the correct interpretation of Alexandrine doctrine. The latter
claimed that the Tigrean clergy were interpreting the instructions from Alexandria in their own way. From a letter sent
by the Patriarch as early as 1808 it is, however, clear that the Three Birth doctrine was anathematized, and support for
the sect can only have been engendered as a move away from the Monophysite Church. Following the normal pattern,
the heretics should have been tortured by having their tongues cut out. The Etchege Tewodros, however, had counselled leniency saying:
“We are summoned to shed our blood for our faith, not the blood of others.”
In view of this Massaja’s assertion that Tewodros was a religious fanatic appears groundless. A few days later some
monks had their tongues cut out by order of the Emperor because of their insolence to him. The priests of Shoa, many
of whom had supported Sahle Sellassie’s edict of 1841 making the Three Birth doctrine official, were thus won over
to the national Church and the Emperor had once more the support of a unified religion.
*
At Borumeda Yohannes sought also to deal with the non-Christians of the Empire. It was apparent to him that the
Muslims in the centrally located core-region province of Wollo, whose leaders had assumed the title of Imam (the
leader of the faithful), could no longer be left in authority to propagate Islam, for they constituted practically a foreign
state in the midst of the Christian heartland. The Muslims from Wollo had been actively converting many pagans who
lived in the peripheral regions of the Empire and thus increasing the potential opposition to the Empire. They had
further instituted harsh policies against the Christians in Wollo, either forcing them to convert to Islam or curtailing
their religious freedom through the destruction or appropriation of all Christian churches but one.
After his victories against the Egyptians, Yohannes moved in to Wollo to tackle the dangers posed by the Muslims.
Although Yohannes might have retaliated severely against the rebellious Muslim chiefs in Wollo by their removal from
office or imprisonment, instead he offered them the opportunity of retaining their positions on condition that they
forsook Islam and accepted conversion to Christianity. Yohannes put pressure on Muhammad Ali and Abba Watew, the
two foremost chiefs, making it obvious that their continuance in power was contingent upon conversion. As these men
were anxious to retain their positions, they agreed to sacrifice their religion and be baptized.
Stronger perhaps than orthodox or esoteric Islam in its influence upon religious life is the pre-Islamic sediment of earlier
religions. Especially among the Galla, the continuation of old rites and traditions prevented the overlaying of Islam from
becoming sufficiently powerful to establish supra-national links with the Islamic world. Thus, if the Emperor handled the
Galla and their chiefs with delicacy he could be assured of their allegiance. Later when the disciples of the Mahdi in the
Sudan came, there arose a greater danger of external influence; but even then, because of his success in Wollo, Yohannes was
not troubled by religious friction.
While most of the Muslims in Wollo retained their religion, either openly or covertly, many important leaders did
become converted. Those who refused to do so were forced out of office and had to leave their homeland. They travelled to
Harar, Arussi, and the Sudan to preach Islam. The leaders who remained, even if they were only nominal Christians, were
no longer subject to the dictates of the Caliphate.
To facilitate the conversion of the Wollo Muslims, Yohannes sent some of the foremost priests of the Orthodox Church to
work in that area. He lived in Wollo for a time himself so that he might influence the growth of Christian sentiment in the
province; he ordered the Muslims to build churches in place of mosques and to pay tithes to their parish priests.
While these measures were strict, they were seldom harsh and never fanatical. There was never any inquisitional activity
against Muslims by the Ethiopian Christians. Yohannes was sincere in his own Christian belief, as well as committed to
defending his country, internally and externally, from further inroads by the Muslims. His religious policy was pursued with
conviction: both Negus Menelik and Ras Adal were encouraged to follow the Emperor’s example and seek to convert
important Muslim leaders, in order to curtail Islamic influence in the western and southern peripheral regions. Although
Yohannes’s aim was to halt the spread of Islam, he never sought to eradicate it from the Empire.
*
Two further aims of Yohannes’s religious policy were the conversion to Christianity of pagans living in the peripheral
areas of the Empire and the expulsion of various foreign missionaries who had been working throughout the country,
especially those active among nominal Orthodox Christians in the southern regions. Yohannes sought to have the pagans in
the Empire converted to Orthodox Christianity, both because he himself was a believer, and as a counter to the Mus118

lim traders who had carried on most of their missionary work among the various pagan groups. The conversion to
Islam of people such as the Azebo Galla put them beyond the sphere of Christian influence and made them potential allies of the external Muslim enemy.
Yohannes’s suspicion of European missionaries gradually increased, especially after he learnt that their aims were
much more often political than religious. They tended to win most of their converts from the Orthodox faith rather
than from the non-Christian peoples in the Empire, particularly in the peripheral regions in the south where
Orthodox Christianity had flourished before the Galla invasions. Afterwards, cut off from their northern brethren, the
Christians in the southern regions lost most, but not all, of their Christian practices. When the Catholic missionaries
worked in the southern Galla lands during the nineteenth century, the majority of their converts came from the
people who were descended from, or still remained, nominal Orthodox Christians. Besides their attempts to convert
highland Ethiopians who were already Christians, the Catholic missionaries tried to circulate the notion that the
southern regions had no ties with the north and might be considered accessible to European penetration and political
control.
Yohannes therefore had to reassert at least a minimum amount of the central government’s administrative
control against the Europeans’ and Egyptians’ contention that the southern regions formed no part of Ethiopia. He
also sought to protect the south from further foreign influence by the expulsion of the missionaries whose activities were such a threat to religious and territorial unity.
Yohannes's religious policy came under long-lasting attacks particularly in his expulsion of Cardinal Massaja from
the country, and for his attempts to curtail the numbers of European explorers and scientific missions in his country.
Massaja wrote vitriolic accounts of Yohannes’s religious policy, insisting that the Emperor’s acts towards the Muslims were brutal, extreme, and uncalled for—the deeds of a religious fanatic. Yohannes’s religious policy towards the
Muslims he depicted as superficial; the nominal Christianity obtained was easily renounced by converts so abruptly
baptized. Massaja contended that the conversions were accomplished only by force with no choice for the Muslims but
compliance, in order to save their lives. He claimed that since Yohannes failed to educate the new converts about
Christianity, they would naturally continue their former practices whenever they could. Yohannes was represented as a
narrow-minded and religious fanatic, who failed to understand that he held sovereignty over subjects of many faiths, not
just Christians. By insisting that Yohannes’s religious policy fulfilled political expediency only, Massaja could portray it
as destructive to the unity of the Empire, whereas it was in fact constructively geared towards a viable unification.
Massaja and others condemned Yohannes for activating Christian nationalist sentiment in the clergy and people against
the Muslims. This criticism ignores the fact that Yohannes faced the simultaneous problems of sectarian divisions inside the
Church and the Muslim pressure of the Egyptian invasions. It was important for him to discover that a religious appeal
could arouse and unite the Christian populace against the Egyptians and that a united clergy could serve him as a potent
instrument of propaganda against the Muslims. It was Yohannes’s single-minded concern for the protection of his country
against external dangers and internal divisions that led some men who met him—for example, General Gordon—to
describe him as a religious fanatic.
This portrayal of Yohannes as a ruler whose policies transgressed the traditional Ethiopian leaders’ tolerance for the
diversity of peoples and religions in the country, fails to take account of the serious straits which Ethiopia had entered. In a
period of internal chaos and external aggression it would be dangerous, if not foolhardy, for a ruler to encourage groups that
were contributing to the division of the country and to bargain with foreigners who sought to expropriate parts of the
country which it was the duty of the ruler to defend. Even in his policy of converting the Muslims, there is no
incontrovertible evidence that Yohannes adopted cruel or excessive measures, or that his policy was intended to be directed
against all Muslims within his realms.
*
In his actions against the Muslims in Ethiopia Yohannes was to some extent bound by his reliance on Egypt to supply
the bishop for Ethiopia. Yohannes received letters from the Patriarch of Alexandria warning him of the dangers that
Christians in Egypt would face if Yohannes were too harsh in his treatment of Muslims in Ethiopia.
This advice was fully accepted. When Yohannes wrote to Menelik and Ras Adal he encouraged them to follow his example and seek conversions mainly from important Muslim leaders in order to reduce the trend towards Islam. With these
letters he sent the Archbishop’s warning against harsh treatment of the Muslims.
After the synod of Borumeda Yohannes accomplished an ecclesiastical innovation to facilitate the implementation of
his policy. Instead of relying on a single bishop to ordain new priests and thus always remaining susceptible to the problems that the death or absence of one bishop entailed, he sought to procure four bishops from Egypt. The lack of a bishop
from 1876 to 1881 had brought home the knowledge that a religious policy could not proceed, nor could the tide of
conversion to Islam be arrested, until the missionary zeal and the numbers of priests in the Church could be revived.
Yohannes’s success in raising the number of bishops to four gave him sufficient confidence in his hold over the Empire to
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allocate one bishop to each of his potential rivals, Menelik and Ras Adal, without undue fear that either of them would use
him in support of his own ambitions to the throne.
Yohannes concentrated his most extensive missionary efforts in Wollo, because that province had become a veritable
Islamic state within the heartland of Ethiopia. Wollo’s geographical position between Tigre to the north, Begemdir and
Gojjam to the west, and Shoa to the south meant that it effectively separated the core regions of the Empire. From the
point of view of Yohannes’s political and religious ideals it was incumbent upon him to convert the Wollo chiefs,
especially Imam Muhammad Ali and Abba Watew. The change in Wollo, as evinced by the loyalty shown to Yohannes
by the recently converted Ras Mikael who could mobilize his people to fight against the Mahdia, marks the turningpoint of the nineteenth-century trend from ever-increasing converts to Islam to a resurgence of effective Christianity. …
34.1 Excerpt from Defiance\fn{by Abbie Gubegna (1934-

)}

Bahr Dar, Amhara Region, Ethiopia (M) 15

… “You ass! You old idiot! You, you son of a bitch! You! Well, I will crack your empty head like a nut. Wait,
only wait a moment! I will show you!” screamed the general as he pounded the table.
His hoarse voice was one of the nastiest. Although natural, it sounded as if it were infused with that wild roar
which infected his daily routine. Like most of his countrymen he wasn’t tall, but he seemed brawny and rather
beautiful. Everything about him was beautiful except his destructive, abominable voice.
The general glanced with bloody eyes at the people who filled the large room; he looked up at the accused
man. Then he looked at the soldiers who were guarding the prisoner and at the interpreter, as if to absorb everyone
present within his bloody rage.
The old warrior glanced at the general.
What a rabid dog! he thought.
The court room overflowed with spectators, both black and white. Monsieur George with his young son was
sitting near the general among the favoured whites. Kassie and Molla also were among the crowd. One of the extenants of the jitawrari was sitting there too. The old man recognized all of them. He realized that his ex-tenant
waited there only to bear witness against him. A huge joke, he thought. But this bloody fascist singlehandedly and
highhandedly was passing death sentences upon hundreds of Ethiopians—the act of a civilized people, the
fitawrari thought.\fn{An attempt in February, 1937, to kill the Italian Viceroy of Ethiopia, Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, was followed by
a long period of cruel repression, made milder only from November, 1937, when the Duke of Aosta succeeded Graziani as Viceroy .}
“How such a crippled, shriveled old man can dare speak such words against the mighty fascist government!
Ass! I will show you,” said the general. He got up from his chair.
The fitawrari was quiet. And his indifference increased the general’s anger.
“Why doesn’t he respond? Tell him. Porco!”\fn{“Pig”} said the general to the interpreter.
The interpreter tried to amend the general’s rude utterance by omitting some strong words and adding moderate ones.
Berhie, the young interpreter from Eritrea,\fn{ Since 1993 an independent country.} spoke the poorest Amharic and
fairly good Italian. When he spoke to the old man in Amharic, the Amharic-speaking Ethiopians could barely
restrain their laughter at his accent of infantile sweetness, his lack of proper words, his pitifully constructed
sentences.
But no one dared laugh. Everyone and everything was quiet, save the roar of the general and the questions and
answers of the interpreter and the accused man. Everything about Berhie was completely Ethiopian except his
Amharic, but necessity made him a translator in that language. And he, as the only means of communication between the angry fascist and a doomed fellow countryman, had a great problem. He knew his incompetence as an
interpreter, but he was trying at once to fulfil his duty as an Ethiopian and as a hired member of the fascist civil
service. However, his greatest task was to save the life of the dignified old man who had once been an idol of the
soldiers of his own country. After translating the words of the general, the interpreter added to the fitawrari:
“His Excellency, the general, graciously would like to hear your humble reply. And you must give your answer
with humble and right words.”
His forehead perspired, and his lips were dry and white as ashes. He felt the accused old man didn’t have a
chance. He had witnessed so many of his countrymen being butchered for trivial reasons, or for nothing.
I know, were you not old and crippled you wouldn’t be here; you would be among your fellow patriots,
thought Berhie.
He veered his eyes to the old soldier.
However, you have still the pride and the dignity and the heart of a man who has lived free and unaccustomed
to any alien yoke. You have still a great will to resist the invaders. I wish I were like you, but not as you are now.
The old man, however, didn’t understand the sympathy of the young interpreter. The interpreter knew that too.
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But Berhie wasn’t discouraged by this, and he continued to amend the harsh words of both the general and the
accused man. Thanks to God! they don’t understand each other, he thought. As his mouth translated the words, his
mind was busy creating tricks to save the old man.
Because he knew of the obstinacy and the arrogance of his fellow countrymen, particularly when their pride
and dignity were wounded, Berhie persisted on amending or omitting the unusually violent words of the fascist.
He knew they could not be stomached.
Besides his omissions and amendments, he addressed the old hero in the polite form of address, erswo, on
behalf of the fascist general. He also addressed the general ornamenting every sentence with “my mighty lord,”
“my invincible lord,” and many other epithets that he thought would flatter the fascist and quench his anger.
“Where, when and why were you wounded? Ask this dirty dog,” growled the fascist, thumping the table with
his right fist and glaring at both the accused man and the interpreter.
“I was wounded at Maichew in 1936,” said the fitawrari.
The interpreter had no chance now to change a single word. The sentences were shorter and the words specific.
“Doing what?”
“Fighting, for my country and my religion,” said the old man proudly and resolutely.
“Against whom?” said the general.
“Against white invaders,” said the fitawrari.
But the interpreter thought the word “invaders” could madden the fascist and would be dangerous to the
accused man. He amended it slightly by saying “against whites.”
“To fight against the whites?” bawled the fascist; “how can a black monkey fight against the white men?”
When the old man heard these insults he was outraged and he forgot where he was.
“Not only fighting, I have killed many white monkeys like you. If you don’t believe this go to Adowa and you
will find the bones of your fathers! Tell this white donkey and let him kill me,” the old man cried to the interpreter.\fn{Adowa is a town in Tigre Province, Ethiopia, and was the site of a crushing defeat of an invading Italian army under General
Oreste Baratieri by the forces of Emperor Menelik II [(1844-1913, Emperor of Ethhiopia (1889-1909)] on March 1, 1896, forcing Italy to
recognize Ethiopian independence. The Italians captured the town in 1935, only to be driven from it permanently in 1941 .}

The general suspected that the outraged old man had spoken harshly against him.
“What did he say? What did he say? Tell me exactly what this wild ass said,” cried the general.
“The man says he is an old man and he was wounded many times by the mighty white men and if Your
Excellency deems to kill him there would be nothing to deliver him,” said the interpreter.
“Porco! You are fooling me; I heard him mention the name Adowa; but you omitted it. Tell me now exactly
what he said! Otherwise I will flay your skin before him and give your body to dogs!” roared the general, rising
from his chair.
“Of course he has mentioned the name Adowa because he has said he was wounded in the battle of Adowa
too,” said the interpreter calmly.
“Be careful you silly dog! I will call another interpreter and if I find anything distorted I will bury you alive,”
said the general.
“Please do it, Signore,” said the interpreter.
The general left his chair, passed the table and flounced over to the interpreter. Then he gave the interpreter a
kick on his buttocks.
“Go out and call Yrgu immediately. Via!” growled the general.
Berhie hurried out to call Yrgu. The red-faced general glanced maliciously at the old man, advanced back with
springy paces and resumed his chair. The old man remained where he stood. His stiff leg was aching and shaking
with weariness. But, standing there, he had time enough to think clearly and prepare his answer. Although Berhie
had no chance to tell the fitawrari the cause of his sudden dismissal, the old man understood that it was because
the general suspected the interpreter of having helped him. Not only the fitawrari, but his wife and their two
daughters also understood the effort of the interpreter and thanked him in their thoughts. As Aster, the younger
daughter of the old man thanked him, her eyes lingered on his and she glanced shyly away.
Old George, the immigrant, one of the accusers of the fitawrari, was irritated. He wished he could tell the
general all the angry fitawrari said. But fortunately for the old man and Berhie, the immigrant had not the
linguistic capacity of his scattered race. However he tried to show his suspicion, more in his gestures than in the
words which he could not speak or understand very well. He had tried to learn Amharic to increase his trade, but
had never succeeded. And in Italian he was quite the same. But he was over-eager to speak perfect Italian and be a
great fascist himself. The fitawrari knew that and decided to change his manner of speech. Meanwhile Berhie and
Yrgu came in and saluted in the fascist manner. The general was busy or pretending to be busy, and didn’t look up
at them. They stood silently waiting for him to raise his eyes, but he was poring over some sheets of paper. After a
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few minutes he lifted his head and looked at the interpreters. The interpreters thumped the floor with their feet and
gave the raised-hand fascist salute.
“Well, well, Eh? Porco! Wait here until I discover your intrigue," roared the fascist to Berhie.
Berhie, convinced he would be caught, stood where he was, like a statue.
But the fitawrari was ready now to play the role of a comedian.
Yrgu, an opportunist Ethiopian, had a good French education. He spoke good Italian too. Although his origins
were not known, he spoke perfect Amharic. Besides this, he had a strange way of talking, although his appearance
and manners exposed his real character. They made it obvious that he was mercilessly eager to trap anyone for the
sake of his personal benefit.
But the old fitawrari was extremely cautious now.
As he tried to save my life, I must try to save his; in front of this man, I should be a professional sycophant,
decided the fitawrari in his mind. I am sure the patriotic interpreter has greatly fooled this dough-faced monkey. It
is my turn now to make an ass of him. He glanced at the general and saw that he was grimly writing on one of the
sheets of paper scattered over the table.
The old man glanced at the corners of the large hall jammed with both brown and white spectators. His eyes
rested upon his wife and two daughters who were weeping quietly. He smiled and gave them a sign, winking at
them and shaking his head as if he were sure of his safety.
He remembered the condition in which he and his family were at dawn when he was arrested. At dawn his
house was surrounded by scores of carabinieri. He was given time only to put on his old garments at the point of
bayonets. Pushed and dragged out of his house, he staggered and trotted forward as several hands continually
shoved him from behind. He hardly kept his balance. His wife and their two daughters were screaming as they
followed him. He remembered Aster’s shrill cry. She was thrown aside as she tried to strangle the soldiers who
dragged her father.
And now they were weeping. The old man glanced once again at George and remembered the story told by the
elders of the city.
“Before the wise Emperor Menelik gave permission to certain white refugees to live in his country permanently, he closed his eyes and recollected all the intrigues and sinister activities which had been schemed by many
remorseless whites. He remembered what they did during the reign of Theodros II,\fn{ 1855-1868. Theodore suspected
the second chief of the British mission to Ethiopia, one C. D. Cameron, of participating in a supposed Egyptian plot against him, and
caused him and other British subjects and some European missionaries to be imprisoned. His refusal to liberate them caused a British
military force under General Sir Robert Napier to proceed against him in January of 1868; and Theodore, isolated by the hostility of his
own feudal leaders and the hatred of hs people against his increasingly cruel method of governing, and attacked by Napier in his stronghold
at Magdala, committed suicide on April 13, 1868 .} He remembered what they did during the reign of Yohannes
IV.\fn{1872-1889. Having acquired the Bay of Assab in 1869 through an agreement between an Italian private company and local chiefs,
the Intalians proceeded to occupy Massawa in February, 1885 and advance into the interior. Ras Alula, one of his commanders, successfully
surprised an Italian detachment near Dogali in January, 1887; but John was killed in battle at Metamma in March, 1889, against an Arab
army which had attacked Western Ethiopia .} Had not these great patriotic leaders outsmarted those wolves who came in

the skins of sheep, the condition of Ethiopia would have been otherwise. He also considered how certain whites
intrigued and colonized the hospitable African countries. But as a Christian Emperor he decided to receive the
oppressed white refugees. However, he could not dissolve his suspicions and he was compelled to seal on every
immigrant’s right buttock, Slave of Menelik.” As the same elders say, it was done not to harm or offend the
immigrants but to crush their intriguing spirit and secure the safety of his country, since they were treated with
utmost kindness.
Monsieur George, who was one of these refugees, was granted Ethiopian citizenship, although there was still
the rumor that he bore the stamp George, slave of Menelik on his right buttock. He had much property in the city
and in the country. Although one of the most ignorant people in the world, his white color had won for him
respect as a highly skilled white man. Of course, he was making saddles for certain naïve nobles who believed
that all white men were skilled. In fact, he had acquired much of that skill from a despised Ethiopian. But because
of the facilities and the pamperings that he received from his noble patrons, he could make saddles more
elaborately than most Ethiopians, including his instructor.
Monsieur George had many shops in the town, most of them retailers of Ethiopian agricultural produce sold
back to Ethiopians. But his saddleshop was his greatest link with the nobility and the main source of his widespread fame.
As the fitawrari glanced at the crowd in the court, he studied their appearances carefully and well. He tried to
invent something that could fool the fascist and save his own life and the life of the kind interpreter. While he
thought, he stared at old George sitting comfortably on a chair, at the right side of the fascist only a little distance
away from him.
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The old man realized the old immigrant would be an ideal target for his joke. He looked like a well-fattened
pig rather than a human being. His eyes looked like an owl’s and their red rims were hairless. His head was as
bald as an egg and as slippery as a fish. His face, although lined with many creases and wrinkles, was puffy. His
paunch was so swollen that it made him look like a sow about to give birth.
The old man remembered, of course, that there were some Greeks and Armenians who tried to help their
second country, Ethiopia. But most of them didn’t directly or indirectly share the sufferings of Ethiopians. He had
developed, although not against all, a very strong hatred against many immigrants who took for their advantage
the fall of Ethiopians.\fn{Italy officially occupied Ethiopia from May 5, 1936 to May 5, 1941 .} So the old man was greatly
delighted when he saw Monsieur George there. He felt he had found the perfect object with which to fool the
fascist and also to provoke the snobbish immigrants.
It made him think of many things, past and present. For many decades most Eritreans had no chance of leaving
their occupied Province to enter the heart of their motherland. But now they were escaping from their conquerors
and fighting and dying for their own mother country; many Eritreans were mutilated for high treason at the order
of Menelik II because they were found, though unwillingly, fighting beside the Italians. Many Eritreans were
killed by their own brothers, although again unwillingly, fighting beside the Italians.
But never did they forget their mother country. They were Ethiopians and they still are Ethiopians. From the
puppet official to the ordinary interpreter, most of them were trying to help their country. But what about the
immigrants? Almost all of them enjoyed what privileges were available in poor Ethiopia. But now most of them
were not only indifferent to Ethiopia; they were Ethiopia’s enemies. They were only striving to win the favor of
the invaders.
Of course, that doesn’t mean all foreigners were cruel to Ethiopians and Ethiopia. There were many
immigrants who shared the fate of being dispossessed of their property and who were expelled from the country,
though very few shared the fate of Ethiopians, who were in jails and concentration camps. He also thought of
many white men who were good enough to share the sufferings of Ethiopians. He thought of many good Swedes,
Russians, Englishmen, Frenchmen and other Europeans who lived in Ethiopia and who didn’t desert her in her
darkest hour. But he looked at the old immigrant with an expression of revenge and contempt and regret.
The old patriot stood silent wrapped in thoughts of such things. He thought of the treacherous Ethiopians too.
He thought of the two merchants and his ex-tenant who volunteered to spy for the fascists and brought charges
against him.
He had received nothing from my hand but exploitation, possibly insults too. He had not a plot of cabbage of
his own in his country, and he therefore has a right to betray me, when he feels the time is favourable for him, the
fitawrari thought of his ex-tenant. All our shortcomings were results of our ignorance, and this case was no
exception. Then he made up his mind to exert his last effort. Yrgu the sycophant was very eager to become
familiar with the fascists. He had heard once a funny anecdote told about the manner of speaking of the lighthearted and boisterous Italians. Once an Italian spy was captured; his captors twisted his hands, bound them
behind his back and started interrogating him.
“How, Signore! How? With what can I speak while my hands are tied up?” asked the Italian spy.
Following this common saying, Yrgu always tried to speak not only with his mouth, but with his hands and
feet as well. (The notorious general Angelo was once talking to somebody through an interpreter. The interpreter
had a great command of both languages, Amharic and Italian. But he lacked expressive gestures and the general
was not satisfied with the mere vocal expression. “Call Yrgu immediately!” roared the general; “he is the only
interpreter who can satisfy me! Not only his mouth, but his hands, his eyes and his face speak perfectly too.”)
This time also Yrgu was speaking with his limbs, his eyes, his nose and his shoulders. Whenever words came
out of his mouth, they were accompanied by fantastic gestures. But to the old man the gestures became a source
of amusement instead of confusion.
“Porco! How can you think of fighting against the whites?” said the general.
Yrgu started interpreting as perfectly as he could.
“I was a fool that time, my lord,” said the fitawrari.
“What about now?”
“Thanks to the mighty fascist government, 1 have now learnt much.”
The general was a little cool. He paused for a while glancing at the crowd. He rearranged his thin hair with his
left hand.
“But what did you say when you left for Maichew?” said the general.
“What did I say, my lord?” said the fitawrari.
“Don’t call me your lord,” growled the general.
“All right, I am obedient; I will not call you my lord,” said the fitawrari.
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The crooked interpreter felt he had his chance to trap the old man, and please his white master.
“Even now he uses his intriguing Amharic,” said Yrgu.
“What did he say?” cried Angelo.
“He said he will not be your servant.”
“So what?”
“But in the Amharic sense there is a hidden meaning.”
“What’s that?”
“It’s just like saying … urn … ah … urn,” muttered Yrgu.
“Porco! Is it like saying … urn … ah … urn? Go ahead now with your literal translation. I didn’t ask you for
double meanings,” said the general.
Yrgu was embarassed. Then he looked at the old warrior who silently absorbed the vociferous dialogue
between the general and the interpreter in a language he didn’t understand.
“Tell him,” roared Angelo.
“All right, Signore!” said Yrgu, humbly.
“What did you say when you left for Maichew?” asked the general.
“When?” said the old man.
“When you went to what you call a campaign, but what was in fact a death-march in which you were simply,
finally, and completely crushed, pounded, turned into ashes and melted away!” bellowed the general lifting up his
big, blood-shot eyes and thumping the table with his fist. The thin lock of silky hair which flopped over the high
forehead of the general was moistened with perspiration.
“What is it? I don’t remember,” said the old man.
“Better remember.”
“If you can tell it to me, I can.”
“Porco!”
“Assama, pig!” said the interpreter.
“What is wrong with assama? It is a good frida, a fattened animal, for you,” said the old man.
The Ethiopians who were present there roared with laughter because they were a little at ease now.
“What is it?” asked Angelo.
When the interpreter translated it for him, the general also laughed because he didn’t know the pig was an
unclean animal in traditional Ethiopia. It is a loathsome beast; only dogs are allowed to eat its flesh. Yrgu had
intended to tell the secret to the general. But he didn’t because he was afraid that he wouldn’t succeed.
“Tell me!” said the general.
“All right,” said the fitawrari.
“What did you say?”
“I don’t remember.”
“Porco! Didn’t you brag and pledge to kill fifty whites?” asked the general.
“Aha! Is that the problem?” said the fitawrari casting his eyes on the general. “Yes! I have done that! It is
true.”
Everybody there stirred with excitement.
The general sprang up from his chair with a swiftness of an angry leopard to strangle the old man. But the
fitawrari was calm and didn’t show any sign of fear. The general passed by his writing table and hurried to the old
man. He wanted to slap him. But he studied the ghostly figure and imperious expression of the old warrior with
amazement.
“Filthy old man! What makes you so haughty, while you are certainly an ass?” said the general.
“I am not an ass. I am defeated and old, of course, and you can humiliate me. But you can’t take away my
dignity and spirit. Victory, on the other hand, is like immature wine. It goes directly to one’s head, intoxicates all
who use it,” said the fitawrari.
“What do you know about victory?” asked the general.
The old man grinned and glanced at the general. He was tempted to say many things. But he held back his
tongue, now, only for Berhie’s sake. He was on the verge of mentioning many battle fields where the Italian
invaders were easily crushed by the defending Ethiopians.
“History tells me plenty,” said the old man.
The fascist roared once again. But he was still hesitant to touch the old man. He paused for a while looking
down at the floor. He returned hastily to his chair and sat down.
“Well, you pledged your word to kill fifty whites.”
“Yes,” said the fitawrari.
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“How can you kill fifty white men? Even thousands of black monkeys like you cannot kill a crippled fascist
soldier.”
“Yes, I know.”
“Then, why did you say that?”
“Don’t misunderstand me, Signore.”
“How?”
“Formerly, we were familiar with only loathsome silly, weakling whites like Monsieur George, who are much
weaker than our aged wives,” said the fitawrari pointing to the old immigrant; “we never saw them fighting. They
always hunted only for coins. When they are young, they get plump. When they get old, they look like fattened
pigs. I never saw them fighting. And I thought it was because all white men were like them that we defeated them
at Adowa..”
The general sprang up howling with laughter. His reddened face turned normal, rosy pink.
“Go in peace! You are right!” said the general.
Everyone was surprised at the unexpected decision.
Yrgu added congratulations at the end of the sentence.
The old man bowed to the general. Lady Wesenie, Aster and Sarah got up among the crowd, hurried to where
the general could see them; they bowed and kissed the floor.
The general stared at them.
“Who are these women?” he said.
“I think the old lady is his wife and the other two are their daughters,” said Yrgu.
“Yes!” said one of the guards.
The general was struck by their beauty, especially Aster’s. But he subdued his emotion.
“Go in peace,” repeated the general.
The fitawrari and his family bowed once again.
Monsieur George and the three Ethiopians who were eager to act as witnesses against the old man were
shocked. Old George in particular was engorged with rage. As the fitawrari and his family went out of the court
room, the old immigrant got up with his tough young son and followed them. When they were a little away from
the court, George and his half-Ethiopian son neared the fitawrari.
“You dirty black man! Don’t you know I am your master just as the Italians are? Do you think I am inferior to
any white man? You dirty, crippled savage!”
As the immigrant was still screaming, the fitawrari raised his heavy walking stick and cracked the flashing
head of old George. Blood started spouting from the gash and running all over the slippery head.
“Parchment-headed pig!” said the fitawrari, “stop pumping your vomit.”
The burly young son of the immigrant jumped forward and struck the old hero on his chest. The old man
staggered and tottered. The half-caste repeated the blow before the old man could do anything. Aster uttered a
wild, sharp cry which sounded like the call of some wounded beast. She turned from a beautiful girl to a wounded
leopard. She jumped and grabbed the wavy hair of the half-caste and started pulling and tearing it. He punched
her on the nose. Blood ran from her nose and tears filled her eyes.
But she grew wilder instead of retreating. She tore his face with her nails and his hands, his neck and his chest
with her teeth. She spat every now and again as pieces of cloth or human skin stuck in her mouth. George’s son
cried painfully as if he were caught by a wild beast.
Some people standing outside the court-room saw the situation and told the people inside. It also reached the
general’s ears.
The general got up immediately and went out. The carabinieri and some of the spectators followed him. He
saw Aster and the young half-caste fighting and soaked in blood. Old George was sitting on the ground wiping the
blood from his eyes. His bald head was still oozing, and his red face was soaked in blood from the cut scalp down
to his chin.
The old warrior was also standing there stunned and sullen. He didn't know what to do. Wesenie and Sarah
were as stunned as the fitawrari.
The general looked in amazement at everybody there. Then he noticed the fierce fighting between Aster and
the young half-caste.
“Stop them!” said the general glancing at the carabinieri. What unmanageable creatures! A girl fighting like a
wild beast against such a burly young man? thought Angelo.
The carabinieri tore Aster and the young man apart. Both of them were panting like fighting cocks.
The general looked at Aster’s body. In spite of her disheveled hair and bleeding nose she was still beautiful,
and he grudgingly admitted her courage and beauty.
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Arrogant people, he thought. But he couldn’t help respecting her. He clasped his hands behind his back.
Musing on the ground, he walked about as if searching for something. Then he lifted his eyes to the carabinieri.
“Take this old man to jail and put him with those who are sentenced to death,” the general said. He unclasped
his hands and returned to the court room.
The carabinieri pushed the old man and told him to get moving. Lady Wesenie and her daughters started their
way home wailing, the tears trickling over their cheeks.
*
It was about seven o’clock on the eve of one of the feast days of the white fascists in Ethiopia. Deggu and
Berhie were sitting opposite each other on armchairs in the salon of a modest house; bottles of liquor huddled
together on the table before them. Intermittent shoutings and music were heard in the distance. The room was
small, but quite modern, half-furnished and modestly lit by electricity. There were bookshelves, carpets, flower
vases and a dresser. The narrow corridor that led into the bedroom was open. On the left side, opposite the humble
kitchen there was a door; and it was closed. Two glasses full of red wine sat in front of the two men.
Deggu dropped his head and pondered the full glasses.
“It looks like blood,” he said.
“In fact it is blood,” said Berhie. “The blood of Christ.”
“Also the blood of Ethiopian martyrs.”
“And we drink it.”
“Yes, for our salvation.”
“Not for salvation, for our destruction. For our salvation we must drink the blood of the fascists,” said Deggu.
“But we drink their wine,” said Berhie.
“No! It’s not their wine. This is the blood of our brothers,"”Deggu responded, raising his glass.
“True.”
“A dirty life.”
“Yes! Yes!”
Suddenly they were both silent, each lost in his own thoughts.
“By the way, are you married, Ato Deggu?” said Berhie.
“No,” said Deggu.
“How are you living? Just like us?”
“A little different. I am living like some other people.”
“What sort of people?”
“Great hypocrites.”
“I know many sorts of hypocrites. Which kind of hypocrites do you mean?”
Deggu looked at the young man’s face and smiled.
“Well! I will tell you about them. Help yourself now,”said Deggu.
Berhie also raised his glass. They drank to liberty.
“Well, I don’t know them,” said Berhie, putting the glass on the table.
“Yes! You don’t know them. But I am not sure. Maybe, you might have such people in your country,” said
Deggu.
“What are these people?” asked Berhie.
“There are people,” continued Deggu, “who look down upon the lower class and look up at the higher. These
self-tortured creatures try to assuage the pain of their wounded pride by maltreating beautiful girls.”
“How is that?” asked the young man, enlarging his eyes.
“They choose beautiful girls and take them for wives. They simply call them their thigh-maids, ye-tchin
geredoch. They wait with these women until the lucky days when they can win the love of some idle, haughty
bitch from the nobility. When these pitiable gentlemen marry their ideal ladies, widows or rejected girls, kummo
keroch, from the upper class, they reduce themselves to the state of their poor thigh-maids. After the inevitable
dismissal of the thigh-maids, although the word doesn’t exist at all, they become men-thigh-servants themselves
in turn. Only in bed do they feel they are men. But in spite of their problems at home, apparently they seem proud
of marrying their social equals,” said Deggu.
“Yes, yes, I know! But are you married to one of these big ladies?” asked Berhie.
“No! With my poor thigh-maid I am only waiting for one. Do you think we, I mean you and I, could be this
free, just as we are now? No!” Deggu said, laughing.
In these painful times, of course, Deggu had formed a habit of talking much. But now in particular he was too
talkative, partly due to his heavy drinking.
“Sometimes the despised boy-servants find themselves being fathers of bastards by the haughty ladies,” said
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Deggu.
“Yes, I know.”
“Of course, the case of the boy-thigh-servants is different.”
Suddenly, the door to the kitchen was opened from outside and a young woman with a dish of salted dry beef
in her hand came in and placed it on the table. The young woman was not above twenty. She was tidy and
beautiful but bare-footed. Without uttering a word, she closed the door behind her and went back to the kitchen.
“Your thigh-maid?” Berhie broke the silence.
“Yes. The victim of my vanity,” said Deggu.
“Do you hurt them much?”
“Of course, their feelings.”
“Why so?”
“To assuage the pain of our sickly hearts.”
“But do they help much?” said Berhie.
“A hundred times more than those fat ladies: in the kitchen hardy servants; in bed loving wives; our sweet
thigh-maids! There’s no equal to thigh-maids. You can hire them at a low wage and use their power and beauty.
When you dismiss them they can’t share your property. Our poor thigh-maids! Exploited. Maltreated. But thanks
to God, most of the time the big ladies are not available and the dreamy gentlemen are compelled to marry their
old servant-wives,” said Deggu.
“It is good; at the same time it is a shame,” said Berhie.
“No! We don’t feel ashamed.”
“Why?”
“We invent lots of silly excuses.”
“What the hell can you invent?”
“Some, when they are about to marry their thigh-maids, start listing their reasons: she is very lucky; ever since
she entered my house all things are blessed; or something like that,” said Deggu.
“Why don’t they face the truth?” asked Berhie.
“Just to save their hides. But some tell the truth too. For example, my friend the fitawrari is still with his wife,
who’s an ex-thigh-maid of his and he admits the fact,” said Deggu.
“That beautiful old lady was a thigh-maid?”
“Yes, until she bore him three sons, she was his thigh-maid.”
“Incredible!”
Deggu picked a piece of the dried meat and began chewing.
“Help yourself,” he said to Berhie.
Berhie started eating.
“But Angelo would be proud to take that beautiful daughter of that great man even for his thigh-maid,” said
Deggu.
“Yes. He wants only to defile her and, if perhaps he loves her, to force her to be his mistress,” said Berhie.
“That tough girl!”
“What can be done?”
“If she hadn’t been concerned about her father’s life she would have left the city.”
“Yes, that’s the problem.”
“Say, if she does flee, do you think he’ll kill him?”
Berhie glared at Deggu’s gaunt face.
“Are you mad? Right on the spot. Who would question him?”
“You’re right,” Deggu affirmed.
Deggu poured for Berhie and for himself. They paused for a while, thinking.
“Her mask betrayed her. Her beautiful, feminine body is only a mask for her manliness. But I think with her
virginity lost she could never be the same masculine girl again,” said Deggu.
“I don’t think so. I’m sure she’ll remain the same she-leopard.”
“I saw her tear that big young half-caste. You didn’t see that?” said Berhie.
“I heard about it. But I wasn’t there.”
“Yes. But I’ve seen it. He was so torn apart that he was taken to the hospital.”
“What about her?”
“Her nose was bleeding; that’s all.”
“But now she’s going to submit to bleeding,” said Deggu.
“Do you believe she’s still virgin?” asked Berhie.
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“Without any doubt.”
“How do you know?”
“I can read it in her face.”
“But it isn’t on the face.”
They laughed and glanced at each other. They sipped the wine.
“I am not joking. In fact, she’s virgin. Of course she’s past marriage-time. But she’s still pure,” said Deggu.
“Did you check it?” said Berhie.
Deggu smiled.
“Ato Berhie, you look very innocent, but you’re a great jester,” said Deggu.
“You haven’t had an affair with either of them?” inquired Berhie seriously.
“No: In my mind, of course, 1 love one of them. And that’s the elder one.”
“What about the younger one?”
“Well, I know the younger is more beautiful. But, even more beautiful, masculine girls don’t attract me. The
shy, the feminine ones strike me most.”
“But I love the first.”
“Good. There’ll be no clash between us.”
They laughed. They poured and drank.
“The younger, who’s as young as you are, I have left for you,” said Deggu.
“Not for me,” said Berhie.
“Then, for whom?”
“For lord Angelo?”
Deggu dropped his head and stared at the floor as if the floor responded to his question. After a while he lifted
his eyes up to Berhie.
“True. Perhaps both,” said Deggu.
They selected some pieces of the dry meat and continued eating.
“We can kill that brute,” said Deggu.
“How can we …?” said Berhie.
“We can'’ just give Aster to him as a ransom. She must repeat now the deed of her name-sake, Esther.”
“If possible.”
“We can make it not only possible, but easier as well.”
“Amen.”
“Let us only ransom the old man,” said Deggu.
“But for the girl it is a great shame,” said Berhie.
“Well. How many girls are defiled and disgraced? And how many are waiting for the same fate? But they
saved nobody. They did nothing. But Aster, first of all she can save the life of her father. And then, believe me,
Berhie, she can trap the beast,” said Daggu.
“Amen,” said Berhie.
“All this shame and sorrow upon that noble soul!” murmured Deggu. “Do you know, Ato Berhie, who this old
man was?”
“Not so well,” said Berhie, shaking his head, “but when I saw him I pitied him and tried to help him.”
“Yes. I know all about that. And if you knew more about him you would pity him more,” said Daggu.
“I don’t know much about him,” said Berhie.
“Let me tell you about him,” said Daggu.
“All right,” said Berhie.
Deggu started relating the story of the old man.
“Until he was about sixteen he followed our traditional learning. Many people say he was an outstanding
student. But when he was sixteen he came to Addis Ababa and became a gasha jagre of Ras Goushu, one of
Menelik’s great military leaders. Nothing is known about his birth and background except that he was from one of
the Amhara Provinces,” said Deggu.
“Yes, I had understood that he was an Amhara," said Berhie.
“His rise to power was miraculously fast. It was a great time for fighting. Fighting to reunite the country which
was divided by warring petty chiefs; fighting to crush the newly sprouting rebellions; fighting to keep the territorial integrity of the country; fighting to keep law and order; and finally, fierce fighting to smash white invaders. At
almost all these battlefields he was one of the heroes,”said Deggu.
“I see,” said Berhie.
“With that same gallantry,” continued Deggu, “he served his country as a soldier until the reign of Empress
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Zewdiul.\fn{1916-1930. She was the daughter of Menelik II, intruded onto the throne because the successor of Menelik II (Lidj Iyasu,
1913-1916) gave clear evidence of his sympathy with both the Muslims and the Central powers, both of which sympathies were strongly
opposed by the leading nobility and the Ethiopian Orothodox Church.}

“During the reign of Empress Zewditu, however, he was disgraced and disfavored in the court; was
dispossessed of half of his landed property for his involvement in the famous conspiracy against the ministers and
therefore against the regime. At that time the ministers were newly emerging high officials in the age-old
traditional and political hierarchy of the country, and they were also the country’s pioneers of greed and
corruption. But his long service and his popularity as a great fighter and a man of sound judgment saved for him
his personal liberty, half of his landed property and his houses in the city and his other belongings with the title of
his rank. Like many nobles of his country in his time, he was absolutely generous with every thing he had. His
greatest assets were his soldiers and his servants.
“All that he had belonged to his soldiers and servants. More than one hundred of his soldiers dined and supped
at his table permanently; and the rest, with other people in the neighborhood, feasted at his famous hall every Sunday and on all religious and national holidays. His favourite possessions were fattened cattle, full grain containers,
full honey bags and the like so that he could feed and award his soldiers and servants generously. He led his life
after the fashion of his beloved master Emperor Menelik—the man whom his people called Emmiye—their kind
and common mother and whom he revered almost to the point of worship.
“This was why he condemned the greedy and remorseless ministers who introduced mean and unethical
practices to the country. To him they were worse than common felons. In fact, he was a petty feudal lord, a great
land owner. Hundreds of tenants he had. And no doubt his tenants were exploited, but not to swell the purse. His
pocket was almost as empty as those of peasants. People said of him that he took with one hand and he gave with
the other. He didn’t hoard, but collected and distributed.
“And after his disgrace he lived the quiet and honest life of a pious man. He built his country house on one of
his lands in the district of Adea in the Shoa Province and there he dwelt with his wife and their five children with
almost all his servants and many of his soldiers who still remained with him although he was disgraced. They
obeyed and respected him as before. He divided his fertile gashas of land among his faithful soldiers and servants,
some of the tenants, and himself. He turned his heart to God and abandoned all his old ambitions. He took holy
communion with his wife and most days he went to the neighboring churches early in the morning, on mule back,
escorted by two or three of his servants. He had finally and completely withdrawn from the stage of Ethiopian
politics, and forgotten his career.
“He had educated his sons and daughters by hiring some debteras as tutors. At the time when the terrible news
of the Italian invasion of Ethiopia reached the fitawrari, he was preparing for the wedding ceremony of his two
sons and two daughters. His eldest son was married three years ago.
“In 1936, when the Ethio-Italian war broke out, he couldn’t continue his neutrality and he began to worry. He
worried days and nights such that he was affected by a mild form of insomnia. He became more quiet and meditative. Since the day he heard the bad news he never smiled nor uttered jokes. At last he decided to march to the
front with all his three sons, his soldiers and servants.”
Here Deggu adopted the voice of the fitawrari.
“‘I was disgraced only by certain individuals; I am going to die for my country. To die for one’s country is an
honorable duty. But to be disgraced by certain individuals is trivial and can be forgotten. I don’t care who disgraced who. My country didn’t disgrace me. I am still a revered gentleman in my country. And at one time I was
honored, rewarded, praised and titles were bestowed upon me. But forget all these personal glories. One’s greatest
glory is the freedom of one’s own country.’
“He uttered these words,” continued Deggu, “when he said goodbye to his wife, his daughters and the servants
who remained there in charge of his family’s affairs.
“With his sons and soldiers he went to Addis and there he joined the Imperial army that marched to the
Maichew front. In that bloodiest and unluckiest front he lost all his three sons and most of his soldiers. He himself
was torn with many shrapnel fragments. Were he not rescued by his few surviving soldiers, the fat vultures would
have feasted on him while he was still alive.”
“An awful story!” said Berhie, looking at Deggu, gaping like a child hearing a tale from his grandmother.
“He didn’t get any medical help. His faithful soldiers put him on his great horse which had also escaped the
scourge and they managed to bring him here after that long, strenuous journey. But his right foot remained stiff
and he became crippled,” said Deggu.
“Terrible,” said Berhie.
“His daughters’ etchonyoch were also both slain there,” said Deggu.
“My God! What an awful fate!” said Berhie.
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“Awful, awful indeed! And after these sufferings they do not let him survive. Well, the fascists we cannot
blame. It is what they came for. But these Ethiopian fascists, but that pig immigrant … well, wait. Let them wait,”
said Deggu.
“Why didn’t he try to live in the countryside?” asked Berhie.
“He had thought the city to be a safer place for preparation,” said Deggu.
“Why?” Berhie asked.
“There’s no cover in the countryside. At the same time there are many gullible peasants there. As you know,
one of the witnesses, who was called to inform against him, was one of his ex-tenants in the country,” said Deggu.
“Everywhere is infested not only with white fascists, but with countless Ethiopian fascists,” said Berhie.\fn{ The
Emperor, Haile Selassie [(1892-1975), Emperor or Ethihopia (1930-1974)] had escaped through French Somaliland .}
“Sure, if we were one, how could those stupid, bloody, fart-filled asses strike terror into our hearts and rule
us?”
“They are not only ruling us they are also exterminating us.”
“Don’t remind me, don’t remind me,” said Deggu.
Deggu breathed deeply and sighed. He got up, walked about one corner of the room and picked up two glasses.
He removed the wine bottles and the glasses, put the two fresh glasses on the table and uncorked a bottle of some
strong liquor. He resumed his chair and poured the colourless liquor into the glasses. Deggu raised his glass.
“Drink, Ato Berhie, drink please,” he said. “The only comforter, the only medicine for our insomnia, is drink.
"When a great ambition and a great frustration clash, men choose drink to be a great mediator, drink, the great
enemy. The merciless, the archdestroyer. Drink—the only foe that can simultaneously destroy all good things for
a man: health, power, both mental and physical, wealth, will to work, personality, good manners, all chances to
love and be loved and at length life itself! A poison! Deadliest of all poisons! The greatest. weapon of fascist
rulers! Itself a first class fascist, a fascist that can rob, isolate, torture and kill!” said Deggu.
They continued drinking. They gulped glass after glass.
“We are sons of bitches. We deserve all these sufferings,” Deggu added.
“Why?” Asked Berhie.
Deggu gulped the liquor and glared at his friend.
“I tell you, we are sons of bitches. Yes, we were isolated; we were ignorant, but our lack of unity hurt us most.
Not their barbarity, not the poisonous gas, not the bombs; only lack of unity handed us over to those brutes!” he
said.
“Yes, that is the problem,” said Berhie. “Dogs! Nine, ten white fascists leading battalions of Ethiopian fascists
against their own country! Merde! All of us sons of bitches. Damn me! I’m a beast myself!” said Deggu.
He poured the liquor and gulped. He felt its strength going down, burning his chest and abdomen. His eyes
were red now. He poured for Berhie.
“I think some Ethiopians have realized their greatest fault—lack of unity. But they couldn’t avoid it,” Berhie
said. “Stupid dogs! We are licking the fascist vomit—divide and rule propaganda! Tigres, Amharas, Gallas,
Kefans, and so on and so on; this tribe is haughty and war-like, that one subjugated, this one clever, that one silly
—all this fascist vomit we dogs are licking! Dogs indeed! Woe be to the criminals who changed this great people
into a pack of dogs! The white fascists to free Ethiopians from their oppressive brothers? My God!” said Deggu.
He clapped his hands. Nobody came. He clapped again. But he was not heard. Then he got up and went to the
door leading to the kitchen. He opened it.
“Sirgute!” called Deggu.
“Abet!!” said the thigh-maid from the kitchen.
“Supper!” said Deggu.
“Eh, all right!” she said.
Deggu returned to Berhie and resumed his chair.
“I won’t eat, Ato Deggu,” said Berhie.
“Why?” asked Deggu.
“I will go home; they are waiting for me,” said Berhie.
“Please.”
“No, Ato Deggu.”
“Please, please!”
“Some other time.”
Deggu got up again and told Sirgute not to fetch supper.
“Why not now?” Deggu asked, sitting down again.
“Tonight, I have an appointment with my friends.”
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“Your Tigre brothers?”
“Yes.”
“Why don’t you tell them to desert the fascists?” asked Deggu.
“They are trying, but …” said Berhie.
“Then what happened?”
“Many patriots didn’t accept them. They suspected that they were fascists themselves. In many places the
patriots killed the deserting bandas as they tried to join them.”
“What patriots?”
“The fighting patriots.”
“Don't be misguided, Ato Berhie,” said Deggu. “You must know that there are many types of patriots. Some of
them are simply robbers. They torture the peasants, kill their animals, burn their huts, take their money and force
them to prepare food. In general these injure the peasants more than the fascists themselves. And there are others
who went to forests for only personal reasons—to hide themselves until the wrath of God will pass. But the rest
are real patriots who are fighting and sacrificing themselves to save their country. Therefore, we shouldn’t confuse
the patriots with robbers and refugees,” said Deggu.
“I know,” said Berhie.
They drank.
“But 1 have heard a great story about a leader of patriots who lives around Gondar,” said Deggu.
“Who?” said Berhie.
“The man is called Amoraw Tessemma—Tessemma the Bird.”
“Why do they call him bird?”
“There are many stories connected with that nick- name. Some say it was given to him for his swiftness. And
some say it was because many times he fought and killed numerous foes while he sat on the trunks of massive
trees covering himself under the leaves and branches. He is a bird indeed,” said Deggu.
“I see,” said Berhie.
“He is a very clever man. As they told me, in one of the dry seasons, battalions of enemy troops were sent to
Armatchiho to hunt him down. Do you know what the great bird did? He never fired a bullet. He scattered some
of his soldiers around a vast forest; at the bird’s order each soldier had a box of matches with him. They were told
not to do anything until the battalions went deep into the dry forest, but at that moment to set the forest ablaze at
every corner. The boisterous battalions, consisting of black and white soldiers, penetrated deep into the forest. The
forest at all sides and at all corners was ablaze. The wind, the burning sun of the lowland, the shriveled leaves, the
dry grass, the branches of stunted trees—all great sources of a mighty conflagration! After a few minutes the
enemy battalions found themselves under a heavy, black cloud of smoke!” said Deggu.
“My God! Then what happened?” asked Berhie.
“What could happen? After three days only scattered charcoal remains of the soldiers and their beasts and
damaged weapons were found,” said Deggu.
“No one could escape?” said Berhie.
Deggu stared mutely at Berhie’s eyes.
“How could they?” said Deggu..
“I see,” said Berhie.
“The bird is not only a great fighter,” Deggu continued. “All the people who know him closely say he is also a
reasonable, compassionate and polite man.
“When he was planning to wage his guerrilla war, many of his relatives and followers were carrying their
trophies and boasting of having killed elephants, lions, buffaloes, giraffes, rhinos and so on. But the bird ridiculed
their trophies and called them ‘the fools who boast of killing their own animals while they themselves are doomed
by foreign invaders.’ Then they stopped boasting of killing animals. But after the beginning of the war they started
boasting of killing Hamassian bandas. Of course, he himself had killed many bandas, but only on battle- fields.
“‘You fools,’ said the bird to his men, ‘aren’t you ashamed of boasting of killing your own brothers? Because
they were on the border of our country, they became the first Ethiopian victims of foreign aggression. Because
they were forced they are fighting against their own country. Why then do you boast of killing them instead of
pitying them? I have heard that some of you are killing your brothers while they are trying to desert the fascists
and join you. If, in the future, anyone of you kills a banda when he is trying to join you, I will bring the murderer
to judgement in front of you all. If you want to boast, kill the white fascists; then I will praise and reward you.’”
“Is he still alive?” asked Berhie.
“Alive? Not only alive. He is dispatching battalions of fascists to their graves and hell,” said Deggu.
They drank and laughed.
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“What about the Gojjamis?” Berhie asked.
“Oh! They are tough people; they didn’t yield an inch to the fascists. Gojjam is still a free Province,” said
Deggu.
When Berhie felt that he was completely drunk he got up. His head was reeling.
“Please one more,” said Deggu.
“No! Not a drop!” said Berhie.
“When shall we meet again?”
“Tomorrow afternoon. I will tell you the answer too.”
“What answer?”
“The answer from the girl,” replied Berhie.
“Is it this urgent?” asked Deggu.
“What do you mean? He’s gone mad.”
“That means he cannot releaze her father before he can rape her?” said Deggu.
“Sure. As I told you yesterday, he has ordered me to tell her, and her mother and sister that unless she agrees he
will kill the old man,” said Berhie.
“Amazing! All this for rape? Do you think he will marry her?”
“Marry her? Why? First of all, he doesn’t want to marry a vanquished black girl. And even if he wants to, he
can’t.”
“Why?”
“He will be afraid of his superiors.”
“No matter. No matter, I also will tell them to agree,” said Deggu getting up.
“Do they know you well ?” asked Berhie.
“Very well. Formerly, I think, they didn’t believe me; they suspected me as many Ethiopians do. But now they
know me very well. The old man has introduced me to them very well,” said Deggu.
“Then you will help me,” said Berhie.
“Sure!” said Deggu.
“Oh! But tomorrow I can’t go!” said Berhie.
“Why?”
“The holiday!”
“The fascist holiday?”
“Since we are under them we are all fascists too. What’s that Amharic proverb? ‘One stoops as the king does,’
isn’t it?”
“Yes! One should follow the king even when he stoops. But the fascists are not kings,” said Deggu.
“Aren’t they kings of beasts?” asked Berhie.
“Well, however, we will meet tomorrow,” said Deggu, emphatically.
“All right,” said Berhie.
They went out of the room and closed the door behind them.
When they got out they felt the bugles, the fifes and the trumpets were louder than in the house. The shoutings
and the drums rumbled, the dark night air filled with firecrackers and toy rockets. The centre of the town was brilliantly lit by electric lights. Deggu accompanied his friend to the cobble road that led to Berhie’s rented house at
Gedam-Sefer. Deggu stopped walking and mused on the brightness of the city. He listened to the weird sounds of
shouts and music.
The fascist flags were flapping with the gentle, night breeze about the tops of the house roofs and electric
poles. He was deeply moved and he burst into tears. Berhie turned his face to Deggu.
“Why, Ato Deggu?” asked Berhie.
“I know I am drunk now. But my tears are not coming from maudlin sentiments. All this shouting and
brightness are only symbols of our destruction and the rise of our enemies,” said Deggu, still weeping.
“But weeping cannot kill a fly. We still have many things to do,” said Berhie.
“Yes, you are right,” said Deggu.
He wiped his eyes with the back of his palm, pausing for a while.
“Are you really ready, Berhie?” said Deggu.
“I always tell you that. My problem is that I don’t know the places and the people around here. But with you, I
am always ready to take any risk,” said Berhie.
“Not only with me; with the old man himself, too. Whatever the cost, he must be released. Good night, Ato
Berhie,” said Deggu.
Each went to his house. As he plodded home, Deggu realized that he had drunk a lot. He felt his forehead with
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his hand. It was burning like hell. His head was reeling.
All things he saw went round and round. A strong nausea threatened him. But he didn’t vomit. As he reached
his house, he opened the door and hurried directly to the bedroom. Sirgute came into the sa/on which was cleared
now of the many bottles and glasses and closed the door. She went to the bedroom. Deggu, drowsy and loose, was
putting off his clothes and shoving them over a wooden chair.
“Shall I bring supper?” asked Sirgute.
“No. Leave me alone,” replied Deggu.
“Water for your feet?”
“No! I need only sleep. I am the drowsiest fellow in the world. I am sleepy! Leave me alone. Bolt the door and
come to me. Bowing to the fascists, eating, drinking, chatting, getting drunk; all is done well. What’s left? Sleeping with my thigh-maid. Well, come to me immediately,” said Deggu. Then he climbed up and loosely slipped
into the bed. Immediately he began snoring.
After a while Sirgute came into the bedroom; she turned off the light; then she removed her dress and went to
bed at Deggu’s left side.
Deggu awoke at eight in the morning. His head was still dizzy. His face was ashy. His eyes were red. As he had
no appetite for sex in the night, he had no appetite for breakfast in the morning. Before washing his face he saw it
in the mirror that hung against the wall of the tiny bedroom. He studied his face, thinking it was uglier than it had
ever been. His headache was terrible.
“Self-destruction!” he said to himself. He was still in his gabi. He washed his face and hands. But he didn’t
shave. Then he donned his ceremonial clothing—a suit of brown-green gabardine and a khaki shirt with a black
pair of shoes. Sirgute did not ask him about breakfast because he had given up eating breakfasts.
He took out fifty Maria Theresa dollars to offer to the jitawrari’s family. He was eager to console them, to persuade Aster to consent to the general’s demand and also to see Sarah. He started thinking of how comforted they
would feel when they saw him, and especially when he told them the hope for the jitawrari’s possible release.
Also he thought of how they would sit in the house and of how they would tell him everything as a member of
the family, of their mutual friendship, how they would later come to trust him, and how glad they would be now
to have him at home. He thought of their pleasure when he would tell them how the dangerous article was
cancelled from the charges, because the jitawrari was informed by Deggu himself beforehand about his arrest and
because he had destroyed any clue and removed any sort of weapon. He thought, too, after telling of all the
hopeful prospects, he would ask Aster to talk with him privately and, as a compassionate elder brother, he would
tell her the general’s demand.
“No matter, rape and disgrace have now become the fate of all our sisters. But your case is quite different and
although humiliating, it is advantageous. The general has not forced you, although he has the power to do
whatever he likes to any Ethiopian. Secondly, you will save the life of your father. And thirdly, I pledge my word
to you, through your help we can kidnap him.”
He imagined telling her these words in an encouraging tone. He was sure, beyond any doubt, that he could
comfort the whole family and convince Aster.
He began his way to Yeka. Deggu the spy and Berhie the interpreter, who was assigned now to the secret duty
of inducing Aster, were allowed to shadow the fitawrari’s house whenever they liked.
Because almost all main streets were coverded with parading troops, rumbling tanks and armoured military
vehicles, Deggu wanted to go through one of the unused roads. He intended to go through the silent roads that led
from Arada to Kechenie, from Kechenie to Kebbena, then from Kebbena to Yeka.
But he was lured by the pompous parade and tumultuous music. He strolled to the piazza. There he saw military vehicles full of shouting, singing white soldati passing by. The soldati were neatly dressed in short-sleeved
khaki shirts and khaki trousers. They also wore plume-flower-crested khaki caps. The military bands marched
along the main streets beating drums and blowing fifes, bugles and trumpets. Their colorful dress, the rhythm of
the music and the motion of their march were impressive to any beholder; even to their enemies. The native
tandas were also marching. They were all clad in gaudy, shabby dresses. They had wrapped their waists in
gorgeous, tassled bands of cloth.
Yes! Very suitable for you! With your loose, long womanish kammis and streaked band of mekennet, you look
much more like your mothers than your fathers. Let them … you, thought Deggu. We sold ourselves, but the price
is so low. However, I am better than you. First of all I am helping my country although secretly. Secondly, I make
a good amount of money. Thirdly I don’t dress just like my mother.
He pushed his way as the road was cleared. When he reached Seba Dereja, the Seventy Steps, he left the main
road and started climbing the steps. Hearing the shoutings from behind he hurried up the steps. He passed the BetSaida Hospital at his left. Then he crossed the road to Entoto and strode to Yeka. On the road just near the small
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bridge of Kebbena he met five Ethiopian prisoners in chains being driven by white and black soldiers. He glanced
once at them and continued his journey. When he reached the fitawrari’s house it was about noon.
Deggu pushed open the gate with a friend’s confidence and entered the enclosure.
Lady Wesenie and her two daughters were sitting on the verandah and weeping. Deggu bowed to them politely.
“Tena-Yistillign. Endemin allachihu—may God give you health for me. How are you?”
Lady Wesenie and her daughters stopped weeping. Aster got up furiously and wiped her eyes.
“Why are you here? Get out, sir” she said.
“Did you forget me? I am Deggu, the friend of Getoch. You haven’t seen me for a long time. I cannot blame
you, even though you forget me,” said Deggu innocently.
“Go out immediately, I tell you. Don’t believe women cannot do anything. Go now,” said Aster. You murderer! You murderer! You cannibal-eater of human flesh, drinker of human blood, she thought to herself.
Deggu was puzzled. Lady Wesenie and Sarah also were surprised, but deferred to Aster’s anger. She tore the
veil of selfconsciousness.
“I think you have forgotten me,” said Deggu.
“How can we forget you? But it’s not your fault, it’s entirely my father’s fault. You have got what you wanted;
what else do you want now from us?” railed Aster. Are you trying to sell off all of us too? Well, go to your
masters and haggle on our price, she said to herself.
“Good. I can’t blame you. It’s—”
“I can’t blame you?” interrupted Aster. “What a shameless thief!” she murmured. “When injury gets stronger,
mumps attacks beside a goitre, so they say. Do you want to blame us for your heinous crime?” she said aloud.
“Please listen to me,” said Deggu calmly.
“Please, by God! Don’t you fear God?”
“What’s wrong with me?”
“Please, by God.”
“You don’t understand me, I think.”
“By your master’s God!”
“All right. But, listen only once.”
“Yes, we know it’s a good time for you. But to us …” Deggu grinned. He was not offended. But he was stuck.
“For your information, at least, why don’t you listen to me?” insisted Deggu.
“What an impertinent spy!” she mumbled. “I told you once that we don’t want to talk with you,” she said
aloud. Can’t you understand when you are loathed? You are a loathsome murderer. No! You are not a murderer.
You don’t have even that bad quality of manliness. You are only a dog of murderers. Get out now, dog! Go! Better
go before I tear with a knife your baggy belly for which you are selling your countrymen, Aster thought. “Please
go out!” she said again.
Deggu smiled lifelessly.
“Sister, believe me I am not your enemy,” he said.
“Yes, you’re not only our enemy; you’re a great enemy of all good Ethiopians,” said Aster.
Deggu was irritated now, not only by Aster’s harsh words but by the blank indifference of Lady Wesenie and
Sarah as well.
“You’re mistaken. I’m not your enemy. Perhaps you may understand it one day,” said Deggu.
Go and tell this to your masters. Let them eat us all, said Aster to herself silently. “Go and do whatever you
like against us,” she said aloud.
“No! Don’t worry,” said Deggu.
“Do what you like. You sold my father,” said Aster.
“No! I have saved your father,” said Deggu.
Lady Wesenie and Sarah got up from their chairs.
“Cheat,” said Aster in a low voice.
But Deggu caught the word.
“All right. May God reveal all one day,” he said. He gazed vacantly into the air for a while. Giving up everything he turned back, opened the gate and went out.
“Dog,” murmured Aster.
“But it is too much, Aster. Since we aren’t sure, it’s too much,” said Sarah.
“How are we not sure? Who informed against papa? Wasn’t it this lanky camel that was coming every night
and spying on my father?” said Aster.
“But still we aren’t sure what he did,” said Sarah.
“Shut up. You know nothing.”
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“Don’t give me such an order.”
“Enough. Hmm! Are you going to quarrel? Enough, enough,” said Lady Wesenie. Aster and Sarah sat silent
and sulky.
When Deggu was a little distance from the fitawrar’s house he turned his face back and saw that he was far
away enough not to be seen by them. He remembered his own perilous condition. The fascists never trusted him,
although they tried hard to win his heart. Most of his countrymen didn’t know his fervent patriotism.
“An exile of the two worlds!” Deggu remembered the proverb and pitied himself.
Tears clouded his eyes.
Before he could try to restrain them, hot tears began to run over his cheeks and fall on the ground. Wiping his
eyes with his handkerchief he plodded back to Arada. …
26.1 Sinega’s Village: Scenes Of Ethiopian Life\fn{by Sahle Sellassie (1936-

)} Wardéna,

Ethiopia (M) 29

1: Shinega’s Birth
In the village of Wardéna it was evening. A fire of dry olive wood burned without smoke in the open fireplace
in Bala’s house, flickering and casting shadows upon the round walls. Small calves, hungry for their mothers’
udders, bawled in the stable part of the room, for it was time for the cowherd to drive the village cattle home. In
Bala’s house the lowing of the returning cattle could be heard.
While Matebet, the maid-servant, rinsed the kettle to prepare evening coffee, Bala’s wife lay on a mat near the
fireplace warming herself. She did not feel well; she was far gone in pregnancy, and the birth of the child was
expected tonight or tomorrow. Bala sat on the left side of the door, the lower half of which was closed, in the
kakat, the part of the big room reserved for the head of the family and for guests. His gourd water-pipe rested on
the ground in front of him and he sucked slowly on its wooden tube. As he sat there smoking in silence, he
seemed to be pondering whether Kerwage would give birth to a second daughter, or to a son. Naturally, Bala
hoped for a son.
Presently, as the cattle neared the house, Bala put down the tube of his pipe. He wrapped a little tobacco in a
twist of the fiber of the false-banana plant, pouched it in his right cheek, and went outside to receive his cattle.
One of his cows, the white one Gwad, if she was not welcomed with a swallow of tobacco juice would wander on
into the darkness as if she had had nothing to eat all day. Her ear had been cut to break her of this habit of
wandering, but it had not helped. She was already moving around the house toward the field of false-banana
plants when Bala called her by name: Gwad! Gwad! She came back for her tobacco juice.
Four of the cattle entered the house, where Matebet led them to their places and tied them. The male servant
Atshewa led Bala’s other cattle to his second house—for Bala was a man of wealth who owned not only two
houses but also many head of cattle, only a few of which were pastured with the cattle of the village. Matebet
prepared the clay tripod in the fireplace and put the iron kettle on to boil.
Bala wrapped himself in his blanket-toga, slipped off his trousers, and lay down in the kakat. His small
daughter Theresa came up running and sat down beside him. Bala asked her to rub his back with her little hand.
Theresa kissed his cheek. She slid the toga down slightly and started rubbing.
Kerwage’s labor began and she sighed heavily where she lay near the fire. At her daughter’s birth, her labor
had been severe and as a result she had used to say that she hoped God would never give her another child. But no
one believed that she was sincere, for she did not yet have a son. Matebet, a woman of compassion, heard her
mistress’ heavy sighs and in pity laid a curse upon herself, crying:
“O mistress, may I suffer in your stead!” For Matebet herself was a mother and knew what labor pains can be.
The coffee was ready now and Yibgyeta, a young man whose house was nearby, appeared for the evening
gathering for the first time in over two weeks. He entered and greeted the household by saying:
“How did you spend the day?”
Bala raised his head and said to him:
“Is that you, Yibgyeta? Where have you been these days that we haven’t seen you?” Without waiting for an
answer, he went on: “Has your wife come back yet or does she still stay away from you?” Yibgyeta, shy because
of his youth, said,
“She came back today.”
“So, that’s why you have come to our evening gathering: your wife has returned to you and can watch your
house.”
While the men conversed, Matebet prepared the coffee. She fetched the fiber base for the kettle and placed the
kettle upon it. She washed the black ceramic cups and put them on a wooden tray. Atshewa, the male servant, who
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had milked the cows in the other house and given them salt-earth to lick, now joined the gathering. Kerwage did
not move from her place beside the fire and was silent except for occasional sighs. When she was asked if she
would take coffee with milk, she refused. But little Theresa said:
“There are more than enough cups. Why am I not given my coffee too?”
“Child,” Matebet said brusquely, “do you expect to receive coffee before your elders have had their second
cup?”
Bala, however, sipped a little from his cup and gave the rest to his daughter.
“Here, take mine.”
Theresa was pleased and took the coffee with a smile. When the coffee-drinking was over, Matebet, agitated by
her mistress’ pain and still crying to her in compassion, hastily put the tripod away, carried the coffee kettle into
the derar, the storage part of the room separated from the rest by a wooden partition, and put away the cups, the
tray, and the kettle-base. Kerwage now asked that the women of the village be called to act as midwives, and Bala,
sure that his wife was in labor, had the ground in the other house prepared with mats and straw so that he might
rest there while Kerwage gave birth. Atshewa took his spear—for that day a cow had been killed in the
neighborhood for a death commemoration, and the hyenas out in the fields could smell the blood and were
dangerous. He went to call the women of the east side of the village, while Yibgyeta took his stick and went to
call the women of the west side. The women of the village hurried to Kerwage in their compassion for her,
carrying torches of sticks and of broom-sage because the night was now pitch black and because of the hyenas.
When they arrived, Bala picked up his small daughter, put on his wooden sandals, and went to his other house.
Atshewa and Yibgyeta went with him to keep him company through the night.
It was now midnight and everything was quiet. There was no sound of cattle or of goats or donkeys, not even
the sound of a cock or a dog, nothing except the blowing wind and now and then the far-away howl of a hyena.
One could also hear Kerwage crying with pain from time to time. When she cried out, the women with her cried
too: “O holy Mary, save us!” Bala grew worried but in order to conceal his disturbance, as a man should, he
talked of other things. Now and then he caressed the cheek of his little daughter, asleep beside him, with the back
of his hand.
The hyena made the waiting household very afraid that Kerwage might die, for the superstition holds that if a
hyena howls when someone is sick, then death is near. Atshewa said:
“O hyena, weep for yourself alone!”
“Amen,” said Yibgyeta. “Let her weep for only herself.”
Bala, being a Catholic, did not believe in such superstitions and told Atshewa and Yibgyeta that they were
talking nonsense. Deep in his heart, however, he was probably also afraid.
At cockcrow there was a new sound from the main house. Matebet, carrying her big knife on her shoulder
from fear of the hyenas, came panting to Bala.
“Girl, what news do you bring!” cried Bala, afraid that something had happened to his wife.
“Master, my mistress has delivered a child!”
Bala breathed out his relief like a bellows.
“Is it a son or a daughter?”
“Master, I don’t know what it is.” She ran back to the main house to ask. On her way, she tripped over a stone
but scrambled up unaware that she had fallen. In a moment she returned, panting as before.
“Master, you have a son.”
For the second time Bala gave thanks to God. Matebet was so excited that Atshewa and Yibgyeta began to
laugh at her and awakened Theresa. Bala picked his daughter up and went back to the other house. Everyone
congratulated Kerwage and then returned home to sleep.
During the morning many people came to congratulate her. Zemwet, too, an old friend of Kerwage’s, came
from the village of Atat with her son Degemu, who was about six years old and already a student. She entered the
house and went to where Kerwage lay and kissed her, saying:
“May I be split with pain in your stead.”
Degemu also kissed Kerwage, but silently.
Pleased with her friend’s coming, Kerwage with effort sat up and leaned against the wall. In a weak voice she
said:
“Zemo, who told you that I had given birth? Or did the news travel to Atat by the wind?”
“My dear, I knew that you were due, and when I reached the village, I heard that you had delivered. The news
has not yet gone so far as Atat.”
“And so you have been out early in the cold morning as you should not be. If you don’t think of yourself, you
should think of your little son. The cold and dampness will kill him.”
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Kerwage had not been outside and thought it was cold, but the sun was bright. The sky was clear. Morning dew
fell from the grass in the fields, it penetrated the house, and one could smell it. Inside the house, however, the
room was partially dark. The door was just ajar so that the sun could not enter. It was feared that if the sun
touched the woman-in-childbed and her baby, they would fall sick.
2: Bala Goes to the Assembly
The next day was the day appointed for the meeting of the Gurage tribal assembly at the ajoka in a certain
village six hours’ walk from Wardéna. The meeting was so important that no hero or elder could stay away, not
even if there were a death in his clan. Bala, after ordering Atshewa to buy honey for Kerwage to eat after her
childbirth, put the high-horned saddle on his black mule and departed.
All who held the title of hero or elder were present. Present were the hero of the Chaha, Kenyazmatch Amerga,
or He-Who-Leads-the-Right-Wing-in-War, and the Gyeta hero Feetawrari, Vanguard-in-Battle; and Chief Bibi,
and Azmatch Torena, He-Who-in-Battle-Is-Always-Near-His-Chief; and Gwetakweeya and the Damwa Neda;
Wonzhetareb, the War Eagle, and Barkefete, He-Who-Breaks-the-Way-for-Others: all were there. The assembly
was to concern itself with two matters: marriage laws, and the selection of the week when the Meskel festival
would be celebrated. It was desired to arrange the date so that the Gurage festivities would coincide with those of
other groups in various parts of Ethiopia.
The discussion began early in the afternoon when all the heroes and elders had gathered in the shade of the
ajoka zigba tree, and salutations had passed. Kenyazmatch Amerga, seated in the middle of the assembly on a
stool, began by pronouncing:
“That our tongues may speak honestly. That the young may thrive. May the elders live long. May day become
night without the happening of any evil. Long life to our emperor, Haile Selassie!”\fn{ Haile Selassie I aka Tafari
Makonnen (1892-1975), Heir Apparrent (from 1916) and Emperor of Ethiopia (1930-1974), Might of the Trinity, Conquering Lion of the
Tribe of Judah, Elect of God, King of Kings. Ethiopia had been an empire since the late 15 th century, and a Christian state since early in the
4th, when that religion had been brought to them by Frumentius of Egypt, who carried on missionary work there after having been captured
by Ethiopians while returning to Tyre after a merchantile trip to India, and later returned to Ethiopia after having been consecrated a bishop
by Athanasius of Egypt (c.340), becoming its first Abuna (“Our Father”, which title was henceforth assumed by the holders of the Primacy
of the Abyssinian Church). Haile Selassie I attained his position by acceding to the request of those who overthrew the legitimate (but
uncrowned) emperor, Lij Yasu (1913-1916), to become emperor in his stead. Upon his death, his son was proclaimed emperor as Amha
Selassie I, and he reigned in exile from 1975-1997. Since 1997 the son of Amha Selassie I, Zera Yacob Amha Selassie (1953- ), has been
styled Crown Prince and Head of the Imperial House of Ethiopia. His son, and the eldest of the grandsons of Haile Selassie I, is HeirApparent Prince Paul Wossen Seged Makonnen, Second Duke of Harar (1947- ). }

As the assembly deliberated, people of the ajoka (village) came with kettles of coffee and food for the elders
and heroes; they came from right and left, from the four corners, from up and down, from all directions. At a little
distance from the zigba tree grazed the law-makers’ mules and horses. On the other side, far enough away that
their voices would not disturb the meeting, the children who had accompanied their fathers to lead their mules
played in an open level pasture.
From time to time Bala raised his head and looked toward the playing children and snapped his fly-switch. An
old elder sitting beside him observed him, and nudged him with his elbow and said:
“What are you looking at so often? Is your son there?”
“No. I am thinking that the time will come when my son will play like that.”
“How old is your son?”
“He was born at cockcrow this morning.”
“May I congratulate you,” said the old man. “Well, the children of today grow fast. You won’t have to wait
long.”
The assembly ended about four and Bala bridled his mule and started home. He did not let the mule rest until
he reached Wardéna, for the hour was late and he was worried about his wife. He arrived at home and Atshewa
took the mule into the stable of the other house to unsaddle it while Bala hurried into the main house. He sat on a
stool in the wofencha, the front part of the room. Theresa ran to him, kissed his cheek, and took his hat and flyswitch and hung them on their wall-hooks. While Bala talked with Kerwage about her day, Matebet brought the
water bowl to wash his feet. Little Theresa stood at her father’s knee and said:
“Father, have you seen the new baby?”
“Yes, my daughter.”
“Will mother give birth to another baby today?” He laughed and said:
“Not today, my daughter.”
That evening Yibgyeta and Atshewa came to the evening gathering to ask about the meeting of the Gurage
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council. They laid their spears and sticks in the loft as Bala welcomed them, and they sat down in the kakat. Yibgyeta said:
“Elder, what was discussed today and what were the decisions?”
“After talking all afternoon we decided that the Gurage shall celebrate Meskel at the same time as the Amhara,
so there will be uniformity throughout Ethiopia, which, after all, is one country. Second, we ruled that from now
on no bride-price shall be paid, more than the clothes bought for her.” Kerwage overheard and said jokingly:
“You have made such a law before Theresa is of an age to marry … and you report it as if you have ruled
wisely?” But Yibgyeta was pleased and said:
“I’m going straight home and tell my wife. If she ever abandons me again, I won’t let her come back. Now that
girls are so cheap, I can marry any girl I want.”
The discussion of the new marriage law ended only with the close of the evening gathering. The women grumbled about it among themselves, but the men were pleased.
3: Krteshr and Zemwet
For two months Kerwage and her new baby remained on their special bed behind the customary curtain of
grass and jute. Bala fed his wife well so that she would regain her strength, and because she had given him a son
and he wanted her milk to be rich. At no time did Kerwage lack for meat or honey. She had been a beautiful
woman before; now at the end of her seclusion she was twice as lovely. Her skin had lightened, too, for she had
not been exposed to the sun.
The day Kerwage left her bed and came from behind the curtain, her friend Zemwet came to congratulate her
and visit. The bed and curtain had been removed when Zemwet arrived, and Kerwage was in the kakat seated on a
low stool, her son at her breast. Zemwet said:
“O Kero, you have left the curtain looking well!”
“May your heart rejoice as mine does, Zemo! But you’ve come alone today. Why didn’t you bring your little
boy with you?”
“A week ago his father took him to Indibir.”
“And why did he take the child to that land of drought and hunger?”
“He took him to the mission to go to school.”
Kerwage was astonished.
“To the mission to school?”
“Of course, to school. What’s so surprising about that?”
“You must be out of your mind, Zemo.”
“Why?”
“And so you really sent him away to school! Shinega, my son, will never go to school, not even if my throat
should be cut. Parents make their sons strangers by sending them to school. Kwerye’s son finished his studies and
lives in Addis Ababa and makes a lot of money, and he never comes home to see his parents, not even once a year
—not even at Meskel! No, my son will never go to school, God forbid! God will give Shinega what he intends to
give him, without any going to school. What difference does school make so long as a man has luck with him?”
“Pah! All I want is for Degemu to have a decent life. Let him study as long as he wants to, if it will help him.
As for me, if God intended me to live alone, I can content myself.”
While Kerwage and her friend were talking, Bala came in from work sweating and with his head still covered
by the large pumpkin-leaf he had tied on against the heat of the mid-afternoon sun. He had spent the whole day
weeding the tall false-banana plants, until the gnats had begun to sting him and he became hungry.
He took off the pumpkin-leaf and said hello to Zemwet. Matebet brought water for him to wash his hands.
Kerwage, interrupting her conversation, moved around the room preparing his meal. She broke a circular loaf of
good wusa-bread into pieces and placed it on the low bamboo table. She set out a dish of cabbage, boiled and
mixed with cheese and butter and seasoned with salt, red pepper, and other spices. While the adults ate, Theresa
sat on a little stool beside her father and he fed her with his horn spoon.
*
When the meal was over and the table cleared, Kerwage and Zemwet resumed their conversation. Bala left for
a small neighboring village called Azer to look for Kartchea. Kartchea was a Fuga, the serving clan\fn{ Outright
slavery was formally abolished in 1942 .} of those who worked in wood, who made pottery—especially the Fuga wo-men
—and who performed circumcisions.
Bala found Kartchea sitting in front of his house in the shade of a wanshehena tree making a wooden headrest for sleeping. His black dog Gebtchuet lay near him, and in the shade of another wanshehena tree were three
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just-finished wooden stools wrapped in false-banana fiber to keep the green wood from warping and splitting. On
the bare earth in front of the house, a fresh calf-hide was stretched to dry, and two vultures circled high above. To
keep the vultures from coming down and spoiling the hide, Kartchea had thrust two spears upright in the earth.
The black dog saw Bala first and started barking, Kartchea put down his work and sprang to his feet, When he
saw that it was Bala, a land-holding Chaha, he greeted him by saying, “Abiyet, master!”
“That on your hunt you may kill and eat, Kartchea!” Bala responded. “What are you carving today?”
“Master, I’m making a little wooden pillow to sell at market tomorrow.”
They entered the house. The loft was filled with pottery, some of it black, some of it not yet fired, There were
all sizes of water containers, large and small dishes, and different water glasses of clay, all made by Kartchea’s
wife, whose business was pottery. Bala could smell fresh meat hung below the loft behind the partition, He said:
“Have you Fugas been hunting? Where did you get all the meat?”
“No, master, we have not been hunting, The meat is a calf of Yibgyeta’s. It died last night and he gave it to
me.”
“May God replace Yibgyeta’s calf.”
“Amen, master. And why have you come to see me today?”
“I’ve decided that it is time for my son to be circumcised. He is now two months old.”
“When would you like me to perform the circumcision, master?”
“Five days from now, if that’s convenient.”
“No, I have other work to do five days from today. Will a week be too late?”
“Let it be a week from today.”
So conversing, they walked out the front door and around to the rear of the house. The earth there was as bare
as in front; there were no false-banana plants, no coffee trees, not even any cabbages. The dog followed them.
A little distance away, thick smoke was rising from the bare ground. There his wife, Kartchea said, was firing
some pots for market. Saying “We will meet next week,” Bala departed.
4: Shinega’s Circumcision
On the appointed day Kartchea the Fuga arrived at Bala’s house in the morning holding his small water-pipe in
one hand, and in the other, his blacksmith-wrought razor. His black dog trotted behind. It was quite early and the
village cowherds were just driving the cattle off to graze. But already a young bull had been slaughtered in front
of the house, and skinned and the carcass hung inside; and butter had been melted, and beer of the fifth day set
out, for the circumcision celebration.
Vultures were on the bare earth pecking at coagulated puddles of blood where the bull had been killed. The
black dog stayed outside to share the vultures’ meal while his master entered and greeted everyone with “Abiyet.”
The carcass of the bull had been hung on the other side of the central pillar and Atshewa and Yibgyeta were
cutting it up, half to be served at the circumcision, the other half, to be sold for two Ethiopian dollars a piece of
about three kilos. Bala was whetting the dull knives.
Many small children squatted on their haunches watching with the hope of receiving bits of meat. Theresa had
already been given a small piece from the hind quarter and was sitting near her father, chewing on it. Bala turned
as Kartchea entered, put down his knife, and said loudly:
“Kartchea, may you kill and eat on your next hunt! How is it that you managed to remember your promise and
come on time today?”
“Master, am I not always punctual when the work is for you?”
“That’s true. You’re a rare Fuga, Kartchea. You never say you’ll do what you don’t intend to, and if you say
you’re coming, you do come. Well, is it too early, or can the circumcision be done now?”
“I have another appointment in the afternoon, master, so I think we had better begin now.”
Kerwage, holding her baby in her arms, was staring at the razor. Her heart trembled. She said:
“I will not sit here and look on while my son is cut.” She passed the child to Bala, and left for the other house.
Gentle Matebet wanted to leave too, but Bala told her to sit there and do her job.
Kartchea stropped the razor a last time. Bala held the baby’s arms and Atshewa held the legs apart. Deftly and
quickly Kartchea performed the circumcision. In the other house, Kerwage heard her son scream, and she ran
back crying:
“May I have your pain, my little one, may I be given your pain!”
Matebet began to moan. Theresa, frightened, huddled near Matebet
Kartchea now washed his hands and accepted the portion of meat that was given him. Half he put aside for his
wife at home; the rest he ate hurriedly.
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“Why such haste, Kartchea?” said Bala. “Eat slowly, talk a bit, there’s no rush.”
“Sir, I have another appointment before two.”
“Where?”
“At Atat, master.”
“To split wood for someone?”
“Not to split wood, master. I must perform a throat operation on a child.”
“Oh? So you’ll feast twice today!”
“So long as there is a God of Chaha, there will always be feasts, sir.”
Kartchea finished eating. The meat he had put aside he wrapped in a leaf of false-banana. He drank to the last
drop the jar of beer he was given. Then putting a glowing coal in the bowl of his small water-pipe, and having
taken two long puffs, he blessed the family, saying:
“May this be a home of joy and abundance! May the God of the Chaha let us live to see the wedding of your
son Shinega!”
The Fuga Kartchea took his leave.
5: Shinega Falls Sick
A circumcision wound sometimes leads to sickness, but Shinega’s healed quickly and uneventfully.
About six months later, the time for the false-banana harvest came. As was customary, Kerwage hired some
women of the village to work and asked others to help in exchange for the help she herself had given them at
other times. First, Bala and Atshewa stripped the leaves from the tall plants and spread them on the ground, and
then they pulled up the trunks. The women took their stools into the grove and went to work. Some pounded the
roots with toothed mallets. Others unpeeled the trunk’s gupa layer by layer, and scraped the gupa to separate fiber
from pith. Thus they prepared wusa to be baked into flat loaves of bread. As the women worked, they sang, one of
them leading:
Wives of hard-workers, rejoice!
Your men planted hundreds of essets!
Luckless wife of a lazy man, what will you give your crying children?
Wives of hard-workers, rejoice!
You have nothing to worry about.
Wife of a lazy man, dress and be up!
You must go to market and buy cheap!
Wives of hard-workers, rejoice!
You are mothers to village orphans!
Wife of a lazy man, you have no rest!
Both summer and winter you look for bread.

To each line, the women responded in chorus:
Oh, hard-working men, may no fire see your hands, nor any evil!
Oh lazy men, find wisdom and spirit to labor!

While the women worked, little Theresa looked after Shinega in the house. She brought a false-banana flower and
gave it to him to play with. It happened that a village weaver, a man named Abu, came to see Bala that afternoon
on business. Bala was not there, for he had gone to the law-court at the Bero, about a forty-five minute walk from
Wardéna, where he liked to sit and listen to the trials. Abu asked Theresa where Bala was and she said she didn’t
know.
“When he returns,” said Abu, “tell him that I was here looking for him,” and he departed.
Abu’s head was large and bald and his body was thin, and from a distance he looked like a thin stick with a
pumpkin stuck on top. Nor were his eyes like other men’s; they were yellow.
No sooner had Abu left than Shinega started to cry. Theresa tried to quiet him and couldn’t; so she went out
behind the house among the false-banana plants and told her mother. Kerwage, thinking the baby was hungry,
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hurried in to give him her breast. But Shinega refused to suck and went on crying. Kerwage was very concerned;
this had never happened before. Suspecting that Theresa might have pinched her brother when he became troublesome, Kerwage asked her, but Theresa said no, she hadn’t even touched him. So although Kerwage was impatient
to get back to her work, she had to stay for a while carrying the baby in her arms and singing him a lullaby until
he went to sleep
The village women stopped work at dusk. Those who were poor took home some of the wusa they had made
for the evening meal.
Shinega had waked when Kerwage returned to the house, and was moaning and crying. By the time Bala came
home, it was clear that the baby was sick. No one knew what had happened to him, unless perhaps Theresa. Bala
asked his wife, as usual, whether anyone had come to see him during the day.
“No one,” said Kerwage.
Then Theresa remembered Abu and told her father about him.
“What did you say?” Kerwage asked in surprise. “Abu came today?”
“Yes, while you were working, he came to see father.”
Kerwage was alarmed now.
“When Abu came, was Shinega naked or covered?”
“You didn’t take time to dress him today when you went out to work. When Abu came, Shinega was naked
playing with a flower.”
“Oh, Lord! That’s it! That’s why the baby is sick! Once Abu looks on a cow, its milk turns to pus. If he looks
on a child, that child is sure to die!”
“Pah, woman,” said Bala to his excited wife. “Stop talking nonsense. Are you a Christian,\fn{ Between 35-40% of
present-day Ethiopia is Christian—largely Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity .} that you still believe in the evil eye?”\fn{ About
10% of the Ethiopian population is officially regarded as “animist” in its religious practice .}
Angrily Kerwage retorted, “Christian or not, the evil eye remains the evil eye. The boy has never been sick
before. So why should he get sick now? Oh, Lord, it’s that evil eye of Abu’s!”
The cure for the evil eye lies with the person who has the evil eye. Early the next morning, Kerwage went and
found Abu and took a pinch of earth from beneath his large foot. This she put in milk that she gave Shinega to
drink. Bala, not knowing what his wife had done, saddled his black mule and set out to consult a Muslim\fn{ Nearly
half the population of present-day Ethiopia practices some form of Islam .} sheik who was experienced in medicines. The sheik
prescribed:
“A horn-spoon full of abasud spice mixed with butter every morning until the child is cured, and the milk of a
cow fresh for the first time.”
For some six months Shinega was dosed with butter and abasud spice and milk. At the end of that time he was
clearly well, but whether it was the medicine that had cured him, or the pinch of earth his mother had placed in his
milk, no one could know for sure.
6: Playing Riddles
One spring day in Shinega’s ninth year, late in the evening, Abu came for the evening gathering smoking a
cigarette that he had made using a tender yellow leaf of corn-husk because he was out of paper. There was no one
in the house except Shinega and Theresa. They sat by the fire keeping warm and playing riddles. Abu asked
Theresa:
“Girl, where are your family?”
“Mother and Matebet are in the other house cooking supper. Father and Atshewa have gone to look for the
white cow Gwad.”
“Slitting her ear did not break her of wandering off, did it?”
“She’s been all right recently,” said Shinega. “But tonight father and mother were so busy talking that he forgot
to give Gwad her tobacco juice.”
Abu laughed.
“O boy, the habit of tobacco is not limited to humans these days. It passes even to cattle.”
“She has always been that way.”
Abu sat down and listened to the children’s play as he waited for Bala and the others to return.
“Shinega, here is a riddle!”
“Say it!”
“Marks of a whip are on the body of an elephant.”
“The rafters of an unthatched roof.”
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“Good! Here’s another.”
“Say it!”
“It eats when I eat, it walks when I walk, it sits when I sit.”
“Your shadow.”
“Right. Here is another for you.”
“Say it!”
“We were two when we saw it, we were five when we picked it up, we were thirty when we ate it.”
“I don’t know.”
“Give me cloth.”
“Take the kuta cloth.”
“May I gain riches, may I become important, through the kuta cloth. Two eyes saw it, five fingers picked it up,
thirty teeth ate it.”
“All right, now I have a riddle for you, Theresa.”
“Say it!”
“It comes at night and it goes in the morning.”
“Sleep.”
“Here’s another one, Theresa.”
“Say it.”
“It enters the forest making no noise.”
“The sun?”
“No, you’re wrong. Give me land.”
“Take Gwebet.”
“May I gain riches, may I become important, through the land Gwebet. The razor enters the forest of the beard
making no noise.”
“Here's a riddle for you,” said Theresa.
“Say it!”
“On the back of the river, a drop of medicine.”
“A bridge.”
“Here’s another.”
“Say it!”
“It’s as sweet as the cabbage the girl cooked.”
“Honey.”
“You’re wrong. Give me a mule.”
“Take the gray mule.”
“May I gain riches, may I become important, through the gray mule. An itch that is scratched is as sweet as the
cabbage the girl cooked.”
“Pah!” said Shinega. “All right, here is a riddle for you.”
“Say it.”
“I tie the sash of my father around my waist and there is no end to it.”
“A path.”
“All right, here’s another riddle for you, Theresa.”
“Say it.”
“A beetle buzzes, a jar opens its mouth, the cedar tree falls.”
“The buzzing beetle is mourning. The jar opens its mouth is the tomb. The cedar falls is the corpse.”
Shinega and Theresa played riddles for a long time and Abu waited listening. But Bala did not return, not even
in time for supper. The children stopped their game, and Abu went away.
This time he did not use his evil eye.
7: Shinega Is Naughty
Until he was twelve, Shinega was mischievous and often rebellious. If he was told to do something he didn’t
want to, he would cry or pound with his fists. If he quarreled at play with Theresa, playing in the mud or sliding
down a slippery clay hillside after a rain, he would pull her hair. When visitors came he had to be watched
carefully or he would hide their walking sticks and fly-switches. When Kerwage wanted to go to the market, he
would cling to her skirt and hold her back. And sometimes when he felt he had not been given a large enough
piece of cheese, he would throw the cheese on the ground angrily. In short, his chief occupation was making
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mischief.
When the boy reached his twelfth year, he began to tend his father’s calves. Other village children his age were
already going to school, but Shinega was not allowed to go to school. As Bala had many cows—not only those he
kept in the village but also a large herd that stayed on the meadow grounds distant from Wardéna about six hours’
walk—he thought that Shinega didn’t need schooling; his son was wealthy already.
One day when Shinega and a playmate friend were near the village tending Bala’s calves, they decided to steal
ears of corn from a small neighboring farm, for the corn was nearly ripe. They left the calves munching grass and
looked for a spot where the corn was tall and they wouldn’t be seen. They chose ears of corn that had already been
pecked open by birds.\fn{For then they would not be as valuable for sale, and the punishment for their crime, if discovered, would be
proportionally diminished; and the sin would in any case not be as great .} After they had eaten for some time, Shinega saw a
caterpillar on the back of his friend's shirt, crawling toward his neck.
“A caterpillar is on your back!” he cried.
Frightened, the boy jumped out of the com, tore his shirt off, threw the caterpillar down on the ground, and
beat it with his stick. The insides of the caterpillar oozed out, and Shinega felt like vomiting. Now afraid to eat
more corn, Shinega and his friend returned to where they had left the calves.
But the calves were not there.
They looked right and left, but in vain. When they couldn’t even find tracks, they decided the calves had probably gone back to the village because the afternoon sun was so hot. The boys went home empty-handed, but
without a worry in the world.
Bala, sitting on his stool near the door twisting fiber into rope, saw Shinega approaching. He called to him:
“Where are the calves?”
Shinega knew that he was in trouble, but he tried to carry it off.
“When I went under the eucalyptus trees beside the river to look for a stick,” he lied, “the calves wandered
away.”
Bala saw something white on his son’s lips. Suspiciously he told him to come closer.
“What’s that white stuff on your mouth?”
“This morning I didn’t wipe my mouth after I drank my milk.”
Shinega looked at his toe twisting in the dust.
Bala now lmew for sure that the boy was lying. He shouted at him:
“Why, you little liar! May you be broken into pieces and vanish! Those calves ran away while you were
stealing someone’s corn!”
He jumped up and grabbed a stick to punish Shinega, but the boy fled around the house and across the plantation of false-banana, and hid among the coffee trees.
What had really happened was that the calves had wandered into a farmer’s field of young corn, and the farmer
had found them feeding there, and had taken them to his house. Bala had to go and pay for the damage the calves
had done. Then he brought them home.
When darlmess fell, Kerwage was worried because Shinega had not come in and there were hyenas about. She
went to look for him and found him crying in his hiding-place under a coffee tree. Shinega was in a dilemma: if
he went home, his father would punish him, but if he stayed, the hyenas might attack him. Kerwage reassured the
boy:
“May the village mourn my death if your father lays a hand on you!”
Sinega remained unconvinced, but when she told him the calves had been found, he felt better.
Finally Kerwage promised to buy him sugar tomorrow if he would go home.
8: Shinega Asks For Pants
The next day was Monday and Bala had some business to settle, so he left for the Bero early in the afternoon,
after warning Shinega not to let the calves wander away again. The Bero was the place where marketing was done
twice a week by the people of nearby villages. One also found the law-court there, a small school—the only one
in a radius of about forty kilometers—and two modest restaurants and taverns.
About two hours after Bala left, Kerwage and her daughter Theresa also started for the Bero. As they intended
to buy barley, they drove the brown donkey along, so that on their return they would not have to carry the sacks
themselves.
The path to the Bero twisted among the farms like a snake swimming a river. It was so narrow that two people
could not walk abreast. The crowd of market-goers filled the path and spilled out on the grass to the sides and
sometimes a little into the fields.
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Kerwage and Theresa had walked for about fifteen minutes when they were overtaken by Yibgyeta, who was
sweating all over under the heavy sack he carried on his head.
“Courage, Yibgyeta!” Kerwage greeted him cheerfully. “What are you selling today?”
“Lady, a few coffee beans.”
“Why are you in such a hurry to sell coffee? Don’t you know that you’ll get a very poor price these days?”
“If I were to get no more than I would for mud, still I have to sell, for I’ve decided to go look for work in
Addis Ababa.”\fn{Capitol of Ethiopia.}
“Don’t you know that in Addis a man who has no job is taken away to Adola to dig for gold? Aren’t you afraid
that will happen to you?”
“Lady, I am alone in the world. It’s a week today that my wife left me again and went back to her father. Only
she and God know if she’ll come back to me. I’m tired of working my fields alone. That’s why I have decided to
go to Addis.”
“What are you going to do with your house, then?”
“All I can do is abandon it. If my wife changes her mind and comes back, she will live in it. If not, it will be
empty until I return.”
“Yibgyeta, it’s poverty and loneliness that make you wander away from us. But take my advice. You’ll be
better off to stay on the land of your fathers, even though it is not very comfortable, than to live in luxury among
strangers.”
They were still talking when they reached the Bero. Yibgyeta, still sweating heavily, went to the nearby river to
wash his face. Children were playing there throwing stones in the water, and on the other bank, in the thick grove
of eucalyptus trees, men must have been felling trees, for the sound of chopping could be heard easily. Kerwage
and Theresa accompanied Yibgyeta to the river and cooled their bare feet by wading up to their ankles. Then
Yibgyeta headed toward the part of the market where coffee was bought, Kerwage went to buy barley, and
Theresa hurried off to the section where ladies’ ornaments were sold. The butter with which Theresa had anointed
her face attracted flies, and she brushed them away with a small leafy tree-branch she had picked up on the way.
The ladies’ section was as crowded as the rest of the market. Theresa stopped in front of a boy who had spread
his wares on a red and gray cloth on the ground. He had necklaces, rings, anklets, and bracelets, little bottles of
perfumes, weaving yams of all colors, earrings, hairpins, and pins and needles, spools of thread and buttons,
anything and everything a girl could want. Theresa picked up a shiny ring and tried it on her little finger.
“How much?” she asked.
“Miss, that ring was made just for you. Look at it. I bought it at Addis Ababa for my sister, but as it is too small
for her, I’m selling it. I should have taken her measure before I bought it, but I didn’t think.”
Suspecting that he intended to cheat her, she said: “I’m asking for the price, not a story.”
“Miss, what do you want to pay for it?”
“What did you say? You’re doing the selling! Tell me your price!”
“You mean my final price?”
“Yes, your final price.”
“Miss, a dollar and a half.”
“No, I’m not paying any dollar and a half for a tiny ring like that.”
“Well, make me an offer.”
“You tell me.”
“Well, give me just a dollar and a quarter. Not a penny less.”
“Will you take one dollar … or nothing?”
“No, Miss, that’s impossible!”
Theresa slipped the ring off, returned it to him, and walked away. When she had moved a little distance, he
called after her: “Miss, wait!”
“What!”
“If it were anyone else, I wouldn’t do it. But I can see that you are the daughter of a man of wealth. I sell you
the ring and maybe some day you may return the good turn. Give me your dollar and take it.”
She paid the boy and went to find her mother.
“I like the ring,” said Kerwage, “it’s of good quality. But he cheated you by ten cents.”
Kerwage and Theresa spent the rest of the afternoon in the market making small purchases after long haggling,
and at sunset they returned home, the donkey laden with the barley and other things they had bought. Shinega had
already arrived with the calves. As for Bala, he appeared last, for he had stayed at the Bero to drink potent aniselike areki and sweet honey-mead.
Theresa showed her brother her new ring.
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“If they’ll buy you a ring, why won’t they buy me a pair of shorts? All the boys who are going to school now
have shorts, but because I don’t go, I don’t have anything but a shirt.”
Kerwage, overhearing, said in agreement: “Yes, when your father comes home, ask him to buy you some
shorts. Yibgyeta is going to Addis Ababa tomorrow. He can buy the shorts there and send them to you.” Then she
gave the boy the sugar cube she had promised to buy him and he skipped around the room with joy as he sucked
it. Unfortunately, his mother suddenly saw a scratch on his knee and she said sharply:
“Come here! How did you get that scratch?”
Shinega thought for a moment and then said: “I fell down while I was playing zora.”
“You’re lying. A cut like that isn’t from falling down. Someone has scratched you with his fingernails. Who
did you quarrel with today?”
“Am I supposed to stand still and look at him while he hits me?”
“Who?”
“Tourga.”
“The boy who keeps calves with you? Haven’t I told you not to quarrel with him? If you do it again, you won’t
be brought any more sugar.”
“Do you expect me to stand there when he takes away my playing stick? I’ll never do that, sugar or not.”
The coffee was ready for the evening gathering. Bala arrived home and Yibgyeta joined them, leaving his
empty house barred. Atshewa did not come to the gathering, for he was tired; he had tended cattle all day and now
was resting in the other house.
Bala had hardly sat down when Shinega ran to him and cried: “Father, will you buy me a pair of short pants?”
Bala stared at him,
“Who has spent the whole day advising you to ask me that? Or have you suddenly become a man?”
“All my friends have short pants. Do you want me to go around in only a shirt?”
Bala smiled.
“My son, we have more important things to think about than short pants. Wait until you are older.”
Kerwage, listening carefully, stepped in.
“It’s just a little thing to buy the boy some shorts,” she said to her husband. “Yibgyeta is going to Addis Ababa
tomorrow. Give him some money, he can buy the shorts and send them back.”
Bala ignored her. Looking at Yibgyeta, he said with surprise:
“Are you going to Addis Ababa?”
“Yes. I’ve decided to leave tomorrow. I’ll get a job and earn some money to pay my rent and taxes, with some
left over for the Meskel celebration. Then I’ll come back.”
“Rent? Boy, haven’t you heard about the land?”
“What land?”
“Our land. Dedjatch Bekfatu plans to sell it, and he has offered to let us buy it if we can.”\fn{ They seem to be
what in America we would call “sharecroppers”—farmers who raise produce on land for which they pay a low or no rent in exchange for
their labor and the sequestering by the owner of the land of a percentage of what is raised on it for his own personal disposition.}

Yibgyeta, of course, if he had no money for taxes or rent, could not think about buying land. So forgetting the
matter, he left for Addis the next morning. He walked three hours to Wolkitte, which was on a road, and took a
bus to the capital.
9: Shinega Goes To Wolkitte
Bala had refused to buy Shinega a pair of short pants and the boy knew that his father meant it. He was very
disappointed and displeased, and about a year later spoke to his mother about the matter again.
“Mother, what do you think should be done about my getting some pants?” His voice was bitter.
“You know your father won’t buy them. So what you had better do is go earn the money yourself. You’re
growing up now and you need money not only for a pair of pants but for other things, too.”
“How can I earn money, with no money to start with?”
“There’s coffee to be gleaned, if you exert yourself. A boy who really needs money can always find a way to
get it.”
“How can I glean coffee beans when I have to spend all the day tending calves? When will I find time?”
She was not convinced.
“You really work so hard, don’t you? Give up playing zora with the boys. Give up swimming. You’ll have time
enough to glean, then.”
*
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Shinega agreed and did as his mother suggested. For three months he gleaned coffee beans, and when he sold
his gleanings, he found that he had made thirteen dollars. The pants he bought cost two dollars. With the rest of
his money he started his little business as a trader: he bought soap at the Bero and sold it in the village. This he
did for two years, but he found it not very profitable. With the money he had saved, he decided to go to Wolkitte
and buy girls’ merchandise wholesale, rings, perfume, necklaces, and so on, and sell retail in the Bero market. So
one day he took the donkey, put his money in a little cloth bag that he hung around his neck, and went to Wolkitte.
Before he had passed many villages he found himself traveling with other traders, but he did not know any of
them. When they came to the ford, he watered his donkey.
To a village boy, Wolkitte was a large town. There was one not very wide asphalt-paved street with tin-roofed
houses on either side. There were numerous small places of business, including tailor shops where the sewing was
done by machine rather than hand. There were many bars and restaurants, and even hotels. The street was crowded with people, donkeys, mules, buses, and cars. The noise was ten times louder than the Bero, and everyone
seemed in a great hurry, rushing as if to a house of mourning.
Shinega tied his donkey to a tree and stood beside the street and stared at cars passing. The language around
him was strange, Amharic instead of Gurage.\fn{ Amharic is the official language of Ethiopic; but the Amhara and Tigrean people together now constitute only about a third of the entire Ethiopian population .} As he stood there, someone came up behind
him and grasped both his shoulders and asked:
“Who are you?” Shinega was frightened, but when he turned, to his astonishment and relief he saw that it was
Degemu, the son of his mother’s old friend Zemwet, whom he had known all his life. His fright turned to joy.
Shinega had many questions to ask.
“What do they call those things that run along the street like spiders?”
“Here they are called cars, but at home we know them as ‘horses without tails.’”
“And that contraption that the boy is riding there?”
“At home it’s known as ‘Satan’s horse,’ but here it is called a bicycle.”
“God, what wonders there are!” Degemu chuckled.\fn{ Not for the first time have I mentally pinched myself to remind
myself that the author of this story was born about 1935 and is describing events which existed in his country just prior to World War II.
My father’s world contained similar exclamations of wonder; about the first telephones, the first “crystal sets” (the precursors of radios);
about the first sights of airplanes. This whole world seems so far away in time from me—which, of course, it is; I am writing this note on
March 28, 2003. Still, I remember in me feeling a similar awe about computers; and I remember endowing them with the powers of small
gods. I am still convinced that my scanner and computer behave in ways all their own at times; which is to attribute intelligence to them, or
at the very least their possession by intelligent forces which at times have a mind of their own. The race of humankind is more closely knit
together with the things it uses than it superfically appears .}

“Is this where you go to school, Degemu?”
“No. I used to go in Indibir, but now I've finished and as soon as I have a suit made, I'm going to Addis Ababa
to continue school there."
Shinega could not believe his ears.
“But here you are already wrapped up like an ear of corn: pants, a shirt, a coat, and two shoes—you’re wearing
all this at the same time, and yet you want more clothes?” Degemu, understanding the boy’s innocence, smiled
and said,
“How is it that you’ve come to a place you don’t know, with a donkey?”
“I'm going to trade in girls’ merchandise and I came here to buy my stock.”
“Do you know anyone here?”
“No, I don’t.”
“Can you speak Amharic?”
“I understand what people say, but I can’t reply to them.”
Degemu told him that the merchants in Wolkitte would be sure to cheat him, so fresh from a village. Therefore
he took Shinega to introduce him to a Gurage friend who could be trusted. Then he said goodbye and went about
his own affairs.
Shinega made his purchases, loaded the donkey, and started for home. As it was already late, he could not
reach Wardena that same day, and he had to ask hospitality, which of course was given as custom required in a
land where inns are so far apart, at a farm beside the path.
That night Kerwage was very worried when her son did not return. Bala grew angry and scolded her:
“It’s all your own doing. You send the boy away into trade instead of keeping him in his warm home. Wild
boys in Wolkitte may have seen that he is from the country, and maybe they have stolen his money, or maybe the
donkey was frightened by the noise there, and bolted away. Or maybe the boy just got lost.”
“Ah! You’re the cause of it alll Have you forgotten that when he asked you to buy him a small pair of short
pants, you told him that you had something more important to think about? Were you afraid that if you bought
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him the pants, you wouldn’t have money enough left to buy land from the dedjatch?”
“A woman can understand only petty affairs! Why didn’t you buy him the pants yourself? Why did you force
him to go into trade?”
“Doesn’t the boy have a father? Since when is the mother expected to buy her family clothes? Is he an orphan?
As if it weren’t enough for me to have to buy cheese and butter!”
“As if there were not a single cow in the house!”
“Should one be so impressed by the two cups of milk we get from the two cows you provide? Is that sufficient
to feed a family and provide hospitality to guests?”
“Woman, enough now! Stop it!”
Bala and his wife spent most of the night in recriminations that did not ease their worry about Shinega. But late
the next morning, the boy and his donkey arrived safe and sound. Theresa saw him first, in the distance, and ran to
welcome him, crying:
“May I stand from lying in mud!” Matebet also ran out, and helped Shinega unload the donkey. Shinega
entered the house and his mother shouted:
“May I rise from death! So, you’re back safe!”\fn{ People in my country now have no real understanding about highway
banditry. Since the time of the Indian Wars—which largely ended in 1890—the countryside surrounding the highways leading into even the
smallest hamlet of every state has been safe from marrauding tribesmen; and outlawry from its own citizens on the public highways has
been almost unknown since the appearance of adequate law-enforcement personnel in the most inaccessible portions of the countryside
(largely an accomplished fact by the time of my father’s birth (1903). The only time I can remember that this system of universal internal
peace actually failed to any degree was just a few years ago, when there were sporadic outbreaks of highly-localized sniping on a few
interstate throughways, and a widely publicized kidnapping spree directed by certain anti-social elements against (primarily single female)
foreign tourists.}

“I’m fine,” the boy said as he sat on a stool to rest.
Kerwage ordered Matebet to make a fire and put the iron griddle-pan on. She herself ran out behind the house
and got fresh cabbage from the garden. Kerwage cooked the cabbage on the griddle, then minced it and mixed it
with butter and cheese, and gave it to her son thinking that he must be very hungry.
“Last night your father and I argued a long time. We were very worried about you.”
“I didn’t go to a battle. Why were you so worried?”
“My son, you don’t know yet what it is to be a parent. One day, when you marry and have a son of your own,
you’ll understand.”
10: Shinega Goes To Addis Ababa
After three years in business for himself, Shinega had made about as much money as he could expect to,
though at that not much. As he went to Wolkitte often and had made friends there, he had heard a lot about Addis
Ababa, and his great desire was to visit Addis when he had saved money enough. When he was sixteen, he heard
one day that corn was selling very high in the capital, and he said to his mother:
“They say that corn is high in Addis Ababa now. Here in the Bero one can buy four ears for ten cents, but in
Addis, only two. What do you say to my taking a couple of donkey loads to Addis to sell? I’ll make a good
profit.”
“My son, if you go to Addis Ababa you will certainly make a profit. But what I am afraid of is that in your
youth you may be tempted to stay there. Addis is like a sea, and everyone who goes there is swallowed up.
Yibgyeta said that he would be back for Meskel, and now it’s four years and we haven’t seen him yet. Degemu,
Zemwet’s son, has written only two letters in the three years he has been away. If you go and stay as they have,
that’s bad.”
“I swear upon the breast that suckled me, Mother, that I will come back. Let me take two donkey loads of corn
to sell in Addis. With the money I make, I’ll buy things to bring back and sell in the Bero. That way I’ll have a
double profit.”
One day soon after this discussion, Shinega loaded two donkeys with corn and went early in the morning to
Wolkitte accompanied by Matebet, who was to drive the donkeys home. They unloaded and Matebet left with the
donkeys, but Shinega had to wait until evening and take the truck to Addis because he had missed the morning
bus. As the driver had the habit of stopping often to drink honey-mead, and as he drove slowly between stops, the
truck did not reach the capital until the next morning.
Shinega had imagined that Addis Ababa would be like Wolkitte. When he saw Addis’ hurrying people, he
thought they must really be insane. Vendors crowded the bus station, where the truck unloaded. Some of them
leaned against walking sticks and had big baskets on their heads and were shouting: “Who wants bread? Who
wants bread?” Others with boxes slung from their necks cried: “Who wants razors, soap, safety pins?” Others had
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mirrors and combs.
Meanwhile a throng of porters were pushing to get to the luggage first. Two of them got into a fight about a
box and in an instant both were bleeding from the nose.
Shinega was frightened by the noise and confusion and just stood motionless staring. A thief could easily have
walked off with his bags of corn, and the boy would never have noticed. Fortunately, however, on that morning it
happened that Yibgyeta had come to the bus station to see off a friend returning to the country, and he spotted
Shinega from a distance and recognized him. He ran up and cried:
“Aren’t you Shinega?”
“And you, aren’t you Yibgyeta?”
They kissed cheeks and Yibgyeta said: “You’ve grown, boy! Are you well?”
“Fine! And how are you?”
“Well, well. And how are the people of Wardena? Your father and mother, Atshewa, all the rest?”
“Everyone is fine.”
“Anyone sick? Have there been any deaths?”
“No one is sick and no one has died.”
“Why have you come to this city that is strange to you?”
“I heard so much about Addis that I decided to see it myself.”
Yibgyeta suddenly laughed. “So now you are wearing those pants you asked your father for the night before I
left!”
“Yes, but he never bought them for me. 1 earned the money myself. Thanks to my mother, I went into the
trading business.”
“So how is the village?”
“Just as you left it. Nothing has changed.”
“You must be joking. I see that you have changed!”
“But nothing else.”
“How about your sister, is she married yet?”
“Not yet, though many fathers have come to ask her hand for their sons. Every day more come. Father wanted
to give her to the son of a man from Gyeta, but Mother refused.”
“Refused? Why? Isn’t the family a good one?”
“That wasn’t it. Though Theresa is a grown woman, Mother says she is still too young to marry.”
“Well, it’s not uncommon for mothers to want to hang on to their daughters. Gari, gari!!” Yibgyeta called.
Two passing carts wheeled in quickly and stopped, and their drivers got out and helped load Shinega’s corn.
Shinega and his friend got in one gari, the other followed with the corn, and they trotted off for Yibgyeta’s . dwelling-place.
All of Addis Ababa seemed in a hurry, and Shinega couldn’t understand why. There were large cars and small
cars and trucks and carts and motorcycles and bicycles, all whirling like devils and making devil-like noises. Men
hurried along the sidewalks with bundles of firewood or wide high baskets of cabbages on their heads. And almost
everyone wore shoes, even Yibgyeta, and the shoeshine boys on corners polished as fast as spiders.
“They must all be out of their heads!” Shinega thought to himself. Aloud he said:
“I believed that Addis Ababa would be like Wolkitte. I thought there would be just one long street. How can
people find their way around? All the streets look the same and they go in all directions. And all the houses are the
same, too. If I hadn’t met you today, I could have been kidnapped!”
“That’s true, Shinega. When I saw Addis for the first time, I felt like someone going into a dark jungle at midnight. But by and by one gets used to anything. Now I know the city as well as I know my own house.”\fn{ Addis
Ababa now has over 2,200,000 people in it, but is still a small city as proper cities go .}
They arrived at Yibgyeta’s house and carried the corn in. Yibgyeta went to a shop to buy bread. Then he made
tea and they ate breakfast together. Yibgyeta could stay no longer, for he was a waiter in a restaurant in a hotel and
had to go to work. Shinega, tired after the night on the truck, lay down on his friend’s bed, the first time he had
ever slept on a mattress.\fn{I remember sleeping on a corn-husk mattress when I was a boy—the same mattress my father had slept
on when he was a boy. It was in his mother’s home in Sandwich, Illiinois, then as now a small hamlet. It was, of course, very uncomfortable; for I had been used to sleeping on a proper spring mattress. I remember complaining about it; but my father said that I was rude to
do that, as his mother could not afford to replace it simply because we were visiting her, and also it was a sign of disrespect to him, as he
had slept on it when he was a boy, and what was good enough for him should be good enough for his son; and so on.}

In the evening Yibgyeta returned and found the boy sitting on the edge of the bed thinking.
“What are you thinking about, Shinega?” he asked.
Shinega smiled ruefully.
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“I was wondering if the people of Addis Ababa ever urinate. I went outside to look for a field, but there was
nothing but streets and the streets were as full of people as this morning. So I had to come back.”
Yibgyeta laughed.
“The people in Addis don’t urinate in the fields like at home. They have special places. Come along, I’ll show
you. It’s on our way to the restaurant.”
They left the house. The moon was shining that night, but electric lights twinkled everywhere like stars so that
one could hardly tell it was moonlight. At the public urinal\fn{ An institution largely unknown in America .} many men
were standing in line waiting their turn and the smell was strong. Yibgyeta and Shinega waited until their turn
came, and urinated. Then they went to the restaurant.
A piece of white cloth with a red cross hung at the entrance to the restaurant. Inside were five men dipping
bread into peppery-smelling meat-stew. There were no more than ten small tables, bare of top with simple straight
wooden chairs, Shinega and his friend ordered bread and stew and resumed their conversation,
“Shinega, how did the business of the land turn out?”
“What do you mean?”
“When I left, the dedjatch was about to offer it for sale.”
“Well, every year they say it’s finally going to be settled, but we have to pay taxes and rent as usual. Half the
price of the land has already been paid. Only you and two very poor families haven’t paid anything at all. In
addition, we gave the dedjatch’s agent a thousand dollars as a bribe. But Dedjatch Bekfatu told us that he won’t
sell his land by pieces: everyone must pay and the whole section bought at once.”
“In that case it won’t be settled for many years, for there are those who can’t pay their share. As for me, I
won’t pay a cent. Anyone who wants to can buy my little farm.”
“Yibgyeta! How can one part with the land of his fathers?”
“My father rented the land just as I did. Who really owned it? What do we mean when we say our “fathers”
land? There’s no such thing as land today, today everything is cash—and the place to get cash is here in Addis.
From now on I’m forgetting the land. I’m going to stay here.”
“You say that because you’ve lived here so long. By the way, if I may change the subject, do you ever see
Degemu? When his mother Zemwet comes to visit, he is all she can talk about. She worries about him all the time
because she never hears from him.”
“I see him every Sunday. He is free Sundays, and he gets permission from the authorities of his school and
comes to the hotel where I work and takes tea there. You can meet him there tomorrow.”
The next day in the afternoon Shinega and Yibgyeta went to the Hotel Arennet. The restaurant in the hotel was
not a small one like the place where they had eaten the night before. A few late lunchers were there. Opposite the
door was a bar with shelves lined with every possible liquor. To the right of the door, a small table radio was
playing. Shinega had never been inside such a fine building\fn{ Now in America one may commonly see deteriorating towns
and villages, the result of progressive migration of the children of their settlers to the neighboring cities and small towns. Such places, prior
to the mass-use of the automobile and (at first) the comparative absence of large-scale city infrastructure, used to be comparatively rare.
But what the author is talking about here is something different. He is comparing a peasantry with a city life-style; and still in the United
States we have not reached the stage where one may speak of a country peasantry (with all the level of unsophistication which that implies)
and a corresponding difference in city residents .} and he suddenly felt as frightened as a tiny boy lost among strangers.

Yibgyeta told him to take a chair, and went to the kitchen to change into his waiter’s uniform. He returned with
tea.
Degemu came into the restaurant. It was easy to tell that Shinega was from the country, not only because of his
clothes but also because he was listening with open mouth to the radio, quite forgetting his fear. Shinega’s face
was familiar to Degemu, but he could not quite place him.
Yibgyeta, watching both boys, believed that they did not recognize each other. He came to Shinega and said:
“Don’t you lmow him?”
Degemu suddenly cried out: “Isn’t this Shinega?”
“Yes, grown up now.”
Degemu rose and, shaking hands after the manner of the capital, said: “Shinega, when did you arrive?”
“Only yesterday.”
“It’s surprising how people can change so quickly. Wasn’t it at Wolkitte that we last saw each other?”
“Yes, the day you came up behind me and scared me.”
Degemu remembered Shinega’s remark that he was “wrapped up like an ear of corn” that day, and smiled a
little.
“Would you recognize me if you saw me in the street?”
“Of course I would! I knew it was you the minute you walked in the room.”
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“Why didn’t you say hello then?”
“Because when you said nothing, I was afraid you preferred not to speak with me. Are you still going to
school, or are you working now?”
“School, school … still! Studies never end. Yibgyeta, may I have some tea, too?”
“You aren’t fat like Yibgyeta. Don’t they feed you well at school?”
“Oh, there’s plenty of food. Milk is as plentiful as water. They don’t make coffee in a small kettle as we do at
home. They make it in a barrel and it flows from a tap like water.”
“In that case, you must be studying too hard to get fat … or maybe you worry too much.”
The innocence of the boy’s words made Degemu smile again.
“How’s my mother?” he asked. “Do you ever see her?”
“She’s fine, except that she worries because she never has news about you. Meskel is very soon now. Why
don’t you come home and see your parents for four or five days?”
“Why go home for Meskel? It’s celebrated here, too.”
“Well, the main thing is not Meskel but to see your mother. Have you forgotten her already?”
“No, I haven’t forgotten anyone. But village life doesn’t quite appeal to me now! To sleep on straw instead of
in an iron bed! No radio and no newspaper … one just sits and listens to the nonsense and stories of the old folks.
There isn’t even a bar one can visit when one feels like it. On top of everything, there’s no electricity and the
smoke from the fire stings your eyes. No, thank you, it’s too boring to think of going back to all that.”
Shinega listened carefully and said to himself:
“What mother says so often is true: education makes people strangers.” After a little silence, Degemu asked:
“What brings you to Addis? Are you looking for work?”
“No, I had a better reason. I brought some corn to sell. After I sell it tomorrow, I’m going back home.”
“Then I hope you’ll tell my mother that you have seen me and I am well. I won’t be able to see you tomorrow
or the day after, for I have classes Mondays and Tuesdays.”
Degemu finished his tea. He put ten cents on the table, and said goodbye.
Shinega stayed in the restaurant all afternoon listening to the music from the radio. In the evening he went
home with Yibgyeta. The next day, he sold his corn, as he had planned, bought his merchandise, and took the bus
back to Wolkitte.
11: Zemwet Pays A Visit During Meskel
On the third day of Meskel, the day called nikbar, Zemwet came to visit Kerwage for two reasons: first, to give
her the customary holiday greetings, and second, to learn whether Shinega had brought any news of Degemu back
from Addis Ababa. It was the end of the rainy season and the sky seemed to shimmer; there was not one speck of
cloud. The wild flowers blossoming in clusters beside the path looked as though they were showing their teeth in
laughter. The grassless yard in front of Bala’s house had been scraped and made neat for Meskel, and the flat gray
stepping stones had been scrubbed.
When Zemwet entered Bala was seated as usual on a mat in the kakat smoking his big water-pipe. Shinega was
stretched out on another mat just in front of the storage section of the room. Theresa and her mother sat near the
fireplace talking. The doormat was new and had been bought especially for the holidays. The Meskel meat could
be seen through the partition and the loft was piled high with damp white firewood. The walls had been freshly
whitewashed, and the black jugs and bowls and platters hanging in a row on the wall were shiny, some of them
new and others newly polished.
“I am happy that you are in good health to see this Meskel,” said Zemwet, the customary holidays greeting.
She kissed Bala on both shoulders and the forehead and kissed Kerwage on both shoulders. Kerwage rose and
responded:
“May we again have a good year!”
She kissed Zemwet’s shoulders. Then Theresa took the little bowl of butter Zemwet had brought as a Meskel
gift, and put it behind the partition on the floor beneath the hanging meat. She returned and kissed Zemwet’s
cheeks, and Shinega got up and kissed her cheeks, too. Theresa poured beer into a clay glass and presented it to
the guest. Zemwet took two swallows and pronounced judiciously:
“Even if it weren’t Meskel, 1 would have come only for this beer!” Kerwage smiled, pleased that her beer was
appreciated.
“Zemo, how is Meskel in Atat this year?”
“For some, abundant; for others, scant. Some have killed fat bulls, others thin ones. My husband slaughtered a
delicious young bull and sold none of the meat. But what kind of Meskel can it be for me when my son is not at
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home? Every Meskel I spend as if I were barren. When I think of Degemu while I am feasting, the food does me
no good, it simply disappears.” In a scolding tone Kerwage said:
“What I dislike most is for one to regret what she did willingly and knowingly. Didn’t you yourself send your
son away to school? Who forced you? So, why do you talk so foolishly now, as if you had done it against your
will?”
“You don’t understand, Kero. It’s true that I sent him to school willingly, but I never thought that he wouldn’t
come back to see me, at least during Meskel. I never thought he would love me less simply because he studied
and learned and knew more. Well … I wish him only good luck and I pray God no bad news of him ever reaches
me.”
She wiped her tears with the back of her hand. Shinega, listening, said:
“I saw Degemu in Addis Ababa. He is just fine, and he sent his greetings to you through me. When I asked him
about coming home for Meskel, he told me that he can’t come because he has too much to do at school.”
“My son!” Zemwet cried. “When will he finish studying, did he tell you?”
“If we are to believe his words, he will not finish before he is an old man.”
“How can that be? Boys who had studied no longer than he are already working and earning more than three
hundred dollars a month. What can he possibly have in mind keeping on so long?” Kerwage could not believe her
ears.
“Did you say three hundred dollars a month, Zemo?”
“Yes, my dear, three hundred.”
“Three hundred dollars in a single month! If we could count all the money we have earned all our lives, it
wouldn’t be that much! And he goes on studying to earn more, as if that isn’t enough? Is no one satisfied with
what is clearly wealth?\fn{Mick Jagger said once: “Too much is never enough.”} God, you are almighty!”
Zemwet felt much better now that she had heard the news about Degemu. Probably she would have continued
to talk about him indefinitely if her attention had not been distracted by Theresa, who came to refill her glass with
beer. She noticed that the girl’s round breasts stretched her sleeveless cotton sweater tight.
“Kero,” she said, “does no one come to ask for this girl?”
“Many come, but I refuse them all.”
“But why? Aren’t the families honorable, or the sons worthy?”
“I won’t talk about it. No matter who comes, rich or of family, I will not give up my daughter this year. God
forgive me that I should give away a daughter born only yesterday!”
Theresa, embarrassed at the turn the conversation had taken, walked out to go to the other house. Zemwet
continued:
“Have you forgotten the saying that a calf born at home becomes a cow unnoticed? Since when are girls forced
to become old maids with sagging breasts before they are given to a man?”
“Zemo, even you talk like that! Even you see Theresa with the eyes of a stranger!”
“I say it only for the girl’s own good. If she hasn’t finished growing yet, she’ll certainly finish after she is
married.”
Bala smoked silently. Shinega rose and stretched his arms and went outside. He saw that the heat of the sun
had lessened with the coming on of evening. He ran back into the house as if he had forgotten something, and
Zemwet asked him what time it was.
“The sun is low, it’s about four,” said the boy. He went out to play carrying the inflated bladder of the bull that
had been killed for Meskel.
“I’ve stayed too long!” said Zemwet. “I meant to stay only long enough to have a cup of coffee.”
“You’re always in a hurry,” said Kerwage. “You no sooner come than you leave. You don’t even allow a
conversation to be finished. Today is Meskel and there is nothing to hurry you. I’ll make supper soon. Then we’ll
eat and talk as much as we want. And then you can go.”
“No, my dear. If I stay any longer my husband won’t let me back in. I left him alone in the house, and if
someone should come calling, who will be there to offer the beer?”
“In that case, you are right to go. At the end of Meskel week I’ll come and see you on a market day. I’ll come
early before going to the market.”
Zemwet stood and took her leave.
12: Bala Replies To A Speech
After Meskel the people of the Chaha tribe, well rested and feeling healthy and strong, resumed their usual
work. Those who had bought their Meskel meat on credit now began to settle up, some with cash, others paying
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with labor. A few days later Dedjatch Bekfatu came in person from Addis Ababa in order to make an end, once
and for all, to the business of the sale of his land. The important men from the villages around the Bero went to
welcome him with gifts. Some took him chopped raw meat made tastier with butter and salt and pepper. Others
offered beer and honey-mead in jugs. Bala, as the rich owner of a hundred head of cattle, came with a young bull.
Shinega accompanied his father.
When they arrived at the Bero, Dedjatch Bekfatu was seated among the country people discussing crops and
the weather. He sat there in the dress of a man of Addis, a black coat and a tall black hat. He was dark of complexion, almost black, and on his forehead was the long pale scar of a wound he had received during the last war.
Seated, he did not appear a tall man.
Shinega observed the dedjatch fixedly for some minutes and then softly asked his father:
“Can this man be with child?” Bala laughed silently but whispered back,
“Don’t say such things about a dedjatch.” Shinega persisted.
“Then what makes him so fat?” A little afraid that they were overheard, Bala said:
“The dedjatch does not have to sweat the way we do. He doesn’t have to jerk a plow or swing a sickle. He
never has to walk far. That’s why he is fat. Now don’t ask any more questions. Just listen, like a boy should.”
Dedjatch Bekfatu was indeed so fat that ordinary stools were not large enough for him, so he had been given a
special one. He sat on it looking like a large vulture squatting on a fence-rail balancing with its wings somewhat
spread. When he spoke, his breath came short and heavy like the breath of a runner. It seemed that the rolls of fat
around his neck almost choked him.
The afternoon was spent discussing the sale of the land. Those who, like Bala, had money enough paid their
full shares of the purchase price. But there were many, like Yibgyeta, who had nothing to pay with.
Dedjatch Bekfatu made an angry speech, and so that everyone could understand, an interpreter translated from
Amharic to Gurage:
“There are many men of wealth who would happily pay me cash for the land on which you live. Dedjatch Gerrefu, for example, or Grazmatch Djibu or Kenyazmatch Netteku. If I should offer the land to one of these men, I
would receive cash in full the same day. But for your own good, I wanted to sell you the acres that have been cultivated so long by your fathers. That was why I asked you to bring your money today. Indeed, I even extended the
day by two weeks! But many of you have come without the payment you promised. Now I can no longer wait!
Don’t blame me if I sell your land elsewhere. It will be your own fault.”
Everyone was apparently impressed by the dedjatch’s speech. He was so kind to them! Bala stood, adjusted his
toga appropriately, and gave a few words of thanks :
“We have always been happy living on your land No one has ever been imprisoned for failure to pay his tax
and rent on time. No one who was delinquent in paying has ever had to give up a cow as surety. Really, what difference does it make whether you own the land, or we own it? Nevertheless, we are pleased that once you decided
to sell, you offered it first to us who live upon it. Noone could be more generous!”
Concluding these dry remarks with an ironical bow, Bala sat in his place again. The meeting soon ended and
the men of the villages dispersed. Bala stayed behind a few minutes to present the dedjatch with the young bull,
and then he and Shinega walked home.
Bekfatu spent the night at the Bero feasting on the bull. The next morning he left for Addis, taking with him
what money he had collected.
13: Kerwage Visits Zemwet I
As Bala had only one son, he wanted Shinega to marry soon. At sixteen and a half the boy was already tall. For
four years he had conducted his own business, earned his own money, and bought his own clothes. He had traveled farther than Bala himself had ever traveled. He had learned to speak Amharic, which Bala only understood.
So the boy was in many ways a man, but so long as Theresa, his older sister, remained a maiden, he could not
marry because of what people would say. Therefore Bala decided to take the matter up with his wife.
“Kero, what have you decided about Theresa?”
“I won’t give her up this year, not even if the dead rise from their graves.”
“Well, in my opinion we should give her to the son of the man from Gyeta. He is of an important family, the
grandson of the warrior Wonzhetareb Namaga. The boy is handsomer and stronger than the others who have been
proposed. His father has wealth, so that our daughter will want for nothing. What more can you ask?”
“Even if he were the son instead of merely the grandson of the Wonzhetareb, I would not give her up. Not even
to the son of a king!”
“Well, then, listen to me.”
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“What?”
“Let us betroth her to the grandson of Wonzhetareb Namaga, but let the wedding be delayed until Meskel two
years from now. Meanwhile, I’ll look for a bride for Shinega. They can both marry at the same time.”
Though Kerwage was stubborn about Theresa, the thought that her son would marry pleased her. When she
had prevented him from going to school, it had been with the intention—among other things—that he should
marry young. Therefore she agreed
A few days later Kerwage walked to the village Atat, accompanied by Theresa, to see her friend Zemwet.
Zemwet welcomed them by crying:
“Kero, may I get up from lying in mud!”
“I too, Zemo.”
“But you said you were coming right after Meskel. Now it’s six months and over. I was about to go to Wardena
myself, thinking something must be wrong.”
“My dear, one has so much to do! The floor to be swept, clothes to be taken to the river, coffee for visitors,
cooking, manure to spread under the coffee trees. How could I slip away? But so long as I have my health, thank
God, it’s all right!”
Zemwet asked for Kerwage’s news and Theresa, embarrassed before a word was said, left to visit a girl-friend
in the neighborhood.
“Zemo, I have brought great news!”
“And what is it?”
“I’ve betrothed my daughter to the grandson of the Wonzhetareb of Gyeta.”
“What! You make yourself so stubborn for so long, and then give in at the end? Well, I always knew you
would, sooner or later. When will the wedding be?”
“Not the Meskel to come but the one after. But that isn’t all! My husband is busy looking for a bride for Shinega. Just yesterday Bala ordered the Fuga Kartchea to start making boards for a new house. Our son will be
married at the same time his sister is.”
“You are certainly joking!”
“I swear it! If it isn’t true, may I die!”
“What a pity. Is it possible that yesterday’s child is to marry already?”
“Zemo, nowadays one judges by a boy’s growth, not his years. There is no reason for us to be ashamed in
marrying him young. And you, what have you heard about Degemu recently?”
“Someone who saw him said that he is all right and has grown to be a man. He himself wrote me a letter not
long ago.”
“Is he coming home?”
“You speak of his coming home! If only he would stay in Addis Ababa, that would be as good as his coming
home.”
“Kero, what do you mean?”
“He wrote that he intends to go beyond the sea when he finishes his studies at Addis Ababa. Only God knows
why he has made such a decision. Well, well … we always let him have his own way. I only hope God will let me
live to see him married, in spite of everything. All his friends have taken wives, some of them have children. I
wait with hope, but …”
Kerwage smiled drily.
“You think that a son who has not returned to his village for a single Meskel in over six years will come back
to take a village bride?”
“If he marries anywhere else, he will no longer be my son!”
“My dear friend, you had better resign yourself. Educated young men never marry our daughters. They prefer
girls who like themselves have been to school, no matter what sort of girls they may be otherwise. Didn’t the son
of Kwerye marry a mulatto in Addis? And did he even invite his own parents to such a wedding? And what could
they do, except curse him and try to forget him?”
“Ehhh!” Zemwet nodded morosely. Theresa returned. Zemwet dried her tears and got up to prepare food.
14: Theresa Gets Sick
Shinega did not know that his father was looking for a bride for him, but when Bala ordered lumber prepared
for a new house, the boy began to suspect what was afoot. One day when he came into the eucalyptus grove to
urinate, he saw Atshewa off at a distance chopping firewood for the evening meal, and he went to talk with him.
Atshewa grinned and said:
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“Shinega, I suppose you are pleased that your father has found such a beautiful girl for you.” The boy
pretended not to understand.
“But she looks pretty well-developed to me.” Atshewa went on, watching him.
“Are you sure you can handle her?”
Shinega felt ill at ease. He was a little confused: on the one hand, he thought that Atshewa might be joking; on
the other hand, for after all, a new house was going to be built, it might be true. Atshewa put his ax down and
leaned it against a tree. He wiped his sweat and sat on a log to rest.
“You mean you really don’t know that you’re engaged now?”
“No one has said anything to me.”
“You’ve been engaged for one week today. Your bride often comes to the Bero market. I think she sells bamboo basket-tables there. If you want to see her, we’ll go to market together some day and I’ll show her to you.”
“When will my marriage be?”
“Meskel after next, at the same time your sister is married.”
Shinega was excited and elated. He felt that he had become a man. At the same time, he was somewhat
worried, for he didn't know what a man does when he marries.
Atshewa rose, picked up his ax, and resumed chopping. Shinega walked home silent with thought. When he
arrived, he found the lower half of the door closed, for a little wind was blowing and Theresa, who was not feeling
well, was lying down.
“What’s happened to her?” Shinega asked.
“She has a headache.”
“When did it start?”
“A long time ago, the day we went to visit Zemwet.The sun was too hot and it made her head hurt. But the pain
didn’t become bad until today.”
“Why don’t you put cold butter on her head, then?”
Kerwage nodded. She laid the fly-switch on the mat and went behind the partition into the defat and got two
horn-spoons of cool butter. She put the butter on Theresa’s head and to keep it from ruining her clothes when it
melted, covered it with a leaf of the false-banana tied with a strip of muslin. The coolness of the butter made
Theresa feel better. Her breathing deepened, and soon she went to sleep.
She did not lose her headaches, however. Time passed, and every day she had to spend several hours lying
down.
15: Degemu Tells About Life At Indibir
Degemu finished his studies at Addis Ababa, and when the time came for him to go beyond the sea, he
returned to Atat to take leave of his parents.
The next day Shinega went to see his friend very early, When he arrived, Degemu had just gotten up and was
sitting in the sun in the entrance to the house wearing his Addis Ababa clothes, They shook hands in the Addis
manner,
“Degemu, we didn’t expect you,” said Shinega. “From what you told me in Addis, I thought you would never
come home again. If you had let me know that you were coming, I could have met you at Wolkitte with a mule.”
“I myself didn’t think I would come. But suddenly I felt guilty about going abroad without seeing my parents
to say goodbye.”
“Good. How did you spend the night? Didn’t you feel a stranger eating village food and sleeping on straw?”
“The food was fine. Mother gave me a delicious dish of minced and well-spiced meat. But sleeping was hard.
My eyes didn’t close.”
“Wasn’t the straw spread thick enough?”
“The straw was all right, but the bugs weren’t. I scratched all night. Even the soles of my feet itch with bites. I
think the fleas have crawled under my skin.”
“Well, they probably found you a feast, with your feet so soft from wearing shoes.”
Shinega removed a safety pin from his shirt and knelt and with the point of the pin pricked two fleas loose
from the sole of Degemu’s right foot.
“Maybe you’re sorry you came home.”
“Not at all. I’m rather glad I came. If I hadn’t, I would probably have forgotten completely what village life is.
And the village reminds me of my years at Indibir.”
“You never told me about Indibir, except to say that you went to school there. What was it like?”
Zemwet had toasted bread, mixed cabbage with cheese and butter, and milk. She called the boys to come in to
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breakfast.
*
“If I try to tell you everything, there’ll be no end. But I’ll tell you a few of the things that stand out.
“My first day there was a Sunday. Father took me. The boys had permission to leave the mission for the
afternoon, so everything was quiet. My father presented me to the head priest, and then left.
“I felt like crying. I ran after father, but he mounted his mule and rode away. I wanted to call him back, but I
was crying so hard I couldn’t. At that time I was very small and I just stood there and wept as father disappeared.
“I was afraid. Of course, there was really no reason to be afraid. I thought I would never see my parents again,
and I decided I would feel better if I went into the mission church and prayed. I prayed for some time, kneeling
and no longer crying, and when I left the church, the boys had returned to the mission.
“One of them, his name was Welde Senbet, saw that I was new and came to talk with me. While we were talking the bell rang and he told me it was for supper.
“Before our fried wheat was given to us, we prayed. The boys took their tin plates and ran to be served. Those
who were behind began to shout, ‘I didn’t get any, I didn’t get any!’ As for me, I had no plate.
“Welde Senbet saw that I had nothing and told the boys to be quiet a minute. He got a spare tin plate for me
and ordered the boys each to give me a little. I realized that he was their leader, their prefect,\fn{ An English term;
they have been everywhere.} as they say at school. Some boys grumbled at having to divide with me, and if I hadn’t
been so hungry from traveling all day, I wouldn’t have accepted a grain from those grumblers. Anyhow, we ate
supper and then we prayed again and were dismissed.”
Shinega listened with an open mouth. On the other side of the room, Zemwet was putting wood on the fire to
make coffee. She suspected that her son was telling an interesting story, but could not hear him distinctly enough
to follow it.
“Degemu,” said Shinega, “you’ve been hiding your experiences from me. Did you even tell your mother?”
“No, of course not. This is the first time I’ve talked about those days with anyone. Such experiences are not
interesting.”
“To me they’re very interesting. Tell me everything you remember.”
“Well, every Saturday we used to sweep the mission buildings and smear the floors with manure to keep fleas
out. We would take turns tending the mission cattle, frying our wheat, carrying in wood and straw—we had to
carry it a long way. All that, we had to do. We even had to do women’s chores, pound and grate false-banana
root”—Shinega laughed—“but of all things I disliked at the mission, the worst was praying.”
Shinega stopped laughing and looked uneasy.
“Yes, praying. In the morning when we got out of bed, we had to pray and go to Mass. Before and after breakfast, we had to pray. Before and after lunch, before and after supper, more praying. On Sunday between three and
four in the afternoon we prayed what they called the ‘benediction.’ Sometimes I just wondered whether God really
wanted men to be on their knees so much—or indeed, whether He listened at all.”
“Leave that, let it be,” said Shinega. “Now you are disgusted, thinking about your life there, aren’t you?”
“Why? On the contrary, I enjoy these memories. If it hadn’t been for the mission, I would have remained a
villager all my life.”\fn{Despite the efforts of missionaries and the Government, including the founding of the University of Ethiopia
(1950), by 1952 only some 4% of the Ethiopian population could read and write. Even by 1995, this figure had increased to only 36% .}
“Good. What else do you remember?”
“I’ve kept the most amusing thing for last. One morning, in the dining room, the biscuit reserved for the priest
could not be found. The priest got angry and said,
“‘There is a thief among us! Until you turn him in to me, no one eats a thing, not even if you go hungry two
whole days!’
“All the boys were frightened and decided to find the thief. They divided into three groups, each group to point
out the boys who were suspected. One boy, a very tall skinny kid, for no reason I could understand told our group
that he suspected me!
“I swore on the cross that I hadn’t stolen the biscuit. The matter was taken to the Father and he asked the
skinny boy why he suspected me and the boy said: ‘Last night when we left you in the dining room after saying
good night, Degemu was the last one out. After he left, the door was locked. Therefore it is proved that he took
your biscuit.’
“Fortunately, the boy who had really taken the biscuit stepped up and confessed and said I had nothing to do
with it. That boy was such a good and innocent person—no one would have thought that he would pick up even a
penny in the street, let alone steal. It was hard for the priest to accept his confession.
“‘My boy,’ the Father said, ‘how could you, living in a mission, dare to steal the biscuit? Don’t you know that
that is a great sin?’
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“‘Yes, Father, I know it is a sin,’ said the boy. ‘But last night I didn’t have enough fried wheat. I thought the
biscuit was a leftover, so I took it and ate it.’
“The Father, who was a very kind person, was impressed by the boy’s innocence and by the courage he
showed in confessing, so he didn’t punish him. From then on, Welde Senbet was ordered to provide enough wheat
for everyone. And so because of the thief, we all profited.
“As for me, I can never forget that tall skinny boy who suspected me for no reason at all.”
“You have wonderful stories,” said Shinega. “Tell me more.”
“No, I don’t remember others now. I’ll tell you more as they come back to me.”
The coffee was ready and the boys stopped talking to drink it.\fn{ The production and marketing of coffee remains the
single most important product of the Ethiopian economy, engaging some 24% of the Ethiopian people .}
16: Degemu Goes Abroad
Degemu was to be at home only three days and then he would return to Addis Ababa. On the third day, Shinega asked Bala for a mule to see his friend off. When Shinega arrived at Atat, he removed the mule’s bit and
tethered its foreleg with a long rope tied to the fence. He entered the house and found Degemu and Zemwet
talking. Zemwet greeted Shinega with the customary words:
“How did your family spend the night?”
“Except for my sister, we are all right,” said the boy. “But Theresa’s sickness gets worse every day. Mother had
to stay up all night nursing her. Yesterday Mother planned to come and see Degemu, but now she is afraid to leave
Theresa alone.”
“May I share the girl’s pain! She is so young to suffer so, too! May no unhappy tidings of her come to me!”
“God will not be cruel to her,” said Shinega piously. Zemwet resumed her conversation with her son.
“My son, you have finished your studies in Addis Ababa. I hear that young men with your education get
money like scooping up dust. So why do you want to go beyond the sea?”
“I don’t know myself, Mother. Something inside forces me. I am searching for something.”
“For what? Can’t it be found without going to the land of the whites?”
“I tell you, I myself don’t know. My heart says go.”
Shinega listened silently.
“Well, of course you pay no attention to me, but for all that, your mother thinks you should stay here. It would
be much better for you not to go. I would be so happy if you would take a job, get married, and live like other
honorable men live. But if you persist in going, then I hope you find what it is you are searching for.”
Degemu looked at his watch.
“I must leave now, Mother, before it is too late to catch the bus in Wolkitte.”
“Well …” Zemwet’s face became stiff with sadness. “Please leave me something as a keepsake, my son.”
Degemu took a photograph from the inside pocket of his coat. His mother held it to her lips and kissed it.
“But this is only paper,” she said. “Give me the handkerchief with which you have wiped your sweat.”
Degemu took out his handkerchief and looked at it.
“This isn’t very clean, Mother.” He took out another, a new one. “Take this, it’s better.”
“No, the old one. It has your sweat on it and when I smell it, I’ll remember you.”
The people of the village, men, women, girls and boys, came one by one to see Degemu off. As he was going
beyond the sea, no one could be sure that he would ever return safely. Maybe they would never see him again.
Tears came into Zemwet’s eyes.
Degemu kissed her, mounted his mule, and kicked his heels until the mule began to gallop.
As his figure grew distant, the people of Atat went to their homes in sorrow.
Shinega, very worried about Theresa, hurried back to Wardena.
17: Theresa Dies
All day and night the day Degemu left, Theresa weakened. Her headache turned into some other disease that
no one could explain with certainty, and just before dawn the next morning she died.
Shinega had to go early to inform Zemwet. She was still asleep when he arrived, and he called to her.
“Shinega,” Zemwet said, “why have you come so early? Can it be for a good reason?”
“Mother told me to tell you that Theresa is very weak.”
“O God! She isn’t dead yet, is she?”
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“Not yet,” the boy lied. “But how much longer she will live is uncertain.”
Zemwet broke into tears, for she had loved Theresa very much. At once she dressed and they hurried to Wardena.
The people in the neighborhood of Bala’s house were very busy when Shinega and Zemwet arrived. Kartchea,
the Fuga, was in the eucalyptus grove felling trees and cutting them up for firewood for the funeral. The women
were behind the house at work with their toothed mallets pounding the root of the false-banana plant to feed the
mourners. Others, inside and outside the house, were already wailing. Kerwage lamented in this way:
Theresa, my daughter, you who had not reached woman’s years, you so young; who looked upon you with the evil eye and caused your
death?
Theresa, my daughter, O bride, will you be able to warm your new dwelling-place alone?
Theresa, my daughter, is it true that you have said goodbye forever?
Theresa, my daughter, I believe you are still alive, I say you still live, you are only sleeping.

And Zemwet joined her, crying:
Death, die in your turn, you separate mother and child.
Death, die in your turn, you separate husband and wife.
Death, die in your turn, you separate the one who loves and the one who is loved.
O hero, rise and gird yourself.
O hero, take your shield.
O hero, take down your spear.
Death has come to your threshold.
Death has kidnapped your daughter.
Death has kidnapped your sister.
He has kidnapped your bride.
O hero, rise in your anger!
Pierce and kill your enemy!
So that he will not come back.
So that he will not take away your sister.
So that he will not take away the beloved one.

Each mourner lamented according to his sorrow. Some pounded their ribs with their elbows and some slapped
their faces. Some leaped high and fell back upon the earth.
As if Theresa would rise from death merely because ribs were pounded, faces were slapped, and men leaped
high!
18: Shinega Marries
The death of her daughter caused Kerwage great sorrow, and for half a year she lamented her. She shaved her
head and never anointed it with butter. She lost weight until she could hardly be recognized. What consoled her
was the sight of the little house that was being built for Shinega’s marriage. That helped her forget her sorrow.
Time passed and three weeks before the wedding, children of the village began to come and sing and dance at
Shinega’s new house. They would come in the evening after supper and sing the lala-song. While the group
clapped hands, a girl would chant:
In the woods to the east,
Lala shebol
Who makes a noise?
Lala shebol
In the woods to the west,
Lala shebol
Who rustles dry leaves?
Lala shebol
It is Shinega’s footsteps,
Lala shebol
As he looks for his beauty!
Lala shebol
The men of Ezha asked her hand;
Lala shebol
She refused them all!
Lala shebol
Inor asked for her hand;
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Lala shebol
She said: I will never agree!
Lala shebol
When Shinega asked,
Lala shebol
She said: He’s the man for me!
Lala shebol
O bride, how happy you are!
Lala shebol
You have found a hard worker.
Lala shebol
O bride, how happy you are!
Lala shebol
He is of a good tribe.
Lala shebol
Don’t show him to others!
Lala shebol
Keep him from the evil eye.
Lala shebol
Look at him only in secret.
Lala shebol
Listen, all you girls!
Lala shebol
Girls, spread the news!
Lala shebol
The disease of today
Lala shebol
Is what is called education.
Lala shebol
Since education came,
Lala shebol
We are all old maids!
Lala shebol
The boys have left us.
Lala shebol
The earth is untilled.
Lala shebol
Education today
Lala shebol
Is no better than death
Lala shebol
It takes away our boys,
Lala shebol
Makes them strangers to their families.
Lala shebol

The children of Wardéna played and sang all night in Shinega’s new house until the day of the wedding. Their
noise kept the whole village awake, but as such play was customary, no one dared to tell them to be quiet.
For his wedding Shinega wore long white trousers and a white shirt that fell to his knees, over this his toga,
and a brown hat that made him seem a different man. His father asked him to wear the shoes Yibgyeta had sent
from Addis Ababa as a wedding gift, but he refused, saying:
“I don’t know how to wear shoes. I’ll walk on the feet God gave me.”
The gathered wedding guests insisted that he put on the shoes, so finally he agreed to. His feet were large and
the shoes seemed very small, but once he had them on, he would not remove them merely because they hurt. Then
a student who was there began to laugh and said:
“Shinega, the trouble isn’t that the shoes are too small.”
“What’s wrong then?”
“You have the right shoe on the left foot, and the left shoe on the right foot!”
Shinega took the shoes off and tried again, and this time they fitted well. There was much laughter and he felt
embarrassed. To avoid making that mistake again, he tied a little string around the heel of the right-hand shoe.
Now he was ready to go fetch his bride. Four young men were to accompany him. They saddled their mules
and toward mid-afternoon rode off. It was the end of the rainy season, the paths were muddy and slow, the rivers
were high. When they came to a river-crossing, they had to unsaddle the mules and drive them into the water to
force them to swim, then undress and swim across themselves carrying the saddles and their clothes. So delayed,
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it was midnight before they reached the bride’s home.
When they were within hearing distance of the house, Shinega and his four companions broke into loud song
so that the wedding guests would know that they had arrived and could come out to welcome them by crying, as
is customary, “Il-il-ilil-il.”\fn{This is apparrently an ullulation, a trilling of the epiglottis, which produces an eerie sound, very high
pitched. Perhaps the most famous public rendition of this is on film to be found in the departure scene of the Howitat and their Arab allies
from their encampment to fight the Turks under the leadership of Lawrence of Arabia in the Academy Award-winning motion picture
(1962) of the same name.} Their mules were taken to different houses in the village for the night, and the young men

were shown into the bride’s home. Her father was sitting on a mat in the kakat and the mother was on a low stool
near the fireplace. Naturally, the bride was hidden behind a curtain near the partition of the derar.
Shinega kissed the bride’s parents on the right and left shoulder and then sat with his companions at the places
appointed for them. Then their feet were washed and they were given food, beer, and honey-mead. They were
allowed to rest a few minutes. Then the singers, young girls of the village, were called in. The girls clapped their
hands and one of them chanted:
O bridegroom, rejoice!
Lala shebo!
Your bride is charming!
Lala shebo!
Your bride is a carafe.
Lala shebo!
Take care not to break her!
Lala shebo!
O listen, bride, listen!
Lala shebo!
If they ask you, tell them
Lala shebo!
That you are of a good clan.
Lala shebo!
Both father and mother of good family!
Lala shebo!
If they ask what you drink,
Lala shebo!
Tell them fresh milk and honey!
Lala shebo!
If they ask what you eat Lala,
shebo!
Tell them hump and chest of the bull!
Lala shebo!
A fast mule to ride,
Lala shebo!
A fine toga to wear,
Lala shebo!
If they can’t afford these,
Lala shebo!
Kick their shins and come home!
Lala shebo!

The night was spent in song and dancing and laughter.
Early the next morning the bride’s father made her a gift of two cows, and her mother blessed her. She was
dressed in long white trousers, and over the trousers her dress. Now they covered her with a veil and helped her
up on her mule. She broke into tears, as always happens, and still crying, kissed her parents goodbye.
Then a problem arose. The bride’s girlfriends all wanted to accompany her to the wedding, but the Gurage law,
at that time, permitted only eight attendants, in order to prevent unfair expense. The four young men with Shinega
were instructed to choose the eight girls who were to go to Wardena. They selected husky girls they thought
would be able to walk well through mud. One of these was very black in color with a strong lush body. Above her
waist she wore a sleeveless sweater that was swollen tight with her breasts. Her skirt was slit above the knee and
as she strode along, the young men could see her round thigh. She seemed tireless. The other girls were chocolate
brown and also sturdy, and the little party made good time, singing and joking as they went.
The girls who accompanied the bride stayed with her one day and two nights in Shinega’s new house, and left
the second morning, as did the relatives and all the other guests. Shinega’s house was now like an abandoned
place, strangely silent after all the singing and dancing.
These two nights Shinega had slept in his parents’ house, as was customary. On the evening of the third day,
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Bala said to him:
“Now you must go to your own dwelling.”
“Why tonight? Haven’t I slept here well enough?”
“You must keep your bride company. She is a stranger and alone now that her friends have gone.”
For some time Shinega refused, but finally he had to give in. His friends in the village knew, of course, that
though he would be stubborn about it for a while, in the end he would spend the night with his bride. They came
and hid in the darkness outside the door.
Shinega addressed his bride for the first time.
“Girl, what is your name?”
She did not answer, for she was shy.
Shinega raised his voice:
“I am asking your name, girl!”
The boys outside laughed silently. One of them could not control his laughter, however, and broke into a
guffaw that gave the game away. Shinega grabbed his spear and rushed out. The boys fled into the false-banana
plantation; he chased them for some distance, then returned. He closed the door, leaned his spear against the wall,
and went to sit behind the curtain with his bride. For several minutes he waited, listening to see if his friends
would sneak back. Then he pulled off his trousers and his shirt, and prepared to sleep.
The girl, however, at once jumped up and fastened her toga and tied her belt around her waist, and went and
stood near the central pillar.
Shinega knew her intentions. Angrily he said:
“Come here and lie down!”
The boys, back outside listening, burst into laughter, and then immediately ran off again, afraid that Shinega
would come out with his spear.
Shinega ignored the boys and waited for his bride to join him. But she would not leave the pillar.
Without another word, he went and grabbed her and carried her behind the curtain.
Shinega blew out the light.
19: Judgment Against A Thief
Kerwage’s preparations for the wedding—brewing of beer, baking of bread, melting of butter, pounding of salt
and pepper—and then the three day’s bustle of the wedding itself had tired her. With rest as her pretext, and a
conversation as her purpose, she walked to Atat to visit Zemwet.
Zemwet welcomed her as usual and then said:
“Kero, from now on, can there be anything you can possibly ask of God?” Knowing Zemwet’s drift, Kerwage
smiled and said:
“What do you mean?”
“Now that your son is married, what else can you ask of life?”
“Is there anyone who is ever fully satisfied, Zemo? When one desire is attained, another is felt; when it is fulfilled, again one wants something else. My great wish now is to see my grandchildren.”
“Well, you won’t have to wait long. How old is Shinega now, by the way?”
“He is yesterday’s child. I gave him life six years after you gave birth to Degemu. In other words, it was at the
time when the law was decided forbidding bride money.”
“You are right, he is very young. If my son Degemu had not gone to school, I would certainly have seen my
grandchildren by now. But God did not will it.”
“Has he written to you since going beyond the sea?”
“Nonsense. Even when he lived in Addis I would go five or six months without hearing a word. Do you think
he will write any more often now that he is in the land of the whites?”
“It’s strange, isn’t it?”
“Isn’t what strange?”
“That our boys go away to a land where they have neither parents nor relatives. Sometimes I think that education must change human nature.”
“How can we who live in darkness say? Only God and the boys themselves can know that.”
Zemwet, talking about her son, felt like crying, as usual. She believed that he would not come back alive. She
changed the subject.
“How is your husband, Kero? We never see him around as we used to.”
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“He thinks there is now no one in the world greater than he is, now that his son has become a man. He has
someone to go with him to the assembly. He can rely upon him in a quarrel, and if no one in the village comes to
the evening gathering, still he is not alone. My husband’s heart is full.”
“But why haven’t we seen him of late? Is he so busy?”
“Since the wedding he has stayed at home and rested. Today, however, he went out early.”
“Why should that be? Of course, he’s a man of affairs.”
“It’s about our lost cow, Gwad’s descendant. Like Gwad, she had the habit of wandering. One day she strayed
away and we believed that she had been eaten by a hyena. But a man came and hinted that she was stolen.”
“You have bad luck with white cows! Did the man say the cow is still alive?”
“No, he said she was slaughtered at Wolkitte. The hide is to be seen at the home of the thief.”
*
While Kerwage paid her visit, Bala traveled to investigate the theft of his white cow. He paid fifty Ethiopian
dollars to the man who had informed him about her. He wanted to take the matter to the court at the Bero and
have the thief imprisoned.
But the thief, afraid of prison, appealed to the elders of his village.
At first Bala insisted on court. The elders insisted on mediation. In the end, for among the Gurages it is the
elders who win, it was agreed that Bala should nominate three elders, and the thief two, and that judgment should
be rendered by these five men.
The house of the thief became a court. Many villagers came in to listen and to drink coffee. The elders withdrew for consultation, and presently returned. The old man with the long beard and gray hair, the eldest of them
all, pronounced their decision:
“May the tongue speak honestly! May God protect us from wrong judgment! May He make us strong and
energetic that we may work for our living! May He shelter us from all evil! If this matter were taken to court,” he
went on, addressing the thief, “you would no doubt be fined heavily and also sent to prison. Since it was agreed
that we, the elders, should judge, we have decided that you must give Bala two cows and his expenses, that is, the
fifty dollars he had to pay his informant. You must do this within the week. If you fail to do so, we give Bala the
right to take you into court.”
The crowd was pleased with this judgment and dispersed voicing satisfaction. Bala went home, while the thief
went to look for money.
20: Shinega’s Bride Prepares To Visit Her Parents
Shinega’s bride stayed behind her cloth curtain in their small house and had little to do. Sometimes she would
roast coffee beans or churn milk. Village children often came to play the wangena game and sing the lala-song
with her, so she was seldom alone.
If she did happen to be alone, she would peep out a little hole she bored in the mud chinking between two
boards of the side of the house, and watch people passing. If adults came to call on her, she would hide behind the
curtain, as is customary until after the time of the yeftezhubwar, the bride’s visit at her parents’ home.
That was why, when Atshewa came to the house one day, four months after the wedding, to see if the girl had
changed, Shinega’s bride covered her face with her toga.
“O bride, you don’t have to veil yourself from me,” Atshewa said. “I’ve seen you a dozen times at the Bero
market when you used to sell bamboo basket-tables.”
She ignored him and kept her face covered.
“If you want me to buy you a little present, I’ll get you a pair of anklets one of these days. Now pull that toga
down from your face.”
The girl was pleased with the promise of a gift, and unveiled herself. Nevertheless, she was too shy to look at
Atshewa’s eyes.
Atshewa found that she had changed a little. The small shaved place on her head, symbol of her virginity, had
begun to fill in with hair. Her face had become more delicate. As she was not exposed to the sun, her skin had
lightened. After observing her carefully for a few minutes, Atshewa suggested a wangena-game, and asked her
when she expected to visit her parents. Shinega’s bride calculated.
“I have been behind the curtain four months,” she said. “I’ll go in one more month.”
“Have you bought your new clothes for the trip yet?”
“I have the cotton and I’m spinning it.”
Shinega came in and his bride ran behind the curtain and stayed there. Atshewa said jokingly:
“Shinega, does your bride hide from you, too? I thought she only hid from others.” Shinega laughed.
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“She’s just pretending. She pretends to be shy because you are here, But if you weren’t …”
“Then I better leave!”
Shinega asked him to stay longer, but Atshewa said that he had to get back to his work, and he left them,
Shinega’s bride spun the thread and the weft of the cloth for her new clothes. He told her that he could go to
the market and buy ready-made clothes, but she said that those home-made are warmer. When the spinning was
finished, there was the question of a weaver. Of the many weavers in Wardéna, the best was Buda Abu, and the
bride of course wanted him, But Shinega knew from his mother that Abu had an evil eye and had made him sick
when he was a baby. He feared that his bride’s fingers, which had spun the cloth, would be bewitched by Abu’s
weaving,
When her clothes were ready, Shinega’s bride returned to visit her parents.
21: Degemu Writes From Beyond The Sea
While his bride was away, Shinega worked hard to get money with which they would live independently after
her return. He bought coffee and sold it in Addis Ababa, and with his profits bought all manner of things needed
in the country, and these he sold in the Bero market. After he had made several trips to Addis, his father said to
him one day:
“Shinega, you should know Addis well by now. What is there that is strange and wonderful?”
“What is there in Addis that is not strange and wonderful? But of them all, these three are the greatest wonders:
first, that people build houses on top of houses and live in the air. The second is what they call radio.”
“Wait, my son,” Bala interrupted. “How is it possible for people to live in houses on top of houses? Aren’t the
people who live in the upper house bothered by smoke from the lower one?”
“Father, the houses there don’t have thatched roofs like ours, Their walls are stone and the roof is tin, They
leave a special hole for the smoke to go out.”
“Eh! Well, let that be, let it be. If I don’t see such a house with my own eyes before God takes me, I’ll never
understand it. What about the thing called radio? What does it look like?”
“I can’t understand radio myself. While people sit in a group, there are songs in Amharic or in the language of
the whites, but when one looks around, one finds nothing and cannot tell whether the songs come from heaven or
earth. In my opinion, it is devils singing and playing instruments. To add to your wonder, one sometimes even
hears the lala-song.”
“You are joking, my son!”
“I swear upon your hand, that nursed and fed me, that I tell you only the truth.”
“Then you are right, it must be devils. It can’t be anything else. In the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Ghost.”
Bala crossed himself.
“Well, and what is the third miracle?”
“The third is the airplane. When I see a machine made of iron and bigger than this house flying in the air, I ask
myself why it doesn’t fall down.”
“I too have heard about the airplane. Before a kettle of water comes to a boil, one passes from Addis to
Djimma. And to walk from Addis to Djimma is a journey of two weeks and one arrives with swollen feet.”
Bala reflected for a moment.
“There is nothing that time does not bring. In the old days there used to be a famous wizard who predicted
many things and no one believed him, it seemed too fantastic. He used to say:
“‘I see crazy people, and horses without tails, and birds without souls.’
“And in our own time, all that has come to pass.”
*
By the time his bride returned from her parents, already big with child, Shinega had accumulated nearly a
hundred dollars. Bala now divided the land with him, the false-banana plantation and the coffee trees, as well as
the eucalyptus grove, and gave him his share to cultivate. On that day Zemwet happened to come from Atat to see
the bride and also to tell the family that she had received a letter from her son.
“Does he say that he is coming back?” asked Kerwage.
“My friend, I’ll believe he is coming back when he does come and I see his face. Nevertheless, it is true, he
says that he is coming.”
“What does his letter say?”
“As a student in my village read it and told it to me, it goes like this:
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Mother, don’t think that I have forgotten you because I have not written before. I think of you
all the time. Soon I’ll be coming home although I have not found what I was looking for.
Now I know that it does not exist.
I like the life of the whites. Food and money are not scarce, as at home, but there is no friend
or relative to whom one can open his heart. Every man lives for himself alone, not for others.
Even if one loses a relative to death, the mourners do not lament and praise the dead man in song
to console the bereaved.
There is little difference between the young and the old. Everyone speaks no matter who is
present, as if all were equals. When an elder comes into the house, he is not given one’s chair; but
when women come in, the men must rise to welcome them.
At the homes to which I am invited, the husband sometimes serves the meal or drinks while
his wife sits down. That astonishes me, of course, and I can’t explain it. But here much is topsyturvy.
Kerwage spoke:
“If the student read your son’s letter truly, it is unbelievable. What kind of a country is it where the old and the
young speak as equals, and the wife is seated while her husband serves the guests? If Shinega’s father were so
effeminate as that I would kick him and leave him today.”
“Let the whites live as they want to, Kero. All I want is for my son to come back.”
22: Shinega’s Child Is Born
In the village of Wardéna it was evening.
A fire of dry olive wood burned without smoke in the open fireplace in Shinega’s house, flickering and casting
shadows upon the round walls. Small calves, hungry for their mothers’ udders, bawled in the stable. It was time
for the cowherd to drive the village cattle home, and in Shinega’s house, the lowing of the returning cattle could
be heard.
While the maid-servant rinsed the kettle to prepare evening coffee, Shinega’s wife lay on a mat near the fire
warming herself.
She did not feel well; she was far gone in pregnancy and the birth of the child was expected tonight or tomorow.
Shinega sat on the left side of the door, in the kakat, and smoked his big gourd water-pipe. As he silently sat
there, he seemed to be pondering whether his wife would give birth to a daughter, or a son.
Naturally, Shinega hoped for a son …
147.80 Excerpt from The Thirteenth Sun\fn{by Daniachew Worku (1936-1994)} Wiha-Teggeb Village, near Debre
Sina in north Shoa Province, Ethiopia (M) 14
Along the main street leading to the hills of the little township, Bishoftu, thirty miles south of Addis Ababa,
billboards are planted at every conspicuous curve, advertising various commodities, most of them products of the
tobacco monopoly.
They carry names of beautiful animals, some of them rare and on the verge of becoming extinct, names of
queens and famous places from the grandeur of Ethiopia’s past, heralding them, it seems, to the new era of civilization: “Smoke Gureza,” “Smoke Nyala,” “Smoke Walya,” “Smoke Elleni,” “Smoke Axum—Filter American
Blend,” “Smoke Marathon—Little Cigars,” and “Fly Ethiopian Airlines—Thirteen Months of Sunshine,” they
announce.
To the right and to the left, electric and telephone poles crisscross the sheltering trees and hedges studding the
sides of the hills: “the devil’s business” the villagers are pleased to call them. Lamenting their inaccessibility,
longing to get rid of them.
And haven’t they succeeded? With the help of nature, of course. More often than not, thunderstorms and lightning shatter these poles to pieces. White ants eat them from beneath the ground. Monkeys swinging on the wires
loosen the ties on the top. And gales of wind from the side give a helping hand to down them on every stormswept slope.
And the natives?
Sure enough, they are always ready to give a finishing touch to a “God-sent” mishap. They tear up the ties to
clear up the way, cautiously pull out the steel rails and pull down the telegraph wires. No—not for mischief’s
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sake, as some people say, but from goodwill and pure co-operative zeal. The rails to beat into plough-shares, sickles, spears and knives. And the wire for bracelets and anklets with which to adorn their females.
*
The ladies’ man of his time, carried by his four servants on a litter, Fitawrary Woldu, led the way. His daughter-to-be holding a bundle of wax tapers wrapped in red cloth in her left arm and brandishing a stick which she
had picked on the way in her right hand (once in a while, beating off the grass and the leaves) came next. And I,
carrying Fitawrary’s 38 caliber pistol with a shoulder holster, brought up the rear.
Seven of us, leaving the main street to Bishoftu, turned right and entered on an inconspicuous, muddy track.
And we walked up dragging our legs along the never-ending ascents and descents, windings and detours, towards
the mountain top, Zekwala, where there is the holy water of Abbo known for its miraculous healing powers.
“You’ve more faith in white doctors, haven’t you, Goytom?” the Fitawrary spoke. “You grovel at their feet.
They’re your Gods. Why, it was even your wish to see me die under their butcher’s knife.”
Well, what could I have said to that? I simply listened to him.
“I’d rather go to some priest who heals through whispered spells and gobbets of spit than to a doctor.”
“You know what you want, don’t you? And you go for it,” I said, not wanting to aggravate him by my silence.
“I most certainly do!”
Dodging the rugged chasms and escarpments, gashed by torrential downpours, we walked and walked
upwards, the earth falling away at our feet—tiny dried-up watercourses, ranges of hills, cliffs, jutting spurs of
rock, buttresses, scattered groups of juniper and other conifers, and many large woods of koso trees, with their
red-gnarled stems, bright green leaves and pinkish and bluish-mauve masses of flowers, used as an antidote for
tapeworm—falling away and at every ascent disappearing into a dreamy blue haze. And yet, not falling away at
all, as if the distance to the top had started to increase, the mountain receding as we struggled to approach it. And
our hearts, aching—O Lord, have mercy upon us! Then the half-uttered, half-mumbled order,
“Let us rest a little, boys.”
How quick we were at hearing the order and responding to it. The servants immediately stopped and brought
him slowly down from their shoulders at the foot of some shady tree—and then we tried to catch our breath.
“Have you heard about the Anti-Christ who will rise before the Day of Judgment? The time has come, the
eighth millennium, when he will rend his chain and gain possession of the world. Who knows, perhaps, you and
your kind are here to prepare the way for him.”
“Where do they say he is chained?”
“Don’t tell me you would go to rescue him if you knew.”
“I guess he is not coming in sandals made of bast-fibers and in undressed sheepskin as in the olden days.”
“Why, he’ll come in the greatest of splendor—with the sun on his right hand and the moon in his left.”
*
His face became yellowish-brown. His eyes closed in some kind of deep meditation. A rattling sound escaped
from his throat. His breathing became a light whistling snore. And it seemed a spasm ran through his body.
Then he opened his eyes. Looked around haggardly once or twice.
Made the sign of the cross in silence. Closed his eyes again. And lay still.
I could imagine him though, harping on his favorite theme—the gist of all his talk. How he goes on! As he
keeps saying:
“If anything happens to me, you’re to take me to Debre-Libanos for my final resting place. It’s all put in black
and white in my will, you know.”
“You mean when you die?” I say.
“Yes, when I die!” he says.
“We’ve talked about that a lot of times before, haven’t we?” I say.
“Yes, we have. And I’m reminding you again and again in case—”
“In case I forget?” I say.
“In case you’re entertaining the idea of putting me at another place,” he says.
“My right of inheritance will immediately be annulled?” I say.
“And half of my property shall go to those who uphold the cause of church building throughout Ethiopia,” he
says, “and the other half to all the people who shall take part in the prayer for my salvation.”
“I wouldn’t have minded if it were for the building of schools,” I say.
“You know well enough that I don’t go for that kind of rubbish,” he says.
*
Looking down on the sides of the hills, you saw some cultivation, here and there: teff, corn, wheat, and other
grains of mild climate, chili, pumpkin, potato and tomato; and looking up, you saw groves of wild olive trees,
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wanza, various sycamore, figs, woiba, and the wild, climbing pink pea covering the forest trees to the very
topmost branches, and hanging down in festoons of bloom.
You saw ferns, such as stag-horn, grasping the tree-trunks, 165essamine, and different sorts of convolvulus,
and still farther up various cacti, aloes, and euphorbias which appeared distorted, half buried as they were, in low
clouds clinging to the mountain top.
And you thought you heard Fitawrary’s voice cracking again.
And you were right most of the time. Something like,
“The fact that we may not make it to the church before mass is certainly a punishment inflicted by God upon
us for the sinful life we have lived,” he would say.
And you knew that it was time to start on your journey—up and up and up—the flanks of the hills and the
clefts, full of gray mist, growing narrower and narrower as they ascended towards the clouds. And the mists
growing thicker and thicker until the whole mountain was covered with gloom.
Up and up and up as if you were destined to reach the firmament. Your soul was filled with restlessness. Your
heart stirred in disquietude. And fired as with intoxication and incomprehensible thoughts, you continued walking
until you had a sinking feeling that came from a state of extreme exhaustion where legs no longer seemed to
swing from the hips, but from the ankles in a kind of loose shuffle—the next to the last stage of stumbling and
weaving. But just in the nick of time, as if in a dream, you always heard the heavenly rattling sound of a voice,
“Let us rest a little, boys.”
And you rested.
You rested and tried to open your eyes and ears—the eyes and ears that had been numbed by the extreme fatigue. You tried hard to really hear what you hear and to really see what you see. Drawn and haggard faces peeped
out from every bush, looking with their hollow eyes and sunken, corpse-like cheeks. The area resounded with
cringing, whining voices:
“In the name of Saint Abbo … In the name of the Virgin Mary … May Saint Abbo heal your sick … May the
Immaculate Mary be by the sick man’s side and give him strength to stand his pain … May the Heavenly Father
be your consolation in your sorrow and affliction …”
A sort of dusty, nondescript color of old decaying wood, the faces—they prayed in vain for alms from the
passers-by. Typical of sacred places.
*
“What makes you sure the Antichrist will not ravage the sanctified grounds of Debre-Libanos?” I asked aloud
at long last.
“It’s written—” he started
“Oh, in the Life of Saint Tekle-Haymanot?”
“Yes!”
“So it’s either carry your body there or lose the inheritance.”
“And don’t forget that you do the carrying on a litter as of old. It is not my wish to be nailed down in a box,
dumped in some kind of vehicle and hurried to my grave.”
“You want it to be slow and dignified with all the seven stops, psalm readings and lamentations.”
“That’s right.”
“I pray to God, and I mean it with all my heart, that you recover and live long enough not to desire anything of
the kind—not to desire anything at all.”
“It’s high time you realized that and prayed fervently.”
*
On some of the hills, you saw nestling some solitary half-rotten human shelters (leaning walls and dilapidated
roofs) with their cabbage gardens—brown cabbage, white cabbage, red cabbage, Savoy cabbage—around them.
And from their hole-like doors, you saw issue out their inhabitants—stained, it seemed, by the sun, by the dust,
and by the rains, and all of them reminding you, again, of the dusty color of old decaying wood.
A little way off, on a mound, near a tree, a stout woman was resting, a small bundle under her head, obviously
exhausted from walking. Her thick lips were parted in an ungainly smile—one of the many unsuccessful mothers,
perhaps with hopes, delusions, frustration and the desire to be something.
And I was returning to my group when I saw a crazy-looking person come by and kick at her. He seemed to
dislike her pose and was determined to wake her. I seized him by the collar, and shook him a little. The woman
groaned and went on with her sleep—Holy Mother of God!
And then, among the pilgrims, the beggars, horrible to look at in the rags which covered their bodies, with
sticks in their hands, and large sacks on their backs—some suffering from leprosy, some from consumption, some
from crippling rheumatism, and some from venereal and skin diseases.
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How they stared at you, surly and without restraint—now coughing and now hooting and now gesticulating
and vociferating. You wished you could sink into the ground.
But then, a maiden in clean dress would pass by, an elderly gentleman would unbuckle his pistol in order to recline in comfort under one of the shady trees. You plucked up courage and somehow wished to live despite everything. You would open your coat, blow out your chest as hard as you could, and start wending your way to the
church.
Some of the young pilgrims walked faster than you, sweating and drawing their thumbs across their faces and
flicking the sweat away. Some, like Woynitu, lagged behind.
Beautiful Woynitu! Struggling to put one foot after another. Struggling! And the heat stifling us all like three
thousand years.
A lean old jackal shedding her coat appeared from some bush, sniffing, perhaps, for a decomposing body. You
ignored her and went on walking—up and up and up until you were almost overcome with fatigue. Your whole
body seemed to be under a weight, as if overborne with a quintal of teff, and your eyes started to hurt with a
multitude of fast-whirling, blinding dots; your legs refused to obey you; hawks circled in the air above you and
called to one another, fluttering against one another’s wings, some rising upward on the wind, others suddenly
descending as if wanting to alight on you.
“No, not here, we’ll rest a little way up!” Fitawrary would speak as if from some bottomless pit.
And you would go on walking upwards, the bell droning somewhere high and distant, and the church seeming
still very far away. You struggled panting and puckering up your eyes; and what did you see—fog, mist, bush, a
crossroads and a naked tree by the side. And then, of course, “I guess we can rest here a little, boys,” the God-sent
commandment.
You snatched your coat from your shoulders, dug into the pocket for a cigarette (despite Fitawrary’s detestation
of it), lit it, spat through your teeth like a man, gave a nonchalant nod to yourself and sat down fanning your face
with a branch of a besanna tree.
Thrushes, finches, sun-birds and some busybodies chattered everywhere in the low thorn trees. Goliath herons
rose, flapped their wings lazily to a great altitude and then sailing and circling, their long necks outstretched,
uttered wild piercing cries. An ass, disturbed in his slumber, brayed in a loud and injured tone, then after a few
protests ungraciously stopped again.
The solemn sound of a bell came at intervals from the church—the metallic sound wafted from the top of the
mountain, melted into the hearts of the hills and slowly died away.
*
“We must try to reach the church before the mass is over,” Fitawrary would start again, and up you were on
your way. But the leg, you know, refused to function; it was asleep, and you had no chance now to stop and wake
it. Fortunately, however, you saw Woynitu putting all the energy she had left into the walk and catching up with
you. Or a woman in a white dress, a piquant little lady in a state of amorous fatigue came by, riding on a mule and
followed by a girl and a bunch of retainers.
And she looked at you with a sort of quiet look—and then, the lift of the shoulders, the twitch of her legs as
she passed you by. You forgot your leg, and you walked until gradually you noticed that all of you were walking
strangely and a little sideways. One of you started to spin some nonsensical yarn to forget his fatigue!
“The soles of my bare feet are burning … we shall have to stop and rest … I think a thorn has pricked my foot
… the thorn is getting deeper and deeper … I feel pain all over my leg.”
An ordinary servant as he was, nobody cared to listen to him. I didn’t, for instance. I felt angry about something else—the cantering mule of the lady. He was carrying her away. And then another rider came by and the
lady gave way to him as they approached a mud puddle. He splashed her, nevertheless, splattering her legs, and
though she tried to save herself, she managed only to spread the mud all the more on her dress.
She started riding faster and faster. So you wouldn’t have a chance to feast your eyes upon her to the full.
Black shreds of thought drove through your mind like clouds after a storm. Your throat was blocked. You wanted
a drink of tella so badly. And the only other thing which would assuage that yearning of yours …
Well, you didn’t know at the time—perhaps coffee—no you didn’t know.
And then something began to rumble and gurgle in the sick man’s chest. He began to twitch and roll convulsively. You began to think, listening to him, that he must be a wizard, and master of these remote cliffs, ranges
of hills, buttresses and the table mountain—that he it was who originally planted the church in this killing ruggedness, and wantonly dotted the hills with those rotten hovels—that it was he who had poisoned men’s brains with
complacency—that it was he who devoured their hearts with stagnancy and decadence—that it was he who was
responsible for this deadly existence.
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Yes, it came to you that it must be he who was begging all along the road; he who was hovering like a crow, or
he who appeared at the crossroads as a lean old jackal; he who splashed the mud on that woman, he … he … he
…
You swung from the ankles in a kind of loose shuffle, stumbling and weaving. You dreamed you had arrived at
your destination—Chiqwala or as it is now called Zekwala.
The Awash river, as if slowly eroding you, encircled the mountain to the east. And far away on the flat land,
along the way to Bishoftu, a train to Djibouti rumbled on, leaving in its wake torn ribbons of gray smoke that
added to the already heavy accumulation of cloud.
*
The afternoon sky was blazing hot. The bright glare hurt the pilgrims’ eyes.
Goytom had gone down one of the hills to rent a hovel. And Woynitu was standing by her father, until she
started to walk away to one of the nearby bushes without seeming to be aware of what she was doing, no doubt
trying unconsciously to escape the old man’s complaint.
“So the church service is already over, after all,” he was saying, “you didn’t bother to arrive here on time, did
you? Resting as you did at every bend and curve …”
All the way up the mountain, nothing much had happened which she couldn’t describe to herself in thoughts or
words. She had seen peasants standing by the thorn fences of their dilapidated huts with their homespun cotton
clothes covering even their proud noses. She had watched the Galla girls, with their garments wrapped round the
waist and hanging down to the feet, and with their hair fancifully tressed and plastered with butter. She had
enjoyed looking at the ground starred with salivat, primulas, geraniums and gladioli. She had even taken a drink
of water from a spring, drinking from a hollowed trunk laid in it like a pipe—very refreshing, that cool shady
spot.
And yet she had felt unhappy all the way up. Some kind of puzzle had taken root in her. It worried her in the
back of her mind and left her uneasy. Leaning on one of the trees in the bush, she started busying herself with
imaginary adventures.
She is working for the Ethiopian Air Lines as a hostess. Flying across Africa and Europe. At one time the plane
has an accident. She dives out of the aeroplane without thought of peril and swims through the air. And then
Goytom parachutes to save her.
She is a secretary way off in one of her imaginary lands. She quarrels with her boss and leaves the job because
the boss tries to make a pass at her.
She is leading a new life in her father’s house in Addis. And then her mother comes one day and takes her
away. Why not? Hadn’t she been in the habit of changing her daughter’s father any time she felt like it? She might
claim her back by saying that Fitawrary is not the real father. Perhaps her idea of a father now is a Dejaz-mach. A
step ahead of a Fitawrary. Or even a Ras—a step ahead of a Dejazmach …
A tremor passed through her body. She breathed deeply and tried to compose herself.
“There’s something wrong with all my thinking,” she thought. Sweat started pouring down her face and her
eyes burned while she sat at the foot of the tree, looking in the direction of the goat path Goytom had taken.
*
I tried to approach the scattered huts one after the other and talk to the people who owned them. Hostile
towards city-men, none of them was willing to admit lodgers—except one, who agreed to give shelter for two
people for the night. Unfortunately, what I needed was a hovel that could accommodate all seven of us and for
two nights. After tramping up and down the hills I ran into a man who, after a lot of begging, agreed to take us in.
At the gate of his fenced hut, I was met by a boy of about eight, sobbing and rubbing his knuckles in his eyes,
and by a shaggy dog whose withered body and lowered tail would seem to show that he too was dejected. My
host had to hesitate a great deal and stare into me with his muddy-looking eyes, as though he were expecting
something, before he showed me into the hut.
Dilapidated beyond repair, the hut had only two rooms; one big and circular and another small and rectangular.
At one corner lay a sick woman. She seemed restless in her sleep. Grunting and snoring, she kept tossing about,
with her thin arms and legs sprawling over the floor. For a moment I confused her with the woman that I had met
lying by the roadside. At another corner, not far from her, was an earthen dais ( medeh) with a piece of hometanned leather over it. It had on it two square blocks of wood about twelve inches long by eight inches broad
which I knew were used as pillows.
The wattle sticks and sorghum stalks plastered with mud, from which the hut was constructed, were in many
places ripped off and hung in splinters. Everything on the smoke-sodden ceiling stuck down as if the roof were
pushing out. On the top of the pole at the center, covered with soot, hung bundles of millet and corn for sowing.
Here and there, bedbugs raced across the wall. And fleas capered up through my trousers. And by the door, a
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small piece of looking-glass hung—a fat spider on it doing her best to cover it with her cobweb.
Well, what could I have done? I had no alternative. The rent agreed, two dollars for two nights, I went back to
the church and brought my company into the hut.
Later on, a woman in working clothes with some remnants of faded beauty on her face entered the hut carrying
firewood. The host introduced her as his wife and further expounded with pride on her accomplishments—that
she had the reputation of knowing what was correct procedure on all occasions, and that she was skilled in
exorcising devils, in lamentations, and funeral dances.
“Almost always, the relatives of the people who died in our hut selected her for the lamentations,” he said.
She had to inspect her face in the mirror before she gave us her attention. The face was exceptional in the
constant change of expression and the movement of its dark and sharp eyes, which at one moment would
withdraw from the door to gaze fixedly and gravely at the sick woman, and at another to scan my face, and
particularly that of my father. A fleeting smile would cross her face. Once in a while, she seemed totally oblivious
of her surroundings; she bent her head and stayed that way. And when she raised it again, it had another
expression. She would bend to help the sick woman, who didn’t seem to be aware of the careful attention she was
getting and kept on tossing.
The sick woman, in fact, had her own way of comfort—she folded her legs under herself, drew her head into
her shoulders, and groped for imaginary clothes with which she tried to wrap herself. Then, after passing through
these momentary agitations two or three times, she lapsed slowly back into her original lassitude—like a river
after an overflow.
Fitawrary, on his part, having placed his .38 caliber under his pillow, inspected every cranny of the hut—its
mud walls and thatched roof with the battalion of bedbugs, the sick woman, the hostess, and everything else
besides, and started talking:
“You know who we are, eh?” beckoning the host with his finger.
“How could I?”
“You must consider yourself lucky having us as your guests.”
“Should I? Oh, here in our parts, you see, we don’t open our doors to lodgers—and if it were not for my wife
making business of it, I wouldn’t have admitted you.”
“You’ve heard of the name Fitawrary Woldu, I presume.”
“So many Fitawraries nowadays … hard to catch up with their names.”
“The real Fitawraries I’m talking about—those of Menelik,\fn{ I.e., those ennobled by Emperor Menelik II of Ethiopia
(1889-1909).} not of the Italians.”
“I was too young then to know anything about them.”
“As if the present-day Fitawraries deserve the title!”
“We’ve two of them in our village; both of them left with title and medallions only.”
“You’ve got me there, you see, yes—I was talking about the rich Fitawraries, and of the richest of them all—
Woldu.”
“I should have known such a name, I think. The problem with me, you see, is that I’m behind the news—not
going to the village market as often as I should.”
“I haven’t made myself clear, it seems. You know, my type is not yet on the market; you needn’t have bothered
to go there.”
“Right you are, I needn’t! Everything expensive as it is—teff, millet, sorghum—”
“Your language smells very much of the soil. Did you not have by any chance a master who could teach you
how to talk to your superiors?”
“Oh, lots and lots of them. Why, anybody with money is my master for that matter.”
“I mean men of blood; men who could teach you how to conduct yourself in decent society.”
“How should I know about that? They seem gentlemen enough to me until they get low in the purse. After that
they don’t even bother to rent my bed.”
“You’ve a bed for rent, then?”
“Yes, my own bed. I wouldn’t mind renting it to a gentleman, sometimes. I’m used to sleeping on the medeh.
It’s good for the health. You might like to rent it perhaps?”
Going into the rectangular room, he came out carrying a solid bedstead of wood. Fresh leather thongs were
woven over the framework and having tightened in drying, formed a rather hard but agreeable bed.
“You don’t have to worry about bedsores or anything. It’s quite comfortable. I might even rent you my own
home-tanned leather for next to nothing—should you want it, I mean. I shall, of course, give you grass, hay, or
straw, free.”
“I’ll pay you fifty cents for two days for it.”
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“No, no no no! Even ordinary men, merchants and peasants paid fifty cents a day for it.”
“Well, you’ll rent it to them then.”
“How could I when you’ve already occupied all the space in my house.” In his anxiety to have the bed rented,
he irritated the bedbugs in the rawhide. I longed very much for fresh air and went out.
The change from the stifling air of the hut to the pure windswept uplands was great. I decided on second
thoughts to go up and visit the church and the lake before the sun sank below the horizon and before the cold set
in.
*
Roof and walls covered with vegetation and creepers; lichens, ferns, and pumpkins trained up the sides of the
house, with their heavy fruit resting on the roof; and cow-chips made into cakes piled around the foot of the walls
(why should they use those for cooking when there is lots of firewood around?)—here I am at last sitting by the
fence of this hut. And a proud hut at that, with an earthenware crown—the rough, glazed pottery decorating the
top of the thatch. And its residents! The hen fussing around, cackling at her brood of downy yellow chicks on a
dung heap at one corner; a mean old dog looking suspiciously at me from another corner, growling and trying to
show me his ugly teeth; and the lady of the house disdainfully smiling and not deigning to talk to me.
She darts out of the hut and walks away, sloshing the thin mire in the yard, the earthen pot on her back swaying
right and left. I guess she is going to the stream to fetch water. And the kid! He is standing by the door, his mouth
covered with both hands, one upon the other. Must have been told to shut up. Must be hungry or something. And
then seeing me sitting here, he retreats into the hut.
And some distance away, two old men sitting on two neighboring rocks, talking in a friendly manner. They
resemble each other. Like those big baboons who were squatting in front of us on our way up here—when we
came to them, stalking slowly away like that! I wonder what they would be talking about. Perhaps one has a son
and another a daughter. And they are planning to tie them together in marriage.
Oh, how refreshing is the smell of the koso flowers. And then the girl is expected to drink two or three glasses
of bitter koso on the eve of the marriage. So the parasites in her stomach get washed out. So that she gets tired and
wouldn’t be a problem for the bridegroom. How clever they are! After a day’s fasting and the koso lubricant at the
end, she would be as good as dead. And the bridegroom can safely go on performing his duties—without her
clawing and scratching him.
Strange-looking old men! Perhaps they are trying to settle some family dispute. And one of them coughing as
terribly as that! He is perhaps suffering from tuberculosis. Why should he care if he lives or dies, after all? Let
him go on coughing his lungs out. Funny-looking people! With their chins covered with small tawny beards, they
do not seem to notice their rags and their dirty hands and feet.
And this peasant! Here he comes and stands by the gate looking at them. With his small protruding black eyes
which like a jackal’s never seem to rest. With his greedy looks, cowardly bearing and his envious air! Just like his
dog, he is suspicious looking. I am sure, if I rise and go and try to talk to him, he will drop his tail between his
legs and run away. There now! His woman is coming! I wish I could go down to that stream and wash my body.
In that small clear rivulet which collects like a bath in a hollow with a rock bottom.
I am feeling unhealthy. With that hooded vulture perching on the earthenware crown of the hut. Perhaps, he is
going to come down to the ground in expectation of some offal—I like the marabou, though. So voracious! But
individualistic as well. I wish Goytom were a marabou or an ibis, with that rolling note like a lion.
And now smoke has started coming out of the huts around. The wives preparing supper for their families. . .
What about the huts catching fire? The thatched roof cracking in the middle, collapsing before my eyes, forming
nothing but a huge brazier. Oh, my God. And with my father in it. He would be no more than a glowing cinder—
cinder of human flesh … How I hate these flies.
I wonder why they do not place stepping stones in this stinking mire across the yard, so that I can go into the
hut without getting dirty. And to imagine that this is where the woman is supposed to be preparing and cleaning
the grain for grinding. And where the chickens, lambs and children are supposed to meet and play … What a life!
*
Extinct thousands of years ago, Zekwala’s volcano, its lava had retreated step by step, congealing into a series
of terraces to form a wide bowl, now filled with a great body of water. It resembled a large mirror, framed all
around with rushes, reeds, flags, sedges, and marsh grass, reflecting the blue sky and the fleecy clouds. At one of
its edges, the grassy wooded hills reached up to lofty, clayey slopes; revealing, at the very top, amidst a grove of
large koso and wanta trees, the primrose-hued, circular church of Abbo, surmounted by a fanciful cross.\fn{ The
Ethiopian cross has ibex supporting its four corners, a bird associated with long life and a reminder of the association of the Ethiopian
Church with its ancient Egyptian foundation. H}

Inside and outside the churchyard and on the terraces of the hills, pilgrims were scattered about. They consis169

ted of dreamers who lived constantly in expectation of some stroke of luck; of idle workmen who, having heard of
the fertile region of the South—of free land and wild plantations of coffee—have fallen passive victims to vagrancy; of beggars, who declared themselves to be peaceful, honest citizens whom life’s buffetings had compelled
to seek prayers; and of pilgrims from the surrounding villages and towns. Some mending their clothing, some killing lice, some munching various types of injera collected at the doors of the villagers’ huts, some sleeping, and
most of them, dirty, grimy, and misshapen, themselves like some unsightly lava freshly disgorged from the
inflamed bowels of the earth.
Of all the pilgrims, the most pitiable were perhaps those chronic beggars who had taken upon themselves a
disease of the body. Though they suffered by it and complained of it to the passers-by, they nursed it lovingly and
used it as a means of obtaining sympathy. Cowed, dull, and furtive of eye, they would be nothing without it.
Groveling close to the entrance of the church and making the sign of the cross now and again, you heard them
apologize to you for the least breach of etiquette—as if that was the only thing they had learned through the ages.
They had nothing to fall back on—no kith or kin, not even a celebrated name in their genealogy. Their native
land, where every handful of soil had represented to them the dust of their ancestors, and the sweat of their brows,
seemed no longer to matter. Confused and mangled for years without number, they had created a habit of living
unique to themselves.
On the downs surrounding the lake, the better-looking pilgrims formed various groups. Some were impeccably
turned out for the occasion. The girls, especially, looked well off, displaying whole shopsful of Japanese ribbons
on their heads, and Ethiopian necklaces, little crosses, and Maria Theresa silver thalers on their necks. But despite
them all, the atmosphere left a deadly mark on your person and coarsened it.
At the lake, most of the pilgrims were either drinking or washing their bodies in its holy water. At one point, a
maiden who seemed totally to have lost her wits was scouring the earth with her fingers, and scattering soil all
over her unearthly face and bloodshot eyes, struggling to free herself from the priest and two other men who were
doing their best to pour water on her. At another, a man who could not afford to spoil his trousers by going on foot
into the water, was sitting on his horse’s back and flailing him mercilessly with a dry branch. His nostrils
distended and his ears laid back in terror, the horse kept shuffling along through the deep mud. At times looking
as though he were about to fall down, and all the while frantically struggling to escape the beating. At still another
point, a lean fellow with sarcastic eyes, and a dark, bony countenance had almost drowned himself trying to swim
in the lake. People had gathered around him. And an untidy priest, jostling all and sundry with his shoulders
trying to reach the edge, was shouting nearby:
“A cursed fool! The devil in the water must have dragged him to the center … the devil must have called him.
Hell is always the easiest and nearest to hear summons from at such places.”
And I wonder if it is not just as easy to hear the summons from Hell in the towns: where everybody and
everything is civilized—young men shouting to peddle their various articles; shoe-shine boys running after your
feet and almost forcing you to have your shoes shined; a record player blaring at a nearby tea shop; and the beggars all over the sidewalks crying for alms:
“In the name of Mary, in the name of St. George, young man, young lady, don’t pass me, don’t pass me …”
And the kids:
“Father, father, I’m hungry. Even a five-cent—a five-cent coin is enough for me.”
To how many of these beggars can you give money? And even if you could, there is always the problem of
asking a beggar to give you back the change. You will be forced to give him all you have. What else can you do?
When God realizes that you have nothing more to give, He should make them stop crying at you. If they haven’t
driven you mad by then.
And those young well-dressed boys! They will approach you and try to speak in English. To show you that
they are just as educated as you are.
“Brother, brother! Look, here brother!” one of them will address you.
Amazed and a bit frightened, you stop to inquire what is the matter. And he will come to you:
“Look, brother,” he will say, “I have not eat yesterday, today also. I’m not ask you for much money; just give
fifty cent now!” A civilized beggar who would determine for you how much to give him.
You feel like running away from all this. You jump into one of the public houses—a bar, or not liking it, to an
adjacent mug-house, or perhaps, you go to the next place, a saloon or a harlot’s tukul, a photo-shop or a teashop—
all the same. You wish the earth would open up and swallow you.
But the earth never opens. And you go on and on walking wherever the legs take you … the same … all the
same … the same … kiosk, peddler, beggar, tart, rubbish-heap, tavern, hotel, blaring record, wench, sweepings,
photo-shop, shack, fancy woman, tavern, rubbish, blaring record, sweepings, beggars, photo-shop, cottage,
concubine, stubbleleavingsweeds—deads … a day of your life over.
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The sun had started to sink beyond the horizon. Its heat and glare gave place to the coolness of the evening.
The great bowl of water, the hills and the trees assumed a vespertine stillness. The dampness, the smell of rotting
grass and mud came more strongly from the bank. The skies got darker and the clouds heavier, and the shadows
began to take definite shape both on the land and on the dark green water, some of them assuming the fantastic
shapes of strange monsters. Once in a while, you heard the passing shrieks of a water-fowl; or a wild duck,
startled by something, would fly out from the lake, clapping the air excitedly with its wings. A cock began to crow
somewhere. The mosquitoes buzzed in your ears, and their persistent, shrill cry, resounded in your brain 1ike an
endless sorrowful groan.
*
What a woman! Littered as it is with rubbish—the walls groaning with gourd and pumpkin utensils and the
floor with wickerwork receptacles, earthenware, goat and sheep skins, and the air close and stuffy—she still tries
to make a home of it. She doesn’t seem to care about herself—with her hair unbound and disarranged.
I feel I am already dead looking at her. An invisible cloud of death seems to enshroud everybody and everything in this hut. It may be this life that has intensified the scowl on her beautiful face. The suffering of the agonies of existence. This life with its stultifying lack of variety. I wish it were a dream. And her husband wallowing
in a sense of self-satisfaction.
And yet she doesn’t seem despondent and doesn’t seem to complain. She goes on living like a scavenger
sifting debris. And perhaps, she will die with a doxology on her lips and she will be buried in sanctified ground
near the Abbo Church.
And how. he is looking at me, this peasant. With his deep eyes, black and dreadful like the ooze of a sucking
swamp. And look how his gaze is riveted to the column of smoke and fire. And my God! She is going to sleep
with him when the time comes. With his body reeking with the odor of smoke and mud. I think he is a madman.
Looking at him, I am convinced that he is berserk or something. With his calmly enigmatic gaze … And this sick
woman who can’t recover from the morbid state she is in …
How I hate this silence. All congealed in their places. And then as if she understands my message, she starts
talking.
“Would you like to have some cabbage?” she asks me, looking over my head.
And I refuse the invitation. Then, she looks at me, her face gradually opening to kindness.
“This is the life we lead,” she starts, “but I had a better way of life,” she continues, “I passed my youth in
privation, wrapped with sorrow—but I had better times.”
I can’t say a word in answer. Perhaps she wants me to sympathize with her. But the words won’t come.
“It’s good cabbage soup we have tonight,” says the husband, smiling at me. His way of inviting me. Looking at
the pot, as though he is preparing himself to swallow it whole,
“It’s good cabbage!” he says.
I can hear the small boy swallowing his saliva and heaving a loud sigh and stirring. His father notices it, too.
He smiles and the boy feels encouraged.
“I used to sit down on your knees and you used to shake me like a horse,” he says.
“Come and sit down astride my knees,” says the father.
“No! No horse play tonight!” says the mother.
The boy remains in his place. Surrounded on all sides by sick people and darkness. A small boy sitting alone in
this stillness.
A tremendous something seizes me. I go to him and sit beside him. He is frightened of me—at first. But
slowly, he understands that I mean no harm. He starts touching my dress, my sweater. He even looks me in the
face. We become friends. And then I see the father smiling at me—a big broad smile.
But his eyes are bleary and his smile is hideous and I do not like it at all. I don’t know why. It may have
reminded me of other smiles.
I go back to my place. I begin to feel cold from the floor made of common earth tightly beaten down. I fold my
legs under my dress. Still I can’t feel warm.
I want very much to be near my brother. I feel sorry for him. He is angry all the. time. He wants everything his
own way. For two or three days, he stops talking to me if I forget to follow his instructions. Or if I happen to feel
unhappy and am weeping.
I know he loves me. And he doesn’t want other people to look at me. He loves watching me when I bathe and
dress. He loves watching me read the books he brings for me. A Megaton of Love, The Rocket of Love, The
Fountain of Love, Love in Secret—all the books he borrows from the libraries are about love …
“Here’s your supper,” says the mother to the little boy, handing him, in the halved pumpkin scooped out as a
dish, the cabbage soup with injera. And the boy starts eating—I wonder what these people would do without their
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potatoes, cabbages and pumpkins. And especially the pumpkin: the flesh to eat; the seed to use as medicine for
internal parasites; the rind for making bowls to contain food. And the calabashes and gourds which are dried and
used for household purposes. One can see that they are not yet devoid of their appreciation for beauty, these
people. Their gourds are decorated with beautiful designs …
Soon after eating, the little boy huddles up in a little ball, hides himself from the cold and from the darkness
under a soft heap of rags. And I start to clothe myself as comfortably as I can with the cotton cloth I wore during
the day time, and try to sleep on a piece of goat skin. The husband must be feeling the cold, too. He brings out a
tattered army overcoat, his possession from the town, and snuggles into its collar.
Looking at them all, my heart fills with an uneasy dread and from my bottom upwards I feel a tremor which
makes my whole body twitch.
*
Returning from my escapade, I asked the host to provide me with an armful of straw. And immediately
afterwards, I ate my dinner from the injera basket we had brought with us, strewed the straw upon the hard-beaten
ground, and tried to sleep. It wasn’t as bad as I thought it would be, especially because I could have gone to sleep
on anything at all after the long and trying journey.
The hostess had already started a fire at one comer of the hut. It was beginning to flicker and tremble when she
added to it a handful of dry twigs. It started to smoke, crackled and created a sudden blaze of flame that struck out
in all directions. The host, having gormandized his supper, one and a half thick injera with cabbage soup, had just
risen and gone to his medeb. He sat, stretched himself thereon, with hands clasped behind his head, and started to
stare at his soot-laden ceiling. Soon after, his wife and child followed suit—and assuming that I had already fallen
asleep, the two grown-ups began to whisper to one another in the semi-darkness of the dying fire.
“I’m worried,” started the wife.
“What about?” rejoined the husband.
“You know our landlady will be here tomorrow for the memorial feast of her husband.”
“So she will.”
“What if she knew the Fitawrary?”
“You mean she might forbid us to charge them for their lodging?”
“She might. And if the Fitawrary died, I might be forced to perform the lamentation and the funeral dances free
of charge.”
“I think you’re right. I should have asked him about it before taking him in.”
“Where did he say he lived, anyway?”
“In Addis, where else?”
“You shouldn’t have taken him, then.”
“He may even have a letter from her … perhaps he may be hiding it from us until we give him our service.”
“That wouldn’t be possible.”
“Why not?”
“Well, you told me yourself that the young man was going from place to place before he came to us.”
“You’re right. If they had a letter, they’d have come straight to us.”
“Even then, you should have been sure about them before taking them in; the ladies and Fitawraries in Addis,
most of them, know each other.”
“It’s not late, you know. I can ask him now if you wish.”
“No, not now, you’ll do it early in the morning.”
“I’ll do it now. And if he knows our landlady, I certainly will kick him out early in the morning.”
“Hadn’t you better do it all in the morning?”
“No, I’ll do it now.”
He rose from his medeb and went over to the Fitawrary. The Fitawrary seemed to be in a deep sleep. I would
have given anything not to let the man wake him. Once awake, he would never sleep again and I might have to
discuss with him the contents of his will for the millionth time.
“Please, please, don’t wake him,” I whined, the agony noticeable in my voice. “My father doesn’t know the
lady you were talking about.”
“How do you know? You’re not the Fitawrary,” he growled.
“I’ll pay you the amount for the lodging if you wish … yes, I will.”
“All right, pay it.”
“What’s the hurry? I’ll pay you in the morning.”
“There must be something brewing here. If you aren’t paying me now, I’m going to wake him whether you like
it or not.”
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“All right, all right, I’ll pay you now.” I started rummaging in my pockets for the money.
“But I still don’t see why you are so frightened of his awakening.”
“That’s none of your business. What you want is your money, and you’ll have it.”
“None of my business, eh? Why should I take the money from you in the first place? The Fitawrary might pay
me more, you see. He has told me that he’s a rich man.”
“Here, take all the five dollars.” He took the five dollars to the fireside, started a small fire, looked at it
properly.
“But you owe me only two and you pay me five? There must be something in all this.”
“I’ll tell you what it is.”
“All right, tell me.”
“He will not sleep once wakened. And we will all have a sleepless night: that’s why.”
“I don’t understand you. If he wakes, my wife will take care of him for an extra dollar or two, you needn’t
worry about it.”
“But you have already taken your money and that was all you wanted.”
He must have been jostling the Fitawrary then, for I heard the Fitawrary groaning and snorting, a sign that he
was being wakened. I jumped on the man and tried to stop him. But to no avail. I bounced back and fell on my
back. Fitawrary sounded as if he were in a daze.
“I wanted to know if you knew Woyzero … Woyzero,” he was saying.
“Ehh … ehhh …” his hand working under his pillow.
“I wanted to know, you see—”
“What do you want to know? And standing by my side!” Fitawrary goggled—with his pistol pointed at the
peasant.
Outside, rain began to pour down upon the dry thatch of the hut shaking the soot on us in lumps. The crickets
chirping sounded as if hell had gotten loose. A smell of leather, moldy grain, and dampness began to issue from
the encircling fence. And slowly, the gray, blurred hut drowned in blackness. Rats began their furtive nibbling and
scurrying in the wicker granaries. Goats came in from outside and jumped on your clothing and frisked about you.
And the incomputable army of bugs and fleas mobilizing under your clothes … and the Fitawrary …
*
Early in the morning, the bell for early mass began pealing sedately and I rose up. The dawn was almost
breaking and the darkness was slowly melting away. Woynitu and the host also rose, and the three of us went up
to the church. If I had not been ordered to bring some incense-ash and holy water from the church, I would have
preferred to stay in the hut.
So muddy, windy and cold outside. And strange, the boor held Woynitu’s hand in his. To imagine that she
allowed him to do that! She might have noticed in the evening when I bounced back and fell—might have taken
him for a superman. I wouldn’t have minded it if I had heard him say something like,
“You will fall on the slippery mud if I don’t hold your hand.”
Then, I would have said to myself iliat Woynitu, not knowing what the gesture was intended for, had rejected
his holding her at first. But I heard nothing. And she just simply smiled to him with her gold tooth and allowed
him to hold her hand in his. I suppose she is sixteen and thinks that she is on her way. Well, why shouldn’t she be?
After all, I’ve known her only for about a year. Many times I have tried.
What a way of freezing your heart she has. She would tell you that she is your half-something. Could you
imagine it? She has been with us only a year and she would expect me to believe that.
There are two boys and another girl of ten at home, who also expect me to take them as my half-something.
About six months now since they have come to our house. I guess, in a way, they are lucky, coming as they did
from the same mother. Poor kids! They think that they are accepted as sons and daughter when the Fitawrary
hasn’t even included them in his will. Well, I wouldn’t have minded sharing it with them, if only they would stop
mouthing that rubbish about their being half-something of mine. No, really, I shouldn’t be expected to develop
that kind of heart for them in less than a year.
And could you have imagined it? Woynitu told me that her mother owned a drinking place in Addis—a little
less than saying that she is a back-street woman. She expected me to believe that she had lived in Addis all those
years and only recently got acknowledged as a daughter.
And my mother: what a rich woman she was. She died some five years ago. I guess Fitawrary had married her
for her money. And she must have known it. She never trusted him. She had tried to get me another guardian
before she died. She thought perhaps Fitawrary would use my money for his other children. And under the circumstances, of course, I had to leave school from the twelfth grade to look after my inheritance.
Anyway, I wouldn’t mind sharing it with them. I can’t help it. I love Woynitu’s transfixing eyes. I love her
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smile with that gold tooth shining in her mouth. And I love them all in a languishing way.. ..
And now the. boor is holding her hand—looking at her from the corners of his eyes and looking as though he
wanted to carry her across on his arms, to swallow her whole, to eat her up like his soup of cabbage and injera.
Oh, I don’t know. I wish the earth would open and swallow him, hands and legs. Or that I were a leopard to tear
him down in my turn.
The pain in my back is still sharp—the pain I got from having tried to stop the boor from awakening Fitawrary.
Sure, I will not let him know about it—not for all the gold of Ethiopia. If he knew I was hurt, he would feel elated
and might try to show off in front of her. No—I will not let him know.
*
We arrived at the church, at last. Mass had already begun. Thanks to God, Woynitu had also already rescued
her hand from the boor’s clutch.
We entered the church and stood with the other pilgrims in the circular aisle between the outer and the inner
walls, where hang various pictures of saints and devils.
At one place on the inner wall Saint Michael, with wings in various hues, and in a costume of red, blue and
white, is shown holding up a balance with his left hand and a drawn sword with his right, looking, it seems, from
out of his red face to God knows where. The poor wretch of a devil on whom the angel stands seems to stick out
from under the ground, opening his wide throat full of bright fire, breathing hotly upon the foot of Michael, and
regarding the souls of the unfortunate nearby with his two passionless, pitiless black vents over his forehead.
Standing with his back against the wall, a man was reading to himself from a religious book called
TheRevelation of Mary.\fn{This work is wholly different from the Greek apocalypse of Mary. Chaine has edited it, with the title
Apocalypsis sen Visio Mariae Virginis and a Latin translation of it appears in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, Script. Aeth.,
series I.7, 1909, 43-68). The work is almost entirely borrowed from the Apocalypse of Paul (not including, however, chapters 1-12 or 45-51
of that apocrypha). Chaine believes it to be a version from the Arabic, and the Arabic, he believes, was translated from Greek. The apostle
John is the narrator. Mary calls him to listen to a wonderful mystery which has been revealed to her. As she prayed at Golgotha at noon on
the sixth day of the week, a cloud came and took her into the third heaven. Jesus appeared and said that he would show her a great mystery.
Look upon the earth beneath, he says, and from this point—chapter 13 of the Apocalypse of Paul—the text of the Ethiopic Apocalypse of
Mary is in fact that of the Apocalypse of Paul, sometimes amplified with quotations from the Received New Testament. Two further points
are of interest here: (1) In the Ethiopic apocalypse, there is an addition to the text (at what amounts to Apocalypse of Paul 31) that the souls
mentioned at Paul 31 who were neither hot nor cold sat beside the river of fire. Something like this seems to be wanting in Paul, since,
without this addition, those who were neither hot nor cold are illogically placed in the river. (2) The section corresponding to Paul 40 shows
a definite affinity with the Apocalypse of Peter. Women are seen bitten by serpents, dogs, lions, and leopards of fire. There are nuns who
violated the rule and slew their children. Often they caused their death before they were born. They shed their blood on the ground, or
killed them when they were born, or their fathers gave poison to their mothers: H } Most of us could hear him though:
Then He showed me a gigantic and dizzy height—a height that can’t be reached from top to bottom in five thousand
years. Souls writhing and struggling to climb all over it. I asked my Son whose souls they were. And He told me that
they were the souls of those who had sexual relationships with their father’s, brother’s, or son’s wife. Of those who had
sexual relationships with women during their monthly periods. Of those who had sexual relationships with Muslims,
Gallas, Negroes and black Jews. Of those who had sexual relationships with a horse, a donkey and a camel. Of those
who abused the sex act like Sodom and Gomorrah.

And how he was reading each word—with all the humility and respect he could muster. I felt sorry for St.
Mary who had to witness all that calamity in hell. I wished Mary hadn’t gone to visit her Son’s kingdom.
And the piquant little lady I had met on my journey up the hills! Supporting herself on a staff flanged with a
metal head, and standing at a prominent place near the priests—I felt sorry for her too. Exerting pressure on Abbo
or Jesus Christ. Looking solemn and totally absorbed in the ritual.
And then He showed me another place where I saw an elderly man who was sitting on a bed of fire and was being
flogged with fire-whips. And liquid fire pouring on him. And I wept. And I asked Him who that man was. And He told
me he was a pope who hadn’t followed His commandments and who abused the Sacrament … and then another one—a
bishop who didn’t know that He was One in Three forms. And the devils thrusting fire in his mouth and making him
swallow it.

The peasant and the other men and women were oh-ing and ah-ing. Accompanied by the sonorous incantation
of Qu’ne poem by the priests:
That’s … that’s
That’s to say
Jacob bore
and made
others bear
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the teaching
of the Father
the word
Joel
the teaching
of Joel
the father
column column
column Reuben
temple
temple temple
temple Eliab
Eliab toiled
built a nation
taught and taught
the word
of Moses
the word
over and over
again
the word
culminating
with the word
Solomon
his cedar
of body
Cedar of Lebanon
Ezekiel
Ezekiel
Ezekiel

Woynitu is looking at a picture near that of St. Michael: a woman is encircled in the coils of a gigantic ser-pent
—the devil or the boor or whatever it is—and is vainly striving to free herself from its fatal embrace. You can see
long currents of horrible poison coming forth from the Serpent’s mouth—crawling, encircling and pressing the
woman down, as if it were crushing her limbs and pouring itself into her whole body. Dreadfully pale, with
hollow cheeks and deeply sunken, burning eyes, she seems to be in the process of changing into a she-devil.
Woynitu must be thinking about her mother—about the type of torture awaiting her in hell. She may even be
thinking about herself—in case she loves me the way I love her. And the peasant oh-ing and ah-ing and standing
between her and me.
The devils’ part is certainly what I most dislike in hell. Standing between you and your God. The scalding fire
and the rest of it, I wouldn’t have minded. Standing between you and your God.
And those series of scenes—showing the various types of torture inflicted on a soul by the devils. In one scene,
an angry mob of lean devils with horns and tails and faces as black as coal, haggard eyes and protruding teeth, run
after the soul of a fat man with bleeding mouth and tattered garment. In another, this same soul is thrown into the
ordeal of scalding water; and choking and spluttering, it is thrown again near by into ice-cold water and gnashing
teeth. Taken out of that again, it is thrown into sulfuric fire and subjected to the ordeal of castigation by red-hot
iron. With a hand raised to ward off the blows, it struggles convulsively to free itself.
But to no avail. Some are wrenching a layer of skin from its body, leaving a raw red wound, some are trampling on it until its entrails start to hang out. And to crown it all, they throw it into the more terrifying section of the
fire and leave it to sizzle and shrivel there. A delicate snow-white heap of ash is shown signifying that that is the
only remains of it all.
Poor old man! No wonder he should want to be taken to Debre-Libanos. And the final scene! Probably to
convey the idea that the soul has been forgiven, many of the devils, their hands bound and their mouths gagged,
are seen being dragged away by an angel.
Meanwhile, the unchanging chant of the mass wavered to a high, wailing note, soared yet higher towards the
cloudy sky, and cooling down gave its place to a refrain which coiled and trickled forth—as if the whole ritual
were a grief-laden human life, or as if it were a beautiful song spoilt by a hypocritical singer. You wished to God
that everything was over and done with.
I fetched the incense-ash and holy water from the priests, passed them over to Woynitu, and we filed out of the
church to the sound of the lugubrious peal of bells. Looking up, I saw the torn clouds casting their shadows
wearily across the sodden earth and silver-dusted herbage. And I felt inspired with a longing to spring to the air,
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close my eyes, and walk forever with the seductive sounds of a wasted land crooning to my ears. I thought that the
ruggedness of the area had perhaps in it an imperishable force, so powerful that even my puny heart would come
to imbibe a little of its fire, and cry to all the universe, “So what!” and to sing.
To sing the only song that I know:
A miracle
to behold
earth to earth
snow to snow
lightning to lightning
why then subject oneself
to things
a naked man
Is
a naked man
the world, his body
cracked
the sky, his soul
covered with cloud
grave abysmal
Jehovah
universe
unfathomable
will judge both
guilty and innocent
to the measure of
the crop
of the deciduous
world
dawn breaks
and evening
closes.

*
The morning breeze had started to ripple the leaves and the first sword-shaped beams of day unfolded themselves. A dense sound wave of voices seemed to pour its creative power upon the hills and marshes from which a
reddish vapor as of incense was rising: birds were awakened, and the crowing of cocks, the lowing of cattle and
the murmur of human voices slowly filled the air. When I arrived at the hut, since I wasn’t in a hurry to go in, I sat
down on a block of stone a little way off the enclosure and started to enjoy everything about me—the doves and
wild pigeons calling from the foliage of the koso trees; cranes, herons, ducks, geese and ibises saluting the coming
day in a great clamor—everything as it used to be thousands of years ago.
*
No wonder Ethiopia is a potential tourist paradise. Woynitu should have stayed outside and enjoyed the scene
for a while. How beautiful she looked walking in front of me and hurrying downwards to the hut. I’d felt like flying away to the heavens with her like the doves and pigeons. And when I think about that plan of hers of being an
air hostess—a beautiful girl like her—I feel a heartache. I don’t understand what attracts her to that profession.
The tourists, perhaps. Or the great conferences of African leaders. Or the commissions—like the Economic Commission for Africa. I don’t understand.
She could be an asset, I know. If she went to one of those conferences and simply sat in one of those spacious
halls. The cynosure of all eyes—the big men’s eyes—she will become. Beautiful Woynitu. She will then help her
mother—her country. She will make the big men spend lots and lots of money on her. And especially if she has
got the idea of taking some of these Galla girls with their Japanese ribbons, and of washing their hair, changing
their clothes and of training them. They will be more attractive that way. And with that Ethiopian hospitality in
her.
And then she will introduce me to one of those big men. She will also take some typing lessons herself. Get
employed in Africa Hall. Beautiful Woynitu—she will make up to one thousand dollars a month, plus the rent for
her apartment which her boss will pay from his own pocket. And then if I wish, I can get employed in one of the
departments. I will be the confidant of the boss. We will have fun at Woynitu’s apartment. We will discuss
national and international issues.
No, she wouldn’t allow those men to get fresh. She will tell them that the leopard won’t allow such things to
happen to her. Our income will increase. Our country’s revenue will increase. Beautiful Ethiopia. With her beautiful birds and animals. With “Shooting is prohibited” signs all over the reserve areas. Only once in a while for
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special guests.
No, she will drop the idea of being a hostess. She will simply fly to Europe once in a while. With her beautiful
face and Ethiopian hospitality. She will attract many tourists. She will pass the EAL tests if need be—virgin and
adept at entertaining guests. Very important to the company. She knows her way about in the towns. She can take
the tourists around. And she will have her decent house where she has waiting these beautiful Galla girls. And all
those big men of Africa will flock to Ethiopia.
They will raise their hands in consent whenever a meeting is suggested to be held in Addis Ababa. They will
raise their hands. With that Ethiopian hospitality. And all those beautiful cars they ride in when they come to visit
us. Cars of all varieties. From all over the world. They will ride in those beautiful cars. And the chauffeurs will always be ready to show them some out-of-the-way places. All those big men. They will feel like Gods with their
pockets full of money.
Because Ethiopia is God’s country. Ever since the third century.\fn{ It was through the Greco-Roman merchant communities in the Red Sea ports that Christianity, which has been historically the strongest link between Ethiopia and the Western world and
which gave to the Ethiopic culture its typical characteristics, first reached the country. The faith was spread among the Ethiopian ruling
classes by Frumentius and Edesius of Tyre. According to the account of Rufinus of Aquileia ( Ecclesiastical History I:ix), Frumentius and
Edesius arrived in Ethiopia during the reign of king Ezana in the first half of the 4 th century AD. They came there from their birthplaces in
Syria as prisoners, captured after the wreck of a trading ship bound for India. They gained the favor of the king and were set free. Frumentius went to Athanasius of Alexandria, from whom he received episcopal consecration (c.350), and returned to Ethiopia to convert it. At the
end of the 5th and the beginning of the 6th centuries, the arrival of the Nine Roman Saints (though they were probably from Syria) strengthened the country’s Christian faith; but it is debated whether these men were Monophysites or Chalcedonians. H } And Woynitu at-

tracting tourists and all that. She might even arrange some business deal. To export some beautiful girls. Since we
have them in abundance here. We will have more revenue for our country. Coffee and hides and girls—the list of
our exports will read. And our imports—all kinds of international money.
And all those taverns will be amalgamated to form a company. Sputnik or Rocket or Apollo company it will be
called. To make it sound scientific. It would appeal to the civilized tourists. And Woynitu will be rich. Ethiopia
will be rich. Ethiopia will be industrialized. She will be a name of international renown. Woynitu and Company or
Apollo and Company or whatever it is.
Oh, I don’t know. I’m tired of these things. I don’t happen to be one of those people who like such industries
even on small scales. They will create smog. They will contaminate the water and the air. But then who am I to
decide on that? I’m not one of those people on the top. Short or long-range planning is not in my line.
It’s only that I can’t help thinking about it on such a beautiful morning. I feel everything is possible. I feel
everything has its purpose in life. I can’t help being open-hearted or rather internationally minded. Perhaps, it may
be because I see more women and tukuls than homes all over the towns. But then what does it matter as long as
they come in handy during conferences. I don’t mind really if Woynitu joins Ethiopian Airlines. Beautiful face.
Beautiful form. Beautiful national dress.
She won’t have to worry if Fitawrary acknowledges her or not. It may be because she is born of a woman who
owns a drinking place. He will forget that soon after she becomes wealthy. When she comes back from other parts
of Africa or Europe with some beautiful artificial hair for his bald head. Or with some modern false teeth. She will
make him feel young again. She will make him smile. He will start to love her. He will acknowledge her as his
daughter. Even as his only daughter.
I wish he would disown me then. That would put me on an equal footing with all those admirers of Woynitu. I
wouldn’t have to take a boss to her apartment. I wouldn’t have to let the boss pay for her apartment. How everything seems simple and easy when you rise and investigate it on such a beautiful morning …
*
The sun had begun to rise higher and higher into the greenish-blue zenith. The crowing of cocks, the lowing of
cattle became less and less.
Fitawrary came out of the hut carried on his litter by his servants. He was going up to the lake. I guessed
they’d had their breakfast without me. They hadn’t even cared to look out for me.
I went in to have some mouthfuls from the injera basket that we had brought with us, and followed them soon
after. …
52.325 Opaque Shadows\fn{by Solomon Deressa (1937-

)}

Chutta, Wollagga, Semien Omo Zone, Ethiopia (M) 5

Lived-in places have a tendency to be dirty. Places of worship, on the other hand, are forever impeccable. The
café where it all started has no pretence to being anything but lived-in dirty. The building in which it is housed is
said to belong to His Holiness Our Father, though no one seems to be sure which one of the Holinesses is meant
since we have fourteen of them, each of the Imperial Provinces being democratically entitled to its very own
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Holiness.\fn{Christianity was introduced into Ethiopia during the 4th century AD; the Ethiopian Orthodox church is one of the oldest
Christian sects in the world, long enjoying a dominant role in the culture and politics of Ethiopia, counting more than half of all
Ethhiopians among its adherents, and serving as the official religion of the ruling elite until the demise of the Empire of Ethiopia in 1974.
The Holinesses referred to in the text are archbishops.} The glum elderly proprietress won’t say whom she pays rent to, out

of concern for her immortal soul. So the story goes, if you can trust Abyssinian fabulators.
My distrust of such rumors as well as the attraction the café has for me may be due to the fact that I am not a
full-blooded Ethiopian. I am part Sioux Indian.\fn{One of the tribes of aboriginal inhabitants of North American native to parts
of the western United States.} How that came about is a simple enough, though long-winded, story whose relevance
the Sunday in question is at best tenuous. Anyway such places attract their own special type of clientele.
A year ago I went to Minnesota looking for the bison and for the Indian in me, and wound up in just such a
place. The one bison I came across, a die-hard representative without a mate, stared me down in the Iowa City
Zoo. Vague distant ghosts danced in those eyes, and I turned away without so much as paying them the basic
courtesy of a western Ethiopian ghost salute. I did not take off my left shoe and hold the sole up to those hobbled
shadows. I simply walked away arguing all sides of the issue. I argued because I am argumentative, though it may
have been also because I saw myself in those eyes as I do in the trappings of this café.
I argue with the way traffic lights are phases, against the layout of this café, with the wine I drink, with anything that anyone says even when it is not addressed to me, with everything that I see or read, with the design of
every car that passes, with the shape and carriage of every human face …. Dribble, dribble, dribble … driveling to
no purpose except that it won’t stop. Such self-generating rage. In it I have caught glimpses of El Shaddai’s
\fn{One of the ancient names of God .} vehement loneliness though I fail to penetrate His\fn{ The word is not capitalized in
the text.} persistence. Imagine, three thousand backsliding years in this Ethiopia of ours alone (within the last
couple of weeks upgraded to four thousand by the Ethiopian Tourist Organization to honor the forward lurch of
the national kultur.\fn{Culture; but expressed by this German word in an attempt to emphasize what to the author is a sense of
repression.}
“The poor of the third world have become living museums,” said a left-wing French intellectual as quoted by
our French language daily. “Son et lumière, s’il vous plaît,” sat up and reparteed a patron who was dozing, his
torso flung across one of the tables.\fn{The official language of the country is Amharic.}
The presence of one of the intelligentsia is no accident, for though the café is dirty as an old wino, its manner
of dirtiness has an imported touch not altogether Abyssinian. Perhaps it is the painful angularity of the images that
come at you from the sharp edges of the plastic furniture in a land still dominated by circles and cones. The
stained formica table-tops can not be easily mistaken for the grained gray marble that they purport to be. The
brown carpet on the floor is frayed, and not just at the edges either. The pretentious menu is tattered. The cooking
is greasy and vulgar. The two young waitresses wear what you might call white pantsuits à la mode\fn{With ice
cream.}—ice cream and coffee stains, that is.
Coming in, I sat at the table closest to the entrance as I always do. Were this the temple of the immaculate heart
perched in a grove of timeless pencil cedars at the summit of the Entoto hills, I would have more securely waded
through frankincense smoke and penetrated to the sanctum sanctorum.\fn{Holy of Holies.} Here, however, the
steamy thickness of the lace, the greasy decorum of the company, imposed quite another approach. And to an
Ethiopian of the mountain country, even if only three-quarters pure, the approach is the thing.
The younger male patrons are all dramatically grubby in colorfully spotted T-shirts under never-zipped windbreakers. They stop here on arrival from cross-Atlantic high flights taken on spaghetti western\fn{ A term referring to
motion pictures with cowboy-western themes made in Italy .} matinees at the Haile Selassie\fn{ Emperor of Ethiopia from 19341974.} Theater. The older males are attired in Abyssinian\fn{ Abyssinia was the ancient name for Ethiopia.} imitations of
European suits. The pointy-toes boots of the first group are unlaced, rain or shine (the cowboy and the hippie have
finally miscegenated and the shoes of the second group are irrevocably tilted out at the heels, having been worn
beyond their cobbler-given days. The faces, tired when older and arrogant in the young, are typically Ethiopian,
too well-proportioned, too refined to hold interest more than fleetingly.
The women, on the other hand, have faces and dainty hands that turn the same features into temporary erotic
longings, into an impersonal animal palpitation. All are late teenagers, who look like they would give off ripe,
musty aromas akin to mildew-covered winter boots on a lusty summer’s day. The reality, however, is quite otherwise. The olfactory imagination can barely sniff the gamut of overabundant Abyssinian condiments from under
the flaking paint of their long fingernails. Heady red pepper pulsating like the church drums that stabilize the trot
and sway of priests drunk on Yared’s wail for eternity, raw garlic, cinnamon, black pepper, coriander, cloves and
nutmeg, allspice and cumin, turmeric and ginger.
Under the newfangled faded jeans that so brashly display sub-navel dimples, the scholastic mind can detect the
heady smell of sandalwood, but no scholastics frequent this place where every item is cheaper than elsewhere, and
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those who have deviated from the path to Sunday grace find marginal solace. To prove the unprovable, the male
patrons sometimes look at the local papers and then discuss such relevant matters as women’s lib,\fn{ Colloquial
slang for Women’s Liberation.} the Sino-Soviet border disputes\fn{Between 1966-1970 there were serious border incidents
between China and the Soviet Union (as the former Russian Empire had come to be called ).} and the Children of God in loud
oratorical voices. I have had to repress more than once the urge to argue the pros and cons of the computerized,
subterranean Mormon genealogy bank in Salt lake City, Utah.\fn{ Which the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints
has constructed in an effort to “baptize” their members’ ancestors into Heaven. Fascinating. H } At other times, a customer may
declaim a newspaper article on marital problems or real estate in the droning rhythm of a squinting deacon at an
Ethiopian lectern. Diatribes that convince neither the listeners nor the speaker, a run-down place where those who
have opted out of the race still have the courtesy not to get too personal. Such is the place that she, no doubt inadvertently, wandered into.
She was particularly noticeable given the circumstances. The first thing that caught my eyes were her kneehigh kidskin boots barely wet from the light out-of-season drizzle that had just let up. A brownish rabbit fur hat
looked as charming on her as any foppish hat ever did on a virgin brat swinging down the Boulevard St.
Germain \fn{A district of Paris.} in autumn. A brown suede coat clung tight to her body, and the whiteness of the
blouse frill that showed around her neck only added to the fragile air of this being who at first seemed so out of
place.
She passed me and slid into the booth beyond mine and sat facing the entrance and large window to which I
had my back. Before I could see her face, one of the waitresses came and bent over her table. The waitress’s face
was visible in profile, hiding the other’s as if the two of them were icons in an Ethiopic manuscript illumination
where evil often hovers in profile. The waitress moved away and I saw a mass of auburn hair invade the room as
she flipped off her fur cap and tossed her head with a well-rehearsed flourish.
The not too uncommon face of a rather slim woman in her late forties or early fifties became fully visible; and
in some corner of my mind the mystery deepened as everything became patently simple. A client of the Ethiopian
Tourist Organization, no doubt, led out of her Addis Ababa Hilton room by a whimpering call to adventure.
She looked at me and smiled. Before I had time to smile back, she had gone searching in her bag and come out
with a tiny gold pencil.
“What book are you reading?” she pointed with her eyes at the book that lay open next to the empty bowl of
soup in front of me.
“I am not reading,” I answered calmly. She smiled wistfully and went back to her writing, the nature of which
had been obvious from the word go. The smile lingered in the crow’s-feet around her eyes.
“Who is it by?” she ventured again with the same gentle smile.
“An unknown writer,” I said in spite of the compulsion that by now was definitely making itself felt.
“How do you know he is unknown?” she smiled making no effort to hide her satisfaction at the astuteness of
her riposte.
I smiled back and handed her the book. There is no point in fighting the compulsion or in imposing shattered
specks of solitude on casual accosters. She opened it half-way into the first chapter and immersed herself in it as if
that book was the reason for her pilgrimage to a greasy Addis\fn{ Addis Ababa, the national capital.} joint.
There was no reason why this woman should have spoken to me, except that I was the only human being
directly in front of her. Without in any way diminishing the importance of the line of sight in communication,
perhaps my appearance did have something to do with it. I flaunt a black round-topped Indian hat with a peacock
feather in it and a wig of straight black nylon hair permanently glued to the inside brim. A drooping moustache
helps to throw slightly off balance a typically Ethiopian face. Not that I have got myself up to around suspicion or
curiosity—rather the reality of my existence is a question that malignantly gnaws at my innards. I am a character
that I re-invent from moment to moment but never quite manage to round off. The costume helps to sharpen the
image of me that I at times catch in human eyes. Unlike the ghosts in the bull’s eyes, I succumb to a desire to be
saluted.
“It’s a beautiful book,” she sighed closing it and handing it back to me.
“As I said, I haven’t read it yet.”
“You mind if I join you?”
“Not at all,” I said since she was already up and coming over. You can choose not to pick up a pebble but once
you pick it up, its fall is no longer a matter of decision. The choice that remains is whether to drop it out of hand,
or carry it in your pocket until such time as you shed the garment.
She sat down not across from me as you might expect, but at my side—an assumptive position of intimacy for
total strangers, or so it seemed to me. Such a direct way of saying we look in the same direction and see the same
objects in the same light. The factual inaccuracy of it bothered me a bit, though more for her sake than mine.
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Shifting on the plastic bench, I rested my right arm on the back prop and admired her girlish profile. She was
smiling nervously and dental workmanship showed through the veins of steel.
“You don’t have to read long to recognize a good book,” she said.
“You were writing verse?”
“How do you know?”
“What else would allow itself to be written publicly in such earnest?”
“I was writing a poem for a friend of mine who is dying,” she apologized.
“Dying?”
“Yes, dying,” she nodded, relieved that the subject of her writing was put aside. “Are you Catholic?”
“No, I am Lutheran. Why?” I lied. All I know of Luther is a Lutheran aunt and the Reformer’s prescription for
chasing away insistent devils, namely inviting them to kiss your arse.
“Your book is Catholic,” she smiled victoriously pointing to the blurb paragraph that told of the author.
“It might have been an honest book had the author called it Christ Seen Through Three Layers of Illusion,” I
said more vindictively than I had intended.
“I thought you hadn’t read it,” she almost smirked at a discomfiture of her own imagining.
“A tedious, superstitious remodeling of the life of Christ by an emancipated Catholic who is an ex-journalist
and has not yet become an historian. Out on three counts.” I flipped it open at the frontispiece where it screamed
in ten-point bastard type, Nihil obstat … Censor Librorum Imprimatur.\fn{Nothing forbids … Permission to publish given
by the Censor Librorum. These words convey that the work they appear in—usually prior to the title page—contain nothing against official
Roman Catholic teaching regarding doctrinal faith or morality .} “And censored to boot!”

“You’re quite a scholar.” She raised a chiding eyebrow.
That eyebrow has to be brought down, I thought and said, “Augustus Caesar was Pontifex Maximus\fn{One of
the titles of the bishop of Rome. It means Supreme Ruler.} way before Peter the Simon was even a mathematical probability, not to mention the latter-day Popes and Holinesses in whose name obstacles to this, that and the other are
removed.” I realized that there was precious little to get so worked up about but I had no control over the matter.
Censor Librorum etc. is a sore point with an Ethiopian.
“Would you recommend the book for my friend?” she almost whimpered.
What could I say?
“She is only thirty-four and she is dying of cancer,” she said. The speed with which her expression changed
from mundane curiosity and puerile sophistication to commiseration for another’s pain was admirable. I found it
alarming. The gap between one moment and the next took on abysmal proportions as I watched her and listened,
not to anything continuous but rather as if watching unrelated images flick by as a zany projector clicked on.
“Does she know she is dying?”
“She has finally come around and is accepting it. Only a few weeks ago she was blaming her pain on the smell
of her gas stove. I can’t say I blame her. She is so young and such a beautiful person, it’s a shame. I’ve spent the
last couple of months looking after her but nothing seems to help.” Her eyes clouded.
“Why don’t you let her be? Maybe she isn’t dying at all.”
She looked at me as if I had said, why don’t you finish her off, and shook her head.
“I have spent the last three months looking after her, I took her to every church in Milwaukee.\fn{ A large city in
Wisconsin, United States.} If only there were an honest-to-goodness, down-to-earth Black Baptist church! She is
black, you see? If only she could find peace, but all she does is lie there and cry.” She moved her head in a vague
direction.
“Lie where and cry?” I said, even more alarmed.
“She is at the hotel now. I left her sleeping and came out for a little walk.”
“Doesn’t she have a family?”
“A mother in New York. But she is old and my friend doesn’t want to burden her with it. Perhaps near the end.
But not now. Such a beautiful person,” and she brightened up a bit and asked, “Would you like to meet her?”
I desired neither to meet nor avoid this person who, for reasons beyond my understanding, was gallivanting
around the world with terminal cancer. I simply failed to respond.
“Are you a poet by profession?” I asked instead.
“No, I am a nurse, an RN.\fn{ Registered Nurse.} Well, almost. I have only a couple of months to go,” she
wavered between braggadocio and apology.
This I saw as touching. Two or three months spent helping the dying to die, almost crying over vitality
mercilessly spilled, and then such an unexpected show of pride in her nearness to the RN diploma.
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“I’m sure you will like her,” she said. “Oh, she has no formal education. She was a night club entertainer
before she became ill—a beautiful dancer. And you should hear her sing! She used to dance at my parties. Command performance, as your newspaper says. What is it called, The Herald?”
“Yes, The Ethiopian Herald.”
“Forgive my saying so, but isn’t it awful? Once she came in a beautiful red see-through dress with piles of ruff
around the hips. She looked so beautiful, only the dress covered too much of her. And now that I have a beautiful
home she won’t be coming to my Christmas party. She just lies there and cries. Such a shame.”
“Yes.”
“In a way the house we just moved to isn’t anywhere near as beautiful as my old house. People would walk
into the hallway and go, “Oh!” They just went crazy over how beautiful it was. But I found the beauty cold, and
the neighborhood was deteriorating. The new place is quiet. My two closest neighbors are a widow who lives
alone with her cats and a retired couple.”
As it later turned out, her comfort was not wholly paid for by an almost RN’s wages. Her father had set up a
trust fund for her and his grandchildren, and the black musician father of the children paid child support.
The waitress came over to refill her cup and the woman interrupted herself to smile and thank her.
“I am glad I ran into you,” she continued. “It would be such a shame to come all the way to Africa and not
meet anyone besides the Americans who are on the same charter. I knew I could talk to you as soon as I saw you.
Who does one talk to these days? People no longer have time for each other. I have always wanted to be of
assistance to others, and you’d think that nursing is just the place for that. Forget it! Can you sit on the bed and
hold a patient’s hand and be human? No, sir, that’s against the rules. Can you just stay in the room and keep a
lonely man company and put your arms around him while he cries? Don’t bet on it, that would be considered
making a pass at a patient, and anyway men aren’t supposed to cry, are they? Don’t you sometimes cry?”
“No, I don’t,” I said but seeing in her proselytizing eyes a demand for a less negative answer, added, “I’ve
never had anything to cry for, as far as I can remember.”
“Some day I’ll just pack up and leave, go to another country and serve people who are really human. I might
even come here. All that hospital administrations hand out in the States is a bunch of crap and I don’t take crap
from anybody. I just tell them to go to hell and walk out.”
“Each place has its set of taboos,” I said.
“Have you ever been abroad?” she queried.
“No,” I said addressing myself to the rhetorical tone of her question.
“I have traveled quite a bit,” she continued. “I went to Korea once. I went with a doctor friend and we spent
most of our time up in the mountains—with real people.”
“You must speak Korean then?”
“No, neither of us did, but he was such a sensitive artistic man. He painted several pretty pictures of those
beautiful mountains and dignified old people. People are different in Korea. They respected the old and cared for
one another—not like us.”
“How long did you stay?”
“Two weeks,” she said matter-of-factly. “I can’t seem to be able to take my mind off Violet,” she went back to
her current concern. “That’s my friend. She is so artistic, so creative! But is that going to help her? What if she
was once a prostitute? Some stranger needed warmth and she needed the money, what’s wrong with that?”
“Nothing,” I side-stepped the challenge.
“And now she is dying, oh, dear God,” she cradled her forehead in the cup of her hand. “Everybody dies, I
know, but how can you make it easy for her? I put off my RN certificate until next spring to be with her. We took
this charter so that she will have been in Africa at least once; she dreamed of it for so long that I thought she
might find new strength here—she thinks her ancestors came from East Africa—but what can I do to help her not
to be frightened and crying all the time?”
“Nothing.”
“I knew I could speak to you. I always run into the right people at the right time. I hope you don’t mind my
carrying on like this. It’s like I have ESP\fn{Extrasensory perception.} or something.”
“Yes.”
“Speaking of the spirit, you know something?” Her eyes shone with delight. “I have a beautiful painting of a
black Christ. His features are neat and he looks so sensitive and kind. He looks like you.”
“Really?” She didn’t know that under the hat my head was shaved clean.
“Yeah, I got it off this black artist that I met through Violet. He is something else. I gave it to her when I found
out that she didn’t have much time left. She just adores it. I gave it to her for her birthday.”
“I guess it’s good to have something to adore when you know you are going,” I cleared my throat.
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“Since she accepted the fact a couple of weeks ago, she has it turned to the wall and lies there staring at the
back of the picture and crying.”
“She no longer cares for it?”
“Oh, she loves it,” she said emphatically and then after a moment’s hesitation, “when she looks at the
gentleness in his face she says she just can’t help herself, she makes love to it.”
“Isn’t that rather exhausting in her condition?” I asked, partly to cover up my own prudish embarrassment.
“She is afraid God will punish her for it. All she wants now is to lie there and stare at the back of it until she
comes to peace with God. She still believes in that kind of God.”
A whole moment passed while I looked at her and tried to understand why she was so eager to set the pace for
her friend and what the basis of their friendship could have been.
“Do you think God will hold it against her?” she continued sadly.
“What?”
“I mean, do you think the Lord will punish her for it, for using His\fn{ The text does not capitalize this word .} picture
like that?” she said, this time philosophically.
“I don’t know. There must be all sorts of Lords. There are Gnostic, Ebionite, Docetist, Essene, Pauline, Petrine,
Johannine Christs, it depends on which kind this one is. Only the man who painted the picture or the woman who
lies there staring at it can say.” Braggingly, I rose to the occasion.
“She is so afraid,” the woman whined, ignoring my showing off. For a moment she seemed lost in her
thoughts.
I emptied the last bit of wine out of the wicker bottle wondering whether I could have answered her more
wisely. Her friend had probably lived her last few years like the same American TV soap operas that Ethiopian
television brings us. Goodness always wins in the end. Between fear and frolicking, the greater need will win.
And that which wins is good. Therefore there is no need to fear reprisal.
“I so wish you’d come and meet my friend,” she said, assuming a pathetically cultivated voice.
Where did I fit between the dying and the living?
“Besides, I have a book that I’d very much like you to have. I brought it along so that I can go back to it for
strength.” Seeing that I was not reacting, she went on. “I can get another copy as soon as we get home. If you’re
not in a hurry to go somewhere else, I left the car just around the corner, across from the theater. We rented it
yesterday morning just in case Violet wanted to go for a drive over the weekend.”
It took time for the brazenness in her voice to come through. It was touching. She paid for her coffee and the
wine, for she likes paying. She yearns to give and she gives to me, locked within the moment as I am like an
insect fossil in the opacity of a birthstone.
“Here, take this book,” I said to her and she hesitated, but I forced it on her, putting my arm around her
shoulder as we walked out of the café.
That little gesture of encouragement, of subdued friendliness undermined her confidence and her astringentdried, crackling thin skin turned red as if lit up by the last rays of a setting sun. At this point I saw not the street
leading to her car but myself, floating without purpose or direction. The moment tightened around me and in its
tightness I sensed her menopausic itch which neither my detachment nor her splintered questions could even
begin to scratch.
As we approached an infant-blue Peugeot 404\fn{ A car of French manufacture.} she asked me if the book was for
her friend. It was not enough that we had lost all possibility of unity; I had to invent some sort of eschatological
bond.
She slid behind the wheel and unlocked the other door for me. I sat in silence watching her gun the car.
She appeared from nowhere, wrote verse in public and wept for her dying friend but seemed to rein in her
sorrow at the approach of a future Christian party without her beautiful black dancer and her nursing certificate
and her new temple in a regenerating neighborhood. On the back seat of the car lay a dismal-looking brown little
book, short and broad like an Ethiopian tax collector’s receipt-pad. I reached back, picked it up and opened it at
random. The title poem spoke of gentleness in the sweet timber of virginal innocence. I read it and put the book
back. Post-mid-century kitsch.
“It’s for you,” she smiled generously. “That is the book I told you about.”
“I don’t want to offend you but I have to be honest,” I said. “I can’t stand poetry; maybe it’s my education.”
“I understand,” she said in a sad but magnanimous voice. “Very few people can get into poetry. Even American critics don’t really understand this particular poet.”
The Addis Hilton is perched on a hill to the east of the spot we were leaving, and as she headed the car up that
way we passed the scattered high-rise buildings and came abreast of the green stretch of the Jubilee Palace. For a
few minutes the Entoto range became visible to the north and through the incipient drizzle the forest of eucalyptus
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trees seemed to oscillate between Prussian blue and royal purple. The moment of silence turned into a monologue
which melted into the slither of the Peugeot tires and started to flow inwards and nothing would come forth from
my voice. The unbroken flow made sounds all around me that created echoes like torrents falling upon rocks in a
cavern. We entered the Hilton compound and the tumult became a wall that nothing could scale. And the Hilton
was impeccable. I heard my very being echo against the quietness of the elevator. The clean carpet of the corridor,
that seemed to unwind endlessly like the mysteries of Ephesus\fn{ An allusion to the great pagan temple of Diana in the
ancient city of Ephesus; destroyed long ago .} drowned my footsteps from under my very navel. The balcony window
overlooked a swimming-pool in the shape of a cross.
Violet was not in the room. There was no picture of Christ, black or blonde, so far as I could see …
139.57 The Song Of A Happy Cobbler: A Folktale\fn{by Abeda Shifferaw (c.1940?-

)}

Ethiopia (M) -1

Once upon a time there was a poor cobbler who made a living by repairing shoes. The poor man earned only
enough for his daily bread, yet he was very happy. After he had finished his daily work, he did not even have a
home to return tok, for he lived in the same hut where he repaired shoes. Yet he could always be heard singing a
beautiful song, before he went to sleep at night.
Not far away there lived a rich man who used to hear the poor cobbler singing a joyous song every night, after
he had finished his work. The rich man thought a lot about this man.
“He is so poor and earns only his daily bread, after working all day. Yet he is happier than I am. I have gold,
and yet I am not content,” said the rich man to himself.
The rich man decided to invite the poor cobbler to visit him. The cobbler came and the rich man said to him:
“I know that you are a poor man, yet I hear you singing every night, which is a sign that you are very happy.”
The poor cobbler said:
“I am happy because I work the whole day earning my bread. If one has bread to eat and clothes to wear, what
else does one need in this world?”
The rich man was very surprised to hear the poor man’s answer.
“Do you think you would still be happy if you had more money?” asked the rich man.
“Yes,” was the reply. So the rich man gave the cobbler gold and put him up in his own home.
From the first day that the poor man received the gold, he began to think to himself:
“If a thief comes and takes my gold, I shall be poor again.”
The poor cobbler did not sleep at all during the first night, or even during the second night. And so it was every
night. The happiness that he had enjoyed before, had left him and no longer did he sing. Then the cobbler said to
himself,
“The gold I was given does not help me. It has only brought me sorrow and bad health. I should prefer to be a
poor cobbler earning my daily bread, and be happy once again.”
The cobbler collected all the gold together and returned it to the rich man.
Once again the cobbler began to mend shoes, and ever after he could be heard singing a joyful song at night
time.
139.60 The Woodchopper And The Hyena: A Folktale\fn{by Tsegaye Tekel Mariam (c.1940?-

)}

Ethiopia (M) 1

Once upon a time, there lived a man who was not rich. He had many children, and he used to chop wood so as
to earn money for his daily bread.
One day, he went to a huge forest to chop wood. When he penetrated into the forest, he saw a blind and hungry
hyena. After he looked at the hyena, he asked himself:
“Who feeds this blind animal? Is it not God, who created all human beings? From now on, I shall never chop
wood for a livelihood.”
He stood and watched the beast who was waiting to find an animal to devour. Suddenly an antelope came by,
and the hyena caught the animal and ate it with enjoyment.
This time the man left the forest without taking any wood with him. When he reached home, his wife asked:
“Where is the wood? How can we feed our children? Are we going to starve them? Please go back and get the
wood.”
He told his wife how the blind hyena found its food, and of his decision not to cut down any more wood. His
wife was angry, and taking an axe, she herself set off for the forest to cut down wood.
When she reached the forest, what did she find?
A pot full of gold.
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She tried to take the pot, but it was too heavy for her to carry. She left the pot and rushed to her husband and
told him:
“I have found a pot full of gold. Let us go and bring it.” The husband said:
“I have told you that I will not make any effort to earn a living.”
The wife tried to persuade her husband, but he took no notice of her. Then she went to a good friend of theirs,
and told him that she had found a pot full of gold in the forest, and that her husband refused to fetch it. On hearing
this, the friend was very excited and said:
“All right, I will help you to fetch it.” So they set out together to the forest.
Before they reached it, the man asked the wife to show him from a distance where the gold was. When he saw
the place, he said:
“Wait, if we take the gold now, people may see us and claim it. It would be much better to fetch the gold in the
evening when no one is about.”
The wife went back to her husband and told him about their plan to fetch the gold. The husband tried to
convince her to leave it where it was. He said:
“I have told you how the blind hyena is fed. Don’t trouble to bring the gold. Let the Almighty, who fed that
hyena bring the gold here for us.” The wife said:
“How foolish you are! Don’t you know that even God helps those who work!”
In the evening, the friend went alone to the forest and took the pot for himself. When he reached home, he
opened the pot and found a snake inside. So as to prevent the snake from springing out, he covered the pot and
said:
“It seems that my friend’s wife wants to harm me. Otherwise she would not have asked me to carry this pot. I
shall throw it through the window of their bedroom, so that it will harm them.”
In the night he got up and threw the pot through his friend’s window. When the pot landed on the floor, it broke
open with a loud crash. The husband woke up and looking on the floor, he found a heap of gold. He went to his
wife and told her that the gold she had found had been brought to them by the one who was feeding the blind
hyena.
The wife was very excited and she rushed to the bedroom. There indeed, she found a heap of gold. Said she to
her husband:
“You were right. The Almighty who fed the blind hyena has brought the gold to us.”
139.61 Four Good Men: A Folktale\fn{by Sophia Zacharias (c.1940?-

)}

Ethiopia (F) –1

One night four good men were walking down the road together.
They were a most unusual group. One of the men was blind, and he was led by another man, who happened to
be stone deaf. The third man was so badly crippled that he had to hobble along on crutches. And the fourth man
shivered in the cold wind because he had only a few miserable rags to wear.
As they passed near a forest, they heard a scream.
“Listen,” said the deaf man, “I heard a scream. Someone must be in rouble.”
“Yes,” said the blind man, staring into the darkness. “I can see them over there.”
“Let’s run over and help them,” said the crippled man.
“Oh no!” said the man dressed in rags. “They might be robbers and steal all our clothing.”
30.175 & 103.232 1. Abu Rubbiay 2. The Color Of Rain\fn{by Mohammad Abdel Wali (1940-1972)} Dabrban,
Ethiopia (M) 5
1
A few raindrops were falling as I stood in front of the shop shivering with cold. But those drops did not bother
me; what concerned me was, why was he late?
Upon a wall I could glimpse his latest drawing, finished yesterday—the drawing smiled. How nice this Abu
Rubbiya was …
I sat on the steps of the shop and collected my memories of him. Three years ago I had been sitting in the small
square in front of our shop when he came walking up sedately, looking at the ground, kicking stones with his foot.
He seemed to be in deep thought, as if something was bothering him. When he saw me, he smiled and said,
“May I sit down?” I laughingly replied,
“Why not? This square is God’s domain.” He shook his head surprisedly, looking at the square and at me.
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“Is anything in this world left for God? I am amazed to hear you say that. People have swallowed God’s rights.
This square is the government’s property and you, here, represent the government.”
I laughed heartily—I, an elementary-school pupil, represented the government? What an odd idea!
“Sit down, Abu Rubbiya,” I told him.
“How do you know my name?”
“Is there anyone in Addis Ababa who doesn’t?”
He sat beside me and his small cane began tracing lines that quickly turned into a comic drawing in the earth.
He inhaled deeply, staring at it.
“Listen, what is your name?”
“Saeed.”
“Do you attend the community school?”
“Yes,” I said proudly. “I’m in the fifth grade.”
Abu Rubbiya was thirty-five, dark-faced with deep-set eyes and a mysterious smile that seemed to mock
people.
“Listen Saeed, can you tell what I’ve drawn?”
“It’s a donkey.” He tapped me on my back gently with his cane, saying,
“Look closely.”
All that lay in front of me was a donkey. When I stared harder, however, the head began to resemble a wellknown person.
“That’s Bajahsh!”
I laughed—the picture now looked just like him. “But why is he a donkey?”
“His name is Bajahsh,\fn{A note reads: The meaning of “Bajahsh” is the “father of an ass,” jahsh meaning an ass.} and he is
also a donkey. He would not give me a rubbiya\fn{Colloquial Gulf Arabic for rupee} yesterday.”
He was silent for a while, then asked, “What would you like to be when you grow up?”
I replied quickly, “A merchant.”
“Ass! Don’t you know that merchants are a bad lot? You want to be bad like them?”
“No, I want to be a merchant so I can help the poor.”
“Ah son, all of them said they would help the poor when they were young, like you, and today they all have
lots of money. They have forgotten everyone else.”
Then he asked if I wanted him to draw me something else. His cane sketched quickly on the ground. Mountains, a sun, people and more donkeys began to appear, as well as other things which I could not identify.
“What’s that, Abu Rubbiya?”
“Your country.”
He went on drawing and drawing as sweat poured down his face. Suddenly I saw a tear roll down his cheek.
He was staring at his picture, then turned suddenly and gestured towards the distance.
“You know your country is out there? It’s beautiful! Full of mountains and trees, sun and valleys. How would
you know, you’re too young … haven’t you ever been to Yemen?”
“No.”
“Then how would you know. Listen, you must go to Yemen! What are you doing here in someone else’s
country?”
I did not answer him. I knew my father’s country was far away. I had heard my father speak of my grandfather
whom I had never seen, and of brothers I had never seen. I had heard my father’s friends mention so many things
—gold, newspapers, things I did not understand. I whispered to Abu Rubbiya,
“Listen, Abu Rubbiya, what do the newspapers say?”
He banged on the ground with his cane.
“Newspapers! They are all lies, my son, don’t believe them. The’re greedy. If you have money, they’ll honor
you. If you don’t, no one will even greet you. Listen, Saeed, why do all the Yemenis emigrate? They are cowards!
They couldn’t stay in their own country, so they ran away from it, left it to the bastards. Don’t you see, they began
emigrating a 1000 years ago, maybe more … they said the Ma’reb Dam was destroyed, and who destroyed it? A
little mouse? See, they are liars, they destroyed the dam with their corruption, then failed to build other dams and
ran away. God says, “Saba\fn{A note reads: Saba is the Biblical “Sheba,” the region in southern Arabia which includes Yemen and
Hadramaut. Its ancient inhabitants established a kingdom and a culture long before Christianity and Islam. Among their monuments was
the Ma’reb Dam whose ruins are still to be seen not far from Sanaa, the contemporary capital of North Yemen. The bursting of the Ma'reb
Dam is described in folk legend to have been caused by a mouse which made a hole in a strategic spot in the dam, causing it to burst. The
Holy Koran blames this on the corruption of the people. Verse 16 of chapter XXXIV mentions this explicitly: having been advised by God to
render thanks to Him for His bounty, they turned away, and so God “sent on them the flood of Arim [the Ma’reb Dam] and, in exchange
for their two gardens, gave them two gardens bearing bitter fruit, the tamarisk and, here and there, a lote-tree.” N. J. Dawood’s translation
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[N. J. Dawood, The Koran, London, Penguin Books, 1916 (1974 revision), p. 183] reads: For the natives of Sheba there was indeed a sign
in their dwelling-place: a garden on their left and a garden on their right. We said to them: ‘Eat of what your Lord has given you and
render thanks to Him. Pleasant is your land and forgiving is your Lord.’ But they gave no heed. So We let loose upon them the waters of the
dams and replaced their gardens by two others bearing bitter fruit, tamarisks, and a few nettle shrubs. Thus We punished them for their
ingratitude: for We punish none save the ungrateful. Palmer [E. H. Palmer, The Koran (Qur’an), London, Oxford University Press, 1900
(1933 reprint), p. 369] reads: Seba had in their dwellings a sign; two gardens, on the right hand and on the left, ‘Eat from the provision of
your Lord; and give thanks to Him! A good country and a forgiving Lord!’ but they turned away, and we sent against them the flood of the
dyke; and we changed for them their two gardens into two gardens that grew bitter fruit and tamarisk, and some few lote trees. This did we
reward them with, for that they misbelieved; and do we so reward any but misbelievers? Shakir [M. H. Shakir, The Qur’an, Tahrike Tarsile
Qur’an, inc., Elmhurst, New York, 1990 (sixth U.S. edition), p. 418] reads: Certainly there was a sign for Saba in their abode; two gardens
on the right and the left; eat of the sustenance of your Lord and give thanks to Him: a good land and a Forgiving Lord! But they turned
aside, so We sent upon them a torrent of which the rush could not be withstood, and in place of their two gardens We gave to them two
gardens yielding bitter fruit and (growing) tamarisk and a few lote-trees. This We requited them with because they disbelieved; and We do
not punish any but the ungrateful.} had in their land two wondrous Edens, one on the left and one on the right: eat from
your Lord’s blessing and thank Him. It is a good country and He is an indulgent God.\fn{ A note reads: From verse 15
of chapter XXXIV.} Yes, Saeed, we had a good country. And haven’t you heard of Balqis?\fn{ A note reads: Queen Balqis
is the Biblical Queen of Sheba who is said to have visited Solomon in the tenth century BC. Her visit is described in the Holy Koran in
verses 22-44 of chapter XXIV. The ruins of her ancient palace are still to be seen not far from Sanaa . The ruins are about three miles from
Sanaa; and Palmer (ibid., p. 367) says furthur that the bursting of the dyke of Marab and the destruction of the city by a flood are historical
facts, and happened in about the first or second century of our [I.e., the Christian] era.} You’re still young, when you grow up

you’ll understand everything. Balqis was the first woman chosen leader by the people. See how far our civilization had come? And what do we have now? All of us have run away, leaving our women at home.”
He sighed deeply and continued:
“Yes, we have gone to seek our livelihoods in other people’s countries, when our own country is full of gold.
God said in the Qur’an there was no place better than our country. Ah, a paradise … but it yearns for people, it
yearns for its men.”
*
We became friends. Often we visited the homes of the rich, so he could draw their portraits on the walls. One
person was drawn as a goat ramming a rock with his horns. We would sit back while the people examined the
pictures, laughing:
“You know, Saeed,” he would whisper, “if I were to go to Yemen, I would be rich.”
“And you would forget the poor people?” He would laugh heartily, saying,
“No, I wouldn’t forget. In Yemen one is in his own country, but here we live in a foreign land. They can tell we
are strangers. It’s a shame how they say, ‘Look at that Yemeni walking barefoot in torn clothes.’ But what can we
do? God has given rich people hearts of stone.”
And we would go our own ways.
Despite our friendship, I did not know where Abu Rubbiya lived. Each time I asked him, he would answer,
“My friend, God’s land is vast.”
“But you said that people had taken God’s land.”
“That’s right, don’t be upset—the Government’s land is vast.”
Abu Rubbiya took pains to draw people he disliked in various ways. He once said, “You know, Bajahsh gave
me five rubbiyas today.” Then he added with pride, “But I refused them, so they won’t say I am greedy. I took
only one rubbiya from him.”
Rain was still falling. The drawings on the wall looked like they were crying in the rain. The road was empty,
save for a few carriages rushing by.
*
Where was he? Something must have happened to him. For three long years he had never been late like this.
Only once had he been absent, when he had an illness. He had looked terrible then, losing weight till he was as
thin as his cane. Next time I saw him, weak and pale, he had apologized.
“What am I to do? God afflicted me with sickness.”
I had once asked him why he didn’t work at a regular job.
“You’re still young, you don’t understand. Don’t I work every day? I thought you were mature enough to
understand drawing as an art … listen, drawing is the best work in the world!”
“Yes, but it doesn’t feed anyone.”
“Who wants to eat? The important thing is, people feel good when they see my drawings. People often wish
they could describe this or that merchant as a donkey or a dog. But they can’t. In my drawings I can and no one
can tell me anything.”
“Why not?”
“You know how if you tell someone he’s a dog, he gets angry? Yet you can draw him as a dog or donkey,
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people laugh, and he is not upset. This is human nature. When you grow up you will understand everything.”
But Abu Rubbiya did not return. A week went by and most of his drawings were erased from the walls. Only a
small one was left, and it was one he had made for me . . .
Once he had asked me again: “What would you like to be when you grow up?”
I had answered quickly, “An artist.”
The little picture was of me, with a brush in my hand. He had written my name under it. Suddenly, I heard my
father’s voice.
“What’s the matter with you? Every day you’re out there. The cold will kill you, do you want to die? Come on
inside or I’ll teach you a lesson!”
But I was gazing out into the streets sadly. When I went in, my father sat at the table balancing his accounts. I
asked him,
“Do you know where Abu Rubbiya is?”
“They deported him.”
“To where?”
“To Yemen.”
“Why?”
“Because he’s crazy.”
*
Five years later I left Addis Ababa for Aden. Amidst the noise of a coffee-bar in the Shaikh Uthman area, I sat
one day sipping a glass of tea. Suddenly 1 caught a glimpse of my old friend. I called out,
“Abu Rubbiya! Abu Rubbiya!”
He turned to me but, before I could reach and embrace him, he had run outside. I ran after him, but he disappeared into the crowds. He wore tattered clothes, his feet were bare and his face looked miserable. The coffee-bar
owner asked me,
“Where do you know him from? He’s called the Madman. He sits every day scrawling on the walls, making
pictures of people that look like dogs.”
I said, “He is not mad.”
“Then why doesn’t he look for work and be kind to his own stomach?”
There was nothing else to say.
2
“Are you afraid?”
“No, I am trembling … may be the cold … or …” He was silent for a while, gazing into space, then he turned
his eyes from the tops of the black mountains which rose above the deep valley, as it lay in an unreal silence, a
silence we felt would last forever even though it echoed the sound of shots from afar.
“Are you hungry …?”
“Perhaps, I haven’t tasted real food for many days.”
“And bread …?”
“I am tired of bread …”
“Really … You are funny; you know something … I find it delicious? I am tired of what you call real food. For
twenty years I have been sampling everything, from Chinese snakes to French frog soup and …”
“Are you going to go over the same story again?”
“Why not; it may make the night pass quickly, and we will feel less bored … or frightened, or hungry … isn’t
that so?”
“Maybe.”
A shot was heard from afar and it echoed by the ridge, so he trembled.
“Didn’t I say that you were afraid?”
“Please, I only feel cold.”
“Look, don’t you sense something new tonight?”
“What is it?” he asked. His voice trembled.
“It rained during the day.”
“And so?”
“Don’t you sense the color of the rain which washed away everything … even the outline of the moon …?”
He pointed to the moon with his hand.
“It is better that you keep your finger on the trigger of your gun …”
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“Oh! … don’t you see the most magnificent thing of all …? Can you imagine a more fascinating view? The
moon sends its rays like an avalanche of rain; even the stars are like drops set free from the clouds. You can’t feel
the color of rain until you ache for it and for those places in which it falls.
“I was not affected by the moon or by the rain when I was on the ship; they reminded me only of the village.
You do not know the meaning of the sea—what it is like to spend years and years on a confined space, roasting in
the sun, enveloped by the silence of evening. I was ready to pay with my life for a sight such as this. Do you see
the mountain tops before you? They are so clear that each detail can be seen. Look over there. I would have paid
with my life for a sight such as this.
“My God, I used to think it would be an adventure, to carry arms, to march and sing revolutionary songs, like
the one I used to hear in the ports of France. The workers there sang about the revolution, Napoleon and the
Marseillaise. But they never saw anything as splendid as this. The moon reveals everything, yes, everything …”
And … he pressed the trigger and the mountains echoed with the sound; the body stretched beside him trembled.
“What is the matter … have you gone mad?”
“No … nothing is the matter … the moon is beautiful. It has sunk lower; haven’t you noticed anything? That
is why I worship the moon, its faint light does not light up the whole scene; the shadows are enough. Don’t
tremble so, my friend, you are not used to the cold. In Aden, the sun is always shining, but sometimes it is
oppressive. You do not see the mountains of snow. For twenty years I have been a sailor. I have traveled all the
seas, and I have heard all the tales. Apart from being a soldier in the ranks of the revolution\fn{ Between 1918 (when
they were freed from Ottoman rule) and 1962, the (territorial) western part of what is now the Republic of Yemen—then called “North”
Yemen, as opposed to “South” Yemen, which was centered around the (southern) port city of Aden, and was administered by the British—
was ruled by two very powerful Imams, Yahya ibn Muhammad (assassinated in 1948) and his son, Ahmad (deposed in 1962). They created
a king-state, similar in its control to the European king-states of centuries past, in which a deliberate attempt was made to isolate the Yemini
people from all outside influences; preserve the Islamic society as they knew it, together with their authority in it; and secure the borders of
the country. A native resistance movement against this grew up in the mid-1940’s, and a successful armed revolution, aided by Egypt, broke
out there in 1962, and continued until 1970 (the royalist forces having organized around Ahmad’s son and withdrawn into the (northern)
mountains, from which they mounted an armed revolt against the republican forces in the south). The British withdrew from their colony
around Aden (“South” Yemen) and east of Aden in 1967; and from 1970-1990, this part of what is now the Republic of Yemen declared
itself to be the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, a Marxist state openly friendly to the Soviet Union. This came to an end in 1990,
and both parts of what is now the Republic of Yemen federated together. A rebellion against this arrangement broke out in the south in
1994, but it was suppressed and the territorial integrity of the new country was preserved .} this was the last thing I though could

happen. But it did happen.”
“Listen, my friend, I have heard you relate this for the twentieth time, but tonight is the first time you have
proved to me that you are a good shot. Perhaps he is suffering there—or maybe dead. I did not notice anything
until after he fell down.”
He remained silent for a while then said:
“But you used to repeat all this, the moon is the moon which is seen every night, and the stars and the rain …
Nothing, except that I became bogged in the mud while hunting that wretched rabbit, today at noon. I pictured an
appetizing table set with roast rabbit, and all I saw was hard, dry bread.
A cool breeze sprung up and went whistling through the ridge, the mountains repeated the echo of a man
screaming … Nobody answered him. The echo died away and a man fell to the bottom and rocks crashed down in
the deep valley.
“Hear, do you hear … do you feel something?”
His voice was high pitched with fear, and he pulled the gun tighter to him.
“Don’t be afraid, this is the sound of gushing water, a flood coming from the north. Clouds have covered the
whole area since the morning; the water rushing noisily comes from the rain. Can’t you hear its sweet sound? It
reminds me of the sound of soldiers crawling to their goal without fear; breaking through the silence overcoming
cowardice. They forget everything even their very existence; they rush forth, full of hope at seeing others at their
side. If one were alone … he would run away … but they are in groups, you see … they are more than just one.
Do you hear them crashing through the mountains? Even if the trees fell they would not care, they would push
forward encouraging the other, without fear … without any fear …”
The flood had reached the valley, they were stretched out on the mountain top, the water was rushing forth
carrying before it the debris which they could not define. The water rose and fell again in violent movement, the
sound growing louder and louder, until they believed it would submerge them. Then they were enveloped by a
deep silence, and the water passed beneath them far away, like a legendary snake coming out from the depths of
the mountains after centuries of imprisonment; coming out to destroy.
“And we are the same, we are not aware of what we swallow before us, but we, too, go forward with violence.
Because we are a group, we do not feel frightened, we do not care. Then we clash, this is the beginning, and the
beginning is always infinitely violent, everything is allowed and everything is legal … since in the end we will
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water fields, and since ultimately, we will still give the desert an exquisite green color, a carpet of happiness. Our
enthusiasm will not last long, we will calm down after a while, but will give the land another color, another life.”
Silence descended. The moon was mellow and the flood passed into the distance.
“What about her? Have you written to her at all?”
“I have ended everything … with whom am I to send my messages? Aden … it is far away … I was so stupid
… I told her that I would always write to her, maybe she will think of me as a hero now, and will expect me to tell
her stories of my heroism. She would not believe that I tremble when I hear a gun shot, as though the bullet itself
had gone right through me. You are older than I; you have seen the wide world; perhaps you are mocking me now;
… but as for myself …”
And he laughed sadly.
“I am but a child … who knows only arithmetic and writing … speaking with empty enthusiasm about
patriotism. The great thing in my life is that I’m here. I was too hasty in my decision—if I’d thought just a little, I
would not have been here. It is this enthusiasm. How could I, who spoke of patriotism until I bored people to
death, stand aloof from the revolution now that it was with us? There were many who told me, ‘Volunteer,
volunteer …’ I volunteered barely a few months after my marriage … I did not think of me. Her father said, ‘Have
no fear, I am here,’ and my friends said, ‘We are here.’ And here I am. She would be ashamed of me if I were to
tell her what war is, and what is fear. I tell myself, I’m afraid for her! But that is a lie. I feel the taste of life, here,
on my tongue, at the sound of every bullet.”
He heard the sound of a shot and trembled and felt the dryness of his mouth.
“He fell. They are millions. They know the moon lights up the mountain tops so they climb the rocks and look
for caves. He fell … do you feel anything?”
“No, no, don’t say that. I’m afraid.”
“Don’t say that, continue, as though nothing happened.”
“You are a different person. I fought today and I fought before, perhaps more than once.” The sailor laughed
and said:
“With more than one side and for no reason. Today, I’m fighting for something—perhaps for the color of rain
in our country. I fought with the Italians once, then with the British. I ran arms, but I felt no joy. The mountains,
the moon, the stars, even the color of rain in other countries never moved me.I always dreamt of this, the cold air,
these bare mountain tops, these stupid infiltrators, the hunters of gold and arms, and the dreamers of the day when
the revolution would break out. I dreamt of all these things. I didn’t know that one day, under this rain, the rain of
my country, I would be a hunter too.
“Eh! my boy! I’ve known the wharves of every port in the world and slept on their pebbles. I’ve walked the
back-streets of Marseilles and was hungry. I’ve worked days and nights, in coal stores, before the burning fire of
furnaces and under stormy skies. I’ve know what it is to fight a war that is not your own. It is very hard to see
hungry faces.
“And now … don’t you want me to shout, how happy I am, how very happy?! Now I can recount all this to
people everywhere. I used to be so ashamed to tell them where I came from. But now, I shall never be ashamed. I
shall tell them your story, the son of Aden, asleep half naked and hungry, over the mountain tops, in the bitter
cold, eating bread alone and dreaming of one roast rabbit, writing imaginary letters, to a woman of his imagination.”
“I’m not lying.”
“I didn’t say that. Everything here is real, until reality has become unbelievable!”
Their eyes searched the darkness before them, looking for something, other than the silence and the color of
rain. They waited for the sound of footsteps that would come forward, and like the sharp point of a sword, plant
death. The valley below them, stretched far ahead, losing its legendary strength. It was quiet, stretching south, and
none of them knew where it began or where it ended, though they knew what it held for them, and were familiar
with the land that embraced and kissed it.
The sounds came closer, and the color of the moon turned yellow.
“This was at port, I was still a young man, and had money, green bills and red bills, and felt in the prime of
manhood. I had not yet sold my arm to anyone, I worked honorably, with my sweat and all my strength. I was
happy because I had left Yemen behind me, in search of a new world, full of lights and sounds and people. I
imagined that they were angels at the very least.
“That night, in that harbor, I lost my manhood in the arms of the first woman I met. She had a little daughter. I
gave her all the bills I had and took from her much more than any manhood. She told me many things, but I didn’t
understand anything, I was feverish. I’d spent six months on board ship.
“Do you know what it is to be a stranger? I didn’t know her—but I didn’t realize this except at sea—when I
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remembered again and knew that I had been a fool.
“But I never forgot that port. I sent letters to her, without even knowing her address, just the name of the harbor. It was enough for me to love her. I’ve even forgotten her name now. I went back to her several times, but she
wasn’t there. You see, I returned after three years.
“This was the only thing I ever called love. I know now that she deceived me, she took everything, and left the
bitter taste of the stranger, in my mouth. She planted this bitterness, yes. You, my friend, have a house, love
friends … But I … I returned to Yemen after twenty years and found no one, they had all gone too. I found a few
graves, nothing else.
“But I’d changed a little. I nearly went back to the sea, the great friend I hadn’t lost, always ready to take me
back at any moment. Yet you see I’m here and not any place else. It’s chance alone isn’t it? Chance, or an opportunity I’d always hoped for. I sold myself to more than one army and more than one company. I learned how to
work on a ship, how to hold a gun and kill people I do not know and towards whom I feel no enmity.
Today it is different. I know for the first time why I’m here, and why this gun is in my hand. I may not know
the person I kill, but I know why I kill. Do you hear? For the first time in twenty years I know something. The
image of those graves is still with me. I was happy coming back, I carried gifts and money and then I found
nothing, none, only these graves. Today, here, I’m making new graves, perhaps one for myself.”
The other voice interrupted him suddenly:
“Don’t say that please.”
“Morning is near, we’ll stay here together.”
“Yes, we are the last ones now.”
“Nobody knows. Perhaps there are others like us, who were able to cut their way through these rocks.”
“Perhaps.”
A light appeared in the distance, but the moon had not gone. Before them, at a distance, shafts of light brought
earth and sky closer. There was a sweet smell.
“Look, it’s the rain, can’t you see its color? I can’t describe it, but I know it so well deep inside me that I feel I
can almost describe it.”
“I can smell it, it’s the smell of some perfume that I used to sell in a shop where I worked.”
The footsteps came close, they could feel them through the ground under their feet. The light surrounded them
and they heard voices. There were some shots, raising the dust around them. The valley echoed the sound of the
shots.
“Have no fear, we shall stay together.”
“And you will tell your story on board ship.”
“Yes, I’ll tell them what the color of rain in my country is.”
“I shall tell them in Aden, how cold it is here.”
The mountain stilled the sound, water ran in the valley, quietly.
The mountain echoed the sound of the bullets.
215.18 Excerpt from The Life History Of An Ethiopian Refugee (1944-1991): “Sojourn In The Fourth
World”\fn{by Taddele Seyoum Teshale (1944- )} Wondefay Mikael Village, Agawmedir Awraja, Dangila Warada,
Gojjam Province, Ethiopia (M) 8
1
My name is Taddele Seyoum Teshale. I was born in 1944 in a little village called Wondefay Mikael—born
from my mother Amaro Hailu and from my father Seyoum Teshale Alem, in Gojjam Province, Agawmedir
Awraja, Dangila Warada. We lived in a big mud-walled and grass-thatched house, and we had another house like
it but smaller, which was divided inside into two sections—one for storage of grain and tools, and the other for
my father to entertain his guests in and for them to sleep in.
There was a third mud-walled and grass-thatched house for the animals, because my father was rich in
animals. He had horses, mules, and donkeys, and a large number of cattle, sheep, and goats. In the daytime they
would go out to graze with a shepherd, and then at night they would be brought back into the fenced area around
this house. We used to kill our own animals for our meat, and we only got salt and spices and some clothes in the
market.
In a fourth house we kept our beehives, of which we had more than fifty. The beehives were our traditional
kind, made of split bamboo woven with weft made of very thin pieces of green bamboo pounded to make it
pliable. They were each about a meter long and so big around that you could barely put your hands around one of
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them. After they were woven, they were plastered on the outside with cow dung mixed with water, to make a solid
wall. The top of the hive had a hole in it.
When the hive was completely dry, workers would make a small flre with a special kind of wood in a broken
pot and put incense and beeswax on the fIre. Then they would put the hole of the beehive over the fIre and let the
smell of the incense and the beeswax fill and permeate the inside of the hive.
Then someone would take the hive into the forest and climb a tree and hang the beehive by two ropes around
its circumference from a limb of the tree. Wild bees would smell the wax and come, and after some time had
passed they would set up a new hive inside. The man who had placed it in the tree would keep a careful watch on
it, checking it every few days, and then when he saw bees coming and going from the mouth of the hive, he would
go with another man at night to bring the hive back to the homestead. He would climb the tree and cover the
opening with a cloth so that the bees wouldn’t escape, and then he would carefully untie the ropes and lower the
hive to the other man on the ground, and they would carry it back home suspended between them on a pole. Then
they would tie the beehive horizontally to the walls of the bee house.
We collected honey twice a year, in December and in May, by opening the hives and taking out all but the last
row of honey, leaving that one for the bees. Then we would squeeze the honey and sell it in the market. Some we
kept to mix with hop leaves to make tejj, our traditional alcoholic drink.
*
My father had a man chosen from among the peasants on our land who managed the work of farming, and he
gave him oxen to use. The other peasants worked our land in return for a share of the crops, and my father gave
them milk cows. Sometimes for weeding and harvesting we used to hire people for money.
My father’s time was spent mostly in hunting; he loved to go hunting. He had more than ten rifles in the house,
and sometimes he would kill two or three deer a day in the forest near our house—the same forest where we took
the beehives to capture the bees.
*
The earliest thing that I remember is that my grandfather—my father’s father—died. They had brought him
when he was very sick from his own mud-walled and grass-thatched house which was nearby, to our house,
because there was no medical treatment for sick people in those days. They gave him some local medicine, but in
spite of that he died there in one of the extra beds in our house which was also mud-walled and thatch-roofed, but
very big.
They covered him with a new factory-made piece of white cloth, and all night the whole family sat around the
body weeping and wailing. There was no eating or drinking, because in our country a dead person’s relatives
don’t eat or drink until the person is buried.
The next morning they took the bed outside, and all the more distant relatives began to arrive from further
away. In the late morning they all went to the church to bury him. We children were hungry, and we just played as
usual and imitated the grown ups wailing, and said to our mothers,
“When are we going to eat?” They said,
“Your grandfather has died.” We said,
“He will come tomorrow; what is death?” So our mothers made us go into one of the other houses to have
something to eat and to keep out of the way.
*
When I was four years old, I was sent to a church school, and I studied there for around six years. It was about
10 kilometers from home, and I used to go there and stay when school was in session. The church school was in a
monastery of the Coptic Orthodox Church.
There was no school building at all; we sat on stones and studied under a tree in the monastery yard. We had to
wear a sheepskin over our clothes when we were studying; this is traditional in this kind of school in my country.
We had to study the Coptic Orthodox traditional religious doctrines, especially David’s psalms and St. Mary’s
miracles, and different books which teach the doctrines about angels.
At night we slept in small huts built out of grass and wood which would sleep two or three boys only. At about
three a.m., the priest would wake up all the students, and then we would have to sing prayers orally until we had
memorized them. If you didn’t know them by heart, the teacher would punish you with a small green switch.
Sometimes we had to sing the whole night in the church, especially Saturday and Sunday.
The thing which I hated most about this traditional church school was the fasting. On Wednesdays and Fridays
we couldn’t eat anything until about five o’clock in the afternoon, and then we couldn’t have meat, eggs, or milk;
we just had either dry injera\fn{Traditional Ethiopian staple starch, a flat pancake made from teff flour and cooked on one side
only} or injera with oil, water, and berberi\fn{Hot pepper spice mixture} made into a sauce called wat. Sometimes we
just had roasted barley grains or maize.\fn{ A type of corn}
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Our Lenten season was 55 days long, and during that whole time we fasted every day and we didn’t get to eat
eggs, milk, or meat at all. It was a difficult diet for growing children.
*
After I had been there for three years, my father had a problem with someone, and he killed two people who
were fighting against him. He was accused because of that, and he was imprisoned for three years, first in Gojjam,
and then in Addis Ababa.
During this time I quit school. My father had divorced and remarried, and my stepmother made me look after
the goats, sheep, and cows.
Until my father was released from prison I had many problems with my stepmother. She used to punish me in
many different ways. Sometimes she wouldn’t let me have any food; sometimes she wouldn’t let me have any
clothes. She always used to beat me with a stick.
I remember one day she gave me dry injera with skim milk, with no wat or berberi or anything. I refused to eat
it, and she said,
“You foolish boy! There is no mother to prepare food for you; you have to eat this.” I said,
“Even a dog can’t eat this.” She said,
“You son of a dog, who is going to prepare food for you? Do you think there is a maidservant for you? Unless
you eat this, you will never have any other fresh food.”
She offered me that same food for three days and it smelled worse and worse with the passage of each day. She
did this because she was jealous of my mother; in our country people punish the children to get revenge on their
parents.
So I went to my uncle’s house—my father’s younger brother’s house—and found my uncle’s wife there. I told
her to give me food. I said,
“My stepmother has only given me injera with skim milk—it doesn’t have any salt or wat or berberi or
anything—for the last three days, and by now it smells really bad, but she says that unless I eat it I will never have
any other food.” She gave me some good fresh food to eat, and said,
“I know your father’s wife, that cruel woman; she would be capable of that, I know she would.” After she had
fed me, she went directly to my stepmother and said,
“What kind of a cruel woman are you? Do you think you can get revenge on this child’s mother by punishing
him with food? He is just a child. Don’t you believe in God?” My stepmother said,
“It doesn’t concern you.”
They 192uarreled the whole day. When I went back in the evening to my house, my stepmother was angry and
said,
“You foolish dog! You went to your uncle’s house and told his wife? Do you think that she can cut my hands
and tie me and punish me? Who is she after all?”
I was sitting beside the fIre, and she kicked me and I fell over into the fIre and burned myself behind my ear;
you can still see the scar. My ear was burned badly. The next morning my uncle came to our house; when he
found me wounded like that, he was angry and wanted to kill my stepmother with a gun. He insulted her and said,
“The boy’s father is in prison, and you are always mistreating his children. The father suffers, and the children
suffer in their own house. What kind of problem is this?”
The neighbors all came and begged him please not to kill her, and they took the gun from his hand. They took
him to his home and stayed with him so that he wouldn’t go and kill her.
She ran to her parents’ house and stayed there for three days.
*
Then my father was released from prison and came home. When he came home, he thought that I was still in
the monastery school—he wanted me to be a priest—and he brought me many books from Addis Ababa, but I had
already quit school.
When he found that out, he became very sorry. And after he had been home for a few days, he found out all the
problems that his wife had made for me, and he was even sadder then.
My father was not an educated man, and he lost hope for me then and accepted the fact that I would be just a
peasant farmer like him.
*
After that, I just looked after the animals; that became my job. He divorced that woman and married another
one, but there was no improvement in my situation. I don’t think there are any good stepmothers.
So I stayed with my father until I became fourteen, farming and looking after the animals and suffering with
the new stepmothers. My father used to divorce his wife every two or three years, and my sister and I suffered
through more than five stepmothers. Until I was fourteen I didn’t eat very well; I just lived from hand to mouth.
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*
When I was fourteen, I left and went to live with my mother, because I couldn’t stand living with stepmothers
any longer. My father followed me and came to my mother’s house and wanted to take me back. My mother
refused. At the time, my father was a powerful man in the community there, and he forced my mother to let me
go. My mother said to him,
“I will die with my son; you can kill us both, but I will never let him go. He is nearly already dead; you are not
a real father to him; if you were a real father, you would see that he gets decent food. I can teach him and feed
him; he is not your servant but your child, and you shouldn’t have let him be treated like this.”
But my mother couldn’t stand up to him, so he took me by the arm and led me home to his house. I stayed in
his house for three or four months, but I couldn’t stand it, and I ran home to my mother’s house again.
*
This time my mother immediately took me to the government school and enrolled me there. In those days they
were preaching that everyone should send their children to school. My father wouldn’t have dared to come and
take me from the government school, because the government wouldn’t allow it; they would have put him in
prison. At this time, I was fourteen years old.
The government school was thirteen miles from my home village. It was an elementary school which had first
to eighth grade in it. The name of the school was Bitiwedede Mengasha Jemberi; Mengasha Jemberi was a famous commander who fought against the Italians. Some of the buildings were modern stone and wood—the office,
the laboratory, the book store, and the clinic. The classrooms were made of sticks and mud with cement spread
over that, with a corrugated iron roof.
When I was studying there, the principal of the school was an Indian man. The teachers were Ethiopians. I
studied there for five years, going back and forth over the twenty kilometers to my home village on foot. I didn’t
really go there seeking education; my mother just took me there to get me away from my father and my
stepmother.
As soon as I left home, my younger sister—my only full sibling—died when she was about twelve years old.
She was not lucky like me to get a chance for freedom. I will never forget her; when I think about her I almost
become crazy. She suffered in the same way at the hands of our stepmothers.
Now I was safe from my cruel father and stepmother, but I had another problem, which was how to study and
walk the 20 kilometers back and forth to school each day. I studied on the weekends and during the school
holidays mostly, when I didn’t have to spend so much time being exhausted by the walking back and forth to
school. My stepfather was giving my mother a problem, too. He said,
“This boy is big enough to work. If you want, we can find a wife for him, and he can become a farmer with us.
You shouldn’t give him money for education; why should I support him to go to school?”
While they were arguing like this about me, my mother’s elder brother and his wife both died, leaving four
children, the youngest of whom was only two months old. So my mother had to take those children into our
house, because they didn’t have any older sister to help raise them, to give them food and everything. My
stepfather refused to allow the children to come and live with us permanently, so because of that and because of
me my mother divorced him.
They divided their property equally. She had other brothers, and so she went to live with them. They had land
there, and they gave her some land and built a house for her there, and from there she continued to help me and
raised her brother’s children. In the rainy season when school was out I would go there and help with the farming
and then come back to school when it reopened in September.
I studied this way for five years. I didn’t have to start in this school in the first grade, because I had already
been in the monastery school. I started in the fourth grade, because I could already read and write quite a bit in
Amharic. The first thing I began to study was the English alphabet.
*
While we were playing on the football field one day, a bird came and sat on the ground. It didn’t look like the
birds in my country; it looked something like a big eagle. The boys cried out,
“Look at the bird.”
The bird couldn’t fly away again, so we chased it on the ground and we caught it. Then we saw that it had a
metal band on its leg. We tried to read what it said, but it wasn’t written in English. The only thing that we could
read was Vienna.
We took the bird to the teachers, and they said that Vienna was the capital of Austria in Europe. They took it to
the police station. We asked them how the bird could fly from Europe to Ethiopia; they told us that maybe
someone brought the bird on an airplane.
*
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During the eighth grade in that school, I was eighteen and I took the general examination in April of my eighth
grade year. It was an examination written in English on social studies, science, mathematics, history, English, plus
Amharic language. In spite of all my problems I got a good score—98.5; only two other boys were ahead of me.
*
After I finished elementary school, I spent some time at home.
During that season, people in my area often go to the forest in the lowland areas to collect honey to sell in the
market. One day, my cousin and his sister’s hus-band and another of our relatives were preparing to go to the
forest. They asked me to go with them:
“You aren’t in school; why don’t you come with us and eat fresh honey and share in the money that we will get
from selling it?” I asked my mother if I could go with them. She said,
“My son, the lowlands are not a good place. There are lions and snakes and other dangerous animals; don’t
go.” I said to her,
“I am as big as they are; I should go too. Besides, they have knives and two guns, and a spear, and a donkey;
we won’t have any problem.” She said,
“I am not pleased with the idea, but if you want to, you can go.” So she prepared some food for me, because
we were going to stay a week or so.
For one week we collected honey. They looked for wild beehives under stones, in caves, and in trees. Then at
night they would chase the bees out of their hives with smoke and collect the honey and put it in cow skins and
load it on the back of the donkey that we had brought with us. I was amazed; I hadn’t had such an experience before.
After we had been out collecting honey for a week, one night we came to a small stream that flowed into a
little lake and decided to sleep there so that we would have water for drinking. When you eat honey, you get
thirsty. The moon was full that night. My relative was leading the way, and I was following him, and the donkey
was behind me carrying the honey and provisions and behind the donkey were my cousin and my cousin’s
husband. My relative pushed aside the tall grass and jumped across the stream and I was just about to follow him
when suddenly something shot out of the grass and grabbed my right thigh with its wide-open mouth and its sharp
teeth.
I looked and a python nearly five meters long\fn{ Almost 16½ feet} had almost swallowed my thigh. He was trying to pull me backward, and he kept thrashing his tail back and forth, searching for something to wrap it around
so that he could pull me into the water. I pulled back, away from the water, and finally caught ahold of a tree and
embraced it with my arms and held on for dear life.
The python wrapped his tail around the tree also, trying to embrace me with the tree in order to crush my
bones. I finally got a bit free and jumped across the stream; as I jumped, my trousers tore, and the python was left
with nothing in its mouth and quickly disappeared into the lake.
During the whole experience, I could barely think; I was not saved by my wits or my strength, but I was saved
by a miracle of God.
My relatives had all run away because they were so scared.
When I came to my senses, I grabbed one of the guns and chased after them to kill them, because they had had
two guns and still had deserted me when the python grabbed me. They begged me not to shoot, so finally I put the
gun down.
The blood was running down my leg. They washed the blood off of me and bandaged me up. Then we made a
big fire and slept there that night, with one of us always awake and standing watch for the others who were
sleeping. All the night lions were roaring nearby in the bush.
We were supposed to stay for another whole week, but in the morning I forced them to return home. And so we
went directly back to our house. When my mother saw my leg, she asked me what had happened. I told her about
the python, and she cried and cried, and said,
“I told you not to go. God told me something would happen to you.”
Since then, I have seen many things and come through many difficulties, but I will never forget that one
experience as long as I am in this world.
*
Because I had done well on the general examination, I was able to go on to high school in Debre Marcos, the
capital city of Gojjam province. The name of the high school was Negus Tekle Haimanot Secondary School.
Life was a little better for me in this school than in the elementary school. At that time, the Ministry of
Education gave a stipend of 15 Ethiopian dollars a month to students who had scored more than 71% on the
general examination who were poor and couldn’t otherwise continue their education. If they continued to have
grades above 71% in high school, their stipend would continue; if they fell below 71%, their stipend would stop.
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To be promoted to the next class, you only had to have a grade of 65%, but you couldn’t get the stipend unless
you were above 71%.
Because my grades were always above 71%, I was able to continue my education for four more years, through
high school.
In our country all the schools, including the university, are closed during the three month rainy season from
June until September. During this time, all the students go home to their parents to stay with them. Their parents
usually send money for their transportation home. But I was poor, so for four years I spent the rainy season
vacations in Debre Marcos.
The one thing which I never forgot was that I had Peace Corps teachers in high school. They helped three of us
students by letting us stay in their houses and help with the grocery shopping and clothes washing and ironing and
they gave us food and some pocket money for movies. Sometimes they would take us to another city if they went
there to visit.
One Peace Corps teacher was named Sheffer; he studied Amharic and on parents’ day he gave a long speech in
Amharic. There was also a couple named Taylor who helped us all a lot, and Helen Brandon, and someone named
Scrivener who was supporting twelve students all by himself.
After these experiences, I grew to really love Americans.
When I was in tenth grade a terrible thing happened in the school. There was a big outbreak of some disease
like influenza. All the students became sick. There was an elementary school next to the high school, and in both
schools nearly 90% of the students were sick.
So they closed the school for a few weeks. The 10% of the students who were well couldn’t continue their
education. The Ministry of Health had a big campaign against this disease. Fortunately, I hadn’t gotten sick. But
when the school reopened, the 10% of the students who hadn’t gotten sick at first now became sick and I was one
of them.
I was sick for three months and I couldn’t go to class. I just stayed in the dormitory and lay in my bed. I was
too weak to get up and get a drink of water, and I used to lie in my bed and curse the day that I was born.
The Peace Corps teachers helped me go to the clinic and there they gave me syrup and pills, but they didn’t
help. For three months I suffered, but finally God helped me to get better.
When I got back in school, all the other students were far ahead of me and I had to make up all the work I had
missed. If I scored less than 71% on the final examination at the end of the year, I would lose my stipend, and
losing my stipend would mean I would have to drop out of school.
The Peace Corps teachers couldn’t help me, because their contract was almost finished and they were about to
go home. Anyway, by the help of God I put a lot of effort into my studying and scored between 75 and 90 in all
my subjects that year.
*
The next year I was in eleventh grade. This year for the first time the Ministry of Education had a new policy:
before, all our books had been free, but now they said that the students had to buy their textbooks and pay rent for
using the reference books in the bookstore. Eighty-five percent of the students were too poor to pay this kind of
money.
At the same time university students came to our high school to do political agitation and tried to organize us
against the government. They encouraged us to demand that the Ministry of Education should stop charging us
money for textbooks and rent for the reference books and that the university students who had been expelled from
the university and placed under surveillance in various provinces without the freedom to travel should be allowed
to return to the university.
We demonstrated for two weeks, but one day there was a really big demonstration. Several thousand of us
went into the town and to the provincial palace office demanding these things, but the provincial governor sent the
military against us with riot gear and they beat us with sticks and broke some of the students’ legs.
So we ran back to our high school campus. The soldiers surrounded our campus like a fence, and we were in
the middle. They picked out the leaders of the demonstration, and I was one of them.
They took us to the police station and tortured us, beating us with sticks. We stayed in prison there for a week
or so, and then the provincial governor called the students’ parents. People came from the Ministries of Education, Interior, and Defense. It was a serious situation.
Our demands continued. We asked to have some bad teachers transferred. Finally all our demands were
fulfilled. We got a promise of free books, and so we went back to school, and things were peaceful.
*
I continued like this through eleventh and twelfth grade. On graduation day, most of the students’ parents came
to see them graduate, and they all had new clothes for their graduation. There were only a few of us who were too
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poor to have our parents come and who didn’t have new clothes. I felt sad because of that. Without my parents
and wearing my ragged clothes, I received my high school leaving certificate.
Just before school closed, some of us had interviews for Ambo Agricultural Institute in Shoa.
I was planning to go directly to Addis Ababa when I received a letter from my mother. In the letter she said
that she was longing to see me, because she hadn’t seen me for four years. She said that she had sold an ox to get
some money so that she could send me money through a trader for my transportation, so that I could come home
and see her.
So I took the money and went home.
She was so excited to see me; she said it was as if she had given birth to me all over again. She had lost my
sister long ago, and she had another son by my stepfather who was about six years old at this time. I stayed there
for three months, until school reopened, with my mother.
My mother gave an order to all my uncles that I wasn’t to work, that I was just to rest. I hadn’t had a good rest
for four years. So I just had a good time being with my mother, just eating the special foods that she prepared for
me and talking to her and resting.
She was so happy to be with me, because she hadn’t seen me for four years. She came to really understand that
I was truly a student, because now I had graduated from high school.
I remember in our calendar it was about August 25 when they announced over the radio the names the students
who had passed the oral interview and been accepted for placement in Ambo Agricultural Institute in Shoa. We
didn’t have a radio, but I knew roughly the date when the names would be announced. Some people I knew in the
nearby town heard my name broadcast, and they wrote me a letter which was carried by someone whom they
found in the market who was coming out our way.
When I received the letter, I walked the thirteen kilometers from my mother’s house into Dangala town to their
house. The names of those who had been accepted were also listed in the newspaper, and my friends had bought a
copy for me, which they gave to me when I got there. I took it back home to my mother to show to her.
My mother couldn’t read, and so she didn’t believe me until she had had several people read it to her. Then she
believed that it was true. She said that she would send the newspaper to my bull of a father.
She was so happy! She said that I would be a great man. She said,
“I don’t care about my life from now on; you have made me famous. I have seen one fruit grow from my children. I never dreamed that a country-bred and countryside-raised son of a poor peasant woman could accomplish
such things.”
She was so excited about my achievement. That was a time in my life I will never forget; it seemed like a
miracle to me.
I stayed at home until September 16. That day is our big festival of Maskal, the day when the cross on which
Jesus was crucified was found in its burial place. I spent up until that time with my mother. On the 18 th I was
supposed to go to Addis Ababa. Again the big problem was money for transportation. I was worried that I was
again giving my mother a problem; she had paid my transportation home at the beginning of the school vacation,
and now I needed transportation money again to go to Addis.
But she said that I shouldn’t worry. In our country, rich men in the countryside lend money at interest to people
who need to borrow money for various reasons. So my mother borrowed money from one of these men until she
could sell one of her milk cows with its calf to pay him back. My mother gave me the money for my ticket and
some for new clothes, and I said goodbye to her and walked to Dangala town and bought a bus ticket and got on
the bus for Addis.
*
When I got to Addis, I was confused.
I had never been in a city. There were so many lights and a lot of traffic. I was from the countryside and I had
never seen such things before.
Luckily several of us had traveled from Dangala together, so I wasn’t alone. My friends were staying with
relatives in the city, and I was staying with them. They helped me in my confusion and led me through the city to
their place to spend the night.
The next morning we had to report to the Ministry of Agriculture, so we went there. All the students who had
been accepted into the Agricultural Institute from all of Ethiopia’s fourteen provinces were all present. Inside the
Ministry they took our names and told us to come back the next morning.
When we went the next morning, they had divided us into two groups; one was to go to the Institute in Jimma
and the other to the Ambo Institute. They provided transportation for us—we went in buses on an asphalt road.
That was the first time I had seen a paved road.
And so I started my college education. Ambo was a two-year agricultural institute built by the Germans and it
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had modem buildings. There were 200 students, all male, and five Ethiopian teachers and three teachers from
England, one of whom was the wife of the school’s Director. It was a boarding college, so we had our own rooms,
with two to four students in each room. We had a soccer or football field and a volleyball and basketball court,
and on Mondays we had swimming privileges at the Ras Hotel in the town.
And we had a nice dining room. Because it was an agricultural school, we had a lot of fresh food from the
farm. The milk came from the 200 or so milk cows—they were foreign breeds—that the college had in its herd,
and they were milked by machine. And we had a lot of vegetables from the farm to eat.
When we studied agriculture, we learned to plow not only with a tractor but also with oxen, and we learned
how to dig with hoes to prepare the soil, and to cut the crops with a hand sickle. And we also learned to milk the
cows by hand. This was because we were going to go out to the rural areas to work with the peasants.
In all these practical things I was number one, because I had been doing these things all my life. Most of the
other students had been raised in towns and they had no knowledge of these things. They asked me to teach them
all these things outside of the regular classes, and so I did.
Our institute was known for its achievements in sports, because all the students were physically tough, and we
had good sports facilities. We used to play against the secondary school in the town of Agarahiwat.
One thing I will never forget is what happened one day when we played football\fn{ American: soccer} with them
on their field. We won the game. Our team was small; and they were angry and made a disturbance and began to
fight with us. Their school was big, and some of the students went into the forest and broke off branches from the
trees and came back to fight with us. So, in order to retaliate, some of the students from Ambo went back to our
campus and got some of the tractors that we used on the college farm and drove them onto the playing field into
the crowd of students from the high school, in order to crush them. Then the police came, and the high school
students’ parents, and the disturbance was stopped.
*
The Institute was right in the town, but it was surrounded by a barbed-wire fence, and we were not allowed to
go into the town from Monday through Saturday, unless it was for swimming. If any student was found sneaking
through the fence to go to town, he was punished by having to dig by hand in the field for one week the first time
he was caught, while his fellow students were studying in the classroom; if he was caught a second time, he
would be suspended for one month or expelled from the college.
The school had been a high school before it became a college, and this regulation was a holdover from its high
school days—we were the first class of college-level students.
So we went to the administration and asked the Director to change this regulation—we said that we were
college students and could control ourselves, and why did we have to spend the whole week confined behind this
fence as if we were prisoners?
The Director was a stern man, and he refused. So all of us students went on strike and refused to go to class
unless our demands were met.
The next day, the Director put notices on all the bulletin boards that any student who was not in class the
following day would be sent back to his province.
We continued our demonstration.
On the third day, he called for a meeting with the students. In the meeting, he asked the students what the
problem was. We took this opportunity to raise some of our other dissatisfactions—we said that some of the teachers were lazy and irresponsible and didn’t teach very well, and that they should be replaced, and that the budget
for the food which was given by the government to the school wasn’t all being used for our food, but that some
members of the administration were using it for themselves, and that had to stop.
After he had listened to these issues raised by the whole student body, he told the students that he would have a
meeting with all the teachers and then meet with us again to tell us the outcome.
So he went away and had a meeting with the faculty. The next day he gathered us together again and said,
“The food budget doesn’t concern you; your business is to study.
“About the teachers—we won’t replace any of them.
“About the school regulation about not going into town—this is a boarding school, and the regulation is laid
down by the Ministry of Education, and it won’t be changed. If you don’t start attending class, I will report to the
police and they will come and arrest all of you.”
When he had finished saying this, he went back to his office.
We went to his office to beat him up, but when we got there, he wasn’t there. The teachers were all afraid, and
they all stayed in their houses and didn’t come out.
Then the police came. We told the police what had happened—we told them all our demands, and they went
with us to his house. The guard there told us that he had gone to Addis. So the police said that we shouldn’t
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destroy any school property, and that we should stay on the school campus, and not come into the town and make
any kind of disturbance.
The next morning the Director came back from Addis with high officials from the Ministry of Agriculture sent
by the Minister himself. They called us to come to a meeting.
The officials asked us to tell them about our problems starting from the very beginning, and so we told them
the whole story. They listened carefully, and then they said that half of our demands were completely reasonable.
They said that we were college students and we should have the freedom to go anywhere we wanted after class,
and in front of the Director they told him to cancel this regulation.
Secondly, they said that we were right about the food budget—that that money should be used for our food and
for no other purpose. They gave an order to the Director that there should be a student goverment with a governing council with a food committee elected from among the students. They said that the government food budget
from the Ministry of Agriculture was $33 per month for each student, and they told the Director that he shouldn’t
take any of that money for other purposes. So in this way they solved these two problems. But about the teachers
they said,
“Of course, you may be right. But we can’t solve this problem immediately, because the Ministry of Agriculture has a shortage of teachers, especially agricultural teachers. So we will report about this problem to the Minister, and it will be solved gradually, not immediately.
“But we promise you it will be solved.”
After they had said all this, they requested that we start our classes. We students said that we would give our
answer after we had our own meeting to discuss their request. We had our own meeting, and asked each other,
“Shall we start class, or continue with the demonstration?”
Sixty-five percent of the students voted to begin classes; the rest wanted the Director to leave. We went back to
the officials and told them that we wanted the Director to be transferred. They said that they couldn’t do that.
Then they said that they would like to see the classes in session before they left for Addis. They said that those
who wanted to begin classes should begin, and that those who wanted to leave could have transportation to their
home provinces.
Again the students had a meeting. This was the critical moment. We called one of the officials to come to the
students’ meeting. His name was Bayene Chichiybalu, and he was a nice man. We told him about the intrigue of
the Director and about how lazy the teachers were and asked him to take these problems to the Ministry of Agriculture and to get a solution as soon as possible. He said that he would:
“You start your classes and leave this matter to me; I promise I will do something about it.”
After that, we started our classes; and the student government got established; the food committee got elected
and began its work. We came and went into the town freely.
Some of the students had been chosen by the student body to coordinate and lead this student demonstration; I
had been one of them. After we started school again, everything went well for a month or so. The teachers who
were blamed and for whose transfers we had asked, and the Director himself, began an investigation to see who
had been coordinating the student action. When they found out who we were, they started to try to hurt us. I was
one of those that they found out about. They reduced our grades and harrassed us in other ways also. Still, I
managed to complete my two years there and to graduate. …
215.9 Excerpt from When Europe Doesn’t Know\fn{by Taddele Gebre Hiwot (1948- )} Ethiopia (M) 10
1
Birtukiye has beautiful eyes. Eyes that make whoever gazes at them smile. Her eyes sprinkle exquisite feelings
of joy. Her eyes also show the kindness of her heart. When the boys return from the playground they gather
around Birtukiye to receive warmth from her eyes.
Dashen would be very close, closer than the others. And nobody complains about that. When she kisses him
they would accept it as if they got it themselves. Only in bed she would touch them all, one after the other.
The children have also their own ways. Instead of one in each bed, they would sleep in a group of three in one
bed, having the imagination of a parental touch and closeness.
But Dashen is the luckiest of them all.
He freely sleeps with Birtukiye. And most of all he enjoys the conversation in bed, mouth to ear with Birtukiye. Only one evening, he whispered something uneasy to her:
“Birtukiye, how many mothers could a child have?”
“I have told you that I am your mother.”
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“And how many aunts could a child have?”
“Gemanesh is your aunt.” Between her breasts she made the child sleep before he mentioned his late mother’s
name.
*
The house where the children who are Dashen’s age live is called zero sedst. The garden in and around zero
sedst has the natural quality to make every sad mind happy. The fish breeding pond is close by the flower trees
blooming in all seasons smiling year after year without a break. The flowering trees give a picture of Biblical
heavenly security to children who have lost their parents in the scorches of the war in Ethiopia.
Fortunately or unfortunately—the children in Dashen’s village do not know about the special privilege they are
lucky to get in a land where children are doomed to starve under the wills of rose bed comforting communistic
books.
However the children read each others’ eyes very well. There are sad eyes inside those fairly nourished faces
of the orphans. Those thousands of sad eyes forget their mood only in the playgrounds.
After meals, during the bedtimes, those eyes of the orphans burn with hunger to feel and touch something of
their own permanent parenthood.
Therefore Dashen was placed in a surrogate family. Ten children given to one substitute mother. For the first
few weeks, Dashen continued speaking about the burial ceremony of his mother.
“They put.my mother in a long box, they tightly sealed the box and put the box deep down into the ground.
The priest threw on her a bit of soil and then everybody pushed a mountain of soil on my mother. And after doing
all that harm they all wept.”
Dashen retold the same story to his appointed mother. He never called her “Mama” like the others.
“You know what they did to my mother, Birtukiye?”
And he continued to the last, calling his surrogate mother “Birtukiye”. Whenever he repeated the sad story,
Birtukiyea with tears in her eye, took him into her arms and said:
“I am your mother. I have no other child and you have no other mother.” The child was comfortable between
Birtukiye’s big breasts.
“Bless her soul, don’t suffer her spirits. She has suffered enough. Hereafter I am your mother,” she repeated.
*
Ten children were given to Birtukiye. She was supposed to love and cherish all of them. But Dashen was given
a secret promise and was given more than the others’ share. First she feeds them all and then puts them to bed, and
finally she falls asleep with Dashen in her arms. Unconsciously she devotes more time to the child of Tobia. Her
fingers automatically run through the child’s hair. He also gets more kisses than the others.
Birtukiye is always disturbed by the uncomfortable feelings of the children. She talks it over with all the communist leaders coming to visit the childrens village. There are always the “good Ethiopians” who try to appreciate
the attempts of Birtukiye, always trying to get in touch with the blood relatives of her children.
“Supposing I die suddenly …”
She never finishes such sentences. After some effort, she managed to make Dashen’s aunt visit the child at
least one time in two months.
*
Dashen’s aunt, Imet Gemanesh, made a habit of coming to the children’s village with gifts for the child. Gemanesh helps the child feel comfortable. But she cannot protect her feelings whenever she passes hundreds of sad
eyes watching her with love and envy.
Of course Gemanesh lives far away from Zwai. There is a distance of over two hundred kilometre. With unreliable buses, in a big country with a single train line, the distance makes it four times more difficult for Gemanesh
to convince herself to start the journey.
Not only this, but for a woman who lives by selling homemade beer, the money for the transport and a little
gift she .would bring for the child is also worrying. The only gifts given without worry are the kisses she showers
on him whenever she comes to Zwai. She kisses him on the eyes and says,
“Let my eyes liquify for you—Ayne Yifsesleh,” and she slides off her colourful shama sash and rubs her tears
off her eyes. Then she endlessly talks to him, and blesses him, and while doing this, her fingers touch every part
of his head and shoulders.
“It is always the dead one that suffers. Somehow you will grow bigger.”
While touching the child and speaking whatever comes to her mind, she is being listened to from behind the
walls by numberless orphans that envy her visits.
“Let Saint Michael shelter you, my child.
“Saint Michael of my birth place, whose church stands in Dire Dawa, where our family received sacred
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blessings.” This is always the last blessing before she takes off for home, back to Addis Ababa.
Dashen’s aunt does not like to talk about her visit when she returns home. The villagers would call her one
after the other for coffee and. would entreat her to narrate the situation of the children’s village. Freshly roasted
green coffee smells deep and romantic. The good coffee smell puts her in the mood to accept requests.
She explains the look of the children in the great orphanage. She begins by telling how well fed and well
dressed the children are in comparison to the children of the Ethiopian farmers. And she concludes by telling the
kind of grave situation she observes from the look of their eyes.
And the last words would make everybody’s eyes swim with tears.
Gemanesh tells everything and about all the conversations she had with everybody in the children’s village,
except for one thing.
She does not tell anything about the child’s living father. In fact, she had a slight quarrel with Birtukiye on
matters concerning the father of the child.
“To tell the story of Dashen’s father? No, not me!” she said to Birtukiye when they exchanged strong words in
the children’s village. “Who would dare disturb the seal of a dead mother? No, not me!” The words come between
tightened teeth and breath.
“And why did the mother seal the truth, when the child has every legal right to know about his father? A child
who has lost his mother by death has all the right in the world to be loved and comforted by the living parent.”
Birtukiye reacted nervously.
It was at this point that Gemanesh jumped up to go.
Gemanesh replied with some words from her conscience:
“I don’t support the idea myself. Of course there is something wrong with killing the child’s chance of meeting
his father, if he cannot know his mother.”
She shouted a sentence when the two women parted.
“Please clean me out of this business, I have no sister in this world, except in memory. And that memory is
sealed by promising something I don’t know.”
Indirectly Gemanesh made it clear that she promised to the dead mother of the child that she would prevent the
father from the orphan. When Gemanesh is short of words she always touches her eyes with the tip of her shama.
*
One day during the month of Ade Flowers, the tall writer came to the children’s village. The grownup children
were tired of the morning’s labours in the field, helping with farm work. The writer of Tobia’s history requested a
permit to enter the orphan’s empire giving the name of Birtukiye.
The moment Birtukiye heard of a visitor waiting for her at the gate, she ran to receive him.
The children’s village is full of flower trees during the month of Meskerem. She picked some Ade flower from
the green leaves just to keep her restless hands busy.
The moment she noticed the man, she desired for him to be the father of Dashen. She gave him the flower as a
welcome gesture.
The security men thought the gentleman to be one of Birtukiye’s unknown lovers. Hand in hand she pulled the
writer to her private room, away from the children’s home. She called Dashen to her private room as well, and on
the way the three people met.
There is still a fence of fear separating the truth from the child. The instruction comes with burning letters to
the father’s mind.
“Never will the time come when it will be proper to announce your being the father of the child of Tobia.”
*
There are too many soldiers in the children’s quarters as well. It looks as if the whole country turned into a
soldiers’ empire. Only the civil employees wear uniforms without caps. Even little children are treated as little
soldiers.
In a country where the head man is a soldier, everybody aspires to be either a soldier or the loyal servant of a
soldier. Birtukiye herself, has three pair of military styled uniforms in a work place where soldiers breed soldierism.
The writer of Tobia’s biography feels uncomfortable in the midst of any number of soldiers. He has not yet
forgotten the Addis Ababa prison house. He was with his eyes fixed on the ground, unknowingly squeezing the
Ade flower given to him by Birtukiye.
He expects the worst in his mind. He often thinks how he would react if a soldier stops him and approaches to
search into his pockets. Only the day’s temperature is quite sober. The trees, full of the season’s flower and fruit,
sway gently and generously.
It is generally the soldiers that walk and prosper fast in Ethiopia. Otherwise people normally walk without
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dream. Birds fly and horses gallop or walk like soldiers.
Birtukiye dusted the chair before she let the guest sit.
“This is just a house without its mistress. I live with my children since the coming of …” Birtukiye didn’t want
to mention the name of Dashen. She began to wash the green coffee beans.
Late in the afternoon in the midst of the Ethiopian rift valley, green nature calls everybody out of their homes.
The sky is peaceful, calm in the white clouds. The desired fatherly hand reaches the shoulder of the child. There is
unspoken communication between man and child.
Birtukiye is busy cleaning the children’s room. Through the window there is infinite sight of the rift valley.
The tone of the man’s voice is deep and masculine. The face of the man is sad but the voice that comes out is
jolly happy.
“Do you know where you live?”
“Zwai Children’s Village”, said Dashen
“Do you know what kind of lake Zwai is?”
The child got confused and kept silent. The man wanted to keep talking.
“Ethiopia is shaped like a triangle with a rounded curve on the southern part. Right from north to the south
there is a deep fall of the ground. Many many years ago, this deep valley was filled with a stretch of sea. Then
gradually because of continuous torrential rain the lake was filled with soil rolling from the mountain surrunding
it. And after many years the soil filled the greater part of the fallen ground. The deep rift valley is surrounded by
huge mountains. The great mountains, great rivers and the great rift valley create physical divisions among the
Ethiopians.
“People divided by physical conditions remained divided by languages, customs and religions. And to ease
transportation you must build a canal across the rift valley and make a waterway across the country from the north
to the southern lake of Rudolf.”
When Birtukiye returned from outside she snatched the attention of them both.
“Oh Trinity, back to the same politics and dreams of development plan. The children have enough of that. At
least it is better to tell him about his own mother.”
And at the same time there was a knock at the door. It was the chief male nurse of the little children. Dashen
had to join the group that was supposed to leave for Addis Ababa.
*
When the child left, Birtukiye’s eyes as usual swam in tears.
“Yebase atamta,” she said in Amharic.
At the back of her mind, she thought of the call of the mother country, when all over the children’s village 18
year old boys were called to join the front in the northern part of the country. She began to fear in her mind for the
time when the first batch would leave for the northern province to fight.
The child Dashen had a hug and a kiss from the father figure and left. And in no time only the two complete
strangers remained in the room.
After the child left, when the coffee was ready to pour Birtukiye noticed that she was in her usual working
dress. Out of unknown motives and desires she felt the urge to change and she began to put on her old, beloved
dress. It was almost six months ago that she last put on her old beautiful dress. She was dressed in her best when
she took Yeakfay to her old father.
Yeakfay means in the Ethiopian culture a symbolic gift to honour the elder member of the family after the
Easter fasting. Such fasting in Ethiopia means to constrain oneself from eating any meat, egg or milk products.
Every year at Easter she would go to her father with gifts of all kinds. And the old man would say,
“My child there is no treasure beyond health. Be the healthiest rather than being richest in money and the
poorest in health.”
While she was struggling to zip her dress she noticed the uncontrollable gaze of a lonely man just freed from
prison. He would roll his head from the eye-catching sight of a lady’s body. With eyes seemingly closed they
noticed each other.
Birtukiye’s way of making coffee is worth telling. It is rather a coffee ceremony, the way it should be made in
a country where coffee is born, raised and given to the world. Every day during the coffee making, the house gets
baptised with the penetrating smoke from freshly cooked coffee beans. The Ethiopian family usually sits around
the fireplace where fresh green grass cut from the field is spread under the tray that holds the coffee cups. Incense
is burnt in the corner of the house. And the smell of incense fills the air when the family elder blesses the house.
When Birtukiye lived with her pilot husband she also had a hand-woven shama with a silver decoration. She
does not like to wear it now. She says it recalls unwanted memories.
If it were possible she would even like to keep away her small soft hands. Anyone would bet Birtukiye’s hands
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are uncommon and incredibly delicate even after her employment in the children’s village where she works day
and night feeding and clothing the ten children asigned to her.
2
Somehow and some way, Dashen reached the age of nine. His eagerness to know his father grew in his mind
incessantly. Especially when the seasons change, there is a desire to see someone of his own. But whenever the
time is hard and when everything bores him at the school, he goes to the big boys and listens to their chat after the
history class.
“When the Egyptians built the pyramid, the Ethiopians also built skyscraping obelisks. At one time in history
Ethiopia was the fourth in the line of the then super-powers of the world.
“But no country excelled the minds and trials of the Egyptians. The Greeks learnt first from the Egyptians and
gave it over to the Romans. But both Alexander and Caesar of Greece and Rome firmly ruled the Egyptian fertile
land.
“But how come Alexander did not rule Ethiopia?
“Why the hell should they bother climbing mountainous country as high as the clouds, when every gold and
diamond rushed every year with the healthiest river in the world?”
*
And one day, during the fresh green season, some people came to Dashen. Some shook his hand and the older
people gave him a kiss. He ran to his mother Birtukiye and asked for an explanation of the people’s kisses. She
said that they were congratulating him on the book written about the trials of his mother.
He was not happy at all. What he wants is to touch someone living, someone totally responsible for his being.
The book that has been written entitled Tobia in the East, and Dashen’s mother is the hero of the book. The book
is brought to the children’s village for reading about the revolutionary war against Somali’s Ziad Barre. Ziad’s
soldiers had entered 300 kilometres inside Ethiopia,
Dashen read the book. Not because he is interested in the story but only because it mentioned his mother’s
name in several places.
*
After some time, Birtukiye introduces Dashen to the writer of the book for the second time. While Birtukiye is
introducing him, his aunt Gemanesn comes to visit Dashen and the three people exchange angry words. The aunt
furiously repeats that it is over her dead body that the man will see the child.
The writer silently walks away from the scene, so that the two women can reach a point of agreement. Nothing
can convince the aunt. When the aunt begins to pack her things to go back home, Birtukiye shouts the whole affair
for the world to hear.
“This man must be the father of the orphan. The child needs him. He is no more a counter-revolutionary. Isn’t
seven years of imprisonment enough? Isn’t the book he wrote in prison enough to break the hard feeling of his
revolutionary mother?”
Many people heard about the case of Dashen. Some pitied him and the others had feelings between jealousy
and envy for his having a living father.
The same day, towards evening, when the sky changed the breath of the sun to the breath of the moon, the
strange man who was desired by Birtukiye to be the father of Dashen was approached by the security men in the
children’s village. With the respect due a gentelman, he was invited to sit and listen to an instructor from the
higher authority:
“Never will the time come when it is properly possible to announce your being the father of the child of
Tobia.”
He was not supposed to approach the child as a father, but only as a common friend of the famous hero. He had
learnt to listen and be silent during the seven years of imprisonment. He accepted the order and left the children’s
village.
Birtukiye also received strong warnings as an employee of the children’s village, and was accused of having
meddled in the good names of revolutionary heroes. The childless mother asigned to the care of Dashen got
confused about the way to help the restless boy. She wanted to completely distract his thoughts from family
affairs. She begins with story telling:
*
“Egypt is the gift of the Nile. The Nile is the gift of Ethiopia. In July and August there is heavy rain in
Ethiopia. Since your country is made up of mountains, the rain quickly makes rivers that take off the top soil. In
July and August Egyptians are happy, then Egypt receives the best soil from Ethiopia.
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“The lucky Egyptians; without any clouds in their sky the fertile soil is gently deposited. A fresh layer of fertile
silt goes to Egypt free of charge. Year after year without even a pause.”
“For how long has this been going on?” Dashen interrupted.
“This has been going on for thousands of years. Yes. With the fertile soil brought from Ethiopia, the Egyptians
lived in leisure, wearing sheer linen while the poor Ethiopians are still wearing sheep-skins.”
Her voice frightened the child that Birtukiye is just like her country. Her country looks for peace and eannot
find it, and Birtukiye looks for love and she cannot find it.
Birtukiye’s eyes become always wet at such thoughts. She thought of something else to make Dashen smile for
a while.
“The happiest month in our country is September. In September the country is covered by the new flowers of
nature. The wild and the domestic animals are fed and look beautiful. The ninety percent of the farming
population is also happier and lives a bit easier. And that is why little girls of the village go around the village
singing Abebaye hoiy:
Abebaye hoi, Abebaye hoi
My flowers, my flowers
My friends, my flowers
Welcome to my home
The carpet is the field
The sky is my roof
I spend all the night
Counting to the stars
Welcome to the house

At the end of September, the three weekend newspapers came out with a front-page story:
The Son of Tobia Reads His Mother’s Story in the Revolutionary Children’s Village
There was the child’s photo printed beside the story.
When Birtukiye read this, at first she was happy but after a while she ran to the administrator with a complaint.
No one else understood her reaction. Then, after a week the cadres and comrades started pestering the child
with talks and photos.
It was somehow manageable for the first six weeks, but then it was unbearable. Every visitor to the village
made it a duty to see the child. Dashen was continuously being watched as if he were a strange thing from a
different part of the world.
The child began to lose his appetite for food and play. For some time it was only Birtukiye that mothered him.
There was neither the aunt nor the suspected father to visit him in the children’s institution.
Then Dashen told the following story for his language class:
“Dashen is an Ethiopian. Dashen is the son of a dead hero. He lives in Zwai children’s orphanage. Zwai is in
the south-eastern part of Ethiopia. Dashen’s aunt travels 230 kilometers from the city to visit him. Dashen is
named after the tallest mountain in Ethiopia.
“Why did Tobia call her son Dashen? I really don’t know. She gave him the name of the tallest mountin in
Ethiopia and refused him a father. She calls him Dashen Jobiraw. Jobiraw is her father’s name.”
*
And after that, Dashen showed a change of character. He stopped complaining about everything and everyone.
Instead almost everyone began to complain about him. He breaks the toys of other children. Slashes at his old
friends with the karate moves he watched on TV. Jokes at the study hour, and at the dining table, spills soup while
the others put spoons to their mouths.
He is punished, but never cries, and repeats the next morning the same fault he had been punished for.
There is nothing he doesn try. Every part of his limbs is active. At the dairy barn he has been caught sucking
from the very udder of the cow. In the poultry quarter he has been caught sitting on eggs with his bottom
uncovered to hatch them. Only in the bees keeping quarter did he not dare to approach.
His class results are among the worst. He even had to repeat a class. This infuriated the strange man who was
constantly visiting him. Without showing any special concern the strange man requested a look at the child’s
exercise book. With the same hidden motive, the strange man requested permission to take the child Dashen for a
three days Buhe break to his home and introduce him to his daughter.
*
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Buhe is an Ethiopian celebration saying farewell to the heavy rainy season. It is specifically the children’s
festival. Every family makes a sugarless cake called yebuhe mulmul. There is an exchange of cakes between
nearby neighbours or relatives. Throughout the day the children make a gunshot sound by banging their whips.
Before the idea of taking Dashen out of the institution materialized, the two rivals met in Zwai. Dashen’s aunt
was as usual hot. With a positive mind, the strange man gently bowed to say hello.
“What would you do if you were in my place? She—my dead sister had given me an instruction.”
“Instruction to do what?” he asked politely.
“To keep you away from her child! Is that clear enough?”
“On what grounds?”
“Because you are a counter-revolutionary.”
“But her child is also my child.”
“This you should have clarified with her long ago, instead of accepting it and going to prison. My orders from
my sister are as long as you live to keep you out of the child’s life. It is good you are alive. It is unfortunate that
she is dead.”
“But I also got my punishment, four years in prison, changed my name, changed my profession, and changed
myself completely/”
“Maybe you have changed yourself today. But you were counter-revolutionary when you were in Wello with
Tobia. If the public knew that she had an affair with a counter-revolutionary, do you think she would still be
considered a hero of the revolution? Do you have an answer for that?”
“You are mixing two different things—the public and the government are two different things.”
Out of his bag, he pulled the new title “Tobia in the East”
The child’s aunt, Gemanesh Jobiraw, with unexpected emotion took the book from his hand. And she departed,
leaving his last question unanswered. He gave her the book in order to raise the question as to who would write a
book about Tobia’s contributions to the country. The lady turned back with anger and looked at the strange man’s
face. He spoke to her what he wanted to say:
“What else is expected from me beyond this, our mutual interest must be to make him stand on his own feet.
And that must be the permanent goal for all of us dead or alive. To give my name or receive anything from him
does not worry me. I just need the child to live like a normal being.”
*
The six months between the seasons of Christmas and Buhe passed swiftly. Before August 19 th the stranger
moved to the new Addis Ababa, or Debre Zeit as they used to call it in the old days.
On the morning of Buhe day the strange man went to bring the child of Tobia from the orphans’ empire. He
was in a hurry to introduce him to his daughter Senedu. He managed to snatch the child from the sad society of
helpless young people. On the way home he told the child that it was he who wrote “Tobia in the East”, and that
he has given the second book draft, entitled “Tobia in the West”, to the censors.
The child Dashen only said that he never thought that his mother had a writer friend. Dashen imagined the
house of a writer. The young man pictured a house built with bricks made of books. The strange man’s house
turned out to be rather small and built out of wood and cement.
Inside the colourless house was Senedu. Senedu was five years or so older than Dashen. She moved in the
house like a butterfly. She was less well-dressed, but smiled more than the children in the revolutionary children’s
village. In the centre of the wall Dashen saw the picture of his mother. He liked the picture. There was also a
picture of another woman. The writer told him that it was a photo of Senedu’s mother.
An old woman was working in the house. After a while, lunch was served and they sat around the mesob. The
writer felt the same kind of deep feeling that got hold of him when he was with the child beside the rift valley
Lake Zwai. He is now playing the role of a father to the two motherless children all together. He smiled when he
served the bread honoring the day, and behind the smile there was bitter sorrow, too. All of a sudden the voice of
the Buhe boys filled the house with new poems of the season,
“Buhe Buhe belu … hooo … Lidjochu hulu …” The Buhe boys tapped the floor with their sticks and they
clapped and danced as they sang the tune of the season.
Dashen listened to the whole thing attentively. He wondered why the boys did not use the name of the writer as
written in the book he wrote. The writer finally blessed and gave them two Ethiopian dollars, or Birr, which they
took, and they changed the tune of their singing:
“Let all children sing the Buhe, united in the family like this, let us repeat seeing each other again, united like
us let the Lord keep us healthier for the year.” And when the Buhe boys left, they sang: “Let the shower of gold
fall over this house,” which the writer rephrased, saying,
“Let the shower of truth fall over this house.”
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The Buhe boys left the house with their voices hoooing for a long time.
The atmosphere of the house was back to normal.
*
A father between two children. A son that does not know his own father and a brother and sister that do not
know their oneness by blood and soul. The writer put his mind deep inside the suffering of the child with no
parent. His eyes were moving restlessly. He was looking for a way out of the curse that Dashen’s mother laid
when she died:
“I would rather let my child live without a father than let him have an anti-revolutionary one.”
Of course he knows with what kind of intoxicated mood of revolutionary feeling she said it. She lived five
solid years in one place with unchanged coarse khaki trousers; five years without even combing her hair and
without looking at her own face in the mirror. She literally forgot her face and the necessities of human needs.
She lived for five years without a single good bath. The smell of her own body was sometimes unpleasant even
to herself. And whoever stood in opposition to the revolution in accordance with the guidelines given by the
leaders of the revolution was the enemy of her son.
After the victory in the east, she travelled to the north-west against the feudal lords. In Gondar, she felt the
historic call of the country to stop the new type of slave trade by the feudal lords armed against the revolution.
And when she found out that the father of her child belonged to the very organization which was supported by
the feudal lords, nothing in the world would stop her from refusing him the right of being a father to her child.
However, neither the imprisoned father of the child nor the aunt knew her change of of heart after she returned
to Addis Ababa and saw the so-called revolutionary leaders thinking and acting just like the old imperial princes,
or like above-the-law revolutionary tyrants.
The writer mumbled to himself after a long period of being immersed in his thoughts. He knew how the
Stalinist system spread mistrust even among blood relatives.
“But somehow and some way I must be bold and break the news that these children are brother and sister.”
*
He stood up, and without an order, both children stood after him. He remembered the everyday hymn of the
“Internationale”:
“O rise, thee prisoners of hunger …”
Got hold of their hands and rushed outside for a walk. He begged a passerby to take a photo of him between
his children. This was the first photo ever taken with his children both at his side and both without their mothers.
A few weeks after the season of Buhe, Dashen remembered, and he regretted that he was not a relative of that
father and that sister by blood. He rejoiced whenever the writer came to him, became sad when the latter departed
from him. He did not tell his wishes and regrets to anyone, but the writer knew that the child was missing him.
Both got rest while walking together along the edge of Lake Zwai. They walked and talked, although the writer
chose carefully the topics of their conversations.
One day Dashen asked him whether he had a son. He changed the topic by saying, “You are also my son,” and
continued talking about the future gifts of the rift valley to Ethiopia. The unwelcome question, however, appeared
at nearly every other moment.
“How well did you know my mother?” the child asked.
“Well I wrote books about her because I know her very well.”
*
The secret stayed thus intact and unveiled until the days gave way to months and the months to years.
Dashen celebrated his fourteenth birthday and began attending the 9 th grade.
3
The revolutionary administration says that there is plenty of everything in the Zwai Children’s Village. But the
children’s looks and their words don’t show the plenty. The administration tries to show the abundance of food in
the village, but in the orphans’ eyes hunger and starvation are reflected.
Dashen was, however, better off than the others. At every weekend, especially on Sundays, the child waited for
the writer or for his aunt to arrive. If nobody came, he would take off his clothes and throw himself in the swimming pool. He felt happier when the water hid him completely from the comfortless world. When he dove the
deepest, he remembered that he had at least the kind eyes of Birtukiye.
After swimming, with his body wet, he ran to Birtukiye. For him she had the smile of a never fading
sunflower. Undamaged snow-white teeth under the ever-loving eyes were as a kind of shelter to the child. He was
jealous of the new children she had received now.
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Now he lived among the grown-up children with a militarized type of instructions. The chief controller controlled the military discipline. Time to run in the morning and time to sleep is an order to the sleepers as well as to
the thinkers. The instructors love to have everything in line; even the shoes used in the bathroom are expected to
be put in line when not in use.
Dashen managed to hide his hatred of the whole militarized affair. Whenever it was hard to bear, he travelled
from his new quarters to the old house of Birtukiye. He ran across the dairy quarter, passed the pigs’ quarter and
reached the private living quarter of the staff members.
Birtukiye had a private house of her own now. Maybe she did not feel motherly as she used to towards
Dashen’s group. Dashen’s group were her first children. When they were separated, she openly wept for weeks on
end. Whenever he reached the room he just opened the door without a knock. Sometimes he found her with a
person of the opposite sex. And sometimes surrounded by her old children, and quite often alone. But when
Dashen’s head peeped into the room, whatever she had in her hands she would put away and shout,
“Here comes my spoilt child.”
One day after the Ethiopian Easter, he opened the door while she was preparing to travel to her father with an
Easter gift. At Easter Ethiopians belonging to the Ethiopian Orthodox Church make a special feasting. All family
members go to visit the head of the family. And when any of the members could not manage to go on the Eve of
Easter, he or she would have to go on the following day.
Therefore, Dashen came just when she was trying to squeeze herself in an old expensive dress. It was her most
beautiful dress. All the expensive dresses she had gotten from her pilot husband.
“Yet lithedjinew Birtukiye?” He asked her where she was heading to.
“Help me to do up my dress, Dashen. “YeAbaye Akfay alebign.” “YeAkfay” means a gift for a person who has
been fasting the two-month Easter fast.
While Dashen was struggling to zip her dress she noticed how little Dashen had changed into a grown-up man.
How his voice had completely changed. She often looked around to see whether there was really only Dashen or a
stranger in the house. And whenever she gazed into Dashen’s eyes she recalled his first question,
“How many mothers does a child have?”
But the obsession of the comforts he had between her breasts did not leave him even now. He would roll his
head over her breasts childishly for a minute with his eyes closed, which she would allow him, not paying
attention to it. Especially when she made coffee for the two of them, she would run her fingers through his hair
just like when he was a small child. They talked like mother and child while he escorted her to the main gate.
When he waved his hand goodbye the good smell of the doro wat she prepared for her father was all over the
place she passed.
The best dish for the Ethiopian feast is a well cooked doro wat or chicken. Doro wat is made for the highest
celebrated guests. Not that it is expensive, but it demands hours of cooking. In the times when Birtukiye lived
with the pilot, doro wat was one of the everyday meals in the well-to-do family. Even for Dashen, one of the
sweet childhood memories is Birtukiye’s holiday doro wat. Among the things he would never ever forget about
her is the memory of the part of doro wat she kept for him to eat. Be it three or four days after Easter, the best part
of the holiday chicken would wait for him. And the bitter experience he would remember was her headache.
Birtukieye’s headache was the worst curse of evil. The beautiful eyes would close their windows permanently.
Nobody in the house was allowed to speak aloud. Coffee would be made repeatedly, she would put hair cream on
her head and would sprinkle some holy water over herself. And finally, when the headache was about to leave her,
the dimples on her cheek would begin to show up again, and gradually the snow white clean teeth would show up.
*
Then one day during the coffee ceremony, Birtukiye unknowingly uncovered her untold history to Dashen.
She had had a down-to-earth, hard-working fiancé.
There was never a stone unturned by him in his efforts to get over the poverty they had inherited from their
family. Especially after their engagement, to ensure her of happiness in life he changed jobs, travelled a lot to do
business, and tried to save every penny, constraining himself from pleasures and even from enjoying the necessities of life.
He ate only when he felt really hungry, dwelt in cheap hotels, and looked for the cheapest transport. For all the
inconveniences, she would say:
“I would rather have my new life and class after our marriage.”
Looking for better paying jobs, he had gone almost around the country. He began in Addis Ababa, and then
moved to the Gondar Medical College, then to Bahr Dar Textile Factory, and after two years went to Arsi
Agricultural Institute. Eventually he got employed in the Assab Shipping Lines and settled there because of the
opportunity to earn extra money. Here he was sure to ensure Birtukiye of happiness in life.
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During his extra time he would buy at cheap prices old things that sailors had discarded from their ships and
sell them for high prices in the centre of the country. He did all the buying and selling alone. Birtukiye was there
only to deposit the cash in the bank under her name so that he would not be tempted to withdraw it.
While doing the depositing, Birtukiye began to meet other frequent depositors. And one of them was a pilot.
The pilot could not help sporting with women. He was blinded by his accumulated money in the bank. He saw
those tempting eyes of Birtukiye busy counting every cent and sifting the change with those most beautiful soft
hands. Her account number was SA 2626. The pilot saw her when she wrote the numbers on the deposit slip
paper. Then he said that SA 2626 used to be his account number. She was unprepared for this kind of a joke and
gave an unsympathetic response.
On the next bank deposit day she found her account had doubled. She requested an explanation from the bank
manager, and they said that an unidentified person had deposited money to her account. They showed her the deposit slip. The depositor’s name was blank, with an unreadable signature. And then she remembered the commercial jet pilot who claimed the number to have been his own.
It took her one month to get hold of him. The first salutation was a good public slap on his face. With a wellnourished pilot’s hand, he gave her a slap in reply. She fainted and he had the chance to drive her to the clinic in
his jaguar.
For three days she was a prisoner in his palace-like villa. The doors and windows were nailed shut from outside. Like a hotel attendant, he would unlock the door four times a day and serve her with the finest meals. He
showed her the wardrobe full of the best clothes, her size and all brand new. Addressed her with respect. For three
days she refused to eat and drink, which she regretted afterwards, because she could not resist the last struggle
when he raped her. She was too weak to prevent him from deflowering her.
As a result, a new account was opened, in her fiancé’s name. The bank book was sent to the fiancé’s address.
Only then were the doors and windows opened for her. She sat beside the pilot with a diamond rolling on her neck
and began travelling outside the country. In a hotel in Spain she saw the world’s best films while seated on a water
bed. When they returned, between the sips of champagne, she tried her broken English, saying,
“The rain in Spain rains really in the plain”.
When they were back home, she heard about her fiancé’s suicide.
The shock of the news affected her ability to remember the names and faces of friends. She remained in the
house all alone for months. And hence their life of togetherness could not pass a period of two years. The ambition of the pilot was to get a son, because he had daughters from many women. Unfortunately she could give him
neither a son nor a daughter. Her first reply to his complaints grumbled was:
“Check yourself with the doctor’s first, to see whether you are free of aids to produce a son. I was a virgin, and
I am capable of creating every kind of life.”
"There is no need to go to the doctors, I would just prove myself with the maids in the kitchen.”
And that was the end of their togetherness. She could not bear for single minute to live with him under one
roof any more.
*
But it was only for a concrete reason that she joined the work in the Zwai Children’s Institution. She still remembers the terrorizing act of the pilot long after she left him. She sees it just like one of the television shows.
It is usually around ten o’clock in the evening. That was the time when she would lie in her bed watching
television in the bedroom while and the pilot in the private library reading the latest information on jet planes.
After awhile he pressed the bell for the maidservant to wash his feet.
The servant entered the study with hot water in a big white bowl, a towel on her shoulder and soap in her
apron. She knelt on the expensive carpet. His body swaying on the swivel chair, he stretched his legs one after the
other until both were washed and massaged. When he was about to laugh and make love, he opened one of his
rare porno magazines and begins to laugh from the way the poor maid servant reacted when looking at a nude
picture for the first time in her life.
The young maidservant allowed her master to make use of her body in the study. When it was time to leave the
pilot’s house, Birtukiye one evening opened the study room while the sex drama was going on between master
and servant. She said, “I killed my fiancé for such a rascal,” and quickly closed the door, preventing herself from
the spoils of adolescence. And when the pilot went to his bedroom, Birtukiye had long since left the villa, with the
oldest keeper of the gate escorting her. She always sees the scene, but has never liked the telling of the story,
because of her unbearable headache that instantly started to split her head apart.
*
Three days after Birtukiye’s absence from the Children’s Village, Dashen felt a deafening loneliness. He
missed someone older and closer to him than the dry administrators. He hid himself on one of the lorries and
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unknowingly travelled towards Debre Zeit.
If he succeeded in reaching the house of the writer, he had a purpose in mind. In his mind he saw a folder with
the title “The Beginning of Tobia”. The folder was filled with typewritten pages. The moment he reached the
house, his eyes would focus on that object.
He was not bothered about the severe punishment awaiting him when he returned to the village. He was not
courageous enough to have had a glimpse at the contents. But the urge to uncover his mother’s early history was
as strong as the child’s willingness to get back a dead mother if there were such possibility. The ride on the back
of the lorry gave him a special type of mental relief from the institution where thousands of children lived,
children made to feel unwanted by the hostile society that made a war and killed their parents.
He arrived home in Debre Zeit on the weekend one week after Easter. The moment the two children met,
Sinidu pulled at him, dragging him by the hand towards the back of the house, where the old woman was baking
injera. Injera is baked on an electic table-like oven in the Zwai Village. They both stood beside the old lady and
ate their ingotcha, small injera specially baked round and little for children. Behind the house there stood a sheep
that had been spared from being slaughtered for the Easter celebration.
He took a pencil and a pad and began to draw the sheep. When Sinidu saw the drawing, she told him to draw a
rope around the sheep’s horn and tie it to a pole. Dashen refused her. He said the sheep liked the horn without a
rope.
The moment they were inside the house his eyes began seeking the brown folder with the story of his mother.
The folder was lying in its usual place. There was an almost uncontrollable feeling in him while they were eating
dinner. Right after dinner, the writer loved to listen to the news on various channels. This having been done, he
went to his bedroom to prepare the sleeping place for the young man. When he finished, he wanted to check
whether the bed was comfortable.
The children turned off the television and rushed to their beds. They could not help laughing when they saw
the writer sleeping in the little place he had prepared for Dashen. Having an excuse to sit for awhile, Dashen went
to the sitting room and peacefully began to read the history of his mother, right from the beginning.
He was interrupted, however, by the waking of the writer. He had to close the brown folder and busy himself
with a chldren’s comic magazine. When the writer saw him reading the comic magazine in English he only
thought of the scarcity of pictorial books for children in the country. Sinidu was pulled out of her bed late in the
morning when Dashen put back the brown folder after reading it since dawn.
Towards the early afternoon, Dashen finished reading his mother’s early life history. As he closed the folder
and placed it back in the shelf, two armed men entered the house without knocking at the main gate. The child
covered his face with his hands. Behind closed eyes he was watching his mother from the story he had been
reading all through the morning. …
57.148 The Waldiba Story\fn{by Hama Tuma (1949-

)} Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia (M) 7

The old man smiled, his brown eyes sad.
“Tell me I am going to die and I will bless you,” he said.
I knew he was dying. Though I was not a qualified doctor, never having finished my medical studies at the
University, I had practiced medicine in the jungle for more than six years, had seen really sick people, dying
people, wounds and ailments of all sorts, and I could tell that the old man was going to die. Weak and anemic he
was, and probably had leukemia but there was no way I could tell. He needed a laboratory examination, extensive
tests beyond my capacity as a guerrilla doctor. The chances were also that even if I had known his ailment, I
would probably lack the necessary medicine.
“You will get over it,” I lied.
“You are kind,” he said tactfully, knowing full well I was not telling him the truth. “But I feel the end is near;
anyway it’s time I met my Creator and got my judgment. Don’t waste your precious pills on me,” he added. “Give
them to your sick or wounded friends. They need it more, poor boys.”
The priests in the famous and remote monastery of Waldiba always spoke with sadness when they talked about
us guerrillas:
“Young people so brimming with life and yet about to die” was the way many of them put it. Some cried
whenever they saw us, some shook their heads sadly, some just turned away not wanting to look at us.
A famous monastery, this Waldiba monastery. Centuries old, no women allowed, with its own hierarchy and
strict rules. Anyone who has had enough of the temporal world can join it. The new arrivals begin with a year or
two of service for the monastery, tending cattle, farming the land, bringing water, taking care of the banana garden with its own irrigation system. After this period of service, the promotion comes, each “priest” or recluse
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given his own hut. Days and nights of prayer, much of the time spent in the huts—this being the reason for the
pallid or “white” color of the monks. Life is Spartan: no alcoholic drinks, the food made up of only mashed
bananas mixed with honey or noug. No meat or injera and many of the monks usually undergo the subae—long
periods in which they stay in isolation in their huts without seeing or meeting any other person and coming out
only in the dead of the night to relieve themselves.
*
“I called you not to ask you to treat me,” said the old monk. “I wanted to ask you a favor.”
“I will do it if it is in my power,” I said readily.
“I want you to hear my confession,” said the old man calmly, catching me totally unawares. “Hear my
confession! The confession of a monk!”
My face must have shown my surprise for he smiled again, his eyes still sad, and motioned me to come nearer.
I picked the three-legged stool, birchuma, and sat near his bed. He smelt of incense just like the narrow hut in
which our conversation was taking place.
“Perhaps you wonder why I should confess to you and not to the priests?” he began rhetorically.
I nodded.
“The reason is simple,” he went on. “You are a guerrilla who has given his life to save others. You are a doctor, you care for the poor. Many times you have come here to treat me and others, always kind, always polite.
“The main thing is that you have decided to serve others, to die for others. You have followed Christ more than
me. Don’t protest for it is true.
“What have I done? I have closed myself behind these walls, shut off the outside world which refuses to go
away; and taken steps only to save myself. I know of the injustice in the outside world but what I have done to
combat it is slight. I ran away instead and hid in this monastery.
“Who takes care of the aggrieved? Who cries justice when the rulers trample upon the poor? Who dries the
tears of the mothers whose sons and daughters get killed every day? Who consoles your mother when she worries
about you?
“Not me.
“Of course, I pray for better times, for an end to these years of agony. But prayer is not enough. He Himself
came down to earth to die for our sins. We need to emulate Him.
“I haven’t.”
I wanted to say some words of protest, wanted to tell him that he was praying for all of us, helping us in his
own way. But no words came. In silence I looked at him and he picked up his tale. And what a strange tale it was
to be.
“Many of us here in Waldiba, we were not priests originally,” he said. “You know, of course, that here there are
non-priests like me who have come from the cities, others from the rural areas. We all came here to seek
atonement for our sins; some had killed, others had committed other sins. Some succeed in atoning for their sins,
others get weak and become even more sinful right here in this monastery. Intrigues, evil thoughts, backbiting,
petty and selfish acts—in Waldiba they exist too.”
I knew that Waldiba was so austere that singing was forbidden. There is a common saying alluding to the
impossible happening: “Even in Waldiba a song is sometimes heard.” I had also come to know that the monks had
internal squabbles—power struggles to be the keepers and dispensers of the monastery’s wealth. Politics had also
intruded into the monastery with some supporting the government, others sympathizing with us guerrillas.
“My confession would show you the truth of my statement,” the monk went on in his whispering voice, born
of years of practice as no one is allowed to talk out loud in the monastery.
*
“I came to Waldiba some six years ago from Addis Ababa. In my other life, I was a retired policeman. I see it
surprises you, but Waldiba is full of strange people.
“Thirty years I served in the police force; I even became a sergeant. I never went into any battle and I never
killed a human being. Guard duty, catching thieves, night patrols, I did it all.
“In 1974,\fn{In February, 1974, a series of strikes and demonstrations between students, workers and soldiers began that culminated
in September of that year with the deposition of the Emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie I, perhaps the last absolute monarch in the world,
who had been effective ruler of the country since 1916 as Regent for the throne, and Emperor in his own right since 1930 .} when havoc

erupted, I had already retired. Poor but happy. My two sons were in school and I was proud of them, having raised
them correctly by myself. Their mother, a good woman, died young leaving them to me. I loved them both, never
remarried, and worked hard for them. I had a good life really, bless the Lord.
“When one of the boys finished high school, he got himself a job and we managed to open a small shop which
I ran after I went on pension. He then had the luck to get a scholarship and go to the land of the ferenjis.\fn{Foreig209

ners.} America,

I think it was. The younger boy entered the University in Addis and lived with me.
“When the chaos began, the young boy was involved like other students in the demonstrations and all the troubles. At first I tried to stop him from engaging in such activities but I found out that his mind was set and that the
more I insisted on him leaving politics, the more estranged he became from me. You know the problem there was
between parents and their children at the time. No agreement.
“I never understood what got hold of the young in those days. Why do I say those days? I still don’t know what
fires you all up.
“Anyway, I let him be. Let God take care of him, I said. After all, only He decides our fate, doesn’t He?
“The whole year he was right in the middle of the turmoil, sometimes days passed before he came home and I
could see him. All parents in the area had the same problem and we used to meet in church, share our sorrow, and
pray to Him to protect our children from harm.
“The king was overthrown and the soldiers came. Good days were promised. I told you I was a policeman and
I had seen much injustice in my days. Still, the king was not the evil man my son made him out to be. I was sad to
see soldiers who had been serving the king suddenly cursing him to the skies. Some applauded and said things
have changed for the better, but I kept my counsel.
“I was a soldier and I knew soldiers. I knew we had no ability to rule a country, no patience, no respect for the
unarmed, no tact. I suspected many would die in the hands of those same soldiers they had hailed.
“Surprisingly, my son had the same idea. He told me that the soldiers had stolen the abyot, the Revolution, that
the people had to rule themselves though I never knew how this was to be realized. As you know, within a short
time, the troubles began anew, this time between the soldiers and the likes of my son.\fn{ Between 1976 and 1978 there
was an outbreak of terror and assassination between the government and leftists in the civilian population resulting in the murder or disappearance of some 100,000 people at the hands of the State official “Red Terror” organization alone.}

“Again, I tried to talk to my son. Give them time, I said to him, though I knew the problem with the Derg\fn
{The Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party, the chief opponent of the Government.} was not time.
“Time does not turn a serpent’s egg into a pigeon’s, he replied.
“This I understood; other things which were being said at the time were beyond me. Too many words, new
words, so much hate, so little patience. But the soldiers had guns, my son and his friends had none. I could see
that this led to massacres. But who can stop the wheel of God? What had to be had to be, what is written had to
pass, all is in His will.
“Here and there people were being killed by the new rulers, the radio was busy with its announcements of
executions. Many of the old regime were killed, many youngsters who called for their downfall were also killed.
And many of us missed the meaning of what you all called Revolution, change.
“My other son came back from abroad. I was both happy and wary. But he proved to be unlike his young brother. He was calm and I thought at the time apolitical. He got himself a good job and stayed out of politics as far
as I could tell. At dinnertime, he took my side and advised the young one to leave politics and concentrate on his
studies. Advice the young one never accepted. Relations between them were not good and I used to blame the
younger one for this.
“Then the shooting started. You people started it, for all I know you may have been there. My son must have
been involved, he never told me but I suspected when he left his house and disappeared. I thought he was dead but
he used to come unannounced late at night, talk to me and then go again for weeks.
“And then one day, I found out he had been arrested and shot at night. No burial, just thrown into a ditch no
one knows where and forgotten. The kebele officials told me the news since I knew some of them quite well. I
couldn’t cry in public or sit in mourning since all this was forbidden by the Derg.
“What I did was go to the house of a long-time friend, someone called Woizero Askalu. She was a nice lady
whose husband had died a long time ago and she had raised her only son and sent him to the University by
working as a maid, selling tella and tej.\fn{Popular, traditional alcoholic drinks} She had never remarried but she was
not like other tella sellers and did not indulge in prostitution. You could say she was my very best friend for years,
we shared worries and sadness and occasional joy.
“We did not spoil our friendship by tumbling into bed, though we loved one another. Her son was a friend of
my son, a good student, very gentle, he loved his mother and took good care of her by working in the evenings.
You could say she lived for him.
“When my son died I went to their house and mourned there in private for a week. She shared my sorrow and
her son was also sad as if he was guilty of being alive when my own had died. Neighbors and others in the district
quietly shared my sorrow, secretly expressing their condolences. I was to do the same for them in a short while as
more and more sons and daughters started to die. Every night the sound of gunfire, every night we parents died a
little.
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“Many joined their sons and daughters, helping them fight the Derg, many others stood by bewildered, caught
in a storm which was incomprehensible. No one listened to reason, no one asked for advice, everyone was busy
shooting, fighting, arguing. I prayed, we prayed.
“But even in church there was no peace. How could there be when thousands were dying, when children were
being fed to hyenas? Some of the priests raised this in their sermons, some directly, some by examples and
allegories. But we all knew. Fear was everywhere.
“Am I boring you with a story you know perhaps better than me?”
“No, no,” I replied. I had been there at the time but the old man’s story enthralled me. The view of the
observer, the anxiety of the parent—these were things I had no direct experience of.
“I will not bore you long,” the old man said.
“One day during those days of tears and death, my friend Askalu came to my house and once inside she broke
down and wailed and cried. It took me some time to learn that what I had feared when I saw her tear-stained eyes
as I opened the door was true. Her one and only son had been killed. Worse still, his body had been thrown for all
to see in a street nearby. Someone had seen the corpse and broken the news to her.
“Bad times breed bad manners. We should have been told first so as to break the news to her gently. I calmed
her and after calling on a neighbor to watch over her and to restrain her in case her cries got loud and attracted the
attention of the Derg guards, I went and saw the corpse for myself. It was mutilated as if a hyena had been playing
with it.
“I stood there for a long time, looking at the remains of a gentle boy, the reason for the suffering of a beloved
woman. I looked at the guard standing near the corpse, watching the onlookers in case somebody cried and thus
committed a crime.
“I fought back my tears with difficulty. And I tell you that right there I committed a grave sin in my heart by
calling on the Lord in anger:
“‘Where are You?’ I asked in rage. ‘Where are You when Your children are being killed? Wasn’t my son and
thousands others enough? Do You have to take her only son?’
“I was angry beyond words and anger leads to sin. I sinned. I came back to my house, back to the broken life
of the poor woman who had been my friend for so many years.
“What do you say to a woman like her? Be brave? Trust in God? All words were empty and inadequate. I
simply cried with her. She stayed in my house for a week just like I had stayed in hers. We shared our grief but it
did not decrease because of this. We cried together.
“My elder son, I forgot to tell you, had got into the habit of staying out for a week or so. He told me he had an
exacting job and he had to work at night and with the curfew and shooting he said it was better if he slept at the
office. But he came to visit me every Sunday night. And left early in the morning. I did not pay undue attention to
all this.
“Woizero Askalu returned to her house but she had changed. I visited her every day but it was like visiting a
dead person. She hardly talked, ate very little, and cried all the time. I feared for her and started to stay long hours
in her house. I talked with other people and without letting her know we also passed the night in her house as
well, in a shift, taking turns. Left to herself, I was afraid she would kill herself.
“How mistaken I was! How could she kill herself when she was not alive even though she moved and
breathed? This was a woman I loved and I died with her. I hated the world, the government. I hated seeing the
armed guards swaggering proudly, their hands drenched in blood.
“Ashamed they should have been but there they were parading themselves arrogantly. Killers of children and
old men and women. Criminals all.
“My taste of hell came one afternoon. I was at home reading the Psalms of David when an old friend came to
visit me. He had been with me in the police force but unlike me he hadn’t retired. We talked for a while of the old
days and the new brutal ones. He expressed his sorrow for the death of my son.
“‘And how is Askalu?’ he asked me.
I told him she was more dead than alive.
“‘Poor woman,’ he said in sorrow. ‘Poor you,’ he added suddenly. And I asked him why he had said that. He
fidgeted a little and then, when I insisted, he came out with it and I cursed the day he had come to see me.”
The old man stopped his story and asked me to give him water. After drinking, he continued with his tale.
“He told me that my elder son had been responsible for the death of Askalu’s son.
“What a shock he gave me. 1 was totally numb. I couldn’t believe my ears and I even shouted at my friend
angrily, refusing to believe, though deep down I was already beginning to doubt.
“‘I am sorry,’ my friend said. ‘I thought you knew.’
“But I knew nothing. And I had to calm myself and beg him to tell me the truth. And he told me. He told me
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that my son belonged to one of the groups which supported the Derg and participated in the killings. He told me
that my son had fingered Askalu’s son as an “anarchist.” He told me that as a result Askalu’s son had been
arrested and that my son had, with others, interrogated him and tortured him.
“He told me that this was God’s own truth, that my son spends his nights in a nearby kebele prison run by his
friends and that each night they torture and kill many youngsters. How could I not know all this, he wondered,
since, he said, many in my district knew of my son’s activities.
“What could I say? I had to work at night, my son had said. The Sunday visits at night, the early departures,
the silence about his work, the silence about his work. It all fitted in and in my sorrow I also remembered that he
was not that aggrieved when his young brother had died.
“In my sorrow I also realized the reason why Askalu broke down in tears every time she saw me. I had thought
she was sorry for the loss of her son while she was actually crying for me.”
Tears were now beginning to run down the old man’s cheeks.
“I should have died with my wife, with my son! I was ashamed, destroyed, an accursed old man. The fruit of
my loins bringing agony to the woman I loved, my own son a murderer. I felt dirty, reeking of blood, soiled to the
core.
“I stopped going to church. But, reluctant as I was I forced myself to go to Askalu. She cried when she saw me.
I cried silently and before I left her I told her simply:
“‘I know. I am sorry.’ And the kind woman grasped my hands and with tears in her eyes said:
“‘It’s not your fault. It’s not his fault, it is the times. God knows.’
“And this increased my grief even more. Maybe I had wanted her to curse me, to make me angry and thereby
to reduce my guilt by being angry at her. But there she was crying for me, absolving me of my sins. I am his
father and how could I not be responsible for the crimes of my son?
“I waited for the Sunday calmly. No, that is not entirely true. I was in turmoil. Should I leave the house and not
ever see his face? Or should I confront him? What would have been his mother’s feelings had she been alive?
What would have been my dead son’s advice had he been alive? What would Askalu say if I asked her? What
about her dead son if he could talk to me from beyond the grave? I heard no voices, saw no dreams.
“But I waited.
“Sunday night came and my son arrived. He was his usual self and did not even notice me watching him
closely as if he was a stranger with weird habits and actions. And finally, what had to be said had to be said and
there was no use wasting time or words.
“Are you working for the kebeles?” I asked him directly.
“He did not reply outright but his eyes told me. I promised not to bore you but let me say he admitted it finally
and even tried to convince me that ‘enemies of the people like Askalu’s son had to be killed if they refused to
change their views.’
“The more he talked the more he sounded like the radio and the more I saw a stranger in front of me. No tears
came to me, I was dry, spent, barren. A man without children you could say.
“In the morning he left promising to come back next Sunday. It was a long week. Askalu came once or twice
as if I was to be pitied more than her. Seeing her increased my guilt and in a way strengthened my resolve. One
has to do one’s duty, I believed. My son was my responsibility. I had brought him into this world, he was my
burden.
“And yet I could not make the decision to do what I felt I had to do. I was a coward or perhaps a father. Just a
father. I knew a boy in our area whom I suspected was secretly working with your friends. I went to him and we
talked. Nothing direct. I let him know that I knew about him and he neither denied it nor confirmed it since
nothing was stated openly. I told him that my son usually came to visit me every Sunday night and left early in the
morning. I said this and no more.
“As I was about to leave, the boy asked: ‘Why?’ I looked at him and said:
“‘For Askalu’s son. For my dead son. For you. For himself.’ And I left. I did not say ‘for me’ though I have
thought since that I should have said that as well.
“Sunday came and my killer son also came to visit. It was a quiet night. I looked at him for a long time, saying
farewell to him in my heart. I did not cry. I heard him leave early in the morning, right after curfew time. After a
few minutes, I heard some shots.
“I knew what had happened. I did not go out to see him. They later brought his corpse into the house but I
avoided seeing his dead body. I did not cry and they thought I was a tough old man ready to sacrifice his own son
for the Revolution. His name was published in the newspapers and officials came to his funeral. I heard later on
that some prisoners were killed in reprisal for his death. Even dead he had caused more deaths. A cursed son, a
cursed father.
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“Some time later I got the kebele pass to come to these parts but before I left I went to Askalu and told her that
I had decided to leave the temporal world and become a recluse. She bade me good-bye and told me that she was
also going to become a nun in the Debre Libanos monastery.
“And this,” the old man said, “is my confession.
“I caused the death of my own son. It is fitting you should hear it since it involved your struggle and for the
reasons I told you before. This is why,” he continued with a smile, “I want to die. Your pills will be wasted since I
want to die and I will die.”
“You burden me with a heavy responsibility,” I said to the old man.
“I am educating you about the sins of man,” the old man stated. “I seek no absolution from you. I await God’s
judgment. But by telling you my story I am advising you to continue to do good. The world is full of evil but it is
also full of good. You suffer for the good of others, isn’t that good? Too many deaths still continuing … it is so
saddening. Killing, killing, killing … when will it stop? When will God hear our cry and save us from agony?
When will He take pity on the living who have to suffer for every day they live? I will ask Him when I meet Him
soon,” said the old man without a smile.
“I think He will understand you,” I said lamely.
What else could I say? As a fighter, I believed that what he had done was commendable. Still, I also felt the
anguish that tore at his heart. Does one congratulate a father for having his son killed? Does one sympathize with
a son who resorts to murder and breaks his own father’s heart?
Pity the unfortunate parents whose offsprings become killers of innocent people. .
I bade the old man good-bye, aware that I would never see him again. I gave him no pills, none would have
served to reduce his pain for his real agony was beyond the curative capabilities of science, let alone of a poorly
supplied guerrilla doctor like me.
Waldiba was eerily quiet as usual. Monastery of the living dead, keeper of tormented souls. Guardian of
agonizing secrets behind the doors of closed huts. One whispers in Waldiba and never talks out loud, the terrible
tales of Ethiopia paralyze the tongue and deafen the ears.
I had a life to lead, a struggle left unfinished. I left the old man and went to join my guerrilla friends. More
battles, more painful tales, some to be whispered, some to be told aloud. Guerrillas confess to guerrillas if they
ever get the time to do so before dying.
46.68 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Kebbedesh (1950?-

)} Tigray

Province, Ethiopia (F) 1

… My family were peasants. I never knew my father—he was murdered by outlaws when my mother was
pregnant with me. My mother faced many problems after his death. She was shocked and her health was not
good. Because of her troubles she called me Kebbedesh, “a heavy burden.”
After a while my mother remarried. She left for another village but I went to live with my aunts. When I was
seven, my aunts arranged for me to be married to a wealthy neighbor. He was rich, chauvinistic and rather foolish.
He was huge, with a beard, and he seemed like a giant to me. My uncles told him not to have sex with me. They
made him promise in front of a priest that he would wait until I was mature, but this did not work.
I went to his house, which was strange to me. I saw him for the first time inside the house. He was like a giant,
like something that makes you afraid. At that time I didn’t know what marriage, or being husband and wife,
meant. After three terrible nights I escaped back to my aunt’s house. My family insulted me, shouted at me:
“Why did you come back, you stupid girl?”
They forced me to return.
After some weeks I escaped again, this time to the forest. I passed several very difficult days there. I was hungry and thirsty and I just wanted to die. I fainted and a peasant found me and took me back to his house. He knew
me and knew my family were angry so he kept me in his house. He gave me milk because I couldn’t eat injera.\fn
{A note reads: fermented grain pancake, the basic food of the region .} After a few days he took me back to my home. My
family took me in but then they tried to persuade me to return to my husband. They said he was rich and owned
many cattle. They wanted me to go and live with him again.
They took me to him for the third time. I lived there for some months, maybe a year, but then I escaped again. I
felt it was too difficult to live in the world. I took a rope and went to the forest to hang myself. A neighboring
peasant who was tending his cattle in the forest found me standing under a tree. He was surprised and asked me
what I was doing there with a rope. I told him I was collecting wood. He didn’t believe me and tried to take me
back to my husband. I refused to go—I said I was looking for wood.
After two days in the forest, I became so hungry that I returned to a neighbor’s house. They tried to reconcile
me to my family. When I was eight, one year after I was married, they made me return to my so-called husband.
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My husband forced me to have sex when I was eight years old. I was sick for many days after that. I just didn’t
know what to do or how to help myself. All paths seemed closed to me. All the people in the area were against
me. They said I should stay with my husband because he was rich. They couldn’t see it from my point of view—
they thought it was natural.
I continued like this until I was eleven, escaping and being returned by my family.
*
At last my mother learned what was happening to me. She came back to the village, divorced me from that
man and took me away with her to her village.
But once I was there I faced another problem.
The people there insulted me. Because I didn’t know my father, they said I was undisciplined. They said I was
rubbish because I had been brought up by a woman, without a father. They said a woman could not bring up a
child properly, that I was undisciplined to divorce my husband and so they teased and insulted me.
Things weren’t easy for my mother either. She also felt insulted because I had left my husband. So I decided to
go to Asmara. A friend had come to visit us from Asmara, so I went to her and begged her to take me away with
her. I was fifteen at that time.
But when I reached Asmara I didn't like it. There was nothing for me there. After a miserable time there I went
to T’senay near the Sudan border and got a job in a bar. In the bar I was badly treated—men came and kicked me,
spat in my face. They could do whatever they wanted. The owner of the bar also was cruel. If I broke a glass she
would not pay me. I worked there for two years but was not even able to buy any clothes. The male customers
cheated me. They said they would give me money to pass the night with me, but after they slept they would leave
without paying.
At last some women came to the bar from Sudan. They had jewelry and good clothes so I asked them about
their life in the Sudan. They encouraged me to go there with them, saying I could have a good life. So I went to
Sudan after two years in T'senay. I lived in the Sudan for ten years. I rented a room and worked as a prostitute for
ten miserable years. The life of prostitution is clear to you, so I don’t need to explain it.
*
In 1977, TPLF\fn{Tigray People’s Liberation Front.} members were trying to agitate the people in Sudan and to
establish underground movements wherever there were Tigrayans. I became interested in this news. TPLF didn’t
need to politicize me—I had led a terrible life. No one knew more about women’s oppression than I did.
I became an active participant in TPLF activities and worked for two years with them. I learned sewing and
then, in 1980, I decided to come to the Field as a fighter. After I finished training, I was assigned to the workshop
as a tailor. Then, three years ago, I was assigned here to Marta School. I am a student and I teach sewing. I am
also a fighter.
I feel proud and happy to be here. We are many women with different miserable experiences. We discuss our
past lives all the time. This gives me a very special feeling. Before I came here I was fighting without a full
consciousness. I understood more than anyone that women are oppressed by men and by class oppression, but still
I was not fighting consciously. I had not examined the “woman question” scientifically.
Since coming here I have studied the “woman question” and have come to realize that the solution is to
struggle and to bring about a new society. It makes me happy that I came both to learn and to teach. I feel so
happy to be teaching my sisters, to be producing skilled sisters. I feel joy and happiness when I see the results of
my teaching. …
271.72 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Aster Fitiwy (c.1955- )} Makelle, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 2
My name is Aster Fitiwy. I am thirty-two years old and I’ve always lived in Makelle.
I trained as a teacher; after that I took part in the Zemacha Campaign in 1975, but I didn’t like it. At that time I
didn’t know anything about the campaign itself, but there was conflict between the students.
After I’d been teaching here in this Derg town for a while, I got involved in local politics, and ended up as
Vice-chair of the Worker’s Association. But the people in charge, in the Derg hierarchy, put pressure on me to be
dishonest and get someone else elected illegally.
*
Despite protests from the members, I went ahead and did it; otherwise the government might have imprisoned
or killed me. I knew people who had opposed things had been killed, so I was too frightened to disobey their orders. But they put it on my record against me anyway.
*
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I knew nothing about TPLF at that time, but in 1984 a lot of Tigrayans were being sent to prison, because they
were suspected of being TPLF members. I was scared about what would happen to me. The officials suspected the
Tigrayans of resisting the rest of the party so they arrested them as the best solution.
Then the Youth Association chair was arrested and tortured; they told him to tell them the names of the TPLF
members.
“I know Aster. She is a member of the TPLF. She is contributing five birr a month to the TPLF.”
But it wasn’t true.
*
They called me and accused me,
”Are you a member of the TPLF?” Then when I said no, they never believed me.
They beat me and kicked me cruelly. They tied my hands and my legs and put sticks under my knees and hung
me upside down.
So I confessed to being a member of the TPLF because I could not bear their cruelty.
“Yes, you are controlling other TPLF members. Tell us their names.”
But I didn’t, because I didn’t know them. They tortured me continually for four days, and my right hand was
paralysed for two to three months afterwards. I felt pain around my womb, so I was admitted to hospital and then
they sent me to the main prison.
*
I was in Makelle prison for about two years and seven months. While I was there I worked teaching the illiterate prisoners.
I was there during the Agazi operation, but refused to go with the people who released the prisoners, because I
didn’t know anything about them and I thought they would kill me.
At first we didn’t know that the TPLF was releasing the prisoners. We thought it was the state taking us to be
killed. Even when we did realise we thought that because we were in Derg organisations, the TPLF would kill us.
We turned off the light and hid.
But the government believed that because we didn’t go with the guerrillas we should be released, so we were
let go after four months. But they put us under surveillance and were always watching and following us after that.
Since the TPLF success last year in 1988, the government suspected that we were giving information about our
work and meeting them.
*
I returned to being a teacher when I was released. The teachers who were with me at first were now getting a
higher salary, but because I had been in prison for two years, I didn’t get the same salary. That was demotion,
because the time in prison was not counted for my service.
Before my time in prison I was paid three hundred birr, and afterwards only two hundred and forty-seven birr.
My friends were on three hundred and five birr by then.
After I was released I hated politics intensely. I didn’t want to be involved in any political affairs. There was a
study group in our school for the Party, but I never went there. Since politics were the cause of my being in prison, I wouldn’t go any more. They continued watching me.
*
At the time of the Derg’s departure, no one except the key persons in their organisation knew they were leaving. It was a miracle for us. The Party members were running around the town and the people were shocked and
asking what they were doing.
They never said whether the guerrillas were coming or not. Everyone who was not in the know was being
mentally tortured. They saw them streaming to the airport by car and on foot.
Some other members of the Party left their children and their homes and went alone to the airport, crying and
very frightened; they thought that the TPLF would kill them if they stayed behind. They went to the airport, some
holding suitcases, some holding their children’s hands; some children were even left behind.
Even now the Derg won’t leave us alone; jets come and bomb the towns, and kill many people, who are
running here and there to escape the bombs. Then we have to leave our homes and when we come back our food
and other things have been stolen. Now the TPLF is controlling that.
In Makelle there have been three air raids, all around the airport. Even if they just fly over, the people suffer
with tenor.
*
One of the worst things about the Derg was what happened to some of the women and girls. If a girl was raped
or taken by force, the families were in sorrow. Some ladies never told their husbands, because of fear of divorce.
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Or the men, they had to leave the town because the rapists might have killed or arrested them. Then they could
do whatever they liked with that woman.
Since she never did it voluntarily, she lives in sadness all the time. The only alternative if a woman was raped
was to become a prostitute. After that the children sometimes hate and insult her. They became motherless and fatherless and street girls and boys. So these Derg soldiers destroyed the life of the whole family.
There were women whose husbands were killed, and who lived all the time in terror. After their husbands died
they used to marry the security officials. They never loved them, but said,
“Since they have killed our husbands, they may kill us.”
Many of these men left their wives behind when they left because they were not Amhara. But the women were
happy.
The TPLF said nothing to them and neither did the people. But now they have no means of support and this is
one of TPLF’s problems. They are listing the names of anyone who has difficul ties and are giving help to those
who have no means of income.
*
Before I never knew the politics of the TPLF, because I was involved in the politics of the Derg. After Agazi, I
got a little bit of information on the TPLF, but not much.
Then little by little I got to have some idea. When the Derg left Makelle, I decided not to go with the Derg but
to stay with the TPLF. Even now hatred for politics never leaves my head, but the politics of the TPLF seems
cleaner and better.
The Derg said that there was democracy for the people, but there is no democracy. They cannot meet together
as they like, they can’t speak as they like.
Now I have seen the TPLF democracy and I like it. People can go where they like, talk as they like. If you
can’t write what you like, is that democracy?
Living with the Derg is suffering, living with the Derg means crying all the time. The people have become very
happy, because before there was no peace, no safety. When the Derg left, for a very short time there was firing,
but when the guerrilla members came, they said
“Just stay at home and be calm, do not worry. It is better that they leave the country and do not come again.”
The people want to live tight and together with the TPLF, who want the people to participate in everything.
I am married with four chidren. Two are with me, and two are with their father in Addis. We married fifteen
years ago, between Haile Selassie and the Derg.
He left with the Derg, but I refused to go with him. I had to decide whether to live with the Derg or to let those
two children go.
Even loving your family doesn’t compare with hating the Derg.
177.1 Excerpt from Notes From The Hyena’s Belly\fn{by Nega Mezlekia (1958(M) 12

)}

Jijiga, Somali Region, Ethiopia

1
I was born in the year of the paradox, in the labyrinthine city of Jijiga. After a three-year absence, the rains had
come, swelling the rivers and streams. The clay desert, as dry as the skin of a drum, became green once more.
Queen Menen, wife of King Haile Selassie, lay dying. She was as reluctant to leave this world as I was to leave
the womb.
My father sent for the neighbor, a nun who also practised as a midwife, to assist my mother in this difficult
birth.
Queen Menen, far off in her palace, sent for fortune-tellers and Devil-tamers—modern medicine was failing to
cure her.
In our small home, lost somewhere in the tangled paths of domestic Jijiga, the midwife pronounced her
certainty that there was not one child, but two—with golden crowns on their heads—fighting against their own
birth. This nun could interpret the language of the unborn and the dreams of the dead, and had heard the twins
whisper their belief that they had been delivered to the wrong universe.
The nun needed help. She asked for the assistance of another midwife, Mrs. Tsege Kebede, who was found at a
local bar celebrating the deliveries of six children just the day before. Tsege was already quite drunk when she
walked in, and bragged about her legendary success in delivering the unexpected. Tsege had once helped a
passing angel, caught between the two worlds, with the agony of childbirth, successfully delivering her young
with wings intact.
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Now, as the two women bickered over how to convince the twins to be born, how to assure them that they had,
indeed, been sent to the right universe and that, though this world might be tarnished, violent and rife with
pestilence, it was nothing one couldn’t get used to, in time, my father stubbed out his last cigarette and came
indoors to announce the dawn of a new day. As he pronounced his sentence, I slipped into this strange bickering
world that smelt of incense and ood.
“The sun has risen,” my father said. I was named for his words:
Nega.
With sunrise the farmers’ market on the other side of the city came alive. Somali women balanced fragile pots
of milk and butter on the crowns of their heads—each vase a necessary and natural extension of the bearer, as if a
second head had appeared over each woman at dawn. On their backs they carried sacks of grain to sell at the
market. The Somali men led caravans of camels into the city, loaded with sacks of sorghum, corn or charcoal.
Some camels bore stacks of firewood that reached far into the sky—each camel dragged forward savagely by a
rope tied to its upper lip, splitting it in two.
In our home, my mother’s eyes reflected the two bickering midwives as they peered down at my emerging
head and fell strangely silent. Shaking their heads in disappointment, they told my mother that her new son had a
head big enough to give the illusion of twins. They told her that her son would lead the life of a rebel, as he had
refused to be born wearing his golden crown.
Tsege went back to the tavern to have another drink.
The nun went home to her morning prayers.
Looking back, I am relieved that my father came in when he did. Had it not been for his announcement of
dawn, the two disappointed midwives might have convinced my exhausted mother to name me for the size of my
head.
Meanwhile, somewhere far away, the Devil-tamer pronounced his cure for Queen Menen: the sacrifice of the
young.
“Candidates must be free of any form of body piercing; they must have no wounds or scars that would
compromise the quality of the blood,” he announced.
Countless messengers were dispatched from the palace to scour the countryside looking for children who had
neither bruises nor scars.
In 1958, the year of the paradox, I was born in Ethiopia, in a hot and dusty city called Jijiga, which destroyed
its young.
*
Jijiga is built on a vast, unmitigated plain, with no greenery in sight except for the occasional cactus bush used
as shelter by the wandering hyena, and the inevitable sacred tree in every compound. The city is surrounded by
rocky mountains on all sides save the north, which is open as far as the eye can see. The northern horizon is curtailed only by the sun’s mirages and the eternal dusty winds of the dry season. Jijiga is in an arid part of Ethiopia,
a dry, sandless desert where even the smallest wind creates devils—whirlwinds of dust that rise high into the
heavens and are visible from miles away.
By day we children chased wind devils, poking holes in their bellies with knives. By night we huddled in bed,
remembering our mothers’ warning to tell all strangers that our ears were pierced so that we would not be
snatched up and sacrificed for the ever-dying Queen. We could hear the wild howls of hyenas from the desolate
mountains and knew that any cow or donkey left outside the gates of the compounds would spend its night in the
hyena’s belly.
*
There is a story about the donkey and the hyena called “The Donkey Who Sinned.”
Once upon a time a lion, a leopard, a hyena and a donkey got together to solve a riddle, to discuss the bad
conditions that plagued the land, to discover why the rains had stopped coming and why food was so scarce.
“Why do we have to suffer like this? How long do we have to go on without food?” they asked, over and over.
“Maybe one of us has sinned and God is punishing us,” one of them suggested.
“Perhaps we should confess our sins out loud, and ask God for forgiveness,” another added. To this all of them
agreed, and the lion began:
“I am sorry, for I committed a very terrible sin. I once found a young bull in a village, broke his back and ate
him.” The other animals looked at the lion, whom they all feared because of his strength, and shook their heads.
“No, no,” they protested, “that is not a sin! That is exactly what God would have liked you to do.”
The leopard followed:
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“I am very, very sorry, for I committed an awful sin. I once found a goat in a valley that had wandered from the
herd. I hid behind a bush, caught him and ate him.” The other animals looked at the leopard, whose skill at
hunting they all admired, and protested:
“No, no, that is not a sin! In fact, if you hadn’t eaten that goat, God would have been angry with you.”
The hyena then spoke:
“Well, I think I am the sinner. I once snuck into a village, caught a chicken by surprise, and ate it all at once.”
“No, no,” the animals protested, “that isn’t a sin. God would have liked it if you ate two of them.”
Then the donkey spoke:
“Once, when my master was driving me along a trail, he met a friend and stopped to talk. While they were
talking, I went to the edge of the trail and nibbled at a few blades of grass.”
The other animals looked at the donkey, whom no one feared or admired. After a moment of silence, they
shook their heads sadly and said:
“That is a sin! A very terrible sin! You are the cause of all our misery!”
And so the lion, the leopard and the hyena jumped on the donkey, cut him up into pieces and devoured him.
We children lived like the donkey, careful not to wander off the beaten trail and end up in the hyena’s belly.
*
Jijiga is a divided city—by common, though unspoken, consent. The northern half is inhabited by Christians,
mostly Amharas, and the southern by Muslims, mainly Somalis.
The Somali man is easy to identify: he is almost always dressed in a sherif, a long multicoloured garment
stitched like a sack, which is tied about the waist, hanging loose at the bottom. Most carry a cane in one hand, and
a piece of twig in their mouth, with which they brush their teeth if they happen to have nothing better to do. The
nomads who venture into town may wear huge daggers at their waists. They are usually barefoot, though they
may carry sandals to wear in town—balanced carefully over the shoulder, hanging from the end of their canes.
The women wear colourful, loose-fitting dresses that fall to their feet. As the woman walks, she holds her dress
with one hand so it doesn’t drag on the ground. She might drape a vibrantly coloured shawl over her shoulder and
head, and wear sandals on her feet.
I do not recall once seeing a Somali woman outdoors in the company of her husband or a male friend, even on
major social occasions, like Ramadan, or at weddings or funerals.
The northern half of town appears to have consulted with a different fashion designer. The men dress in
various forms of Western jackets and pants. The women signify the different phases in their lives by the colour
and make of the dresses they wear. A girl invariably picks colourful outfits, cut according to the style of the time
—though always hanging well below the knee. She might even indulge herself and wear a T-shirt and a pair of
jeans.
After marriage, however, her wardrobe will undergo a drastic transformation. It is as though the monotony of
day-to-day life, of kitchen duties and the rearing of children, slowly bleaches all colour from her life. A woman
who is wife and mother wears a traditional white dress and head-wear, and a netela—a white, lightweight shawl
with colourful trim.
*
Although I was born and raised in the northern part of town, the excitement and intrigue of the other half was
not lost on me. A family friend, Mustafa, brought home everything I needed to know.
Mustafa was one of two permanent house guests at our residence. He occupied one of the service rooms. Our
other perpetual guest was Ms. Yetaferu, who stayed in the other service room, and was constantly at odds with
Mustafa. The two were seldom on speaking terms, and when they were it wasn’t because peace reigned in the
compound.
Mustafa was barely five feet tall, a squat man who often sported a couple of days’ growth of beard. He had a
great sense of humour; an unpredictable, often contradictory character; and an insatiable passion for crime. I don’t
recall ever wondering how he came to be in our household. I do recall that Mustafa’s father was a family friend
who, on his deathbed, made my father promise to watch over his young and reckless son despite the fact that
Mustafa had an array of uncles and aunts nearby.
Dad kept his promise.
I learned my first Somali words from Mustafa. He also taught me how to break a street lamp (with a sling and
a well-aimed stone), how to get my sister to give me her glass of milk (by spitting in her cup), and how to avoid
homework without once getting a reprimand from the teacher (by calling in sick, and then copying from friends).
Mustafa spent his mornings roaming the city and his afternoons chewing chat and plotting some new intrigue.
He often got away with his mischief, but from time to time he would be jailed—and then it would take all of my
father’s connections, and a good deal of expense, to get him released.
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Mustafa loathed work. He didn’t have to pay for his meals or lodging, and had some income from real estate—
but nevertheless he delighted in swindling money from others. In the early days, the most frequent victim was his
older brother, who owned a flourishing business. He had a huge retail store in the Somali part of town that sold
kitchen supplies: sugar, cooking oil, flour, pots and pans, readymade clothes, fragrances and the like. When
Mustafa was in need of money, he would send me, note in hand, to his brother. I never knew what was written on
the note, as it was scribbled in Arabic, but knew that my arrival signalled terrible news to Mustafa’s brother. He
would grumble the moment I walked in, but usually gave me some money in an envelope to deliver to Mustafa.
Good news to Mustafa meant a quarter to me.
Sometimes his brother would refuse to send any money to Mustafa, which signalled sibling warfare. Mustafa
had various options in his arsenal, but his favoured weapon was the mansion the two of them had inherited from
their parents. A huge building with many rooms on its two floors, it was fenced in by stone walls and located in a
lively part of downtown.
Mustafa owned the whole ground floor, which he rented out to a renowned contraband smuggler, who I
suspected was Mustafa’s accomplice in his various schemes. The upper half of the house was the residence of
Mustafa’s brother and his family. The day after he had been snubbed by his brother, Mustafa would dispatch a
team of masons, carpenters and hauliers to arrive at his house before the break of dawn, with orders to
disassemble each room, brick by brick, stone by stone, so that it could be moved and readily reassembled for an
unnamed purchaser. But, before the demolition started, he would alert his brother to the sale, advising him to prop
up his rooms and avoid expensive losses.
His brother had never been able to buy Mustafa out, because no matter what price Mustafa set there was
always someone, somewhere, who doubled his brother’s bid. Building materials were not expensive in Jijiga, and
nobody knew who would pay such an insane price for something so worthless, but in the end a settlement was
always reached in which Mustafa got some money in return for promising not to sell the building for another few
months.
A few years passed before this perpetual circus finally folded tent. Dad intervened: Mustafa was cajoled into
selling his half of the property to his beloved brother, and was forced to concentrate his resources on original
schemes.
*
Property tax is one of the most unpredictable expenses in the life of an Ethiopian landowner. No one knows for
sure what the rate will be and when, if ever, someone will be dispatched to collect it. Some people live and die
without ever hearing from the taxman, while others may get a surprise call decades after they register their land.
The tax collector in Jijiga was a rather eccentric man, about the same height as Mustafa but much older. He
wore an eye patch and carried a huge leather bag and a cane with a retractable knife. As he walked from door to
door, collecting taxes, he was escorted by a man in uniform who carried a rifle.
He was said to be a wealthy man, with money buried in various places in his backyard. The money had been
wrapped in antelope skin, sanctified by three sorcerers, two medicine men and a renowned curser—a treatment
that would render completely blind anyone who tried to open the bag, except the taxman. This, however, did not
deter some desperate souls from attempting to share in the loot. In fact, not a single month passed without someone perforating the dark soil in his back yard under the cover of darkness. In the morning light, it looked as if the
gods had turned up his backyard with a diabolical ferocity.
Mustafa did not dig in the taxman’s backyard. He merely tried to look like him and act like him. He bought
himself an eye patch and clothes that might have come from the taxman’s own wardrobe, and sprinkled some wet
ash on his hair to close the age gap. He hired himself an escort, whom he dressed like the taxman’s guard, and
armed him with a borrowed rifle. He then dispatched two respected burglars to buy him old tax receipts, if they
could, or retrieve them from their hiding places, if they could not.
The landowners on the new taxman’s list were, like most Ethiopians, illiterate. They would only look for the
familiar insignias on the receipts, not the words that were written on them.
The project would have been successful, and Mustafa a rich man, had it not been for his untimely decision to
swindle his hired escort. He paid the escort ten percent of the proceeds, but then immediately dispatched one of
the two burglars to retrieve it. He then paid the successful burglar fifty percent of what he had collected, which
would have been a good deal if he hadn’t dispatched the second burglar to reclaim the first burglar’s loot the very
next day. The second burglar was also promised half of what he brought back, but, before he could even finish
counting it, Mustafa took it from him, arguing that the second burglar had not taken part in the actual tax
collection and that, anyway, he had already been paid for retrieving the tax receipts from the unwary public.
These little indiscretions earned Mustafa a two-year prison sentence.
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Following his release, Mustafa became the very picture of piety—for a while. He read the Qur’an out loud at
regular intervals throughout the day, loud enough to scare the songbirds off the trees; prayed five times a day on
his colourful mat, head pointing east; and declined any food from our kitchen, preferring the Muslim restaurants
in town. He even walked through the compound with his eyes fixed on the ground.
*
This piety of his was far more annoying to Ms. Yetaferu, the other permanent guest, than his brush with the law
had been. She carefully watched his every move and eavesdropped on his prayers, to make sure that he did not, in
any way, contradict her own communion with God. Alas, she had forgotten that Mustafa prayed in Arabic, of
which she could not understand a single word.
Ms. Yetaferu was, in many ways, a sad foil for Mustafa. She was somewhat deficient in her sense of humour,
quite predictable in her manner, and she walked about with a nervous and suspicious look on her face, as though
the world around her was conspiring to pull the ground out from under her feet. She was no relation to us, nor had
anyone in town ever come to visit her, and yet she had been around for as long as I could remember. Mother gave
her shelter because she and Ms. Yetaferu happened to be from the same home town.
Ms. Yetaferu was an Orthodox Christian, like us. She believed in the sanctity of the Orthodox Christian
Church, and in its superiority over all the other churches that had followed in its footsteps. But most of all, she
believed in the saints and their ability to mediate or intervene on behalf of parishioners who found themselves at
odds with Christ.
If one needed any kind of help, she was convinced, one could always appeal directly to the saint—for rains,
say, or a good harvest—and the saint would deliver, unbeknownst to Christ. After all, there were far too many
saints for Christ to keep track of.
Like us, she also worshipped the Adbar-the traditional sacred tree of the family. The huge tree rooted in our
front yard was like no other tree in the compound: its roots needed frequent watering, and incense and ood needed
to be burned under its huge trunk. She made sacrifices before the Adbar at the beginning of each month, and knew
to make only small requests of the Adbar, for the sake of expediency.
What annoyed Dad most was how she worshipped, with equal fervour, the spirits of her ancestors. The old
woman burned incense and ood behind her door and invited the spirits to sneak in, camouflaged by the smoke.
Her Wukabi, or personal spirits, required three days of uninterrupted blessing each month and endless festivities.
So Dad tried to get rid of her by wedding her to a solo barroom entertainer and then chasing him out of town,
with his new wife and his violin in tow. It didn’t work. What Dad failed to understand was that the woman was
married already, to her Wukabi.
Ms. Yetaferu never worked a day in her life—though, unlike Mustafa, it wasn’t because she was lazy or
loathed work. Everyone knew that she was the first to get out of bed in the morning; that she was the one who
prepared the household’s first of three coffee ceremonies each day, waking the neighbours and inviting them to
join her; that she read each individual’s daily fortune from the dregs in the mugs, before sending them off to work;
and that she never went to bed before the hyenas had reclaimed the town, descending in droves from the
mountains like an army of ants tracking sugar grains.
*
The reason Ms. Yetaferu never worked at all was because there was not a single day in the year that was not
sacred to her.
The Ethiopian calendar is divided into thirteen months, each thirty days long except the last, which is only five
or six days (depending on whether it is a leap year). Every day of the month is assigned to a saint or two: day one
is dedicated to St. Raguel and the Adbar, day two is St. Samuel’s, day three is St. Libanos’s, and so on.
Of course, not all saints are created equal. Indeed, only a few of them are considered saintly enough to warrant
an official holiday, preventing the farmer from tilling his land and the carpenter from felling a tree. No fisherman,
for instance, can fish on the nineteenth day of any month, because it is St. Gabriel’s day; nor on the twenty-third
day, as he has to pay his respects to St. George; nor on any one of the other nine days throughout the year
assigned to the saintliest of saints. Other individuals have their own favoured saints throughout the year, further
reducing the number of days they are allowed to work.
Compounding Ms. Yetaferu’s scheduling problem was the fact that some of the saints’ days coincided with
spirit days, forcing her to make a grave decision, choosing one over the other. She always placed her Wukabi
ahead of any saint, though in some cases she was able to go to church in the morning and return home early
enough to reconcile with her spirits. On such days she would close the door and windows of her room and use
pieces of rag to plug any crevice that might let in light, to avoid detection by the saints while she communicated
with her spirits.
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All told, Ms. Yetaferu’s holidays, each of which demanded prayers and sacrifices and prohibited doing any
form of work, consisted of 263 saints’ days, 52 Sundays, 9 other Christian holidays, 13 Adbardays, 36 Wukabi
days (some of which coincided with saint’s days) and 12 days to worship her ancestors’ spirits. Altogether in an
average year there were 368 consecutive days on which she was not able to work. Alas, the calendar was three
days too short for her to complete her prayers.
2
Being born and raised in Jijiga, a multicultural mixing bowl, I was insulated from Amharas’ mythical view of
the world—until, at the age of nine, I went to the eastern highlands. There, while visiting my mother’s cousins, I
discovered how deeply rooted the prejudices were.
As a clergyman in Ethiopia’s oldest Christian denomination,\fn{ From the 4th century AD:H} the Orthodox Christian Church, my uncle Yeneta followed age-old traditions with staunch vehemence. He always wore a white outfit: a pair of white breeches, a loosely fitted white shirt that fell below his knees, a white turban, and a netela in
which he invariably wrapped himself regardless of how hot or cold it was.
Like so many priests before and after him, Yeneta rose before dawn every morning to begin his communion
with God. The early morning prayer was carried out in the inner room of the church. Every detail—the scented
air, the music, the decor—was made consistent with his holy prayers. Entrance to this room was forbidden to all
unordained souls, except on special occasions when children were permitted to enter in order to receive a piece of
bread and a sweet beverage, the “flesh and blood” of Jesus.
Except for Sundays, or when he presided over funeral masses, Yeneta would return home at around ten in the
morning. On his way home, many believers would bend before him in a clear demonstration of their humble
stature. The priest would give them his blessings and permit them to kiss the crucifix that he proudly dangled
from his right hand. In his other hand he carried, like so many priests before him, a chira—long strands of bound
horsehair mounted on a decorated wooden handle—which he periodically shook over each shoulder to deter flies
from defiling his clean and holy person.
Yeneta’s influence and position in the community were never more apparent than during the season of Lent, as
he gave divine commands and passed judgment on his humble parishioners. At the age of nine, I was persuaded to
attend one such event, an early morning service, in the company of two distant cousins and Yeneta’s daughter-inlaw. After the sermon, we were ushered into the confession room, which adjoined the burial tomb of a famous
feudal lord who had lived nearby.
The sparse, furnitureless room was dominated by a single portrait of Jesus, crucified. His dark complexion and
Mediterranean features were more reminiscent of a youthful Yeneta than of the poor Jewish man they purported to
represent. The wild plumes of exotic incense that rose from a pair of giant incense burners, the few chandeliers
that held lit candles, and the small basin for baptism were the only items to relieve the eye of the walls’ baleful
stare.
The parishioners slowly filed into the room and assumed what I suspected were their usual positions around
the perimeter—backs to the wall, shoulder touching shoulder, faces sober and inscrutable. I was pressed into a
corner, from which I was able to observe what went on.
Yeneta’s entrance was announced by two teen-aged deacons clad in colourful gowns who were dangling
incense burners from their hands and reciting passages from the Holy Scriptures. Two more deacons, adults this
time, slowly walked into the room followed by Yeneta. In a subdued tone, Yeneta uttered a few divine platitudes
before making it known that confessions were to begin. A respectably dressed man by the door was the first to
unburden himself of his guilt. He cleared his throat uncertainly, leaned towards Yeneta in a desperate attempt to
maintain his privacy, and quietly announced:
“I have bitten my tongue.”
After generations of sins, the church and its parishioners had developed a unique dialect, forged out of common language, consisting of euphemisms that made the act of confession more endurable. To have bitten one’s
tongue meant to have lied, deceived or perjured; to have got around the ladle meant to have indulged in food forbidden during the Lent season—animal products, though not fish.
The next to confess was a woman who had “cried with one eye,” or lusted. The priest swiftly pronounced judgment: she was to pray five times at the altar of Jesus.
A few confessions later, a young man, obviously struggling with his shy and reserved nature, admitted he had
“fallen off the bed.” Yeneta commanded him to pray seven times and light two candles at the foot of the dark,
stylized Christ that hung from the wall.
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It occurred to me then that I too had sinned. Indeed, I had fallen off my bed just the other night, having been
entangled in one of those perpetual nightmares in which I was being chased by a foe. I was desperately trying to
outrun my assailant, but, as so often happens when one dreams, I was running on the spot, and the creature was
quickly closing the gap. I made one final attempt at evasion, concentrated all of my energy upon a single escape,
and darted out, only to knock myself out of my bed. 1 hadn’t thought anything of this until I witnessed the young
man’s remorse. Moved by the gravity with which his confession was made, I cried out loudly before everyone,
“I too have fallen off my bed.”
The sobriety that hung like a pall over the room was immediately broken. 1 could hear muffled laughter lightening the air. Though his lips did not curve or betray the least emotion, Yeneta’s eyes were dancing. One person
pinched my ear, another lightly slapped my head, and yet a third, my mild-mannered cousin, leaned over and
whispered in my ear not to open my mouth again unless it was suicide that I was after.
Later I learned that to have fallen off the bed meant to have indulged in sex—a forbidden act during the fasting
period.
*
Yenata could, and did, inspire fear. One day, I encountered Yeneta’s eighty-year-old frame in the dimly lit
sanctuary adjoining his bedroom, as he read from the holy book in a singsong rhythm. His long hair was bound
inside a turban. His white beard fell to his chest.
Yeneta’s Bible was perhaps the oldest one in all of Ethiopia. The cover was made of finely polished qwara
wood, rubbed with bruised herbs and oils and wrapped in sheepskin. The pages themselves were made of
sheepskin and beaten fine as bond paper, and were inscribed in an ancient liturgical language called Geez. The
Bible was so heavy that it had taken two men to lay it on the table in Yeneta’s sanctuary, from which it would
never be removed.
“Yeneta,” I asked, “what is the language of the angels?”
The venerable priest stopped his rhythmic reading of the Bible. His eyes flashed angrily, like wildfire. He rose
to his full height, six feet three inches tall, and stared into my eyes for a full measure of eternity before shaking
his head in disappointment and sitting down.
“Indeed,” Yeneta said, “you make me wonder if you are Amhara or if you were found in the dump.”
I found out that the Divine Author delivers in Amharic, and that the Devil speaks Oromo.
*
Not all Amharas are created equal. In fact, there is no other ethnic group in the nation with such a pronouncedly prescriptive system of interaction. Aside from class distinctions, the two forbidden groups that a pure
Amhara can never associate with, let alone marry, are the Budas and the Lalibelas.
A Buda is someone known to possess the evil eye. Traditionally, Budas were involved in the blacksmith and
pottery trades, living and working in the isolated, rundown quarters of the city. Nowadays, Budas live and work
among the highest ranks of Amhara society, and are only persecuted if it is established that they are definitely
responsible for the sickness or death of someone in the community.
Budas are held responsible for those sudden afflictions that come upon people in public places. If, for instance,
one experiences a piercing pain while laughing in public and such a pain persists for days, it is the work of a
Buda. If someone who is handsome comes home sick after attending a public event, it is the result of the evil eye.
These illnesses can often be cured by chanting special sacred words, but sometimes an expert must be called.
The expert begins by trying to determine which one of the known Budas attended the social event. Then the
patient is brought before the guilty Buda, who is made to spit upon the victim, thus releasing the patient from the
awful effects of the evil eye.
In those instances where the expert is unable to determine which Buda attended the social event, the forehead
of the victim is stamped with a hot iron brand. The “signature” will show up on the face of the guilty Buda, thereby enabling the alert neighbours to spot him or her right away.
A Buda with a noticeable facial scar would seldom venture out of doors.
Budas also have a mysterious way of transforming themselves into hyenas, or of joining a pack by riding on
the back of a hyena. Hyenas are the most common, notorious predators in Ethiopia. They break into barns and
compounds and steal donkeys, horses, goats and sheep. Hyenas, although cowardly and sheepish individually, are
so fierce in a pack that no one would dare to confront them. Buda experts are engaged in the villages in order to
determine whether or not any known Budas are travelling among the hyenas so they can be held responsible for
the lost property.
The other group pure Amharas are forbidden to associate with are the Lalihelas. Lalihelas are people who,
through a genetic inheritance that makes them prone to leprosy, are forced to beg out loud before sunrise at
specific times of the year. A Lalihela may be a successful businessman or a renowned fortune-teller and
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financially well off, but because of a divine judgment must beg before dawn or become immediately afflicted with
leprosy. If Lalihelas do not beg and howl before sunrise, their limbs fall off and their faces become deformed
beyond recognition.
This practice was maintained for generations, until the military junta assumed power in 1974 and declared that
howling before daybreak while begging—a practice that disrupted the pace of the revolution—was illegal and
punishable by summary execution.
Many Lalihelas suddenly discovered, to their astonishment and delight, that nothing happened if they ceased to
beg.
3
As a child of the Amhara community, I was brought up according to time-honoured aristocratic moral codes. A
child was expected to have unfaltering respect for his parents, elders and all authority figures, and to be strictly
obedient without complaint. Children raised with decent values would never speak to their elders unless spoken
to, would give way to an elder who was about to cross their path, would rise from their seats if an elder passed by,
and would never put their hands in their pockets when answering an elder. Infraction of any of these unspoken
rules would mark the child as undesirable.
Such a child was considered unfit to be friends with the other children, and was marked for further disciplinary
action by the school authorities. Persistent defiance and unruliness could even lead, in an extreme case, to disinheritance, since respect for elders was not only a measure of a child’s character, but a reflection upon the family
as well.
A well-behaved and respectful child, on the other hand, was rewarded. Word of the child’s good behaviour
quickly spread to the parents and other notables in the community, serving as a priceless character reference.
The corollary of this moral code was the commonly held belief that a spanking now and again would help a
child to grow up “straight,” like a well-tended tree: If a child grew in a “crooked” manner, it was believed that no
form of discipline could straighten him. It was the business of the entire community to see that each child grew
like that well-tended tree. A child who swore in public, for example, would likely be spanked by a complete
stranger, who would then thoroughly investigate that child’s family tree with a view to taking the matter up with
the irresponsible parents.
*
My mother had peculiar beliefs about the ways in which the futures of her children were determined. She
believed that a child had to enrol in school at the precise age of four years and four days to be successful as a
student; that children needed to have their gums massaged with the ashes of werka wood in the early hours of the
morning in order to grow a mouthful of well-structured teeth; and that a child needed to drink a glassful of a
murky and bitter beverage made of kosso flowers every three months to purge and cleanse the bowels. I was
registered in school at the precise age of four years and four days.
I spent my first two years at a private school, reading, writing, and solving riddles composed in Amharic, the
language of kings. The school was quite modest. Three of the walls were made of dried twigs, and the fourth was
the wall of our teacher’s home. I remember that the walls were unstable, and we were constantly reminded not to
lean on them. If the water delivery man tied his donkey too close to the wall, the animal would nibble at the dried
leaves, pulling the building askew with each branch it tugged at.
The roof of our classroom was also made of dried twigs. We could see the sky through it. High above, the birds
watched us from the heavens. Black kites flew overhead, to make sure that we did not carry brown paper bags.
They knew that the butcher wrapped meat in brown paper. If they saw anyone walking outside with a brown
parcel in hand, they snatched it away from him. We always covered our books and things in old newspaper.
Thrushes, perched on the roof, sang for us. They also dropped on our heads. We always moved our stools out of
the way when the birds were on the roof.
The floor of our little classroom was as God created it, dirt. It was sprayed with water twice daily to keep the
dust devils from rising up in the middle of a session. But the ants were allowed to roam free. They travelled in a
very long column from one end of the room to the other. The ants always watched us as they went up and down,
to make sure that we were paying attention to the teacher. If a student happened to fall asleep in the middle of a
class, an ant would depart from the parade, climb the leg of the student, and pinch him on the thigh before
resuming its march.
*
Our teacher was called “Memerae” (My teacher) Beyene.
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Memerae did not have legs. Or, if he did, we never saw them, as he was always inside a sack. The sack was
tied at his waist and covered everything below it. He dragged himself on the ground. Or better, he swung himself
along. He would prop himself on two wooden supports, which he held in his hands, lift his body an inch above the
ground and swing himself forward. Looking at him above the shoulders, as he came from a distance, it seemed as
though he was riding a diminutive roller coaster.
Memerae Beyene was a monk. His faith and trust were placed in St. Michael. He himself 224ilomete hundreds
of 224ilometers from his hometown to serve the church of Jijiga. When he wasn’t teaching, or sick and bedridden,
he was to be found in the confines of the church, reading the Bible aloud, drowning out the courtship songs of the
starlings, and caring for the rich dead, who are better housed than the living poor.
Memerae was an angry man. Noone saw him smile, ever. Many believed that he had no teeth. He was a hateful
man. He hated everyone and everything, including the Adbar. He wished that someone would cut down all the
sacred trees in town. He even hated the Tsewa.
The Tsewa is a group of twelve women who favour a common saint and make a pact to worship together on the
saint’s chosen day. Each month they make sacrifices together, sharing the miracles—afflictions cured, lost items
recovered, all as a result of the saint’s unmistakable interventions. The sacrifices consist of snacks and tella, a
locally brewed beer. Each ceremony lasts one full afternoon, or until all of the tella has been consumed and the
ladies are happily drunk. If one sees a respectable woman staggering in the street, it is a sure sign that she is
coming from a Tsewa, and one must help her get home safely. Tsewa meetings rotate from one household to the
next, so that each member incurs the expense only once per year.
Memerae liked saints, but thought that one should only make sacrifices in church.
Nobody agreed with him. Many people suspected he was secretly a Catholic, and that he might even eat pork!
Mam warned me never to accept food from Memerae, but I didn’t have to worry because Memerae never invited
anyone to share a meal with him.
*
All we learned in school was Amharic. There were no mathematics, science or sports sessions. For as long as
we remained in that dingy school, two long years, we poured our time into learning the intricacies of this ancient
language whose alphabet contains 268 characters.
Half of the front of the room was covered by a chart. Memerae would sit on a huge tortoise shell beside the
chart, holding a long stick in his hand, and lead us through the rows. He would strike each letter with a learned
confidence, and announce “Ha-Hu-He-…” and we would follow after. When we finished the chart, he would
begin again.
After a few weeks, we learned the sequence by heart, and no longer needed to watch the chart. Instead, we
watched the birds through the roof while repeating after him: “Ha-Hu-He-…”
But Memerae did not like this. Whenever he caught a student looking elsewhere, he commanded him to stand
up and name a letter picked from the chart at random. The student would invariably fail to give the correct
answer, and Memerae would invariably pinch the boy’s cheek very hard, making him cry.
We were pinched so often that we soon began to carry small bottles of baby oil with us and rub it on our
cheeks, to make it harder for Memerae to get a hold on our skin. But Memerae did not like that either, and started
using the ruler.
After a couple of months, I got so tired of the monotony that I would start to cry immediately after Mam woke
me for school in the morning. I told her that all we learned was the alphabet, that I could already recite it from
beginning to end without looking at the chart, and that I no longer needed to attend school.
One day I rolled myself in the blanket and refused to answer her. She sat by my bedside and told me the story
of how one grain at a time brings good fortune.
*
Once upon a time there was a King in Shewa.\fn{The name of the province surrounding Addis Ababa, approximately in the
center of the country:H} He spent his days and nights listening to stories.
Storytellers came from villages all over the countryside to tell tales to the King, but after a few years there
were no stories left in the country that the King hadn’t already heard. He sent messengers to neighboring
kingdoms looking for new storytellers. After a few more years, he had heard all the stories in the land. Finally, in
desperation, he decided that what he needed was a storyteller who could make him cry out,
“Enough! no more! I am done with stories.”
If such a person existed, the King swore to make him a prince and give him a great piece of land.
Many came, hoping to become princes and wealthy landowners, and the King always listened to their stories
eagerly, without saying a word. One day a poor farmer came to tell the King a story that would make him cry out
in protest. The King smiled at the poor farmer and said:
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“Did you know that many famous storytellers have come here, without telling me enough, and here you are, in
your simple innocence, expecting to be made the owner of land, and awarded the title of prince? I know already
that you are wasting my time, but nevertheless you may try.”
The farmer seated himself on a rug, at the foot of the King, and began his story.
“Once there was a peasant in Axum who sowed wheat,” he said. “When the crop ripened, he mowed it,
threshed it and stored it in a granary. It was the best harvest he’d ever had. But there was a small hole in his
granary, barely large enough to pass a straw through—and that is the irony in this tale. When all the grain was
stored and the farmer went home, delighted, an ant came and entered through the hole. He picked up a single
grain, which he carried away to his anthill to eat.”
“Aha!” said the King, becoming more interested in the story, as it was one he had not heard before.
“The next day,” the poor farmer continued, “another ant came through the same hole and found a grain, which
he also took away.”
“Very well! Continue!” said the King, showing more interest.
“And the day after that,” the farmer continued, “another ant came and carried away another grain.”
“Aha!”
“And the next day a different ant came, and he took one more grain.”
“Yes, yes,” interrupted the King, with some signs of impatience, “I understand all that. Let us proceed with the
main thrust of the story.” The farmer made himself quite comfortable on the rug, and continued with his narrative:
“The following day, a different ant came, and took one more grain. And the day after that, another ant came,
and took another grain.”
“Let us cut short the details and get on with the story,” the King yelled, betraying his anger with the farmer.
“The day after that, another ant came and—” the farmer continued.
“Please! Please!” yelled the King.
“But Your Highness,” said the farmer quietly, “there are so very many ants in this story.” The farmer once
again made himself comfortable on the rug, and continued where he had left off:
“And the day following that, another ant came, and took another grain. And the day after that—”
“You should stop dallying,” the King screamed. “After all,” he noted with gravity, “the story is the thing.”
“But this is the essence of the story,” the farmer replied. “And the next day another ant came and took away
another grain. And the day following that—”
“But,” the King interposed, “all this is mere detail, let us get on with the plot.”
“Certainly,” the farmer said, and continued with his tale:
“And the day after that another ant came, and took away another grain. And the day after that—”
“Stop!” the King shrieked. “I want no more of this!”
“Your Highness,” the farmer offered, “the story must be told in the right sequence; the granary, after all, is still
full, and must be emptied. That is in the next story. And the next day—”
“No! No! It must not be!” the King yelled.
“And the next day another ant came and—”
“Enough, enough, you may have the land and the title of prince!” the King screamed, rushing from the palace,
fuming.
And so, the poor farmer became the owner of a large expanse of land, and a respected prince.
*
I wanted to be a prince, like the farmer, and so I stayed in school.
Approximately three months after we started school, the routine changed.
Memerae brought a new chart, on which the alphabet was completely scrambled, and it became our turn to
lead him through the maze. He would pick a student from his list, and make him go over the chart out loud. Another would follow, and another, until we had all been over the chart. Whenever we were close to memorizing the
latest chart, a new one would appear.
Once Memerae was completely satisfied that we could identify each of the characters, he taught us why certain
of the letters repeated themselves. There were sixty-three such characters. For instance, there were six characters
representing Ha, two for Se, four for …
Because it was rude to associate a king with something so intimate as a kiss, the ki in king would be different
than the ki in kiss. As the sun was a symbol of power and eternity, the su in sun would be different from the su in
sugar, which was a perishable item. And, as power was something for the gods and kings, the po in power …
We spent the rest of the year learning to identify celestial and imperial features, and to distinguish their
spelling from that of everyday things. No individual would be accorded a learned status who lacked the ability to
recognize such subtle differences.
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*
Before the first year was out I had come to like the school better, not so much for what it offered as for the
entertainment that I discovered around it. The school was right across the street from the church, and I could slip
into the church compound to watch the monks and deacons performing their heavenly duties. As parishioners
came to the church at odd hours in order to make emergency requests, or offer sacrifices, I would hide behind the
huge columns and listen as they pleaded with St. Michael.
Once I heard an old woman tell St. Michael that she had just killed her neighbour’s cat, wrapping it in an old
rag before dropping it into a dried-up well. She explained that the cat had been stealing beef from her kitchen,
poaching the strips that she had hung to dry from the line. She had done all she could to keep the cat at bay,
closing the doors and windows of her kitchen, but the animal always managed to find a way in. She asked for
forgiveness, placing a box of candles at the door. I thought that the lady was quite mean, killing that cat, so as
soon as she was out of sight I found the box of candles and threw them away. I knew that if St. Michael didn’t
find those candles, he would soon come after her.
Another time, I overheard two schoolgirls ask the good saint to help them pass their exam. They were much
older than me and quite pretty. They promised to bring the saint incense and ood, if and when he kept his end of
the bargain. That night, when Mam reminded me to study, I told her that I needn’t bother any more; all I needed
was a few sticks of ood and a bag of incense for St. Michael. She told me that my books were much closer to me.
My other pastime was haunting the cemetery behind the church. It was a large graveyard populated by a
strange array of tombstones and some scattered shrubs. Most people gave the cemetery a wide berth, avoiding it
altogether at high noon and after sunset, when the ghosts of the dead were known to rise. These ghosts would
tease passersby, tossing a handful of dirt in their eyes or causing some other mischief.
After having lunch I would hide behind one of the shrubs at the edge of the cemetery and watch the
courageous people who dared to dart through the graveyard. There were only ever one or two of them during
these ominous hours, and they scanned their surroundings nervously, carefully weighing a change in wind and
quickening their pace at the slightest unexpected noise. It occurred to me that I could be of some help if I tossed a
stone their way, without showing myself.
The first stone, as it hit the ground, always had a hypnotic effect. The individuals would freeze in their tracks,
scrutinizing their surroundings with the greatest care. Having seen no living soul in the area, and knowing that the
wind had not changed its direction, they would resume their journey, picking up the pace even more, believing,
perhaps, that their ears were playing tricks on them. As soon as they turned their backs, I would toss another
stone. This time, they would not look up for proof, but would run as fast as their legs could carry them, fleeing
from that cursed place. The women sometimes dropped what they were carrying, but I never once touched what
was left behind.
*
When I was growing up, our favourite game was to dare someone either to do something courageous in the
cemetery at night, or else to chase a wild hyena. Once, when I was seven or eight, my friends and I dared a fat
boy, who had just moved into the neighbourhood, to drive a nail into one of the graves. Four of us, including his
younger brother, watched as he proved his manhood.
It was a beautiful night. A quarter moon hung low in the sky, and the desert heat gave way under a gentle
breeze. After dinner, as our parents congregated in the compounds, we snuck out of our rooms to meet at the rendezvous before heading to the cemetery.
Once we arrived at the graveyard, the four of us watched and waited, while encouraging the fat boy to get a
move on. When he was fifteen metres from us, he chose a grave. He searched for signs of a ghost and, finding
none, sat himself down on the hard soil and began hammering the nail into the ground, stopping only to scan his
surroundings from time to time. Satisfied that the huge nail was driven deep, he decided to run.
But when he attempted to stand, a ghost grabbed him by the shirttail. We watched as he stumbled and fell. Just
before fainting, he let out a savage cry.
The rest of us ran home as fast as we could, sneaking back into our rooms without being detected. This boy
would have spent his night in the graveyard in the grasp of that ghost had it not been for his younger brother, who
told his mother about the incident.
That night was quite memorable. His mother was hysterical—crying and pulling out her hair. The neighbours
emerged from their compounds and crowded the streets. The hyenas wisely avoided their usual route, in order to
escape blame for the crisis.
Mam betrayed an anger that I had never before seen as she unceremoniously pulled me out of bed and ordered
me to lead the way to the fallen fat boy. Outside, the rest of the boys stood cowering under the burning gazes of
their mothers.
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The search team consisted of eight women, five men, four children, three dogs and a drunken bat. The men
carried lanterns and clubs, and the women their senses. We did not have much difficulty in establishing the general area where the boy had disappeared, but the continuous calling of his name got no response. His mother
became more and more desperate by the minute.
My own mother was beginning to frighten me, promising me that if anything happened to the boy she would
leave me here, to let the ghosts decide my fate. I began to cry.
Fortunately for me, one of the men finally spotted the boy. He still lay on the ground where he had fallen, his
eyes rolling out of their sockets, afraid that the moment he called out the ghost would strangle him. As the crowd
descended on him, the lanterns cast eerie shadows over his terrified face. His mother crashed through the bushes
and fell on her dear boy, shedding tears of jubilation. When she tried to lift him, she discovered that the tail of his
shirt was nailed to the ground.
That night, my mother beat me for the first time in my young life. For reasons I did not understand, she was
crying as she whipped me, shedding more tears with each successive lash. I cried out, not only because of the pain
she inflicted, but because of her condition.
Mam was, to me, a symbol of sanctity and serenity. Seeing her in this distraught state pained me. I knew then
that I had done something terrible and unforgivable. That day, I decided to change for the better. I decided that I
would become more like my older sister Meselu and make my bed in the morning, come straight home from
school, and no longer kill birds with my sling.
*
But before the week was out I had my own challenge to answer: I had to prove how close I could get to a pack
of wild hyenas without blinking my eyes.
I had chased hyenas numerous times, and didn’t think the challenge was too big. That night, I snuck out of my
room as usual and met my friends at our customary rendezvous. The final destination, this time, was a bridge at
the outskirts of town. The bridge spanned a wide valley that was bone dry year-round, except for a brief period
during the rainy season when it overflowed its embankments and caused major damage to the neighbouring areas.
At the time, the valley was dry.
The only building near the valley was the police station. The residential areas were much farther away. There
was a tiny door at the remote end of the compound that was seldom used and always unlocked, as no one would
willingly walk into a police station. The last street lamp cast its glow a few feet from this door. From here, the
bridge was a distant wilderness.
At sunset the hyenas would congregate in this valley, under the bridge, refining strategies for the night, decideing which neighbourhood to attack and voting on who should mate the female in heat. They would settle all their
personal differences before invading the town. Sometimes they’d bring their kill back to this place, and share the
feast in peace.
Over the years I had learned their routine, and so knew when to attack them and when to keep my distance. I
knew, for instance, that it would be suicidal to confront a pair of hyenas having a private moment, or to approach
a pack as it sat down to dinner.
That night, hiding in one of the small pockets of the bridge, I regarded them carefully as they approached.
They seemed to be at ease. My friends took their places some distance away.
The hyenas soon began crossing the road in ones and twos. I waited until the last one had made its appearance
before jumping out of my hiding place. I yelled a few brave words and tossed stones at the nearest one. This was
when the confused hyena was supposed to run, so that I could chase after it until it passed from sight.
But the hyena didn’t run away.
I yelled more words, and hurled more stones, but it stood its ground defiantly, staring at me with demonic determination.
Something told me I should just call it a night. I took a few tentative steps backwards, my eyes on the enemy,
but the hyena made up for the difference by taking a few measured paces of its own. I called over my shoulder for
my friends, but there was no response. When I looked back and saw the last of them breaking into the police
compound, I decided, for better or worse, to run.
Knowing that those wretched animals, although graceless, could outrun the wind, I ran as fast as the gods
permitted me, crashing through the thorny bramble and jumping over an open ditch with the reckless abandon of a
feverish devil. I could hear the hyena as it trotted behind me, scattering gravel under its claws, and was painfully
aware of its desire to clamp its steely jaws down on me, but I hoped to reach the glaring street lamp first so that
the gods might see me and dispatch a policeman to intervene. I was a couple of steps from the doorway of the
compound when I heard their laughter.
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There were now half a dozen hyenas within arm’s reach. As there seemed to be no time left for divine intervenetion, I jumped the last metre, crashing through the entrance with the savage determination of a blind goalkeeper.
Once I was safely behind the stone walls, I knew that I would live. I opened the door a crack to taunt the
hyenas from my newly acquired position of safety, but they continued to run past me, multiplying in number. I
discovered then, with a great blow to my pride, that they had not been chasing me after all.
They had spotted a street dog farther up the road, and were closing in for the kill.
*
Before the first year of school was finished, I was able to read, albeit with the tentativeness of a Sundaymorning drunkard, and to write, with the appropriate ic for King and h for Haile Selassie. It would take the better
half of the second year for me to fine-tune these skills. Before we were considered educated, however, we had to
spend a few months on poetry.
In Ethiopia, poetry is second only to the achievements of kings. Poets are sought after and treated with great
reverence by the ruling class. In ancient times, poets were invited to read at the king’s palace and light up the
festivities at a feudal lord’s manor by composing odes that both celebrated triumphs over adversaries and advised
the lord of the condition of his serfs.
The most popular form of poetry, known as the kinae, offers one message to the untrained ear and another to
cultured listeners. The key to the kinae lies in the contradictory nature of the Amharic language; when assembled
in sentences, these contradictory words interact, forming rather potent cocktails.
Generations of oppression, without freedom of speech, gave birth to this tangling of meanings and intentions.
If a man had been mistreated by a feudal lord or local chieftain, he would compose a kinae to read at a social
event, a poem that was sweet and heart-rending to the untrained ear, but quite biting to the lord—one of the
intended audience.
The peasants, by and large, were illiterate and unable to put together a recondite kinae, so the poets did it for
them. A poet might compose a kinae to inform the lord that the taxes he had levied on his subjects were excessive,
about the brutality of his son, who raped and plundered the locals, or as a plea, for forgiveness on behalf of the
man he had recently thrown into his private jail. The feudal lord was often trained in the interpretation of the
kinae, but if he doubted his own judgment, there were always one or two monks beside him to shed light on the
subject.
Poets were usually exempt from the repercussions of their kinae, as lords were generally reluctant to be seen as
monstrous persecutors of humble poets. Besides, the poet could always plead his ignorance, claiming that his
intentions were misread, and offer apologies.
Memerae was at his best when reading us poetry.
He would sit on his tortoise shell and read out loud two or three lines from a kinae, asking the class to give him
the “bronze” or obvious meaning, as well as the “gold” or hidden meaning. He would allow us a few moments to
reflect on the words, repeating the kinae twice or more as we struggled to unravel the words.
Each kinae is like a small universe concocted of infinitely small magnets; each with a negative and positive
force. We would dissect it with our little brains, and then present our view of how that particular universe functioned. Memerae was never angry at us for giving wrong interpretations; he simply emphasized where it was we
should look for clues.
I remember a kinae that Mam told me as a bedtime riddle. The bronze meaning is: We have waited long
enough for Mr. Limadae to come home. It is now late in the evening. Please latch the door; I don’t feel at ease
having to go to bed with the door still unlocked.
The gold meaning is: Now that you have decided to deny me what I had come to expect as my due, there is no
point in keeping up this relationship. I am not a person who can easily forgive and forget.
We were never intended to compose a poem, as that requires years of disciplined training. Few ever aspired to
write poetry, and when a student of poetry finally succeeded, he marked the end of his training by composing not
only a kinae, but also something called a stranded poem. One can draw a jagged line through a stranded poem,
from top to bottom, breaking it into two independent pieces. Each of these halves rhymes and has its own
meaning; put together, the two pieces form a body that gives a third and entirely different meaning.
*
There was no celebration when our two years of school with Memerae came to a close.
He simply told us that we were ready to begin our formal education, and sent us to public school. …
271.82 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Zafu aka Samhale (c.1959- )} Adua, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 2
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I was born in Adua in northern Tigray. We were seven in the family—five children, and I had a twin brother
and sister younger than me. My name is Zafu, but my mother used to call me Samhale, which is a fragrant herb
we have in our homes for feast days.
My father and mother were Muslims, but they were very liberal and sent us all to college, both boys and girls. I
had two brothers who were teachers and one teacher sister. My eldest sister married when she was nine years old,
so she didn’t go to school. My family regretted that afterwards—she was so sharp, yet she didn’t have any education.
*
My father died when I was five years old and after that my mother had all the responsibility of bringing us
up. She decided to continue the education for the four of us. She had a lot of trouble with Muslim relatives
who thought we should be married as soon as possible.
“You are only a woman,” they said. “You can’t control them. They will be like Christian women, like prostitutes.” But my mother didn’t like the culture of the Muslims for women.
“I just want my daughters to be independent,” she said.
After that my older sister finished at high school and became a teacher. In our country, high school takes
you up to twelfth grade. After that some people go on to university in Addis.
When we finished school, at eighteen years old after twelfth grade, my mother wanted us to get married,
but she didn’t put pressure on us and my sister chose her own husband when she married. I kept telling her
lies, saying: “OK, I’ll get married,” and so on.
I was recruited by the TPLF at that time, but because she was my mother I didn’t want to upset her.
*
By 1973-4 the students had become the strongest opposition movement to Haile Selassie in Ethiopia. In 1975,
when the Derg came to power, they broadcast the decision over all the media that students had to go out into the
villages and teach the peasants about land reform and literacy.
It sounded good, but it was a very hot revolutionary time and the real intention was to get Ethiopian students
out of the towns and dilute the resistance. The Derg called it the Zemacha campaign.
The people were not armed at that time, but the government saw the danger if the students continued their opposition. Although they called themselves the people’s democratic government, they were not—they had introduced military government and wanted to counteract the severe opposition.
There were so many democratic questions being raised at that time, such as women’s rights and land rights.
*
I had to serve in the Zemacha campaign, but I didn’t go when it started in 1975, because the area where they
had assigned me was under the control of the TPLF. So one year after the start of the campaign I was sent to Makelle.
I was sixteen years old. I had heard about TPLF because they were agitating the students in Zemacha so that
some of them were leaving the campaign because it was not in the interests of the people.
When we tried to carry out the literacy campaign, there were no pens, no paper or materials. Only the rich peasants or those who had been administrators under Haile Selassie were holding positions of respon sibility. The representatives of the people who should have been distributing the land were the rich peasants, so they took all the
fertile land themselves.
*
I heard all this and several of us started working underground. Many students were arrested for leaving the
Zemacha campaign. In 1977 I too went back to Adua and started eleventh grade.
Working underground, we collected information and held many meetings. The sort of questions we discussed
were,
“Why are we oppressed? What is TPLF? What are its aims? How can we help our organisation?”
TPLF’s only help at that time came from the underground supporters, so we raised money for TPLF through
knitting. Most of us girls used to knit—making jumpers, bedcovers, pillows to sell.
We also had to be in the Derg women’s associations. All the women were told they had to spin cotton and
make garments to be collected and sold to make money for the Derg.
But, underground, we were getting the materials from the Derg and selling half for TPLF and only half for the
Derg.
We also made tea and coffee and different kinds of bread and sold them. Our mothers too gave us money to
make things to sell and gave food for TPLF, like flour or lentil stew.
If it had been discovered we would all have been arrested, and our mothers too. They had endured so much
oppression from the Amharas for so many years. They were not very politically conscious and so they hated all
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Amharas, but we used to teach them who was our friend and who was our enemy—and all Amharas were not our
enemies.
The Derg was not strong then.
We put the story of our oppression and the background of our struggle into plays. Even some of the Derg cadres were TPLF members, so it was easy to teach the people.
*
In 1977 the Derg got help from the Soviet Union and that changed everything. At the end of 1977 they started
the Red Terror in Makelle and by the middle of 1978 it had reached full force.
The Derg was like something that is bitter and poisonous inside, but covered in honey to be swallowed more
easily. They were saying good things, but at the same time killing the people.
Most of the people could not support the Derg and most of the students, if their activities had been exposed,
would have been killed. Some of them were not TPLF but were killed all the same.
That was the time I joined the TPLF. Many educated women did, but we did not fully understand the issues,
although we had many political discussions.
*
I left for the Field with my younger brother, one of the twins. After we left, my older brother who was a teacher was arrested and killed by the Derg. He was twice in prison but wasn’t killed for four months. He was thirtytwo.
His body was thrown onto the street and my mother was forbidden to cry because the guards said if the
mothers cried it proved they were sympathising with the traitors. Nine others were killed with him. She could not
take his body for burial.
It was thrown down like a dog. My youngest sister saw his body and the guards hit her for crying. My oldest
brother who was also a teacher was sad and sick because he was unable to show his feelings. He shouted, “Where
is my brother?” and they arrested him, saying,
“You are against the government.”
They accused him of being in the TPLF and of coming from a TPLF family. But my oldest brother was not
active in TPLF because he had children and responsibilities. He was released after a few months, but he was ill,
always upset and depressed, till his death in 1986. He was only thirty-five.
*
Just as the Red Terror was starting, we were warned that it was beginning the next day and we should save our
lives, so we escaped to the Field before the worst. All of us escaped in different ways and the next day they started
the killing.
I had to deceive the soldiers. We said we were going to a village where someone had died. I dressed in the long
clothes of a housewife instead of the shorter ones usually worn by students. A worker disguised himself as a
peasant carrying hay, but in the hay was money collected for the TPLF.
We took money too, hidden in tea. We took whatever we could which might be useful to TPLF—laboratory
equipment, even a typewriter—because it was better that these things should work for the people. We women
weren’t suspected so much, so we could take things in different ways.
The TPLF organised people so they could save themselves during the Red Terror. We were all linked up, but
for security reasons each person only knew one other person. We got out of the town and they took us to safety.
*
I was eighteen when I joined the struggle. I joined at the same time as Harnet. First I had to take training and
after a few months I served with the mobile forces. I also took a course to work with the mass associations in different places.
I became ill with headaches and an ear infection, so I was sent to Cairo in Egypt for two years for medical treatment.
I went to Rome for further treatment and I also worked there with the mass association. Habtom came to work
there too.
From there I went to the Sudan and then to the Field for the discussions about marriage for fighters. Marriage was
not allowed in TPLF at that time. Habtom and I got to know each other and when marriage was allowed and when
we were in Sudan again, I chose Habtom for my husband.
*
For a time there were problems between women and their husbands. The men didn’t want them to take political education. They thought that if the women were politically conscious there would be disagreements in the
family.
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Women were beaten, they were forbidden to go out. We had problems in making the men understand. But I
was really interested when I was working with the mass because when we taught the people, they understeood and
began to participate.
271.79 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Lemlem Ayele (1960- )} Endaselassie, Shire, Tigray Province,
Ethiopia (F) 4
My father’s name was Gesesse Ayele. His name in the TPLF was Suhool. He worked for the government of
Haile Selassie in charge of a gum arabic company in Tigray.
In 1968 he had a confrontation with the government. My father was insisting that the government open up
local processing factories but they absolutely refused. He rebelled against them and began mobilising the people,
so when they came to arrest him, he had to escape to the forest.
I was eight years old when that happened. Immediately the government started all kinds of harass ment and
arrests against the whole family and my aunt took me away to Adigrat so that nothing would happen to me. It
was the first time I’d been separated from my family, from my mother. It was the hardest time of my whole life. I
hated it.
*
Everything we had was auctioned by the government. My mother, my grandmother and my uncles were put
in prison. My relatives in the countryside were arrested and either put in jail or forcibly moved to town and
put under house arrest. They were separated from their wives and their cattle were slaughtered.
There were so many atrocities against my family that my father agreed to a deal with the government.
The provincial governor came and took him to Makelle where he was made executive director of the only gum
arabic company in Tigray. Later he was transferred to Dire Dawa in Harar province as chief executive of both
companies.
We stayed there three years and I started school. Then he returned to Tigray where he was elected to parliament and went to Addis.
*
Even there as a member of the Senate, he was under continuous surveillance by the government. We were
always afraid of what might happen to him and to us. We always expected him not to come home in the evening.
There were always camouflaged government cars around our house. Even though we were living comforttably and had enough to eat, we always had this fear in our minds that they were going to do something bad to
our father.
Once they killed his bodyguard, Mahdi, mistaking him for my father. Another time they kept him in prison
for a month. There was never any explanation, no one was ever accountable—and he was a member of parliament!
*
During this time our house was open to all to come and talk. He was always ready to talk to everyone and
always writing. I used to wonder what he could be writing about.
While in Addis my father was a member of an edir committee. Most of them were university students and
this connection started a political process. He started, along with other students, the Tigrayan National Organisation (TNO), an association of progressive Tigrayans, which later became the TPLF. That’s how my father
came to be a member.
When parliament was dismissed in 1974 and the Derg took over, my father was selected to represent the Tigrayans on the new Derg committee in Addis. After about seven months the Derg started arresting people, killing and
torturing. He heard he was to be arrested so, when there was trouble in Axum between Christians and Muslims, he
offered to go and quell the situation. That’s how we came back to Tigray.
As soon as we got home to Endaselassie, he got in touch with many people. I knew something was happening, that he was acting outside the government and without their approval. The Derg demanded my father’s
return and announced on the radio and in newspapers that he was refusing to go back to Addis to represent the
people. All he would tell us was that he wouldn’t go.
After three or four months my father was sure the Derg were going to arrest him. They had given up on my
father. Not only that, they knew all about his activities.
Then my father with other members of TPLF went to the field. They left from our house. I was about fifteen
then.
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Then came what happened to every family whose family members joined TPLF. They asked what had happened to our father—as if they didn’t know! We said we didn’t know.
“Your father has become a bandit. We know you know where he is. You must take us to him.”
“How can we know where he is? You say he has gone to the forest—you find him.”
They called us together, all the relatives in one group and Christian and Muslim leaders in another. We were
told to beg the TPLF to return.
We children refused, but the group of elders did go. The TPLF told them they hadn’t taken up arms just to go
back when begged by parents and religious leaders. Their stand concerned political principles and they were
going to fight for them.
He was only in the field for one year. He was martyred fighting against the EDU.\fn{ The Ethiopian Democratic
Union, at this time a conservative political party with a military wing, opposed to the Derg, but also opposed to any movement based on
Marxist-Leninist idiology}

*
My parents lived in Shire, one of the eight districts of Tigray. I was born in the town of Endaselassie. We were
seven children. I was the third of four daughters and I had three younger brothers.
After my father left for the Field, I contacted TPLF in Axum and began working for the underground there. I
was still living in Endaselassie, but the government was keeping a constant watch on me and others in my
family. Because of this I couldn’t work there, so went back and forth to Axum. I worked like this for a year and
nobody knew I was working for TPLF, not even my mother.
Then in 1976 I went to the Field myself.
When I joined TPLF, women were not welcome as fighters, but only as underground workers in the towns.
The TPLF felt they didn’t have the facilities to accommodate female fighters. They told me to go back where I
came from.
But I refused. I said the Derg knew I had left and if I went back I would be in trouble. They wouldn’t accept
me, so for a while I was roaming about on the fringe of the urban area. After a while they came to understand.
*
I was one of the first woman fighters to join TPLF. Marta was already in the Field and there might have been
one or two others, but we were very far apart, working in different areas.
At that time TPLF organisation was weak, to say the least—practically none! Can you imagine?—coming
from the town to those sandals fighters wear. You know those ones made from old rubber tyres! My feet were
swollen all the time, with pus coming out. I was famous for my foot-problems! My sandals would come round to
the top of my feet while I was walking.
You see, when I did my training it was the winter, the rainy season. We had no shelter of any kind and only one
piece of clothing made of something, not cotton, which was neither warm in winter, nor cool in summer.
The training was dreadful—there are no words to describe it. We were always on the move and had no
household items, so when we got flour we could only make one kind of poor quality bread, always the same.
The guns were very heavy—there were no Kalashnikovs then as the Soviets had not started to support the
Derg. We carried these old rifles and, since the guns were more important than life itself, we used our clothes not
for us, but to protect the guns. I used to carry one of the heavy guns—at every step it banged my calf muscles.
But with all the hunger, without enough clothes, with so many difficulties, you could not believe the
comradeship there was between us. We were always kind to each other; there was no grum bling, no complaints. It
was what kept you going.
And we didn’t know each other before—we were all from different parts of the country.
*
During training I was assigned to guard duty with a young boy. I don’t know why we were put on guard duty
—he had never shot a gun, we didn’t know how to shoot. He was very excited and kept taking aim at things. I told
him not to do that, to take the bullets out. Then I practised taking aim myself.
I pulled the trigger, thinking it was empty, but it fired! I fell backwards one way and the gun fell the other way.
That was my first experience of shooting. Towards the end, I had proper firearms training of course, but my first
shot was an accident!
As soon as my three months training was completed, I was assigned to a TPLF battalion and sent to the war
against EDU and Terranafit.\fn{A feudal-nationalist organization, defeated in 1976}
*
There were hardly any women in TPLF. Their acceptance of women was a long process. At first all l knew
was that the organisation was reluctant to accept women fighters because the natural things that make us different from men were seen as an obstacle. The discussions went like this:
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“We are poor. We often have to do without food. We have to travel fast. How can we provide such things as
panties or pads for menstruation? Even if pads cannot be provided, there have to be clean clothes and this is not
possible. If people are starving, how can an organisation provide pads, when we have not even enough clothes
to cover ourselves from the rain?”
I don’t believe they were saying women have no role to play, but at that early stage of organisation it
seemed a great problem. In fact it has never been solved completely.
In principle there were rules and regulations. Every unit had a physician or a person responsible for health and
medical equipment. We were supposed to tell him if we had our periods and if the towns were not far away then
someone was supposed to buy what we needed. So at times we did get supplies of pads or tampons; at other times
we didn’t. We were in a war situation and constantly on the move. It wasn’t possible to keep a stock and it wasn’t
a priority. But the TPLF had a clear policy that if a woman told the medical officer that she was menstruating then
she didn’t have to fight. This meant we never told him until later because we didn’t want to be excluded.
*
After they accepted and trained the first group of us, including Aregash, there was a long perod when they
didn’t accept any more women into TPLF. We had to prove ourselves so as not to be excluded, especially physically.
There was a policy that a woman did not have to carry so many rounds of ammunition as a male fighter. We
fought that vigorously. It was easier to prove our equality to the men physically than mentally, so we refused to
carry less than the men.
There were very few of us, widely scattered, but if we met, the first things we gave each other were words
of encouragement:
“Never show you’re tired. Don’t let them make you carry less.”
We not only helped each other physically, but gave each other moral support as well. There was no way
we’d stay behind in war. Even if men had to stay behind for some reason, we were in every battle. In addition
to our own guns, female fighters always helped with the heavy guns. During our periods of rest we were always
doing something, teaching our fellow fighters to read and write, never just sitting still. If we were staying in a
house, we would always share the woman’s work. We wanted to teach her everything we knew and learn from
her. In fact we did more than the men did.
*
I was injured in battle with the EDU and went to hospital for a while. When I was better I was given first aid
training and I worked there for a short time before rejoining my unit. I stayed a combat fighter until the war
against the EDU was over in 1977-8.
In 19781 was assigned to work in the Mass Bureau. By this time the Derg had started the Red Terror. The
TPLF underground organisation was being hounded in the towns and many people fled.
Then women going to the Field became the norm. Before that it was the exception. Most of us who had joined
the TPLF by that time were those who had worked very vigorously in the urban underground, had contributed a
lot to the Front and then became military and political leaders. That was the time that women fighters made a
difference.
My happiest time was working with the mass associations. I worked in Agame in Central Tigray, in Afar
areas, in the west, almost all over Tigray, when I was working with the Mass Bureau. I did it until 1983.
*
You are really in touch with what is happening when you work with the people. You are involved more, you
think more, you learn everything from their daily activities. You cannot really know the people from just being in
Tigray—you have to work with them. It gives the real meaning of why you have to struggle.
We used to make decisions, not because we thought we were good judges, but because we had the trust of the
people.
Of all the things that surprised me most, it was that the people of Agame never hesitated to accept the decision of a woman fighter, more so than of male fighters. I really don’t know why. The people of Agame respected
the women fighters. I only have experience of Agame, but later I compared my experience with that of other woman fighters and they said the same of other areas.
The Mass Bureau was just being formed. The people brought a lot of problems to us, problems from Haile
Selassie’s time as well as the Derg. The culture was different then and attitudes were still rooted in the ways that
existed before we started the struggle. All the land was not yet distributed; relationships were still feudal. Nearly
all the claims and counter claims were to do with land.
“Give us land!” was the cry of the people.
“Prove to us you are for the poor peasants! We are hungry—give us land!”
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*
In 1983 the first Women Fighters’ Conference of the TPLF was held. I was elected a member of the Committee of WFAT\fn{Women Fighters Association of Tigray} and so I left my work in the mass associations. It was after that
conference that Marta and March 8 schools were established and all the issues concerning women were taken seriously by the organisation. I did this work until 1986.
Women are not symbolic in TPLF. Women are half of the struggle. Women have contributed so much from top
to bottom of the struggle. If the struggle were to continue without women, if that were possible, then it would only
be half a struggle.
When I talk about women, I am not only talking about women fighters, but about the women of Tigray. They
are raising their kids, producing their grain, protecting their revolution. I don’t think they would have done that
without the participation of women in general.
Now you see everywhere women who are fighters, in all positions from guards to high commanders and department heads. Without the participation of women this struggle would have been paralysed.
*
But the mothers in Tigray have changed more than anyone else. Today a mother doesn’t cry when a son or
daughter wants to join the TPLF. In fact she prepares them for the TPLF. When she has done her work she takes
part in the literacy campaign or trains to become a cadre. That is a more visible change than even those in the
women fighters.
*
In 1986 I caught malaria. I was travelling all the time, but they carried me on a stretcher. I took the full dose of
chloroquine tablets and I should have got better after four days. They gave me another medicine, the last resort
when malaria won’t improve.
I felt better for a time. When I was convalescing, I started working again, but I was not really getting
better. I attended a conference for a month and when it was over I fell sick again with a very high temperature.
The only difference I noticed from before was that I couldn’t urinate.
I was taken to the nearest hospital—it was five hours away on a stretcher. I was able to urinate again after a
day and a half, but they were not able to diagnose my sickness so I was sent as an emergency to Sudan. I was
in a lot of pain. I was not conscious when I was admitted as an emergency patient in Khartoum. They discovered I was paralysed from the waist down. I stayed there six weeks, then the hospital referred me overseas. It
took two years to make the arrangements to come to Britain and I came in January 1989.
*
Before I got sick I was a very healthy person. I don’t remember ever being sick for a prolonged period. I
used to get malaria but I always got over it very quickly. In ’86 when I got so ill I was very shocked. At first I
thought it was a temporary problem and that I would get better and I’d walk again.
I admit to you I was very angry. I was not ready to accept it, especially when I discovered that I was not medically curable. It hurt me that I couldn’t do simple things for myself. I accepted my illness but I was not ready
to be dependent on someone else. For two years I lay on a bed and had to have help even to go to the toilet.
My next concern was that I was not able to contribute to the struggle as much as I had done before. I had
been very active all my life. I was very bitter on two counts—I felt excluded from the struggle and I couldn’t
take care of myself.
*
Our Front has clear policies and procedures for people in my position. As you know, we are in a war and there
are many people like myself. The organisation takes care of us as far as it can and of course that care is relative to
our society’s development. Some of us do work according to our abilities, so I knew that gradually, if I could get
some independence I could work with them and I could contribute something.
That’s how I came to realise that I need not be separate from the struggle. I have learned these things since I
came over here to Britain. I am now a bit far from the struggle physically, but I know my role and I am clear what
I am going to do on my return.
One of the things you learn from this long experience of struggle is that you’re ready for anything. I never
thought I would survive this long—I have seen so many battles, so many comrades have died. You learn many
things on a personal level. I am no better than the people who have died. You learn courage and that your life has
meaning, even as a handicapped person.
I never expected to be disabled through sickness, but I know now that disability comes in many forms. I can
tell you now that if my feet fail me, I still have two hands to work for the struggle. We say in the Field,
“Do your share for the people. That is what the people expect of you.”
This applies whether you are disabled or not.
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271.86 Excerpt from Tigress In The Crossfire: A Memoir: “You Can’t Plough The Sky”\fn{by Saba Mistlal Desta
Webb (c.1960- )} Adua, Adua District, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 16
I was the fifth child of seven born to a family in the small town of Adua, in Adua District in the province of
Tigray in northern Ethiopia. Adua is one of Tigray’s ten districts.
Four mountains—the magnificent Mount St. George, Mount Soloda, Mount Imbasemayata, and Mount
Dabagerema—surround the town. Two rivers run through it—the Aseb, which begins in the town’s heart and
flows south, and the Miguagua, which comes from the northeast and, like the Aseb, also flows south. About two
and a half kilometres south of town, they meet at Mi Midemar and continue as the Aseb River. The climate is
perfect for living year-round and has drawn many people to live and to vacation.
Four major roads converge in Adua-from Axum in the west, Asmara in the north, Agame in the east, and
Tembiyen in the south. Many different kinds of trees, both large and small, flourish all over town.
In the early morning, I remember the beautifully colourful birds chattering and singing.
Today Adua Town is home to about 100,000 people and has seven Ethiopian Orthodox churches, a large
mosque, five elementary schools, one high school, a hospital and a clinic. Eleven smaller towns and villages
nestle nearby, home to about 600,000 people. Each day, a market takes place, culminating in a gigantic Saturday
extravaganza. People from the smaller towns and villages bring their fruits and vegetables and all kinds of farm
products for sale and buy goods in Adua’s shops. A popular garden centre sells scores of different kinds of fruit
trees, shrubs and bushes, and fresh fruits and flowers.
Sports play a big part in community life. Along the rivers are half a dozen perfect places to swim, and soccer
fields, volleyball courts, and basketball courts dot the town.
Our family had lived there for generations. My father was a middle-class farmer and landowner, who also
worked as a building contractor. My mother was a devoted wife and mother who stayed at home to look after us
children. All of us were deeply religious.
One uncle and two cousins were celibate priests, and later my eldest brdther became a priest.
My early childhood was a very happy time for me. I had lots of friends in the neighbourhood, and lots of toys,
and we played many different games.
One of my favourite games was marbles. We’d dig a small hole and, from about two metres away, try to toss
marble after marble into the hole. The first to get all the marbles in the hole was the winner. If I didn’t win, I’d
usually argue—I was very competitive in everything I did and didn’t like to lose. Sometimes, friendly rivalries
turned into ugly fights.
*
Once, when I was about five years old, I was playing with another girl and two boys. We were throwing stones
at a target—it was girls against boys. We girls won, the boys wouldn’t accept it and got angry and started to fight
with us. Other children heard the noise and joined in the melee. One watched it all, then ran to the boy’s home to
tell his parents. His big sister came out, joined the fight, and bit me. Her brother—happy to see that his sister had
rushed to protect him—threw a stone that cut my forehead. I started to cry and ran home to tell my mom.
My eldest brother was at home at the time. When he saw my blood-covered face, he asked me what had
happened. As soon as I told him, he rushed off to fight the boy’s sister. My mom comforted me, cleaned up my
wounds, helped me change my bloody clothes, and little by little calmed me down.
That evening when my dad came home, my brothers and sisters greeted him as always, but I stayed quiet. He
looked at my face and was shocked, then quickly hugged and comforted me. Between sobs, I tried to tell him
what happened. He took his handkerchief from his pocket and dried my tears. After I finally managed to tell him
the story, he said,
“That’s okay. That often happens when you get into arguments. Don’t worry. Tomorrow we’ll go to the store
and buy you some new shoes, okay?”
That made me feel better and I started to smile. He said that he’d call the boy's family and arrange to see them
the next morning to sort everything out. The next day, they came and we all sat down and talked. Once we’d
settled our differences, we shook hands and became friends again.
Overnight, my forehead had started to swell a little. My mom noticed it, but she didn’t think it was serious. As
the day went on, my forehead kept swelling, and I found it hard to keep my eyes open. I also felt feverish. My dad
seemed to know what to do. He collected leaves from a special plant, crushed them on a stone, then made a
poultice, which he dabbed on my forehead.
It didn’t help.
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Rushing off to a hospital wasn’t something people did. Instead, we turned to traditional treatments that had
been used for many hundreds of years. Even if you did go to a hospital or clinic, the facilities were very poor. At
the time, there was only one doctor—and he was from abroad—on duty for the districts of Adua and Axum, which
had a combined population of over one million people.
The next morning, though, I was worse, and my parents decided that I should go to the hospital. Carrying me
on her back, my mom walked the three kilometres to the hospital. We were there by eight o’clock in the morning,
but it was already crowded, with people lying on stretchers and lined-up outside in the hot sun, waiting to get in.
It was going on midday before a nurse saw me.
At that point, my temperature was 38 degrees centigrade. The nurse told us that the doctor was away in Axum,
but she scraped the poultice off my forehead, and cleaned and dressed my wound. We left for home with antibiotics and painkillers.
For three days, I stayed indoors resting and taking my pills. My fever dropped and the swelling started to go
down. But I didn’t seem much improved to my parents. They were worried that the antibiotics wouldn’t work, so
they decided to take me to Mi’tsolet, a gorge with a river running through it and known for its ancient rites for
healing the sick.
It was very crowded when we got there. Some people had been there for weeks, even months, waiting to be
healed. We stayed for seven days. Every morning at half past four, my mom woke me up. Next she washed me in
cold water from the river and patted mud from the riverbed on my forehead. Then we’d sit on the sand and stones
with the rest of the people and wait for the priest to come and bless us all.
Sometimes the wait took two hours. I didn’t understand any of it and kept asking my mom to take me home.
After a week, we left.
When we got home, my brothers and sister greeted me, very eager to hear my story. But before I began, I
wanted to know where my dad was.
My eldest brother said that there’d been problems at one of the neighbours—the husband had beaten his wife
and thrown her out of the house, and that morning she’d come to our house to ask my dad for help. He had gone
off with her to try to help them work it out. When he came back, he was delighted to see us and happy that I was
well again. At the time, I didn’t know what had made me feel better, the medication or the trip to Mi’tsolet. But I
do now!
*
After two weeks of crisis, our family was back to normal. As always, my dad would play and joke with us
kids. He told us lots of stories and sang with us. He was a peacemaker and well respected by all around him.
Whenever there were disputes, neighbours would call in my dad to solve the problem. He taught us to live by the
Ten Commandments.
Besides our parents, there were three girls and four boys. The eldest was my sister who married when she was
seventeen and moved to Asmara, where her new husband had a house and business. My younger sister and I
weren’t raised like my brothers: in our society, women were very much put down. My mother taught us how to
behave and to act respectfully in front of adults.
In keeping with the feudal way of doing things, there was a traditional division of labour, with the men working outside in the fields or at other paid jobs, and the women staying home, cooking, cleaning, and looking after
the children. Boys grew up learning their father’s skills and their father’s responsibilities. Girls stayed at home,
learning from and helping their mothers.
Because I was the oldest girl still at home, I was very close to my mother. I wanted to help, to sweep floors,
make beds and do all the jobs that a little girl can manage. My mom used to encourage me and was very happy
with what I did. But I wasn’t all angel—my younger sister and I used to compete with each other, often arguing
and even fighting sometimes.
By the time I was seven, my mom and dad decided it was time I went to church school to learn spiritual and
moral discipline and, of course, Fidel, the alphabet of Tigrinya and Amharic. It has over three hundred characters.
Next door lived the priest, Yeneta Haile Selassie, who taught from his home.
Mom took me to him. My eldest brother had gone to that school and had graduated to become a priest. We
were all ages in that school—from seven years old to young adults.
The priest was blind, but for his whole life he had served the church from his home by training priests. I
quickly learned that his discipline was very strict. My first day, I had to watch a boy who’d skipped school the day
before take his punishment. He had to lie on his stomach in front of the priest, who took a stick and beat him on
his bare back. The boy knew the priest couldn’t see him and tried to shield his back a little with a cloth. But the
priest was far too experienced to be fooled by that and snatched the cloth aside. The beating frightened me, but it
taught me a lesson straight away. I had good attendance, behaved myself, and concentrated hard on my school236

work.
My dad and my older brother helped me at home, so I learned to read and write in a very short time. My mom
would have liked to have helped me, but she couldn’t. When she was growing up, it wasn’t common to send women to school at all, and she couldn’t read or write, or do basic math.
One afternoon when I came home from school, I found my mom sitting on the ground outside the house, with
a pile of twenty stones in one hand. She was figuring how many stones she’d have left if she took five away—
substituting stones for money. Puffed up with my new-found knowledge, I thought this was funny and started to
make fun of her.
Now I realise how cruel I was, but my mom didn’t complain or act hurt. I think she saw my making fun of her
as progress and was glad that I was getting the education that she couldn’t have.
I loved going to school and made quick progress. After school, I helped mom around the house. By the time I
was seven and a half, I felt much older than my years. I’d stopped playing with children of my own age and
thought of myself as a young lady. That was very welcome news to my parents, and they were thinking about
sending me to the local elementary school.
*
Then, one morning, around three o’clock, I awoke to a commotion in the next room.
It was dark, but one of my brothers lit a lamp and we all rushed to our parents bedroom. Dad was holding my
mom up as she vomited violently, tears rolling down her face. We were scared and could only stand around her,
not knowing what to do. My youngest brother was still nursing and he started to cry. We stayed by her bed for the
rest of the night.
The next day she was worse. By then, she had diarrhoea and couldn’t urinate.
People in the neighbourhood got word and told my dad he should bring the priest home to pray for her. The
priest came, bringing along six more priests and holy books and bibles. They sang and prayed, calling on God for
mercy and for my mother’s return to good health.
She grew weaker and weaker, till she couldn’t keep her eyes open and couldn’t speak.
On the third day, my father finally realised that the praying wasn’t working and decided it was time to take her
to hospital. We gathered around them.
The problem was how to get her there. Adua had no ambulances and no taxis, none of our family had a car, and
we were three kilometres from the hospital.
At the time, there were only three private cars in the whole town.
Dad sent my eldest brother to ask the nearest car-owning family for the help, and soon he came back in a car.
We managed to get mom on a stretcher and onto the back seat of the car. My dad sat on one side, holding her
head, and I sat on the other, holding her feet. After we had driven for about a kilometre, her eyes suddenly opened
wide, then seemed to disappear beneath her eyelids. Her skin had turned yellow.
Not understanding, I turned to look at my dad. Tears were streaming down his face. Then I realised that mom
had passed away in the car.
*
I started screaming. The driver quickly turned the car around and headed back home. As we neared the house,
he started to beep the horn. My brothers and sister came out, as did the neighbours.
People were devastated when they heard the news. They were crying, screaming, and holding on to each other,
unable to believe this could happen when she’d been sick for just three days.
The year was 1967 and my mom had lived for only thirty-nine years.
She was such a beautiful woman—very tall at 1.73 metres,\fn{ Five feet eight inches tall } with big brown eyes and
hair down to her waist. She was a loving wife and mother and always had a smile on her face, a person that our
family and our town treasure to this day.
*
After we lost her, it was hard for us to go on.
My father and my aunt—my mother’s only sister—suffered deeply from her death. They couldn’t come to
terms with how to raise children with no mother. My aunt lived on a farm in the countryside, and when she suggested that for the time being she take my little brother and me back with her, my dad decided that would be best,
and we went home with her. In the meantime, she sent her eldest daughter to help my dad look after my other brothers and sister.
We really enjoyed our new home. We played with our cousins and had lots of fresh food and milk from the
farm. This eased our grief and helped us, at least for a time, forget what happened. But I really missed my school
a lot and the small farming community had no school.
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Back home, my dad faced a dilemma. My cousin was engaged to be married that year and couldn’t stay and
help till we were grown. As well, the priests and my dad’s friends were saying he should remarry, at least for his
children’s sake. At first, he refused, but after a time, he could see that he couldn’t cook, clean the house, and look
after us by himself.
The next year my brother and I went home. By now, I was eight years old and it was time for me to start elementary school. Without my mother, the house seemed very strange. My grief came back, and I kept asking dad
where she was and if she was coming home. Dad tried to reassure me that things would get better.
“Soon, you’re going to have a new mom who’ll look after and love you just as before,” he’d tell me. Before
long, he did remarry and my cousin went home.
*
My new mother was much younger than my dad, but she was very loving to us and we soon felt like a family
again.
It was mid September 1968 when I began grade one at the Queen of Sheba Elementary School in the town. I
felt responsible for my little brother and sister and washed their clothes and supervised their personal hygiene.
The houses in Adua had no running water, so women would walk to draw water from a community tap some
distance away. I asked my new mother to buy me a water jug at the market, which she readily did and taught me
how to strap it on my back. With women from our neighbourhood, I would walk across town to the tap at Mibumba, one of the two taps in town that had clean water. It was an adventure—but also very scary because the street
was very busy, and I wasn’t used to the hustle and bustle of downtown. But I was happy about my new responsebilities.
Early one weekend morning during the hottest time of the year,\fn{ March and April are the hottest months} I went to
Mibumba to collect water. When I reached Mibumba, I found a big crowd and people were shouting—it was a
violent place and it seemed that everybody needed water that day. While I was waiting in line to fill my jug, the
woman behind me pushed me away. My water jug smashed to the ground. I’d seen that happen before and it
usually ended in a fight. But seeing as she was much bigger than me, I just started to cry and left for home.
When I got back, my mother was waiting for the water. When she saw that all I had was a broken jug, without
a word, she took me inside, shut the door and began to beat me. I started screaming. By chance, my brother
Kidane came home, saw the shut door, and heard me.
He flung open the door, rushed in, and grabbed her hand, shouting at her to leave me alone. Again without a
word, she rushed out of the house and over to a neighbour’s house to wait for my father to come home. My brother and I stayed home for the rest of the day. He was deeply shocked and disappointed by her actions, beating
such a little girl.
The look on his face brought back my grief and tears for our real mother. When my brother saw me crying, he
got up from his seat, came over to me, and comforted me. He asked me what happened. I told him about the water
jug and that I didn’t know why our new mother had become so violent. My brother said we’d better not tell our
father what had happened—we didn’t want them to fight about us.
Then we heard him coming into the house. He didn’t seem to notice that I’d been crying, just asked where
mom was. We told him she was at the neighbour’s house, so he went there.
They came back three hours later. My brothers and sister were sitting with me. We were all anxious to hear
what they had to say.
Dad said that he and mom had talked about what had happened and that she was very sorry and still loved me
very much. The atmosphere at home returned to normal, but I still wanted to know what went on during the three
hours they spent at the neighbour’s house.
A few days went by and I went to play with a friend, the daughter of the neighbour whose house my mom had
gone to. I wanted to know if my friend knew anything. She didn’t know much, only that her parents and mine had
been talking very seriously. She hadn’t heard any of it because they’d sent all the children outside. She asked me
why my mom and dad were there. I told her the story.
Then she told me a story about her and her mom. My friend had seen people smoking many times and was
curious about what it tasted like.
“Coming home one day,” she said, “I saw some half-smoked cigarettes on the ground and picked them up and
put them in my pocket. When I got home, I found some matches, went to the backyard, and lit one of the cigarettes. I took one puff and started to cough and cough. My mom heard this and came running from the house to
see what was happening. She started shouting, ‘Where did you get them from?’ and began to beat me. Then she
tied my hands behind my back, took me inside, and kept me there with no food or water.”
*
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My friend’s punishment had been much worse than mine. I’d been thinking that my mom had beaten me
because she wasn’t my real mother. But my friend’s story proved that it was just how mothers disciplined their
children, especially their daughters.
The two stories are different, of course—I hadn’t deserved any punishment and my friend certainly deserved
less than she got. But both mothers had based their actions on how they grew up. Women and girls got very little
respect in our feudal way of life and very little respect from our religion, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
Children were never consulted about anything. Discipline was always physical and usually meant a severe
beating, especially for girls and women.
According to our religion, women were given to men as presents. We were supposed to look after the husband’s every need—feed him, comfort him, spoil him, fulfil his sexual desires, even wash his feet. Really, we
were little more than slaves—we were born to serve men.
That began at birth. After seven days, all girls were circumcised, the clitoris partly removed to kill sexual
desire.
If a woman lost her virginity to a man before marriage, the news became public, bringing shame on her and her
family. Musicians in the community would sing insulting songs about her, and her life in the neighbourhood and
the in the community at large would become unbearable. She would be ridiculed and her family would push her to
leave the area.
Most women in that situation would leave for other provinces.
It was—and still is—much worse for Moslem women. Circumcision for them means not only partly removing
the clitoris but also sewing the edges of the vagina and labia shut, leaving only a little space for urination and
menstruation. When Moslem women in Ethiopia marry, the husband must penetrate the sown vagina and the
hymen, no matter how much pain he causes—the act proves his superiority.
*
That way of life had gone on for thousands of years. That was what all women faced from birth.
As I grew up, my own brother—the eldest—began to try to exert his power over me. I was still very young
when one day he gave me a lecture on how a young girl should behave in the market, at school and in public in
general.
In brief, I must not associate with boys, even at school.
After his lecture, I began to lose my confidence. I used to like mixing with my friends, laughing, joking around
and generally having lots of fun. Now, wherever I went, whatever I did, I felt that he was watching me.
Sometimes he was.
One time I went with three or four girlfriends from the neighbourhood to Mibumba to collect water. This time I
took a metal bucket. It was evening and the streetlights were on. On our way home, we were laughing and talk-ing
—just joking around as children do.
My brother got home about five minutes after me. He was barely in the house when he started to shout,
“Didn’t I tell you not to shout and misbehave in public!” I tried to tell him that I hadn’t done anything wrong,
but he kept saying,
“I saw you! I saw you!” Then he picked up a long thin stick and started to beat me furiously all over my body.
I was crying. I couldn’t run away—if I did I knew that he’d only follow me and beat me even harder. My
brother Tewelde begged him to stop, but he wouldn’t listen.
After this beating, I was so frightened I couldn’t eat my dinner. I couldn’t sleep that night. I didn’t tell my dad
because I knew that he’d be very angry—he never let anybody put their hands on his children.
The next morning I went to school with my friends. My eyes were still red from crying the night before. My
friends asked me what happened, but I just said I hadn’t slept very well. Of course they were suspicious, so I
changed the subject and began to talk about Erget, the annual students’ picnic and festival, which takes place on
same date every year. We really looked forward to it, especially those of us from the districts of Shire, Axum and
all of Adua. In Axum and Shire, no schools went past grade eight. On reaching grade nine, students who wanted
to keep studying had to transfer to Adua.
That day, Erget was on everyone’s mind. Students would set up groups with their friends to raise money for
food and drink. Ten of us had our own group and were raising money to buy food, drinks and ingredients to make
injera and wot,\fn{Elsewhere this is spelled wet:H} the national dishes of Ethiopia.\fn{Wot is a spicy stew made of meat, or
vegetables, simmered in a sauce of onions and spices. Chicken is the most common base for wot. The secret to a good wot lies in the
seasoning—a mixture of red peppers, garlic, onions, cardamom, fennel seeds, coriander, and fresh ginger. This should be accopanied by
tela, a traditional Ethiopian drink. | Injera is a fermented pancake-like bread made from teff flour mixed with water. The mixture ferments
for one or two days, then is baked on a covered, flat, earthenware griddle. Once it’s baked, injera is served in a mesob (a colorful round
shaped basket with a lid) with portions of wot ladled on top. It’s very tasty.}
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We were very busy getting ready for the big day. On the morning of Erget, students from far and wide gathered at Damariamsheweto, about seven kilometres north of town. The place is a paradise, a grassland with a river
running through it, trees and bushes, and filled with birds and animals. By the time we reached Damariamsheweto, other students were having breakfast, and some were already celebrating.
We found a nice spot and made tea and breakfast. At lunchtime, groups of students invited other groups to join
them. That afternoon, groups came together for dancing. The day was my happiest ever as a young student.
Late that afternoon, we started to pack up. Then, ready to go home, we gathered again as one large group. Despite the beauty of the day and the fun we’d had, my friends and I began to worry about what would happen once
we got home. But we danced and played along the whole seven kilometres back and didn’t feel at all tired.
I got home about eight o’clock that evening. My brother Tewelde met me outside and told me that another
group had come home before I did. He also said that my eldest brother knew where I’d been and was waiting for
me.
When I went inside, I could tell that he was very angry and I started to shake. I felt like I was about to faint. He
ordered me to come and stand in front of him and asked me in a very fierce voice where I had been. I was already
crying but managed to tell him that I had been to the Erget with my friends. My brothers and my sister were afraid
that he was going to hurt me and told him to leave me alone.
But he didn’t listen: Instead, he told them to be quiet. He ordered me to go find a thick stick and bring it to
him. I went out, found a stick, and still crying, took it to him. He shouted at me to stand in front of him. My brother Tewelde had tears in his eyes. He stood up next to me, trying to protect me, and begged him to leave me
alone.
“Can’t you see that she’s tired? She hasn’t done anything. Please leave her alone!”
That made my other brother angrier than ever. He jumped up, grabbed Tewelde by the arm, and dragged him
outside, where he gave him a severe beating. By then, we were all crying.
A short time later my dad came home. At once he could tell that something was wrong and asked what had
happened. We all talked at once.
My dad turned to my eldest brother and told him he had no right to beat me.
“When your mother died, I took over full responsibility for all of you, and I’ll decide when punishment is
needed and what it’s going to be. I’ve told you before: if you want to act that way, wait till you have children of
your own.”
My brother just left the room and went to his bed.
At school the next day, I found out that other girls from Adua had been beaten. The girls who came from Shire
and Axum lived away from their families and so escaped our fate.
I could tell by the unhappy looks who came from Adua, but I couldn’t understand why we were punished. The
day before, I’d been so happy. Surely I had done nothing wrong.
I kept asking myself what I’d done wrong but couldn’t come up with a satisfactory answer.
*
The year was 1973.
At the time, Ethiopia was beset by a prolonged and severe drought, with crops withering in the fields. Seventyfive percent of Ethiopians live in the countryside, but the country relies on the people of northern provinces of
Shewa, Wello and Tigray for food. Back then, most of the rich, fertile, virgin land was in the hands of powerful
landowners with vast holdings.
They’d taken the land from the peasants who’d farmed it—sometimes by trick, but mostly by force. That left
the peasants with land of little value and with little hope. The land they were left with had very little topsoil and
quickly washed away during the rains.
No level of government paid any attention or gave any help. Instead, high taxes kept being levied. Peasants
who couldn’t pay their taxes lost what little land they had, forcing many of them to work as servants for the
people responsible for them having so little in the first place.
No provincial government reported the famine and drought to the emperor. Haile Selassie’s own granddaughter’s husband, Prince Mengesha Seum, was in charge of Tigray, but he didn’t seem to care that thousands of
Tigrayans were dying from hunger.
Some of the prince’s officials in Tigray couldn’t stand by and watch, so they went to Addis Ababa and made a
report directly to Haile Selassie.
He sent them away and did nothing.
Indeed, the television news showed him feeding his dogs sumptuous meals on the palace grounds in Addis
Ababa.
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Wherever I went in Adua—to school, to the market, to collect water, on every corner, on every street—it was
the same. Everywhere I looked, men, women and children were begging for money, begging and sometimes dying
by the side of the road.
Sometimes, I would stand real close to them and try to understand what was happening. I felt so sorry that I
couldn’t help. I kept asking myself why this was happening. Sometimes, I even wondered where God was and
why He couldn’t help, but no answer came.
*
Later that year, my eldest brother graduated from high school and went to Addis Ababa to continue his studies.
He had to leave because there weren’t any colleges or universities in the town or even in all of Tigray.
When he was ready to leave, he took me to his room and told me that he’d been so hard on me because he
wanted me to be respectable and responsible. Now that he was leaving, I’d be the oldest child at home and it
would be up to me to be responsible for my parents and the younger children, two from my birth mother and three
from my second mother.
I was of two minds—sorry to see my brother go but happy that now I’d be free to do whatever I wanted. I already had some plans in mind. Now I could go swimming, play football and go cycling, but I would still need to
help my mom and dad and look after my younger brothers and sister.
It wasn’t the best time for my brother to be going to Addis Ababa.
Ethiopia was in crisis, economically and politically. Haile Selassie’s regime was doing nothing to stop the profiteering and the corruption. It did nothing when local and provincial authorities refused to waive taxes and it did
nothing to see that crops that were to be exported stayed in the country for famine relief.
At the time, the price of petroleum products had sky-rocketed throughout the nation. Soon the price of basic
goods shot up by eighty percent.
Inflation was out of control, and unemployment was very high.
We could not count on the monarchy to provide law and order.
People felt unsafe and lost confidence.
*
Ethiopians were frightened that worse was yet to come. And we were angry. People used to say, “You can’t
plough the sky,” meaning we couldn’t change the way things were.
Then little by little, students, teachers, and businessmen in Addis Ababa and elsewhere in the country began to
speak out against the exorbitant prices and against the monarchy. Unrest spread, and Addis Ababa, the capital, was
especially unstable. We were all worried for my brother’s safety.
Day by day, the crisis deepened.
One day, the eighty-four-yearold emperor visited the markets in Addis Ababa, meeting people and trying to
calm the situation. That evening, he went on radio and television to announce a cut in the cost of gasoline and
price controls on basic foods and other necessities.
It was too little and far too late. He was incapable of ruling and incapable of reforming his regime.
But we had no well-organised and credible political party or political movement that could take power and
hand it to the people. We had no organised political way at all to end the forty-three-year rule of Haile Selassie.
Late in February of 1974, the military took action and arrested all the emperor’s ministers and put them in jail.
The emperor himself was put under house arrest in the palace, but he decreed a raise in soldiers’ salaries and appointted a prime minister, Endelkatchew Mokonen, hoping that such changes would be enough to satisfy the
army.
The newly appointed prime minister tried to bring the crisis under control in the capital, in order to preserve
the emperor’s legitimacy. But the crisis grew worse day by day. Students were pushing for major reforms and
were not going to be satisfied with small changes.
The public cared very little about the monarchy.
Soon there was a general strike.
Ethiopians of all walks of life and of all backgrounds—workers, students, Moslem imams and Orthodox
priests, even some government officials—were taking to the streets to demand real reform.
*
In late June of that year, the military set up a co-ordinating committee, known as the Derg, and elected as its
leader Major Mengistu Haile Mariam. The Derg immediately started to pick up the emperor’s officials. The emperor and the prime minister could do nothing to stop the Derg, and the old regime fell, though some of its members escaped and left the country.
Finally, on July 22, 1974, the prime minister had to resign.
The emperor stayed on in his palace but was stripped of all power.
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Addis Ababa was now under curfew. When the dawn came, the military went to the palace to tell the emperor
that he no longer ruled Ethiopia. His response was that he would accept losing his throne if it was good for the
nation.
He was immediately hustled into a military car and taken away.
Back home in Adua, we were celebrating St. Mary’s Day. Our house was filled with people drinking sewa
(tela) and eating hambasha. I was upstairs in my room, listening to the radio, when the news came from Addis
Ababa that a “temporary transitional government” had been proclaimed—the Derg—and had freed Ethiopia.
I was fourteen and knew very little about the emperor and his terrible misrule, but I knew enough not to expect
much from a military government. I hoped to myself that the new government would understand that we wanted a
free and democratic country.
*
News soon came of the arrests and killings of anybody who spoke out against the Derg’s policies. The change
in power hadn’t satisfied students and demands for a civilian government grew louder and louder.
The military, meanwhile, faced serious policy differences from within. The main points of argument were the
duties of the head of state, how the government was to be organised, the fate of detainees, the crisis in Eritrea, and
land reform.
The split in the Derg placed Mengistu Haile Mariam and his supporters against General Aman Mikael Andom,
who was of Eritrean descent. He and several of his followers insisted that the question of Eritrean independence
be reviewed.
In November 1974, Aman, disappointed by the Derg’s disregard for his ideas on Eritrea and other matters,
joined soldiers, top generals, and people of influence within the public in attempt to thwart the Derg. In no time,
the Derg knew about the conspiracy and quickly voted him out of office.
That evening, he resisted arrest and was immediately executed.
*
That November, the Derg executed without trial more than sixty generals, cabinet ministers, aristocrats, and
members of the royal family.
The only minister to escape was Prince Mengesha Seum. Helped by the Tigrayan Liberation Front, he went
into exile in Sudan.
The killings shocked many of us and many in the rest of the world—inside Ethiopia and elsewhere many had
thought the Derg’s take-over had been a bloodless coup. Political movements, mainly led by students, trade
unionists, teachers, and government bureaucrats, had stepped up their demands for change.
In Addis Ababa, the two main opposition parties were the Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party (the EPRP)
and MEISON (the all-Ethiopian socialist movement). MEISON leader Haile Fida had vowed that there would be
self-determination for minorities and eventually left MEISON. In time, MEISON would join forces with the Derg.
Educated people dominated the EPRP. It sought a state based on an elected government and rooted in the authority of the people and accepted that nationalities had the right to secede from Ethiopia. Despite its democratic
ideas, the EPRP also had a feeling of superiority at that time and had the perception that the Derg was nothing but
a group of agitators.
That was a terrible mistake.
The EPRP fought in secret against the Derg in Addis Ababa. As soon as the Derg became aware of the EPRP,
action it became determined to break it. One step the Derg took was to give more power to the military and the
kebeles—a kind of local council.\fn{The kebele is the smallest administrative unit in the country Under the Derg, the kebele served
as a watch committee}
*
The killings started immediately.
As the Derg hunted down members of the EPRP, it also targeted hundreds of other men, women and children.
The chaos soon spread from Addis Ababa and other cities and towns to countryside. Soon what was left of the
EPRP knew it could not continue the fight in Addis Ababa. The few who managed to escape death fled to Asimba
in Tigray’s Agame District. They planned to make Tigray a war zone and to use the people of Tigray as cannon
fodder against the Derg.
The Tigrayan Liberation Front (the TLF) was already active in Agame and the group had helped Prince Mengesha Seum escape from the Derg and into Sudan. Once he was in Sudan, the prince began to organise Ethiopians
there. He meant to restore the monarchy. He also meant to return to Tigray, and like the EPRP, to make Tigray a
war zone and to use the people of Tigray as his military force.
Questions about arbitrary arrests and torture had been raised in Adua back in 1972. Soldiers from the local
army base, aided by police, had been jailing students without charging them with any crime. They were beaten
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and tortured. In response, students walked out and filled the streets, demanding their release. The soldiers opened
fire.
The first student to be shot was Brahane Amaha, during the first week of May. He was a grade eleven student,
the only son of a single mother. A brilliant young man, he had a very bright future ahead of him. He was there to
seek justice for his friends.
His death shocked the whole town and told the public not to expect justice or even protection from the soldiers.
Schools closed, and students, writers, and others gathered in the centre of town, sharing their grief, reading
stories and reciting poems about him. To this very day, Brahane is remembered by all of us who knew him.
From July or August to mid September, schools in Adua closed for winter break. During that time, graduates
from Adua who were in college and university in Addis Ababa and other cities came home and worked as
volunteer teachers for students in grades one through six.
*
One day about two in the afternoon in late August 174, Adua’s biggest market was crowded with people buying and selling fruits and vegetables.
Soldiers and police appeared from out of nowhere and started to beat, then arrest, all in their path. They went
into people’s homes and dragged them off to jail.
The mayhem went on till nine o’clock that night. My dad was usually home by seven, but that night there was
no sign of him. Our whole family knew what was happening and we were worried. We had no way of knowing
whether he was dead or alive and no way of getting news from town. We waited and worried until half past nine
that night, when someone knocked on the door. We didn’t know who it was and were very afraid of opening the
door. Then the voice we were longing to hear said,
“Open the door. It’s me.”
Once he was safe inside, we asked him how he’d managed to avoid arrest. He told us that he was at work when
the soldiers and police showed up outside. He immediately left and ran till he saw a small house, then dove
through the door, not knowing who lived there. As soon as he was inside, the surprised residents locked the door,
and everyone kept quiet, hoping the military would think that the house was empty.
Around nine o’clock that night the town was suddenly silent. Dad thought it was worth the risk to try to get
home. He thanked the people for their help and left. Carefully picking his way through quiet streets, he made it
home.
That night no one could sleep. In home after home across Adua, we were waiting to see what sunrise would
bring. Everyone was asking what was happening and why.
*
As morning came, people gathered downtown.
Overnight, posters had been put up about why the army and police had invaded the town. People marched to
the fisho—city hail—but nobody in authority would speak to us. We couldn’t get any answers.
After waiting around for while, we left, still angry but still grieving what had happened the day before. As we
started to walk home, we were still asking ourselves why. Now we were even more worried about what might
happen next.
When I got home it was lunchtime, but I didn’t feel like eating and went straight to my room. I changed my
clothes and went and sat on the porch.
Our home is on a slight rise and from the porch we can see all over town. As I looked out at the trees, mountains, houses, at people moving around, at the birds flying back and forth in the sky, it felt like I was watching a
movie. I was trying to look into the future—would there be a bright future for me?—but all I could see were dark
clouds.
Suddenly, from downstairs I could hear my name being called. My sister Nigiste was calling me to come and
have lunch. I said to myself, Okay, let’s wait and see. I went downstairs, ate my lunch and went about my life as
usual.
For the rest of the week, things seemed more or less normal, and the college and university students left town
and went back to their studies.
*
It was harvest time and my mom and dad asked me to go to the countryside and pay the workers on our farm
for doing the harvest. I agreed to go and spent two happy weeks working and having fun on the farm. It was such
a relief to get away from the troubles in town.
Soon after I went home, it was time for me to start my first year at the Queen of Sheba Junior Secondary
School. That made me feel very responsible. My plan was to study hard and to keep up my sports. I was already
an excellent swimmer, but I wanted to improve in football and volleyball.
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*
The mood of secondary and high school students and teachers had changed completely.
Nobody talked about math or geography.
It was all about politics, with the emphasis being on regional autonomy.
*
Early one morning in July the following year, I was walking to church, to celebrate St. Michael’s Day. On my
way, I could see pamphlets scattered on the streets. People were picking them up but trying to make sure that no
one saw them.
With some fear, I picked one up, and without reading it, quickly slid it under my sweater. Then I turned around
and hurried home.
I went straight to my room. After making sure that my brothers and sister who shared the room with me were
not around, I shut the door, pulled out the pamphlet and started to read. The title was in large print and said

WOYIN—STAND UP FOR YOUR RIGHTS.
The next line read
TPLF—TIGRAYAN PEOPLES LIBERATION FRONT
It went on to say that beginning in 1972, Tigrayan university students in Addis Ababa had spent three years
studying our economy—an economy based on feudalism and an economy that had kept most of us in poverty for
hundreds of years.
In 1975, they founded the TPLF.
Feudalism had divided us by language, religion and heritage. It kept us from having equal rights. It had no way
of providing for our safety.
We had no leadership. We lacked medical care, schools, public services and infrastructure.
Haile Selassie’s fragile rule never had—and never would—act when drought and famine struck. The pamphlet
continued:
Wake up. Wake up, Tigrayans. Enough is enough. Get together: you’re strong to fight the feudal and fascist military
regime in Addis Ababa. Save your people and your nation. With sacrifice, victory will be yours.

The last line read,
We have committed ourselves to our people. When we started this organisation in Dedebit on February 18 th 1975,
we had just seven people and eleven manual weapons.

I read the pamphlet carefully again and again, then slipped it back under my sweater and, making sure no one
was around, quickly went and buried it in the back garden. Then I ran to tell Guesh, one of my best friends, what
had happened.
She was in her garden, so from the fence I called to her to come out. We sat together by the fence near the
church. I told her about finding the pamphlet and what it said. She was amazed and asked what I’d done with it.
“Wait,” I said, and ran home to get it. When I got home, I made sure no one was around before I dug it up. I
brushed the dirt off, folded it up, put it in my pants pocket and ran back to Guesh. We were afraid to read it in the
open, so we decided to go into the churchyard.
Two high brick walls surround the church and there are trees and bushes all around. As we went through the
gate, we saw a notice posted on a board. It had the date and time for the next meeting of the young adults
association of Debre Birhan Selassie. The meeting was set for the next week.
The afternoon was very quiet, and the only sounds we heard were the birds singing in the trees. Guesh and I
made our way to a place in the bushes where we couldn’t be seen, and I gave her the pamphlet. When she’d
finished reading it, we just looked at each other and smiled. We wondered if there was a connection between the
pamphlet and the meeting called for next week. We decided not to tell anyone about the pamphlet and, for our
safety, Guesh said I must burn it and bury the ashes.
We also decided to go to the meeting.
*
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It was the best time of year for swimming and I spent the rest of the week going swimming in Miguagua with
my friends from the neighbourhood. We talked about the meeting and most of my friends said that they’d be
going.
When Guesh and I arrived at the meeting, most of the students in the kebele were there. And to our surprise,
sitting in the front row were Derg cadres in uniform, their guns in their hands, We waited anxiously to hear what
they had to say.
The chairman of the association, Kiros Telahune, opened the meeting and invited Adua’s head Derg cadre,
Welde Selassie Girmi, to address us. He stood up, thanked us for coming, and then proceeded to lecture us.
President-General Mengistu Haile Mariam had committed himself to fight for the nation and had pledged
himself to bring a better life and more opportunity for us. Therefore, anarchists like the EPRP, the TPLF, the
EDU, EPLF and the TLF—any organisation against the Ethiopian people—must be and would be destroyed.
Then he called on us to join with the Derg against all reactionaries who were trying to fool us. After he spoke,
one by one, the other cadres gave much the same speech: the Derg is the only way. The speeches ended with a call
for us to take part in the town’s five kebeles—the watch committees for the economy, the social realm, the
political realm, defence, and public security. And if we didn’t participate, we would be treated as reactionaries, as
being against the revolution. Finally, the cadres called on us for comments.
Nobody said a word. We just looked at each other. You could almost touch our fear.
The cadres closed the meeting with the chant “Ethiopia first!” and in reply we shouted
“Ethiopia first!”
Guesh and I walked to her place without saying a word. When we reached the house, it was empty, so we
could talk. What did it mean for us? We wondered if the cadres knew that pamphlets had been strewn around
town. We decided to become more active in the association and wait and see what happened.
*
Derg cadres were issuing daily political bulletins in the towns and cities. By then, Prince Mengesha Seum’s
Teranafit movement was active in and around Adiawo, Hemora and Welkayet. The idea was to placate the
feudalists, who were against the Derg and against the TPLF’s policy on land reform. The Teranafit had won the
support of feudalists and of people who had left Ethiopia for refuge in the Sudan during Haile Selassie’s reign and
during the early part of the Derg’s rule. Those refugees knew that Prince Mengesha Seum had fled, but they knew
very little about his real plans. Without work and without hope in Sudan, they were ready to join any group that
would give them some hope for the future.
In the meantime, to the east in the Agame District and in some towns and villages in Adua District, the EPRP
had refused to accept past failures. When it could not recruit men for its militia, it would torture and slaughter
them and leave their bodies on the street as an example to others. At the same time, it was trying to change its
image, to gain support.
As well, the TPLF formed on February 18, 1975, in Dedebit, a small village in the Adiawo area of western
Tigray. It had gained strength in Tigray, had spread all over the province, and had undercover agents in the towns
and cities across the country.
In the beginning, the TPLF’s policy focussed on the people of Tigray. It vowed that it would free Tigray and all
of Ethiopia from military rule, feudalism, bureaucracy, and superstition. Ethiopia would become fully democratic, and all ethnic groups, languages, and religions would have equal access and opportunity
The TPLF organised to bring people together on behalf of the cause. Every other political organisation,
including the Derg, wanted to wage war from Tigray and to use Tigrayans as cannon fodder. People had no
difficulty in deciding that the TPLF would meet their needs and united to fight the enemies surrounding them.
*
In early 1976, the Teranafit movement was stepping up its efforts in western Tigray, reading itself for war. It
was forcing peasants to join against their will and its undisciplined soldiers were raping women and girls, and
pillaging property belonging to civilians. Aware of these atrocities, the TPLF prepared to defend Tigray against
10,000 Teranafit troops amassed in the western part of the province. Although the TPLF was outnumbered, it was
strong in its principles and in its determination and defeated the Teranafit.
News of TPLF’s liberated areas and of its military actions reached the towns and cities. Back in Adua, people
who supported TPLF’s political stand were cheered by the news.
But the minority who supported the EPRP was not impressed. You had only to look at people’s faces to see
who supported whom, especially in the schools. Guesh and I used to get detailed news from classmates who came
from TPLF-controlled areas. As well, Guesh’s family came from the village of Feresmi, east of Adua Town and a
TPLF stronghold. When her relatives came back to school after the weekend, they would fill us in.
We were now convinced of TPLF’s commitment to its principles and decided to join.
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*
One day in late 1976, a student from Feresmi we knew very well beckoned to us and gave us a look that told us
he wanted to talk with us in secret. When we did, we found out he was with the TPLF. We talked intently for an
hour and half. He made what the TPLF was about and what it expected from its members very clear. It would
mean sacrifice, he said, but we could use our intelligence and our energy to make a better life for our people. As
members of the TPLF, our duties would be to encourage others to join, to contribute money, or materiel, or both,
and to gain more knowledge by reading and discussing amongst ourselves political theory, history, philosophy,
science, and so on.
He went on to say that we three would be a team and that we would share ideas but that we must always remember that we were working in enemy territory and must be very discreet. It would be difficult. If the Derg
found out about us, we’d be arrested, so we must be prepared to die rather than tell what we’d been doing. We
would meet as needed to keep in touch and to keep each other informed.
Those meetings could be at any time and place. That might cause us problems at home, but to reach our goal,
we had to face whatever came our way. All of it was part of our struggle, no matter where we were. We had to be
disciplined, know right from wrong, and be an example to others.
We shouldn’t change our behaviour; it was important to keep up with our normal activities. The Derg must not
find out about what we were doing. We could even pretend to help Derg cadres.
We left the meeting with a lot to think about. Already our outlook had changed. It was the beginning of a new
way of life for both of us.
*
From the beginning, the TPLF recognised that Eritrea was an independent nation. When the TPLF formed in
1975, the EPLF, or Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front , was one of the first organizations it contacted.
Tigray and Eritrea share culture and language and, at the time, had a common enemy. By then, Eritrea’s
struggle for independence was thirteen years old, and the TPLF thought that the EPLF had a lot of experience to
share. But the EPLF didn’t want to work with the TPLF—to the EPLF, the TPLF was just a minor group. The
TPLF wasn’t happy with the response, but it hoped with more discussion the two organisations could come to an
agreement to establish friendly relations and when necessary work together for the benefit of both peoples.
The news that the TPLF had destroyed the Teranafit movement spread throughout Ethiopia and Eritrea. The
Derg and the other political organisations found it unbelievable, but the defeat of the Teranafit did encourage the
EPLF to reconsider whether to have discussions with the TPLF. (At the time, the TPLF was also trying to set up
diplomatic relations with the ELF, the Eritrean Liberation Front.) From day one, the TPLF believed that political
differences between it and the EPRP and between it and the TLF could be solved peacefully, by open dialogue, so
it encouraged the two to negotiate with each other. If they could narrow their differences, they could find common
ground and a way to fight the Derg together.
The TPLF invited EPRP and the TLF to set up times and places for discussions, but both rejected the offer and
chose to go their own ways.
As this was playing out, the Derg was putting more energy into trying to crush the TPLF before it grew stronger throughout Tigray. Through lies, the Derg recruited peasants from Enderta and Raya and other villages and
towns and sent this fully armed invasion force into Adua Town to make it their base. They called it Operation
Raza.
Dairotikie in the Rama area of Adua District quickly became a war zone. The fight lasted for four days and
Operation Raza was defeated.\fn{This was the second invasion by the Derg to be defeated. The first was called Operation Chiebo.}
The TPLF’s victory showed that people were not powerless against the Derg. The TPLF also gained weapons
and supplies.
The defeat shocked the Derg.
News of the battle and news about the political disagreements between organisations in the field spread to the
towns and cities. Much of it centred on the differences between the TPLF and the EPRP. Both used to send
pamphlets to their members.
My team discussed the differences intently. It became clear to us that the TPLF invitation for open discussion
with the EPRP was the right way to go: if we could work together, we stood a much better chance of bringing
down the Derg.
*
The young adults association I belonged to was gaining more members by the day. Young people from all
walks of life were clamouring to join. Its growing importance was beginning to scare people who had different
views. Some EPRP members had joined the association and were trying to influence the rest, but most people
were not impressed.
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The association called meetings for criticism and self-criticism. During those meetings, a majority spoke out
about the minority that was trying to impose the EPRP’s views and the EPRP members were expelled.
Guesh and I were thinking up ways to raise money for the TPLF. It wasn’t easy—our parents didn’t give us
pocket money because, like other parents back then, they feared that pocket money might lead to bad habits.
Finally, Guesh and I came up with some ideas.
First we bought eggs, boiled them, and then sold them at a profit. Then we began to buy peanuts in Rama and
sell them at a profit. Luckily for us, Guesh lived with her aunt who was away in Addis Ababa so we could use her
house as our base. Every weekend, we went out to the farms to buy eggs and then to Rama to buy the peanuts. It
meant travelling on foot for many hours in the hot sun with no food or water and proved good physical training
for what lay ahead.
The excuse I used to my parents for these excursions was that I wanted to visit relatives who lived near our
farm. Nonetheless, my being away from home every weekend was hard on my family, especially my youngest
brother. He was very curious about what I was doing and where I was going and started to follow me. That
worried us. Also, we knew it wouldn’t be long before our classmates from Rama and the surrounding countryside
became suspicious of our egg and peanut buying and reported us to the authorities.
On our trips, we’d also meet TPLF fighters. We’d shake hands, say hello, and listen to them talk a little about
what they were doing and why they’d taken up arms. We’d go home worrying that Derg spies might have seen us
or heard us. We thought that we could strengthen our cover and divert suspicion if we became more active in
sports, so I became the first girl in Adua to ride a bicycle.
Throughout this time, we were finding it hard to concentrate on our schoolwork. Many students were leaving
Adua Town to join the TPLF in the field. The talk at school kept turning to who would be the next to leave.
*
By then, it was mid 1977. About one o’clock one afternoon, I went to meet with our team at our agent’s home.
The three of us would arrive from different directions, hoping that nobody noticed we were getting together. I’d
left home at midday, saying that I was going to school.
As far as I knew, I was alone. I took narrow, quiet roads. Just before I came to the house, I stopped and looked
around to make sure no one saw me. A man I recognised was following me, so instead of going into the house, I
carried on towards the school. But he already knew that I’d really intended to go in. He kept following me and
then started to call me names and insult me.
I kept quiet and went on into the school. When my afternoon classes finished, I left and started to walk home.
As I neared home, I could see him waiting for me. He started shouting what a bitch I was and that I wasn’t going
to school, but spending my time with men. The whole neighbourhood could hear him.
His accusations humiliated me. They also made me angry and worried. And for good reason. That evening
proved to very difficult for me. At home, my whole family was shocked at what they thought I’d done. It seemed
impossible that I would ever regain my family’s trust and respect.
The man who was causing all the trouble was Tsehaye Negash, a twenty-six-year-old man from one of the
feudal land-holding families. He never worked and never went to school, just hung around the neighbourhood
causing trouble.
There was another man just like him—Tewelde Beyene. Both used to insult many of the girls in our neighbourhood. After name-calling episode, it was very hard for me to act normally, very hard do the things that I loved
to do. At home, I’d been the one who usually exchanged letters and information between family members who
lived in other provinces. But because of my family’s doubts about me, my youngest brother wrote to my brother
Abraham in Addis Ababa. The letter went into the man’s accusations and what my youngest brother thought about
me. It was very hard for me, but I was not going to let it keep me from working with my team.
When I joined the revolution, I knew I’d have to face many difficulties, so I just became more determined.
*
The next day, on the way to school, I met Guesh. She told me that they’d been waiting for me and were
worried when I didn’t show up. I told her the story. She said that now it would be harder for us to meet and that
we’d have to rethink our tactics.
That afternoon at break time we met our agent in his classroom and told him what had happened. After we
talked, we decided to switch our meetings to a tela house.\fn{Tela is a very common drink that women make at home and sell
for profit}
We chose the tela house we did because the owner was an old woman and the house was very small and
unobtrusive and in a very quiet part of town with few people. We also hoped that our baby-afro hairstyles and that
we were wearing pants would make people think we were boys. We decided to arrive separately and to go there
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from different directions, hoping that anyone who noticed us would think we were strangers who’d just met.
Luckily, nobody was there when we arrived.
We took our drinks into the backyard, sat under a tree in the shade, and started to talk. After a while I looked
up. Through the gate, I could see my dad and my younger brother approaching. I had no idea how they found out I
was there. I panicked, jumped up and ran out onto the street, flying past them.
I was so confused that I just wandered the roads, wondering why this was happening to me. I knew my younger brother had to have followed me, seen where I’d gone, and then gone and fetched my dad. It was so hard to
accept that this brother—a brother I helped raise, a brother I looked after—could be so ugly towards me, could
make my life so miserable. I can only guess that he was practising to be a man.
I was scared to death to return home, so I went to stay with Guesh. She told me that after I left the tela house
my dad and brother had accused her of aiding and abetting me and had forbidden her to associate with me. Guesh
tried to reassure me by saying that we knew when we became involved in the struggle that it would be very hard.
She was right.
It seemed easy in the beginning to say that you can deal with family problems. But when it actually happens it
is very tough. But Guesh and I understood each other and agreed that we would carry on. I stayed with Guesh
overnight but couldn’t sleep. Every noise I heard outside made me think it was dad coming to get me.
*
Over the next few days, I began to spend some time at home. I knew I had to face my dad soon and apologise,
but at first I made sure he wasn’t there.
After a time, we did meet. We talked and I did apologise for my actions. Thank goodness, he accepted my
apology and our relationship became strong again.
At the time, our agent was getting ready to leave town and go into the field. One Wednesday evening, we went
to say goodbye to him. When he opened the door, we were shocked to see that his eyes were red and his lips
swollen. We wanted to know what happened. He told us that he was on his way home when Tsehaye Negash—my
accuser—confronted him.
Negash had started to insult me. At first, our agent ignored him, but Negash followed him and started punching
him in the face. He had to defend himself, so they fought, and finally he knocked Negash to the ground. The last
words Negash said to him were:
“If I see you with that girl again, I’m going to kill you.”
We talked about why Negash was causing us so much trouble. Our agent said that maybe he, Negash, thought
that I was his—our agent’s—girlfriend and that because our agent came from a village and I was a town girl that
maybe Negash thought that he didn’t deserve to have me. But I wasn’t his girlfriend, and even if I were, it was
none of Negash’s business anyway.
Our agent told us that he would be leaving town at three in the morning. He said that Guesh and I had
enormous challenges ahead of us, but that he wanted us be strong and keep working to help our people. We
wished him good luck and Godspeed and asked him to say hello to our many friends and comrades in the field.
*
By then, it was late 1977 and the young adult association was setting up a band and drama section. I became a
singer with the band. We planned to put on shows in Adua, Axum and Shire. Our plays were political, so before
we could perform them, we had to get permission from the Derg cadres.
The most senior cadres at that time were Welde Selassie Girmi and Amare. At first, Amare refused permission,
but later Welde Selassie persuaded him to allow the play to go ahead.
Our first performance was in Adua. The play was a big hit—over six hundred people crammed into the staidum and an overflow crowd listened from outside. This brought the association much needed money and publicity.
Next, we had a concert in Axum. News of the success in Adua had spread and most of Axum came to hear us
sing. Again, it was a financial and political success. Our songs and plays stole people’s hearts.
When we arrived in Shire for our third performance, people were waiting at the bus station to greet us. They
gave us food and drink and put us up in hotels. Their welcome made us very happy. The show was that evening
and everybody who could get there turned up. Again, it was a huge success.
When we returned to Axum the next day, people asked if we could perform the show again. We were happy to
do that, but the Derg cadres said they had to check the script again. By then they’d realised that our previous
performance had made people think and had encouraged them to join the TPLF. And indeed before long some of
our audience had joined the TPLF. Another performance would do the same.
This time the Derg refused, saying the play was too political.
We stayed at the elementary school, trying to arrange for buses to take us home, but couldn’t find any. That
evening, it was clear and bright, with a full moon, so we decided to travel home on foot.
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We left the town in groups. When we neared a quiet village, the leaders called a halt to our walk. They lined us
up—one man, one woman—collected all the gear for the band, and divided it into five or six bags, saying that we
would all take turns carrying the bags and that we would start marching military style. If we felt tired or wanted to
urinate, we were not to shout, just quietly tell the person next to us.
We started off, and though this way of travelling was new to us, everybody was excited and nobody felt tired.
We walked without stopping till three that morning, then stopped in a quiet area about an hour from town. We
rested for two hours and then started the last of our walk home. By early morning, we were at the library and were
told there would be a party that evening to celebrate our success.
Everybody came to the party—even the two Derg cadres, Welde Selassie and Amare, came and enjoyed themselves. This party was a happy end to very successful trip, politically and financially, and we’d made a lot of new
friends in Axum and Shire.
*
Three weeks later, I got a letter from Tewelde, one of the people we socialised with in Axum. We students got
our letters through our school. Every day, a memo on the notice board would list the names of those who had mail
and the names of the people sending it. If your name was on the board, you’d go to the library, pick up the letter,
and then cross your name off the memo. I usually checked the board during my break.
That day, I saw that I had a letter and that it had come from Tewelde. I immediately thought that my brother
Tewelde who was living in Aseb had sent it. I picked the letter up from the library and crossed two lines through
our names, but you could still make out our names. My youngest brother happened to walk by, saw the names,
and quickly went home and told my dad that my brother Tewelde had sent me a letter.
The next morning, I was in my room, ready to go to school, when my dad came upstairs, shouting that Tewelde was his son and wanting to see the letter. I quickly made sure the door was locked, but he kept on shouting and
trying to batter the door down.
I became angry with myself because, fearing that my family would see the letter and think that I was seeing a
man, after reading the letter I’d torn it up and thrown it in the garbage. Now I had no proof that I was innocent.
I looked around to see if I could escape from my room. There was only the window. I wasn’t afraid of jumping
from upstairs, but I could see that it was too small for me to climb through.
Just then, a woman who lived nearby heard all the noise and came rushing to our house. She saw how angry
my dad was and begged him to stop and calm down, saying
“She’s still your daughter. You’re going to be sorry later if you hurt her now.”
Dad managed to calm down, went downstairs, and promised he wouldn’t hurt me if she brought me out of my
room. She came upstairs and persuaded me to come out.
When I came out of my room, my dad—to scare me—was standing there with a twenty-five-inch-long knife in
his hands. I was devastated and I swore to him that I hadn’t received a letter. He left the house without saying a
word to me. I was so thankful to our neighbour.
Afterwards, I thought that my dad was so angry was because I used to be responsible for getting mail and
money for the family at my school address. Maybe he thought I was still getting money and that I was stealing it.
At the time, he had no way of phoning my brother Tewelde to see if he had in fact sent me a letter. My youngest
brother had put me in a bad situation again and I could do nothing about it.
*
Relations between America and Ethiopia were becoming strained during the final years of Haile Selassie’s
reign. By 1975 and 1976, Derg head Mengistu was sending thousands of military personnel to the Soviet Union
for military and political training. That convinced Moscow that the Derg would lead to a Marxist-Leninist state in
Ethiopia, and it also prepared to shift its interests from a weak Somalia to Ethiopia, then the Horn of Africa’s
leading state.
Mengistu closed down the American military mission and the Kagnew communications centre in Asmara in
April 1977 and in May of that year signed a secret agreement with Moscow to supply the weapons Mengistu
needed to maintain his rule.
Meanwhile, the Derg was recruiting a militia of tens of thousands of peasants from across the countryside. On
June 25, 1977, the militia—now 80,000 strong and armed with Soviet weapons—marched into Addis Ababa. Over
the next ten months, he had another 240,000 trained and deployed them against the democratic revolution that was
gaining strength in Tigray.
*
At the time, there were nearly a dozen small movements in Ethiopia, and war had spread throughout the
country. Many of these small movements had no goal apart from fighting the Derg. The only organisation making
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progress, the only organisation with a clear platform for the nation and with a strong belief that Ethiopians
deserved better leadership was the TPLF.
Derg head Mengistu Haile Mariam had already eliminated his two predecessors. He had also already declared
the Red Terror.
Now he took it nation-wide.
In the meantime, the political dispute between the TPLF and the EPRP had been growing more heated, and the
EPRP officially declared war on the TPLF and invaded our base in Agame. The TPLF had no alternative but to
fight, and so in early 1978, the TPLF engaged the EPRP in Nabelet.
The battle was bloody. The EPRP had plundered and pillaged wherever it went, and people overwhelmingly
backed the TPLF. Most of the EPRP’s troops were killed, wounded, or captured. The remnants fled to Eritrea,
where the Eritrean Liberation Front harboured them.
At the same time, the TPLF defeated the TLF. Now the two organisations that had tried to make Tigray a war
zone were gone.
The Red Terror was now spreading from Addis Ababa to Mekele, the capital of Tigray. By then, the TPLF had
already begun to urge some of its members who’d been working underground in the town and cities—especially
those in high-ranking government positions—to go into the field. At the same time, hundreds of people from all
over Tigray had made up their minds to fight back against the Derg and were leaving to join the revolution.
*
In Adua, the Red Terror targeted the young adults associations. Derg cadres in the district and a pro-Derg
mayor had set up a six-man committee to organise the Red Terror. A prominent member of this committee was
Welde Selassie Girmi. The committee drew up a list of the top activists in the young adults association, along with
others they believed were in opposition, and set a timetable for the week, day, and hour to arrest and kill those on
the list.
Unbeknownst to the Derg and its committee, the TPLF in the field learned of the list of names and the
timetable. Committee member Welde Selassie Girmi was a member of the TPLF and had managed to pass the
information to it. The TPLF came up with a plan that involved Welde Selassie and three others who were active in
the association.
Their mission was to get the list, destroy it, and destroy the committee.
To that end, Welde Selassie would set up a dinner party at his home and invite four committee members. One
guest would be Derg cadre Amare. The other three were secretly members of the TPLF. It was known that the two
additional members of the committee were going to be in a drinks-house downtown on the evening of the dinner
party. The two were regulars at the drinks-house and always left it at the same time. The TPLF fedayin would be
waiting undercover for them near the house. Welde Selassie arranged for his guests to be outside saying their
good-byes at a certain time.
The two drinkers were shot and killed as soon as they came out of the drinks-house. At the same time, Welde
Selassie and the three association members quickly shot and killed the four committee members, including
Amare, the Derg cadre. Welde and the other three took the hit list, along with books, money and other items they
thought might be useful, and went to join the TPLF in the field.
Soon after the shootings, the police arrived. As they headed to the area where the shootings took place, they
saw a boy named Nega running away. They caught him, and without questioning him, immediately stabbed him in
the stomach and shot him in the head. He died on the spot.
Poor Nega had nothing to do with the shootings. He just happened to be in the area, heard the shots being fired,
became scared, and ran for his life. Nega came from a poor family. His mother was a single parent who made and
sold tela to feed her family.
People in town knew only that there had been shootings. The next morning, they found seven bodies on the
street. Six had belonged to the Derg’s committee or had been part of the Derg. The seventh was Nega.
The Derg was devastated by the loss of its committee members but showed no concern about the boy.
Townspeople were deeply sorrowful about losing Nega. They made their faces into masks. On the day of the
funeral, members of the young adults association carried flowers and marched behind the car that carried the
bodies as it drove to the Debre Birhan Selassie Church. At the church, people were weeping, pretending it was for
the cadres, but it was for Nega. After the funeral, one by one the TPLF members in the association readied
themselves to leave town and go to into the field. The Red Terror’s next stop would be Adua.
*
At the same time, the TPLF was at war in the west with the Ethiopian Democratic Union—the EDU, which
Mengesha Seum had set up after the Teranafit was broken. The EDU recruited some 12,000 troops and combined
forces with the ELF. The TPLF had just six platoons.
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Although the TPLF was vastly outnumbered, its goals and strategy were clear and its principals and determination strong. Then, in April 1978, the TPLF dealt the EDU a fatal blow. The ELF had been an obstacle from
the beginning and had gone on to become the enemy next door. It had harboured and supported our enemies, then
engaged in military action against us.
The end of the EDU gave the TPLF more flexibility and let it focus on what lay ahead. The TPLF had already
begun to make life better in the zones it controlled and that made for a strong bond between it and the people of
Tigray.
News spread of the Red Terror in Mekele. Political activists and ordinary citizens alike were being dragged
from their houses and shot in the head. Bodies marked with the words “Red Terror” littered the streets. Families
couldn’t retrieve their relatives’ remains or show their grief.
Mekele was in chaos—no law, no order, closed schools, teachers and students killed. People were left wondering who would be the next to die. It was the same in Adigrat, the capita of Agame, about 150 kilometres north of
Mekele.
Members of Adua’s young adults association were leaving town, taking with them books from the association’s library, sports equipment, the money collected at the association’s concerts, and whatever else that might be
useful in the field.
Most of the well-known people from government offices, along with doctors, teachers, agriculturists, nurses
and students, were also fleeing town, mostly by night. Downtown Adua was deserted. Few high school students
showed up for their classes. Those who did were just hanging around, looking confused.
*
Guesh and I were waiting until the last minute. One Thursday in early May 1978, I was staying overnight at
Guesh’s home. The streetlights stayed on all night. That was unusual and made us think that the Red Terror was
about to start. We couldn’t sleep, so we crept out to see what was happening.
We saw military vehicles moving about all over town. We were right. The Red Terror had come to Adua. We
spent the rest of the night discussing how to escape and where to go. The night seemed never-ending.
When dawn finally came, we decided to go out and have a look around. An older woman who lived in Guesh’s
compound told us to go back inside—it was too dangerous for two young girls to be outside. She said she’d go
and find out what was happening.
An hour later, she came back and told us that many people had been picked up. They’d all been taken from
their beds and were being held in a large hall in the centre of town. People who had tried leave town told her that
police and troops surrounded the whole town.
We didn’t know what to do, so we waited. About midday, it suddenly started to pour with rain. Soon it was a
deluge. During the storm, the troops surrounding the town couldn’t maintain their positions and just left. That was
our chance. Guesh and I had acquired some old clothes from her aunt. We put them on and covered our baby-afro
haircuts sowe’d look like peasant women.
After asking Guesh to give me half an hour alone, I left for the churchyard and went and sat by my mother’s
grave. Immediately, tears began to roll down my face. I prayed that we would reach our goals and that our country
would soon be free. I couldn’t stay any longer so I kissed her grave and sadly said goodbye. Then I walked home.
The only person there was mom. When she saw me, she was shocked by my appearance. I told her quickly,
“Mom, I’m leaving. The time for me to be a loving daughter living at home with you all as a family is over. If I
don’t come back, tell Dad and my brothers and sisters that I love them very much.”
With tears streaming down my face, I rushed out without looking back and quickly made my way back to
Guesh’s house. We left for the village of Feresmi.
The year was 1981 and I was eighteen years old and a grade ten student. …
271.76 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Abrehet Teklu (1961- )} Auxum, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 2
I have been in England for two years and three months. I was born in Axum and I lived in Axum until 1979.
After that I went to Addis Ababa for seven years, leaving my father and other relatives in Axum. My mother
and sister had come to Addis five years earlier.
In Axum I had been to school until tenth grade, so in Addis I completed eleventh and twelth grades. I did
science first, then changed to accountancy, following a three year course leading to a diploma.
*
After I finished my studies I was without a job for a year—it is very difficult to get a job in Addis unless you
come from a rich family. Otherwise, it’s very hard for a Tigrayan to get a job, because the government does not
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accept us. In England I am regarded as a foreign student but in Addis, because of the political situation, I was
regarded as the same. Most Tigrayan students have that problem.
After seven years I decided to go back to my father in Axum. I had been working as a TPLF member in Addis
and several students who worked with me had been arrested in 1984 by the government.
After my brother’s death I wanted to go to the Field, but it was also terrible in the Field. I couldn’t get out of
Axum because it was controlled by the Derg cadres.
*
I was twenty-four. It was the beginning of 1985 during the drought time and the eighth offensive of the Derg. I
stayed only ten days in Axum with my father. I escaped with someone my father knew to about ten miles away
from the town, nearly to the Field. There we met fifteen Derg cadres. They asked where I was going, but I was too
frightened to say anything. My companion said,
“She is mad, crazy—I am taking her to see her uncle.” I stayed silent.
They asked me for my identity card, but all I had was two kinds of medicine, tetracycline and panadol, and a
little money given me by my sister. They made a circle all round me and asked me over and over again, but I
didn’t answer and they let us go on.
*
Eventually we met three fighters. I went into Adete with them, when it was liberated. While I was there I met
some peasants. They told me all about the atrocities of the Derg, but also how to handle the Derg and how to fight
them.
“Before the Derg reached Adete,” a woman told me, “all the members of the TPLF got out of the town.”
I asked why she hadn’t stayed. She replied that if she had, she would have been asked to reveal who was in the
TPLF and where they were. She didn’t want to be forced to tell and she didn’t want to be raped so she escaped.
One of the things the people showed me was their cooking pots that had been used by the soldiers for skit. This
was when there was very little to eat. They also grow different kinds of crops for sale, but the Derg harassed them
all the time, raping the women, stealing the grain, shitting in the food, mixing the different crops together, pulling
out the maize and sorghum to destroy it. They stole the honey from merchants and split the sacks.
But after a short time the people lost their fear—they knew what to expect and they knew how to fight.
I was interested in becoming a fighter. I was sick at that time because of my brother’s death. I had no resistance to anything, with constant headaches and bleeding. Although I was interested in fighting, I was very depressed, crying. The only alternative was to leave altogether.
*
I travelled to Khartoum with a Canadian, because he had papers and white men weren’t stopped. I rested at the
TPLF house in Khartoum and after four months I felt better. I spent all my time in the TPLF office and sometimes
I had meetings and told my experiences.
In Khartoum, the Tigrayan people were very strong supporters of the TPLF, especially the women. They made
bread, drinks and even collected water to sell to make money for the TPLF. When a woman from TPLF is sick or
in labour, the women all bring food and drink. For example, when a woman is in labour they ignore the husband
and family—one brings food, another brings drinks and some look after the other children. If a woman was getting married, we would all form a group to help her.
I shared in all this. I am interested in women and how we all can help each other. When you’re coming from
the Field from other directions, if you’ve got any problems, of not speaking Arabic, of not having anywhere to
live, or it’s too expensive, they will help you or find you another cheaper house.
*
I stayed four months like this with members of TPLF and the Mass Association. They wanted to know all
about the situation in the Field, not just about their relatives in the Field, but how to support the struggle, and
every detail of the Derg’s operations and the TPLF actions.
When I lived in the Derg-controlled areas I was very worried about the TPLF. Because of the Derg propaganda, I thought the TPLF was defeated. I could hardly eat or drink because of the lies of the Derg:
“We have destroyed TPLF. There are no fighters left in the whole area.”
But when I went to the Field on a visit I found that they were not destroyed at all—I was astonished!
*
In December 1986 I went to Saudi Arabia to join my husband who sent me a visa. It’s a very terrible country,
especially for women.
My husband and I had been friends at school. He was a supporter and active member of TPLF. When I went to
Addis Ababa he went to Saudi to work for seven years. We were not married then, but he was very worried about
me and wrote letters every month.
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We got married and I stayed eight months in Saudi Arabia. While I was there I couldn’t work and didn’t feel
too well because of the hot climate and my bad health.
As a woman, if you live in Saudi Arabia, you are still in prison. According to their religion, a woman must live
with her husband. She can’t even go out without her husband. She sees nobody without covering her face with
black.
Women don’t know about money or family. Her husband knows everything.
Saudi Arabia is the worst place for women to be, but they don’t know how to change it. Without a husband, a
woman cannot live. In fact many Tigrayan and Eritrean women live in Saudi without a husband, but they can’t go
outside the house.
The soldiers even stop the taxis and ask for identity cards. Not all women have identity cards and if they are
caught they are put in prison or sent back to Khartoum. It’s illegal for a woman to buy a car and if you are stopped
by soldiers even with an identity card, then you will be sent to prison. If you are accompanied by your husband
you are all right, but if the man is a politician or a friend then they assume you are a prostitute.
I stayed four months inside the house. After I was married I wanted to go shopping, but I couldn’t. It was like a
prison. I couldn’t get out to work in the TPLF office—I had plenty of time but I didn’t have the papers. Also I was
still very sick, constantly bleeding from my nose. I wanted to go to Khartoum, because there I could work for
TPLF. In Khartoum there are problems with papers, but not so bad as in Saudi. In the end I decided to come to
London.
*
I came to London with my husband in August 1986. I asked for political asylum here, but the Home Office
hasn’t made a decision yet. I started to study, but the courses were in Southall, very far from where we were living. I was still sick. My husband did an Access course in electrical engineering and has done very well.
Sometimes I miss my family, I miss my brother. Sometimes I am very depressed and find it hard to go on
studying.
As soon as I came I participated in TPLF and the Mass Association. Last year I started a women’s association
with four women, Zafu, Mahta, Mulu and myself. Now there are eight of us and I hope we can continue. Our
meetings are about how to achieve the TPLF revolution, how to get freedom, how to struggle, why should women
organise separately—the basic struggle.
*
Although Western countries are developed economically there are things that are very bad. Western development hasn’t solved the basic problems of women’s rights, even if things are changed physically. Women are not
paid equally—they have to work very hard for not enough money.
Western countries control all the main resources of underdeveloped countries and dictate to them by force in
some countries. They say they help us, but they don’t. They take everything from us for profit. In Tigray there are
so many terrible diseases and droughts.
Why do the Western countries only help the Derg? If you want to help and you can solve a problem, then do it.
If you can’t solve it, keep quiet.
Why do you spread all the bad propaganda and talk about being humanitarian—all over the world, not just
Ethiopia?
How are Western people to believe TPLF fighters or TPLF’s principles? In general I don’t think the West is
interested in helping Third World countries.
In the mass media, some papers report more accurately than others. Some months ago I saw on TV that the
TPLF “rebels” had bombed a UN convoy. It was all lies, but it was on the BBC, on TV and in all the newspapers.
In general, the West doesn’t care about people, but only about competition with Russia. In Britain humanitarianism is all a pretence—it’s all about capitalism and the system of profit. Britain doesn’t want to help Ethiopian
peoples. The mass media gets all its information from the Derg through Addis Ababa, but it’s the people who are
important.
I want to struggle with TPLF every moment of my life.
271.85 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Neriya Wahabi (c.1963- )} Endabaguna, Tigray Province, Ethiopia
(F) 1
My name is Neriya Wahabi, and I’m twenty-four. I come from Endabaguna.
My father is a weaver and my mother is a housewife. I have been a fighter since 1980 when I was fifteen. I’ve
never been married.
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I started at Marta School at the beginning of 1987 and graduated by the end of 1988. Before that I was a
combat fighter. I faced a lot of battles and I was wounded in the shoulder.
*
I don’t know why we were selected for Marta School but I think it was because I was already literate and they
felt that I would have an ability to communicate what I had learned. Being at Marta School means that we have
learned skills to spread amongst the people. We are agitating the people, and take as our starting points the people’s own conditions of life and their economic problems.
*
Let me tell you, not just in Adi Hageray, but for the whole of Tigray the following are the main problems,
because Tigray is one of the least developed countries.\fn{ I.e., provinces:H}
The women go great distances to fetch water and firewood and the tedious work in cooking takes a tremendous
amount of time. One of our most important areas of development is around the stove.
Here our stove facilities are very poor. They use a lot of firewood, and water is lost during the boiling process;
much energy is wasted. This increases a woman’s journeys for water and wood, and makes her exhausted before
her time.
This household problem affects women’s participation; she is always stuck with the cooking! So it was important to make the stove more economical and to enable it to cook different things at the same time.
*
In this area we have demonstration stoves in two tabias. When we started on stove-making, then women were
very eager, and now every woman wants to join in.
We also work on hygiene. Since our society has an all-purpose house for sleeping and cooking with the cows
and goats altogether, there’s always a risk of getting ill and catching infections. We give women education, not
about using soaps and detergent, but using ashes for washing or a plant called shufti, which is like soap.
*
We give advice about limiting the tedious labour in housework. Getting fuelwood takes a long time and uses a
lot of energy, so we reserve fuelwood in a special local store.
We are trying to encourage the growing of different foods which have a wider nutritional value, such as vegetables. We advise women on how to work with their husbands on agricultural activities, in weeding, or making a
garden in their compound and rearing chickens.
*
All our activities are controlled by the local baito, and they coordinate our activities. There are three of us here
from Marta School, and we talk with the committee and make a plan about how to approach the people.
At first we faced great resistance from the men and women. But we had included that possibility in the Marta
curriculum so we were prepared for this before we came. We knew that it would be a hard job!
We first had joint meetings with the baito, making a good base for practical work through holding meetings
with the people. We talked about our aims and then about the practical implementation with two selected women.
We chose women who were more advanced in their activities, and whose homes were situated centrally.
They’ve acted as models for the others, and demonstrated what we teach, because we can’t train everyone at
once. It takes a long time to show results in changing attitudes, but we find that once some women are successful,
others will always follow.
182.180 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Khadishay (c.1965Ethiopia (M) 4

)} Adi-Worewa Village, Tigray Province,

In the seventies a revolution brought to an end the thirty-five years of the Emperor Haile Selaisse’s rule.
The revolutionaries were army officers, young Sunnis, fed with money and Communist ideology by the
U.S.S.R. The Russians had played a long game, smuggling weaponry and military training to the plotters at the
same time as they milked Ethiopia’s raw material wealth.
At that time I was a sixth-grade schoolboy at “The School” in the little town of Endabaguna. There were a
number of Jewish villages around the town and my family lived in one called Adi-Worewa. The families there
guarded their Jewishness jealously: some even gave their lives for it.
My family was relatively well-to-do. Father sent everyone of his children to the local, state grade school, “The
School”, and this in the face of his own community’s disapproval. They feared assimilation but, with time, many
got over their apprehension and followed father’s example.
We heard of the multiple activities of the O.R.T. organization among the Jews down in Gondar province and
adjoining regions, but for us in Tigrei province that was as close as the O.R.T. work came. That is, until my elder
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brother Feredeh, completed his university studies with a teaching qualification and returned home to teach in
Endabaguna. He brought with him O.R.T. activists to set up a Jewish school in Adi-Worewa.
It took them only a short while to construct a fine building in which for the first time in the known history of
the village, Hebrew began to be taught. Most of the village children were sent there but I stayed on at “The
School” in the local town.
It was this beginning of Hebrew teaching that reawoke the ancient dream and hope of making aliyah to the
Land of Zion and Jerusalem and the village saw in Hebrew study direct preparation for aliyah. To this day, when I
look back on that period, I still find it hard to understand how the will and the hope of aliyah to Jerusalem had
remained so firm and strong, and how they had been transmitted from generation to generation without any
written materials, and in utter geographical and spiritual isolation from world Jewry for considerably more than
two thousand years.
The new Communist regime in Ethiopia, bossed by the dictator Mengistu Haile Maryam, could not hold on to
power as long as his predecessor had done. Numerous opposition groups and organizations arose. The most
ideologically solidly-based of these was the T.P.L.F—Tigrei Patriotic Liberation Front. The T.P.L.F. started by
secretly recruiting large numbers of youths, teachers, and their students. It then used its very strong youth movement to spread its message by means of the wide range of activities it carried on in the villages, remote from the
eyes of the Dergi, as the Communist regime’s soldiers were called.
At the same time the Mengistu authorities set up their own body, Keyakh Ra’adi,\fn{Red Army} to control the
people’s thinking. One word or idea from a person that strayed from the dictated lines of behavior cost him his
life. Without trial, he was taken and publicly executed in his own street “for the people to see and fear.” Tens of
thousands of Ethiopians were killed this way, with the regime managing to hide its atrocities from the eyes and
ears of the world’s press.
It was in this state of uncertainty that, without notice or consultation, Feredeh received instructions from the
Mengistu authorities that he was appointed to head the Town Council. He had no choice in the matter and, in any
case, his new status did not last long since the T.P.L.F. conquered the region and took power into its own hands.
Feredeh had to flee for his life to the capital, Addis Ababa, and hoped to escape the country from there.
In addition to this, in the town of Shireh, the Red Army arrested a large group of high school students, among
them my younger brother, Le’ul. The pretext was that they had conspired against the state. Each day and every
day, one of them was taken out and executed. There being no one to reason with or plead with, the family could
do nothing but sit and wait for Le’ul’s turn to come.
A year had passed since Feredeh had fled to Addis Ababa and we had heard nothing from him. Rumors reached
us that he had been executed, but the family had no way of confirming this, as the regime took care to cut off all
telephone lines and disrupt all means of transportation other than those that it needed open for its own purposes.
*
Mother asked her two sons-in-law, Emun and Kesai, to undertake a journey of hundreds of kilometers to
Gondar province on foot to get firm news of what had happened to him. They did as she asked and came back to
tell her that Feredeh had escaped into the Armacheho jungle on the Sudanese border, leaving behind a wife and a
baby son.
The T.P.L.F. intensified its fight against the regime and opened a particularly violent campaign against it in our
area. In one attack they captured the jail where Le’ul was held and released all the prisoners, including him.
Mother at once ordered all of us to break off all contact with our former classmates in the town and to “get on
with the farm work out of sight of any party, left or right or red or green or blue.”
And that is what we did.
Every day without fail mother would go to visit her daughter Aveju, who lived in Endabaguna, and it was on
one of these visits that she met a Moslem, whom she had never seen before, and who told her that he was a messenger from Feredeh, identifying himself by producing a letter written by Feredeh and a recent photo of him. In
the letter, Feredeh said that he was safe, that he had succeeded in crossing into Sudan where he had established
contact with representatives of world Jewry, and that he wanted his younger brothers, Khadishay (that is, myself)
and Le’ul to come to him, guided by the Moslem.
*
Mother called the whole extended family to a secret meeting. With tears in her eyes, she declared that Feredeh’s request must be carried out in spite of the chanciness of the whole business and the dangers of attemptting
to cross jungle and desert.
She prepared easy-to-carry food for the journey and that is how we parted from the family, just as though we
would be back the next evening.
I was a boy; I had no idea of the meaning of the departure, because I had never been away from the family
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before, even for a short while. Nor could I imagine how body-racking such a huge distance on foot was going to
be. All I knew was that at the end of the journey I would see Feredeh again, whom I loved and admired so much,
and see him in Jerusalem, on whose stories I had grown up.
I believe I thought the whole matter would take a few days at the most.
My brothers-in-law, Tzegel and Emun, came with us to the meetmg point with the Moslem guide. Since my
father had been appointed chief regional arbitrator for agricultural disputes, the authorities had forbidden him to
leave the town of Shireh, which cut him off from all family business and left Tzegei and Emun responsible for
everything.
We found the Moslem at the rendezvous and the first thing he did was to brief us down to the tiniest detail how
to talk and dress. He even gave us new, Moslem names and clothes. It was hard to get used to them at first, both
the names and the jelabiyah, the ankle-length white robe, but we did so eventually.
He turned out to be an excellent guide, familiar both with the route and all the different populations whose territory we traversed on the way. We walked mainly at night, by moonlight. He led us through terrain of astounding
beauty with amazing views, some places that never saw a human being. But the trek was also long and strengthsapping and by the time we walked into a small town just within the Sudanese frontier to make contact with Ethiopians who knew Feredeh, we were ready to drop.
*
Three days we waited in Gedariff.
We heard that Feredeh had already flown out to America but these turned out, fortunately, to be false rumors.
At last the news of our arrival got through to him and the emotion of our meeting was very, very great. Demanding of us complete secrecy and to reveal no sign that we were Jews, he rented us rooms in a hostel, took care of
all our needs, and set about arranging our flight out. From this point on, until we finally got there, we thought of
one thing only—Jerusalem.
Our reunification with Feredeh meant, of course, that our Moslem guide had faithfully performed his task, and
Feredeh rewarded him accordingly. It was not easy for him to part from such loyalty but he asked the man to do
one more thing for him—to take the news of our safe arrival back to the family in Ethiopia.
The man agreed without hesitation and set off with the letter and the photo of Leul, Negusseh, myself and
Feredeh that you have already heard about.
*
From Sudan we took off for Athens and from there—for Jerusalem.
As a boy I had been brought up on stories of Jerusalem, but I had never thought to picture what sort of people
lived there. In Ethiopia there was nothing like television to prepare us for the new reality and so I was very
surprised to see that Jerusalemites were white-skinned.
We landed late at night and went straight from the airport to temporary accommodation in Be’er Sheva. After
two months there, we each went our way—Feredeh to the United States, Le’ul and Negusseh to Kibbutz Gat, and
I to Youth Aliyah’s Talpiot residential school in Hadera.
I was put into an eighth grade class not knowing a word of Hebrew, and the only Ethiopian in it.
The immediate reaction was hostility: “little black Bamba” was the kids’ favorite name for me. In the breaks I
was one of the “objects” they used to entertain themselves with. Over time, this treatment faded away perhaps
because I developed defence mechanisms against it. I learnt to keep silent, not to respond, even to show willingness to be friends.
Where the mental strength, the maturity beyond my years, came from to enable me to overcome the pains of
this new life alone and without family I do not know. Almost certainly from the same source as the deep longing
for Zion, thanks to which I stood up to that terribly hard trek into Sudan to bring our ancient dream to pass.
Just after I transferred to the Yemin Orde High School, another group made it into Sudan and on to Israel and
were put directly into the same school.
There were six of them; I was the older and more experienced but we learnt to play together. The most important thing I learnt, however, was that to be accepted into Israeli society I had to show, without help, what I was
worth and even to perform better than the locals.
That was the birth of my resolution to get into an elite I.D.F.\fn{ Israel Defense Force} unit as soon as high school
ended.
*
I finished high school in 1984 together with a group of friends from Yemin Orde and another group from the
Neveh Amiel school. The I.D.F. decided to hold a preparatory course for twenty-seven of us Ethiopians. I consulted with Dr. Chaim Perry, the principal of the Yemin Orde school, and we chose to call the course Shield of Zion.
The three-month course counted towards our I.D.F. service and at the closing ceremony, in the presence of the
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I.D.F.’s Head of Personnel, I was selected as its outstanding graduate.
Then came a review board composed of Dr. Perry, whose idea it was, Colonel Uri Manos, Commander of the
G.A.O.N.A.,\fn{A youth organization including pre-military training} and a senior psychologist. In a personal interview,
they asked me what I thought of doing in the army, and I replied at once that I wanted to serve in the Paratroops
and moreover, in order to give of my best, requested to take officer training.
A dead silence fell and the Board members looked at each other and in all directions except at me.
This upset me since I did not feel that I had said anything out of the way—on the contrary.
Later, thinking over the whole episode, I understood better how taken aback they must have been at my ambition and assurance.
*
On arrival at B.A.K.U.M., the central I.D.F. induction and classification center, I volunteered, together with my
friends, David Yasu and Avraham T'zazu, for a preliminary selection course for Paratroop candidates. I had
volunteered for a similar course for the Paratroop Sayeret\fn{Small ultra-elite, special combat force } but had been told,
without further explanation, that that was unlikely. Having passed the selection course with ease, the three of us
served our first year or so (basic training and first operational service) in 890 Paratroop Battalion. We were like
three brothers.
We then went on to squad leader training course, after which I had the great pleasure of returning as instructor
to the base where I had undergone my own basic training. David became a combat fitness instructor and later
Athletics Officer, while Avraham joined the N.C.O.’s Company and was seriously wounded in a close-range encounter with terrorists at Rosh Hanikra, on the Lebanon border.
*
By this time, for some reason, my friends and commanders were no longer in doubt that I had to become an
officer. I was sent on to the Dekel course at officer training college.
There were trainee officers there from a wide range of units and I was taken aback to discover that both they
and the instructors looked at me strangely as though to say,
“How did you get here?”
This sort of thing only made me the more determined.
You’re just as good as them, I said to myself, and maybe even better. However, it did not take long for us to
appreciate each other’s worth and I soon got on well with all the training officers. One in particular liked to
challenge me to long-distance running races and, after I had thoroughly tested him, I accepted him as a worthy opponent.
On the day of our graduation exercises, we were warned that, at the last moment and without prior notice, the
then Chief of Staff, Major General Moshe Levi, had decided to be present. Luckily, my exercise was one of the
best and when it was over the Chief of Staff called me to him, praised my command and control, and declared that
I would make an excellent officer.
The last day of the course, the day we were told, one by one, who had passed and who had failed, they told me
I had been selected as the outstanding graduate.
At an emotion-filled graduation parade, with my family, boyhood friends and former class-mates present, the
Chief of Staff himself uncovered my officer epaulettes and I was gazetted the first Ethiopian officer in the Paratroops of the Israel Defence Forces. The Chief of Staff allowed me free choice of whichever I.D.F. unit I wished
to serve in and I chose to remain at Training Base to train new officer cadets.
*
Israel Television came one day to televise my work as commander of a platoon of trainees.
I am now convinced that the broadcast report that included this film did much to ease the Ethiopian community’s absorption. I became a source of pride for the community, its first achievement in Israel. It was clear to me
too, that this was a breakthrough and, more than anything, a psychological breakthrough.
In the same broadcast I was asked if I would have any successors and I replied that a brother (Amram) and a
nephew (Shmuel) were on the point of entering the forces.
And so it was. I was still in uniform, when both followed me into the Paratroops and Shmuel later succeeded
me as an exemplary Paratroop officer. Every single boy from the community in those days volunteered for combat units and astounded their officers with their motivation and ability.
*
On my discharge from the I.D.F., I entered university and began working in immigrant absorption. I, and a
number of young men from the community, pressured City Hall into setting up a youth club in our neighborhood
and I became its first leader.
In May 1991, while I was a student at Bar Ilan University, the State of Israel undertook an operation without
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precedent: it organized and carried through an airlift of fifteen thousand Jews from Addis Ababa, who wanted to
make aliyah to Israel.
Since Operation Moses in 1984, when Ethiopian Jews began flooding into Israel, the traditional leaders, the
kesim and the elders, had lost their status and authority over the community, and leadership had been seized by
younger men, most of whom had a leadership style molded in Ethiopia under the Communists. They were good at
getting people on to the streets but not so good at solving their practical problems of absorption, and they did not
find the way to influence either their own people or the host society so as to achieve integration.
The community leadership should have used its influence and power to get the Israeli establishment to adjust
its thinking to the mentality and special qualities of this particular immigration. Particularly obvious was the
failure to get key positions in the absorption system filled by veteran community members familiar with both cultures.
*
When I was appointed director of the Mavo’im trailer camp, housing some one thousand immigrants suffering
from educational, social, housing, and other problems, there were few in the decision-making establishment who
thought that I would make a success of the job. They had worked out for themselves a theory that Ethiopians were
not yet ripe for management assignments. Even the community itself was reluctant to accept the authority of one
of its own.
But I read the map accurately and succeeded in exploding both sides’ prejudices.
In painstaking work, case by case, I first of all got a large number of families out of the camp and into permanent accommodation, chiefly in the central, metropolitan region of the country, so as to achieve a full spread of
the community over the whole country. To achieve community integration at all levels of society, I gave top priority to getting students into the best schools, in all sections of the education system, and not just in the one.
In talking to the children on the site, I recount to them my own story to encourage them by showing that, with
a little strength of will and ability, there is no limit to what they can attain. Looking forward, I am entirely optimistic that all these temporary sites will be eliminated and that a solution will be found to the other social problems too.
For myself, I am still debating whether to stay in public and community work or to go into business. Whichever I shall choose, I feel that for me the wheel has turned full circle and that it is time to choose a new direction.
271.74 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Atsede Teklai (c.1965- )} Adua Awaraja, Tigray Province, Ethiopia
(F) 1
I am Atsede Teklai and I’m a bass guitar player in the cultural troupe. I’m twenty-two and I come from Adua
Awaraja town in Edaga Arabi.
My family was very poor, and my grandparents too. When I was born we had nothing to eat or drink so at the
age of five I was hired out to a feudal’s house, to keep goats and sheep for him. While I was working I had to look
after my little sister, carrying her on my back. Because I was the first child of my parents, I was very loved—and I
loved my family too.
At the age of ten I was engaged. Though we were very poor, according to the culture we were from a feudal
line, so the man I was engaged to was very rich, but he was old enough to be my father, not my husband. This was
the time when the revolution was happening. I did not want to get married, to have a child and to look after a
house.
The TPLF fighters used to come to our house to rest during their work. There was a fighter called Hassan, who
was responsible for our village. When I look back with my present priorities I see he was a very special political
figure; he was like a child with the children and an old man with the old people.
At that time there were shepherds, flute and chamboka players among our neighbours, and I was very interested to hear these instruments played by the fighters.
*
Then the land distribution of the TPLF started and I came to see the real changes of life for my family. The
area I lived in was a notorious feudal area and when the TPLF distributed land to us and gave grain, the feudals
sent a band of thugs to our house and burned all the grain, and all the buildings to the ground.
Because they liked my father the villagers helped us a lot, because he always spoke the truth. He always spoke
out against the feudals.
My mother became very attached to the revolution. In fact she was more political than my father. She was the
one who would have fights with the feudals in the baito,\fn{ The people’s council} for he was a very gentle man. He
never spoke much and thought the little he said was too long.
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*
So when I was a child I was more interested in the TPLF than marriage, and ten years ago I went to a TPLF
camp and began making tea for them. I was in a hurry to be armed and fight against the enemy.
After three years of training I was accepted in TPLF. My brigade was organising a cultural troupe and I was
assigned to that.
I started to sing for the first time openly in front of the brigade. It was a song I made up about my AK 47. “You
have thirty children to fight with you!”—the AK 47 has thirty bullets.
Then I started acting in cultural dramas. As you know there are many possible roles, but I decided to be a
peasant child, because that’s what I knew most about.
A friend who was a player began to teach me the bass guitar.
*
It was the policy to have more women instrument players, so a plastic guitar was brought for me from Addis. It
was destroyed in an air raid after three months, and that was the first time I’d ever cried as a fighter.
Anyway I didn’t lose hope but wrote to the Cultural Arts Department to try and get another guitar. Then,
understanding my problems, they assigned me and another fighter a guitar and we started to learn it properly.
I played the bass guitar because there was another woman playing the guitar. I was very pleased about this,
because I was the first student to play it.
The first time I played, the people really accepted me, and clapped. Fortunately there was a foreigner there, so
I have photos of me playing!
*
Although I play the bass guitar I never go to see the musical dramas. Whenever I see the plays about the old
farmer, I always think about my family. Whenever I hear the music, I cry, because I think of my old house and my
family and the country.
One song, Embelay is about saying, “No, no, no to the feudals” and it makes me remember my father because
he was always against the feudals. When the words are very powerful I can’t help the tears coming out. The part
played by Ganno, the child of the family, was the part I was interested in ten years ago. So the whole of the
musical drama is connected to me and to all the fighters.
*
Some sad things happened in my family. We were six children. Three of them died in the Sephawa refugee
camp during the famine. My mother was with them, and when my father in Tigray heard about the deaths, he
traveled all the way to Sephawa and tragically died of starvation himself.
When I recently went there with the cultural group I tried to see the graves of my father, and my brother and
sisters, but they were not marked.
*
I am married now, to a man of my own choice; he is an Amhara, formerly a POW. He is from Gonder, so we
are from two different regions, but of course we are from the same country, Ethiopia.
We have the same political aim, and most importantly we love each other. Our main problem was one of
language. When he wrote to me I was forced to show these personal letters to someone to read because they were
in Amharic!
By now we have got over all these differences. The most interesting thing for me is that he loves my mother
and my family too.
One thing about my mother is that she is always asking me to have a child. She would like me to have a daughter, and I would like to have a girl too.
We are not in a hurry to have a child yet; not even my husband! We want to serve the revolution first and have
a child next.
*
Lastly I’d like to tell you two things. I am very pleased to be a women musician in the revolution.
I write songs and I act in dramas.
I write and read poems and I compose music—very easy cultural songs. Secondly, I know I am armed with a
bass guitar and am serving the revolution as much as the comrades on the war front with their bullets.
I know that art is war by itself.
271.68 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Genet Negash (c.1967- )} Makelle, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 3
My name is Genet Negash. I am twenty years old. I was born and brought up in Makelle.
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From about 1980 my local kebelle, the Derg’s\fn{Derg is the Amharic word for “Committee”, and was the popular
appellation for “The Coordinating Committee of the Armed Forces, Police, and Territorial Army,” the first official name of the
Ethiopian Government that governed the country in conformity with Communist idiology from 1974-1987. Its last Chairman abolished
it, but carried on its policies under the name of the “People’s Democratic Republic of Ethiopia,” until 1991, when he was overthrown:H} urban association, forced me to go to youth meetings.
From the beginning I didn’t like it. I was thirteen and I told them I was too young to be a member. I’ve
always been a good football player because I used to play at a Catholic mission, so they elected me onto the
team. So I started to play for the women’s football team.
Then they asked me to make a payment to the youth organisation. I refused, but they forced me. In our
culture, if someone dies you give a gift in kind, sugar or salt, called debes. So I gave them twenty-five cents as
an insult.
The next day they came to my home and arrested me. I hadn’t done anything but they really had it in for me!
They took me and flogged me with a stick on my back, my knees and arms.
My parents tried to apply for my release, but the officials refused to see them. They were in tears. They tried to
visit me but the guards refused to let them because I had scars. After two weeks my elder sister begged them to
release me and they did.
*
From that day I declared war on the committee. I insulted them whenever I saw them. I would shout “you
bastards” at them in the street. I refused to go to any meetings or to pay the subscription.
That year my eldest brother was taken forcibly from school to a training centre for troops in Addis. This made
me even madder. I could not control my anger.
Two months after that they arrested my uncle. I went with my family to ask about him and the guards said he
had been taken somewhere else. This was how we learnt he had been executed.
It got worse. One time I deliberately quarrelled with the chairman of the Youth Association. He kicked a
stone at my forehead, so I went to his house and threw stones through his window and kicked him.
Then they arrested me. They flogged and beat me again. My sister, who is ten years older than me, went
and bribed the guards to get me released. She was my eldest sister—her name is Letensia.
I started my own protest movement. Some of my family came from Samre, a TPLF\fn{ Tigray Peoples Liberation
Front} area—so I had some idea about the TPLF. They tried to politicise me. They told me about the women
fighters, their courage and their relation to the mass. I began to sympathise and begged them to take me to Samre.
They said I was too young and told me to stay at home.
I started to write slogans against the Derg and distribute them. The secretary of the kebelle was a neighbour
of mine—he looked after the kebelle seal. I went to his house and stole the seal. Then I wrote two anti-Derg
slogan-papers and stamped them and returned the seal to his house. I decided to distribute these slogans and then
escape to the Field. I went to the meeting with the slogans in my pocket. My plan was to ask to leave the
meeting, then drop the papers and run away.
When I was outside I put the two slogans by the gate and left. I went home. But before I could leave, the
meeting finished. The cadres had been told it was me who’d left the slogans and they went after me. When I knew
they were following me I went home and bolted the door. They demanded that I open the door but I refused.
Then the military police arrived—they arrest people and are notorious killers and executioners. They came in
their red helmets, broke down the door and took me to the Central Investigation Department.
This was in May 1981 when I was fourteen.
*
They asked me whose paper it was. I told them I didn’t know, that I wasn’t even a kebelle member so I had no
access to the seal. They told me to tell the truth and confess, but I refused. So they tied my legs and hands together
behind my back with a rope tied through my mouth and around my head. I think they electrocuted me and I
became unconscious.
After three days they tortured me again. When they beat me, they kicked me in the head and made me unconscious. After that they threw me outside the room. I lay there from ten in the morning till three. My clothes were
covered in blood, and stuck to my neck. I didn’t know what was wrong.
In the afternoon the investigators found me and realised I had internal bleeding. This made them scared and
they took me to the health centre outside the prison. I saw a physician who checked me over, washed my ear
and gave me ear-drops. I was escorted back to CID with four guards.
When I returned, my mother was queuing outside, waiting to bring me food. When she saw me, she was
shocked and ran out to hug me. But the guards hit her with a stick and pushed her back into the queue. We both
cried.
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When I was back in prison they asked me again to confess. I refused and they threatened to torture me
again. I was afraid because of my ear and my foot which were in agony. So I confessed that I was a member of
TPLF, although I wasn’t, and that I’d written the slogans. I confessed I was working for TPLF and I wanted to
kill the Party Chairman. They said
“How could you do this? You are not militarily trained.” I said,
“Oh yes I am. I have a gun and have been training in a village five kilometres away. If you want, we can go
there.” This pleased them a lot.
My plan was for them to take me outside Makelle where there were TPLF soldiers, in the hope that I could
escape and the officials would be arrested by TPLF. Unfortunately there were no TPLF soldiers there. They said
to me,
“Where is the gun you have hidden?”
I told them where to dig, but of course there was no gun. They accused me of trying to get them captured by
TPLF, but I said that in the two weeks since my arrest, TPLF must have come and taken the gun. They beat me for
this.
Then they wrote everything on a statement: that I was in TPLF, I had a gun, I tried to kill the Party Chairman
and that I was signing of my own freewill. Then they made me sign it. It was a very great crime which I hadn’t
done. After I had signed the statement, the Head of Tigrayan Police, Colonel Tilahun came.
“You donkey, how do you dare to kill these people?”
“You are the donkey not me!” I replied.
He was Amhara and this is a traditional insult by Tigrayans against Amharas, but I meant it only against him;
I said this in Tigrinya and he couldn’t understand, but a Tigrayan official told him what I’d said.
He was furious. He wrote that I was a very dangerous member of TPLF and should be executed. Then he
signed the paper and left.
*
I was sent to the main prison. When I reached it I could not walk properly or sit because of the torture. I had
to squat because of my back. I suffered for six months.
I went to the clinic, but they didn’t treat me, although my ear was still bleeding and discharging. So my
sister, Letensia, brought drugs from a pharmacy and smuggled them into the prison.
I really thought the Derg would kill me so I didn’t use the medicine, I thought it was useless. I just passed
the time in pain.
Psychologically I had real problems. The investigators used to come at night so I had bad nightmares. I
would scream in my sleep, which worried the other prisoners.
My sister tried her best to get me released. She went to the CID chief and other officials and tried to convince
them I was innocent, that I was too young to be involved in politics. They agreed to go to the prison and check.
But I wouldn’t say that I hadn’t done it.
My sister was very shocked. She had begged for my release and she’d expected me to say I’d been tortured. In
prison I used to insult the guards and say whatever I wanted.
After that my sister went to Addis Ababa, even though she was married. She spent three months there, trying to
get me released. She gave them bribes and did whatever they asked. After three months they said I would be
released and that she should go back to Tigray.
*
They released me and took me to the Tigray Administrator. This was after two years. I stood in front of the
Administrator with my family. He said they were releasing me because I was so young.
They wrote a statement saying if I did the same thing again I would be killed. They made my father sign this
instead of me. I said,
“OK—but you have tortured me so severely I still have a head injury. You must write a statement on that, and
say I will never go to your kebelle again.”
After I was released I had many problems. Spies were following me every where and I had severe headaches. Eventually physicians referred me to the psychiatric hospital in Asmara. I went there and then returned
to Tigray.
My sister went to Rome to find a job. She sent me a document to enable me to get a passport, but it was
confiscated when I tried to get a pass paper to leave. So I went to Addis and bought a passport. Then I went to
Rome—my sister paid for the flight.
In Rome, I had two months treatment for my head and body injuries and then I started working for TPLF. Now
I have come back to Tigray and have decided to train to be a fighter.
*
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I joined the TPLF military training centre and was trained in theory and practice. After finishing my training I
was assigned to the educational department of TPLF and was sent on a three month teacher training course. First I
was assigned to May Day School, an MLLT\fn{ Marxist-Leninist League of Tigray } political education school. I was
teaching academic subjects only, but the students helped me to develop my political understanding and it became
much deeper. After that I was chosen to teach in the people’s public school in Adi Awalla in Adi Abo zone in
Region One.
Their political background was very strong, so that when a call came from TPLF to join the fighters it was
easy to agitate them to volunteer for military training to be fighters. Almost all of them went except for women
with education below grade five, since the policy doesn’t allow them to become fighters. But they are allied with
TPLF and are encouraged to give support by providing things that are needed or by working in the frontline in the
health clinics or by becoming agricultural cadres.
Soon I’ll be going to Adi Awalla to take part in a yearly evaluation by our teachers of our work, in our own
districts, and in the whole region. It will take about fifteen days. The schools are all closed now because it is the
beginning of the agricultural season.
I still play football. I play with my students and train them in football and volleyball. We have matches with
other teams in the area.
I have come to Makelle to see my parents. I last saw them in 1984, five years ago.
My sister Letensia has gone to Canada, and now she is a strong supporter of the TPLF too.
271.70 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Eysa Mohammed (c.1968- )} Endele, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (F) 2
My name is Eysa Mohammed. I am nineteen. My people are the Afar and I come from Endele in eastern Tigray. I am the eldest daughter of four. My family is middle class.
Their stand towards TPLF was ambivalent, especially because the TPLF were new in that area. They were not
for or against TPLF. The TPLF used to come to Afar regions as long ago as 1974, but they only liberated my
homeland in 1983.
When I first became a fighter I was not politically conscious. When I first saw fighters around my home I was
surprised. When I saw women with the men fighters I was more surprised!
I had never seen women fighters before. The fighters were not able to speak Afar so I can’t say they gave us
deep political education about their aim. But I understood their movement from things I saw.
The women were equal with the men. The men cooked their food; the women cooked their food; men spoke at
the associations and so did women, equally. The men had guns; so did the women fighters.
I saw that they gained their equality through struggle. In fighting they affirmed their equality.
We Afar women were dominated in the extreme. In our land women were seen as half-human. We had not even
the right to see our husbands fully; we had to cover our faces.
When I saw women fighting for their liberation I felt inspired and I began to fight, not consciously at first, but
to fight nonetheless. When we realised the nature of our oppression and saw these women had gained their equality through struggle, we decided we must struggle too and I became a fighter.
Two fighters who could talk our language, Iyassu and Adam, made contact with us. We discussed everything
and they agreed that if we wanted to struggle we should. They said we would have to go that night. There were
others there, so that night we got up silently and made it look as if someone was sleeping in our beds. Then we
crept away.
*
I was thirteen when I left home in 1981. First of all, we went to Warey, central Tigray. We stayed there for
some time, trying to learn Tigrinya, the language and the alphabet. It was very difficult, but we were only a few
Afar surrounded by Tigrayans so we had to learn Tigrinya.
Eventually we overcame the problems and became fluent Tigrinya speakers. Then, after two years in Warey,
when we could read and write, we were sent to the training school.
After nine months training there, I was sent to the political department in Warey to work, where I learned
politics and academic education, and when I’d finished that they sent me here to Marta School in 1984.
*
The conditions for women in Afar culture give them many problems. When we are children they sew our labia
together and then tie our legs together with a rope. This happens when we are seven or eight days old or, if the girl
is very small, after forty days.
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One important thing is the culture of marriage. Most Afar women marry between eleven and fourteen. If someone wants to marry they have to give money to the woman’s family. We women are treated like commodi ties—
they buy us with money and they also have to buy jewelry and clothes for the bride.
Before the wedding time the bride is forced to enter a room full of smoke. She cannot breathe but she has to sit
there because it is meant to make her beautiful. They leave her there for a month continually and this makes her
very thin and pale.
Her bones become frail. She sits there for a month without moving, allowed only to go to the latrine. She cannot even use her hands to eat, someone has to feed her with a spoon. Her nails grow very long—this is thought to
be a sign of beauty.
Our dark night begins on the wedding night. It’s very difficult for us to talk about it. They decorate our nails
with a kind of ring which goes round the nails in a spiral. When we fight with our husbands on the wedding night
we are afraid our nails will be broken and we will lose our beauty.
So we submit. Also the smoke makes the bride very weak and unable to fight.
It is very hard for the men too; if they cannot penetrate they are ridiculed. It may take a month and all this time
is torture for the girls; all this time they fight. They don’t know anything about sex, why this is happening to them.
*
Another thing is wealth building. Women have to play the major role in creating the family wealth. We have to
carry water on our backs for very long distances. In our village it may take four hours, on average, to get water.
We have to go to market to buy everything, even our husband’s cigarettes! Most of the markets are in the central
highlands so we have to travel one or two days.
There is a house we use called senan ari made of mud. Women have to make these houses. Men don’t do any
labour. They just come at ten for a cup of tea, then at lunch and again at tea. We look after the cattle, fetch water,
cook food. The men just comb their hair, clean their teeth and wear good clothes. They do not work at all.
The wealth of the household is built by the women. But women have no right to divorce. Only the husband, or
occasionally the bride’s family, can call for divorce. If the two families quarrel, they may make the couple divorce, whether they want to or not.
At the time of divorce, a woman can take only her clothes and the goat or cow her father gave her on her wedding night. The father gives her husband double the amount of cattle at the wedding time, but even if they breed
she can take only the same number she herself was given.
Her husband gives her only fifteen birr.
*
Another thing is eating.
The woman has no right even to drink water in front of her husband. If they go to a wedding ceremony she
cannot eat or drink while he is there. If he leaves, she tries to eat while he’s gone.
Even in her own home she has to cover her face with a shawl when she takes him food or pours him water to
wash his hands.
If he wants, he can leave her some food. If not, he finishes it all up.
She cannot eat alone, so if she is hungry she has to go to a neighbour’s or invite a neighbour to her house to
eat.
Before the revolution young women discussed these things, especially about marriage and the wedding night.
They had some idea about this and the problems in the house, overwork and so on. Some of them tried to escape
to foreign countries, like Saudi Arabia, or join the ELF.\fn{ Eritrean Liberation Front}
Some committed suicide even before they were married. Others decided never to marry, but they were forced.
*
A middle-aged woman is in a very bad situation. Whenever she bears a child, it makes her vagina wider and it
has to be stitched again each time.
They discuss these things, but they have no political analysis; they only see it as natural. Old women accept it
as cultural law and as legal. If they hear younger women complaining they say,
“Why are you complaining? We’ve been through this, and so must you.”
One reason we joined TPLF was because of this. On the one hand we saw that there was equality in TPLF, that
both sexes had guns and both cooked, on the other hand we were afraid of marriage. We realised we would have
to face the same things as our sisters and mothers. We thought that male supremacy was only present in Afar
country. We expected the men and women in TPLF to be equal so we were never afraid of them.
*
I feel happy and proud because I am a fighter. I have gained so many changes in my beliefs.
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At first I joined simply because I was afraid of marriage and because I saw men and women were equal in
TPLF. But since then I have come to know what equality really is in a scientific way.
Before, I thought only of the Afar women, because I was not able to see more than that, but now I understand
the domination of women in Tigray, in Ethiopia and throughout the world. I feel proud that I am fighting for total
emancipation, that I am a model from the Afar women.
I am struggling for the total people’s liberation. This also makes me happy.
It would be interesting to return to my homeland, to see the Afar women liberating themselves. But I cannot
decide for myself. I am willing to work in any way or any place that the organisation sends me.
215.1 Excerpt from Blue Daughter of the Red Sea: A Memoir\fn{by Meti Birabiro (1979- )} Dire Dawa, Dire
Dawa Region, Ethiopia (F) 8
1
The circumcised Marys, they were called, the young girls who were exempted from going through circumcision. My mother was among them. She spoke in a contented tone whenever she narrated that story to me. For a
devoted Catholic as mom was, there was nothing in the world better than being labeled after the Virgin Mary,
whichever way the name might have been applied. And so my mother was a chosen Mary, I thought.
“But why?” I asked her. “What made you different? You and the other few.”
“I don’t know,” she said. “They just examine your vaginal area carefully and decide whether you need to be
circumcised or not. If you are born already circumcised then you are a circumcised Mary and, therefore, you
won’t need to be circumcised.”
“Was I a circumcised Mary?” I asked.
“I wouldn’t know. When you were born, circumcision for girls was no longer practiced. Only with boys.”
I imagined the faces of those girls who were doomed to subject their vagina to the sharp-edged tooth of a
knife. If Jesus was sacrificed for the sins of the world, I thought, then, these women must have been sacrificed for
the same reason. We had Jesuses running around all over Ethiopia. My mother was an exception. A circumcised
Mary she was!
“So, tell me, mom! What was like to live at a time when such a thing as circumcision for women was practiced?”
“Well first of all we didn’t have opportunities like you do. We didn’t go to school.
“Oh, yeah, my dear! You have an illiterate mother. Back then, we lived for today’s bread The future didn’t lie
ahead of us. We did not rely on ourselves.
“God was our everything. We didn’t question our past. Our mothers didn’t keep track of our age. We simply
existed in the moment, within the limitations of our small town and small minds.”
*
Poverty is venom that slowly saps one’s existence. It is a white noise that quakes the shape of survival. It corrodes the scenery and cuts one’s world asunder.
I was born and grew up in the heart of that corrosive acid.
Dire Dawa, a small city warmly embraced by a fiery sun and caressed by some magicless dust, was the name
of my home town. Life was not charming in Dire Dawa. Children ran barefoot against a background of fecesembedded roads, spinning around the desert city, puffing on the sand so forming dunes of smaller versions, while
the little ones piggybacked on their mother’s back. They had the appearance of several shiny, brown ponies:
untamed and wild creatures.
Their feet moved like those of a ballerina without her tutu, dancing to the tune of an unheeded song: free.
Their laughter rang like a violent rain of diamonds. And they shouted in a language as inarticulate as their age,
and yelled in voices as overly used as the sole of the shoe that was guarded at home for special occasions.
The boys wandered nearly naked, their genitals covered with raglike shorts like savages from the jungle. The
girls wore simple dresses, their undeveloped chests not yet choked by stifling brassieres. Their dust-devoured feet
matched the soiled hands, their nasal mucus, the nappy hair that the sandy and adventurous day had transformed
into strands of gray hair, and the clothes, previously immersed in mud. There were cuts all over their legs and
ulcers noted on their knees, forming rings of pus. Lice walked on their head and tapeworms lived in their
stomach.
When the boys were big enough for school, they had to subject themselves to circumcision. A noneducated but
naturally gifted and self-trained expert did the surgery at home. The boys bawled and screamed as the prepuce
was cut off. The best part came afterward, when they had to come out to play, wearing their sisters’ dress, their
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testicles dangling like bells. We lifted the garments and laughed at the sight of the tiny genitals.
Our parents had our backs, evading despair by clinging to survival, making daisies out of faith. Religion was
indeed an escape. The conviction of suffering in this world to be happy in the next one nurtured people’s shattered
hearts.
Yet, reality lacked grace. Starvation stealthily ate away the veins of living. Ignorance paralyzed the mind. Idleness gnawed at the spirit.
Our neighborhood, Kezira, was nice. Or so it was considered by the denizens, tourists, and, of course, statistics.
Nice was a lie. I used to walk up and down the asphalted, sticky streets and the muddy, filthy roads, and I
would see more misery than nicety. My favorite stop was my grandmother’s, since most of my friends lived in the
same condominium.
What a condominium! Large families were massed into one-room apartments with walls that were an intersecttion between Cezanne’s Cracked House and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. However, these lacked a painter's pigmentation or a landmark’s everlasting attraction. Worse yet were the nonstop running noses of the kids and the
frail skinny bodies and the dirty bare feet.
I had then decided that I was better off than most of them because I lived in the big house. The House. I am not
so sure whether I am entitled to call it my house. Nor do I know if my mother ever claimed that property as her
own. Originally, it belonged to her late companion, an Italian warrior who wound up settling in the land he once
coveted and attempted to vanquish but failed.
*
An endless, futile, dry underbridge that connects my neighborhood with the next one shoulders our house. It is
dangerous to cross the road that lies under that bridge because a flood is expected at anytime. Many people who
happen to walk across it at the wrong time are stolen away by those floods.
But the worst homicides that those floods commit are the newborn babies who are often abandoned outside our
house, down the hill, on the waterless underbridge. I suppose the mothers hope for the occasional flood to take
them away to a better shore, somewhere in one of those foreign countries described in those fiction books my
friend and classmate Shuni lends me to read. And there, perhaps, a beautiful, semi-naked Egyptian queen will find
him and beg her pharaoh-husband to make the kid in the basket a prince (even though these ones don’t have the
comfort of a basket, but what does it matter as long as the baby gets in the hands of the gold-clothed queen?).
Yet, this idea doesn’t comfort me much when I hear the cry of those abandoned newborns, bawling themselves
to death. In the mornings, I wake up to that awful sound of suffering, which forces me into a flow of quiet conversations with myself.
Mental masturbation at an age when one can’t even tell the difference between the abstract and the concrete
can be as violent as rape. I shift my mind from one place to another, overwhelmed with certitudes of being listed
in hell, where the devil is waiting to greet me, and all for the sin of my helplessness. I cry my days away. For no
reason. Or that’s what mom says whenever she sees me crying.
I will give you a reason to cry if you want, she shouts, as she gives me a taste of her violence-driven hands. I
just walk away, resting my cool palm on my hot cheek. She wouldn’t be able to understand my nameless pain.
And I wouldn’t be able to explain who fathers these thoughts and feelings of mine. But I am enlightened with a
fruitful idea that requires me to communicate with mom.
I ask her if we can adopt the forsaken children. She says that we can barely provide food for ourselves, let
alone take care of thousands of abandoned babies. I insist,
“What about the orphanage; why can’t the nuns take them?”
“The nuns can only look after grown kids,” says mom.
She tells me to go mind my business. What did I know about raising babies! It requires too much work and
time.
“Meti, stop trying to save the world and go do your homework! It’s an order!”
I don’t and can’t understand anything about this world. I cannot comprehend how God could destroy places
like the city of Sodom and Gomorrah for their wicked indulgence but let the city of Dire Dawa get away guilt free
when helpless babies are left out in the cold under bridges and inside the trash and denizens just cover their eyes
and say that they barely have food for themselves and couldn’t take care of motherless children and worse yet that
the brides of God wouldn’t do it because it requires too much work and time.
If you ask me, God, this deserved a subtler punishment.
But God is having a laugh from upstairs.
To protest against His persistent indifference, I decide to go on a strike and ditch church to go over our neighbor Hajji to indulge myself with the sin of excess food. However, the generous act of one of our neighbors re265

stores my faith. One crispy and sweet morning, Uzziel takes under her wing the forlorn child, and we kids are
every day at her one-room apartment, cooing and fondling the tiny fingers of the brand new child.
*
According to mom’s gin-drinking clients’ alcohol-driven tales, I was found under the bridge behind our house,
in the middle of nowhere, where my natural mother abandoned me, and ever since mom has been taking care of
me. They say that that explains the nature of my dark skin; and that compared to my sister and my brother, I look
like a barya.\fn{Slave} They say that I have a good chance of passing for a Falasha, a black Jew, and I may as well
try my luck in Israel because I’m certainly not of that house’s blood.
“You know, Meti, you’d be better off with your people. You’d fit in just right. Plus, they’re filthy rich, these
people. And you can find them wherever you go. They have found their kingdom in the Americas, Europe, and for
all we know, they’re probably the ones living at the base in Antarctica or giving tours in the North Pole.
“But, little girl, you must always remember to say that your mother was the Jew. It doesn’t make a difference if
your father was one. You will understand these things when you grow up. For now just do as we say and go find
your roots.”
I know from experience that the account of my supposed ancestors’ history is a brief introduction to the show
of the evening.
“Shall we play the game?” asks one drunkard.
“What was it called? I forgot,” says another drunkard.
“Where is Meti really from?” shout the drunkards in unison. There is an endlessly long pause filled with laughter.
“No, no, no . . . I got a better one: ‘The origin of the child found under the bridge.’”
“Too long. How about ‘The forgotten child’?”
“Ha Ha Ha Ha!!!! He He He He!!!!”
“Mom?” My voice in its vain attempt to call for my mother’s divine intervention.
“Let them. They don’t know what they’re saying,” says the lady, imitating Christ, before she walks to the
kitchen to replace the empty bottle of gin with a full one.
“What is it they’re saying without knowing?” asks the newcomer who is stepping into mom’s verandah and
makes himself comfortable on the floor as he shouts his order of a glass of gin.
“We are writing the history of the forgotten child.”
“You mean the adopted one in the house?”
“Shhh . . . Its a secret!”
Sometimes I cry when hearing their version of my life story. Sometimes I laugh. After all, they’re all jokers.
They would transform that verandah into a comedy stand and themselves into Emmy-winning comediennes. We
have no TV; thus, they are true entertainers for me. However, often, their shows are at my expense. They give an
account of my unusual birth circumstances in so many forms and so repetitively, I have a hard time not believing
it.
But, on the weekend, if I’ve been irresistibly good during the week, Mom gives me permission to go watch TV
over our neighbor Hajji’s house, and that way I take a break from hearing the story of my early life recounted by
those drunkards. Instead, I watch Bruce Willis and Cybill Shepherd attack each other in Moonlighting. It is like
laughing at silent movies because I can’t understand a word they say. They speak in English.
On Saturday nights, the channel airs a comedy show in Amharic. The show is a simpler, Ethiopian version of
Saturday Night Live. The performers don’t seem to wear make up. The lighting is bleak, and the sound is poor.
I fall in love with that small box that miraculously spits images of living people and caricatures. And I place
my life in the ongoing adventures of those caricatures; that way I cease to be a bastard and assume the role of a
cartoon animated picture.
*
As I sit on the verandah, cross-legged, facing the group of drunken men, a train of thoughts starts its journey in
my head.
Why do I have to deal with these people?
I know for a fact that drinking alcohol is a sin. Then, why is mom, a devoted Catholic, selling alcohol at night
on our verandah? I don’t dare to ask her such a question. It would be same as claiming her to be a sinner, and I
know what that would bring.
So instead, I study her movements painstakingly. I notice how she ever wears a solemn look on her rather dark
face. I watch how, as she pours gin in her clients’ cups, she knits her eyebrows slightly, as if offended by the same
alcohol smell she has been experiencing for years. I turn my inspecting eyes to the boys who are laughing and
shouting words raised by a shameless and brave single parent named gin. I have to be careful when looking at
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them so intently or worse yet when laughing at their jokes. I might attract their attention and before I know it the
joke will be on me.
And that is exactly what happens.
One of them has already started to tell his version of my birth tale. He claims and swears that mom first spotted
me while I was sitting beside a beggar. Mom felt so much pity for me and my big eyes evoked such tenderness in
her that she couldn’t just walk away once she put the coins in my supposed natural mother’s cup for alms. She
stopped and made a deal with the beggar, and here I am, the fruit of that bargain. He says that most probably I’m
wondering why I’m so dark and my sister and brother so fair. Well, I don’t have to wonder anymore about that.
Thanks to his good memory and kind gesture of retelling a forsaken story, I can finally rest my whys in peace.
*
I have an answer now: I am a bastard. I am a beggar. I don’t even belong in this house.
Many a thought crosses my mind as I listen to his cruel words. I think how I want to tear this fucking jerk to
pieces and make him suffer the same pain that he is making me feel at that moment. I make love to the ideas of
spitting at him, slapping him, and strangling him until he experiences every reaction that he is causing inside me.
But my thoughts remain where they are conceived, and the only reaction I succeed to evoke in that drunkard is
a wicked laugh.
The stories told by mom’s drunken clients are not based on pure imagination.
In Dire Dawa, it is common for homeless people to steal kids to use them as piteous images that’d evoke the
passersby to pour a coin or two in their cup for alms. My friend and neighbor Reuben’s little brother gets lost and
is nowhere to be found. Each of us runs to various parts of the city, looking for him.
We kids look for him in all the hiding places that we use whenever we play hide and seek; but he’s not there.
He’s not running about the market coveting for food, either. He’s not in any of the restaurants and cafés we kids
sneak into, then be kicked out in our attempt to experience rich people’s treat of dining out. He’s nowhere near or
far in the places anyone can think of.
However, as the day comes to its end and our search reaches a point of despair, we find him on the sidewalk of
a bridge, sitting beside a homeless woman, a beggar, who claims him to be her son and would these strangers
please stop yanking her child away from her. It’s her child. She bore him in her womb for nine months. For
heaven’s sake, she can’t even sit in peace, begging for money so that she can feed her starving baby.
The women from my neighborhood shout at her words of insults and reproach. The just-found child’s mother
grabs the beggar’s hair and readies her hand to hit her, but someone holds her back. The beggar runs down the
bridge. Everyone else stays with the little boy for a while: some kissing him, others stating heatedly their opinions
on what they all just experienced.
*
I, for my part, am lost in the labyrinth of my story. So where did all begin? Whose daughter was I to begin
with? From whom did the homeless woman steal me before she used me as a piteous image for her begging,
which was when my present mother saw me for the first time and fell in love and bought me?
But, in reality, I am not the fruit of a bargain between my mother and a homeless woman. I am the fruit of a
political treaty.
My mother remembered the day I was conceived to be a glorious one. My father was a colonel, a man with
many powers, among which was to save mom’s nephew. A man who was given political power to persecute people introduces my father-to-be to my mother before questioning her about a certain political party formed by
young people who opposed the government of the time. Mom was suspected of hiding important information and
evidence from the authority.
The persecutor was famous for taking young workers from big companies to search, arrest, and kill them. The
persecutor and the colonel phoned mom and came to see her at the house once and again, demanding to know
whether she knew anything about the underground parties. Mom answered no to their incessant questions.
But, in the process, she fell fully in love with the colonel and he with her. But there was an obstacle that impeded their love: he was taken.
Nevertheless, the day arrived when heaven sent down a reason for them to be together and make me. Two of
mom’s nephews got arrested. Mom ran to her forbidden love and implored him to save her nephews’ lives. The
one who was to become my father imposed a condition to execute mother’s solicitous request: she had to have sex
with him. He said he knew it was a heavy thing to ask and gave her time to think about it. Days after that intense
encounter, mom’s nephew sent her a note hidden inside a plate with leftovers. The note read:
Auntie, the young men who are here with me are being killed one by one and I am waiting for my turn. Please, beg
the colonel to talk with the persecutor since they’re very good friends.
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Mom called the object of her affection and told him she accepted his indecent proposal. And out of that lovemaking, I was made.
Hence, that day of body entwining and soul bewitching saved the life of an existing one and was the giver of a
new life.
2
We thanked them simultaneously, in a choir.
After all, it was a whole meal. We sat on the floor, our little bodies, which housed our eager hands and hungry
stomachs, surrounding the big plate of food. Our small fingers grabbed as much rice and beef as they could and
transported the morsels to our mouths. We looked like a group of contestants on a mission to see who would
finish the food first. In reality, it was our stomachs that competed for that food. And the only prize they strove for
was the award of being fed.
The Somali rice with beef tasted delicious. We licked our fingers ingratiatingly, showing as much love to the
relics of food as its flavor permitted. We vacillated in our state of belligerence and clemency.
We resented our hosts. They never had to compete for leftovers. They never had to search for flavor in the dirty nails of their greasy fingers. They never had to beg.
We watched them with envy and endeavored to forgive them their fault of needlessness.
We appeased our warring thoughts with a dose of fantasy.
We fabricated castles and crowned ourselves princes and princesses.
Perhaps, life had hope in store for us. Perhaps, someday we too will be hosts to starving kids.
*
I was at Hajji’s house.
He was the blind aristocrat who owned both the house and the granary that stood in front of my house. So,
while his family sold the grain that made Hajji wealthy and fed the poor and thus adorned his name with a valuable gem named good reputation, mom sat across from his house, selling potatoes, sandwiches and gin to the
hungry and tired working-class men.
Hajji’s house became the scenario for my fantasies. Everything he owned, I owned; every excursion his family
took, I took; every whim they indulged, I indulged myself.
I made up my mind to be the architect of my own world. And if window-shopping was the only alternative to
enjoy life then I had to shape my mind into a transparent glass through which to see my own version of the world.
*
Smell is my home town’s legacy to me.
Smell of Somali rice, the memory of which clings to my fingers that I know and then lick, remembering the
taste.
Smell of dashed potatoes and hot-spiced berbere\fn{Hot pepper} and fresh bread.
Smell of onion chopped in tiny pieces and cooked with oil and melted butter until it is dark and ready to pour
the hot berbere into and again to wait a while to mix the chicken or the lentils and other spices that make up the
traditional Ethiopian dish wet.
Smell of flour, which in a matter of minutes converts into a round, spongy, many-eyed injera.
Smell of men’s sweat, of people who flow to our house and ebb back to work, after appeasing the growling
cries of their stomachs.
Smell of excrement that often besieges the wall that separates our house from the futile field.
Smell of hashish, which the men at Hajji’s smoke inside the one room where they gather to converse and relax.
Smell of tchat\fn{Green herb} that my brother and his friends chew on late in the afternoon, sitting on the floor,
by the gate of our house, and experience the emptiness of oblivion that only tchat can transmit.
Smell of gin and tej,\fn{Honey wine} which invade our verandah through the foul breath of mom’s drunken
clients, as they cheer and narrate many a tale in a state of pure abandonment.
Smell of blood, which automatically plants roots of knots in my throat and branches of weakness throughout
my legs.
Smell of my own self, so strong for lack of hygiene, shower being taken once a week.
Smell of my mother, a mixture of sweat and food aromas, scent that harrows me wherever I go.
*
The shit is at arm’s reach wherever I go. As I squat down on the floor, I feel the air caress my nakedness and
the dirt make its way up into my ass, and I immerse myself in the foul smell. I have to make room for the next
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person and make sure that I am not invading the space of those who were there before me. We form a queue: a
group of squatting animals, gorillas perhaps, or monkeys.
It is liberating. The release of waste. The intercourse with the open air. The blue-eyed sky watching us. The
earth touching us. The flies invading the territory around us. I breathe it all in, the nature and the misery in its
purest essence: the shit, the flies, the sky, and the sleazy dirt.
The final act requires more creativity. It is a matter of taste. Sometimes, we indulge ourselves with newspapers, the soft feeling deep in the crack of our asses. Other times, we use a piece of rock to cleanse the yellow
character, an experience of rape. The shit smears like cream on the stone.
And there are also those times when we walk away with an ass as virgin as an unshaved face.
*
There is food in my kitchen, but its mere smell, which suggests a world of repetition, drives me across the
street to Hajji’s.
Mom is not happy that I eat at Hajji’s. The meat they eat, which most of their dishes consist of, is not blessed.
Mom reminds me repetitively that, while the cows and goats and sheep whose meat we Christians eat are killed
by an assassin who makes the sign of the cross and asks our Father to bless it, the Muslims consult their Allah.
And for all she knows, Allah isn’t my God.
“You have a God of your own, don’t you forget that.”
“Mom, what’s the difference between God and Allah?
“God is your god and Allah is not.”
Oh, if mom only knew how I praise their Allah, sneaking in their mosques, thanking Him for granting me the
Hajjis for neighbors.
“Al Hamdu El Allah.”\fn{Praise be to Allah}
“Bismillahi rahmani raheem.”\fn{In the name of Allah, the all merciful and all compassion}
“Sami’a Allahu liman hamidah.”\fn{Allah listens to him who praises him}
“Al salamu alaikum wa rahmatu Allah.”\fn{Peace and mercy of Allah be on you}
If she only knew how intently I study their ritual, how I try to memorize the unintelligible phrases that come
out of my neighbors’ mouths, to practice them later in case my conversion brings the miracle of a second birth
with the silver spoon in my mouth.
“Why does he wash himself so much before prayer?” I ask Fatima, Hajji’s wife, as I follow her in and out of
the room while she readies the chamber pot for her husband.
Hajji’s son is outside with a bucket filled with water. He washes his face. His mouth and nostrils. His hands
and arms and elbows. His feet and ankles. He rubs his head with water. He heads to the living room, rolls out a
prayer rug, raises his hands up to the level of his ears, bows down with hands on knees, sits up, and then falls
prostrate, with his head to the ground.
“Because water purifies the body like the prayer purifies the soul.”
*
On top of being blind, Hajji must be something else, because he is confined to his bed at all times. On our way
to Hajji’s room, I ask Fatima whether Hajji is bedridden because of his eyes or because of the something else and
if so does this something else have a name and a definition.
“He is paralyzed. He can’t move on his own. He needs me and his wheelchair.”
My second favorite part of Hajji’s room is the carpet. So rich of colors and designs and so full of birds and
flowers and trees. A Persian rug.
My first favorite thing is the smell. So rich of aromas and spices and perfumes and foods. Hajji mumbles
something in Somali when he senses my presence in the room.
“Akliles daughter,” replies Fatima.
“Ma nabad baa?”\fn{Is it peace? (a form of greeting)}
“Waa nabad.”\fn{It is peace}
I help Fatima get Hajji out of the bed and to the chamber pot that is waiting clean and ready on the floor beside
the bed.
“Fati?”
“Yes, Meti.”
“Why is it that lots of Muslim men are called Hajji?”
“Because they have made the pilgrimage.”
“What’s the pilgrimage?”
“A journey to Mecca.”
“Where is Mecca?”
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“In Saudi Arabia. Right next to the Red Sea.”
“Why is it a big deal to visit Mecca?”
“Because its the birthplace of Muhammad. He is the founder of Islam.”
*
My conspiracy only gets me in trouble.
I am back to church. The priest reminds his audience that the True Faith is indeed Catholicism. The Lord be
praised! The images of hell that were engraved in me at Catechism, the fire that I would end up in for eternity if I
didn’t get my priorities straight run before my eyes.
Being a Catholic comes first. The least I can do is limit my immersion in the Islamic world to my excursions to
gather food. But mom warns me that I’d better eat whatever it’s in the house. Beggars can’t be choosers. And
there goes again in my head the question on my origin.
But I choose not to entertain myself too much with thoughts of beggars and illegitimate births.
Better to ignore mom and think of ways to get to Hajji’s house. What does mom know about a child’s desires!
How the smell of spicy beef and rice from across the street entices my stomach! How for months I pray for
Ramadan to approach our town so that I can have the best food ever at Hajji’s! How I would gladly be adopted by
a rich mulatto family so that I can eat as many pommes\fn{Apples} as I crave for without receiving any demeaning
looks by those foreign women who sell imported goods! How I wish for a different life, a second birth, a pair of
rich parents, and a bunch of cabinets filled with food and food and only food!
*
Glycerin is a clear oily lotion to moisturize the hands, legs, and body. Or at least that’s what mom uses it for.
She is extremely economical with it and uses small portions when her skin gets extremely dry. The lotion tastes so
sweet that I can’t stop myself from drinking a few sips every day. Mom doesn’t know that I drink it, but she is not
happy that her lotion is being wasted so recklessly by me when my skin doesn’t even need any moisture.
“Meti, how many times do I have to tell you to quit indulging your skin with my glycerin?”
“OK, mom!”
“OK, what?”
“OK, I will no longer indulge my skin with your glycerin.”
Mom gives me a look that I am very familiar with and I have long ago decided to name it “the assassin look.”
But my stomach couldn’t care less about the assassin look each time it gets close to the glycerin. It grows legs
and runs for the liquid to experience the orgasm that’s reached when the yearning for sweet meets the moment of
moisture.
“Aaai have a se-cret!” I sing/confess to my playmates.
“Meti, your secrets are always boring and stupid,” one of them replies.
“Denkoro!\fn{Idiot} Anyhow, my very interesting and quite phenomenal secret is that you no longer have to
steal to get a taste of sweet flavors. You can find it right in your house.”
“Boring! Stupid!” repeats the idiot.
“Jell us your secret,” another one says patronizingly.
“Glycerin. I have been drinking my mothers lotion, and its delicious. You got to absolutely try it.”
“Eew! I can’t believe you’ve been drinking lotion. That’s disgusting! You eat mud all the time, dedeb!”\fn{Stupid}
“But that’s different. Mud is cool. That’s where food grows.”
“I still think you’re an idiot.”
“And I still think your secrets are boring and stupid.”
In spite of my friends’ disgust with my drinking of the lotion and mom’s warnings and assassin looks, I can’t
stay away from the glycerin. I am so addicted to the pleasure that I gain from drinking it that I can’t get enough of
it. And since the piggy bank that mom keeps in the room is not always generous to my malign, stealing hands,
glycerin is the only sweet taste that my tongue can afford to experience for days or weeks. And I take it drop by
drop, smearing my tongue with the fluid, mixing it with my saliva and swallowing it down my throat as if it were
my last indulgence before death.
While glycerin serves to curb my craving for sweets, mud gives my friends and me access to a world of meals.
We cook make-believe beef steaks, and meatballs, perfecting the shape of each small round ball with water. We
serve ourselves a few servings, using sticks from trees as forks and knives. We eat pieces of mud and think our
action exciting, for we feel pretty independent and quite some cooks.
“Ummm . . . Its delicious! Can I have more?”
“I only got one meatball. He’s got three.”
“Can we do this more often? It’s more fun than eating at home.”
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In some cases, life’s limitations can make the prerequisites for happiness easily attainable.
*
Mom saves change in the piggy bank that she keeps in the bedroom. It isn’t an easy task to get the coins out,
yet, a day doesn’t pass by without me sneaking in the bedroom and shaking the cup until it spits enough change
for me to buy ice cream or something like it. I hide the sin when I go to confession, for all the priests in that
church know me and I wouldn’t be able to look them in the eyes ever again if I confessed about my stealing. So I
prepare a script that presents me in a better light than the truth would.
“Father, forgive me, for I have sinned! I had a fight with my friends. I disrespected my mother: I forgot to pray.
I was not 100 percent focused during mass.
There goes my chance of being purged! I just wasted an opportunity to reconcile with God.
I can feel myself sinking in the sleazy dirt of unspoken truths, swimming in a sea of guilt. And I hate my home
town for confining us to just one Catholic church, where everyone knows everyone, thus denying us the freedom
to escape to foreign confessional boxes to pout our dirty deeds to a stranger with a crown and a gift to absolve.
When class is over for the day, students run outside the gate to buy ice cream and cookies or candies to proudly
eat on the way home. If the piggy bank hasn’t been generous enough to let me steal a bunch of coins, I have to
watch, empty-handed, the excruciating scene of these gluttons munching delicious cookies.
I walk home, holding my tears back, praying with an intensity only children can master when they pray for
their wishes to come true that some day soon I’d be rich enough to show off like the rest of my classmates.
*
When I get home, I take off my horrible uniform and change into ordinary clothes. I run outside and cross the
dry underbridge to join the group of children who, since they are not able to afford to go to school, made the
shade under a tree their learning center. Two of the kids who frequent the school under the tree sleep on our
verandah at night. They tell me to quit raising my hand to answer the questions that the generous, unpaid, selftaught, untitled teacher asks.
“You don’t even belong here. You’re one of them. You have already been given the answers. We are here to
learn. Not to boast.”
But I participate anyway, showing off, feeding my ego with the fat that is extracted from the self-obsessed product that I have turned into.
When the one-hour class is over, we get up from the muddy floor (their seats), and if necessary, run to the
corner to wee-wee or excrete and use rocks in lieu of toilet paper. We spread into different directions to go home,
and my momentary happiness is gone like a drug that wears away.
The idea of relating to these kids more than to the kids I go to school with scares me somehow. I am interested
in banishing the curse of poverty, not in being involved. But the status of my clothes, the lice in my hair, my inflated stomach, the absence of a TV and a decent couch in the house, the neglect of a monthly allowance, are all
characteristics of the poor. And heaven forbid that I be one.
*
Everyone has a pen friend who lives in a first-world country.
I can’t afford to have one because it requires envelopes, stamps, and shipping expenses since the two corresponding parties exchange cultural souvenirs and courteous gifts. I am so jealous of my classmates I am at risk of
exploding.
And when I get home, my presence is completely ignored. Mom is busy grieving over either the prior night’s
tragedy or anticipating the following night.
Mom, I no longer own a heart.
Ahah …
Mom, I am converting into a beast.
Ahah …
Mom, I am getting a divorce from life.
Ahah …
I take comfort in my books, but the fact that the characters live such intriguing lives with happy ending irritates
me. What irritates me even more is the detailed description of the French interior decoration or the numerous
pieces of silverware and glasses set on the table for a single person.
Do we readers need to know if the characters in the book use one glass for wine and another for water? For
God’s sake, enough with leisurely living! I cry day in and day out.
Then, I am filled with an excellent idea that requires making stealing a habit. But this time, I’d use the money
for a more meaningful purpose than buying ice cream after school. I go to buy school supplies and take them
home to show them to mom. I invent a name of a foreign white girl in my head and choose the country she is from
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(Germany), and I tell mom how she sent me the school supplies. Mom and everyone else are proud of me that I
got myself a pen friend from a first-world country.
Again, my pride and joy are so momentary they don’t last the effect of a drug. I suffer within, bearing three
crosses: the awareness that I have no real pen friend, the harrowing feeling of guilt, and the painful state of
imagining what kind of punishment the coupling of stealing and lying would bring upon me.
*
I attend funerals to forget about my life.
The frequent marches to the cemetery are long but exciting. The coffin is carried from our church to the house
of tombs. I enjoy this ritual of accompanying the dead to his resting haven. The cemetery is my favorite place in
Dire. It feels like home among the dead.
I adore the silence.
I adore the goosebumps that the presence of the dead people evokes on my skin.
I adore the dead people, their foreign past and faces. “From dust to dust” rings in my head as if to remind
myself of my own insignificance.
My joy in tasting the delicious fragrance of glycerin on my tongue, in reading books that describe foreign
cultures, in feeding my cravings with wishful thinking, are all useless and a waste of time. I should focus, instead,
on the Bible and its teachings.
I shall memorize a psalm a day.
I shall consult Genesis on the origin of man; scrutinize Exodus till I am guided to the Promised Land.
I shall make of the church my principal home.
I shall attend all masses and pay my most undivided attention to the sermons.
I shall punish myself severely whenever my mind goes a-wandering in regions of mundane elements.
I shall no longer say profanities or lie or steal or miss mass or eat at Hajji’s.
All these promises I make as I follow the crowd of people who lead the funeral procession. The trip to the
cemetery is like a trip to the inside of a grave. It is a process of sinking into a ditch. I am going to meet the dead,
converse with them, pour out a little of my sadness and a little of my happiness.
The grave is the point of nowhere. All those buried bodies are not really there. I try to place them somewhere
in my head, find a niche for them to rest in without having to wander restlessly in inhospitable spaces or having to
wait for the pitch darkness to fall upon the sky in order to visit their loved ones.
I feel not a grip of pain or pity for the one lying inside the coffin. I only wonder on the whereabouts of his soul.
Is he on his way to heaven or hell? Has she been good or bad? But he and she don’t keep the chords of my interest
awake for long. I am more in awe of the ones already lying under the ground. The ones that have experienced the
other world for the past days, months, years.
What does this one knows about being dead? He hasn’t even left the premises of the ground. So I imagine the
tombs to be cages filled with people, and they open wide the city of imagination in my head. I create heaven, a
large bed of white flowers and peopled with white-gown-clothed angels. And hell, a pit parted in two parts, sulfur
raging with fire and an iceberg. I ponder the two images of unbearable heat and gelid cold, ambivalent which to
choose in case I venture into hell in the future. I run to the tombs, sit on them, knock with the hope that someone
might answer from inside, show me in.
A shudder lingers in my body. A person who once existed, lived in this fucked-up city, had a body and a mind,
is lying beneath the soil. Someday, I too will join him. And once again, I shiver from the idea of turning into soil,
the fear of no longer being part of the world someday, the certainty of being nothing.
259.46 Excerpt from Beneath The Lion’s Gaze\fn{by Maaza Mengiste (c.1980?-

)} Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia (F) 10

1
A thin blue vein pulsed in the collecting pool of blood where a bullet had lodged deep in the boy’s back.
Hailu was sweating under the heat from the bright operating room lights. There was pressure behind his eyes.
He leaned his head to one side and a nurse’s ready hand wiped sweat from his brow. He looked back at his scalpel, the shimmering blood and torn tissues, and tried to imagine the fervor that had led this boy to believe he was
stronger than Emperor Haile Selassie’s highly trained police.
This boy had come in shivering and soaked in his own blood, in the latest American-style jeans with wide legs,
and now he wasn’t moving.
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His mother’s screams hadn’t stopped. Hailu could still hear her just beyond those doors, standing in the hallway. More doors led outside to an ongoing struggle between students and police. Soon, more injured students
would fill the emergency rooms and this work would begin all over again. How old was this boy?
“Doctor?” a nurse said, her eyes searching his above her surgical mask.
The heart monitor beeped steadily. All was normal, Hailu knew without looking, he could understand the
body’s silent language without the help of machinery. Years of practice had taught him how to decipher what most
patients couldn’t articulate. These days were teaching him more: that the frailty of our bodies stems from the heart
and travels to the brain. That what the body feels and thinks determines the way it stumbles and falls.
“How old is he?” he asked.
Is he the same age as my Dawit,\fn{ David; Dawud in Arabic:H} he thought, one of those trying to lead my
youngest son into this chaos?
His nurses drew back like startled birds. He never spoke during surgery, his focus on his patients so intense
that it had become legendary. His head nurse, Almaz, shook her head to stop anyone from answering him.
“He has a bullet in his back that must be taken out. His mother is waiting. He is losing blood.”
Almaz spoke quickly, her eyes locked on his, professional and stern. She sponged blood away from the wound
and checked the patient’s vital signs.
The hole in the boy’s back was a punctured, burned blast of muscle and flesh. The run towards the bullet had
been more graceful than his frightened sprint away. Hailu imagined him keeping pace with the throngs of other
high school and college students, hands raised, voice loud. The thin, proud chest inflated, his soft face determined.
A boy living his moment of manhood too early.
How many shots had to be fired to turn this child back towards his home and anxious mother? Who had carried
him to her once he’d fallen?
Stones. Bullets. Fists. Sticks. So many ways to break a body, and none of these children seemed to believe in
the frailty of their muscles and bones.
Hailu cut around the wound and paused for one of his nurses to wipe the blood that flowed.
The whine of police cars flashed past the hospital. The sirens hadn’t stopped all day. Police and soldiers were
overwhelmed and racing through streets packed with frenzied protestors running in all directions. What if Dawit
were there amidst those running, what if he were wheeled into his operating room?
Hailu focused on the limp body in front of him, ignored his own hammering heart, and put thoughts of his son
out of his mind.
*
Hailu sat in his office under a pale light that threaded its way through open curtains. He stared at his hand lying
palm open in his lap and felt the solitude and panic that had been eating into the edges of his days since his wife
Selam had gone into the hospital.
Seven days of confusion. And he’d just operated on a boy for a gunshot wound to the back. After years as a
doctor, he knew the rotations and shifts of his staff the scheduled surgeries in any given week, Prince Mekonnen
Hospital’s daily capacity for new patients, but he could not account for his wife’s deteriorating condition and this
relentless drive of students who demanded action to address the country’s poverty and lack of progress.
They asked again and again when Ethiopia’s backward slide into the Middle Ages would stop.
He had no answers, could do nothing but sit and gaze in helplessness at an empty hand that looked pale and
thin in the afternoon sun. He feared for Dawit, his youngest son, who also wanted to enter the fray, who was not
much older or bigger, nor more brave, than his permanently crippled patient today. His wife was leaving him to
carry the burden of these days alone.
There was a knock at his door. He looked at his watch, a gift given to him by Emperor Haile Selassie when
he’d returned from medical school in England. The emperor’s piercing eyes, rumored to hold the power to break
any man’s will, had bore into Hailu during the special palace ceremony to honor young graduates recently returned from abroad.
“Do not waste your hours and minutes on foolish dreams,” the emperor had said, his voice cool and crisp.
“Make Ethiopia proud.”
The knock came again.
“Dr. Hailu,” Almaz said.
“Come in,” Hailu said, turning in his chair to face the door.
“You’ve finished your shift.” She stood in the doorway. “You’re still here.”
Almaz, in her usual custom, turned all her questions into declarations. She cleared her throat and adjusted the
collar of her white nurse’s uniform. She matched him in height, very tall for a woman.
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“There was a teachers’ union strike,” he said. “The emperor’s forbid the police to shoot at anyone, but look
what happened already.” He sighed tiredly.
“I want to make sure no other emergencies come in. And I need to check on Selam soon.” Almaz raised a hand
to stop him.
“I already checked on her, she’s sleeping. There’s nothing for you to do here anymore,” she said. “You’ve already done your shift, go home.”
“My sons have to see her,” Hailu said. “I’ll go and come back.” Almaz shook her head.
“Your wife always complained about your stubbornness.” She took his coat from the hanger on the door and
held it out for him. “You’ve been working too hard this week You think I haven’t noticed.”
Almaz was his most trusted colleague. They had been working together for nearly two decades. He could feel
her searching his face.
The rattle of heavy falling object echoed in the corridor. It was coming from beyond the swinging doors, from
the intensive care unit.
“What was that?” Hailu asked.
He stood up and walked over to get his coat. It was then he realized how tired he was. He hadn’t eaten since
the night before in Selam’s room, and he’d spent the entire day operating.
Almaz shook her head and led him out of his office. She closed the door gently behind them and motioned him
towards the exit.
“I’ll tell you later. Something with one of the prisoners.”
In the last few weeks, the ICU ward, headed by another doctor, had become the designated location for some
of the emperor’s officials, old men well past their prime who had been arrested without charges and had fallen ill
while in prison because of pre-existing ailments and lack of medical supervision. So far, the hospital had been
able to function normally, no irregular activity to bring undue attention to their new, special patients. From the
direction of the noise came an angry male voice, a sharp slap, then a soft whimper.
“What’s going on?” he asked again, turning around.
“They’ve got soldiers watching one of them,” Almaz said. She pushed him on, away from the ICU.
“There’s nothing you can do about it, so don’t concern yourself” The expression on her angular face, with its
pointed jaw and thin mouth, was determined.
“Go.” She walked away, into another patient’s room.
Hailu looked down at the long hallway that stretched in front of him and sighed. There was a time when he
could tell what went on beyond the hospital by what he heard from inside of it, when he could piece together the
shouts and brake squeals and laughter and let logic carry him to a safe assumption.
But these days of riots and demonstrations made everything indecipherable. And now, what was once beyond
the walls had crept inside. He turned back and decided to leave through the swinging doors of the intensive care
unit, a shortcut to the parking lot.
In the corridor of the ICU, a smooth-faced soldier no older than Dawit sat in a chair outside a room cleaning
his nails with the edge of a faded button on his shirt. An old gun, dull and scratched, leaned against the wall next
to him.
The soldier glanced up as Hailu walked by, then turned his attention back to his nails. He chewed on a finger,
then spit bits of calloused skin on the floor.
2
As music pulsed from his father’s radio, Dawit danced, lost in the throaty breaths of a singer. He spun round
and round, twisted and turned, shaking his broad shoulders like a bird preparing for flight. He leapt in the
cramped space of his bedroom, a slender body hurling itself up, defying the pull of his own weight. He gripped an
invisible spear, his heart galloped in his chest.
The song had just begun but he was already spent. The first steps of his dance had started earlier, in the deadening silence that had descended on the house after his father’s phone call from the hospital saying he was
coming home and they would all visit his mother that night. She was no better.
Those last words had sent his older brother Yonas to the prayer room, and Dawit to his room.
The day after his mother had been hospitalized, neighbors had arrived at their door to pray and visit with the
family. His father had rejected their condolences.
“She’s on the best medication,” his father said. “She’ll be home soon. And we’re praying for her.”
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“But you shouldn’t bear this alone. It’s not good for you or your family,” the neighbors had protested. “We
love Selam, let us come in and pray with you.” They tried to walk through the door and Hailu had resisted, his
sons watching in stunned silence from the living room.
“Thank you,” his father said. “It isn’t necessary. We have each other.”
He had shut the door softly and turned back to them, grief fresh in his face. He’d wanted to say something, Dawit sensed it in the way his eyes lingered on each of them, but he shook his head instead and sat down in his chair.
It was the lost way his father looked at his hands that made Dawit reach across the small table and cover them
with his own. He couldn’t remember the last time he’d made such a gesture towards his father, but on that day, in
that quiet living room, Dawit ached for a parent’s touch and he wanted that look out of his father’s eyes.
“Abbaye,” Dawit said, his voice shaking, his loneliness so sharp it made his chest ache, “I miss her.”
It was the first time he’d ever seen his father collapse from the weight of emotion. He took Dawit’s hand in
both of his, cradled it to his face, and called Selam’s name again and again, speaking into Dawit’s palm. The
display of sorrow had forced Yonas to turn away, then get up and leave the room.
*
His mother had taught him to dance eskesta, had spent hours and days with him in front of a mirror making
him practice the controlled shiver of shoulders and torso that made up the traditional Ethiopian dance.
The body has to move when the heart doesn’t think it can, she’d said. She lifted his arm, clenched his fist
around an imaginary weapon, and straightened his back.
My father danced before going to battle; the heart follows the body. Dance with all your might, dance.
She’d burst into laughter, clapping enthusiastically to Dawit’s awkward attempts to move as fast as she was.
You’re like a butterfly, he told her, breathless from exertion. He’d reached out and laid a hand on her fluttering
shoulders. He’d been eight years old and his adoration for her loving, gentle face smiling into his made him rush
to her and hug her tightly.
*
The dancing lessons had begun after Dawit flung himself at his older brother one day. He’d kicked the much
bigger boy with such pointed vengeance that Yonas had stumbled back, dazed, then fallen over completely, his
hands still at his side.
Selam’s response had been swift and decisive. In two simple movements, she warded Hailu’s blow away from
Dawit and dragged the screaming boy up the stairs and into the master bedroom. She’d held his shaking body,
letting Dawit’s tears soak into her dress as she patted his back and hummed his favorite lullaby. Then, without a
word, she started clapping, her hands and feet moving to a silent rhythm that seeped into Dawit and soon
enveloped them both.
Like this, she commanded, bringing her hands to her hips and moving her shoulders up and down. Like this.
Now faster. Don’t think, move the way your heart wants you to move, ignore the body. Let the muscles go. There
is no room for anger in our dances, pretend you are water and flow over your own bones.
His tears stopped, his attention focused on his movement.
*
These days, Dawit was forced to stay in the confines of his father’s house each night. It was Hailu’s attempt to
stop him from attending meetings where students planned their demonstrations against the palace. The tensions
between them were drawn tighter lately. Only dancing seemed to ease his agitation.
He felt trapped in his small bedroom, in his large house that spoke, if nothing else, of his father’s dominion
over the family. There would be another rally tomorrow afternoon. He was determined to go, no matter his
father’s orders, despite his promise to his mother to stay away from all political activity.
Dawit could hear his father in the living room, walking towards the stairwell. He wondered if he only imagined
footsteps hesitating in front of his bedroom door.
He kept on dancing. He whirled, his arms flung wide, extended wings in search of a rhythm to send him up,
away from the reality of a house without his mother.
One day, Emaye, my mother, I will put water into my bones and dance until my heart obeys.
Dawit spun, eyes wide open to take in the slowly darkening sun.
*
A faint melody slid from Dawit’s room into the living room where Hailu was resting, and threw him back to
the days of his youth, when his and Selam’s families had gathered inside his grandfather’s tukul and drunk honey
wine in celebration of the new couple’s impending first child. His cousin’s washint had filled the small hut with
tunes of love and patriotism, the hollow reed instrument needling a plaintive voice into the revelry.
She had been seventeen; he, an arrogant twenty-eightyear-old with an awkwardness around this girl who sometimes looked at him with childish mockery.
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I am your husband, he’d told her, sitting on the steps of her father’s house, and I will remain faithful to you
even while in medical school in England. She’d grown quiet, unimpressed by his chivalry.
You’ll be changed when you come back, she’d said.
Will you let me leave if I want?
Will you let me come back to my father’s house if I ask?
Will you ever keep me against my will, as my father once kept my mother?
And he’d sworn to her then that he would let her go, that he would never force her to stay with him. It was this
promise, however, that Selam reminded him of last week, and it was this promise that he knew he could never
keep.
*
Seven days ago, Selam had clung to his hand as she pushed words out with shallow breaths.
There is this.
This.
It is silent and I am alone.
This.
She was shaken and weak, panicked to find herself back in the hospital room she’d been discharged from only
weeks before. Hailu promised her then that there would be no more attempts to nurse her back to health, that he
would finally obey her wish to be allowed to rest, that he would become, in the moment when she was her sickest,
her husband and not the doctor he also was.
The promise made more sense back then, when there was hope and the possibility of life, when he knew he
was under no obligation to follow the path his words had made for him.
There is this to know of dying: it comes in moonlight thick as cotton and carves silence into all thoughts. She’d
finally been able to form the words fully and lay them before him with a desperation that bordered on anger.
This dying, my beloved, is dark and I am tired and you must let me go.
Seven days ago, he’d stood in Prince Mekonnen Hospital gripping his ailing wife’s hand and heard from his
mouth a promise that was already on its way to being broken. His wife was giving up and was asking him to do
the same.
Hailu stared at the long shadows in the living room he once shared with Selam. How many nights, how many
of these moons did I watch shrink back into sunlight, then dusk with that woman by my side?
It is 1974 and I am afraid without you, he admitted for the first time. Nothing I have ever learned has prepared
me for the days ahead if you leave me now.
He stood and walked through the living room into the dining area, resisting the urge to pause at Dawit’s door
and reassure himself that his son hadn’t snuck out of the house. He’d told Dawit and Yonas to get ready to visit
their mother. He’d seen the sullenness that had settled in Dawit’s face at his strict insistence that the three of them
go together.
“We’re a family,” he’d reminded Dawit, the words an echo of the many times he’d had to force Dawit to visit
Selam with the rest of the family. His youngest son wanted no one around when he spoke with his mother,
protective of their bond.
3
His father was talking but Yonas was trying not to listen. They were waiting for Dawit so they could leave, the
wait made longer by Hailu’s voice cutting through the early evening heat.
“It happens to many people.” Hailu was matter-of-fact, his words clipped.
“Their heart weakens, it fails to pump enough blood to the brain. Perfusion. The changes are dramatic. But it’s
normal. If I can control the blood pressure for long enough, she’ll recover.”
He smoothed his tie and adjusted his suit jacket. He’d dressed his best to visit Selam in the hospital.
“I don’t understand what’s going wrong.” A numbing weight pressed on Yonas and settled into an ache.
“You’ve gone over this so many times.” His father continued as if he hadn’t heard, a man trapped in his own
language of grief.
“Congestive heart failure,” he said. “Nothing more than the weakening of the heart.”
“It’s time to go.” Yonas stood up. Hailu raised his prayer beads close to his chest.
“She can be strong again. The doses of furosemide should have helped.”
Yonas sat back down and let his eyes roam across the living room and settle on his father’s polished prayer
beads. His father had started carrying his beads with him everywhere only a week ago. It had once been a point of
contention between his parents, with Hailu insisting that religion was a private matter for doctors, not to be put on
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public display. But you need prayer, too, Selam argued, looking to Yonas as her ally. Hailu had been resolute: no
one in his hospital or anywhere else should ever see that he had any doubts whatsoever about his capabilities.
There are some, Hailu said, who mistake prayer for weakness.
“We should go before it gets dark.” Yonas stood awkwardly in place. “Those soldiers stop every car at
night”—he looked at his watch—“and we don’t want to be late.”
Hailu moved towards Dawit’s room but Yonas held him back.
“Not today,” he said. “We’ll be back again. You’re too tired for another fight.”
Hailu shook his arm free.
“If he doesn’t go with us, you know where he’ll go. I treated a boy his age today.” Yonas wrapped an arm
around his shoulders and led him towards the door.
“We have to get home before it gets late. Did you see the car that was burning on the street last night? With the
university closed, these students have nothing to do but plan more trouble. And besides,” he added, “Sara said
she’ll watch him for you.”
After his mother, Yonas’s wife Sara was the only one Dawit listened to, if he chose to listen to anyone at all.
“You look exhausted,” he said.
*
A blue haze drifted from eucalyptus trees dotting the hillsides of Addis Ababa and clung to the horizon like a
faint, tender bruise. It was dusk and a hollow wind whistled through a crack in the driver’s side window of Hailu’s
Volkswagen where he sat. Yonas was in front next to him, both of them quiet. Dawit hadn’t responded when he’d
knocked on his door, and only Yonas’s pleadings had prevented him from getting his key and forcing his way into
his youngest son’s room. He slid his car out of the garage onto the wide dirt road used by motorists and pack
animals alike.
Hailu’s neighborhood was a series of newer houses with sprawling gardens and lush lawns, and the more
modest old Italian-style homes made of wood and mud with wide verandahs and corrugated-tin roofs much like
the one he’d inherited from his father. Some owners with large gated compounds rented single-room mud-andwattle homes to poorer families. The neighborhood had neither the opulent villas nor the decaying shanties of
other areas, and it was where Hailu had spent much of his years as a young, newly married doctor. It was a
community, and one that, more and more often, he didn’t like to venture far from.
The car dug into potholes on the rocky terrain, straining from the weight of two grown men. Ahead of them
and all around, the green hilly landscape, crested with bright yellow meskel flowers, rolled against an orange sky.
From this point on the road, Addis Ababa’s hills blocked Hailu’s view of the drab concrete-and-glass office
buildings that had sprung up in the sprawling city in the last few decades, their ugly façades dominating every
street, crowding out the kiosks and fruit stands that struggled to maintain the spaces they’d occupied for decades.
He’d grown to dread driving, the stalls, the false starts, the thick noise that pushed through the confines of his
car and competed with his thoughts for attention. Everything seemed too loud these days: the exhaust fumes and
engines, the brays of stubborn donkeys, the cries of beggars and vendors. The endless throngs of pedestrians. In
his car, in the shelter of the regulated heat, he was comforted by the familiar parameters.
Yonas pointed out the window towards the stately high walls of the French Legation that were slowly
shrinking in the distance.
“I used to cut through the estate to go to school before they put that wall up.” He chuckled. “The zebenya
almost caught Dawit one day when he tried to follow me. He chased him with his stick. Dawit wanted to come
back and find the old guard.” Yonas shook his head, smiling and staring at the wall.
“I’m not used to seeing that stone wall, even after all these years,” Yonas said. There were dark circles under
his eyes and he tapped the fingers of one hand into the palm of the other, a nervous habit Hailu saw only rarely.
They were on smoother road now, rocky bumps giving way to a paved flatness that was far less damaging to
his tires. If he had been alone, he would have sped up, but he wanted to linger in this moment in the car with his
son and hear him talk of better days.
Along the side of the road, street vendors were taking down their stalls for the day, pulling out their long poles
from the ground, folding large plastic sheets that served as awning against rain. Hawkers called out reduced prices
on their wares, competing for attention in the noise and congestion. One young woman delicately balanced a baby
on her hip as she arranged her neatly stacked rows of cinnamon sticks and berbere on a thin cloth in front of her,
the bags of crushed red pepper bright as rubies.
Shoeshine boys planted on every street corner squatted and whistled at businessmen rushing towards crowded
parking lots. A lone voice climbed above the din and clamor, a prayer, and for a moment, a deep hush fell upon
the scene and all that was heard were the churnings of engines.
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They were approaching Yekatit 12 Martyrs’ Square at Sidist Kilo, near Haile Selassie University where Yonas
taught history and Dawit was studying in the law program. In the square was an obelisk monu ment that honored
the victims of an Italian-era massacre. At the top of the obelisk, a stone lion gazed proudly across the city, defiant.
Four imposing tanks rested at each corner of the intersection. Two soldiers paced, their gazes lifting from their
shoes as Hailu drove by. They watched the Volkswagen pass, then turned their attention back to their boots.
“They’re younger than some of the university students they’re supposed to be watching,” Yonas said.
“Boys.” There was an overturned bus in the distance and a small crowd of street boys milling around with
stones in their hands, kept at bay by soldiers’ kicks.
Hailu knew if Dawit had been there, he would have said something, would have made a passionate declaration
about the need for a new constitution and freedom of expression, for land reform that gave the farmer ownership
of what he tilled, for the removal of an old, tired monarch.
But he wasn’t, and there was nothing in the brief pause that followed Yonas’s words but the rumble and rattle
of trucks and cars whizzing past them and out of sight. Hailu slowed to let a young boy and his sheep pass. He
stared at his hands, age spots now dotting the skin above his wrist, and he thought back to the day he first saw
Selam’s tattoos, inked into her hands a week before their wedding.
“It’s God’s mark on me,” she’d said, blushing as he ran a thumb over a tattoo that was as green as a fresh leaf
“It keeps evil away.” His own mother had similar crosses gracing the lines of her jaw, but he’d wanted to goad the
young girl into showing the temper her older brothers complained about.
“What if I don’t want a wife with a cross carved into her skin?”
“I’ll tell my father to find someone else for me. He’ll choose another man.”
“And what if no one wants a rejected girl?”
He had been a brash student, feeling very bold in front of this beautiful girl from his village. She stayed calm.
“God doesn’t take without giving.” Even back then, her confidence had shaken his.
“God doesn’t take without giving,” Hailu repeated now to himself, wishing he could summon up her certainty.
“Did you say something, Abbaye?” Yonas asked.
“Your mother’s tattoos, the crosses,” Hailu said. “I love them, I always have.” He shook his head, and drove
the rest of the way in silence.
*
Yonas had expected his father to disappear into his office and change into his white coat as soon as he entered
the hospital, to perhaps tuck his prayer beads into the large pocket in front, then hide his anxiety behind a
professional demeanor.
Instead, Hailu took the beads out of his pocket the moment he stepped out of the car. He held them in plain
sight. Then he headed for Selam’s room and became just another nervous husband on his way to see his wife, his
steps so wide and fast that Yonas was left several paces behind him.
In the hospital room, in a small bed tucked beneath a small window, Selam slept with an IV snaking out of her
thin arm. She was dressed in a blue hospital gown. Her gold cross necklace rested on a chest that rose and sank
with the help of an oxygen tank. Hailu stood by her feet, poring over her medical chart.
Yonas reached for her hands. He kissed the tattoos on the back of her wrists, and he closed his eyes.
I told your father these crosses needed their own space, his mother said to him long ago, holding up her wrists
and angling the inked crosses into the sun. Yonas had been forced to squint against the light that seeped into the
prayer room adjoining his parents’ master bedroom. I told him he must build me a room big enough for the angels
that watched over me, a place we could talk.
Selam said this with a teasing smile, but as a young boy, Yonas had believed her and he’d held his own hands
into the sun and wondered if his wrists, absent of crosses, were also worthy of holy ground. The story his mother
told was that his father built the prayer room for her. Carved the space out of their large bedroom and erected a
wall and door to mark where holy ground began and the physical world ended.
His father had traveled the 748 kilometers from Addis Ababa back to Selam’s former home in Gondar, in
northern Ethiopia, to find the wood to make the door. He used the bark from the largest tree on her father’s land. It
had roots that dug into the earth like hungry fingers, and I wanted to make a door from a tree that refused to let go
of life, Hailu once said. He brought the trunk back himself, tied to the top of his first car, a two-door with a
grumbling engine, then dragged it on horseback from Debre Markos when the car had stalled on the treacherous
winding roads back to Addis Ababa. The door was thick and knotted, it held scars that polishing could not
remove, and Hailu allowed no one else to construct and cut it into shape. The last bit of wood from the tree was
used to make the long rectangular table that was the prayer room’s only piece of furniture.
Yonas was a thirty-two-year-old man now, with a daughter and a wife, but he knelt in the prayer room every
day, held his naked wrists to the sun, and wondered again about his worthiness. His mother had been in the
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hospital for a week, but the slowing down of her heart had started years before. He alone witnessed the countless
afternoons she came into the prayer room to weep by herself, unaware that her eldest son was pressed against the
thick wooden door, listening.
He was also the only one who knew that she’d stopped taking the medicine his father prescribed for her heart.
He’d caught her throwing her daily dose down the sink one day, and had been so shocked and confused he’d
merely stood there and stared. She’d looked up to find him, and given him a slow smile of resignation.
“My son,” she’d said, her hand gently twisting the pill cap on. “You understand, don’t you?” The light from the
morning sun had been cold and gray on her face.
“I’m tired of fighting what God wants.”
She’d hugged him, then gone downstairs to make his father coffee. Selam had needed no words from him, had
asked for nothing except silence from this son who abhorred lying. And it was this silence that fed a guilt that had
become nearly unbearable as he watched his mother grow sicker and his father become more desperate to keep
her alive. He let the soft ache in his chest die away before opening his eyes.
His mother was stirring, her expression changing from placid to tense. Her eyes were closed but she turned her
head towards the window, then hid her face in her pillow with a sharp jerk of her neck.
“Emaye,” Yonas said, laying a hand on her shoulder, “are you dreaming?” Hailu moved to her side and held
her face in both hands, cupping it tenderly.
“Etnebet, my lady,” he said, “it’s the medication. It’s not real. Wake up.” He glanced at the heart monitor,
watched its rhythm increase. “Wake up, Selam. I’m here.”
“Is she in pain, Abbaye?” Yonas asked. “Should I go get the nurse?”
“She’s just waking up, that’s all.” Hailu kissed her cheek. “Selam.”
She opened her eyes, recognition softening her frown. She looked around her.
“Am I still in the hospital?” she asked. Her large eyes, her most striking feature, were focused on Hailu, who
lowered his gaze to check her pulse. She looked around the room.
“Why?” She let a finger trace the oxygen tube to her nose. Hailu put her hand down.
“You’re getting better,” he said. He cleared his throat and looked again at the medical chart, stern and
professional. “The medicine will work. It’s just a matter of time. I’m watching the dosage.” Selam looked at
Yonas and took his hand.
“Your father made me a promise, did you know this?” She had set her full mouth in the stubborn line Yonas
recognized as one of his own angry gestures. “When we first married—”
“Selam,” Hailu cut in, “this isn’t the time. You need rest and you need to eat.” He walked to the door and
pointed at the bed.
“I’m getting Almaz, she’ll get your food ready.” He walked out, running a hand over his face then letting it
move to the back of his neck and knead tired muscles. She looked at Yonas.
“Yonnie, I want to rest, you know this. Talk to him.” Her eyes were pleading, desperate. Yonas patted her hand.
“God knows what to do, Emaye,” he said. “More than we do.” He dipped his head and hoped she didn’t notice
the way he grimaced as he leaned in to kiss her.
“Dawit, tell him for me—” she said, then stopped. “Where‘s my other son?” She tried to rise and groaned in
frustration at the tubes that stopped her. “Dawit’s not here?” Yonas brushed her hair from her forehead and kissed
her cheek, he rested his face against hers.
“Emaye,” he said affectionately. “Emama.” He heard above his head, through the small window, the faint
sound of a car door slamming, a goatherd’s whistle, the padded thump of a noise that could have been a distant
rock thrown, a distant shout, another rifle discharging above the heads of restless students marching forward.
“He’ll come,” Yonas said, because there was nothing else to say.
4
Sasra heard the gate creak open and keys rattle. She wondered who was foolish enough to wander outside after
sundown since patrol cars had begun to roam through the neighborhood. The police were everywhere these days,
looking for possible suspects in the rash of bus burnings and shop lootings that had been taking place around the
city. These bold acts of violence and rebellion, growing increasingly more persistent, kept most citizens locked
behind closed doors once the sun dropped into the horizon. An unnatural quiet now descended on Addis Ababa’s
nights.
She heard the side door groan open and soft footfalls in the corridor. Dawit. She checked the clock above the
TV; it was close to seven. Soon the family would be sitting around the television trying to ignore Dawit’s silence
and Hailu’s stares.
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Sara waited for Dawit to go into his bedroom, then got up and knocked on his door. She sensed the hesitation
on the other side.
“It’s me,” she said. The door swung open and Dawit stood in front of her dressed in dark trousers and a black
long-sleeved shirt.
“What?” he asked, feigning a yawn.
“Why are you dressed like that?” she asked.
His nonchalance, more pronounced since Selam had gone back into the hospital last week, was irritating. He
looked down at his clothes with a raised eyebrow.
“Like what?” She pushed past him and into his room.
“Are you going to try to treat me this way too?” She and Dawit, though eight years apart, had always been
close. When he didn’t answer, she sighed.
“Abbaye keeps asking me to make sure you’re home at night. He’s trying to do so much all by himself. Help
him.”
“I know,” Dawit said. “I'm being careful.” He set the notebooks on the floor and sat on the bed facing her. She
eyed his clothes.
“I didn’t go to college but even I can tell you look like one of those troublemakers burning buses and cars.” It
was when Sara looked closer that she saw his eyes were red, that streaks lined his cheeks.
“Where were you?” she asked. She’d long suspected that Dawit grieved intensely and alone for his mother.
“At Lily’s,” he said, referring to his longtime girlfriend. “After a meeting,” he added. She noticed a small red
book next to his lamp.
“You’ve been to three meetings already this week. At least that I know of And now you’re reading Mao?
You’re never home.”
She was struck by how age and muscle had chiseled his features into a more angular version of her husband’s,
eight years his senior. There had been a time when the family could hardly distinguish a childhood photo of Yonas
from a recent one of Dawit. The wide forehead was now more pronounced above thick eyebrows, and he’d
developed a sharp, strong jaw. The brothers shared the same mouth, the same gentle curve of the bottom lip, the
same mouth her daughter had inherited.
“There’s an important rally tomorrow. We want to force the emperor to give us a meeting and discuss reforms,” he said. She laughed.
“The emperor meeting with students?”
She caught the hurt look on his face before he hid it with an arrogant shrug. She softened her tone.
“We’re all going to the hospital tomorrow, even Tizita. Please come, just for one day.”
“I have things to do.” He was having a difficult time meeting her gaze.
“You’d rather go to a rally? You already missed going to the hospital tonight.” She watched his features
harden, his mouth set as firmly as Tizita’s before a temper tantrum.
“You don’t know how lucky you are to have a family, and all you want to do is push them away,” she said. If
her parents were still alive, there would never be a day of disagreements between them. He stared at the floor the
same way he used to do when she would lose her temper with him when he was a child.
“If you’re worried about another fight with Abbaye,” she said, keeping her voice gentle, “I’ll be there to help.”
He shook his head.
“I have to go.” He sat back down on the bed and wrapped his arms around his pillow, becoming the small boy
she’d grown to love like a brother.
*
There had been a new kind of confidence that fueled Dawit at the meeting. He’d relayed the latest statistics
about the famine without faltering. He’d waved articles from foreign presses, explained their criticisms about
ineffectual aid distribution plans in detail. He’d shouted in a voice he’d barely recognized as his own, its sharp
fullness reminiscent of his father. He’d watched his peers nod and whisper furiously. And he’d felt a sense of
purpose, an assurance that a path was being laid out for him, something all his own. Dawit let himself dwell on
the memory of his outrage and exhilaration. He needed that charge in this room that was ultimately his father’s.
His father still didn’t understand his need to fight for those too poor and overworked to demand their basic
rights.
It’s a phase, his father said. You don’t know what you’re doing, you’re only following others.
But he had a reason.
There had been a fight. The boy was the son of a neighbor. The rich family lived in a house bigger than Dawit’s, and there were two cars in the garage, one a Mercedes that a chauffeur cleaned and waxed every day. The
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boy, Fisseha, was older—fifteen to Dawit’s twelve—and at school he carried a thick wooden club and a smirk he
worked to perfect into an adult sneer.
Dawit and his best friend Mickey were walking home when he saw a girl sitting at the gate, near the wheel of
the polished Mercedes, sobbing. Dawit recognized her as Ililta, the daughter of one of the house girls who worked
in the home. She and her mother came to his house sometimes to visit their aging servant Bizu and trade neighborhood gossip. He heard a frantic cry coming from the other side of the opened gate. The sound carried
something Dawit would later tell his mother reminded him of a baby, trying to explain what happened next.
“It was small,” he would tell her. He told the frightened Mickey to wait at the gate.
“I’ll just go check,” he said.
“It’s not your house,” Mickey said. “Let’s go.”
Dawit had gone into the compound anyway. There was a shuffle and rustling coming from the open door of the
servants’ quarters, and again the desperate, pinched cry. He ran in and it took a few seconds for him to comprehend what he was looking at.
There was a woman, older than his mother, sitting naked on the bed, tears running down her face and trailing
between her heavy, sagging breasts. In front of her, holding his penis, was Fisseha, equally naked, the familiar
smirk on his face.
“Mulu?” Dawit said. He didn’t recognize her without her clothes on, without the bright smile she usually had
whenever she came to visit Bizu.
“Get out of here!” Fisseha said. “Go!” He still had his hand on his penis, his scrawny hips still arched towards
Mulu.
And in that second, Dawit would have turned and run, would have grabbed Mickey and gone home and hidden
in his room until his heart quieted, but Mulu said:
“Please.”
And he saw the panic and shame and terror in her eyes and he knew he couldn’t leave, that he would stay
where he was and fight his way out. He attacked Fisseha with a vengeance he reserved for his older, stronger
brother. He kicked him, stomped on his toes, kneed his groin, pulled his head up off the ground and bashed it back
down, then punched his bloody lips, his bleeding nose, his swelling eyes, and he didn’t stop even after he caught
sight of the polished club passing from Mulu’s hand to Fisseha’s weakened grip, then slipping on the floor and
rolling under the bed.
“Go home!” Mulu begged. “Go, you’ll get me fired. Go!”
Dawit kept hitting, the naked body beneath him squirming, then slowing, then finally still, bare to his blinding
rage. He hit until Mulu’s daughter Ililta ran in and threw a shamnia over her mother’s nakedness.
Mulu’s suddenly blanketed body made Dawit pause, then shrink away from the battered, immobile Fisseha. He
was shocked by the damage he’d inflicted. Before he could say or do anything else, Ililta pushed Dawit out of the
room, her “thank you” muffled by her crying.
*
When he got home, his father opened the door, saw the blood on his clothes, and immediately started shouting,
asking loud accusatory questions Dawit refused to answer, shaken still by what he’d seen and done. When he tried
to explain to his mother later, leaving out the part about Mulu’s nakedness, she’d hugged him, sad.
“This is how many boys learn how to become men,” she said. “House girls are sometimes expected to do more
than cook and clean. You could have cost Mulu her job.”
“But she was crying,” Dawit argued.
“She’d be crying without work too. Where would she go with a young daughter? Fisseha’s father pays for
Ililta’s education.” His mother kissed his cheeks.
“But your temper,” she continued, holding his chin tenderly in her hand. “You hurt him, it was too much. His
father took him to the hospital and Abbaye treated him for free.” She shook her head.
“No more. Please. For your sake and mine. And thank your father for what he did, stitching up that boy’s face
to save you trouble in school. Thank him.”
He never thanked his father, afraid that he would describe in his flat medical voice all the injuries this latest
patient had sustained at the hands of his own son.
After that day, Mulu never came back to their house, and he and Mickey took an alternate route home. Fisseha
slunk away anytime he saw him, though his eyes glowed with hatred. The scene of that fight played over and over
again in Dawit’s head, even after all those years.
His father would soon walk into the house and Dawit knew he’d face another fight. Dawit would try to tell him
that he hadn’t wanted to go with him and his older brother, but that simple reason wouldn’t be enough for his
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father. It wouldn’t be enough that he wanted to be alone with his mother, that he wanted to talk to her privately the
way they’d always done. His father would never accept that his mother was also his friend.
Dawit wanted to tell his mother things he had a hard time telling anyone else, even Lily. He’d remind her of
Fisseha and people like him who took advantage of others and needed to be stopped, and explain why he’d had to
break his promise to her and continue to be politically active. He wanted to show her one of the letters from
Mickey, sent to him from his trip to one of the famine sites, and prove to her, if not to his father, that his fight was
just, that he was doing the right thing. She would understand in a way no one else in his family could. She would
remind him that in his veins ran the blood of her father, one of Gondar’s fiercest fighters, and she would tell him
that hope can never come from doing nothing.
5
This wasn’t how Mickey remembered Wello. The rolling hills of his childhood had been a lush patchwork of
greens and browns, rich soil had blanketed the gentle slopes as far as he could see from his aunt’s small hut
clustered in a ring of other thatched huts as round and perfect as coins. The farmland, tilled by obedient cattle
pushed and prodded by men and boys with strong, thin frames, had once sprouted tall waves of teff, the wheatlike
grain growing a pale gold in the sun. The ground had been a deep brown. The sun had been a shimmering yellow.
The sky’s blue had been broken by rain clouds and the soft songs of sparrows.
He had run through tall grass and hidden in the overgrowth of wide bushes. He’d scattered seeds with his
uncle, and raised his face to the first drops of rain that fell as thick as beads. Under the wiry shade of a thin tree,
he’d buried a dying bird and sealed the grave with small stones. There had been color in this land that stretched
out before him now in deathly paleness. There had been the brays of cattle, the birds and the shrill whistles of
herders urging their animals forward. There had been life with all its noises and shades.
What was this he was looking at now?
His instructions were to assess the famine the emperor’s officials claimed was under control and easing. The
military committee in Addis Ababa had been in a meeting at the Fourth Division headquarters, discussing the
latest developments in a city exploding with demonstrations and union strikes. He’d gone into the building, a bag
of mail slung over his shoulders to deliver to his superior officer, when he’d walked past the open door of the
meeting room.
“You,” the officer at the head of the table had said, his sharp eyes looking him up and down. “Have you ever
been to Wello?” His voice seemed louder than it should have been in that small room, in the tense quiet of that
table of soldiers and mid-level officers who peered over photographs and documents.
“Have you?” he asked, impatient.
“My aunt lives there, in Dessie,” Mickey said, feeling heat crawl up the back of his legs and over his head.
“She used to,” he said, correcting himself, the officer’s stern face suggesting a man who would show no mercy
if given misinformation. “She died last year.”
The rest of the men all mumbled their condolences. A few dropped their heads in respect, then sighed in
sympathy before looking at him again. The officer talking to him did not move his direct gaze from his face.
“Cholera,” the officer declared. “It was cholera that these elitists should have prevented, they had the means to
stop all of this.” He pounded on the table, his back to Mickey, the full force of his anger rolling out in front of the
men who leaned into him and nodded vigorously. “It was cholera, wasn’t it?” He turned again to Mickey.
It was old age, it was a peasant’s bitter existence, it was too many children housed in a body daily wearing out,
it was many things, but not cholera.
But Mickey said nothing, the man’s confidence and simmering anger forcing him into a reverent silence. Dawit
had this confidence, and there was nothing to do in the face of it but stand still and let it sweep over him. The man
pounded the table again.
“What’s your name, soldier?” he asked, though he was already gathering his papers and stacking them in a neat
pile.
“Mickey,” Mickey said, the bag of mail heavy on his back. His superior officer would surely be angry at his
late delivery. “Mikias Habte.” The officer nodded to the rest of the men around the table.
“He’ll go to Wello and bring back a report,” he told them. “Do you know what it means to serve your
country?” the officer asked Mickey. Mickey nodded quickly.
“Yes, I do.”
“You can go,” he said, gesturing for Mickey to leave the room. “Report to me when you get back from Web.
Close the door.”
*
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Now, in front of him was a small child with a head bigger than the rest of his body, crouched in a posture of
fatigue that only dying old men should know. His bony skull rested on frail wrists, and he stared into the distance
blankly, his sagging mouth host to flies and holes where teeth once grew. Mickey pulled out his notebook and
scribbled furiously.
“Dawit,” he wrote, “we eat too much in Addis Ababa. We don’t know hunger like this. My thick body feels
like a scar in this village. I’m embarrassed that I haven’t eaten during the long drive from Addis Ababa, and all I
want is to go back to my tent and eat the food my mother packed.”
Patches of brown cracked earth had been dug out of the flat dryness of the landscape. They dotted the dead
land like pockmarks, craters dug by desperate hands in search of shriveled roots and insects or any stone that
could sit in their mouths and remind their tongues of the weight of bread.
Mickey’s boots felt tight around his sweaty socks and swollen feet, his rounded belly suddenly an obscenity in
this land of rotten animal carcasses and inhuman hunger. The smell of dead cattle forced him to put a handkerchief over his nose and mouth.
“You’ll get used to the smell,” the clerk from the local administrator’s office said to him, pointing him in the
direction of a small tent. “It’s the carcasses—”
He stopped and pulled out a piece of paper from his pocket and handed it to Mickey.
“These are some basic facts about the village,” he said, his eyes earnest. “They don’t want to know anything
about what’s happening here, those officials. I’ve tried to tell them, but they’re afraid of bad publicity if the news
spreads.” He grunted and shook his head.
“I’ve been forbidden to tell you the truth, but you can read it.” He pointed to the paper and shoved his hands in
the pocket of his white overcoat.
“I was told to dress like a doctor in case any reporters come here.”
“What about this boy?” Mickey said, pointing to the child. “Shouldn’t we take him somewhere?”
“His mother left him there to look for food. There’s nothing here.” He spread his hands as if the landscape
were an empty table, then gestured again towards a small tent where a tired nurse leaned against the wooden post
and watched them with flat eyes.
“And with all this, there’s the cholera outbreak.” He walked on without a glance at the child.
“The emperor came here to visit last year. He must have seen this. Isn’t he helping?” Mickey had to quicken
his pace to keep up.
“It’s not enough.” The clerk shook his head. “And it’s come too late. When you are convinced that everything
that happens is the will of God, what is there to do but wait until God has mercy?”
He stopped at the mouth of the tent and turned to Mickey.
“People are walking to Addis to beg for food, if they can get there alive. Maybe that’s where that child’s
mother went.” He stared into the horizon.
“Nothing will change if others don’t help. Tell your people for us,” he said. “Tell them what’s happening.”
*
Back in his tent that cold night, shivering under the pale yellow glow of a weak kerosene lamp, Mickey wrote
with urgency and anger, scribbling his words onto the blank paper.
This is how a man tills his land: behind cattle that are tied to one end of a plow that he uses to dig and lift and
turn the ground. He holds a stick in one hand and the end of the plow in the other. At the end of that stick is a rope
that he uses to whip the animals when they tire from the hot sun and the lack of water and simple hunger.
A man works like this every day, every month, year after year, behind his cattle, his hand attached to a plow
that has dug its own imprints into his calloused palms. He speaks to no one but himself, he hears nothing but his
own slavish grunts as he pushes his plow into dirt, willing a crop to grow from unforgiving ground, praying daily
for more rain.
But it didn’t rain in 1972 in the north, my friend, and the farmer had no crops. The rains did not come as they
should, and when the rains failed, the crops failed, and when the crops failed, the farmer grew hungry, and when
he grew hungry, his cattle also grew hungry, because a farmer will feed his cattle before himself. When the cattle
began to die, the farmer gathered his family and tried to walk to the nearest village, the nearest aid shelter, the
nearest anywhere where he could hold out his proud hand and beg for food. But every place he went was the same
as what he had left.
They are starving here in Web, Dawit. They are starving in Tigre and Shoa. We have lived in the city and we
have forgotten about these people.
And imagine, now, a farmer far from Wello, in the south, where the rains are more forgiving and the land has
not been cursed by famine. This farmer plows land that isn’t his, that was never his father’s, which was never his
grandfather’s, and will never be his son’s. He works as hard as his animals day after day to pay a landowner’s
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taxes and to glean enough crops so his family has enough grains for food after they’ve given the landowner his
share.
The landowner’s share is always large. It is always more than the landowner needs. It is a selfish share created
by a selfish system that preys on the weak and makes them servants to the rich.
*
Dawit, we live in a feudal system. Our country exploits those who work the hardest to stay alive. Our emperor
has built the myth of this land on the blood of those who have been too tired to voice their own truths. Is this my
country?
We have grown up together, Dawit, but I was someone else before you knew me. My father was this farmer
from the south, he died on a rich man’s plot of land tied to the wrong end of his plow because he’d been forced to
sell his cattle to feed his family that harvest.
My father died like an animal, still tied to those ropes when I found him, swallowing with his last breaths the
dust of another man’s land, broken by the burden of his labor.
The rich think this land is theirs though they have never earned the right to call it theirs.
Not like these farmers.
Not like my father.
Most of those who are here, on the ground dying, are the ones who were strong enough to walk out of their
villages and get here. The roads are littered with our people who died on the way, their bodies rotting in the sun if
the vultures haven’t gotten to them first.
We dishonor our dead and our workers, Dawit. The rich have kept this secret, the emperor has stolen this truth
from us and we have to fight to get our country back and save these people.
A man told me today as many as two hundred thousand will die.
They will die.
It is too late for them. Do we even have as many alive in Addis Ababa? …
182.167 Excerpt from From Falasha To Freedom: An Ethiopian Jew’s Journey to Jerusalem\fn{by Shmuel
Yilma (1983- )} Adi-Worewa Village, Tigray Province, Ethiopia (M) 13
… Had the time of redemption really come and was this the Almighty’s way of delivering His people? Were
two thousand years of exile coming to an end? It really seemed so, for the arrangements for leaving were rapidly
gathering pace. They were carried out in secrecy but with great energy—all so as to realize the ancient dream of
the return to Zion and Jerusalem.
The group now forming was headed by my father and Emun, Zafu’s husband. They sold off as much of their
crops and cattle as possible, at night so as not to awake the suspicions of neighbors or of the T.P.L.F.,\fn{ The Tigrei
Patriotic Liberation Front, a broadly-based anti-Communist group founded to oppose the Marxist/Eritrean nationalist regime that overthrew
Emperor Haile Selaisse in 1974} and in amounts that were usual for the season so as not to give away their purpose. It

was at night, too, that mother and Aunt Zafu got ready the food for the journey.
The land and the houses were not sold. The land (the most valuable part of our property) could not be sold. As
for the houses, the idea was that if we were caught by the authorities, we could claim that we were just moving to
another area for work and would return sooner or later. Nor could we sell the crops, such as the atter\fn{Chickpeas}
and the wanzeh\fn{A sort of barley} that were still unripe. The money from selling the ripe crops paid for three donkeys and two horses—our beasts of burden.
Father was careful to hide a sizeable amount of cash amongst the clothes and in the animals’ gear. Who could
tell what would not happen along the way and ready cash will always find a use.
Father had sisters, Ilf’nesh and Mamitei, and his brother, Avraham, all living in the village, and he asked them
to join the group, but they said they were not yet ready to leave (his brother Zrubavel lived too far away—in the
town of Shireh—to be let into the secret). They voiced all sorts of fears: how to get organized in such a short
space of time; what about the rest of their families; what would happen to their friends; and what would become
of their property.
“You go,” they said, “and, God willing, you will get us out of here and we will follow after. Make a safe journey and give our greetings to Jerusalem.”
And so on a bright, moonlit night, when everything was at last ready the group gathered in Grandmother’s
house. Father issued the last instructions and a job to everyone in loading the supplies.
We worked in silence and perfect order. The first donkey carried flour, the second, ready-prepared (roasted)
food, and the third, the equipment. The two horses were to carry some of the group—one for the little children,
Zenevesh, my middle sister, and Rahel, Zafu’s daughter, and the other for the elderly woman, Yatenesh W’bshet,
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who was Grandfather Yazezo’s current wife,\fn{ Grandmother Avrehet had been divorced from Grandfather Yazezo, who had
four wives in all, one after the other } and who had joined the group with her two sons, Amareh and Berehti, and her
nephew, Adisalem. They had come from a village some way off called Bet’marya, which was the home village of
one of our great kesim,\fn{Community leader} Kes Memheri Yitzhak.
And so this was the full count of the group:
Tzegei Yilma and family (eight persons)—Tzegei. K’vra, Beleteh, Almaz, Shabatom, Zenevesh, Alefesh, and
Museh;
Emun Zeneveh and family (four persons)—Emun, Zafu, Rahel, and Elias;
Yatenesh W’bshet and family (four persons)—Yatenesh, Amareh, Berehti, and Adisalem;
and two relatives of ours, Abeveh Redei, a grown-up, and Negash, a boy.
All told—eighteen souls.
It was about eleven o’clock at night and the third day of the week. Most of the village was asleep. No hour
could be more fitting for bidding farewell to the village, for did not our ancestors also begin their exodus from
Egypt at nighttime?
*
Under the light of the full moon, we stepped quietly forward; whatever the donkeys could not carry was slung
on our backs or carried in our hands. Mother had lingered behind to kiss the tree behind the house (it bore a
special fruit called owkhi) and in her hurry to catch up, left behind the umbrella which she had intended to use to
protect herself and little Museh on her back from the baking heat.
Grandfather, who still could not make up his mind to come with us, remained behind with the flocks and the
unsold property. But he came to see us off and pronounce the blessing for a safe journey. We children were very
quiet, obedient to our orders not to wake the dogs and so arouse the village.
To keep the secret of the departure, father had not even been able to take farewell of his brother. But at the very
edge of the village we passed by his sister’s Ilf’nesh’s house and I remember to this day how he struggled with
himself—to say goodbye to her or to stay in position leading the group away. At last his feelings overcame him
and I ran after him. Standing with the gate to the house between them, they parted with two sentences:
Father: “Keep well, we are leaving tonight.”
Aunt Ilf’nesh, in tears: “May the rights of our forefathers protect you.”
Father: “We shall meet again in Holy Jerusalem.”
Aunt Ilf’nesh: “Amen, may it be His will.”
The group was tense and nervy. Afraid of an unexpected encounter, we walked quickly for some thirty
kilometers to put distance between us and the village, to get out of the area in which we were known.
And we had good reason for fear, because our route followed the main highway. And so it happened: some
soldiers on the road saw us and shouted for father to come over to them. But he managed to persude them that we
were only leaving the village for a season of work. Later I heard Emun ask father what he said to shake them off
so easily.
“I just addressed them with the required respect and courtesy.”
From that point on, everyone stopped looking back over their shoulders so as not to see the village disappearing into the horizon. Mother, too, who had been bringing up the rear, lengthened her stride to move up to us at the
head of the group. I asked her,
“Mummy, when will we catch up with Negisti and Grandmother?”
“I don’t know,” she replied, “maybe they’re already in Jerusalem. But don’t worry, we shall soon be in Jerusalem to see them. Jerusalem is waiting for us. This is not our land here. We have only been guests here for a long
time, but now the time has arrived for us to go up to our own land, the Promised Land.” Father broke in,
“K’vra! Can’t you control yourself better than that? Every sound you make in this night carries much further
than you think.”
We stopped talking and silence fell over the group. Even the sounds of our pacing could be barely heard, although we were lifting our bare feet high for greater speed, to get away as fast as possible.
We strode the whole night until around dawn we reached the Jewish village of Adi-Shwa, where we took our
first break. Adi-Shwa is an ancient Jewish village, famous for its red, mekhayeho.\fn{Earth} So that nobody should
see us, we lay hidden all day in the house of Yitzhak Negusseh.
*
The next point on our route was Mezega and, none of the group knowing how to get there, the men tried all
day long to locate a guide—but without success. In the end, after hard bargaining, Mr. Yitzhak Negusseh himself
agreed to lead us to Mezega for a price of seventy pounds.
Father explained to the group how important it was that the guide should be from the Children of Israel—no
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one else could be trusted not to betray us. This was why he had insisted on hiring this man, despite the high price
he was demanding.
“We have a lot of family in Adi-Shwa,” mother told me while we were resting, “but we preferred to stay in a
house where no one would think of looking for us.” Her words reminded me that we had been on a visit to this
village and I asked her,
“Weren’t we here before for the wedding of Peseha, Wad’nei’s son?”
“So we were, but that was over a year ago. What a memory you’ve got.”
With renewed strength, we set off again the next afternoon. Father and our guide, Yitzhak Negusseh, were in
the lead and Emun took up the rear. Now we walked more easily. I could sense that there was much less tension
and nervousness, perhaps because we were not known in these parts and there was less reason for the locals to
have suspicions about us.
Towards dusk we met a group of farmers making their way home from the fields. Where were we heading with
the women, children, and animals? they inquired, or in their own words, “ Navei ilkum be’adikhum?” that is,
“Where do you hope to get to with all your village?” Before we could say anything they supplied their own
answer:
“We know very well that you are off to Jerusalem.”
Then, seeing who was guiding us, a well-known figure in the area apparently, they asked no further questions
and went on their way, while we breathed a sigh of relief. But mother did not stop looking back until the farmers
were swallowed up in the darkness. Over and over again she repeated,
“Why Jerusalem? How did they know?”
“Better concentrate on making progress,” Yitzhak Negusseh said. “I suppose they were suspicious because it is
me guiding you. It is the first time I have done such a thing. Seeing such an unexpected sight—that must have put
the notion in their head.”
As darkness fell, we passed through the village of Devri-Abai, renowned for its Christian monks. The land
around there is magnificently beautiful. All the ridges are swathed in thick green forest, the houses on the level
ground between the ridges are surrounded by banana plantations and rich smooth grass. Young men, known as
Felesti, were attracted to the place, desiring to lead the way of life of these monks. We, however, feared that the
monks would identify us and our intentions and so pushed on to the area of Adi-Tekh’v before settling down for
the night.
The men of the group—father, Emun, Abeveh, and our guide—took turns keeping watch, both against wild
animals and marauders with a human face, but the night passed quietly. It was our first night’s sleep since leaving
Adi-Worewa.
*
The third day of our trek we rose early and set off at once, making for the great Tekeze river, one of the largest
of the region and the border between Gondar and Tigrei provinces. It is, in fact, a tributary of the even greater
Abai, the Blue Nile. The sun was still in the south, meaning it was still morning, when we came in sight of it and
luckily found the waters fairly shallow, although broad. We waded the two hundred meters almost without mishap
—mother did manage to drop ten-month-old Museh into the river—but he was fished out none the worse for it.
Should one not believe that this was fated to happen, for was not his great namesake, Moses, also entrusted to the
river and then rescued from it, to lead the Children of Israel in another exodus to the Promised Land?
On the far bank, we took a rest, ate breakfast, and the grown-ups drank their boon.\fn{Coffee} That was more or
less our daily routine for this first part of the trek: we kept on the move until well into the night, slept the latter
part of it, rose early, took the trail without waiting to eat, and stopped for food only after putting a good distance
behind us. As father explained, this was to avoid walking during the hottest hours of the day.
By sunset on that third day, we found ourselves in Waldooba, a wasteland area, where we had intended to
sleep, but whenYitzhak Negusseh advised us that it was infested with bandits, despite our tiredness, we pressed on
until we could camp in a dense forest of tall trees. Once again the men, after tethering the donkeys and horses to
the trees, kept a sentry rota.
On Abeveh’s watch, a hyena tried to get at our animals but Abeveh drove him off with a burning branch from
the fire. How I wished I had been awake to see it, when Abeveh told us about it the next day.
*
The fourth day of our march was the day before Shabbat. We walked as far as the Serenti area, stopped for a
rest, and the women took the opportunity to bake pitta-bread for Shabbat. As soon as they were finished we went
on and, just before Shabbat came in, walked into Mezega.
We dropped our packs and unloaded the animals by the house of a Jew called Tessfei Wendimeneh. In time to
come, he would be our neighbor in Israel.
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Mezega is known to be the hottest part of all Ethiopia, its inhabitants are blacker than other Ethiopians and
riddled with malaria. I myself saw lots of children with bellies swollen like a woman in her ninth month.
*
Over Shabbat, the local Jews came to visit and talk and bring messwat.\fn{Shabbat chala} Once they had asked
after our health, they then peppered us with question after question: what brings us there; where are we headed; is
anyone waiting for us in Sudan; what will happen if we get caught; how do we intend to cross the great desert on
the Sudanese border, and so on and so forth.
We children lost no time in making the acquaintance of the local children. Nega in in our group had a brother
living in the village and the Mezega kids brought us to him. In the afternoon heat we followed the sheep and goats
down to the river, which turned out to be the gathering place for all the children of the whole area around.
Yitzhak Negusseh had fulfilled his bargain and guided us to Mezega. He spent Shabbat with us and the next
day set out for his home village.
*
As the next stage of our journey passed through territory unknown to us we had to find a new guide. But the
first day of the week came and went and we still had not found one. Father explained to the group that although he
had some knowledge of the area, if we did not get the services of someone who knew exactly where the watering
places were, the heat would simply finish us off.
While waiting there in Mezega, what should happen but a second group from Adi-Worewa walked in. At the
same time as we were making preparations to leave Adi-Worewa, they now revealed to us, they also were getting
organized. As soon as they learnt that we were close to the point of departure, they, as it were, put themselves “on
standby” and made sure to take close note of our group’s every move. By sending a different member of their
group each time on seemingly routine calls on members of our group, they kept themselves up-to-date on our
arrangements, down to the smallest detail.
The family at the heart of this second group were our neighbors in Adi-Worewa (their house was only three
hundred meters away) and their group was made up as follows: the Bezabeh family (five persons), Laish, her two
children, and her mother Ud’nesh (four persons), and Tafereh Alemayo and family (three persons). Tafereh, in
fact, lived in Shireh but, as soon as he had learnt that we were about to go, had come over and hidden in his
mother-in-law Ud’nesh’s house. For a whole week he hid there, as they did not know exactly what day we had
fixed to depart. And during that week the village had hardly noticed his presence. To those who did happen to
meet him, he just said that he was visiting family.
Then old Ud’nesh had met Yatenesh as she was making her way over from her village of Bet’marya to AdiWorewa and had at once guessed that this signalled the day of departure. Immediately, the second group put the
finishing touches to its packing; from the darkness quietly observed our leaving; and moved out themselves a few
hours later. They had deliberately kept separate from our group, they now told us, until both groups had put a
reasonable distance between them and Adi-Worewa.
Then there came a second surprise. The Metzamheret family group (of twelve persons), that had taken the road
from Adi-Worewa several months before us, had been staying in Mezega, the Mezega people now told us, until
the day before we arrived there! They had been obliged to stop there two months to make all the journeypreparations they had not made in Adi-Worewa in their haste to be gone. Then, not knowing that we were in the
offing, they had taken the decision to push on for the Wolkeit area.
*
As soon as Shabbat was out Father started looking for a suitable guide. It took him the whole of the next day
before he was satisfied and told us to make ready to leave for the Kha’kha area the next morning. Now, with the
second Adi-Worewa group with us, we were a fair-sized caravan of thirty-one souls, more than enough to make
locals in the areas we passed through a little anxious. In his talk to us before setting off, father said,
“I hope we look like one extended family making a temporary change of location and not like a gaggle of Jews
headed for everyone knows where.”
It did not take long to find out. We had only gone a little way from the village and the sun was still in the
south, when suddenly we saw closing on us, in correct marching order, a patrol of T.P.L.F. soldiers, the men
spaced at exactly equal intervals behind their officer. Our whole group stopped stock-still at the sight of the
soldiers and I ran to the front alongside father to see their weapons and gear up close. They carried Kalashnikov
rifles. As the officer came up to us, his men took up new positions, to cover him, it looked like. His inquiry was
courteous,
“Where are you headed and where have you come from?”
Since the question was addressed to the leading group, father, to show that our intentions were peaceful, told
the group to sit down and approached the commander at the head of all our men. I went too, close up alongside
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him, but he gave me such a look that I ran back to sit next to mother.
Father: “Peace be with you, Commander.”
Commander: “And with you, peace. Where are you headed? What is your destination with all your women and
children and old people and animals? Has some disaster occurred in your village or your area that has not been
brought to our notice?”
Father: “The village and the whole area is peaceful, Commander. But the harvest has been very bad this season
and the Dergi\fn{The popular name for the soldiers of the Communist regime} soldiers have made it hard for us even to get
bread and salt to feed our children. So we have decided to try our fortune for a time in another area.”
Commander: “You have papers to prove this?”
Father: “Certainly, here is our yilef-woreket.\fn{A movement permit issued by the local T.P.L.F. area-commander } The
permit was a general one, issued for all the members of an extended family and father identified himself as the
family head. The commander accepted this.
Commander: “Your are permitted to continue, but beware of bandits and wild beasts on the way. Also, don’t
forget where you have come from and where you are to return to. In the future, we will liberate the whole of
Ethiopia, and Tigrei in particular, from the Mengistu terror and then we will all be able to devote ourselves to
raising our children and to the progress of the State. Go in peace.”
Father: “May the Lord bless you and give you strength. You are the vanguard of all the victims of this current
regime. Be sure that we are all behind you, hoping for our deliverance and redemption. May it be His will that we
will soon find peace and freedom from war. May the Lord protect you and remove all obstacles from your path.”
Thus all passed off quietly and we moved on. The soldiers out of sight, the group breathed a sigh of relief and
the smiles returned to our faces. We had been very afraid that they would not believe father’s story and order us
back to the village. But it seems that all comes to us from Heaven and the commander was apparently convinced.
Much later, in Israel, I learnt that the T.P.L.F. was not opposed to the Jews leaving Ethiopia. On the contrary,
they encouraged and assisted many that got into difficulties on the way. True, this was not a declared and
coordinated policy, but they knew what was going on and gave tacit backing and respect to the people’s choice.
*
At the end of this wearing day, we reached the arid Atano desert and unloaded our gear for the night. There we
all were, sitting around the fire, eating the evening meal, when without warning, a group of armed bandits came
out of the darkness, surrounded us, and stood there—all without saying a word. Our men stood and went up to
them and tried to explain that all we possessed was food and water for the journey. But they could have saved
their breath. Money was the demand and only when those vultures had a few kershi\fn{Ethiopian pounds} in their
fists did they go. We hardly closed our eyes all night from fright. It was lucky that the bandits in that area were
only interested in money and nothing worse—as long as you didn’t put up a fight, that is.
*
The next day we rose as usual around dawn and set off for the Kha’kha Hills, reaching them at noon. After
resting the hours of the fiercest heat, we set our feet onto a steep, twisting path that climbed up over two thousand
meters. We were still at the bottom, when we met a group of traders coming down. One of them took a fancy to
the palm-leaf hat that I had made for myself and got me to sell it to him for half a kershi. After the trade I was so
angry with myself—what was I going to with half a kershi in the middle of the desert? Then I got to remembering
life in Adi-Worewa. If we had still been there I would no doubt have been in competition with my friend Averra to
see who could make the most and the best hats to sell at the end of the week. I was musing to myself what hats the
children in the Land of Israel made, when my mother’s voice broke in,
“What do you think you’re doing, Beleteh, dreaming along there at the back?” I hurried to catch up.
By nightfall we had managed to complete half the climb and decided to leave the path to make camp among
the trees. The slope was so steep that we could barely find a patch of ground level enough for us all to cling to it.
*
The next day, we set off up the path again and by noon had made it to the approaches to the town of AdiRemetz, the administrative center of the Wolkeit region.
Now this town was in Dergi hands, and we did not have a Dergi-issued movement permit, which made us very
fearful of going any nearer. Dergi soldiers were likely, at the very least, to send us back to our village if they
caught us, or even more likely to throw the lot of us into jail. In contrast to the T.P.L.F., the Dergi would do with
you just as their nasty mood took them, with no formalities and without bothering to ask many questions. Anyone
they did not like the looks of they at once charged with being a wombedeh\fn{Traitor} and carried out summary
“justice”, including killing.
One of the families in the group that had just joined forces with us came from Shireh, if you remember, a town
also under Dergi control, and so had a Dergi movement permit. All the other families, after a consultation of
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family heads, decided to leave the main route and by-pass the town through a wadi that flanked it, and stop in one
of the Children of Israel villages in the area. But this Shireh family, led by Tafereh Alemayo, were very confident
in the power of their Dergi permit and chose to continue along the regular road. Father was very angry but after a
few moments sighed and only said in a biting tone,
“The first to want to join and the the first to want to desert.”
*
We made it safely into a Jewish village and were given shelter by a man named Ad’neweh Gasheh. He also
was later to become our neighbor in Israel. The very day we arrived there, a ceasefire was declared between the
Dergi and the T.P.L.F.
“They did it in your honor,” the villagers told us.
What a beautiful village it was. It was set northwest of Adi-Remetz, on a ridge completely covered in low,
open forest, the houses sheltering in among the shade of the trees. The soil was an especially good mekhayeho
similar to that of our village and at the bottom of the ridge was a small lake to water the village cattle and sheep.
*
The next day, the fifth of the week, the family with the Dergi permit, who had reached the village the short
way via Adi-Remetz, decided to push on to the town of Kefta on the edge of the Sudan Desert. One of their
reasons, they said, was to try and catch up with the Wendemagei family from the Wolkeit area, who had also set
out for Kefta. Some time later we heard that the two groups had almost run out of water in the desert and had split
up again, the Wendemageis sticking to the route forward while that Shireh family turned off to the town of
Khmora, and there fell foul of the local Dergi.
Forced to stay a long time in Khmora, in the end they split up again. First Tafereh Alemayo got smugglers to
take him and his family on rafts across the river that formed the frontier between Ethiopia and Sudan, and later the
widow Laish and her mother and children managed to do the same.
*
Twelve days we waited in the Children of Israel village before we found a trustworthy and experienced guide
for the route between Kefta and the Sudanese frontier. My little brother Museh got an eye infection in both eyes,
which made mother very anxious as there was no doctor nearby. But one of the villagers brewed a medicine from
the essence of some leaves which cured him in only a few days.
During this waiting, we children as usual teamed up with the local children and went out with them every
morning with the sheep and goats, thus doing exactly what the grown-ups had told us not to do, that is show
ourselves openly in the area. The grown-ups were afraid that the Dergi would get to hear of us and start a search
of all the Jewish villages, something they were quite capable of doing.
The difficulty of finding a guide kept the men very busy. Father went to Kefta itself both in the hunt for a guide
and to take a first look at the route we intended to take. As I have said, Kefta is on the edge of the desert that
spreads across the Ethiopia-Sudan border and the Dergi ran patrols in the area from time to time, particularly
along the main Khmora-Gondar highway. So we needed a guide with three qualities: he had to know the timing of
the Dergi patrols; the watering points on the route; and, most important of all, he would not sell us to bandits or
the Dergi. Most of the Ethiopians making regular crossings of the frontier were merchants and traders who tended
to do so at fixed times of the year, so that their knowledge of what a guide needed to know was limited. Moreover,
their price for adding human “goods” to their caravans was a high, merchant’s price.
The task was almost impossible but father would not give up and at last found the sort of Jew we were looking
for. His name was Sisei and he had grown up in the Wolkeit area close to Sudan. According to him, he had crossed
several times into Sudan on trading journeys and knew the safest route. But on all this he put a pretty considerable
value. Father bargained and in the end agreed, on condition that it was half now and half “on arrival” in Sudan.
“At least,” sighed father, “we’re helping a Jew make a living.”
*
The next morning, the sixth day of the week, we left the village after ten days of walking and twelve days of
“settled living”—the longest stop of the whole journey. I had almost got as accustomed to that village’s ways as I
had been to Adi-Worewa’s
Just the day before, one of the donkeys had suddenly died, which meant that all the supplies that it had carried
had to be distributed over our backs and shoulders. Father said that we might have to buy a replacement in Kefta
or the desert crossing would be even harder on us than it was already going to be.
We pushed ahead and shortly before Shabbat reached the village of Sola, a good distance from Adi-Remetz
and on the very outskirts of our objective of Kefta. Its houses were scattered so deeply within the lush forest
vegetation that you could hardly see them.
We spent Shabbat with Maru Semei’s family and who did we find in the village but the Negusseh family—the
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ones who had left Mezega just a day before we reached it. Paying a visit to us over Shabbat, the head of the
Negussehs reported how astonished they all were at our rate of progress. When they set out, he said, they had no
idea of what they were getting themselves into and so had taken each stage by itself, making a long stop each time
to ready themselves for the next one. He was most impressed by father’s resoluteness and optimism and asked if
we would agree to their joining forces with our caravan. Father and the other men gave their consent.
It was also during that Shabbat that Bah’reh, of our host Maru Semei’s family, set his eye and heart in Berehti,
a young girl of our group. When he eventually got to Israel he sought her out and married her. So for him, to reach
Israel was to make not one dream come true but two.
*
The day after Shabbat we remained in Sola and took the road again on the second day of the week, once again
a goodly-sized caravan of thirty-one persons. The Sola men accompanied us, armed, to the mid-point of our way
into Kefta, both as a gesture of respect and for our safety. We reached the town the same day to find Sisei, our
guide, waiting for us. We delayed only to buy a mule to replace the donkey that had died and then hurried to get
out of the-town and as far away as possible. We were very worried that the size of our group might arouse
suspicions.
Indeed, just on the edge of the town we passed a well crowded with women and children filling buckets, who
gave us such long looks, as though searching our hearts. For as long as the town remained in sight, we took care
not to be seen by people on the road, but chose twisting side paths and set a fast pace. An area of bush suddenly
took fire across our route and we had to run to get round it so as not to get our way blocked—or worse. Nor did
we stop when darkness fell, but kept going the whole night, in order to leave Kefta as far behind as we could.
The atmosphere in the group had changed again. Now there was a feeling of success and victory, perhaps
because we knew that we had passed the last settlement between us and the frontier and that we were close to
successfully escaping Ethiopia. At first light we hid ourselves in a thick wood to avoid being seen by traders out
of Sudan and settled down to rest. We had walked long and hard that day and night—twenty-two hours. People
had been falling asleep on their feet, falling over and getting hurt. Our feet were swollen with the effort and there
were many wounds to treat.
Those who could not fall asleep could not remain silent, but started recalling all the happenings and emotions
and experiences of this long march and so woke up the rest of the group. Over boon, people started poking fun
and sly mockery at each other and soon the whole group was roaring with laughter. It was the first time since we
had left Adi-Worewa that the tension and fear had completely blown away.
*
Now that we had started into the great wilderness, which was part arid desert and part dense, animal-infested
jungle, we did most of the walking at night, by the light of the moon, and hid during the day in thickets of trees.
We were anxious not to be seen by traders or other travellers, who might delay us or give us away to the Dergi.
An equally powerful reason for not moving by day was the heat. The closer we got to the Sudanese border and the
further away from Ethiopia the more unbearable it became as the forest gave way to arid wasteland.
The guide proved that he did indeed know the terrain well, and he and father altered our times of movement to
enable us to bear the new conditions. The rest periods were longer and we used the day-time halts among the trees
to tend the sick and wounded, feed and water the animals and ourselves, and talk over all that we were going
through. But even deep in the trees, we were still assailed by that terrible burning heat.
*
We shouldered our packs and got on our way at dusk the next day. A short walk brought us within sight of the
main Khmora-Gondar road, which we knew is used mostly by military patrols and convoys. Sisei and father went
ahead onto the road, checked that it was clear in both directions and signalled us to cross. Quickly we crossed
over into the undergrowth on the other side, while they brushed over all traces of our passage.
“We take no chances, “ said father, “no chances at all.”
Not much later, the darkness deeper than usual because, unexpectedly, clouds were covering the moon, we
were moving along at a steady pace with me in my usual position up front alongside the guide, when I saw a big,
black mass off to one side, which seemed to be moving and alive. I pointed it out to Sisei and he at once realized
that it was an elephant, and at that very moment it crashed off at a heavy run into the trees. It was the first time I
had ever seen a live elephant and Sisei said we were lucky that it had not charged us. When an elephant has a
young calf to protect, it just tramples down anything in its path.
That night was to be a long one and one filled with terrible emotion. It was some time before the clouds
cleared and we had moonlight again.
In another few hours, Sisei informed us, we would reach a big lake. At once we stopped worrying about the
little water remaining in our water-bottles and containers. He spoke a lot and very eloquently about this lake and
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its qualities: it could get so deep, he said, that it was even difficult to cross. I at once remembered our crossing of
the Tekeza. The one thing that all of us could talk about now was this lake we were approaching.
*
We had walked many hours when, at last, we reached the shore of the lake—but, horror of horrors, the lake
itself is as dry as the path we are walking on. Only smooth pebbles and gravel show that there indeed had once
been water there. It is hard to describe in words the shock that struck us and the feelings that overcame us. We
stood rooted to the spot, men, women and children, looking left and right in the hope of deliverance. It was so
hard to absorb the disaster.
Minutes of absolute silence pass before the men tell us to cross to the far shore and unload the gear. We sit
there on the shore just staring and staring at the dry bed of the lake. We cannot take our eyes off it.
The men refuse to accept that this is all there is. They go out in all directions, searching for some hollow where
the water has not dried up completely—but find nothing. We hear monkeys at the bottom of a wadi and they
follow the sounds down there in the belief that where there are animals there has to be water, but again find
nothing. They came back hanging their heads in complete dejection. Father tells the women to feed us children
pieces of butter for us to feel some moisture in our throats.
The feeling in the group is that “this is the end.” We have arrived at the place of our death. There will not even
be anyone to lament over us or bury us. The desert animals will just pick us off one by one. So joyful had been
our anticipation of water that our disappointment was enormous, unbearable. Sisei screamed out loud,
“But there was water here last time. I just can’t believe it.”
All eyes turn to him and he casts a beseeching gaze at us, as though wanting to apologize—but can only stare
at us open-mouthed. In utter silence we sat and sat. Suddenly one of the men shouts,
“There’s moisture here!” At once everyone begins digging and scraping at the spot in the hope of getting down
to an underground store of water.
But again disappointment. It is no more than a spot where the monkeys urinate. Close by, someone finds a
hollow in the rock holding a small quantity of liquid, a few mouthfuls at most. It is also monkey urine but there is
not one of us who is deterred from drinking from it. A few of the men suggest that we go back to the previous
watering point but father will not hear of it. He demands that we go forward at all costs.
And then—a miracle from Heaven!
From the direction of the Sudanese border appears a party of traders driving a great herd of asses and donkeys.
Having greeted us, they voiced their astonishment at finding us waiting by a dried-up lake in the middle of the
desert. They ask why we look so downcast and, when told why, give us the joyful news that no more than three
hours march away is a place called Sherif Khamad where, by digging, water is to be had. With great reluctance
they consent to sell us a liter of water for one and a half kershi.
“This water,” says father, “will be our emergency supply. Forget we have it. But don’t worry any more. Just
stop thinking about drinking. Just get it out of your heads that there is any problem and all will be well.”
At once we load up again and start walking. But after only a short distance, it is decided to sleep a little so as to
forget the fear and the thoughts of death that had visited us at the dry lake. While we were sleeping father and the
two teenagers, Zeneveh and Avraha, take themselves off at a quick walk to Sherif Khamad with jerry cans. They
decided, father told us later, to use the time we were sleeping, to bring water before anyone could start thinking of
thirst again.
*
At dawn the rest of the group sets their faces for Sherif Khamad. We have almost forgotten the events of the
night. Mother uses the water that we had bought from the traders to wet all the children’s throats.
“A worse emergency than this there can’t be,” she says and gives each child a few swallows from the lid of a
jerry can.
Around nine in the morning we see father, Zeneveh, and Avraha struggling towards us with jerry cans full of
water, having walked five hours to get it to us. Once again it is hard to express in words the rejoicing at the sight
of them.
“Everyone must drink,” Father says, “even if they don’t feel thirsty!”
Who did not feel thirsty! The whole group forms one long line (this time I take last place) and passes three by
three up to the three with the jerry cans to drink their fill.
Now we take up the trail again with hearts full of hope and it is now that Sisei, our guide, tells us that, in fact,
it is several years since he has visited the lake but, since it had then been full and had never been known to dry up,
he had not bothered to warn us of the fact that he himself had not seen the lake recently.
However, now is the not the time for settling scores. A long way lies ahead of us and we are still in great need
of his services. Moreover, there had been no ill will in his behavior. He had been truly sure that the lake was full.
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“It never even crossed my mind that it could dry up.”
*
By the time we reached Sherif Khamad the sun’s rays were beating down intensely. It was a wadi—the valley
bed of an ancient river that had dried up—but which in this case retained reservoirs of water below its surface that
could be tapped by digging down.
In the nature of things not only men came to dig for its treasure but also the desert’s animal population: What a
sight for sore eyes to see all the wildlife there, mainly monkeys and birds, each kind in its own group, in its own
colors of fur and plumage, and there were some weird and wonderful color combinations there. As we trooped
down into the wadi they carefully made way for us but only the small distance that caution demanded. They sat
watching us from the banks or from the branches of the trees.
We flung off our packs. The men set to digging, the women to cooking and making coffee. We children took
the donkeys and the horses to graze and to have fun chasing and throwing stones at the monkeys. There were
many kinds that I had never seen before and I had never seen so many together at one time. What a marvelous
time we had!
*
As the grown-ups are drinking their boon a man comes up to them, greets them, and is invited to sit and drink.
His name is Shirva, he says, a Sudanese Moslem living in the little town of Sefawa, and come to the wadi to tend
his beehives. The next stage of the journey is very dangerous, he warns, because the Dergi have stepped up the
frequency of their patrols: one, it is a frontier area; two, the main road to Khmora is just ahead; three, the smuggling of goods from Sudan has multiplied recently.
Hearing this, and weighing the advantages of a Sudanese who is familiar with the roads and tracks in the area,
the men conclude that he has been sent by heaven and press him to guide us across the border. Much begging and
cajoling is necessary, but at last he agrees, for the sum of fifty Ethiopian pounds. Shirva, being quite convinced
that our intention is to settle in Sudan, says that his agreeing to aid us is to show his hospitality, because he too
was once a refugee.
Once the noonday heat has passed, we start loading the animals. The men say to leave behind a good part of
the food and other supplies and to load jerry cans of water instead.
“From now on,” says father, “we risk no more water shortages. Better hungry than thirsty, because hunger one
can carry for many days, but not thirst.”
It is soon dark but we push on late into the night. At one point we enter a wood so dense that we cannot see
more than a meter ahead.
Suddenly, Zeneveh collapses to the ground and cannot go on. The group must not halt, however. Father says to
keep going to the last man, that he will stay with Zeneveh and they will try to catch up later. And indeed, we have
not gone far before they are with us again. How can this be? Father tells us how he had made a cut with his knife
in Zeneveh's forehead. Dark blood had gushed out and all at once Zeneveh had pulled himself to his feet.
“His blood pressure had got very high, you see,” says father.
Again and again, throughout the remainder of the trek, Zeneveh retells that scene and how he thought that for
him the journey had come to an end. Even in Israel he cannot forget.
“It is engraved on my mind. I do not know if I would be here were it not for Akoy.” (Akoy means something
like uncle and is the term of respect by which my father is called by all the members of the group.)
Only when we cannot put one more foot in front of another, do we hide ourselves in the scrub for a short rest
and sleep.
*
In the light of the morning we get back on the march, but faster now, because we are nearing the main SudanKhmora-Gondar highway. We cross it the same way as the roads before—first the guides check that the road is
clear, then the group rushes across and conceals itself in the trees and bushes on the far side, and lastly the guides
remove all signs of the crossing.
It is during this section of the journey, when Sisei has taken over the guiding for the day, that he almost gets us
caught. He does not notice that he is leading us in between two arms of a sharp bend in the main road, where we
could have been seen from either side. Only at the last minute does Shirva run up from the rear marker position to
direct us off and around.
How wise it had been to obtain his services! Just two minutes after the group turns off, we hear the sound of a
truck on the road and everyone throws themselves flat. The truck stops just at the junction of the main road with
the track we had been walking on and father whispers to Shirva,
“Look, those are Dergi soldiers!”
*
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It is noon the day that we come upon the Baher-Selam\fn{ Sea of Peace}—the Blue Nile. Off go our packs and
into its clear waters we go, splashing and swimming, rolling and turning. Some even manage to catch fish.
All at once—bandits! They approach threateningly—but then, just as suddenly, turn on their heels and make
off. Perhaps they saw that, from us, the profit was not going to be worth the effort.
A little later on, as we are sitting there, a young Sudanese lad comes up to ask if we have met a party of traders
heading into Ethiopia. Indeed we have, says one of the men, but they are now far off, meaning the party we met
by the dried-up lake. The Sudanese lad wails,
“That must have been the party I was supposed to join and now I am way, way behind.”
He asks Avraha Maryeh if he will swap his donkey for the Seiko watch he, the Sudanese, is wearing. Since we
have almost reached the Sudanese frontier Avraha agrees. At the same time Sisei says,
“You are now almost into Sudan and you have Shirva with you as a guide. Therefore, please agree that I have
done my duty by you and let me go back home.”
The men give their consent and the second half of his pay, as promised. Father speaks words of thanks on
behalf of the group and in all he says makes no mention of the dried-up lake and the other mistakes Sisei has
made. The men accompany him and the Sudanese lad (they have decided to team up) some way down the track in
the direction of Kefta to wish them a safe journey and father even whispers in Sisei’s ear,
“Soon we’ll meet again in Jerusalem.”
*
An hour or so later we also set out again but in the opposite direction, and walk right into a terrific storm.
Violent winds, lightning, thunder. Suddenly, careering towards us out of the storm at a mad gallop comes a herd of
those semi-wild cattle called begeit. If their herdsman had not whistled to them at the last moment I don’t know
how many of us would have been left standing and alive. It is incredible how at the sound of that whistle the
whole mad rush stops dead, stock-still. What obedience!
At a second whistle they move aside for us to continue on our way. My little brother Museh is screaming and
crying in terror, grabbing hold of mother, and it is a long time before she can quieten him.
We are now following the course of the Baher-Selam, where it marks the frontier between Sudan and Ethiopia.
We follow the bank for many hours and at last reach a crossing point and throw down our gear to rest in the
company of a party of herdsmen who are also there. We are on Sudanese soil!
*
The next day we press on into Sudan and after a while again come up to that twisting river, but this time, of
course, do not cross it. It is here that I see approaching us a shepherd, who must be more than two meters tall. He
wears a loose white robe and carries a long sword. Shirva whispers that he belongs to the Lekhwin tribe—the
tribe that we children have been told are cannibals, who find the flesh of children especially tasty.
The closer this giant comes, the more frightened I get. Shirva tells him in Arabic that we are heading into Sudan to find work. His only response is to request kervit\fn{Matches} and, having been given some, passes on his
way. I cannot stop looking back over my shoulder until he has disappeared over the horizon.
“What sort of man is that?” I thought to myself, “he looks like Satan himself.”
When, around noon, we encounter the Baher-Selam for the third time we sit down on its banks to eat. By now,
our people are feeling such a release from tension and fear, such a relief from the uncertainty of our fate and the
need to make haste, that the pressure blows off entirely and a hubbub of laughter and chatter bubbles up. And no
one tells us children off, as we run and ride the donkeys and horses all over the place.
*
It was noon of the day before Shabbat. We took an exceptionally brief noon halt and then, for the first time in
all our journey, set our feet on an asphalted road. A group of armed herdsmen out of Asmera noticed us, decided
that this strange caravan required a closer look, and approached. But what they saw, it seemed, did not disturb
them—they waved their hands in peaceful greeting and went back to their own concerns.
We began to see the first Sudanese houses, stepped up our pace and held that speed all that afternoon, so that
towards evening the small Sudanese town of Sefawa came in sight. We forded the small river just before the town
and made camp on the other bank.
It was that evening that our horse died and this upset me a lot, because I had got very fond of him. He was
strong and had carried Zenevesh and Rabel the whole way without complaint, unlike the other, younger horse who
was bone idle.
We drank water that we drew from the river by our campsite that night, and towards morning started getting
very funny feelings and rumblings in our bellies. When the sun came up we saw why!—we had taken water just
downstream from the spot where the locals washed their donkeys’ and camels’ sores. We had stomachache and
bad diarrhea the whole week we stayed in Sefawa. Abeveh joked,
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“At least at that dried-up lake, nothing like this could happen.”
Father and Negusseh went into the town to meet an Ethiopian Moslem they knew living there. The man was
feeling very homesick and was overjoyed to see them.
“How are you, my countrymen and townsmen? Welcome to Sudan. Until you can rent a place to stay, please
allow me to put you up in my house.” As we made our way to his house, the local Sudanese looked us over from
head to foot and from back to front, as well as shouting,
“Khabash! Khabash!”\fn{Ethiopia! Ethiopia!} The Moslem knew Feredeh well:
“I saw him only a week ago. You don’t have to tell me where you’re heading tor, because Allah is helping
Feredeh get his people out of Ethiopia. It is your good fortune that a flesh-and-blood redeemer and saviour has
been born to you. I shall get in touch with him at once through his agent in Gedariff.”
It was this man too who gave us the joyful news that Grandmother’s group had come through all their troubles
and crossed into Sudan and that Feredeh had gotten them out from there to Jerusalem. This was solid news, this
was the first break in the uncertainty of our whole adventure. Now our hope really blossomed and we began to
believe that really we might reach Jerusalem. Later the man told us,
“Feredeh has been waiting for you to arrive. He has been searching every nook and cranny in Sudan for Jews
wanting to get to Jerusalem and, to the best of my knowledge, when he saw that you were not coming, bought
himself a plane ticket out and is on the point of leaving. I must get in touch with him at once to stop him. He is in
Khartoum at the moment, disguised as a Sudanese. Never mention his name openly since he is operating underground.” Hearing this series of revelations, father exclaimed,
“May the name of the Lord be blessed now and forever, the Lord who delivers us from a strange land to bring
us to the Land of Zion and Jerusalem. The Lord who now gathers the remnant of His people from all the ends of
the Earth after a long and bitter exile of two thousand years. Until now, I have been as a shepherd to the group,
now I entrust you to the keeping of a new shepherd, to Feredeh, who shall complete the task.”
*
After two nights camping by the river, we hired a small house on the edge of town. As the grownups did not
want the townspeople to see them about much, for fear of arousing their suspicions, they sent us children to bring
water from the river. On our way there and back the Sudanese children would shout Khabash! Khabash! There
was one girl who really took against us; she looked for every chance to hit us; screaming all the time,
“Teketer!”\fn{Hand over everything you’ve got!} But the grownups had warned us not to get into fights.
We were seven days in Sefawa without seeing Feredeh, but at least we heard that, at the last minute, he had
cancelled his flight out. He also sent a contact man to be with us, who explained to us over and over again, that
Feredeh did not dare show himself.
While in Sefawa, it happened one day that Emun slapped the young boy, Negash, for some reason, at which
Negash started screaming. At once, a Sudanese appeared, questioning us in Arabic. One of the mothers tried to
explain to him that the child had fallen over and even gave him a demonstration to make him understand. Later
we understood that in Sudan you only yell like that when someone has died or a house has burnt down.
The Sudanese went away to return after a short while with a bag of peanuts. He had concluded that we were no
more than a group of poor travellers, ignorant of the local customs.
At the end of that week, instructions came to load ourselves onto a truck bound for Gedariff. We hid among the
sacks of whatever the truck’s load was, terribly afraid that the Sudanese would catch us and hand us back to the
Ethiopian authorities, for we had heard that the two regimes were ganging up together to track down refugees.
*
We suffered more on that truck journey than on the whole long journey on foot we had made to get there. We
were packed in very tightly. The ones who could not find a place between the sacks were lying on top of the ones
that had. The road was twisting and rocky, and every time the truck lurched, the people on top were rolled and
thrown over the ones underneath.
Once in Gedariff, most of the group put up in a hostel but there was not enough room for all of us, so we
children with three grownups put up in another hostel close by the town prison. Two of the grownups, Abeveh and
Yatenesh, had the job of keeping watch that we did not leave the room nor open our mouths too wide. Later, father
and Emun came to see how we were, and told us that Feredeh had paid the group a secret visit and, hiding under
the bed, had written down all our names. He had left money and would soon arrange a travel permit to Khartoum,
the capital. They also reported that many of the group were again suffering severe stomach pains be-cause, in the
ferocious summer heat, all the drinking water was hot.
“Remember,” they added finally, “you never, never mention the name Feredeh or the word Jerusalem, even if
you are caught by the police.”
Then there was the time that the landlady of the hostel made a meal to celebrate something and invited us, too.
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We racked our brains what to answer: on the one hand refusing might arouse suspicions and on the other, how
could we sit down with Moslems to a Moslem feast? In Ethiopia we would not even sniff at meat belonging to
people of another religion. In the end, we thought we had rescued ourselves by saying we were Christians and that
it was not permitted us. But she would not take no for an answer.
“I am most respectful of the customs of other religions,” she insisted, “and shall cook your food in separate
pots and dishes.” Abeveh thought a moment and then replied to her,
“Madam, we are most grateful to you for your invitation but really we are simply not permitted to be guests at
such a feast.”
Thankfully, the landlady at last gave in, said that she respected our decision, and left us to ourselves.
*
It took Feredeh a week of working in secret to fix us a travel permit from Gedariff to Khartoum. This time the
means of transport was more regular—we went by bus, but nothing could stop us worrying that the scores of
police carrying out checks at the stops on the way would seize us in their grip. But the Almighty, Blessed be He,
brought us through in safety to the capital, where Feredeh had already hired a house for us on the outskirts, far
from the prying noses of the authorities.
This was to be our last staging point in Sudan. We all changed clothes and shoes so as not to stand out at the
airport as village people. For two weeks Feredeh prepared and trained us in all the things that had to be correct for
the flight. He supplied necessary pieces of equipment. He gave everybody new names and made the ones without
family into members of one of the group’s extended families. He drilled us in our new names and gave minute
instructions in how to get through all the airport procedures at Khartoum and at the stop in Athens.
At last he decided we were ready. We were given our vaccinations and set out for the airport. Feredeh did not
come with the group but kept an eye on us from a distance.
We carried out all our instructions, passed safely through one stage after another, until at last we were sitting in
a Dutch KLM plane bound for Athens. Until the moment the plane lifted into the air, there was not one of us who
believed that we would get out of Sudan in the wished-for direction. From moment to moment we expected to feel
the hand of a policeman to drag us to jail. Our eyes followed every policeman who came near. But as father said,
as the plane rose and rose until the clouds were all around us,
“Who can stand against the will of He who sits in the Heavens?”
*
I was so seized with fear and trembling, that I could not enjoy my first flight in the “Bird with the Iron Wings”.
When, in Adi-Worewa, I had seen aeroplanes, small and high in the sky, I had thrown stones at them for fun. In
my sweetest dreams it never happened that I sat in one. The food in the plane did not agree with me at all: one bite
and I vomited. The others in the group did not touch it for fear it was not kosher. I, who did not know that the
packet of salt was not a packet of sugar, found my tea tasting very strange, and once again could not keep it down.
The stewardess brought me colored felt-tip pencils and paper, and that was how I spent the rest of the flight.
Around noon the plane began descending towards Athens and only then did I get excited at seeing the sea from
so high up, the houses and cars like tiny toys clinging to the ground.
As we came down the steps of the plane a great number of buses came up and we were getting into one of
them with all the other passengers, when a voice called from another bus,
“Tel Aviv, Feredeh! Tel Aviv, Feredeh!”
We got the message and boarded the correct bus. The voice belonged to a Jewish Agency representative, who
was in contact with Feredeh in Sudan, and who had received precise information as to when to be waiting for us
in Athens. The bus took us to a place where some simple food was ready and there the man arranged our flight on
to Jerusalem.
*
A few hours waiting for the flight to Israel, and we were again in the air, but this time headed for Holy Jerusalem.
This part of the flight was even harder than the first, perhaps because of the path the plane had to follow over
the sea. By the time the aircraft began descending to Ben-Gurion airport it was late into the night. I saw many
small colored lights that lit the land as though with a pale sunlight. The plane landed, and as soon as the doors
opened, I ran to be the first onto the steps. I stood there, gazing and wondering;
“Where is golden Jerusalem? The land isn’t made of gold!”
I searched right and left and saw white-skinned people and a few black-skinned ones who had come to
welcome us.
“There are only white people in Jerusalem, then, and no holy people? (I meant some form of angel). All the
stories the grown-ups told us children about Jerusalem are not true?”
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I stood there halfway down the steps with all these questions spinning round and round inside me. I have no
explanation why, all of a sudden, I began looking for connections between what my eyes saw and the stories I had
been told. The thoughts just flew into my mind uncontrollably. A few moments passed and the sound of clapping
from the welcoming party woke me from my daze and frightened me back to my mother.
Then the group began to descend the stairs, carefully, with small steps. No one knelt to touch the ground with
their forehead or to kiss it. Slowly and with great orderliness we just filed into the reception hall. There the welcome awaiting us was very warm—tables laden with food, drinks and sweets and people rushing hither and
thither to see to our registration. Among them were veteran immigrants from Ethiopia, come to help. The men
were called into the offices and asked to estimate the age of each member of their group, so as to complete procedures for receiving an immigrant identity card.
*
From the airport taxis took us to the absorption center in the little southern town of Ofakim, where we were
allotted to long trailer-homes, like buses. At first light, who should be there to greet us but Grandmother and her
group!
It is so hard to put into words that meeting: brother reunited with sister, mothers with daughters, each and
every one found family and friends again … it is so hard to describe the coming to pass of the dream of families
reuniting on the holy soil of Jerusalem, a dream for which we had sacrificed so much that it is not to be measured.
We had abandoned our village and all that we had there, we passed through fire and water, jungle and desert, we
climbed heights, forded rivers and crossed seas, we outwitted the powers-that-be, deceived neighbors and bandits,
overcame wild beasts, conquered disease and affliction. We had traversed foreign states, dry land, sea, and sky, to
bring to pass the ancient dream that we held in our hearts. Grandmother raised her arms up high, gazed into the
heavens, and declared,
“In this moment we make real the small dream of reuniting our families. This small dream was brought about
by the great and ancient dream of two thousand years of exile—to go up to the Land of Zion, to Jerusalem. I said
to you a few months ago when I set out: ‘We shall meet again in Jerusalem.’ And here by the grace of God we are
in Jerusalem!”
The women set up their shrill ululation, customary when celebrating a joyous event.
“But let us not forget that our people are still there in exile. We must pray that very soon the Creator will
redeem them from there just as He redeemed us.” And we all answered after her,
“Amen, Amen, Amen.” …
45.184 Letter To My Sister\fn{by Fatmata A. Conteth (1983-

)}

Ethiopia (F) 10

My Dear Sister,
When you read this unusual letter, the news of my death will have saturated the atmosphere in our community,
Fullah Town.
As I write, I can imagine how the news of my death will be received. I can imagine so many things while I am
alive and writing. I won’t be able to imagine anything when I am dead, because I don’t know whether dead people
are capable of imagination, though our religion teaches us that there is life after death. I know too that the moment
my death is discovered, the Muslim Jamma will be summoned and they will hasten to bury me, not bothering to
find out whether I am really dead or only unconscious.
Our religion does not allow people to feign death, to faint or fall into a trance. They will bury you as soon as
they suspect you are not breathing properly. I can assure you, however, that in my case I will have really died.
*
I do know as I write these last words in my life that my death will cause a great commotion. As usual, I know
how mother will wail. She will beat her flabby breasts. Breasts that have suckled eleven children. She will undo
her long, beautiful hair and pull it apart. She will shout and ask what she has done to God that she should deserve
such punishment. She will call my name countless times and she will ask why God should deprive her of her
eldest daughter and the fifth of her eleven children, why only nine are alive.
She will run about, crying and shouting, and many women will chase her and try to console her. Some will say
that it is the wish of God, Allah, the Almighty, that I die. She will never believe that I took my own life voluntaryily. No, she will never believe it because suicide is uncommon in our community. Poor mother, I know how she
will feel.
As for Baba,\fn{Father.} one can never be sure how he will react.
In our society men are not supposed to weep. It is a sign of weakness. In any case, none of us ever saw Baba
cry. He is such a hard-hearted man. He will feel sad, very sad. Then I know he will grab his prayer beads and start
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his Tasbih. He will then say, “Subhanallah” thirty-three times, “Al hamdu lillah” thirty-three times, “AllahuAkbar”\fn{God is the Greatest.} thirty-four times. Indeed, Baba will say, “Allahu-Akbar, Allahu Akbar,” many times.
And his peers, some of the neighbors will come and sit by him and say exactly what Baba is saying.
But Baba will not weep. He believes so much in his manhood, his religion and God and the total submission of
women to men and their parents. He will say I died because it is the will of Allah, the Greatest. He will tell people
to hurry and bury me before it is too late. So the whole community will be busy. People will assemble in and
around our house, talking about me and my accomplishments. Many will not accept my death as a finality.
My aunts will be full of grief. They are so proud of me. They will curse the day I was born. They will swear I
never killed myself. Some will want to accuse some of my stepmothers, especially Mama Janeba who never really
liked me that much. They will make all sorts of innuendos against Mama Janeba, poor her. I wish I had a way to
defend her. But that is the price she will have to pay for disliking me.
As for my uncles, they will behave like Baba. They will be sad, but will not cry. Everything will be attributed
to Allah. They will pray and feel justified that they had opposed our going to acquire Western education. They
will tell Baba how mistaken he was in allowing us to go to school. Islamic education was enough for us as they
had advocated.
I know how you my sisters will react to the news of my death. You will cry like Mama. Your eyes will be red
and they will bulge. I know how Intuma will sing while weeping. She will say she has lost her eldest sister. She
will clap her hands, put her hands on her head and run around. She will say she would like to accompany me. Her
world, she will say, has come to an end. She will ask who killed our sister. She will talk about her sister who was
the first female Muslim girl to get a university education and then to have gone to the white man’s country to
become the first female medical doctor in the Fullah Town community.
As for Amina, she will just gnash her teeth. She will probably go into a trance. It will take her a long time to
believe. She will believe days later, after my funeral, otherwise she will think I will come back to life. After a
while, she will say to herself that she must stop crying. That it is God’s will.
Isha will take over from her. She will say that someone killed her sister. She will say that she knows the person. But she will never call names of suspects. She will cry for a long time. In the end, she will lose her voice and
her speech will be incomprehensible for some time.
As for Ajaratu, she will leave the compound and run towards the stream. Then people will chase her for fear
she might drown herself or do some other harm to herself. After a while they will bring her back, sandwiched in
the arms of people. People will crowd around to console her.
I know how all of you, my sisters, will react, but I cannot name all seventeen of you in this short letter.
As for our brothers, they are no different from Baba and all our uncles. But I think that the little boys will cry.
They will all cry because they will remember what I used to do for all of them at the end of Ramadan month and
on Christmas. They will miss the presents that I used to work so hard to get for them just to make them happy.
The older brothers will probably hate me for killing myself. They will never stop to think, to understand and
appreciate why I did what I did. But that is their business, they are all just like Baba, full of their manhood.
*
The dailies will have various captions. I can imagine such headlines as, “Dr. Dao Commits Suicide,” “Fullah
Town has lost its first female doctor.” Some will say, “Suicide, Dr. Dao Dead.” Some papers will suspect foul play
until the facts are known. But that is what should be expected. It is normal.
In the hospital where I work, my colleagues and my patients will react likewise. Many of my colleagues have
always said that I am too reserved for their comfort. Some think it is because I am a Muslim. Some think that it is
because I am in a profession which is traditionally male. I never told them the reason for my apparent reserve. My
patients would be shocked and baffled.
I can imagine how Ya-Yanoh will feel. Remember sisters, I always tell you about Ya-Yanoh, the woman with a
big ulcer on her left thigh. In her village they say that her ulcer is incurable because she is said to be a witch. She
also believes that and has become very miserable. She is insulted by all and sundry and her situation is made
worse by the fact that she is childless.
When I admitted her, she narrated her ordeal to me and I told her I would help her to get well. She could not
believe it. At the time of writing this letter, she is in the process of getting discharged. Her sore is healed,
completely.
I remember when I used to go on my rounds in the wards. She was my favorite patient. I treated her like our
mother. She told me I had restored her dignity and respect. So when she returns to her village, walking straight
and confident, people will regard her as a human being. Before that she was treated with contempt and opprobrium.
Sometimes, after listening to her stories, I felt like crying. She is a nice woman after all. One thing I remember
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about her is her teeth. They are very clean and almost intact. Because of this also, she said people accused her of
witchcraft. According to people in her village, she said, a woman of her age ought to have few teeth.
So her life was one full of torment. How she will cry when news of my death reaches her.
Amina and Ajara will recall the lady who said that I am the only female doctor she ever knew and how happy
that made her. She used to say that even if she died, she would have had the satisfaction of having known a female doctor. She was joking, of course.
I like her all the same. She is one of my favorites. She appreciates the fact that we work hard and make lots of
sacrifices, especially those who have night duty. But then she would say that had she been a doctor she would not
have liked night duty because she wants to be with her husband. Then she would laugh and the other patients
would join in her laughter. She is such fun. She too will cry and feel very sad.
*
My dear sisters, I know that you will want to know why I took my life. Well, it is a long story. Partly, I am
doing it for your sakes. I did it so that you can get freedom. For this, I have to sacrifice my life to set you free, you
and your daughters and your daughters’ daughters.
You may not understand now. However, as you read along, as you get to the end of this letter, I am sure you
will understand and appreciate my action. You may not approve of this method of helping you to be free, to be
women of dignity, pride and self-esteem. I have taken what I consider a courageous course of action to assert my
dignity and yours too. I am writing this unusual letter to justify my action to be free.
I hope I am also helping women of my community. If I fail to tell you the reason for my action, some of you
will never forgive me. This is why I am writing the story of my life to you, my younger sisters. I owe it to you as
a moral duty, to tell you the truth, nothing but the truth.
*
From the time I was a little child, Baba was always concerned about upholding the family name of the Daos.
The upholding of the family name transcends everything in Baba’s life. The respectability and reverence which
the name Dao enjoys should never be allowed to diminish.
But from the time I can remember things correctly, it had appeared that the upholding of the family name was
the sole responsibility of us girls. The fact that our great grandfather was among the few Imams of the mosque of
Fullah Town has served to enslave us rather than make us free people. You know how people talk about us. We
should not say certain things because we are of the Dao family. The things that normal people do we cannot do.
We are a very religious family. But above all we are women; so we hold the family name in trust.
As you know, we went to the Qur’anic school at an early age and finished in record time, before our brother—
both the elder and the younger ones. We always did better than they did. Baba, as you all know, was against our
going to school to get Western education. He was more inclined to allow the boys rather than us. His argument
was the usual and familiar one, to which our uncles, apart from one, also subscribe. Girls should get married and
have children. Western education, he had observed, bred immorality, disrespect for elders and for tradition.
That he finally allowed us to go to school was due to the influence of one of our uncles, Uncle Bubu. But that
is not surprising. Uncle Bubu is the most educated and enlightened of them all. That he went to school was an
accident of history. So he knows what education means. We all thanked him for what he did for us. But that was a
long time ago.
In school we did better than all our brothers. Even the eldest never reached my standard. We all know how
Nkodo Shaifu, from our own point of view, brought dishonor to this family. He had had children out of wedlock.
Baba was not offended. He was happy he had grandchildren. Worst of all, Nkodo had had these children while
still at school. He could not pass his examinations to go to college. That, to me, is a shame. Baba never thought it
was dishonourable. It was Uncle Bardara who felt somewhat embarrassed by the incident.
Do you still recall our big secret? No one, as far as I know, can forget that incident. I am referring to the time
Ajara almost died while trying to induce abortion. We had all been so terrified that if it became known that one of
us had been made pregnant out of wedlock, it would have brought dishonor to the Dao family. Ajara almost lost
her life. I hope all of you are beginning to understand what I am trying to point out to you.
*
Have we not lamented many times that we are not allowed out of the house except when accompanied by
several of our younger brothers and sisters? You know that we must always come home much earlier than even
our younger brothers. You also know how we are watched. Our friends are even chosen for us.
That applied to me too as an elder sister. That was how I found myself the center of ridicule, because by the
time I went to college I did not know how to dance. I found it difficult to socialize. My friends used to say I had
two left feet. I learned to dance much later in life when I was in England studying medicine. I was afraid of men,
because I was afraid they would ask me out to parties. I must confess that I was miserable.
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Have you girls noticed how our younger brothers can dance to all sorts of music? Baba would only say with
delight that they are men.
You all remember the incident when Baba threatened to disown me. I am referring to the day I wore trousers. I
had just come from England and thought I had grown out of that type of family control. Baba said it was a big
shame, a dishonor to the family for a girl, his daughter, to put on trousers.
“This was why I said that Western education breeds immorality. You have come here now to teach your own
younger sisters bad manners. God have mercy on you. I tell you, hell fire will consume you for this!”
He had even scolded mother. It was mother who had given birth to somebody like me. Hell fIre, he said, will
also consume mother. According to him, hell was not comparable to anything we knew of on earth. He always
threatened us with hell fIre. That day, Baba was very angry with me. He even threatened to set fire to me if he
ever saw me in trousers again.
I always damn that day when I think of it. It was a terrible day. Mother wept later for me. Poor mother, she
weeps for everything. I felt guilty as though I had committed a crime.
I always thought women could wear trousers in Islamic countries. Baba said I was to dress like a woman. He
meant perhaps for me to tie a wrappa. To tie a wrappa, and to do work, I thought. Whenever I looked into my
wardrobe and glanced at my beautiful trousers, I felt pain in my stomach. The thought that I could never put them
on while I was under the regime of Baba made me feel sick.
*
Home has become hell for me. No boyfriend would dare call me or come to our house. When I had intimated
to Baba that the government had provided me with a house, he told me I would leave his house only on my way to
my matrimonial home.
I wept bitterly. Mother wept too. For Baba, unmarried girls should not live by themselves. It is immoral. But it
is all right for our brothers to live by themselves. That would not bring dishonor to the family. My God! So I
accepted in disbelief.
“Why then did I have to spend so much of my time going to college?” I asked myself. I would have been like
our mother. Mama accepted and believed that she was born to serve Baba or any man that would have her as a
wife. Mama could never question anything Baba said to her, good or bad. Mama, whose once seductive figure had
now become lost in fat, because Baba had scolded her that she was giving him a bad name by staying slim. Baba
likes fat women.
So Mama became fat. I once told her that from a professional point of view her fat would kill her. I meant it.
She laughed and ignored me.
“If you disobey your husband, you will not go to heaven.”
She was sure and very serious about it. I laughed and Mama thought I was stupid.
*
You all remember when we wanted to talk to Uncle Bardara. We wanted to talk to him so that he could talk to
his brother to allow us freedom of movement, speech and association. We hesitated. It was difficult to trust Uncle
Bardara also. We saw him beat his wives very often for minor offences. One day he beat one of his wives until the
woman vomited. Her crime had been that she had gone to watch masquerade devils. For Uncle Bardara, it was the
devil that had induced his wife. So he had decided to beat the hell out of her, as our people would say. In many
ways, Uncle Bardara is like Baba. Many people also like Baba because he is said to be very religious. He knows
the Qur’an and quotes from it with ease, which has earned him the envy of his peers. He has visited the Holy City
of Mecca several times and this also adds to the reverence people have for him. He looks like someone incapable
of hurting a fly. His countenance is deceptive, very deceptive.
We could not appeal to Baba’s best friend. He is a lamentably dull man who cannot offer Baba the intellectual
stimulation Baba always seeks from his colleagues.
*
My world then became a prison, a closed world. Sometimes I feel guilty even just talking to men. I feel my
father’s curse will affect me. I have contemplated rebellion many times. But again, I have been taught that an
outright act of rebellion against any of one’s parents is sinful. I am afraid.
Do you remember when our elder brother searched my wardrobe after money and inadvertently came across a
letter from a boyfriend of mine? You remember how he read my letter and reported the matter to Baba? You know
that his emphasis was on these sentences:
“I got attracted to you because of your brown eyes, beautifully framed features and exquisitely contoured body
which makes men stare at you when you walk. You are also as brilliant as you are beautiful.”
He was vexed. He had already assumed the role of Baba. Can all of you imagine? Our lives would be regimented from morning to evening. I know as well as you do that Nkodo will be a worse tyrant than Baba. Most tyrants
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in history are mediocres. They are also either of average height or below. Well, look at Baba and Nkodo, they are
of the same height, barely five feet five inches tall.
*
What then is our future? Amina, that question is for you. Of all my sisters, it is you who will say that, despite
my feelings, I should not have taken the action I have taken. Maybe you are right. Well, wait until you get to be
my age. Wait until you qualify. I hope, however, that by the time you finish reading this letter, your view will
support mine. I really hope so. I do not want to feel that the action I am taking will have been in vain.
I hope you feel that life is worth living and not something you should endure.
As the Christians rightly pointed out, Jesus died to make us free. You can only be of use to yourself and to
mankind if you are free. I mean if you are free to move, to associate, to talk, to feel inner harmony and a sense of
worth. That is exactly what we have not been able to achieve.
*
Exactly five days ago, a meeting was held. Baba had summoned many elders and family members. Unknown
to me, they agreed that I should marry the son of Alhaji Hamsu. The decision was fmal.
You all know Alhaji Hamsu’s son, the head teacher at the Islamic school. You remember how we used to make
fun of him. His head, we would say, when shaved, looked like a mango seed. Then all of us would laugh. He is
even older than our elder brother. He has two wives. I am supposed to be wife number three, because we are all
Muslims.
Baba said he comes from a noble family. Their great grandfather was also among the few who became Imam
of Fullah Town Mosque. These are all the considerations. Mama unfortunately is in favor, because she has no
choice.
Yes, I am to marry to Alhaji Hamsu’s son, the fat man. As fat as a bundle. Fat and clumsy. He has created
around him an aura of innocent vulnerability. Perhaps that is why Baba likes him as a husband for me. But despite
this deception, like our Uncle Bardara, he beats his wives and children with efficient brutality.
I know that Amina and Aisha would laugh at this. You will think it is a big joke. We are so incompatible that I
fmd it difficult to believe that Baba did this without consulting me. So I asked myself whether I was born never to
make a choice, never to enjoy freedom, never to be happy.
Now I am to move to another house of exile, to serve a worse master, to be enslaved again. To say no would be
to bring dishonor to the family. To accept is to compromise my freedom.
So what is my choice? If I had told mother that I would not accept such a proposal, she would have ordered me
to repeat Asterfulai seven times, because I am not supposed to refuse whatever my father proposes or wishes,
even as an adult.
*
I do not know what is good for me.
Women do not know what is good for them.
Imagine any of you, my sisters, being a wife of Alhaji Hamsu’s eldest son. Our mother married Baba because,
in their time, their own concept of marriage was different from ours. Things have changed, you know. We should
not be standing still while others are moving. Everybody has a right to be happy, to be free, to love someone of his
or her choice, irrespective of family name or religion.
It is because of these considerations that I have decided not to enter into such a relationship, organized by Baba
and others.
I have decided not to move from one prison house into another for the rest of my life. If this act of defiance
robs me of the Kingdom of Heaven, I am prepared to explain myself to Allah the Greatest.
I am sure there is justice and freedom in Heaven.
The time I have set for myself is near, the time for my departure. I know that death is painful. Many have died
before me in this world because they believed in a cause. Many more will die for ideas and principles they believe
in. Many have died, indeed, because they want society to unchain its victims.
It is honorable to die because of such convictions. It is by the death of such people that society will be free.
*
As you know, sisters, for me the world has been a rugged terrain for most of my life. I hope that as a result of
my action you will in time enjoy the softer terrain of this world. Do not despair, but do not be complacent either.
The moment is coming nearer. The minutes are moving faster. I am now coming to the end of my letter.
The room is hot. There is a breeze but not enough to make the place cool. As usual, I can smell some of the
concoctions in Baba’s room. He is probably awake, making all sorts of things for his numerous clients. Or maybe
he is awake, praying. He could also be just reading his Qur’an. The smell from his room is very fresh.
Mother is fast asleep. I am sure she hopes to see me in the morning. She will come to wake me up. She will
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come to say:
“N’damba my daughter, are you not going to work today?” Then I will reply:
“No, Mama, today is my day off.” Then she will go and prepare breakfast. Breakfast that is always like a feast
in this house.
*
I am now looking at my wardrobe. It is full of all sorts of clothes. Clothes that all of you have always admired
and wished to have and wear. But where do you wear them to? To the office? I look at my many trousers and
shoes. They are so nice. But of what use are they if they cannot be worn in freedom? I cannot wear them in Baba’s
house. It would have been worse at Alhaji Hamsu’s son’s house. Now, as I look at them, I feel happy, I enjoy
them, I enjoy the feeling of possession. It is a wonderful feeling.
*
Finally, my dear sisters, it is said in the Qur’an that there is life after death.
I am not sure about that. Let us hope it is true. If it is true, then we shall meet again. It will be a wonderful
reunion. I will be eager to hear the stories of your lives, to know if they were different from mine. Then we shall
make merry eternally and live for ever after.
So Goodbye
N’damba

The Cathedral of The Holy Trinity (built after 1941), Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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The Cathedral of St. George, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

A group of high church dignitaries, in a photograph dated 1931, posed in front of the Cathedral of St.
George, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, for the coronation of Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia
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An Equestrian of Menelik II in front of The Cathedral of St. George, from a photograph dated June, 1931

A group of warriors sitting on the steps of the Cathedral of St. George, assembled for the coronation of
Haile Selassie I in 1931
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The Emperor Haile Selassie I, at his coronation in 1931

The Empress Menen, about June, 1931
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An informal portrait of the seated Archbishop of the Ethiopian church, about June, 1931

An informal portrait of Fetawrari Mou lou Gueta, the Ethiopian Minister of War, in 1931
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An informal portrait of the Governor of Tigre Province and his assistant standing with members of the
American Mission to Ethiopia, 1931

A large group of people gathered together in Addis Ababa for the Coronation of the Emperor Haile Selassie
I in 1931
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The Medhane Alem Cathedral in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: two views
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The Church of St. Gabriel, Awassa, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples' Region, Ethiopia: 2 views
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The Nejashi Mosque, Durame, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples' Region, Ethiopia: 2 views
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The Church of St. George, Lalibela, Amhara Region, Ethiopia. Below: a mosque in Bahir Dar, Amhara
Region, Ethiopia.
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The Church of St. Gabriel, Mekelle, Tigray Region, Ethiopia.

The Cathedral of the Holy Savior, Adigrat, Tigray Region, Ethiopia.
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The Chapel of the Tablet at the Church of Our Lady Mary of Zion, Aksum, Tigray Region, Ethiopia, which
is said to house the original Ark of the Covenant. Below: the New Church of St. Mary Zion, Aksum.
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The Ethiopian Orthodox Church in Gode, Somali Region, Ethiopia

The Al-Jami Mosque in Harar, Harari Region, Ethiopia
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A Teklehaimanot Church in Harar, Harari Region, Ethiopia

The Medhane Alem Church in Harar, Hrari Region, Ethiopia
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Two churchs in Dire Dawa, second city of Ethiopia
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The Church of St. Mary, Adama, Oromia Region, Ethiopia (above) and the Church of St. Gabriel, Adama.
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The Church of St. Mary, Goba, Oromia Region, Ethiopia

The church of the Debre Libanos Monastery, Semien Shewa Zone, Oromia Region, Ethiopia
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A girl of the Afar tribe standing in front of a mosque at Assaita, Afar Region, Ethiopia

A wooden mosque in the area of Asaita, the Danakil depression, Afar Region, Ethiopia.
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